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A PICTURE OF THE BATTLE OF LEPANTO

[Plate I.]

A very interesting symbolic picture of the battle of Lepanto executed in a

miniature style has recently reached this country from Athens, and the owner,

Sir Arthur Evans, has kindly allowed me to publish a reproduction and

description of it.

The picture measures *373 m. in height by *275 m. in width, and is executed

with a full range of colours on a sheet of vellum which has been at some time

sharply folded across about half-way up the picture. Above and below and

on the back there are inscriptions in C4reek, but before we come to them it will

be convenient to give some description of the picture itself. This is divided

horizontally into two parts : above we see the saints and angels looking down

upon the battle
;
below is the battle itself, and immediately above the centre

of the fray, where the two fleets, Christian and Turkish, are in conflict, is a

small medallion containing a throned figure of Christ.

The background to the upper half of the picture is of gold. On this,

forming an upper register, is a row of saints, standing upon a bank of clouds.

Beginning from the left these are
: (1) St. Spyridon (6 ayios 2m/pi6cov)

; (2) St.

Justina (f) ay(a
5

Iouarr)vr})
; (3) the Virgin seated with the Child in her arms;

(4) St. Pelagia (f] ayia lTsAayia)
; (5) St. Eleutherios (6 ayios ’EAeuOepios).

The reason for the presence of St. Spyridon is explained by the inscription on

the back of the sheet : it is he who saved the dedicator of the picture in the

battle. St. Eleutherios is there because Lepanto was the battle which was

to give freedom to the Christians. The figure of the Virgin in the middle is

supported by five cherubs. She is inscribed as usual with the letters O V

,

Mother of God ,
and on the left of the spectator by her halo are the words f\

©EOTOK05 eAttis, Mother of God, Help (of Christians). The Child is marked by

IX C, Jesus Christ

;

on His halo are the usual words 6 cov, He who Is, and He
holds in His extended left hand a branch as a sign of victory.

Below the cloud upon which these saints are standing is a second bank
of cloud, also stretching across the picture

;
from the upper edge of this emerge

three angels with weapons, heavenly champions of the Christian fleet. The
angel on the left wears a red dress with kilts, of the Roman soldier type common
on church icons, and carries a lance. The middle angel has a similar dress,

but of gold, and over it floats a red mantle
;
he carries a sword. The angel on

the right wears a flowing Tobe and brandishes a sword. All three have black

or dusky wings.
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Below the clouds is the picture of the sea-fight. A strip of blue sky

reaches down to the skv-line, which is broken in the middle by a medallion.

This contains a seated figure of Christ in a long robe, with His hands extended

in blessing coming out from below a cloak. On the sky on the two sides of the

medallion are the words in gold : The King of Kings and great High Priest

(6 (3acnAeus tcov (3aaiAeuov/Tcov Kai neyas apyispEus). Below the sky-line

the whole space is filled by the sea, crowded with the ships of the two fleets.

On the spectator’s left is the Turkish fleet
;
on his right the Christian, so that

the medallion with the figure of Christ is immediately above the central line

of the battle where the two fleets come into collision. The hulls of the galleys

are black, or black and red in stripes; the sails white; the oars are black;

on the sterns of the ships are great pavilions. The white puffs of smoke between

the ships show that battle has been joined. The flags are for the most part

red; the Venetian are marked by a lion in gold, the Turkish by a crescent.

High up on the left of the picture are three green flags with a crescent on

each.

On the back of the picture is an inscription in minuscule in eleven lines,

which can only be partly read. As far as can be made out the translation

rims :

—

The Battle of Lepanto in which the Venetians destroyed thefleet of the Hagarenes

(i.e. the Turks) and . . . was blockaded
,
and St. Spyridon of Kerkyra saved him.

Then his wife, Mary ( ?), is mentioned, and then the monk and icon-painter of

the monastery of St. Athanasios. In the last two lines it is only possible to guess

at the words he esteemed its
,
or his, value

,
and the whole is signed Lawrence Monk

and Priest .

On the picture itself we have one-line inscriptions in capitals above and

below the picture itself. Above we have :—koci 8 id touto Asyei 6 aocpcbTCCTOs

(3aaiAeu$ oti Ta Kovp(3ouAia ^epijcoveiv pToi to ycopi^siv [urfrep-, and below,

—as airo TEKva 6 cn<Ar)p6s Oavaxos tou ttoAeuou ysip AaupEVxiou novayou
acp . . . which means, although the words bear no clear grammatical con-

struction : And for this reason the most wise king says that to root out the vine-

stocks, that is to separate mothers from children, ... the cruel death in war.

The hand of Lawrence the Monk, 15. . The final letters must be the date,

and the date of Lepanto is 1571
;

for all that the letter after the <j) seems

almost certainly to be a A and not an O.

From this we may infer that Lawrence, an ordained monk (lEpoiiovayos)

at some monastery of St. Athanasios, painted this picture of the battle of

Lepanto at the request of a man who attributed his escape from death in the

fight to the good offices of St. Spyridon, the great saint of Corfu. His wife

Mary seems to have joined with him in the pious work.

The picture is notable as being of a very unusual character, painted with
great skill, and, though slightly rubbed and creased, yet in a good state of

preservation. Whatever originality there may be in the composition and
arrangement of the whole, it is plain that the several parts of the picture belong
very much to the traditional stock-in-trade of the icon-painter. The five

saints at the top show no signs of composition as a single group
;

rather they

f

*



A PICTURE OF THE BATTLE OF LEPANTO 3

seem to be taken from separate icons, except that the pair on the right probably

belong together. The three angels and the medallion of Christ also are of

conventional type. The picture of the battle itself makes us think rather of

Italy than of Greece; this and the prominence of St. Spvridon of Corfu suggest

that the work is a product of the Ionian islands. Though the design is thus

made up of a patchwork of derived elements, the picture has considerable

charm, due in the main to the elegance of the workmanship and the very

decided beauty of the colouring, at once rich and delicate. It is a pity that the

inscription on the back is not more legible : in many parts the ink has entirely

disappeared. If we could read it completely, it is possible, though not, I think,

very likely, that we might be able to place the origin of the picture with more

precision. R. SI. Dawkins.

b2



THE WEST PEDIMENT OF THE PARTHENON

‘ No artist will ever surpass Pheidias
:

progress may exist in the ivorld, but

it is not so in Art . The greatest of all sculptors will remain for ever without an

equal
9

(Roclin).

It is agreed that the sculptures of the Western pediment represented, at

the centre, the Contest of Athena and Poseidon; that this central action was

terminated by two chariot groups, one on the left, the other on the right; and

that beyond these were spectators. Further, it is generally accepted that a

pair of figures of an old man and a maiden on the left of the central action were

meant for Cecrops and one of his daughters. Immediately to the left of

Cecrops, between him and the first figure in the angle of the pediment, NointeTs

drawing showed a void space, and in a nearly corresponding position in the

other half of the pediment the same old drawing recorded another gap (X and Y
in Fig. 1). It had been supposed by many students that both spaces might

have been left void intentionally
;
Leake and others thought that one or both

would have been filled. In considering this question it should be remembered

that the figures were not placed on the cornice like objects on,a shelf : they

were adjusted at slight angles and so that parts of one overlapped its neighbour.

That there was no gap on the left has been recently proved by the finding of a

figure which filled the space. This figure was male, as Leake supposed would
be the case. Furtwangler pointed out that the gap on the right-hand side of

the pediment corresponded in position with the position of Cecrops on the other

side, and further, that a female figure inclined towards this void space as the

female figure on the left does towards Cecrops. He therefore was led to suggest

that the right-hand gap was occupied by a figure of Erechtheus. He went on
to interpret the groups of ‘ spectators/ on the left and right of the central

action, as being the primitive kings, Cecrops and Erechtheus, with their

families, mostly daughters, from whom the early rulers descended. Two of

4



THE WEST PEDIMENT OF THE PARTHENON 5

the daughters, frightened by the great happening, rush to their fathers for

protection.

When I first studied the question (1908) I tried to examine it from the point

of view of the material evidence and I came to the conclusion that general rules

of symmetry in pedimental composition were sufficient to show that both the

gaps must have been filled, and that the lost figure on the right would have been

similar in type to the figure of Cecrops on the left. As Furtwangler said,
4 What we must assume here is a group of two closely united figures.

5

The symmetry of the composition may be brought out in several ways. In

the diagram (Fig. 1) C and G were the charioteers of similar great groups; N
and N were nude figures, one in either half of the pediment, the shining forms of

which—set against draped figures—would have been specially noticeable
;
W

and W are the two female figures inclined away from the centre, of whom we

know that one clung in fright to an old man (Fig. 2).

Important British contributions to the interpretation of the pediment

were made by Leake and others. Leake in 1841 pointed out that in a late

Fig. 2.

version of the story of the rivalry of the two gods :
‘ not only Cecrops but his

successors, Cranaos and Erechtheus, were also present—in or after the reign of

which last monarch we must suppose the contest to have occurred. Pheidias

followed the latter version.
5

Leake filled both the gaps with figures, making

that at X male, and he named the first three figures Cranaos, Amphictyon and

Cecrops, while the attendant on the chariot of Athena (now Hermes) was

Erechtheus.

J. Woods, the editor of Stuart and Revett’s Antiquities of Athens, Yol. IV,

identified, some time before 181 G, the fine torso now known as Iris with the

figure shown on the Nointel drawing running by Poseidon’s chariot. It was

later claimed by Visconti for the E. pediment and the mistake was maintained

for nearly a century (see Sculptures of the Parthenon, 1910).

Corbould, the able draughtsman employed by the Museum for the publi-

cation of the marbles, seems to have been the first to perceive (before 1830) the

crucial fact that balance in the composition of the Groups necessitated that

there should have been a chariot and horses on the right as on the left of the

centre. In a lecture at the Royal Academy in 1831, Westmaeott, the sculptor,

said—speaking of Athena’s chariot on the left

—

c

This group was evidently

balanced by the Chariot of Neptune, for it is not possible to account for so
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great a space in the composition without it
;
and Mr. Corbould, who has examined

Carrey's drawings with the greatest attention, finds it supported by the two

figures which next appear—Amphitrite the wife of Neptune (under whose feet

was a dolphin) ; she was accompanied by Leucothea or Halia/ The second

chariot was adopted by Cockerell in his admirably drawn restoration and text,

but while calling the charioteer Amphitrite, he cautiously refrained from naming
her companion. Cockerell or Corbould seems also to have identified the existing

torso of the charioteer of Poseidon (‘ Amphitrite ’) which Visconti had assigned

to the chariot of Athena.

R. C. Lucas, who made the excellent model of the temple now in the

Elgin Gallery, carefully worked over the evidence and published his findings in

a little book in 1845. He assumed that there must have been sculptures in both

the gaps, and definitely pointed out that on the right, at Y, * there is a space

where the sculpture has been removed.’
6 We perceive the great principle in

the design of Pheidias—namely, variety and contrast in unity . . . the groups

accurately balanced and symmetrically arranged, all the principles of pedi-

mental sculpture observed, but by the genius of Pheidias made compatible

with the utmost variety/ He also made some restorations of individual

figures, including an excellent one of the reclining male in the left angle. (Is he

the author of a small model of this figure in the Soane Museum?) Another

was the Poseidon, to which he properly, as I think, gave some fluttering drapery

at the back. In his model of the temple he restored the pedimental figures

after the Nointel drawing, modelling them in wax (he was the author of the

wax bust at Berlin) with great delicacy and sympathy. A photograph of the

left-hand half would be the best point of departure in describing these sculptures.

He brings out their fullness, how they projected in front of the cornice, and the

contrast of the nude youth in front of the draped figures is well indicated. A
photograph of this would really suggest how the pediment looked.

In his etchings of fragments from the W. pediment he included a piece of

the right leg of a female figure which has since been identified (by Watkiss

Lloyd, I believe) as having been a part of the
c

Iris/ then held to have belonged

to the E. pediment, but now transferred to the West. He mentions the

description in
c

the French Archaeological Journal
5

of a ‘ head stated to have
been that of Victory in the Western pediment [the charioteer of Athena],

brought to Venice by an officer who served under Morosini. It ornamented
some garden edifice for the last century, and is now an object to obtain for the

various museums in Europe/ This is the
€

Laborcle head/ and notwithstanding

other suggested positions, the W. pediment seems to have the best claim. 1

Watkiss Lloyd fitted a fragment of a serpentine coil to the mass on which
Cecrops is seated, and thus opened the way to the certain identification of the
figure. This fact and the discovery of the male figure which occupied the left-

hand gap next to Cecrops strengthens Leake's theory, that the first three
figures, all males, were primitive rulers of Athens. Perhaps the names Pandion

1 See also the restoration of * the Fates ’ requirements, but the right arm of the
as etched by Lucas : the arrangement of the middle figure should be as I sketched in
arms shows consideration of technical 1908 {Grech Buildings).
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and Butes might seem from some points of view to have better claims than

Cranaos and Amphictyon, but the principle of interpretation is the same. 2

Miss Jane Harrison in 1890 published an admirably independent examina-

tion of the current theories of explanation. With the exception that a minimum

of
4

topographical symbolism ’ was still retained, what she said agrees remark-

ably well with the solution Furtwangler reached about a dozen years later.

She made out a strong case for interpreting the nude figure on the right (Fig. 1,

N) as
4

undoubtedly male.
5

She vigorously objected to the view that the

spectators were opposing parties; this would have been unorthodox and

shocking.

More than twenty years ago I showed, or at least suggested, that what had

been described since Watkiss Lloyd’s time as a serpent
4

associated
9 with

Cecrops was, in fact, a serpentine tail issuing from his body, and that this

makes the identification secure (Greek Buildings
,
1908: with a restoration;

cf. Fig. 3).

If a complete serpent with a head was

represented, then the figure with whom it was

grouped might reasonably be called Asklepios

as by Michaelis. If the serpent is not attached

to the body there is no absolutely certain

point of departure for the identification of the

whole assembly of spectators. However, the

identification of Cecrops is now more and

more taken for granted, as it was by Leake

and Furtwangler. For additional confirma-

tion that a serpentine tail was represented,

notice that the leg of Cecrops resting on the ground so closely circumscribes

it on the further side that it is impossible to imagine that any extension was

thought of. The leg, in fact, presses against the root of the tail in the most
4

natural
5

way.

Confirmation of the Leake-Furtwangler interpretation of the meaning of

the side groups as human witnesses of supernatural events may be found in

many examples of Greek art. A usual method of composition in vase paintings

was to represent the principal action in the centre, and balanced groups of

secondary characters on either side. Frequently, when the subject is a violent

and dramatic deed, the witnesses are frightened and run awav.

One example of this treatment is the celebrated Athenian vase painting

by Meidias in the British Museum. In the middle, Castor and Pollux are

carrying off the daughters of Leucippus, while other startled maidens run away

on either side. One of these seeks the protection of an aged person seated at

the left extremity of the picture, who in this case seems to be Zeus, the father

of the assailants rather than of the maidens. The great sculptured acroterion

of Delos represents Boreas carrying off Oreithyia. while affrighted sisters start

2 Furtwangler suggested that the figures wife : those to the left were Bouzyges and
in the right-hand angle were Butes and his wife.
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away right and left. A fine red-figured vase painting in the Victoria and

Albert Museum treats the same subject in a more detailed way. Here Boreas

pursues Oreithyia in the centre and her sisters scatter in both directions. The

one furthest to the right seeks the protection of an old white-haired man, seated

and having a long staff or sceptre, who can be no other than Erechtheus. A
still more instructive example in regard to the scheme of the Parthenon

sculptures is the representation of the same scene on a famous vase at Munich.

On this the sisters of Oreithyia run to seek the protection of aged men holding

sceptres, who are named by inscriptions Cecrops and Erechtheus. Miss Jane

Harrison says of these :

6

Cecrops, although according to orthodox genealogy

dead generations ago, is present here out of compliment and sympathy, just as

Erechtheus is present at the birth of Erichthonios. Could anything be more

clearly Attic, more blatantly autochthonous ?
7

‘ Clearly Attic,
7

that is what

the sculptures of the pediment also had to be. This vase is of early fifth-

century fabric, and thus earlier than the Par-

thenon. The same subject similarly treated is on

a vase also figured by Reinach (I. 305). Cecrops

and Erechtheus appear together as spectators of

scenes sacred to Athens in other works of art.

A beautiful vase painting at Berlin picturing the

birth of Erichthonios has Cecrops and Erechtheus,

one on either hand, as witnesses. Another red-

figured vase in the British Museum depicts even

the birth of Athena with ‘ a simple citizen

spectator
7

at the ends of the composition. These

are aged men, one of whom is white-haired : there

can be no doubt that they stand for primitive

dwellers in Athens and were, in fact, Cecrops and

Erechtheus. Further, it would appear that, in

some accounts of the event, Athena must have been said to have been born

at Athens itself.

The presence of the two Athenian patriarchs was evidently quite a cus-

tomary formula in art, indicating that the ‘ matter
7 was a story of ancient

Athens. The frightened maidens motive usually indicated the daughters of

Cecrops and Erechtheus. So it would have been at the Parthenon. A slight

sketch restoring the remnant of the female figure next to the gap on the right

(A\ . Fig. 1) shown in the old drawing, is given in Fig. 4. It is remarkable that

the figure to which she must have clung, which presumably was cut in the

same block, should have been broken away and thrown down, but Dalton's

drawing of the W. front shows that heavy covering stones of the pediment had
fallen from above this position. A drawing by Pars shows that in the left side

of the pediment the half of a single figure had been broken away, leaving the

rest in place.

Altogether it is quite evident that, as Furtwangler has said, ‘ the artists of

this period regarded Cecrops and Erechtheus as contemporaries, both of whom
were alike interested witnesses of the first act of the gods on Attic soil.

5
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A famous vase of the Hermitage Museum 3 depicts the contest of Athena and
Poseidon in such a manner that it is generally agreed that it must have been

directly imitated from, or inspired by, the pediment of the Parthenon itself.

Here on the right of the central action is a maiden who runs towards an aged

man holding a sceptre and resting on a rock. This, again, it would seem, must

be Ereehtheus seated on the Acropolis. Over him, that is behind, is a building

which has figures as acroteria. It has been supposed that this building may
have been intended for the Parthenon itself, but it was the older temple which

had such figures at the angles of the pediments. The building in the painting

probably was intended to represent the most ancient sanctuary on the Acropolis

—the House of Ereehtheus—and to make it look ancient a feature was borrowed

from the oldest existing or remembered building. The Hecatompedon had

such acroteria. Fig. 5 is sketched from an archaic vase in the British Museum.
Miss Harrison, writing of the Ereclitheum, not of the vase, says :

4 The good

house of Ereehtheus had long since perished, but its memory no doubt remained.

The Erechtheion will be better apprehended if it be considered a house, as well

as, if not instead of. temple.
’

On the left of the centre in the same painting are also two figures. One is

a handsome youth in a hunting attitude with a leopard by his side. He looks

like a young Dionysos, but must, I think, be—or have been in an earlier version

—Cephalos. Above him (behind) is a reclining maiden who has long -as 1

mentioned in 1908—reminded me of the sculptured figure in the right-hand

angle of the pediment. This I believe must be Procris. All the side figures on

the vase were probably inspired by the sculptures of the pediment. In the

vase painting Poseidon holds a horse with his left hand while he strikes his spear

with the right. It has been said that this must represent a different version of

the story, but to me it is more probable that the single horse was a result of

condensing the great series of sculptures into a little picture. The horse seems

to have chariot harness on it. It is interesting to observe that Cockerell in his

restoration of the chariot group makes Poseidon grasp at the reins with his

left hand, just as he does in the vase painting. (The suggestions which Reinach

makes for the identification of the side figures on the vase are Aphrodite and
Dionysos on the left, Amphitrite and Cecrops or Zeus on the right.)

Many years ago I made the suggestion in the Burlington Magazine (as also

in The Builder
, 1927) that the youth and maiden in the right-hand angle of the

3 Harrison, Myth, and Mon. of Anc. Athens, p. 442, fig. 44.
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West pediment must be Cepbalos and Procris. These were probably the most

popular persons of Athenian story. Leake and Furtwangler had both felt that

Cephalos would have been among the sculptures, but they assigned his name to

figures that are now otherwise identified. Furtwangler put him in the Eastern

pediment. The vase paintings and sculpture when compared together give

strong evidence that Procris and Cephalos would form part of a group in which

Erechtheus was the chief personage.

The sculptured figure in the pediment which I would identify as Cephalos

is a youth, and he and the maiden next to him were intimately conversing.

Further, he was getting up from where he had been resting, and this action

would be peculiarly suitable for Cephalos, who rose at dawn to go hunting.

The figure has been described as crouching on his heels, but this is a mistake

;

the right leg was in the position suggested, but the left thigh was thrown up so

as to be free below, and the foot must have been brought forward while the

left hand pressed the ground. I have a note of a Cephalos-like figure in a vase

painting of
4 Polygnotan style ’ in a similar attitude, but have lost the

reference.

The general idea of the composition, the appearance of Athena on the

Acropolis, between two symmetrically placed groups of spectators, was taken

over from the old Hecatompedon, where it is probable, from all that has been

said, that two spectators were no other than Cecrops and Erechtheus.
c The

Western pediment held two sea monsters, a Triton and Typhon
;
the Eastern

held two land snakes of even greater magnificence. The design as restored is

as follows. In the apex is Athena ; to her right hand is a figure crowned, a king

or god
; the figure which balanced him to the left of the goddess is lost. The

surviving [side] figure is usually called Zeus, but from his subordinate place it

seems more likely he is Poseidon or a local king Erechtheus. . . . The great

snakes who in the angles keep watch are often described as “ decorative,” but
surely they are too dominant to be accessories. One is blue and orange, and
his companion in the other angle is vivid emerald-green. Herodotus speaks

of one snake as guardian of the Acropolis; good Attic tradition knew of

two.

Athena bound, for watcb, two guardian snakes (Euripides).

We need not say that the two snakes of the pediment are a duplicated Cecrops,

but we may say that they are two hero snakes, guardians of the city
5

(Miss Jane
Harrison, Primitive Athens

,
1906).

On several archaic black-figured Athenian vases, buildings are represented

with their pediments filled with two giant serpents; these were evidently

reflections from the old temple. Fig. 6 is sketched from a vase in the British

Museum.
The supposition that the spectators were imagined as having been awakened

at Dawn by the sudden apparition of the gods has recently been confirmed to

my mind very convincingly by the observation that 1
4

get up ’ with actions like

those of the reclining figure on the left (A, or
e

Cranaos
?

). With his right hand
he throws off the covering, then gathers up his legs and turns over on his left
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side, raising himself on his arm. It amuses me now to be
4

Cranaos ’ in the

morning and to know that Pheidias himself got up like that.

The movement of the figure was well described by Visconti.
4

This

personage, half reclined, seems by a sudden movement to raise himself with

impetuosity. . . . The momentary attitude, which this motion occasions, is

one of the boldest and most difficult to be expressed that can possibly be

imagined. He is represented at the instant when the whole weight of the

body is going to be supported by the left hand and arm, which press strongly

on the earth, on which his left foot also rests. This motion causes the whole

figure to appear animated.’

This up-starting figure had been named 4

the Ilissos ’ in 1812 because a

late story calls reclining figures, in the angles of one of the pediments at

Olympia, by the names of rivers. This name was adopted by Visconti, and

subsequent commentators have seen something water-like in the drapery of

the figure. It is rather inflated by air.

The reclining maiden
(

4

Procris ’) in the opposite angle of the pediment

also swiftly turns about, and resting on her right arm seems to ask
4 What is it ?

’

These figures not only suggest motion but commotion. The cause of waking

was a startling blast of wind, proceeding *from Poseidon’s breath. Many years

ago, when drawing the Cecrops group, I noticed that the drapery over his

daughter’s left shoulder had been entirely undercut free from the body, and

further that her whole drapery was represented as blown by a wind. Associa-

ting this with the
4

wind-troubled ’ garments of
b

Oreithyia,’ so well described

by Furtwangler, I was led on to see that the action of wind might be traced

throughout the pediment

—

4

a gust of wind seems to sweep through the com-

position from the centre of action ’ {Greek Buildings
, 1908). The chariot horses

are not only restive, they are frightened. A groom or runner accompanving

each team rushes forward to hold them. The charioteers hurriedly alight.

Comparison of their action with other representations, and consideration of the

necessities of support for the heavy masses of marble, make this last inter-

pretation certain (Fig. 7). Enough of the figure of Poseidon’s charioteer remains

to show that one foot was raised much higher than the other. What was
represented was a sudden dramatic action : all the unities were observed.

The interpretation of the
4

plot ’ of the sculptures as here set out, following
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the observations of Leake and Furtwiingler, would have been instantly

intelligible
;

all was a unity of cause and effect, simple and dramatic. The

pediment sculpture was no isolated scene,
4

an easel picture/ chosen as a

decorative subject. It was part of a great epic story of the foundation of Athens

and the divine charter given in the sight of the Fathers of the people. The

whole idea was very deep and ancient; Cecrops and Erechtheus were the

special guardians of the Acropolis and the representatives of more primitive

serpent watchers. The spectators were a chorus to the action. The Pheidian

composition carried forward in a modernised way these ancient traditions.

Here I should like to quote a remark from a MS. letter by that able critic,

Watkiss Lloyd, in the Library of the Hellenic Society. Speaking of Greek

monumental sculpture he says :

4 We always find a most pertinent relation of

each part of the monument to the others. Each is a member of a sentence in

marble of which the pediment usually presents the nominative case and verb,

the frieze the accusative, while the subordinate

decorations come in to shape the proposition as

adverbs and adjectives, and occasionally constitute

parenthetical clauses/ The Parthenon was the

Bible of Athens.

The figure and costume of Athena in the Pedi-

ment have long reminded me very definitely of the

statue at Dresden which Furtwiingler identified as

a copy of the Lemnian Athena by Pheidias. The

general resemblance of these two figures, and the

remarkable likeness of the head, which he associ-

ated with the same Dresden statue, to the girlish

head of Athena on the frieze of the Parthenon,

have fully convinced me that the Dresden statue

was indeed a copy of a Pheidian work. The pedi-

mental figure resembles the Lemnian so closely in pose and costume that

one seems almost a reversed version of the other. Both have an arm
thrown up, exposing the armpit in a similar way to the arm of a third figure

—the
4 Demeter

5

of the E. pediment (see other figures also). Dalton’s

sketch of the broken pedimental figure lying on the ground in his view of

the temple indicates a fullness in the drapery under the arms which is found
again in the Lemnian and the Parthenos. The upper parts of the bodies of the

pedimental figure and the Lemnian, in each case covered by an aegis worn
diagonally, are so alike that the Elgin fragment in the Museum may be restored

by comparison with the other. (I sketched such a restoration in the Burlington

Magazine about fifteen years ago and again in The Builder
, 1927.) The Athena

of the pediment had something of the wonderful freshness of the Lemnian, a

freshness which seems to have been a special grace with which Pheidias could
endow his creations.

From the large portion of the head of Athena which is preserved a trust-

worthy restoration may be made. The head of Poseidon has so much of

Fig. 8.
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Pheidian character in the Nointel drawing that it may be depended on for

accuracy. I have enlarged and restored it in the sketch, Fig. 8. If the

Nointel drawing of the upper part of the body were enlarged photographically

some six or eight times and carefully corrected from the existing torso, while

the head was restored by an able artist, some better notion of this mighty
figure might be recovered.

The figures of Athena and Poseidon represented on the Hermitage vase

are so very like the pair of figures on the pediment as made known to us by the

closest study, that it seems that the group must have been actually copied;

even the head of Poseidon on the vase is so like the head in the Nointel drawing
that they confirm each other. In the vase painting and in other representations

of the scene Poseidon has a cloak. Now at the back of the marble on the left

shoulder is a large rough surface which can hardly be any other than the

attachment of such a garment—as Lucas must have perceived. In Fig. 9 I

have made a variation in the disposition of it, as the suggestion of Lucas appears

to me to be too similar to the drapery of the next figure (Iris, Fig. 10). On the

shoulder is a bronze pin which may have fastened a metal neckband. The
manner in which projecting and delicate parts of the sculptures were compacted
together by 4

webs ?

of drapery may be traced throughout.

More than twenty years ago I noticed that the raised right hand of the

middle
4

Fate * must have held a piece of drapery above the shoulder. The
Nointel drawing of the W. pediment indicates the constructive use of drapery

in the sculpture very clearly in respect to the charioteer of Athena and the

running figure of Iris. At the back of this latter figure the broken attachment

of drapery may be observed : compare it with the mantle of the running figure

in the E. pediment. From the old drawing it may be seen that this drapery

was a long scarf which passed from arm to arm. In the Museum is a fragment

of a delicate arm with drapery of the kind attached (331), which may, it is said,

have belonged to this figure.4 In any case we have material for an almost

complete restoration. Hermes had his left arm supported in the same manner,

although not to so extreme a degree, as is well known in the Apollo Beividere.

Cecrops’ daughter also had her left arm strengthened by thin drapery.

The way in which the sculptured figures retain evidence, in their poses and

the adjustments of projecting parts, of the simple quarry blocks from which

they were hewn should also be noticed. The necessity for compactness will

often suggest how a lost part must have been disposed. Figs. 9 and 10 are

small restorations of the figures of Poseidon and Iris based on the photo-

graphic illustrations. In Fig. 7 I have made a very slight sketch in which

one of the charioteers is considered in a similar way. Some details, such as the

wings of Iris, were in separate pieces, joggled into the main masses, but this

method was sparingly used.

The marble blocks out of which the sculptures were cut are, in the case of

the taller figures, set up on end and not according to the strata in the quarry.

Hence many fractures are almost vertical
;
the face of Athena, for instance, and

4 I wonder if Cecrops’ daughter has been tested for this.
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the fragment of a seated figure, 339.7. From this fact we can more readily

understand the breaking away of the presumed figure of Ereehtheus if it was

originally in the same block with its neighbour.

The known liberal use of bronze additions to the frieze reliefs, and several

fixing holes on the pediment figures, suggest that bronze details would have been

profusely added to the great sculptures. The spears of Athena and Poseidon,

and the sceptres of the watching kings, would have been of gilded metal. The

long lines of these must have had great importance in the composition. It

has been said that the chariots of the two gods could not have had wheels,

but I have little doubt that they were added in bronze. A chariot in one of the

eastern metopes has a hole for the attachment of a bronze wheel. The reins

and bits of the horses would have been bronze. On the breast of Athena

exists the trace of a bronze disc which bore the Medusa head in bronze. On

her aegis are also holes to which little writhing serpents were fixed; on her

neck are other holes which attached the back rim of her helmet, and she had
earrings.

The head of Cecrops had many little holes around the crown—too many,
I think, for fixing a wreath only—and I would suggest that he might have had
long locks of hair as well (Fig. 2 ). The head of his frightened daughter also had
holes for attaching a wreath. If these two figures, close together, had wreaths,

other corresponding figures must have had them also. The Laborde head has

holes for the attachment of a wreath. The charioteer ‘ Amphitrite * has

evidence of bronze accessories. So many details added in bronze must have

greatly enriched the marble sculpture, and we have further to imagine the effect

of gilding on these parts.

The flesh surfaces of ‘ Cranaos,' ‘ Hermes ’ (the back of the right shoulder)

and notably the Helios of the Eastern front, still retain so much evidence of

actual polishing that it seems certain that the nude parts were so highly

finished that they glittered. That such surface polishing was a general tradition
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in marble sculpture is confirmed Lv so many other works, of which several arc

in the Museum, that it may not be doubted. The figures were also touched
with colour and the draperies more extensively painted, as is now generally

accepted. In 1012 I observed traces of the painted iris of the left eye of the

horse of Selene in the E. pediment; the painting has preserved the surface to

some degree, so that in a good light the circle may be seen.

The fragment 339.7 mentioned above was hardly more than a large vertical

splinter from the right side of a figure. It has been suggested that the par-

ticular figure may have been either
k D ’ or ‘ U/ Now when we remember that

Pars in his drawing of the Cecrops group shows a thin slice of such an adjoining

female figure, we may hardly doubt that the fragment 339.7 is part of figure 1).

As is well known, Dalton in his view of the W. front puts an altogether unex-

plained nude figure here which must have been drawn in lo make the broken

surface look more interesting. I made a slight restoration of this figure in 1908

(Greek Buildings). A fine marble fragment of the right thigh of a draped

female figure in the Museum, 301 T, is valuable in showing that the figure ‘ T/
although seated low, was not in the curious reclining attitude given to it in the

Nointel drawing : Dalton represents it better. It shows further that the nude

figure associated with it was not full seated on her lap, but rather half seated

on her left side. The fragment is from a magnificent mature figure com-

parable to one of the Fates.' If a photograph of this were shown with a few

added lines indicating how the body and feet must have been in relation to it.

our understanding of it might be largely increased. The fragment 330 of the
‘ colossal right arm of female figure may perhaps have belonged to figure G of

the West pediment/ If the Laborde head also belonged to this figure we

might feel that w^e know’ something about it. I wonder if this head has been

tried on the Amphitritc torso to see if it looks suitable for a corresponding

figure.

A German scholar has made a skilful restoration of the great aeroterion

from small existing fragments (B.M. Sculjrfures of the Parthenon). Among the

engraved plates which Vulliamy published from sketches made in Greece

(c. 1820) is one of * a tile found at Athens : from onlv one perfect example/

This small antefix, of which 1 give a slight sketch in Fig. 1 1. must have been

comparatively small, yet it is so like the restored acroteria that it is good

evidence of the general correctness of the result.

From an inscription relating to the building it is known that the w orks w ere

begun in 447, the temple was consecrated in 438. when the gold and ivory image

wTas set up, and the whole work seems to have been completed in 432. From
the slight data several scholars have set out schemes of the order in which the

sculptures were executed. Michael is says :

4 The metopes were executed in

the 'forties, the frieze in the beginning of the 'thirties, while the pediment

groups w’ere presumably executed after the death of Pheidias. or after he left

Athens in 438, by his pupils, this may be looked upon as almost certain
?

(7>#.v-

coveries, 1908). Professor Hans Schrader excludes Pheidias almost entirely

from the design and execution of the sculptures. Lechat, on the other hand.
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concludes (1924) that the Eastern pediment and the frieze would have been

done before 438, when the temple was dedicated. And Johansen (1925)

argues that Pheidias probably remained at Athens until 432. ‘ In the four-

teenth year the building accounts show that more than half that year’s budget

was swallowed up by the pediment groups
;

it took so long to complete them.’

The beginning of such a vast work must have been many years before

even a partial
4

completion.' Looking at the questions in a general way from a

practical point of view, it may, I think, be asserted as obvious that the master

sculptor must have begun to ‘ design ’ the pediments in the evening of the

very day when the new temple was first mentioned to him
;
the artist’s mind

ranges all over the important points of a great work from the beginning. A
search for the large and most perfect marble blocks required for the great

sculptures would have been undertaken from the first days of quarrying. The

frieze, owing to the fact that the continuous design passes over the jointing of

the slabs, had to be wrought in place, and it

is probable, therefore, that it was the latest

of all the works of sculpture to be under-

taken. This view of the period of the frieze

is confirmed by other considerations. There

is such a close correspondence between the

gods of the Eastern frieze and those of the

pediment above it that it may not be doubted

that the great sculptures existed, at least as

models, before the frieze was done. It is

further probable that the frieze was not

carved until the roof was covered in, so that

it might be wrought under the same con-

ditions of lighting as it would have to be

seen by. Every builder would, I think, be

likely to agree that the frieze was a complet-

ing piece of work. The great sculptures, however, must have gone forward

concurrently with the building, or the sculptors were unoccupied.

Y hen these very heavy sculptures were wrought they had to be hoisted

up to their place on the cornices. This was a task of immense difficulty and
danger—one of primary importance which would have been thought out from

the beginning. (1) The sculptures were advanced so that the scaffold used in

building each gable served also for putting them in place as soon as the structure

was ready
; (2) or the scaffolding was maintained in position for a long time

;

(3) or it was taken down and a new scaffold was afterwards erected for raising

the sculptures. It seems most probable, I may say, that the sculptures would
have been put in position in a partially completed state ; it is almost impossible

to suppose that fragile jutting parts would have been subject to all the dangers

of hoisting and setting in place. The actual workmanship would, of course,

have been team wmrk, done by a master with the help of many trained assistants.

After the sculptures were in position, the work of painting and gilding had to

be undertaken.

Fig. 11.
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For long it was accepted as following from the records that the chief artist

responsible for the external sculptures of the Parthenon was Pheidias. Later

in a time of re-examination doubts have been raised, and recently Professor

Hans Schrader has argued that Paionios and Alcamenes, who were said to have

been the sculptors of the pedimental groups at Olympia, were actually the

authors of the marble sculptures of the Parthenon, while Pheidias only super-

vised their work. The learned critic maintains that there are considerable

differences in style between the two pediments of the Parthenon, and that

Paionios designed that facing west while Alcamenes designed the Eastern

pediment and the frieze. In 1908 I had observed the resemblance of the

sculptures of the temples at Olympia and Athens. ‘ The lately discovered

sculptures of Olympia, although more archaic in style, have much in common as

compositions with the pediments of the Parthenon. The relation of the two

works is not settled, but undoubtedly one derived much from the other.’

In the East pediment at Olympia as in the Western at the Parthenon, the

composition is divided up into a central action and spectators who are separated

from it by chariot groups; in both are very similar reclining and crouching

figures, and pairs of figures are cut out of single blocks. Two metopes of

centaurs and women at the Parthenon so closely resemble the two centaur

groups at Olympia that one pair must be practically copied from the other.

Again, the metopes of the two buildings are very like one another in the character

of the heads and treatment of relief. To account for these facts there are other

possibilities than that maintained by Professor Schrader. (1) Olympia was a

great prototype carefully studied by Pheidias, the master of the Parthenon;

(2) this master actually worked on the sculptures at Olympia; (3) he supplied

designs for Olympia which were worked out by local sculptors
; (4) the sculptures

at Olympia are after all later than those at the Parthenon and imitated them.

For myself I am drawn to think that (3) is the most likely theory.

The resemblances are rather in types, formal design and arrangement, than

in the subtleties of ‘ style/ feeling and craftsmanship. I cannot see close

relationship of style in this sense between the sculptures of Olympia and

Athens
;
nor can I perceive the alleged difference of style between the East and

West pedimental sculptures at the Parthenon. Avoiding dispute, I will note

a few observations which convince me that after all the most likely hypothesis

is that the sculptures at the Parthenon were by Pheidias—that is, with the

assistance of a large workshop staff and competent assistants.

It is agreed that the style of Pheidias is made known to some extent by the

late copies of the gold and ivory Parthenos. It is argued that this figure is of a

more archaic type than the external sculptures. It might well be severer,

however, without being earlier. Westmacott observed nearly a century ago :

c Although the genius of Pheidias may have effected the fullest change in the

architectural sculpture of the Parthenon, it is not probable that the old feeling

would be disregarded in the statues of presiding deities. . . . These grand

chryselephantine compositions are rather to be placed in the category of

gorgeous idols/ Miss Harrison too has admirably said :
‘ The main conception

was, as it should be, traditional; reverently to keep the old yet add the

J.II.S.—VOL. L. C
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new. to touch so little and transform so much, this is the proper quality of

genius.
5

‘ A conception like that of Pheidias did not spring full-grown from the

artist's brain, it had grown up slowly to a complex perfection, deep-rooted in

manifold tradition ; it was the last outcome, almost crowded with multiple

associations, of national belief.
5

The true view, I believe, would be that the pediment figures and the

Parthenos statue have the kinship of common parentage. Allowance has

to be made for the wide differences in the function, scale and materials of the

several works. One was of ivory and gold, of colossal scale, a sacred cultus

image standing alone within the solemn sanctuary. The others were of

marble, about a quarter the size of the cult image, parts of groups illustrating

stories.

What would the critics have? Should not Pheidias have given his

immense religious figure traditional continuity, aweing dignity, and structural

simplicity ? How can the figure be said to be comparatively archaic when it

was imitated in the maidens of the Erechtheum and the Eirene of Cephiso-

dotos ? The reliefs on Athena's shield and the pedestal appear to have been as

advanced and picturesque as any of the external sculptures. Schrader indeed

points out resemblances between the reliefs on the Pergamon copy of the

Parthenos and the frieze of the Parthenon. At the bottom of the shield was

the figure ol a dead girl Amazon, which shows the 4 pathos
5

of later generations

and was imitated for centuries—this is not archaic ! The serpent supporting

Athena's shield is so naturalistic that we might as soon call it decadent as

archaic. It suggests twisting movement in the most wonderful way. The

Athena of the W. pediment, its full rounded form, its drapery and the proud

carriage of the head, is closely akin to the Parthenos. The remarkable resem-

blances to the statue which Furtwangler identified as the Lemnian Athena by
Pheidias have already been pointed out. Above all the details of likeness there

is a total expression : a combination of freshness with dignity which seems to

have been one of the secrets of the great master. Again, there is some likeness

between the pair of figures, Athena and Poseidon in the pediment, and the

Athena and Marsyas attributed to Myron. Whatever be the exact facts regard-

ing the latter group, the resemblance—which has been brought out by Lechat

—

is evidence of the Athenian tradition and early character of the pedimental

figures.

Similar poses and drapery to the cult image are found on the Parthenon

frieze. For the drapery compare Iris standing next to Hera on the East front.

Here we find the same deep turn-over of the chiton passing well below the girdle,

which shows ^just at the crown of the curved line which it forms across the

body.

The small and dry copy of the Parthenos preserves a character in the arms
which seems to be almost a signature of Pheidias. They are large and weighty

and yet look soft, flowing in beautiful curves and resting quietly on some
support. It is interesting to note that Johansen in an excellent study of the

sculptures (19*25), while he upholds their Pheidian authorship, objects to
£

the
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disproportionate heaviness and size of the arms
5

of the Parthenos—the
4

un-

reasonably heavy and clumsy arms.’

More than twenty years ago I had noticed the special character of the

women’s arms in the pedimental sculpture, so the point is not produced for the

sake of present argument

—

4

The soft rounded arms of the Demeter [? Persephone

of the E. pediment] and of the wife [ ?] of Cecrops. strong yet almost flowing in

extraordinarily beautiful curves, are wonderful and lovely/ Haydon called

attention to these arms.
4 The first thing I fixed my eyes on was the wrist in

one of the female groups. . . . The arm was in repose and the soft parts in

relaxation .’ The arm thus seen must have been Persephone's [ ?], for among
Haydon’s drawings in the museum is a large special study of this magnificent

arm. Compare again the hand of the Parthenos resting on the shield and the

hand of the
4

Persephone.’ The same type of arm appears again on the E.

frieze—the arm of Hera, which at small scale suggests in an extraordinary way

the softness and 4

whiteness ’ of the goddess’s arms. I know no such arms in

sculpture as those of the Parthenos and the marbles of the Parthenon. The

pose—the bent left leg and raised foot, the forward leaning body—of the

Parthenos, is this archaic ? Examine in the dry little copy the ivory neck,

large and soft with a horizontal crease in it—is this archaic ? Then compare

with this the marble neck of the Athena of the W. pediment,
4

like unto an

ivory tower ’
;

also the Laborde head and the Hera on the frieze. These soft

necks, like the arms, are part of the style of Pheidias.

Further, notice the jewellery of the Parthenos : is this archaic ? Compare

the evidence for earrings, bracelets and necklace on the sculptures. Compare also

the Medusa head on the breast of the pedimental Athena to that of the Parthenos,

and the similar cusped edges of the aegis in each case, also the thick shoe-soles

of the Parthenos with a marble fragment of Athena’s foot from a pediment in

the museum. We must conclude that the Parthenos, the Lemnian and the

pedimental figure are a triad of sister works.

Schrader sees a marked difference between the sculptures of the Eastern

and Western pediments, and supposes that they were not even the designs of the

same master. On the contrary, it is their kinship which impresses me. The

figure which stood in the W. pediment of
4

Iris/ with its thin drapery, might

be carved by the same craftsman who wrought the wonderful
4

Aphrodite
5

of

the E. pediment. Compare also the fragment 307 T. with the forms and

draperies of more than one of the figures of the eastern front. Puckered edges

of drapery occur in both pediments.5 I agree entirely with Johansen (1925),

who can find in the two pediments
4

only a difference of degree, not any actually

essential difference
;

it is in no way greater than may be expressed by the word

development/
W. R. Lethaby.

5 These puckered edges have been de- like w hat is represented that I cannot doubt
scribed as selveges, but I have just observed such a hem was imitated in the sculptures,

the w ide hem of a piece of stuff which is so

c2



THE NEUTRALITY OF DELOS

The problem of the neutrality of Delos has been the subject of a searching

investigation by Vs

.

\Y. Tarn published recently in this Journal.

1

The argument

turns mainly on a purely epigraphical question, namely, the interpretation of

the formula for the setting-up of a stele in the decrees of the Island League.

Its historical importance is great, because, if Tarn is right, we should be justified

in utilising the Delian lioval festivals for the reconstruction of the political

history of the third century, which has rightly been styled the darkest period of

Hellenism. As in the fourth Excursus of his large work Ahtujonus Gonatas
,
the

distinguished scholar maintains the thesis that Delos became a member of the

Island League, and that the varying history of this League is reflected in the

establishment of festivals in turn by the Ptolemies, bv the Seleucids, and by the

Antigonids. The evidence for his theory he finds in the argument that the

Islanders, if they wished to set up an inscribed stele in Delos, were not obliged

to address a petition to the Commune of Delos, requesting the grant of a site in

the sanctuary; the Islanders therefore controlled the site and ground of Delos,

which implies that Delos belonged to the League. Although I raised objections

to Tarn s thesis,- as did Koussel at an earlier date,3 I would gladly be the first

to agree with him, had he succeeded in bringing forward convincing proof of

this theory. As this has not been the ease, in view' of the wide significance of

the problem I think it advisable to break silence and to expose my objections to

tile criticism of experts.

Before we enter upon the examination of the epigrapliic material, it will be

needful to obtain a clear conception of the usual course of procedure in Greek

lands, which had to be carried out if a proposition were framed to set up an

inscribed stele in another city. Three stages are to be distinguished :

—

(1) State A must frame the decree which anticipates the publication of the

record w ithin the territory of State B.

(*2) Then State A must approach B with the request that B will permit the

execution of the decree and will grant a site for the stele. These negotiations

could be conducted verbally or in writing. It was not infrequent for the states

to have recourse to diplomatic methods in these cases, and extraordinary

TTpecrpsuTOU or i8popvf||iov£S and Oecopoi might be entrusted by A with the

negotiation. In these cases the original decree of the first city contains as a

rule an expression of its wishes in such a way that particular instructions are

1 JJi.s. 11)24, p. 141 t. 3 B.C.H. 101 1, p. 447.
2

(i.a.A. 11)17. p. 4,73.

20
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given to the negotiators. This supplies us with valuable material (see below, § l).

As a rule, these instructions were given in writing. But these documents,

dealing with a mere detail of administration, only received publication, and so

have only come down to us, in exceptional cases. The rarer they are , the greater

the significance of the fete surviving documents ; for. to stake out our claim right

here, they permit us to state, without reservation, that occasionally A
approached B with the request to grant a particular site chosen and proposed

by A (see below § III).

(3) Finally, the decision of B must be obtained to the request of A, whether

verbal or written. These decrees have a very unequal value for our problem.

Most important are those which by their terms suggest the substance of the

request or which give information with regard to the course of the verbal

negotiations with the representatives of A. In these instances the decrees

furnish an adequate substitute for the missing request of A. Decrees of this

third category I discuss in § II.

It will serve our purpose not to begin with those instances which concern

inter-state negotiations, but to examine first the usual practice within a state.

In Athens it was a matter of almost every-day occurrence that the decision as

to a site was left to the interested parties; cf. l.G. ii. I
2

, 450, E^elvai Se outgo

Kai BKova crrqaai . . . ev ayopa ottou av (3ouAqTai TrAqv Trap* 'AppoSiov

Kai ’ApicrroysiTova. 4 This example is exceptional in that no request had been

made by the person honoured. But a whole row of Epliebe inscriptions show

that the proposers of the decree had themselves selected in advance a site on

which to erect the monument and came before the Assembly with a definite

proposal. The state in these* cases confined itself to granting the request, l.G.

ii.
2 1041

:
[eTTiKeyooppaSai 5e tois £9p(3ois . • . Troif)]aaa0ai Trjs eikovos Tqv

dvaOsaiv, ev co oI[touvtoi tottgo]; compare the same formula in 1018-

1051. also the ev g£> av EUKatpov tottgo of 1030. How far the freedom of the

petitioners extended in their choice of site is most clearly seen in flu* instance

of Eumaridas of Kydone in Crete, l.G. ii.
2 81 1. Athens had originally decreed

that his statue should be set up in his honour on tin* Acropolis (line 20). He
seems not to have been satisfied with this site and availed himself of the inter-

vention of Eurykleides and Mikion to have the site changed to one ev tepevei tou

Aqpou Kai tgov Xaprroov ;
and in fact the people passed a decree to this effect

;

1. 42, KaOdiiEp aiTouvTai outco EupuKAeiSps Kai Mikigov. As in

Athens, so in Kalymnos; S.G.D.I. 35011. A certain Aratokritos had made a

request for the grant of a site ‘ near the Theatre/ The decree runs :—Sopev

outgo tov tottov tov ttoti tgo 0£onrpGp ov atTEiTat. Finally, let us cite an

example from Cyzicus. Michel. Ree. 537. As a site for the statue of Kleidike,

priestess of Cybele, her associates request auyycopqOqvai £auTa!s tottov ev ttJ

avSpqa ayopa etti tou TrpoyoviKoO auTfjs ctuve5piou tov cctto Suaecog tou

avSpiavTos tou aSeAcpou auTqs Aiovuaiou tou ’AaKApmaSou and the state

approved; e^eivoi ocurai avaOeivat, KaOdwEp a^ioucnv; and similarly 538,

4 Cf. the decree of Olbm. , 730, at'iKovres aCrroO pouAcovrau

where a site was granted fv § av *t6ttw ol trpo-
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when the request was made to set up a portrait (iriva^ eikovikos) of Kleidike

in the shrine t% MpTpos Tps ITAaKtavfjs ev tco TrapOsvcovi (1. 4). The

decision of the people runs: Kai cruyKExcopqadai oarrcp tov tottov, KaOdTiep

a^ioi.

Tarn naturally does not deny that in these cases a request for a particular

site is expressed. But he advances the opinion (p. 148) that this was only

permissible in the internal affairs of a state, and that the examples of this

procedure
4

involve no questions as between different cities/ I fail to see what

fundamental difference can exist between the two cases. From the material

we have just examined I can only draw the conclusion that the choice of a site

was not unfrequently made by the petitioner before he brought forward his

proposal, and that it was occasionally possible even after the official proceedings

for him to secure a change of site, as in the case of Eumaridas. If in the case of

the erection of a monument in another town the authorities seem to have

adopted this course less frequently—which we have still to prove—the

explanation of the change need not lie in anv fundamental difference of pro-

cedure : much more probably, lack of knowledge of the local conditions in the

foreign town is the reason for drafting the request in only general terms. If

we accept Tarn’s hypothesis, this selection of a site can never and noAvhere

be found. He emphasises the proposition that the request of A contains

no concrete proposal, simply a request for a general site, and that presumably

as a matter of courtesy in international correspondence it was left open for

State B to assign the particular site for the erection of the monument. £

Con-

sequently, so far as I know, we never find (mv italics)—and this is of the first

importance—that A in its decree asks B for a particular site
9

; so he says on

p. 1 19, and also p. 149 :

4 Every phrase equally leaves it in the hands of B
exactly where to put the stele/

I will gladly admit to Tarn that there are instances in rich variety in which

State A in passing the decree and approaching B with the request for a site

leaves the selection of that site entirely in B’s hands. By wav of illustration

I cite L v. Priene
, 47. 28, a decree of Bargylia in favour of Priene, in which

instructions were given on the road to the ambassadors 'TTapocKccAeiv 8 e outous

Kai tottov onToSei^ai, ev co dvocTEOpaETai f) orf}Ar|, k.t.A. : further, I.G. xi.

4, 1052, a decree of Thessalonica in favour of Delos

—

etteiSt} BouAcov 6 Trapa

toO Sqjjiou toO Ar|Aicov dwocrraAsis ttpect(3euttis Trpos Tpv ttoAiv toc [te]

yr^iapaTa coteScoke, KaO
3 a . . . p^iou Tqv rmsTEpav ttoAiv oikeigos £xouo

’av

Trpos auTov SoOvai tottov cbs (3sATiaTov ; and again a decree of Iasos for

judges from Priene, /. v. Priene , 5:3: the Demos proposes to dispatch to Priene

an embassy which among other matters is to make the request iva to
'pf^iapa dvaypa9p ev ispcp ev ob av auTots 9 aivETai. Finally, an

especially striking example is provided bv one of the Thessalian inscriptions

published by Arbanitopoulos :

5 the magistrates of Gonnoi are commissioned

[itpovorjOrjvai Se Kai Trpos Tpv ttoJAiv tqv tgov KiEpiEoov [ypcopai, ottcos teOt]

fv Tq ajyopa, ou av a[ipoovTai, Kai Trap
3

ekeivois to5e to q/r)9icj|j]a.

5 *E<p. *APX ., 1914, p. 174, Xo. 234.
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This form of the request 6 must be kept constantly in mind in the following

sections, when we endeavour to ascertain whether anv instances exist of a

state approaching another with a particular proposal for the choice of a

site.

I. Decree of A with instructions for its own officials or ambassadors.—Tarn
has already cited the decree of Minoa in Amorgos for Ivritolaos of Aigiale (/.(?.

xii. 7, 388). This decree is to be carried into effect through an ambassador,

whose instructions we have in line 31 : eAscrGai wpea(3arrfiv, ocrns . . . Trapa-

KaAeaEi AiyiaAEi$ . . . crrfjcjai ocuTqv (tt)v arfjAqv) ou av TrpoaipfjTai
KpiToAaog. Beyond doubt, strong influence is being brought to bear upon
State B in regard to the choice of a site. Tarn, however, attempts to minimise

the significance of this passage, regarding this expression of an especial request

as an unusual distinction for the man honoured, and further suggesting that

this man, who was in fact a citizen of Aigiale, filled some official position in

his home town, and would therefore in normal circumstances have to take part

in the selection of a site. But that there is no ground for such an assumption

is proved by the inscription which follows, I.G. xii. 7, 389. It is a decree of

Aigiale for this same Ivritolaos and his brother Parmenion. They are permitted,

inter alia, to set up the decrees toov Sriiioodcov els ottoiov av pouAcovTai
tottov, i.e. the site of the stele is left to their own choice. We have the

same turn of phrase as in the Athenian and Cvzicene decrees previously cited

(P * 21)\
Plainer still is a series of decrees in which the home magistrates are

entrusted with negotiations in writing for the grant of a particular site in State B.

A decree of Akraiphia in honour of judges from Larissa, 1.0. vii. 4131, runs as

follows
: ypayai 5s Kai tou$ TroAepapx[o]us Kai Tqv ttoAiv Trpos Tpv ttoAiv

tcov Aapiaaicov Kai oisaOai Seiv auTpv touto to yqqnaija a[va]ypa[q/]at Kai

avaOeivai sv tco iepoo toO 'AttoAAoovos toO riTcoi[ou]. 7 Compare the

decree of Akraiphia in honour of judges from Megara, B.C.I1. xxiv. 1900,

p. 74: avaOsivai sv tco ispco toO Aios toO ’OAujjrrnou; and the decree of

Gonnoi in honour of judges from Monda, ’Ey. ’Apy., 1914, p. 180, No. 210:

ypa[yat 5s] Ka[i] wpos tou[s toov Mov5]ai(s]cov Tayous Kai ttjv ttoA[i]v [Si*

ett]iotoA%, ifva o:]koAou0gos K[ai Tr]ap’ sksivois t) Trpo^svc'a avaypaLcpr)]

sis Kiov[a A[i01]v[r|v Kai] TsOrj sv [t]co is[pcb] Trjs 0sp[i5osb As clearly

as we can desire, in these decrees State A announces that B is to be requested

to grant a site in a particular sanctuary.

II. Decision of B following a request of A. At the head of this section I set

a decree of Cyzicus (Mich. 534), the provisions of which throw light upon the

preliminary negotiations we have been considering. The state of Paros has

6 Compare I. v. Prime , 8 54 ff. ,
orf^aai

ds t6 kpov, odr av tcoi STjpcoi tui &7tocttei-

XavTt tous SmaoTas eirntiSeiov (pcdvTjTai dvat,

63 30 ff. : dvaTEOfjt els t6v toitov, ov av 6 Sfjuos 6

rTp5T)v£wv arrro5€i|r|i.

7
I do not rite in this connexion I.G. vii.

4130 (decree of Akraiphia in honour of

judges from Larissa), because the document
only expresses the wish avafcivai iv Taj hri]-

9avEcrraTc*} toTtco rf^s ttoAecos]. The marked
difference between this example and 4131 is

enough to show that in the latter a request

for a particular site is meant.
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passed a decree in honour of the Nesiarch Apollodoros, that a stele shall be set

up to him at Cyzicus. in the Agora. It has sent an embassy to Cyzicus to

request sanction for this (1. 14) : kcci tottov arroOvTai ev Trj ay op a. The

reply of Cyzicus (1. 23 f.) runs : 6e5oa6ai 8 e auT<p tottov, ev cp arpaouat Tpv

EiKOva irapd t&s Tparre^as Trpo Tfjg crroas Tfjs AcopiaKfjs. Parallel with this

example I range the following, in which Iasos and Priene are concerned (/. i\

Priene
, 54). Iasos gave instructions to representatives sent to Priene (Decree

of Iasos, 1. 27 f.) : TrpEcrpeurai oitives . . . c^iobaouai Se Kai iva ... to

vpr)9tcrpa avaypa^ ev tco iEpcp Tfjs 'AOpvas Tfjs TToAiaSos. We have the

reply of Priene in 1. 64 f. : iva 8 e Kai Ta a^ioujjiEva Otto Maaecov

ovvTEAea6rj . . . tottov Se SeSoo-Oai ev tco ispcp Tfjs ’AOpvas Tfjs FloAiaSos

eyyus Trjs arfjAps Tfjs Trepieyouaps tcxs Trapa Xicov Tipas. According to

Tarn, the request for a site for the stele in the sanctuary of Athena was a

request for a general site. This opinion could only be accepted if no other site

in Priene were available for the stele. The record in I. v. Priene
, 49, will be

helpful in settling this point. It is a decree of Priene in reply to a request of

Chios and runs—dvaOsivai Se Kai to 4/1*191aya to wapa Xicov to yevopsvov

Trap
5

avrrpv xqv TrapaaraSa Tfjs erroas Tfjs SmAps Tfjs ev Tpi ay op dp
Trpoaavocypavpai 8s Kai toc 'ppepiaperra Ta uirep tqv SiKaarcov Kai toO Xicov

8ppou KaOcrrrep Kai auroi p^icoKacnv. From this we may conclude that,

beside the sanctuary of Athene, the market-place was looked upon as a

possible site. And further, that other sanctuaries might be selected is proved

by the request of Iasos, I. i\ Priene, 53, 34 : ev ispcoi, d>i av auToIs (tois

TTpipvEuai) 9 aivpTai.
We have then to conclude that a concrete proposal 8

is implied in the

request for a site in the Temple of Athena Polias. It is only on this supposition

that we can understand how the people of Priene could regard their decree 574, 4ff.

as the fulfilment of a wish expressed by Iasos, even if they distinguish the site

with more precision than did Iasos in its decree. In essence they grant the

petitioners the site they had chosen, exactly as Cyzicus did to Paros. As Iasos,

as well as Paros, had had recourse to diplomatic procedure in order to obtain

the fulfilment of its wish, we may assume that these negotiations had led up

to the choice of a site ‘ near the stele of the Chians/ And with it we find again

the situation that we encountered in the decree of Paros
;

State A formulates

a request for a particular site it has itself selected.

III. Decree ofA, letter ofA requesting thegrant of a site in B, and decision of B.

The examples hitherto cited suffer from the defect that we possess the docu-

mentary record of the handling of the negotiation in a fragmentary state only

and must therefore supply the gaps by reasoning. But in one case, I.G, v. 2,

367, we possess the records in unbroken order, and it will therefore be possible

8 The fundamental difference between a Priene , 63 ; of Bargylia, I. v. Priene , 47 ; of

request for a particular site and for a Cionnoi, ’E<p. ’Apx, 1914, p. 174, Xo. 230; of

general site is clearly shown by a comparison Iasos, I. v. Priene , 53 ; and of Thessalonica,

between our examples and the following I.G, xi. 4, 1052; in all these the grant of

decrees; cited above on pp. 22-3 ; decree of a t6ttos is asked for nearly in general

Priene, I. v. Priene , 8; of Panon, 1. v. terms.
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to remove tlie last doubt. The situation is as follows : Demetrias has obtained

arbitrators from Kleitor and Patras ; their task brought to a happy conclusion,

the Magnetes pass in their honour a decree (ii. 1. 7 f.) which is to receive triple

publication, in Demetrias, in Kleitor and in Patras : and the <rrporrny6$ and

the ypaiiuorreus of the League are commissioned to write to Kleitor and

Patras [ottoos TrapaKoAoufifjaoocn ta SeSoyiaei/a Kori t6]8[e] to vpqcpiapia

dva[ypa(pev e\s] crrr)Ar|v ava[0co]<Tiv Ka[i Trap’ aurolg iv KAsiTopi psv ev Tfji

ayopai, ev TTaTpais] Se [sis ttj]v ocyopav [trapja tov
s

ATr[6AAcova, ev

Arinr|Tpi]d5i 5 e sv T[fjt a]yopai [Trapa ttjv ^ApTepiSa (1. 20).
9 In the same

way the town of Demetrias decides (iv. 1. 30 f.) to write to the authorities of

Kleitor and Patras asking that its decree may be set up in both these towns,

specifically, KAsrropiot [ev Tfji ayopjdt ev tcoi iepcoi Trjs T7AA . . . [xfjs]

7\vtociocs Trapa tov ’Arfava, . . . TTorrpeTs 6e ev t]t\x ayopa[i] Trapa tov
5

Att6AA[covoc] (1. 47 f.). Surely these two pieces of evidence of our first

category propose in clear words a particular site adequately described in each of

the towns. Tarn’s theory is refuted even more clearly, if that be possible, by the

letters of the Generals of the League (i. 1. 1 f.) and of the town of Demetrias (iii.

1. 24 f.) to Kleitor (the corresponding letters to Patras are not preserved). The

request of the League officials goes as far as to propose a site
£

in the Agora.’

The authorities of Demetrias are more definite in formulating their wish with

regard to the site (1. 27 f.) : [ottoos dvorrefirj ev] Trji ayopai ev tg5i [ispooi

Trjs nAA . . . Trjs "AvTaias, Kadarrep 8e8oKTai] Kai tcoi ppexepcoi 5f| pool.

There can be no dispute that here is a request for the grant of a definite

particular site. Yet Tarn asserts (p. 150) that
4

the letter to Kleitor shows

that the decree is merely quoting verbally what Kleitor had already arranged

;

the letter says, upeis KaAoo$ Ka0oxi Kai xoi$ Mccyvrjor 8eSoKTai Ttpo-

vorjOevxes £CTTs, ottgos . . . avaxe0fji ev xfji ayopai (note TTpo).’ So sure

is he of his case that he adds,
4 The matter is absolutely free from doubt.’

In the interest of science it is fortunate that the text as it has come to us is

free from doubt
;

it makes Tarn’s interpretation impossible, for there can be

no supposition of a previous decree of Kleitor. The phrase Trpovor)0evTes

ears emphasised by Tarn is simply not there. Tarn’s error is due to the

fact that he has overlooked the decisive opening phrase in both letters. In

the letter of the League it runs (1. 4) : [TroifjasTE Se Kai 0p,]eis K[aAcos

Ka0]oTi Kai tois M[d]yv[pcn]v [8e8]oKTai, [u]povor}08v[Tes] ottco[s avaypa-

<pfji . . . Kai] dvaT£0rji ev x[fji dyo]pa[i] : compare the corresponding words

in the letter of Demetrias, 1. 27 f.
;
KaAcbs [Se] up[eT$] Troir|]a[e]T£ Trpovorj-

[0ev]t£$ k.t.A, There can be no doubt that by TTpovoelv a negotiation

contemplated in the future is meant; that is, the decree of Kleitor , which is to

correspond with those of the League and of Demetrias, is still awaited . These

two cases cannot be reconciled with Tarn’s theory. Neither the League nor

Demetrias has been in any closer touch with Kleitor. Thus here again we

have the situation Tarn holds to be impossible,
4

that an independent city

specifically asks another for a particular site.’

I restore the phrase Trapa ttjv ’Ap-r^iSa by comparison with 1. 45.
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The ordinary Greek practice employed for setting up a stele in other cities

should by now be clearly understood, and we are in a position to bring the

Delian inscriptions within our purview. In G.G.A.
, 1917, p. 452, I had noted,

for the treatment of our problem, two decisions of the community of Delos in

reply to requests of Chios and Hestiaea (LG. xi. 4, 1022 and 1025). From the

subject-matter of decree 1022, line 2, [etteiSt] oi Xioi] crnoourdAocvTes irpea-

psurf]v [irpos fipocs cutouvtoci t]ottov ev tco ispco, ottou OTa6T]crETCU r]

crrf)Ar|, I had concluded that a request for a particular site was included in

the negotiations. In the case of Hestiaea we possess the decree
(
I.G . xi. 4,

1055) dvaOeivcci . . . els to iepov tou ’AttoAAgovos tottov aiTpcraoEvous to

koivov tgov AqAicov, and in I.G

.

xi. 4, 1025 we have the answer of Delos to

Hestiaea, Souvai tottov ev tgoi lepcoi
c

IcrriaEaTv [ov] aiTouvTai, ava oeaov

toov eiKovoov Tfjs T£
5

09eAA[ koci . . .]ik(8os ooctte avccOelvai or-fiApv,

which I interpreted in the same sense. Tarn cannot admit this, consistently

with his fundamental principle
;
accordingly in the decision of Delos he renders

the words tov te tottov ov aiTouvTou ev tgoi iepcoi IjiTTpoaOe tou veco tou

’AttoAAgovos as follows :

4

as to the site they ask for in the hieron, we give it

before the temple of Apollo
5

; and further,
6 and is not

£

4

as to the site they ask

for in the hieron before the temple of Apollo, we give it/
5 5

If the meaning

Tarn presumes were really there, we should, in my opinion, be entitled to

expect tov tottov tov ev tgoi ispcoi ov aiTouvTai, 5o0vat EpupoaQs tou vego.

But the problem may for the time being remain in doubt
;

let us first hear

the other texts, to gain a clear idea of the procedure in vogue at Delos. And
here it is to be observed that petitions from foreign cities are hitherto entirely

absent; as a substitute we must use the provisions contained in either the

instructions to ambassadors in the decrees of the States (A) or the decisions

of Delos (B). (1) In pursuance of an honorary decree Theangela had

appointed ambassadors to Delos, omves . . . a^icbcroucrt ccutous 8ouvou tottov

ev tgoi iepcoi k.t.A. (I.G. xi. 4, 1054) ;
and the decision of B runs (1024)

:

Souvai tottov 0EocyyeAe[Oarv ev tgoi iepcoi, coots orfjoai crTf]Arjv k.t.A. I

ask, where was this site ? It is evident that it must have been prescribed with

precision in the course of the verbal negotiations with the ambassadors;

the brevity of the phrasing is comprehensible and reasonable only upon
this supposition. (2) Similar is the case of Philoxenos of Samothrace, who
negotiated for the erection of an Island decree in Delos (whether with the

authorisation of the League or on his own initiative is immaterial)
;
I.G. xi. 4,

1023, amrrai tottov ev tgoi iepcoi. The reply of Delos runs 5ouvai tov

tottov. With this let us compare the decree of Kalymnos S.G.D.I. 3569,

previously cited on p. 21 ;
8opev outgo tov tottov tov ttoti too OscrTpcp, ov

aiTeiTai, and we shall recognise that at Delos as in Kleitor and Patras, in

Cyzicus and Priene, in Larissa and Alegara, requests were received in which

the petitioners made concrete proposals for a particular site. If we now cast

our eye back on the texts 1022 (Chios) and 1025 (Hestiaea), we are surely

entitled to say that the translation rejected by Tarn is the correct one. I

return later to the consequences of this result ; the Island decrees call first

for examination.
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The formula for setting up a stele in the decrees of the Island League 10 has

played an important part in the previous discussion of the problem of neutrality,

as a result of the far-reaching consequences which Tarn has desired to deduce

from it. It embodies no request for the grant of a site, but briefly states that

the stele is to be set up in Delos
;
accordingly, Tarn concludes that the League

lay under no obligation to make a request. ‘ It can mark out its exact topos for

itself,’ which involves the ownership of the island by the Koinon.
4 With this

the theory of the hoinos topos falls to the ground ’
: this is his own expression. 11

To the objections raised by Rousel and myself he now declares that discussion

of this formula is
4

a mere beating of air ’ (p. 153). It is a pleasure to me to

observe that with this phrase the distinguished scholar has—if only partially

—come round to our point of view
;

for as far back as 1917 I had indicated (in

G.G.A.) that the omission of the request was of no significance as regards the

international status of Delos. If thus far agreement prevails, I cannot accept

the further deductions made by Tarn. He has now set his theory on a broader

basis by extending his study of the formula to the practices observed between

other communities. His result is that the same formula may have a different

meaning according to the relation existing between communities A and B.
4

In class one, where A and B are mutually independent cities, it is a request . In

class two, where A controls B in some form, it is an order, or direction as of right?

To come now to the details of the Island decrees, while it is true that not all

do so, at least two of them clearly indicate the site at which the stele is to be

set up : xi. 4, 1036, ttapa tov (3co[p6v toov pacriAecov] and xii. 7, 506, Trapoc

tov (Bcopov toO ZcoTripos [nT]oAs[ijai]ou. Arguing from his premise that a

demand for a particular site should never appear in decrees of A, Tarn supposes

in these instances that they are commands, addressed to the community of Delos.

And as thereby the League is spontaneously disposing of Delian land and soil,

it follows that Delos has been a member of the League (p. 154). I cannot

consider the argument valid. Tarn reads into the text a meaning which, as he

admits in other places, cannot be deduced from the actual wording. The

alternative, request or order, is irrelevant for the documents we are treating,

for all these decrees do not apply to foreign states. We are not dealing with

letters of A to B, but entirely with decrees of A ; and these contain regularly

instructions from the political unit passing the decree to its own magistrates.

The official concerned may be mentioned, 12 or an impersonal phrasing may be

adopted,13 it is all the same. An exception is provided only by some Attic

10 avcxyp6^at to vj;r|9icriaaT65e eis crrf|ATiv Ai6(vr^v and unusually plainly in the decrees of

Kcri dvocOflvai tous cruv£5pous ds t6 £v Ar|Acp lep6v, Gonnoi, 3

E<p. *Apy. 1914, 174, 234; 177. 237,

or Iv Ar.Aco £15 to lepov toO ’AndAAcovos, or Trpovor|9f}vat 6e Kai tous svapyous Tayous Trpds tt]V

similarly; cf. I.G. xi. 4, 1036 ff. tt6Aiv toov Ktspieoov ypdvyai ottcos TsOfji, k.t.A., and
11 Antigon^s Gonatas, p. 431. 180, 240, ypdvyoci 8£ kcx'i tous . . . Tayous, k.t.A.;

12 As l.G. iv. 1036, avaypdyai 5£ tous ouv£- and of Akraiphia, l.G. vii. 4130, ypavyai 6£ Kai

Spous (Island League; cf. 1038-1041); xii. tous TroAEudpyous ... Kai oieaOai Seiv ocutt^v toOto

5, 817 avaypavyai T.T.'y. tov Taplav (Island t6 yf]<picrpa avaypdyai Kai avaOeivat.

League) ; I. v. Magnesia, 32 36 f., 4rnp£Ar|- 13 As in O.G.I. 222, dvaypayai 81 xai . . .

Ofjvai ottcos ypoq'tl Kptacova t6v crTparriyov (Epi- t6 (Ionic League) ; and I.G ix. 2,

rote League); Syllogc 3
, Xo. 720, t6v ypap- 1103, dvaypa^rivai sis cnrr|Ar|v Ai0ivr|v, f|v Kai

pania avaypdvpat (Amphictyonie League) ;
dvcrr£0flvai (Magnesian League).
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decrees of the time of the First or Second Sea-League. In these an order i3

given to officials of the independent confederate state. But this order is also

quite frequently set out; cf. LG. xii. 5, 480, KorraOevou 8k to tprjcptapa to56
Tag dp )(&$ Tas kv Tal^ ttoAeotv (Siphnos) and ii.

2 Ill, avaypaq;ai
t6$ aTpaTrjyog tos ’IouAit^toov (Iulis). These instances cannot, there-

fore, l>e adduced as parallels. And the apparent disposal of alien soil and
land is no more meant than in the former examples. The duty of the officials

mentioned was to place themselves in communication with the authorities of

community B, and in conjunction with these to negotiate for the execution of

the wish of their state. For example, if the Magnesian League desires a stele

to he set up ev co ocv auTo$ (Hermogenes) cdpqTai tottco. 14 this is unmis-

takably a parallel case to the ou dv 'Trpoaipryrai KprroAaos 15 of the Minoa

decree, in which Tarn also does not think that State A passing the decree has

any intention or claim to exercise a right to dispose of the soil of B. But
further, LG. xii. 5, 817 cannot bear the signification Tarn extracts from it.

This Island decree is to be set up in public simultaneously at Delos and Tenos;

at Delos in the shrine of Apollo, at Tenos in the Temple of Poseidon

and Amphitrite. If an extraordinary embassy is appointed to be sent to

Delos, and not to Tenos, this in no way implies that there was no need to

apply to Tenos for the grant of a site, in the sanctuary; it indicates simply that

the negotiation was left in the hands of the Tamias, while greater ceremony was

employed for Delos.

We can now sum up the results of this investigation. We have seen that

it was usual all over the (Jreek world, in decrees which propose the erection of a

stele in another state, to have in view a particular site; further, that in relations

with Delos 16 states occasionally make proposals for a particular site; facts

which cannot be reconciled with Tarn’s hvpothesis. And the attempt to

support this hypothesis by reference to the practices of the other Koina must
be pronounced a failure, because the situation in reality does not entail the

disposal of foreign soil and ground, but only a direction to the local officials.

Thus an analysis of the inscriptions shows that no proofs have been propounded

for the theory that Delos in the third century b.c. was a member of the Island

League. But bearing in mind Niebuhr’s phrase,
4 Der Historiker bedarf des

Posit iven,’ the investigation cannot be allowed to remain at this purely negative

result. Three arguments have been produced bv Roussel and myself to show

that 1 )elos did not belong to the League. Let us set aside the question whether

Philoxenos acted on behalf of the League (Roussei-Kolbe) or as a private

individual (Tarn); 17 let it also remain it? (htbio whether from the loan which

the Delians, that is. Council and People, made to the Islanders we are to conclude

14 i.t;. ix. 2, uo:t.
1 ’ xii. 7, 3-SN.

To the examples cited may bo added
xi. 4, 10.72. This is the derive of S\ ros

already adduced by me m (t.G.A., 1017,

which concludes with the words avaypfrfcti

k.t.A. kcxi avcxSsivai els t6 !ep6v tcO ’Att6AAwvo$

iv Af|Aco. It us impossible that this is h

request in the sense meant by Tarn, p.

1.33, The numerous analogies show that it

is an ‘ Order to the local officials.’ The
decree of Syros therefore lias its value for

our problem in being an example of a

demand for a particular site

17 I.G. xi. 4, 1023.
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that the island was autonomous with respect to the League (Roussel -Kolhe) or

not (Tarn); 18 the decision must be made on the ground of the Island decrees

xi. 4, 1038-41 and 1048. In these the League orders the steles to be set up

in Delos, and then it continues, Kcrra tcxOtoc 19 6e vpr|9iada0ooaav al prre-

Xoucrai Tcov ttoAsgov tou avvsSpiou Kai avaypa^orrcoaav k.t.A., or in similar

phrases. Had Delos belonged to the koivov, the latter would have been able

to content itself with the publication of the decree throughout the cities; or,

if it undertook itself the publication in the sanctuary, it should have dis-

pensed Delos from the duty of publication ; for it is impossible that two copies

were set up in Delos. Thus the formula of publication, always recurring with

slight modification, speaks clearly against the inclusion of Delos in the League.

And now' as a final argument, I cite the analogy with Delphi; I observe with

pleasure from his remarks (p. 147, 30) that Tarn does not believe in the thesis of

Swohoda of Delphi's membership of the Aetolian League. Rom tow’s objections

to my theory are to-day out -of date. In the light of the new material which (5.

Klalfenbach kindly placed at my disposal,20 the question must be decided against

Sw'oboda and Romtow'. Like the shrine of Apollo at Delos, so the shrine of

Parnassos, seeing that it was a holy place, did not enter the political union

of the neighbouring Km non.

It has seemed to me a duty to defend what 1 consider the right against a

distinguished historian. Rut I would not lay down my pen without declaring

frankly that it would he of the greatest value if he would agree with me. He

has written (p. 151), quite rightly as 1 think, that his thesis ‘ could only become

arguable if someone should ever produce a decree, of indisputable genuineness,

in which one independent city specifically asks another for a particular site.*

I hope that I have fulfilled this condition not once but manv times. Jf Tarn

admits this, I mav claim to have reconstructed the course of events in the third

century,21 and thus by our united efforts we should have made a great step

forward over this heavy ground. 22

Walthkr Kolbk.

Mv article has at least had the merit of evoking a most interesting paper from

Professor Ivolbe, His classification of tin* inscriptions differs from mine
;
but I

cannot myself see, that requests hv a cit izen to his own city for a part icular sit «*. or

requests hvono cit v to another for a site in some hieron (‘ Please put it in vour

record office ), bear on my theory, which was that one independent eitv never

asked another for a particular site as I defined it ; on tins, and on the reasons

18 JJi. \ i. 4,

19 The passage is to lx* road thus; not,

with Roussel, Korra TaOra.

20 Cf. my remarks, Zciithrift d. Snritjny-

Stiff./. Rt'cht*g€sch. 40 {Row. AM.. 1, 1029,

141).
21 Cf. p. 141, ‘ But X have homo in mind

Professor Kolbe's argument for Indian

neutrality m Ins drastic reconstruction of

this period, a reconstruction which is

ingenious, hut which is unfortunately hasod

on other unsound hypotheses besides the
Delian.*

22 My greatest thanks are duo to Mr. ¥. X,

Prvoo for translating rny paper into Knghsh.

and to Mr. \V. \V. Tarn for hin kindncs," in

replying to m\ argument. The point at

issue between us miM he left to the criticism

of experts.
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adduced for Delos not being a member of the League, I can only refer to what I

have already said. The reason why, bv the courtesy of the editors of this

Journal , I am writing this note is that Ivolbe claims to have found in I.G. v. 2, 367

a definite instance of one independent city asking another for a particular site,

in my sense
;

if this be correct, my theory is gone. I dealt with I.G. v. 2, 367,

but evidently did myself some injustice by trying to be too brief. The matter

turns on the (similar) letters of the General of the Magnesian League (No. I) and

of Demetrias (No. Ill) to Kleitor; and the point at issue between Kolbe and

myself is, Was there (in each case) a previous decree of Kleitor or not? The

fragmentary nature of the originals can be seen in Milchliofer’s transcript, Ath.

Mitt. vi. p. 303, Beilage I, on which all subsequent work is based
;
when Kolbe

says,
4

the text as it has come to us is free from doubt/ I fear I cannot agree.

I was quoting throughout from Professor Holleaux’s restoration, R.E.G. x.

1S97, pp. 28-1-5, in which I. 11. 4. 5 run thus
:
^qcpiapEvou[s outgo i toutgov

£V£K£VTas Ka0rjKouaa$ '.Tipas* up]s!s K[aAco$ ko0]o(t)i Kal tois M[a]yv[r|at]v

[SeSJoKTai [n|povorj0ev[Tes ecjte] 6ttgo[s(III follows suit). Professor Wilhelm

amended this passage, Jaliresh. III. 1900, p. 43, and Hermes, XLI\ , 1909,

p. 36, thus :
[aurcoi toc$ KaOrjKouaas Tipas, Trotf|asT£ 5 £ |

kccI Orel's k[oAcos

ko:0]6(t)i Kai tois M[d]yy[rjai]v [8£6]oktoi [Tr]povor|0£v[T£s] 6ttgo[s (and

so in ILL to correspond); this appears in I.G. and is the version Kolbe

quotes. Wilhelm’s reasons, which he gave very briefly, were (a) that his

version is a well-known formula, and (b) that
4

soviel ich sehen kann ’ it corre-

sponds better to the lengths of the gaps given by Milchhofer. With all respect,

this last is hardly the case; Milchhofer’s dots are obviously not letters, and if

in I. i. 5 his first gap takes seven letters [aAcos kcc0], the second, which is at

least as long, cannot be filled by three letters [t£$]: it requires seven also, as

Uolleaux gave. This, and the fact that in III. 1. 27 Milchhofer’s copy gives

£TE, which is nearer to eote than to Troif)a£T£, decided me. despite Wilhelm’s

great authority, to follow the older version; but I should have explained why.

When Kolbe says 1 am quoting words which are
4

simply not there ’ (i.e. a

restoration), he is doing the same; the
4

decisive opening phrase ’ which I am
supposed to have overlooked is also * simply not there ’

;
it is W ilhelm’s restora-

tion. But happily the matter does not rest upon restorations. Assume I.G.

to be correct; nevertheless, the material word, twice repeated, is on the stone,

and is of course given in I.G

.

Kolbe’s view demands that I. 1. 5 should read as

if it were ko0]6ti tois M[a]yv[r|cri]v [5e5]oktoci; in fact it reads kcc0]oti Kai

tois M. [SeSJoktoi ; and this is repeated in the parallel passage III. 1. 29,

[Ka0aTTEp SeSoKTai] Kai tgoi f]|i£T6pcoi 8-qpcoi. That is, the Magnetes (and

Demetrias) do not say ‘ as we have decreed,’ but
4

as we too have decreed ’;

there has then been a former decree (or resolution of some sort) communicated

to the Magnetes ami to Demetrias. which can only be that of Kleitor. (I think

TrpovoElv here cannot refer to a negotiation in the future, as Kolbe says; even

supposing Troif|CT£T£ to be correct, the word would merely have the sense it

usually bears in the. formula 7roif]cr£T£ koAcos Trpovor|0£VT£s,
4

Please see to it

that so-and-so is carried out ’).

So far as I see, then, Kolbe has not found the exception to my theory
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necessary to prove his point. But I willingly admit that I ought not to have

said that my view of these documents was ‘ free from doubt ’
;
evidently it is

not. Others must ultimately decide. But I would like to call attention to

one thing which might easily be overlooked. The original difference between

Kolbe and myself was over the question of the
4

neutrality ’ of Delos, i.e. tin 1 use

which a historian may legitimately make of the festivals: and if Kolbe were

absolutely right in this paper, and if Delos were not a member of the League

(and that depends on other considerations beside the grant of a site), it would

not affect the more important first part of my article, that dealing with

neutrality: all that would have happened would be that one illustration of the

political activity of one holy place would be unfounded. Professor Roussel saw

this when he accepted part 1 of my article while doubting part '1 (R.E.G.* 1021,

pp. 350-1).

I greatly appreciate Ivolbe's courteous wish that 1 would agree with him.

I would willingly do so if I could : but I cannot see the question otherwise than

I do. But I am glad to think that we can agree on a more important matter

than Delos—the absolute necessity of upholding what we respectively believe

to be the truth.

\V. W. Tarn.



A BRONZE MIRROR IN THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM

[Plate II.]

In 1928 Sir Arthur Evans generously presented an archaic bronze mirror to

the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford. My thanks are due to the Keeper, Mr.

E. T. Leeds, for his kindness in inviting me to publish this interesting accession

and supplying me with the photographs reproduced in Plate II and Fig. 1.

Fio. 1 .—Obverse of Mirror.

The mirror is in the form of a disk, 15 cm. in diameter : its thickness at

the edge is 7 to 8 mm., at the centre about 5 mm. It weighs 675*5 grammes.
The face, slightly concave, was of plain, burnished metal surrounded by a

narrow ornamented band round the edge : it is now badly pitted and covered
over the greater part of its surface by a green patina (Fig. 1). The back,

32
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decorated by a simple and pleasing design admirably executed, also shows in

many cases a similar patina. The illustrations render any description of the

design superfluous. At the foot of the reverse side the surface of the mirror

was left smooth, probably where it rested upon some support. A beautiful

example of this type of mirror and its stand will be found in H. B. Walters,

Select Bronzes in the British Museum (London, 1915), Plate XXXIV.
At the top of the smooth surface forming the mirror’s face is engraved,

in the retrograde direction, a votive inscription (Fig. 2)

:

^evoSokoc Tai Heporcpovcxi av£0£K£.

3X3 ® 3 HAIAMO 0^^ n1 AT O a O /V 3 -h

Fig. 2.—Facsimile or Inscription.

This is not the place, nor have I the qualifications, to enter upon a discus-

sion of ancient mirrors in general or of Greek mirrors in particular. The subject

has been repeatedly and fully treated, and I content myself with a reference

to Miss G. M. A. Richter’s account in Greek
,
Etruscan and Roman Bronzes

(New York, 1915), 251ff., and the article s.v. Katoptron in PaulyAYissowa,

xi. 29 ff., both of which contain useful bibliographies (cf. IToAeuoov, i. 24).

For the dedication of mirrors to Greek divinities there is abundant evidence

—literary, epigraphical and archaeological. 1

In a well-known and often imitated epigram of Plato (Anth. Pal. vi. 1),

Lais, when her beauty wanes, is represented as dedicating

TT) nacprQ TO KOCTOTtTpOV, £TT£l TOITJ pSV Opaoflai

ouk £0£Ago, oiq 5
3

f\v Trapos ou Suvapai.

Julianus Aegyptius devotes three epigrams (ibid. 18-20) to the same topic,

Philetas of Samos tells (ibid. 210) how, ‘ at the age of fifty years and more,'

Nurias els vr|6v KunpiSos £Kpe|jacTev

aavbaAa koc! xa ^TTlS avEAiypaTCx, tov 8£ 5iauyq

yaAKoy, aKpi(3£ir}s ouk aTroAEmopevov,

and Leonidas of Taras records (ibid. 211) how Calliclca consecrated in the shrine

of Cypris various personal adornments to x^Akeov t
3

ecroTrrpov.

Epigraphical references are more numerous and more convincing. A
recently discovered inventory of offerings in the temples of Halicarnassus

mentions a KaSoTrrpov among the sacred treasures of ArjpfiTpp 5rmoma and
registers its weight.2 In one of the sacred caves of San Nicolo above Buscemi,

near the ancient Acrae in Sicily, an inscription of the Imperial period has been

found 3 recording the dedication of a mirror (which is here called Ivumpov

1 I owe some of the references in this

article to \V. H. D. House, Gietk Votive

Offerings, Cambridge, 1902.
2 A. Maiuri, Annuario , iv/v. 403, Xo. 3,

1. 24 — JS.E.G. iv. 187. The first editor

read Kadom/pov, but the necessary correction

J.TI.S.—-VOL. L.

was made by A. Wilhelm, (Jlotta , xiv. 78.

The form of the word may be due to the
influence of Koftopotco.

3 P. Orsi, Xothie, 1920, 327 if. On p.

329 k 33 a. CV is a misprint for * 33 d. C.’

D
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either by an error of the engraver or in accordance with the local pronunciation)

'AttoAAcovi kcu rTaiSois Kai
5/

Avva.4 But it is to Athens that we look for our

fullest information. In an inventory of the treasury of Athena, dating from

shortly after 385-4 b.c., a mirror occurs (I.G. ii2 . 1419. 6). The catalogue of

offerings belonging to Athena and the other gods in 320-19 b.c. contains a list

of eighteen mirrors stored in the x°^KO0f|Kr|, some of them in a sorry condition

(1469. 92 ff. : cf. 1464.25), while at least four more appear later in the same

list (1469.142 ff.). The eighteen recur in the inventory of 318-17 b.c. (1471.

46 ff.).

[Kcrr]o7TTpov (iiKpov oux uy[i]ss* [£Tspov K&TOTrrpov oux 0]-

yies* KCtTpoTtra Suo yc{\Ko: sv ejTarrpois, toutgov toc 2A]-

uTpa KCXTEayev* KaTpoura av| su eAuTpcov* 8T£pa kcc]-

TpoTTToc uiKpoc nil aveu eAurpoov.

Those to which the epithet [jiiKpa is attached were not, I fancy, genuine mirrors

intended for use as such, but models destined for votive offerings. Still larger

is the number of mirrors dedicated to Artemis Brauronia. In the earlier lists

issued by the curators of the Brauronium we find a KcrrpcmTOV eAe9avTivr|v

Aa(3r|V Eyov, dedicated in 347-6 B.c. by Aristodamea (1514.23, 1515.15, 1516.3),
5

while later we come across a record (1517.192 ff.) of at least two and probably

three, and again (1522.30; cf. 1524.257) of 119 genuine and an uncertain

number of miniature mirrors. In the third century Asclepius possesses a

KCXTpoTTTQv x^AkoOv ETriOrjiiCC afpyupouv exovl (1534.196). 6 Finally, in the

records of the Eleusinian temple dating from the third quarter of the fourth

century we find two mirrors mentioned (1542.24, 1544.58). It may be noted

that, wherever the material of the mirror is recorded, it is of bronze, and the

fact that bronze was normally used for this purpose is borne out by the

majority of the archaeological finds as well as by Aeschylus* words KaroTrrpov

eiSous xa^KQS e<jt\ oivos Se vou (frg. 393 ed. Sidgwick). Further, it is remark-

able that in the Attic inscriptions the word is written twenty times KcnrpoTrrov

and only once (1471.46) KccTOTrrpov.7

Actual finds of mirrors, or of mirror-stands or handles, have been made
in various Greek sanctuaries, such as those of Olympia 8 and Dodona,9 the

Athenian Acropolis 10 and the Argive Heraeum. 11

4 Tlit* editor is in doubt whether in the
ffaiSES we are to see Demeter and Core or,

as he thinks more likely, the Xymphs.
* The mysterious Anna ’ he regards as k

cer-

tainly of Oriental origin,’ possibly Aphrodite
but more probably "Ap-repis TTspaiK^ or

’AvaiTis (Xotizie. 1899, 469; 1920, 329).

But («) the restoration kcxi t&s ’Avdcr[oas] in

Xotizie, 1899, 456, is to inv mind far from
certain, and, (6) though the language of the

inscription is Greek, the names which occur

in it are all Latin. Is it possible that we
have here an outlying cult of the Roman
goddess Anna Perenna 7 Cf . Pauly-Wis-
M)\va and Roscher, s.v.

5 Cf. 1517. ISO f., where - £A]e<p[a]v'rivr|[v]

A[apf)v - - may well be part of the same
phrase. Mirrors do not appear m the fifth -

century treasure- lists, unless we are to re-

store [koc]tpo[tttov
j
in i

2
. 292a 3.

6 Wrongly attributed to Delos by Rouse,
op. cit. 253.

7 Cf. Meisterhans-Scliwyzer, Grammatik
d. att. Inschr. 80 f. ; O. Riemann, Rev. Phil.
ix. 01.

H Olympia, iv. 181 (A. Furtwangler).
9 C. Carapanos, Dodona et ses mines, xxv.

1. Cf. S.G.D.L 1369.
10 A. do Ridder, Catalogue des Bronzes

trouves sur VArropole , 81 f.

11 C. W aldstein. The Argive Heraeum , ii.

264 ff. (H. F. Do Cou).
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But we must turn back to the Ashmolean mirror and ask whence it comes.

Here we must distinguish between the place of its manufacture and the place

at which it was dedicated : these may be, but are not necessarily, one and the

same.

In the sixth century, to which the mirror must probably be assigned alike

on artistic and on epigraphical grounds, Samos, Aegina and Corinth seem to

have been the chief Greek centres of the metal industry, and it was probably

in Corinth that most of the mirrors sold in the West were made. 12 But the

western Greeks were not wholly dependent for their bronze ware upon external

sources. A vigorous manufacture of such articles was carried on in South

Italy at Taras,13 Rhegium and Locri Epizephyrii 14
: indeed, the excavations

carried out at Locri have resulted in the discovery of mirrors and mirror-stands

in such abundance as to suggest that they constituted a Locrian speciality and

were manufactured on the spot.15 while some at least among them 16 were of

the disk type, intended to rest upon stands which provided a support at the

bottom of the reverse side, just where, as we have seen, the decoration on

the Ashmolean mirror is interrupted.

What light does the inscription throw upon the problem \

The fact that the donor's name is not accompanied by an ethnic suggests,

though it does not prove, that she belonged to the state in which the dedication

was made. The name IcVoookoc occurs only in the form ?6vo56kt|, borne,

according to some MSS. of Pausanias (ii. 7.3), by a Sicyonian lady. Even the

corresponding masculine IsvoSokos (once only 5ev6Sc>xos, Plut. Alex. 51) is

by no means common, though more frequent, perhaps because more euphonious,

than the alternative As^evcs- ?£v65okos occurs in Thessaly (l.G. ix.2.18,

122, 520), Phocis (ix.1.109) and Locris (Fouilles de Delphes, iii. 1.412), at Delphi

(ibid. 13, 17, 19, etc., iii.2.172), Tanagra
(
I.G. vii.283), Athens (ii

2
.41, 1. 19),

17

Megara (iv2.71, 1. 34), among the islands (xii.5.30, xii.8.260, 274, xii.9.249)

and in the Peloponnese at Corinth (iii.2159), Hermione (iv.729), Epidaurus

(iv2.65, 96, 232, 245, 030) and Messenia (Paus. iv.5.10) : one of Philip's

sraipoi bore the same name (Aeschines, ii. 157).

The dialect of the inscription is Dorian or North-Western Greek, and its

alphabet, in which the most noteworthy letter is was in use at an earlv

period in Laconia, Arcadia, Elis, Achaea, Eastern Argolis, Thessaly, Boeotia,

Phocis, Locris and Euboea, together with their colonies in the West. It is

significant that the area thus indicated includes the great majority of the

above-cited examples of the name IevoSokos.

Persephone, or Kore, whose name varies more than that of any other Greek

12 G. Glotz, Ancient Greece at U ork, 133.
13 E. Pernice, Jahrbnch, xxxv. S3 ft’.

14 W. A. Oldfather ap. PaulyAVisso\va

,

xiii. 1309, 13G3.
15 P. Orsi, Xotizie, 1912 Suppl. 6 f., 1913

Suppl. 15 ff., 51 ff., 1917, 164; E. Petersen,

Rom. Mitt. xii. 118 ff.; A. de Bidder, Rev,

fit. Or. xxxi. 207 ff . ; E. Pernice, Jahrbuch ,

xxxv. 95 f. ; W. A. Oldfather ap. Pauly

-

Wissowa, xiii. 1363.
16 E.cj. those illustrated in Xotizic, 1912

Suppl. 7, 1913 Suppl. 15, 18, 49; Rev. fit.

Gr. xxxi. 269; Rom. Mitt. xii. 119.
17 Wrongly given as 5svo6tKos in the

Index of I.G. ii.
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divinity, 18 was widely worshipped throughout the Greek world, almost every-

where in conjunction with, and in subordination to, her mother Demeter. 19

Her name appears not infrequently in inscriptions, but in almost every example

known to me it is found either in metrical epitaphs, referring to her as queen

of the under-world, or in imprecatory inscriptions. In a metrical dedication

from Eleusis (LG. i
2

. 817) and in two from the Epidaurian Asclepieum (iv2.551)

she is associated with Demeter. Indeed, I can find but one prose dedication

to Persephone alone, and that one comes from Italian Locri.20

I have said that Persephone usually appears side by side with

Demeter and in a subordinate position. Save at Taras, where she received a

large number of votive terra-cottas,21 she seems to have come off badly in the

matter of dedications.22 But in one Greek city her cult was paramount, her

sanctuary the richest and most magnificent,—and that city was Locri.23

By three separate paths we have been led to Locri. I am far from main-

taining that the Loerian provenance of the Ashmolean mirror has been proved,

but I hope that a case has been made out for further inquiry. The decisive

verdict will, I hope, be passed by one who has an unrivalled knowledge of

Loerian antiquities, Senator Paolo Orsi.

Marcus N. Tod.

18 O. Gruppe, Griech. Jlythologie, 1181;

Roseher, ii. 1280 ff. Cf. B. Keil, Hermes ,

xliii. 330.
19 See the list of " Kultstatten ‘ in

Roseher, ii. 12S8 ff.

20 I.G. xiv. 031. The goddess is here

called ITripupova (cf. Hesycli. nripg<p6vsta.

ThpaEqjovEia. Aockcoves). I omit the enigmatic

I.G. xiv. 430 (Catana) and J.H.S. vii. 23

(Taras), which may be a dedication to

Persephone.
21 A. J. Evans, J.H.S. vii. 23 ff.

22 Rouse, op. cit. Index.
23 PaulyAVissowa, xiii. 1330 f., Roseher,

ii. 1308.



THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SECOND SPARTAN EMPIRE
(405-371 b.c.)A

irapeiAf^acji yap yEuSfj Aoyov, cbs ecmv auTois fiyglaOai Trccrpiov. This

is Isocrates’ judgment (IV. 18) on the claim of the Spartans to be the leaders

of Greece. He rightly saw that the tradition of hegemony had been the force

behind most of Sparta’s active foreign policy for more than two hundred years

down till his own day. He might truthfully have added that the hegemony

exercised by contemporary Sparta was of a kind which Spartans no more than

a generation earlier had never imagined. Though they had long desired to

control all Greece, the particular form of control which they came to possess

over the members of their second empire was determined for them by the

Peloponnesian war.

Sparta did not enter upon that long struggle with the deliberate intention

of creating for herself a subject empire. She desired to destroy the Athenian

apX/h ^kich appeared as a threat to her own Peloponnesian league : and in

opposition to Athens, she asserted a principle of city autonomy, which was to

prove both then and later wholly incompatible with the conception of a subject

empire. At the outset, the Spartans can have contemplated no higher success

than that the Athenian democracy might be so humbled as to abandon part,

at least, of its dpXR ; and perhaps even to return to its earlier position as a

member of the Peloponnesian league. But the war with Athens compelled

Sparta to develop her social, political, and military organisation, and the

conquest of Athens offered Sparta the temptation of securing a new kind of

supremacy—not fiyepovia, but apyri-

Until the early sixth century Sparta had tried to found an empire in

the Peloponnese, when opportunities offered. Her method was simply to

incorporate the territories of conquered peoples into her own territory. But

with the admission of Tegea to alliance a momentous change came over Spartan

policy. Thenceforward Sparta’s aim was to create a league consisting of

allied autonomous states, who looked to her for leadership in foreign policy,

but were otherwise independent. The second Spartan empire was in part a

reversion to the earlier theory, in so far as it implied that the supremacy of

Sparta could best be secured by the subjection, not the affiliation, of states

outside the Peloponnese.

1 This essay was awarded the Cromer

Prize for 1928 by the British Academy.
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This reversion in policy was accompanied by an innovation in military

organisation. When on campaign outside Laconia, Sparta's armies had always

been led only by her kings or regents : a practice which continued unbroken

into the Peloponnesian war.2 But, during that war, the necessity of main-

taining more continuous and more distant compaigns than her traditional

methods would allow compelled Sparta to modify her military organisation and

to evolve a type of commander known as a
b

harmost." These
4

harmosts
5

at

the end of the war were employed by Lysander to form the structure of the

second Spartan empire.

To illustrate this, we must examine in succession the various Spartan

officers during the Peloponnesian war whom our authorities call * harmosts/

or whose function resembles that of those whom thev call ‘ harmosts/

The Peloponnesian War till 413

1 . The Harm osts ofHeraclea .

The first instance which offers itself from the period of the Peloponnesian

war is the type of officer appointed by Sparta to govern Heraclea. In 426,

Sparta received appeals for help against the Oetaeans from Trachis and Doris,

and decided to assist them. There were additional motives for the enterprise,

because the neighbourhood was well situated strategically to command both

Euboea and the road to Thrace (Thuc. III. xcii. 4). But Sparta chose a peculiar

method for occupying a strategic base in North-East Greece. It was determined

to found a colony open to the rest of Greece
;
yet Apollo's authority was obtained

to make an exception by excluding Ionians, Achaeans and certain other tribes.

This cumbrous process for achieving her object shows how unfamiliar Sparta

was with imperial expansion. Certainly, in the fourth century, Sparta would
merely have sent a harmost with a garrison of neodamodes to Trachis. It is

worth considering whether the colonisation of Heraclea was not an embryonic
instance of the same system.

Heraclea was governed by officers sent from Sparta :
3 a couple of later

instances will confirm and illustrate this statement. In the winter of 420-19,

Xenares, who had been Ephor in Sparta for the previous year (Thuc. Y. xxxvi.),

was dpycov in Heraclea, and was killed in battle (id. li.). He must, then, have
been sent from Sparta at the end of his Ephorate. Xenares' successor at

Heraclea, Agesippidas, was sent back to Sparta (apparently before his term of

office was completed) by the Boeotians, who, resenting Spartan influence in

Northern Greece, had interfered on a plea of misgovernment in Heraclea. These

2 There is one class of exceptions :

navarchs, who were usually private indi-

viduals . ( Probably Anchimolius, c

.

5 1 2 B .c .

,

was one of these, for he goes to Athens by
sea.) The only individual exception is

Euaenetus (Her. VII. 173), who com-
manded the reconnoitring expedition to

Tempo (480 b.c.) ; he was els ek tcov

TroAepdpx<ov apaipT]p£vos, but not of the royal

house, as Herodotus mentions with sur-

prise. It is significant that at the only
period before the Peloponnesian war, when
Sparta had more commitments abroad than
her organisation could meet, we find her
traditional methods thus admitting of

exceptions.
3 ol apxovTES ocCrrooy tcov AacKsSaipovicov oi

d<piKvoOpevoi; Thuc. III. xciii. 2.
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examples confirm the conclusion that the apyovTE$ of Heraclea were Spartan

citizens of high standing, and not natives of Heraclea. The use of the present

tense (acpiKvou|jiEvoi) in the verb, which Thucydides applied to them, seems

also to suggest that they were changed with some frequency.

In 409, as Xenophon tells us (Hell. I. ii. 18), Labotes, 6 ek AaKeSorfpovos

&piiocrrf)s at Heraclea, was killed by the Oetaeans. Clearly he was the apycov

of Heraclea at that period. It may perhaps seem rash to assume from this

that all the previous apyovTss were really harmosts,4 yet the probability is

greatly strengthened if it can be shown that Thucydides was accustomed to

call Spartan officers
£

apyovTEs/ who might properly be designated ap^ocrrcd. 5

If so, we may take it as likely, that from 426 Heraclea was governed by a

succession of magistrates called harmosts and sent (perhaps annually) from

Sparta. 6

In the autumn of the year in which Heraclea was founded, the Spartans

utilised it for an expedition toward North-West Greece, on which they employed

a new kind of commander. At an appeal from Aetolia they sent out against

Naupactus an army, which was composed of 3000 allied hoplites, of whom
500 were from Heraclea (Thuc. III. c.). The commander was a Spartan,

Eurylochus, assisted by two subordinates. 7 Especially noteworthy is the choice

of an ordinary Spartan, not a king, to command a military expedition abroad.

This is the first clear instance known to us, and it is partly to be explained by
the unusual fact that the soldiers, apart from his staff, were allies, or if Spartans

by birth, at all events nominally Heracleots. One may suggest as a conjecture

(which cannot be verified) that Eurylochus was the new apycov of Heraclea.

For it should be observed that the expedition assembled at Delphi, where the

forces from the Peloponnese and Heraclea would best meet : especially if

their commanding officer came from Heraclea. In any case, Eurylochus from

the nature of his command might have been called a harmost in the fourth

century (cf. infra).

2. Megara : an Allied City garrisoned by Sparta.

The disaster to Eurylochus’ force may have discouraged Sparta for a time

from making similar experiments with non royal commanders. However, in

Thuc. IV. lxvi. we hear of a different kind of Spartan force abroad. This is a

garrison in Nisaea, consisting of
k

Peloponnesians only ’ (i.e. not Megarians).

with a Spartan apycov. Thucydides in an ambiguous phrase says that this

4 But we have the precedent of Meyer,

Theopomp. p. 117, for this assumption.
5 See Appendix on Thucydides 1

use of the

term apxoov when applied to Spartan

officers.

6 Tho evidence for (presumably) earlier

harmosts in the Perioec-is itself is rather

doubtful, but their existence may be re-

garded as probable. Compare Kahrstedt,

Or. St. I. p. 229, who, however, is apt to be

rather too positive on the subject. Con-

trast Meyer, Thiopomp. p. 209, who errs in

tlie opposite direction. Kahrstedt ( ib

.

p.

23, note 0) does not seem to prove his

theory that Heraclea was in effect part of

the Perioecis.
7 They are an instance of the working of

a vqjios, quoted by Thucydides (IV. xxxviii.),

whereby under certain circumstances three

Spartan officers were nominated, so that

on the death of the senior officer, another

might be ready at once to take his place.
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limitation to Peloponnesian guards was (3£(3atOTpTos Ivekoc tcov Msyapcov.

Evidently lie means that they were nominally to protect Megara from Athens

;

but actually to guard against just such disloyalty to Sparta as did occur in this

year. It would have been a typical position for a harmost and his garrison in

later times, using the term 4 harmost ’ in its most restricted and conventional

meaning. There may have been other such garrisons set up in strategic points

among the cities of the Peloponnesian league at this time, but we are not told

of them. 8 In any case, the presence of the garrison seems to be an infringement

of the rights of a member of the Peloponnesian league. It was probably defended
as a military necessity, but it was at least an anticipation of the methods of the

later Spartan empire.

3. Brasidas.

Our next instance is Brasidas. We must consider (a) the nature of his

army, (6) the nature of his position, (c) his methods in organising defence of

Chalcidice.

In the summer of 424 b.c., the Spartans, exasperated by the Athenian

occupation of Sphacteria, had been roused to energetic action. They had

devised a plan which would at the same time distract attention from Laconia

by striking at the Athenian apyp in a vital spot, and also relieve Sparta of its

growing danger of a helot rising, by utilising or exterminating a large number
of those dangerous subjects. The plan was that Brasidas should lead to

Thrace an army of 700 helots : the force was also augmented by 1000 picked

auppccxoi.

Concerning these crupiacx)(Oi, Thucydides uses a phrase which he does not use

of the normal quotas of allied troops on annual campaign. Brasidas, he says,

raised them piaOco Treiaas.9 The distinction must be that, whereas usually

each ally selected its annual quota for the common army, and paid its own
expenses (for there was no common chest), in this case Brasidas offered a free

invitation to any Peloponnesian whom he approved to come for an indefinite

period at a stipulated wage—exactly the procedure in the average fourth-

centurv mercenary army. Apparently Brasidas hoped to pay them from the

proceeds of spoils and by contributions from the cities which he delivered. 10

In emergencies he could, like many a fourth-century mercenary captain, hire

out his army to earn its pay, e.g . with Perdiccas (Thuc. IV. cxxiv. seq.).

8 When the Peloponnesian garrison was
handed over to the Athenian generals by
the men of Xisaea in 424 (Thuc. IV. lxix.

fin.), Thucydides implies that the Spartan
apxcov was not the only Spartan in Xisaea.

9 The only previous instance where this

phrase is used of soldiers is Thuc. I. Ix.,

where it refers to Aristeus. There is an
obvious parallel between the two leaders,

the importance of which lies in this :—it

shows that Sparta has adopted from Corinth
an active policy of offensive warfare by

land. One may also compare the Corin-

thian officer and garrison in Ambracia (c.

425 b.c. Thuc. III. cxiv. 4) with the fully

developed Spartan harmost. Diodorus
actually converts him into a Spartan (XII.

lx. 6).

10 Thuc. IV. lxxx. 1 : since Perdiccas was
originally to have given half the Tpocpri of

the army (id. lxxxiii. 6), presumably the

Chalcidic league wTas responsible for the

other half.
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This plan of sending a Spartiate, as commander of a helot and mercenary

army, roving much at his own discretion, was a serious departure from Spartan

principles. Towards the home government Brasidas seems to have held for

the time being complete freedom in leading his army hither and thither in

tcx stti 0pdo<r|s. He even went away to help Perdiccas, leaving behind him in

Mende a Spartan apycov, Polydamidas, in command of 500 Peloponnesians and

a force of Chalcidians. 11 But there was one check on Brasidas : he was subject

to a yearly inspection by a board of three commissioners sent from Sparta.

An exact parallel to this procedure of inspection will be later cited in the case

of Dercyllidas. who was certainly a harmost. Hence it is probable that Brasidas

himself was also, properly speaking, a harmost.12

In 423 the commission was led by Ischagoras, who was to have brought

with him an additional army which had been sent for by Brasidas (Thuc. IY.

cviii. 6). But it was held up on the borders of Thessaly. However, the three

commissioners came through, and,
4

contrary to vogog/ brought with them*

‘ young men from Sparta to appoint apyovTes of the cities, and so not to entrust

them to any ordinary person ’ (IV. cxxxii.).12 ' 1 They set up Clearidas in Amphi-
polis and Pasitelidas in Torone.

These local commanders are similar to Polydamidas, whom Brasidas had

already set up in Mende, only that their appointment was not merely to allow

Brasidas temporarily to leave Chaleidice. In having garrisons under them

(Thuc. V. iii. for Torone) they resemble also the apycov in Megara : only that

here the pspoaoTrjs to be secured is more explicitly that of the town they

garrisoned against its Athenian foes. Their general functions, also, recall

those of the harmosts set up during the last few years of the Peloponnesian

war, as will be shown later. Bernard Henderson (Great War between Athens

and Sparta
, p. 280) has seen in their appointment a violation of Brasidas’

promise of autonomy to the cities, for Brasidas had originally insisted that

the Spartan authorities must swear to leave autonomous any cities which

joined him, and he had announced this fact in Chaleidice (Thuc. IV. Ixxxvi.).

Probably no violation of this oath was intended
;
but in practice the apycov

would be sure to take sides in the internal politics of his city, e.g. Polydamidas

in Mende (IY. exxx. 4). Already, as later in 405-4, Sparta’s strategic methods

show a tendency to become methods of imperialism.

Just before the battle of Amphipolis (autumn 422), the Spartan authorities

sent out their second annual commission of inspection, led this time by Rham-
phias, who also brought an army of 900 men to reinforce Brasidas. While

stopping on their way to reorganise Heraclea (Thuc. Y. xii.), the commission

heard of the death of that great general. At the news they returned home.

As soon as the peace of Nicias was signed, Sparta sent another commission

of three to Clearidas, telling him to surrender Amphipolis. (Polydamidas and

Pasitelidas had both been captured by the Athenians.) So, alter delays, in the

11 Presumably Brasidas, like Eurylochus, most is reserved till later.

had only two Spartans with him as subab 120 On this vonos cf. Isoer. Busiris 18, and
terns ; this will, then, have been one of them. Xairn, Classical Review, Sept. 1929.

12 A fuller discussion of this type of har-
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autumn of 42 1, Clearidas brought back the remnants of Brasidas’ expeditionary

force. The returned helots were given liberty, and soon a use was found for

them along with the
4

Neodamodes. 5 13 They were placed as a garrison in

Lepreum, which had been occupied by Sparta earlier in the year, to protect it

from Elis. This force was often used later on service abroad.

The experiment of sending Brasidas had shown what was the proper

method of disrupting the Athenian empire, and Brasidas by his high character

and generous treatment of the cities had created a favourable attitude towards

Spartans among the Athenian allies (Thuc. IV. lxxxi.). We shall see how
Sparta took advantage of this attitude later, so as to set up ocpyovTss once more,

but not to recall them on the conclusion of peace.

4. Gylippus : a Spartan General on loan abroad.

In the course of the Archidamian war, Sparta had shown herself on the

whole a poor match for Athens. So, under King Pleistoanax, her policy of

aggression was abandoned, and in the complexity of events, which filled the

interval till the Decelean war began, she contented herself with maintaining

her old position as leader of her own league. It was in 414, for the first time,

that a Spartan commander was again sent out of the Peloponnese : Gylippus

to Syracuse.

What was the official position of Gylippus ? M as it the same as that of

Brasidas \ He was the only Spartan sent to Syracuse (Thuc. VII. lviii.).

Unlike Brasidas, (1) he had not brought an army with him. But perhaps this

is merely to be attributed to his hasty departure, winch anticipated the raising

of an army. Next spring, just such a force w~as sent as Brasidas had com-

manded (Thuc. VII. xix. 3). But (2) there is no sign that Gylippus was super-

vised by the Spartan authorities, as Brasidas had been. This omission may
have been due to his great distance from home; but the terms of reference,

whereby he was left to make his own arrangements on the advice of Corinth

and Syracuse (Thuc. VI. xoiii.), suggest that his responsibility, in part at

least, was transferred to those states. (3) He co-operated directly with the

Syracusans, and indeed appears to have acted as their supreme general, while

Brasidas kept his own force and his generalship distinct from that of the Clial-

cidic league, though he was often reinforced by them.

It may be pointed out that Gylippus' position has certain affinities with

that of Salaethus at Mytilene (Thuc. III. xxv.). Both arrived w ithout armies,

but both proceeded to take charge of the military operations of the besieged.

If there is any difference between the two, it lies in the different relations of

Lesbos and of Syracuse to Sparta. Lesbos had, at her own request, been made
a member of the Peloponnesian league (Thuc. III. xv.). But this does not

seem to have been exactlv the position of Syracuse : rather Sparta w as her

ally. 14

13 Thuc. V. xxxiv,

;

here mentioned for ol SupaKocnoi kai oi ^upuaxoi, where the

the first time. " allies * evidently include, for instance,
u The customary form used throughout the helots and perioees. Compare also

the latter part of Thucydides' narrative is Thuc. VII. lvni.—Sparta among the list of
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So Gvlippus was a commander on loan to a foreign Power (not an ally on

the ordinary terms of the Peloponnesian league). Hence his position is not

strictly in the direct line of Spartan imperial development
;
and the difference

between it and that of Brasidas and Salaethus results from the dissimilar

relations of Sparta with the cities of Greece proper which might become part

of her empire, and with Syracuse which could not be made subject to her.

The Ionian War

1. 413-411. The Setting-up of Harmosts .

After the Athenian disaster in Sicily, Sparta found her outlook entirely

changed. Athenian sea-power seemed annihilated : the cities of the ctpyri

were clamouring for Spartan expeditions to free them. Sparta had thrust

upon her the opportunities for sea-power and empire, and through inexperience

and divided counsels did not know how to use them properly. Agis in Decelea

and the Ephors in Sparta were confused by the many conflicting appeals for

assistance. They could not decide which to accept first
;
and when they did

decide they chose differently. Yet they were unanimous in one thing : they

both ultimately adopted the same method of assistance. For instead of merely

freeing the cities, Sparta set up in each island or state an officer with a garrison.

The method was identical with Brasidas
5

employment of the young apyovTes

in Chalcidice, as already mentioned. It may have been justified originally by
strategic needs, but it became later a means of binding the cities into the Spartan

empire.

We must now survey in turn the various instances of officers with garrisons.

The first is when Agis. listening to appeals from Euboea, asked for two apyovves

to be sent thither. They came with 300 neodamodes. But at the suggestion

of the Boeotians, Agis changed his mind, and decided to send one of the two

apyovTss to Lesbos as "harmost” (Thuc. VIII. v. 2).

Agis had done all this without consulting Spartan headquarters. There

Chios was chosen as the first objective,. It had been intended to send the

Spartan navarch, Melanchridas
;

but, after an ill-omened earthquake, this

more traditional method was abandoned, and it was decided to sent Chalcideus,

one of the apyovTss, who was to combine with Agis’ force. The plan was

:

4

first to sail with Chalcideus as apyoov to Chios, then
5

(from there)
4

to Lesbos

with Alcamenes also as apyoov, and finally to reach the Hellespont : Clearchus

had been appointed as apycov there
5

(Thuc. VIII. viii.). The clear distinction

of territorial spheres for the apyovTss, none of whom was navarch, reminds one

of the fully developed organisation of the Spartan empire, as shown in what
our later authorities call the harmost. (For harmosts always have allotted to

each of them a definite sphere of authority.) This scheme of operations was

Syracusan allies—and such later examples An-aisfj TolsKorraTf]v ^TpoiroAiv oIkoOcti KopivOiois

of commanders as Pharax (Diod. XIV. lxiii. f| tois dcpriyoupEvois Tfft ‘EAAaSos ZirapTiarrais,

4; Ixx. i.). Also note Diod. XIV. Ixix. 5 : and Plut. Pelop. xxxi.

tt|V 6e Tjyepoviav Soteov Korra-rous vojjous tto-
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not completely carried out, though it determined the general lines of Spartan

strategy till the battle of Cyzieus.

The plan was first frustrated because the Athenians succeeded in blockading

the northern squadron under Alcamenes at Spiraeum (Thuc. VIII. x.). But
through Alcibiades’ influence this did not prevent Chalcideus from sailing to

Chios, where he was greeted by the news of cities revolting from Athens in

all directions. Alcibiades persuaded him to go on to Miletus (Thuc. VIII.

xvii. 2). But he must have been left behind at a garrison in Chios, for shortly

we find a Peloponnesian land force, commanded by a Spartan Eualas, and a

fleet under Deinadas, a perioec, joining with the Chians in an attack on Lesbos :

the next objective according to the Spartan plan. This attempt failed
;
as also

did another led by the navarch Astyochus, who landed a field-force with

Eteonieus as apycov.15 The Spartan plan was then temporarily abandoned.

Shortly afterwards Chalcideus, the real ocpyoov of Chios, was killed in a

skirmish at Miletus (Thuc, VIII. xxiv.), and at no great interval a reinforcing

fleet under Therimenes arrived at Miletus (Thuc. VIII. xxvi.). He had also on

board Pedaritus, who was sent by the Spartans as apycov for Chios (Thuc. VIII.

xxviii.), while a second Spartan, Philippus, was to be set up in Miletus. If

Pedaritus was sent in response to the news of Chalcideus' death, the Spartan

authorities must have been unusually prompt. It is quite as probable, when
taken in conjunction with Philippus' appointment, that the Ephors had been

displeased by Chalcideus' desertion of his post at Chios and by his long stay

at Miletus. Hence they had sent a man to take his place at Chios, and filled

the vacant post, Miletus, in order to prevent the same desertion occurring

again. Chalcideus' death in the meantime had simplified the situation.

On arrival at his post, Pedaritus found the navarch there. Astyochus

proposed another expedition to Lesbos; but the Chians would not listen to

the project, and Pedaritus, who had taken over command of the Chian fleet,

refused point blank to let the navarch use it (Thuc. VIII. xxxii.). This incident

is interesting as an indication of how a Spartan sent out on a separate command
by the home authorities was not subject even to a navarch. Thucydides does

not enlighten us on the nature of Pedaritus' command further than to call him

apycov. But Theopompus, probably correctly
(fraejm . 8. OxL), called him

appocrrris avpp tgov yeyovoTcov kocAcov in the second book of his Hellnnca ,

1G

So one would expect that the title appocrrps should also be applied to Pedaritus
7

predecessor, Chalcideus, and to Philippus, who held a parallel appointment in

Miletus.

Chios’ further relations with Sparta till Aegospotami mav be briefly

summarised here. Pedaritus was killed during a siege by the Athenians : his

post was taken by Leon, his father, when the city was relieved (Thuc. VIII. lv.

3; lxi. 2). A democratic revolution in favour of Athens must have occurred;

1o Thuc. VIII. xxiii. 4. Alcamenes hail battle of Cynossema, by which time Pedari-

been killed at Spiraeum : Eteonieus was tus was dead : Meyer has cleverly con-

presumablv his successor. jectured that it occurred in connexion with
16 This mention must have occurred in the operations of Pasitelidas at Chios

an excursus, as Theopompus did not bep;in (Meyer, Theopomp. p. 100),

his narrative in the HclUmca till after the
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probably after the battle of Cyzicus. For in 409-8, Cratesippidas, the navarch,

restored the oligarchs, and garrisoned the acropolis (Diod. XIII. lxv. 3). Per-

haps the harmost was Eteonicus, who had been expelled from his post as

harmost of Thasos during the previous year (Xen. Hell. I. i. 32). For he com-

manded the army at Mytilene in 406, which had been brought over from Chios,

and returned there after Arginusae. 17

In the spring of 411, Dercyllidas
4

with a not large force
5

(oO TroAApv

OTpccriav : Thuc. Till, lxi.) was sent, presumably from Miletus, to the Helles-

pont to make Abydus revolt. (This was a tardy substitute for Clearchus,

who had not yet been sent to Byzantium.) He co-operated with Pharnabazus

most successfully, so that the Athenians were compelled to fortify Sestos in

order to keep control of the Hellespont. This appears to be yet another instance

of Thucydides’ omission of the title

4

harmost 9

: for Xenophon (Hell. III. i. 9)

informs us, that Dercyllidas had been harmost of Abydus, but was disgraced in

the year when Lysander was navarch. It seems evident that Dercyllidas

remained in command of Abydus from 411 to 407 (Lysander’s first navarchy);

for Abydus was in Spartan hands throughout all the period, and must have

been well garrisoned to remain secure, since the Athenians kept a squadron

across the straits at Sestus. 18

Later in the year Clearchus also was sent to Byzantium, of which Xenophon

calls him the harmost (Xen. Hell. I. iii. 15). This caused the centre of strategic

importance to move to the Hellespontine region, and Mindarus, who succeeded

Astyochus about midsummer 411, sent his fleet thither.

2. Sparta and Persia
,
413-405 b.c.

AYe have seen something of Sparta’s methods in obtaining a strategic hold

on the Aegean islands and Asia Minor. This process inevitably brought her

into contact with Persia. So we must next consider the relations between

these two Powers.

These relations had been determined by three treaties.

I. The first agreement recognised ancestral possessions of the King,

without defining them. This was framed before any harmosts

had been sent to the mainland (Thuc. VIII. xviii.).

II. The second was merely defensive and offensive : it shirked the

question of territorial boundaries (Thuc. VIII. xxxvii.).

III. The third (drawn up by Lichas through fear of consequences of the

first) frankly admits that
4

all the King’s land, in so far as it is

of Asia, is the King's.’ 19

17 Xen. Hell. I. vi. 18, 8, 20 and 37 : cf.

Pareti, Mem. della reale Accad. di Torino ,

LIX. (1909), p. 119 and note 6, who calls

him ’ duce straordmario * exactly =dppo-

0”T"TJS.

18 It seems best to assume that when
Xenophon says hrl AuadvSpou vauapxoOvros,

he means 407-0, since he himself carefully

pointed out that Lysander was not allowed

to be navarch a second time (Xen. Hell. II.

i. 7). Contrast Meyer, who dates Lercyl-

lidas’ dismissal to 404-3
(
Gesch . d . Alt.

v, § 759).
19 oar] *ri)S ’Aaias ecniv : Thuc. VIII.

Iviii.; i.e. in opposition to any ancestral

possessions, which had been in Europe.
Compare VIII. xliii. Lichas* criticism of the

first treaty.
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Lichas apparently preferred a definite sacrifice to indefinite obligations.

Also this treaty is mucli fuller in details, and is the only one which mentions

Pharnabazus as included in its provisions.

It is here suggested as an hypothesis, which may be partially verified by
later evidence, that the result of this third treaty with Persia was the withdrawal

of all Spartan harmosts permanently resident in the cities of Asia Minor who
were not immediately required for military purposes. Persia presumably

recognised that it was necessary for the conduct of the war that Peloponnesian

fleets under Spartan commanders should operate from strategic bases in Asia

Minor itself. But the treaty meant that this concession was not to be extended

beyond the practical necessities of the campaign, and was to terminate with it.

Moreover, Sparta was not at any time to interfere in the internal government of

the cities, nor to regard them as her sphere.

This restriction seems to have been more insistently applied in Tissa-

phernes’ province than in that of Pharnabazus. But that is chiefly because of

the strategic importance of the Hellespontine region, where it was necessary to

hold two points especially—Abydus and Calchedon—against Athenian attacks.

But even there, as will be shown, military operations were always carried out

in co-operation with the Satrap, and he, not Sparta, accepted or resigned the

government of any cities which had revolted frem Athens.20 In any case,

Pharnabazus showed a particular eagerness to serve Sparta in the Peloponnesian

war, while Tissaphernes was more apt to work craftily for his own ends.

The evidence on this subject, apart from the treaties, is necessarily in the

main negative : i.e. the only resident officials known to us (except those in

Abydus and Calchedon) are on the islands and not on the Asiatic mainland.

Also Sparta appears to relinquish the mainland entirely at the end of the war,

except for Calchedon : for which exception an explanation will be offered

later.

But one piece of positive evidence can be cited. As we have seen, a

Spartan, named Philippus, had been appointed to Miletus (Thuc. VIII. xxviii.),

in a position parallel and exactly contemporary with that of Pedaritus in

Chios : so presumably, like Pedaritus, he was a harmost. In Thuc. VIII.

lxxxvii. we find him on an embassy to Tissaphernes at Phaselis, sent to await

the promised Phoenician fleet. This raises the question : why had he left

Miletus ? He had not been a year in office : which seems less than the minimum
for any official. Also, if he was superseded unusually soon, we never hear of

any successor. Can this mean that Sparta had discontinued to appoint har-

mosts to Miletus because of the third treaty with Persia ?

Now we find that Lichas, the drafter of this third treaty, had announced

that
£

the Milesians and the other inhabitants of the King's land must be the

slaves of Tissaphernes. and behave properly, and seek his favour, till the war is

well settled ’ (Thuc. VIII. lxxxiv. 5). This can only mean a surrender of the

internal government of Miletus and the other cities to Persia for the duration

of the war at least ; and this in spite of the fact that the Milesians and the rest

20 Compare above, how Pharnabazus accepted Abydus (Thuc. VIII. lxii. 1), and later

resigned Calchedon (Xen. Hill. I, iii, 9).
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had revolted from Athens to be the free allies of Sparta. It was this which

enraged the Milesians, so that they would not let Lichas be buried where the

Spartans wished.21

It is just at this point that we hear of Philippus on his embassy
(
i.e

.
giving

up his military command), when the Spartan government must have abandoned

control of Miletus. That it was abandoned there can be no doubt
;

for we learn

from the same passage (VIII. lxxxiv.) that there was by then, actually in

Miletus, a guard-house with a garrison of Tissaphernes ’ troops, even though

Astyochus was operating from the same city as his base. This garrison will

have been the substitute for Philippus’ troops under the new (third) treaty.

Similarly, in the spring of 410, when the Spartans were vexed with Tissa-

phernes because he had failed to provide his promised Phoenician fleet, they

let the men of Antandros borrow some troops from Abydus, and with them
expel the Persian garrison in their city. The Antandrians made the excuse

that they had been ill-treated by Arsaces, one of Tissaphernes’ subordinates.22

Hence Tissaphernes himself came north to protest against this action, and

against the fact that the Persian garrisons in Miletus and Cnidus, the Spartan

naval bases in his satrapy, had been expelled by the local inhabitants, in spite

of the presence of his Lacedaemonian allies (cf. Thuc. VIII. lxxxiv.). The

Persian garrisons in Antandi%s, Miletus and Cnidus must have been established,

since these cities revolted from Athens to Sparta, and therefore as a consequence

of the third treaty with the Great King.

A survey of the Spartan harmosts in the Hellespontine region will illustrate

how much Sparta depended on the Persian support, which bv Lichas’ treaty

she had purchased with the betrayal of the Asian cities. The harmosts were

Dercvllidas (cf. supra), who held Abydus against the Athenians at Sestus till he

was disgraced on the accusation of Pharnabazus
;
and Clearchus in Byzantium.

To these there was added Hippocrates in Calchedon some time before 408 (Xen.

Hell, I. iii. 5). We may conjecture when he was installed there, and why.

Hippocrates had been Mindarus' emcrroAeus (Xen. Hell. I. i. 23) : we last

hear of him as sending the famous dispatch announcing the defeat at Cyzicus

and Mindarus* death. It was about the same time that the Athenian crrpcnriyoi

fortified Chrysopolis near Calchedon, and left Theramenes and Eumachus
there with 30 triremes to hold the Bosphorus and levy the Sekoctt]. Pharna-

bazus, who was reorganising a Spartan fleet at Antandrus, at once went to help

Calchedon (Xen. Hell. I. i. 26). Xenophon does not say more; but this would

be the best occasion for Hippocrates, now without a fleet, to occupy Calchedon,

and prevent it falling into Athenian hands, just as Dercvllidas was holding

Abydus. In any case, Pharnabazus evidently controlled the matter.

Similarly, when Calchedon was attacked by the Athenians in 408 (spring),

and Hippocrates was killed, Pharnabazus, apparently without reference to

Sparta, agreed to surrender the town to the Athenians, and let it pay them its

customary tribute and arrears. The surrender of Calchedon was followed

21 Thuc. VIII. lxxxiv. : contrast xxxvi. :
22 Thuc. VIII. eviii. 4 seq., Diod. XIII.

oi MiAt]ctio! TrpoOupcos Tot toO -rroAeuov j^epov, just xlii. 4, who makes his usual error of sub-

before tlie second treaty. stituting Pharnabazus for Tissaphernes.
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by the fall of Byzantium : so Abvdus remained as the only town on the

Hellespont, garrisoned by Sparta (Diod. XIII. Ixviii. i.). Hence the centre of

Spartan activity returned to the Ionian coast, and the arrival of Cyrus at Sardis

gave new opportunities of assistance from Persia.

During the next three years the Spartan navarchs alternated in their

attitude towards Persia and the Greeks in Asia. Lysander formed an extensive

association with the oligarchs in the allied cities, and an intimate attachment
to Cyrus

; both of which connexions were to be of importance later in his career.

He seems to have been the first navarch to make Ephesus his base in Asia Minor,

probably because it was convenient for access to Sardis by the King's Road.
Callicratidas, his successor, in disgust at Persian haughtiness, transferred his

headquarters again to Miletus; and while there he made a speech in the

democratic assembly, in which he urged
4

all those who have suffered most
misfortunes at the barbarians* hands, through dwelling among them/ that they

should strive to bring the war to a speedy conclusion. He promised them
adequate compensation in the future (Xen. Hell

.

I. vi. 8). It is clear that this

recompense was to take the form of Spartan help against Persian domination,

and some modification in the terms of Lichas’ treaty. Perhaps there was a

party in Sparta which disapproved of concessions to Persia : or it may have

been only Callicratidas' whim to pose as a champion of Hellenism. In either

case the battle of Arginusae showed that Sparta's only hope lay in a continua-

tion of Lvsander's policy. Lysander was sent again to Asia, and the base of

Spartan operations was removed once more to Ephesus.

3. Summary of Results concerning Hannosts before Lysander.

It may be better to stop here and summarise what has so far been concluded

about the harmost. We have shown that there is abundant evidence for the

existence of harmosts before the setting up of the Lvsandrean system of empire.

Of our two contemporary authorities, Thucydides only uses the term once;

but Xenophon applies it three times to Spartan officers in command of separate

forces operating by land from a particular city

;

and twice to mere Spartan

governors in cities abroad. The two varieties of harmosts are evidently one

and the same, varying only in so far as they are, or are not, directly engaged in

the conduct of the war.

If we accept it as likely that the apyovres of Thucydides are often really

harmosts, a line of development emerges reaching from the young apyovTes

set up in Amphipolis, Torone, and Mende by Brasidas to the Spartan officers

who roused the Athenian empire to revolt in 413, and occupied strategic points

in it till 405.

The chief defect in our information about them is that our authorities

tell us only about the salient points of the campaign : the less important

spheres are omitted, except for chance references. For instance, Alcibiades

in 407, when returning to Asia Minor, landed on Andros, and defeated the rebel

inhabitants andTous Aockcovcxs oi auroGi qcracv (Xen. Hell. I. iv. 22). This must

mean a Spartan garrison, presumably with a harmost. But it is our only

reference to Andros, and serves merely to show how we are not really aware to

j.h.s.—VOL. L. E
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what extent, during Athens’ weakness, especially in 411, her empire had been

permeated with Spartan garrisons, which continued even after Athens had

regained control of the sea.

We cannot gauge to what degree the harmost system, which we know of in

404, had already come into being. The function of these harmosts, however,

had been as yet purely military : to guarantee the security of their districts.

But probably they were driven to interfere in the domestic politics of their

cities, and particularly to support the pro-Spartan party, who were usually the

oligarchs. That even during the Decelean war the citizens were not usually

unanimous for Sparta may be inferred from the instances of revolts.23 We learn

that Chios and Ervthrae (Thuc. VIII. vi. 4), and presumably the other cities

which revolted from Athens, had been specifically made allies of Sparta.

This should have conferred on them the rights of members of the Peloponnesian

league Hence Sparta’s action in installing harmosts is rather high-handed;

though it can be paralleled, as a war measure, by the garrison at Megara in 425.

Lysadder’s Empire
1. Introduction .

The battle of Aegospotami completely changed the outlook of Sparta.

Hitherto all Spartan military and naval actions, including even the introduction

of garrisons, could be covered by the one all-embracing excuse that they were

necessary for the overthrow of the imperialistic tyranny of xAthens. With the

almost total destruction of the Athenian fleet this pretext largely vanished.

It is true that Athens did not capitulate at once
;
but the previous safeguards

—

garrisons and harmosts—were not now required. The question faced Sparta :

were they to be done away as quickly as possible ?

It is interesting, if rather fruitless, to conjecture how different might have

been the policy adopted if Sparta had triumphed a year earlier, at Arginusae,

instead of at Aegospotami. For the decision lay almost entirely in the hands

of the navarch alone, who had won the victory. It was Lysander, and not

Callicratidas, who held the opportunity; and one cannot doubt that he had
long made up his mind how to use it. While acting as Treasurer in Cyxus

>

absence (406-5, Diod. XIII. civ. 5, Plut. Lys. VIII.), he had shown at Miletus

that he would stick at nothing to secure oligarchies.

But Lysander had also to determine whether those who had been subjects

of Athens were to remain as subjects to a new mistress, or whether they wTere

to be treated like the other allies of Sparta. He chose to create a new class of

client states, quite distinct from the Peloponnesian league, and to bind them to

Sparta by a system of harmosts, which he adopted from the harmosts of the

Peloponnesian w ar.24

Lysander’s first step was to secure the Bosphorus by placing a harmost,

23 Chios (Thuc. VIII. xxiv. 0, xxxviii. Clearchus had been harsh, Diod, XIII. lxvi.

etc.), Thasos (Xen. Hell, I. i. 32), and 6).

Byzantium (Xen. Hell. I. iii. 18: where 24 Cf. Busolt-Swoboda’sGWecAiscfos&taa/s
the issue was complicated by famine, but und Bechtsaltertumu\ p. 1323.
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Sthenelaus, over Byzantium and Calcliedon (Xen. Hell. II. ii. 2). This would

help to reduce Athens by starvation. Then Lysander turned back, and

proceeded to capture the remaining outposts of the Athenian empire, to expel

her cleruchies, to reconstruct the internal government of her subject allies,

and to restore the cities which the Athenians had destroyed.

Unfortunately we are in no position to form a complete survey of his

operations. Of our ancient authorities, Xenophon gives no general description,

but only a few scattered details with many omissions. Isocrates usually

mentions the Spartan empire in unfavourable comparisons with the former

Athenian empire, and is apt to write rhetorical generalisations. The rest of

our authorities fall into two classes, according as they interpret Lysander’s

motives. Diodorus represents Lysander as the instrument of general Spartan

policy

;

25 Nepos and Plutarch definitely state that Lysander was chiefly

actuated by a personal ambition for power. 26 This divergence may be partly

explained by the fact that Nepos and Plutarch were writing personal bio-

graphies of Lysander, but the close parallelism of their narratives shows that

they go back to a common source. 27 But it is not so much to our purpose here

to consider Lysander’s motives as the scheme which they produced.

2. Lysander’s Empire hi general.

(i) Decarchies and harmosts .—For this purpose it will be best (i) to consider

the general character of this Spartan empire as a whole, (ii) and then to proceed

to examine the particular places in its organisation whose history is known

to us.

It may be taken as a basic assumption that Lysander set out to secure all

Athens’ empire. For this purpose the harmost with his garrison was to become

not a strategical convenience of war, but a permanent institution of peace.

He would guarantee the loyalty of each ttoAis or group of ttoAeis to Sparta,

usually by maintaining a pro-Spartan oligarchy in power. This oligarchy, in

some cases at least, was so limited as to consist of only ten men.

We cannot find any harmost left in Asia Minor, with the doubtful exception

of Sthenelaus, harmost of Byzantium and Calchedon . Probably the original

third treaty with Persia was still in force : in any case Lysander, the close friend

of Cyrus, was prepared to surrender Asia Minor to his ally. 28 He tried to treat

Pharnabazus in a more audacious manner in 403 (late summer probably), by

23 E.g. Diod. XIV. xiii, i, Siwkicts kotoc ttjv

t co v S 9 6 p co v y v w p rj v.

- 6 E.g. C. Xepos. Lys. I. 5, in sua teneret

potestate. Plut. Lys

.

XIII., KcrraaKsuascov

tavrcp Tf|V Tfjs ‘EAAASos riyepovlav.

- 7 Probably Theopompus is the original

authority favourable to Lysander; for in

the 10th book of his Hellenica he took

occasion to praise Lysander’ s industry and

self-restraint (Plut. Lys. XXX., and Athen.

XII. 543b = Frag. 21 a and b Oxf.).

Ephorus, on the contrary, sought to explain

Lysander’s conduct by his passion for

supreme power, and so brought forward the

story of his attempts to overthrow the

Heracleid kings by working the oracle

(Plut. Lys. XX. and XXV. seq.). Probably
therefore, Ephorus is the common source

unfavourable to Lysander. Cf. Schwartz,

Quatstiones ex hist. 6'racc. saec. quart,

dcsumpt. Rostock, 1893.
28 Cf. supra, and compare Isocr. IV. 122,

which may be taken literally as referring

to the end of the Peloponnesian war.
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ravaging his land near the Hellespont.29 But on Pharnabazus’ complaint

Lvsander was recalled bv the Ephors.

To try to prove that the Asian cities remained ungarrisoned by Sparta

after the war, we may cite the Athenian decree, dated 403-2 b.c. (Ditt. Syll?

117). In this, among other matters, the Athenians praised the Ephesians and

Xotians for their kindly reception of the Samian exiles. It is incredible that

these cities would have welcomed those whom Lvsander expelled, if they were

at the time held down by Spartan harniosts. Yet no city in Asia Minor was

more appropriate to receive a harmost than Ephesus—Lysander’s original

base in Asia. Since it was free to oppose Sparta's plans, it is probable a fortiori

that other Asian cities were equally unhindered by harinosts.

A precise answer to the question, where in the apyr) Lvsander left harniosts

and decarchies, and where harinosts without decarehies, or merely ungarrisoned

oligarchies, is precluded by our lack of evidence. Xenophon and Isocrates

both choose decarchies as the typical form of constitution in Lysander’s time

:

and Plutarch goes even further, and says, opioiGo$ Iv te tcus 7ToAeiJuca$ Kori

Tais aupp&xoi$ ysyevpii^ais ttoAsctiv {Lys. XIII.). This cannot be true of all

the ‘ allied
5

cities, for the Peloponnesian allies’ rights were not infringed : at the

most it applies to those that had at some time been subject to Athens, and so

were liable to drastic reorganisation at Lysander’s hands. Diodorus much more

cautiously says, ev at$ {iev 8sKapxio;s, £v oag 5s oAiyapyicxs KaTaarf)aas (XIV.

xiii.). So it will be more prudent to assume that, though oligarchies were set

up evervwhere, decarchies were rather the typical, than the essential, con-

stitution for Sparta’s subjects. Athens itself, though made subservient to a

rigid oligarchy, had no more restricted a governing body than a TpiaKovTapyia

(cf. Xen. Hell. VI. iii. 8). Yet, as Ferguson has pointed out (C.A.H. Y. p.

367), the Ten in the Piraeus may be regarded as a decarchy : for by the demoli-

tion of the Long Walls, Athens and the Piraeus had become practically two

cities.

The only other particular decarchy of which we are told is that in Samos

set up by Lvsander in 404 (autumn). It was accompanied by the appoint-

ment of a harmost. One cannot, however, assert that every harmost maintained

a decarchy : Callibius at Athens is at least a partial exception.

The institution of the decarchies became the immediate occasion for verv

violent deeds. Plutarch {Lys. XIII.) represents Lvsander as assisting in person

at the massacres and expulsions of the democrats. Isocrates (IV. 113) savs

that the decarchs put to death more men in three months than Athens during

the whole time of her empire.30 This may be a piece of rhetorical exaggeration

;

but it is not surprising, if the oligarchs in the empire generally, as at Athens,

took an ample revenge for their previous suppression by the democrats. These

massacres may also, as at Athens, have led to the fall of the extreme oligarchies

by turning the attention of Sparta toward the weaknesses of her imperial

system.

29 dyovros Kcd <pepovros : Piut. Lys. xix., not meant as an exact estimate of the
i.e. presumably ho had freely commandeered period during which the decarchies were in
supplies for his troops. power, but only as a guess at the duration

30 The figure * three months ’ is probably of their first massacres.
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There were in addition other causes. The only statements bearing on the

later history of the decarchies in general are to be found in one passage in

Xenophon and one in Plutarch. The former tells us that when Lysander
accompanied Agesilaus to Asia he hoped ‘ to set up again the decarchies, which
he had set up (before) in the cities, but which had been expelled by the Ephors,

who had proclaimed the ancestral constitutions
5

(Xen. Hell. III. iv. 2).

Evidently bv this time (39G b.c.) the decarchies had been for some while

completely abolished, as we also learn from Xen. Hell . III. iv. 7 (oute SpiiOKpa-

Tias eti ouot] 5 tborrsp err’ ’AOrivaicov, oute SsKapyias cbarrEp etti AuaavSpou).
These statements may be accepted literally : it is a mistake to assume that some

decarchies were still existing because the Boeotians in their speech at Athens

(Xen. Hell . III. v. 13 : TupocvvouvTcci utto Sekoc dvSpoov) still (395 b.c.) speak

of them in the present tense. This, like other statements in that speech, is

a rhetorical distortion, intended to cast odium on the Spartan empire.

Plutarch narrates how, after his recall from Thrace in IRD3 (winter).

Lysander was in disgrace, and went to Cyrene on the excuse of a pilgrimage to

Zeus Ammon. 4

The Kings in his absence agreed together that by holding

down the cities with harmosts he was absolute lord and master of Greece : so

they began to effect a return of political power to the citizens.
5

These accounts

are really in substantial agreement, for it was the Ephors who had control of

foreign affairs, and probably the Kings worked through them. (E.g. in 103

(summer), Pausanias had to persuade a majority of the Ephors to let him

lead out the expedition to Athens (Xen. Hell. II. iv. 29.) Plutarch, as we saw

already, used sources rather unfavourable to Lysander, and had already stated

that
4

he did not appoint the rulers (the deearehs) for high birth or for wealth,

but favouring the members of oligarchic clubs and those who were his guest-

friends
5

(Plut. Lys. XIII.). This is probably true in the main, and if so, the

Kings will have acted not unnaturally from fear of Lysander’s extraordinary

influence.

But it is rather difficult to accept Plutarch's chronology, since, according

to him, Lysander was able to return and go to Athens in the early summer of

403 with unabated authority. Hence it is better on this question of chronology

to follow Diodorus, who mentions the disgrace and the pilgrimage without

mentioning the decarchies in this connexion. He dates this to 403-2 : which

suits admirably. Then Pausanias' intervention at Athens in the summer of

403 will be the first and not the last instance of the kind; and the restored

democracy will perhaps have been a precedent to the later proclamation of

irccTpioi TroAiTEiai. If this latter date is adopted, the decarchies lasted at

longest 405-402
;
and their abolition was accompanied by a tendency towards

more democratic government. The degree of this movement towards democracy

may be gauged by a passages from the so-called Herodes, irept uoArreias,31

where the speaker contrasts the Spartan empire very favourably with the cities

of Thessaly : aAA
5

oAiyapyiav auavTayoO KaOiaracri * ToiauT-qv ye oiav

f]neTs Euyoijevoi itoAuv ypovov a<pppE0r|^EV * ttou yap outco piKpa

TToAlS, EV f) TO TpiTOV |JlEpOS O0 H£TE)(El TCOV TTpOCy IJKXTCOV outoOi; (xxx.).

31 Apparent date about 401.
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This may, however, be rather exaggerated to suit the rhetorician's point.

Also there is no evidence of any withdrawal of harmosts.

Perhaps one illustration of this combined reorganisation by the Kings

and Ephors is to be found in the fragmentary inscription from Delos, which

gives the concluding words of an ordinance controlling the temple-finance

with the names of Agis, Pausanias and the five Ephors appended.32 As the

original editor showed, this must date between 404 (the end of our Ephor-lists)

and 398 (the death of Agis). It is more likely that such a measure of reorganisa-

tion occurred soon after the overthrow of the Athenian empire : hence 403-2

is the most convenient year. Though Spartan official documents were usually

signed by the Kings and the Ephors (to judge from the peace of Nicias, Thuc.

V. xix.), yet it is tempting to interpret the presence of these particular names

as a manifesto of the renewed power of the Kings in the empire.

When we turn from the decarchies to the harmosts, it is evident that we
can learn little explicitly from our authorities about the harmosts appointed

by Lysander himself
;
even their generalisations on the subject are very meagre.

For instance, there is no explicit reference in any of our authorities to prove

that Lysander originally provided his harmosts with garrisons. Yet this can

be assumed, as without some military force under them they would have been

of no use. The only statement of any particular novelty which later writers

made about Lysander’s harmosts was to assert that some of them were helots.

We find this first stated in the speech of the Boeotians to which reference has

already been made (Xen. Hell. III. v. 12). Isocrates also says that the decarchs
4

chose to be the slaves of a single helot so as to wreak their violence on their

native cities
J

(Is. IV. 112). Sauppe thought that this helot was Lysander

himself, who, according to such a late authority as Aelian, was a p60a£;. But

it seems much better to interpret it as referring to each of the single harmosts

whom the decarchies courted.

Thus we find two contemporary writers speaking of helot-harmosts. Yet

it is scarcely possible to take this literally, and assume that Lysander left

garrisons in the empire under the command of a helot. The obvious explana-

tion is that these harmosts were really neodamodes. As we have seen, these

were enfranchised helots, and were much used in distant expeditions. Hence it

is not impossible that Lysander, whether from lack of others to appoint or from

deliberate purpose, in some places used neodamodes as harmosts. It was to

prevent just such a contingency that the first commission of three sent to

Brasidas brought with them young Spartans as governors (cf. supra). Xeno-

phon and Isocrates may have been thus far right, that these harmosts had

once been helots, and were perhaps still kept in a distinct and inferior position.

We find them brigaded separately in war, and at one time living at Lepreum,

instead of sharing in the Spartan ovcaiTia. But no particular instance of a

neodatnode as harmost is recorded.

The function of harmosts in the Spartan empire can be paralleled to a

certain extent from previous Greek empires. Thus Corinth, as we learn from

32 First published by Homolle, Bull . Corr. Hell . III. (1879), p. 12.
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Thuc. I. lvi, used annually to send magistrates, known as ernSriuioupyof, to

Potidaca. But this parallel is more apparent than real. For (n) Potidaea

was at least a colony of Corinth
;

(b) we have no evidence that the iTnSrjpioupyoi

were provided with anv military force
;

or even (c) that they ever exercised

any great influence on the local form of government. A much closer parallel

is provided by some of the more exceptional modes of organisation in the

Athenian empire. This comparison was traditional, since Theophrastus, as

quoted by Harpocration, said that ‘ so far as names went, it was much better

to say, as the Spartans did, that they sent appocrrou to the cities, not eTncricoTrot

or <puAaK£$, as the Athenians.’ But judging from what we know from other

sources, the ettictkottos was not exactly a parallel to the harmost. He was a

political officer appointed (probably only temporarily) to investigate and organise

the internal government of a state subject to Athens. His duty was rather to

define and set up the required constitution than to maintain it. Hence in the

inscription from Erythrae the duty of maintenance falls not on the STriaKOTros,

but on a 9poupapyog. This official seems to approximate most nearly to the

Spartan harmosts; but he appears to have been very exceptional. Because

the Athenian empire had been won only by a process of gradual development,

we do not find Athens interfering to an equal extent in the government of every

city under her. Sparta, on the other hand, started almost afresh on the

organisation of all her overseas empire, and forced every part of it into much
the same system. It does not seem in the least likely that the regular Spartan

harmost was modelled on the occasional Athenian 9poupapyos. Rather they

were both products of the same cause—the need to control the internal govern-

ment of subject cities. This need was present from the first and continually in

the Spartan empire : it was late and perhaps only sporadic in the Athenian.32*

(ii) Tribute .—The other feature common to both these empires—tribute

—

was also forced upon both by circumstances ; and in this, too, the need fell most

heavily on the Lacedaemonians. For when Sparta had taken over the Athenian

empire, she was compelled to imitate Athens and maintain a navy. This was a

new expense for her; for the navy of the Peloponnesian league had, as a rule,

been largely supplied by Sparta's allies. Also, since the fleet had been operat-

ing on the Asia Minor coast, most of the pay for the seamen had been provided

by Persia. Now that the war was ended, Sparta would have to depend on her

own, and not on her allies’ ships, and must support herself.33

But apart from the fleet and the other expenses of empire, Sparta was

particularly handicapped by her antiquated use of iron currency, and by her

discouragement of all forms of wealth, except real property. The Spartan state

320 Contemporaneously with the second

Spartan empire, Dionysius I of Syracuse

was building up a system of 9pcupapxoi

and garrisons to control Sicily and Magna

Graecia. But as he was not at all con-

cerned with maintaining even a nominal

independence in his subject cities, outside

Syracuse, his fpoupapxoi are not parallel

to Sparta's harmosts.

33 Sparta had even guaranteed to repay

to Tissaphernes, as soon as the war was
ended, all the subsistence v hith Persia had
provided (cf. the third treaty, Thuc. VIII.

lviii. 6). But we do not hear that this

claim was raised by Persia in 405-6. On
the contrary, Lysander was even given the

surplus, presumably by Cyrus' generosity

(cf. infra).
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had been conducted on the principle of personal unpaid service. Lysander saw

clearly that this method could not maintain her empire.

For raising a tribute of money, Sparta may have had certain precedents.

At the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, for example, Thucydides tells us,

that among the other commands laid on her allies, one Avas apyupiov prprov

rrouiajeiv (Thuc. II. vii. 2) ; but we do not hear that this was ever actually

obtained. Also at times (especially during the later years of the war), Spartan

commanders in need of money had raised it by intrigue (Lysander from the

oligarchs : Diod. XIII. lxx.), or by patriotic appeals (Callicratidas from the

Milesians : Xen. Hell. I. vi. 8), or by threats of the consequences of failure to

pay (Eteonicus from the Chians : Xen. Hell . II. i. 5). But the new attempt

was on a scale quite unprecedented, and consisted in founding an exchequer

proportionate to the size of Sparta's neAv empire.

From scattered allusions we can gain some idea of its principles :

—

(i) Lysander in 404 brought back to Sparta the spoils and gifts from the

allied cities,
£

and 470 silver talents, the surplus from the tribute which Cyrus

had assigned him for the Avar ’ (Xen. Hell. II. iii. 8). This will have formed the

initial capital. For we learn from Justin (V. x. 12) that Sparta did not let her

original allies share in the spoils of war
;
and when they claimed their portion,

it was refused,

(ii) In one case, at least, she went further
;

for at the commencement of

the Elean Avar (402 or 399 b.c.) she sent an ultimatum, demanding that Elis

pay the expenses of the Avar against Athens, according to the portion Avhich fell

to her (Diod. XIY. xaM. 5). AYe do not knoAv Avhether she managed to exact this

also from others of her weaker Peloponnesian allies.

(iii) The cities of the new empire Avere all required to pay a tribute.34

Diodorus tells us that it reached a total of more than a thousand talents a

year (Diod. XIY. x. 2). If this round figure is not a gross exaggeration, it means
that Sparta exacted at least as much as Athens at the height of her poAver,

and from a smaller area, since Asia Minor Avas excluded.35 (Presumably the

members of the old Peloponnesian league were free.)

(iv) Of the method of assessment, we learn from Aristotle (Atk Pol .

XXXYII. 3), that the remnant of the Thirty at Eleusis were required owt&Aeiv

caro tcov TrpocriovTGOv ds to av/piaaxiKov, KaOcarep tous aAAou$' A0r|vcdous.

34 Cf. Isocr. XII. 07 ;
Polybius. VI. xlix.

10 .

35 This figure may be shown to be not

too grossly improbable, if one estimates

very roughly the minimum Spartan ex-

penditure in some year for which figures are

available : csj . 399-8 b.c.

(i) Wages for 8000 soldiers (Xen. Hell.

Ill, i, 28 : i.e. 0000 Cyreans, Xen.
Anab. VII. vii, 28 + 2000 Ionians,

Diod. XIV, xxxvi, 2) at 1 darie

per mens. = 90 000 daries = 400

tal. (Attic).

(ii) A fleet of '! 33 triremes (so 402-1,

Xen. Anab. I. iv. 2) with wages

at 3 ob. each man = not less than
210 tal.

To this minimum total of 010 tal. must be

added the other lesser expenses of the war
(in addition to wages}, and perhaps the

cost of maintaining the garrisons in the

cities occupied by liarmosts (cf. Xen. Hell.

II. iii. 13 : Athens as an exception). Of
course, the Spartans managed largely to

recoup the expenses of their Ionian war
by the booty taken. But unless the ex-

pedition was a sheer gamble, they must
have had enough income already to face the

expenses. In later years the Ionian war
increased still more in cost.
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This seems to show that the tribute fell directly on the treasuries of the cities,

and was not a tax on imports and exports—the latest method in the Athenian

empire. The Spartans changed the name from 9opos to owTeAsia, if Aris-

totle was verbally accurate.36

Plutarch has given an account of the controversy occasioned at Sparta

by the introduction of all this new wealth. Apart from his anecdote about

Gvlippus, we learn that one Sciraphidas (so Theopompus), one Phlogidas (so

Ephorus), proposed to the Ephors that the silver should be sent away from

Sparta
;

just as later, many quoted the Pythian oracle & 9iAoxpp|acrria Xrrap-

tocv oAeT, aAAo 8e ou8ev.37 But Lysanders friends resisted this proposal : so

it was finally agreed that silver and gold money might be owned publicly, but

not privately on pain of death.38 Sparta did not mint coins to pay her troops,

but used existing coinages.39

To sum up, garrisons, harmosts and tribute were the chief features of the

permanent organisation of the Spartan empire as founded by Lysander. Hence

it is interesting to note that in the famous inscription, which was the charter

of the second Athenian confederacy, a special clause forbids the setting up of

these three detested tokens of imperialism : ppT£ 9poupav eitfSeyoiiEvcp, pf|Te

apyovTa UTroSsyoiievop, (juyrs 9opov 9spovTi. The Spartans had not succeeded

in using these methods in such a way as to justify their use in the eyes of their

subject allies. All these three methods, also, can be paralleled to a greater

or less degree from the Athenian apyp. But the resident apycov was the most

prominent feature in the Spartan empire, and in later times the title harmost

was used by historians with a special and exclusive reference to those set

up by Lvsander. We may now survey the various districts in which we hear

of these harmosts.

3. Lysander’s Empire in detail

.

(i) Byzantium with Calchedon .—After the appointment of Sthenelaus,

nothing more is heard of Bvzantium till 403-2 (Diod. XIV. xii.), when, after a

oraats and a war with the Thracians, it applied for a Spartan general. Evidently

Sthenelaus’ appointment had been mainly required to starve out Athens by

holding the Bosphorus, so he was probably withdrawn when Athens capitu-

lated. Byzantium would have no occasion to ask for a aTpcrrpyos if there was

a Spartan harmost still in residence. Clearclius was sent in answer to this

request : though Diodorus does not call him a harmost, it is evident that he

was one. On his conduct it is more prudent for once to trust Diodorus and

Polyaenus rather than Xenophon, who seems to have distorted the actual

facts in his efforts to show only the best side of his friend's character.40 Clearchus

had been bidden ‘ to arrange the affairs of the city ’
:
41 his drastic methods

36 It is assumed here that Beloeh is incor-

rect in identifying l.G. X. i. as a Spartan

tribute-list, 401-398 b.c.
37 Cf. Aristotle, fragm . 544, Hose.
38 Cf. also the penalty on Thorax (infra).
39 Did Sparta use and encourage the issue

of coins from newly-restored Aegina ' Cf.

Xen. Hill. X. li. -1.

40 outgo nev 9iAott6Ae[ios fjv ; Xen. Anab.

II. vi. i. acg.

41 KaTacrrfiaovra Ta Kara tt\v ttoAiv : Diod.,

loc. cit.
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produced a reign of terror
;
he acted like a tyrant, and since he would not heed

instructions from Sparta, Panthoidas was sent as
4

general/ and expelled him.

Panthoidas is sometimes regarded as a navarch
;
and there is certainly a space

vacant on our navarch-lists. If he is identical with the Panthoidas in Tanagra

after 378 b.c. he must have been a rather young navarch.42 He may have been

the new harmost to succeed Clearchus : Diodorus uses the same title (crrpa-

Tpyos) for both.

In 400-399. winter, there was another harmost at Byzantium called Oleander.

He sailed with two triremes as far as Calpe to meet and convoy the Ten Thou-

sand. Shortly afterwards he was succeeded by Aristarchus, who arrived just

before the navarch also was changed. Aristarchus, again with two triremes,

sailed to Perinthus to prevent the Ten Thousand from crossing to Asia Minor.

These facts give one some conception of the district and the force at the

harmost's disposal.42'*

The harmost of Byzantium had also at this time a garrison (<ppoupoi

:

Xen. Ancib. YII. i. 20) in Calchedon, as in the time of Sthenelaus. This is the

only exception known between 405-400 B.c. to our generalisation that there

were no Spartan garrisons in Asia Minor during that period. Even here it

seems as though the harmost controlling the garrison was stationed on the

European shore at Byzantium. This partial exception is somewhat accounted

for by the urgency of holding this strategic point
;

for the later years of the

Peloponnesian war had shown that even if a power held Byzantium, it could

not completely shut the strait. But the justification of this apparent breach

of Lichas
5

treaty probably lies in the fact that in 409 Pharnabazus had solemnly

resigned all claim to Calchedon in favour of Athens; hence, after 405 Sparta,

when she had conquered the city from Athens, would claim the same privilege

(Xen. Hell I. iii. 9).

E. Meyer (G.d.A. §761) is surely too rash in assuming that Sparta held

with a garrison such places as Parium, Cyzicus or Abydus at this period, simply

on the ground that during a time of peace the Spartan fleet could call at these

ports.

Xo further harmosts of Byzantium are mentioned expressly by our

authorities : one may perhaps be conjectured. Xenophon (Anab. Y. i. 15)

mentions with satisfaction in a digression that Dexippus, a deserter from the

Ten Thousand, ‘ was put to death by Xicander the Spartan for meddling some-

how with Seuthes in Thrace/ This must have occurred after 399 and before

Spartan control in this neighbourhood ceased. For it sounds like the execution

of the sentence imposed by some Spartan official. It will be shown later that

there is no convenient vacancy in the Chersonese, the only other harmost-

centre which we know of in this neighbourhood. Hence Xicander may have

been harmost at Byzantium between 399 and 394. For presumably it was

held till the general expulsion of harmosts after the victory of Cnidus 394-3.

42 Plutarch, Pelopidas, 15 : Poralla, 42a Cf. Polyaen. II, ii, 7, that Clearchus

Prosop. d. Lak. Xo. 585, accepts this identi- had triremes
:
perhaps his district was

fication. Compare Pareti, op. cit. p. 127. larger (cf. infra).
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It is not expressly mentioned as revolting, but was certainly free before

Thrasybulus’ arrival in 390.43

(ii) The Thracian Chersonese .—Lvsander expelled the Athenian cleruchy

from Sestus, probably in 405, immediately after the battle of Aegospotami.

But he did not let the native Sestians reoccupv it (Plut. Lys. XIV.) : instead he

placed there a settlement of his own ex-steersmen and ex-boatswains. This,

we are told, was the first act of Lysander against which the Spartans rebelled.

They brought back the Sestians to their own land, presumably in 403-2,

during the reaction against Lvsander. We must suppose that Lysander's

colonists were recalled. As late as 394-3 there were men ‘ who held their land

in the Chersonese because of the Spartans ’ (Xen. Hell. IV. viii. 5). The more

likely interpretation is that these were not the Lysandrean colonists, but the

native Sestians, reinstated in what had been lately an Athenian and then a

Lysandrean cleruchy. (Presumably also the original inhabitants were allowed

to return to the other similar cleruchies of Athens when Lysander expelled

the Athenians to hasten the fall of Athens by adding to the number of Athenian

mouths to be filled.)

We hear of no harmost in this region in Lvsander's time, nor even when

Clearchus was sent to Byzantium
;
and his commission, according to Xenophon

(Anab. II. vi. 2), embraced oi Cnrsp Xsppovpcrou Kai TTepivBou ©paxes, which

ought to include what a harmost of the Chersonese would normally have

governed. In 400, however, there was a definite harmost of the Chersonese,

Cyniscus (compare Xen. Anab. VII. i. 13, and ii. 15). His appointment will have

been part of the Spartan policy of protecting the Greeks against the Thracians,

which preceded the policy of protecting them also against the Persians. \\ e

do not hear of his being superseded nor yet of his continuing in office into 399 :

probably he was recalled without successor, for in the winter of 399-8 the

inhabitants of the Chersonese petitioned Sparta for help. The later vicissitudes

of the district do not concern us now.

The Chersonese and Byzantium appear to be the only harmosts’ posts in

this region. Also it is worth noting that while the enemy of Sparta in this

neighbourhood is Seuthes or some other Thracian chief, the Chersonese is

occupied by a harmost
;
but whenever Persia becomes the enemy, the harmost

controls the Hellespont from the Asiatic side at Abvdus, while still being

expected to protect the Chersonese.44

(iii) Lesbos .—This was the first place after Byzantium which Lvsander

visited in 405. Xenophon {Hell. II. ii. 5) says, KocTeaKeudcjaTo ~ras ts aAAas

TToAeig sv auTT] xat MuriAf]vr|v. While this cannot be interpreted so as to give

the precise form of organisation which he set up, yet a harmost in Mytilene, at

least, seems likely : it had of late been the centre of pro-Athenian activity in

the island. This is confirmed by the statement of Diodorus (XIV. lxxiv. 3),

that in 394 in the general revolt from the Lacedaemonians the Mvtilenians

expelled their garrison. But the harmost probably retained his hold oil the

43 It takes part in the issue of 2YN coins :
41 As in the case of Dercylliclas in 394-3,

contrast Beloch, III. i. p. 77. Xen. Hell. IV. viii. 5.
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rest of the island. For in 390-89 Thrasvbulus found all the towns but Mytilene

under Therimachus, os dp jjio cttt] s eTuyxocvev gov tcov ActKsSaigovicov. In the

ensuing battle Therimachus was killed, but Thrasvbulus only secured some

towns, not all.
45 The island probably remained thus till 386.46

(iv) Chios .—It had been occupied by Sparta before 405. According to

Isocrates (VIII. xcviii.), it had been deprived of its fleet; but he may only

mean that it was compelled to fight by sea, as Isocrates is writing rhetorically

(cf. Diod. XIII. lxx. 2). It remained oligarchic down to 398 and later. For in

that year Dercvllidas besieged the exiled Chian democrats at Atarneus (Xen.

Hell. III. ii. 11). In 394 (Diod. XIV. lxxxiv. 3), Xioi Tpv 9poupav sKpaAovTes

TrpoasOsvTo tois irspi Kovoova. So at least, then, and probably during all the

ten preceding years, it had had a garrison, and therefore also some kind of

harmost. It remained free henceforth.

(v) Snwos .—After it had been taken by Lysander (404), he set up a decarchy

with Thorax as harmost and a garrison. Plutarch
(
Lys . XIV.) tells us that in

their later antagonism to Lysander the Ephors put Thorax to death for having

money in private possession. This probably was connected with the over-

throw of the decarchies in 402. There is no evidence forthcoming for the form

of government which continued after this, nor even for a Spartan garrison.

Perhaps it remained faithful without these precautions, for Lysander had

expelled all the Samian democrats. It is not mentioned in 394 as revolting

from Sparta; but it joined in the issue of ZuniiayiKov coins usually assigned

to that year. It cannot, at any rate, have remained for long anti-Spartan,

for in 390 Teleutias (Xen. Hell. IV. viii. 23) wras able to gain reinforcements

for the Spartan navy there.

(vi) The Restored Cities .—The restoration of Aegina has already been

mentioned. Lysander also restored the Melians and the rest of those who
had been deprived of their own cities (Xen. Hell. II. ii. 9). Plutarch {Lys.

XIII.) specifically adds the Scioneans to the list, and we may add the

Histiaeans
;

for Oreus in Euboea now returns to its old name, Histiaea, with

the expulsion of the old Athenian cleruchv, and is loyal to Sparta during the

fourth century, when all the rest of Euboea is hostile. Potidaea and Torone

may also be conjecturally added on analogy (Meyer. G.d.A. § 743), and because

they now resume the issuing of coinage.

It is possible that in each city so restored a Spartan dp|iocrrf|s with a garri-

son was installed : certainly these refounded cities might seem to need someone

to organise them,47 and also to guarantee them against future Athenian

aggression. Me may confirm this conjecture by the one secure instance of

Aegina : in 395, spring, there was there a harmost—Chilon (or Milon) (Hell.

Ojryrh. I. 3)—with a trireme at his disposal. This was at a time when no con-

siderations compelled the presence of a harmost for purposes of war. It is,

then, fair to assume, that he or his predecessors had been in Aegina since 405,

4G Kressusand Antissa, Diod. XIV. xciv. 4. aTaaia^oucrav iroAiv appocmav (sc. oi AaKeSaipo-
40 Cf. Schol. to Aristophanes , Ecvl. 102, vioi), KarrEAenrov aCrrodi acpcov apxovTa 6v ekocXouv

Xen. Hell. IV. viii. 31. appocrrf|v, Trp6s t6 appo^nv Tfjv ttoXiv xai pf) eav
47 Cf. Schol. ad Aeschin. II. 77 : ottote cOv crracri&jEiv.
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and all the other restored cities may have been similarly treated : Histiaea, at

least, had a harmost, Aristodamus, in residence some time before the battle of

Leuctra (Pint. Amat. Narrat

.

III.)
;
as it seems difficult to place him in the only

other available period, 379-376, he may well have been there between 405 and
386. But this story is of a romantic character, and does not contribute seriously

to our historical knowledge.

Of the restored cities Melos is the only one whose harmost will certainly

have been expelled before 386. Pharnabazus and Conon landed on it in 393

(Xen. Hell . IV. viii. 7), and must have expelled the Spartan governor, if there

was one.48

(vii) Other Islands and tcx stti GpaKrjs.—Xisyrus and Ceos revolted from
Sparta in 394 (Diod. XI\ . lxxxiv. 3) : there is no other evidence that they were
garrisoned, or that they had been visited by Lvsander.49 Of course, many of

the other islands probably had harmosts in residence, but they cannot be

precisely discovered from our lack of evidence.

In 405, after settling Lesbos, Lvsander sent Eteonicus to Thrace, 6$ toc

£K£ i TravTa rrpos AaKe8aiiJiovious ijieteotti

C

7Ev (Xen. Hell. II. ii. 5). Eteonicus

had had experience of the neighbourhood, having been expelled from his

position as harmost of Thasos in 409 (cf. snpm). Nepos
(
Lys

.

II.) and Polyaenus

(II. xlv. 4) tell how Lvsander himself arranged a massacre of Attic supporters

in Thasos, after first lulling their suspicions. This may have been in 403 (late

summer), at the same time as Lvsander besieged Aphytis in Chalcidiee (Plut.

Lys . XX.). It is not likely that harmosts were set up in the cities of the

Chalcidic league, but only in those which had been subject to Athens during

the latter stages of the war. Probably Thasos remained under a Spartan

garrison till 394-0 b.c., when the pro-Athenian party led by Ecphantus expelled

the Lacedaemonians, and later handed over the city to Thrasybulus. 50

(viii) Greece Proper
.

(a) General sit nation.—Neither Xenophon nor

Diodorus, our chief authorities, tell us of any harmosts set up in Greece proper,

except for Callibius at Athens : of whom we may note in passing, that here at

anv rate the oligarchy was first set up, and the harmost was not sent till later,

at the request of the Thirty.*51

The silence of historians is in startling contrast to Demosthenes* lurid

picture. In sketching the situation before the battle of Haliartus (XVIII. 96)

he says : AaK£8ai[jiovicov yrjs Kai OaAcnnrris apyovTCOv, Kai tcx kukAco tt)S

’Attikps kcctexovtcov apnoarais Kai 9poupais, Eu(3oiav, Tavaypav, xqv

48 I cannot follow Beloch (III. i. 7S, note

1 )
in extracting any facts about Melos'

relations with Sparta from Isocr. Aegin. 18,

19. For the expulsion of the conjectured

harmosts in the restored cities of Chalcidiee,

cf. infra.
49 For Ceos, cf. infra .

50 Dem. XX, 59, iSckol. ad Aristid. III. p.

85 (Dind.) : cf. Beloch, III. 90, note 2, and

I.G. II. 2 1. 24, with Wilhelm, Emnos

V indobon.y p. 241 seq. There must have

been some harmosts in toc eirl ©paKTis to

account- for the ‘ harmosts from Kurope
'

who took refuge with Dercylhdas (cf. infra).

Probably Isiholaus (Polyaenus, II. xxii.)

was a harmost here, and fought against

Cliabrias in 390-89. Cf. Schafer, In mo.s-

thents (ed. 2), p. 43, note 5, and I.G. II. 22.

The alternative date would be about 378.
51 Xen. H*U. II. iii. 13, and Aristotle,

Ath. Pol. xxxvii., who dates the sending

even later, after the occupation of Pliyle.
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BotcoTtav cnrocaav, Msyapa, Aiyivav, Keoo, vas aAAa$ vfiaous, ou vaus

ou Teiyri t% ttoAego^ tote KSKTriiiEvqs. Can we put any trust in this rhe-

torical outburst ? There is some exaggeration even in the statement that

Athens had no ships : Lysander had left behind twelve triremes (Xen. Hell.

II. iii. 8). As for harmosts, Aegina is correct, and possibly Euboea, even

apart from supposing a harmost in Histiaea. In 424, Megara had a Pelo-

ponnesian garrison like that to be found with a harmost : we have no other

evidence, but a harmost at this time is just possible. Ceos is never men-

tioned elsewhere, but that need not cause surprise. Yet granting all this,

what is to be made of ‘ Tanagra, All Boeotia ’ ? The Hellenica Oxyrbjnehia

in its accurate account of Boeotian government for this year never men-

tions any foreign garrisons : nor do the Theban delegates at Athens before

the battle of Haliartus, though their speech is full of wild accusations against

Sparta (Xen. Hell . Ill, v. 8). This much at least of Demosthenes’ description

simply cannot be believed : the only excuse possible is that he was confusing

the situation in 395 with the similar circumstances in 379 and later.

A far sounder account is contained in the so-called Herodes, Trepi iroAt-

T£ia$ 28 :

—

rroTEpov ouy opcopEV tous TrApaiaiTaTOus f[piv (Thessaly) upo-

aoiKOUVTas toov 'EAArjVcov Ogokeos eAa/Oepous ovtcxs, TTpoasyopEvous 5e

Boigotous oute 90pov cpepovTas ekeivois (Sparta), oute apyoirra (= harmost)

o05evcx AaKE8cupovicov ocutoOi, eti Se 8ia ttAsiovos KopivOtoug - — - -

s

Ayccious 5e Trpos toutois, ’HAeious 5e koci TEyEcrrag Kai tous aAAous ’ApmSas ;

This omits Euboea and Megara : which may be a confirmation of the presence

of harmosts there.

There were certainly no harmosts in the Peloponnese, 405-395, except

Lysippus at Epitalium (Xen. Hell. III. ii. 29). He was appointed during the

war with Elis, when, at the end of his summer campaign, Agis left behind a

garrison in Elis as an asylum for Elean exiles, and as a base for raiding expedi-

tions. This war with Elis showed Sparta’s determination at the same time to

make the Peloponnese secure, and yet not to degrade any of the existing states

from their position as allies to that of subject cities under harmosts. Eor

Lysippus’ post was only a war-measure, and was given up when Elis capitulated.

(b) Lysander at Athens ,
403.—In Sparta’s struggle against Thrasybulus

in 403, a new type of harmost appears to be used. Lysander at the appeal of

the Thirty
4

arranged for a loan to them of 100 talents, and that he should be

sent out by land as harmost, and Libys, his brother, as navarch. So he came to

Eleusis and began to gather many Peloponnesian hoplites ’ (Xen. Hell. II. iv.

28). This is the first instance in which the chief commander of a considerable

force is called dppoarrf^s by one of our authorities. It is clear that Lysander’

s

function was in some ways similar to that of previous harmosts. He was in

command of a Peloponnesian (i.e. allied), not a Spartan, force, and the general

account suggests that, like Brasidas, he was raising them picrOco nemas- 52 In

this he forms a contrast to Pausanias, who, though reinforced with allied con-

52 This was the use to which the 100 iv. 30 fun.) speaks of Lysander's force as ol

talents were put : later Xenophon {Hell. II. picrdcxpopoi.
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tingents, led out at least two morae of Spartans (Xen. Hell. II. iv, 33). At
Pausanias’ arrival Lysander by Spartan vopos (Thuc. V. Ixvi. 3) became subor-

dinate. Therein lay the sting of Pausanias' intervention.

What, then, was Lysander s position ? Was he a successor of Callibius

and in a parallel position? This does not seem likely. For (i) Callibius does

not seem to have been superseded. At least, after the Ten in the city had
appealed to Sparta, he was still in Athens helping them (Ar. Ath. Pol. 38).

Unfortunately, as Lysander’s appointment is not mentioned in this passage,

one cannot be quite certain that this was subsequent to it. (ii) Lysander does

not behave like a successor. Instead of taking over Callibius' force, he stays

at Eleusis, collecting mercenaries. We never hear of him entering Athens.

His function was to conquer the Piraeus, not to guard the acrru. (iii) All

previous harmosts of the type of Callibius have been required, either to remain

in their district, or, if it was still uncaptured, to capture it and then remain in

it. It is improbable that Lysander wanted to occupy such a position. One

had better, then, regard this as one of a class of instances where the term

harmost is applied to the commanders of large armies with considerable, though

not unlimited, discretion, operating apart from one particular city. In fact,

Lysander’s mission, as well as his method of collecting his army, was more

like that of Brasidas. The type of command is clearly illustrated in later

generals, like Thibron, who also was expressly called ocppocrrr|s. Also in 395,

during the campaign of Haliartus, Lysander seems to occupy a similar position,

though no authority gives him a title. He is sent out with a few soldiers

(Diod. XIV. lxxxi. 1) to rally Phocis, while Pausanias again leads out a royal

army of Spartans to meet him.

(c) Some later harniosts on the mainland .—If we take the passage from the

Trepi TroAiTsias quoted above as a true account of the conditions on the Creek

mainland in 401-0, the apparent date of the speech, there are only a few altera-

tions required to make it true for 394.

i. The writer of the speech omitted to mention Heraclea. In 399 the

Spartans sent Herippidas to their old colony, KccTacrrpa-ovTa xa TTpayuaxa

(Diod. XIV. xxxviii. 4. cf . Polyaen. II, 21). He had a garrison with him, and exe-

cuted 500 suspects, besides leading an expedition against the Oetaeans. It is not

said that he succeeded any previous harmost : so he might have been the first since

Labotas was killed (cf. supra). But it is not likely that Sparta failed to keep an

officer in a place strategically so important. His successors may have kept a gar-

rison
;
for in 394 (spring), when the Boeotians took Heraclea, ‘ they slew the Spar-

tans, but let those from the Peloponnese depart with their property ’ (Diod. XIV.

Ixxxii. 6). But perhaps, though less likely, Diodorus is writing loosely, and

means merely to distinguish the Heracleots of Sparta from those originally

belonging to the other Peloponnesian states.

ii. On the same expedition the Boeotians also attacked Pharsalus, which

was cppoupoiiEvrj utto AaKeSaipovicov (Diod. Ixxxii. 6). This will have been a

harmost and garrison put into Pharsalus some time after 401-2, to assist

Lycophron of Pherae
:

probably in 399 at the same time as Herippidas’

reorganisation of Heraclea (cf. Beloch, III. i. p. 25).
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iii. On their return the Boeotians invaded Phocis, and defeated a Phocian

army ‘ under the leadership of Alcisthenes the Spartan.’ He is probably a

remnant of Lysander's ill-fated expedition of the previous year
:
perhaps his

second in command.

iv. In the summer of 394 there was a Spartan mora on garrison duty in

Orchomenus, half of which fought under Agesilaus at Coronea. 53 The other

half may have remained throughout the Corinthian war to protect Orchomenus

against Thebes, for we learn that by 391. at any rate, Orchomenus was still

independent (Andoc. de Pace , XX.). We may also note that there is no

mention of a harmost. In fact, our authorities never call the commander of a

mora (properly termed TroAeiiapxos) a harmost. nor do they ever represent a

harmost as commanding a mora or any other unit of Spartan, as opposed to

allied, troops or neodamodes. This distinction between the harmost and the

regular officers of the Spartan army confirms the theory that the harmost is

in origin and function extraordinary, being produced to meet the exceptional

requirements of the Peloponnesian war.

(d) The Corinthian War

.

—Sparta's object in the Corinthian war was not

to extend, but to defend, her empire. Boeotia had provoked the issue by
invading Phocis, which must have been a Spartan ally; and though Sparta

had been willing enough to take a good excuse for crushing Thebes, she would

not take the initiative, and after Haliartus she would have been content to rest.

Hence it was Sparta's strategy to hold the Peloponnesian end of the Isthmus

by occupying the important points with a polemarch and a mora, and the

nearer allied towns with harmosts, while the King led raiding expeditions

annually into enemy territory.53'*

A couple of incidents illustrate the position of these harmosts.53'*

i. An attack which Iphicrates made on Phlius compelled that city, against

its usual practice, to apply to Sparta for a garrison, and hand over its acropolis

to safe-keeping. Xenophon {Hell. IV. iv. 15) remarks on the fact that the

Spartans on this occasion did not attempt to restore their friends the exiled

oligarchs. This shows that though in this instance Sparta probably appointed

a harmost as her officer, she still treated her Peloponnesian allies with too much
respect to overthrow their established governments.

ii. About the same time, Iphicrates attacked Sicvon, where a Acckgov

appoorps was in command (Polyaenus, III. ix. 24). The mora which had been

stationed there (Xen. Hell. IV. iv. 7) was now advanced to Lechaeum {id. v. 7)

:

so a harmost with a smaller garrison, probably not of Spartiates, had taken its

place. 54

The same strategical object was achieved by sea from Aegina. It was
held successively by Eteonicus, Gorgopas and Eteonicus again. Probably

both were harmosts, though only Gorgopas is specifically so called (Xen.

Hell\. i. 5).

33 Xen. Hell. IV. iii. lo : it had been sent JJem. XXIV. 128.

through the Isthmus, Pint. Ages. xvii. 54 He has to ask for reinforcements from
53/1 Cf. the harmost at Dec elea, c. 40o B.C., Sparta. Polyaenus, id.
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These harmosts all appear to be appointed owing to strategic necessities :

they were not meant to impair the sovereignty of the states in which they were

stationed.

Sparta and Asia Minor, -105-380

1. The Campaigns of the Harmosts.

There remains this one sphere of Spartan activity, which we have left

entirely unmentioned since 105. The situation in Asia Minor was very

favourable to the Spartans, when in 403 Cyrus, their firm ally, returned as

Kapavcs. Perhaps they thought that it would be even better if he were to

become Great King. For when he appealed to them in the name of his past

services, they told their navarch
k

to obey him. as it might be required * (Xen.

Hell. III. i. 1). It is more difficult to believe Diodorus when he says that

Cheirisophus and his contingent of 800 men, who joined the expedition of the

Ten Thousand in Cilicia (Diod. XIV. xix. 5), were really sent openly and officially

from Sparta. 55 One may imagine that this was another instance of the Spartan

apophthegm :

( ai ke tuycopev, Sapocria, al Se pp, iSia/ At least, Sparta had

shown herself such a partisan of Cyrus that his failure inevitably brought on

her the displeasure of the Great King.

In the latter half of 400, Tissaphernes returned with a power equal to that

which Cyrus had held, and prepared to reconquer the cities of Asia Minor, which

had supported Cyrus. There can be no doubt that since Cyrus' return in 403

these cities had all been nominally subject to the Great King, not free or

subject to Sparta; for we find (Xen. Anab. I. i. 6) that Cyrus has his own

garrisons and (ppoupapyoi in them. 56 So also in 403-2 Cyrus was still paying

to the Great King the tributes from the Greek cities, even from those which

Tissaphernes happened to be holding : e.g. Miletus (Xen. Anab. I. i. 8). The

Asiatic cities in general had preferred to support Cyrus. 57 Hence Tissaphernes

had to recover control of these parts of his new satrapy. But the cities took

refuge in an appeal of the Spartans that, “ since they were the champions of

all Hellas, they should take care also for the Hellenes in Asia/ 58

After Tissaphernes had disregarded Sparta's protests (Diod. XIV. xxxv. 7),

Thibron was sent as harmost with 1000 neodamodes and 4300 allied troops

(id. and Xen. Hell. III. i. 4). It is not our business to narrate the long succession

of campaigns which ensued, but to emphasise those parts of them with a bearing

on Spartan organisation.

(i) Thibron, like Lysander at Athens in 403, is called a harmost, though he

is in command of a large army operating in a wide area.

55 Contrast Xen. Anab . I. iv. 3 : uet<j-

TTEHTnos Otto Kupou, hTTOKCcrious ?xcov OTrAiTas,

but this inay be deliberately reticent. Com-

pare also for further references concerning

Clearchus, Meyer, V. iv. § 833.
56 Compare Meyer, V. iv. § 701, who

admits this, and so has to assume that

Spartan harmosts were set up in Asia, 405-4,

and were withdrawn again by 403, In fact

J.II.S.—VOL. L.

they had never been set up.
57 CrnpEAr|0fivai Koti a<pcov tcov iv Ttj 'Aaia

*EAAf|vcov (Xen. Hdl. III. i. 3), i.e. in addition

to the Greek islands and mainland, which as

yet made up the whole of the Spartan

empire.
58 Xen. Hell. III. i. 3. Contrast the atti-

tude of the rest of Greece, Isocr. V. 95.

F
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(ii) The direction of his operations in this area lies to a certain extent with

the Ephors. For instance, the home authorities, dissatisfied with his failure

at Larissa Aegyptia (spring and early summer, 399), required him to transfer

his army to Caria (Xen. Hell. III. i. 7).

(iii) The Ephors even superseded him while he was preparing to leave

Ephesus for Caria. It is not quite certain whether he was deprived of his full

year of office : at any rate he was fined and exiled (ib. 8). It appears as if one

of the complaints against Thibron was that in his conduct of his war he let his

troops ravage the territory of Creek cities (cf. Xen. Hell. III. i. 10 and ii. 1). The

Spartan authorities at this time showed themselves considerate towards their

fellow-Greeks. especially those under danger from barbarians, whether Persian

or Thracian.

Derevllidas improved on his predecessor's methods. Partly to satisfy a

personal grudge, he led the army back to Aeolis to attack Pharnabazus. Pre-

sumably he had some private understanding on the point with headquarters.

(We may note in passing that Derevllidas is never specifically called harmost

by Xenophon: but in view of the fact that Xenophon applies the title to

Dercyllidas* predecessor, and to one of his successors, it will be assumed here

that he also was a harmost, and that the fact that no technical title is applied

to him may be regarded as purely accidental.) In the spring of 398 a com-

mission of three Spartans inspected Dercyllidas, exhorted his army, and told

him to continue in command for another year (Xen. Hell . Ill, ii. 6). The

procedure is the same as that employed with Brasidas. The commission

traversed Asia Minor from Abvdus to Ephesus : so they probably made a

thorough investigation of the minor harmosts, if there were any in the cities

as yet

Dercyllidas. at the request of the Greeks of the Thracian Chersonese, who
had also been petitioning Spartan headquarters, spent the summer fortifying

them against the Thracians (Xen. Hell. III. ii. 8). (We are expressly informed

that he omitted to tell the three commissioners of his intention.) He secured

his base in Asia, as during the previous winter, which he had spent in Bithvnia,

by negotiating a temporary truce with Pharnabazus. On returning to Asia he

spent eight months in reducing Atarneus. the refuge of the Chian democrats.

On its capture he made it a base, and left Draco the Pellenian as 8TTipeAr}Tf)s.

Surely we may infer that in this solitary case Xenophon has not used the word

appoGTris because only a Spartan could act as harmost for Sparta i
60

Derevllidas now received instructions from the Ephors to attack Tissaphernes. 61

This was in the spring of 397 : the order was similar to those given by the

59 One may c ompare the reorganisation of

Hera< lea by the c ommission under Rham-
phiax sent to inspect Brasidas (of. supra).

b0 Busolt-Swoboda. (ft UchuschLsStnats aml
Hechtsaltcrtuinn

, p. 1325, note 5, accepts a

theory of Breitenbach. that e-rnpEATp-fis is used
here because harmosts had been withdrawn
by this time from Asia,quoting Xen. He //.II I.

ii. 20 (cf. infra). But this agreement was
not made till a year later, and then was only

hypothetical (cf. Judeich, KU i nasi atischr

Xtudirn, p. 35. who. however, calls Draco a
harmost).

bl Xen. Htll. III. ii. 12 : oi s<j>cpoi tmuyav
Trpis A?p'<uAXi6av, xal ek&Aeuov aCrrov, ktA.
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commission of the previous year. One may have been sent, though Xenophon
does not mention it explicitly. 62

Later, when Tissaphernes and Dercyllidas held a conference, we obtain

an interesting side-light on the new organisation of Asia Minor. Dercyllidas

for his part stipulates autonomy for Ionia, and Tissaphernes agrees : ei e^eAOoi

to ‘EAArjviKov aTpcmupa ek tv\s X^P0^ kou ot AaKeSaipovioov appoarai ek

tcov ttoAegov (Xen. Hell. III. ii. 20). 63 We do not otherwise know specifi-

cally of any of these harmosts
: probably there were not a few towns of Asia

Minor under their control.

2. Agesilaus in Asia Minor.

In 396, at the rumour of a Persian fleet in preparation, the Spartans were

roused to face with more determination the task which they had undertaken

in Asia Minor (Xen. Hell. III. iv. 2). They held, for the first time since the

Peloponnesian war. a regular council of allies, and decided to send out the

King Agesilaus, not with a full Spartan army, but with a council of 30 Spartans,

and also 2000 neodamodes and 6000 allies. The King wished to emulate

Agamemnon, but the power behind the throne was Lysander, who, having

lately brought Agesilaus to the kingship, hoped through him to achieve the

restoration of the decarchies. In this he failed through the firmness of Agesilaus.

and it is probable that the constitutions of the subject-states were not greatly

modified, though they may have been reduced, after their temporary confusion

(Xen. Hell. III. iv. 7). to a Trcrrpios ttoAiteioc compromise. Xenophon eulogises

Agesilaus’ settlement (Ages. I. 37) ; but it seems as if there were still discontented

democrats, who preferred to negotiate with Persia. 64 Hence, for example, in

396 Rhodes revolted, and expelled the Spartans. Isocrates (V . 86) has neatly

expressed the mutually contradictory aims of Agesilaus’ imperialism :—soys

yap StTTag ETnOupias, KaAas pev apcpoTEpas, ou cru^covouaas 5" aAApAais

ou8
J

apa TrpaTTsaOai Suvagsvas. TTpor]peiTo yap, |3aaiAei te ttoAepeiv Kai

tous ETatpous sis Tas ttoAeis Tas outcov Karayaysiv Kai Kupious Trotpaai tcov

TtpaypoTcov.

Agesilaus probably employed harmosts in his organisation of the Greek

cities: but we do not hear much of them till their expulsion in 394 (cf. infra).

Lvsander may have acted as harmost of Abydus when he was sent to the

Hellespont. 65 If so. his successor will have been Pancalus, of whom we learn

in Hell. Oxijrh. XVII. 4, that £Tn(3cnT|s tco vauapyco XstpiKpocTEi ttettAeukcos

ettspeAeito tou 'EAAriaTrovTou, ttevte Tpippeis sycov. Agesilaus certainly

exercised a firm control over the cities which he had rescued. He conscripted

*>- Probably his chief motive in recording

the previous commission was because it

provided an opportunity to vindicate his

Cvreans.
4,3 Kahrstedt {Gr. St. T. p. 2~>0, foot) does

not seem to have proved his theory, that the

harmosts mentioned by Xenophon in tins

passage must be harmosts of the Helles-

pont ine region. He argues that the major

and the minor harmosts cannot be found in

the same area. But did not Dercyllidas

control the Hellespont also t He had com-
manded, e.g. at Lampsacus (Xen. Hell. III.

ii. 6).

64 Cf. Isocr. PnriKjifr.. 142, and Meyer,
Thcopomp. p. 19, note 2.

Xen. Hell. III. iv. 10, and compare
and contrast Plut. .4'/* a*. 8.

f2
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their man-power to fight against Persia (Xen. Hell. III. i\\ 15); but it cannot

be shown that in his demands he exceeded the limits of what could be justified

by this object—the overthrow of Persian power in Asia Minor. If Xenophon

is to be trusted on the subject of his hero, the cities were loth to lose him

when he was recalled to help his native land : they even voted voluntary

assistance to him in the Corinthian war (Xen. Hell. IV. ii. 4 : Ayes. I. 38).

3. The Hamosts. 394-386.

AYhen, in the spring of 394. Agesilaus left Asia, once more the chief com-

mand reverted to a harmost. For in Asia Minor he left behind Euxenus * as

harmost with a garrison of not less than 4000 men. to protect the cities
'
(Xen.

HeJL IV. ii. 5). This also implies for Sparta a change from ail offensive to a

defensive policy towards Persia.

It is typical of Xenophon's disconnected narratives in the Hellenica that

he never tells us any more of Euxenus and his force, nor does he attempt to

link him up with Thibron. who returns to Asia Minor in 391, summer. But it

is clear that Sparta never completely evacuated Ionia : and conjectures based

on the references of later authorities can fill this gap in Xenophon's narrative.

Two of these may be briefly noted. In the first place, Diogenes Laertius, in his

scrappy life of Xenophon, says : aAAcc koci OuAcnriSav tov iTTapTiccrnv cpaaiv

outgo (Xenophon) outoOi (at Scyllus) Scopeav dv5pa7ro5a aixuocAcoToc

ek Aap5avou. This is not much to go upon : but at least it is clear that after

394 some Spartan sent Xenophon prisoners of war from Dardanus. It is fairly

safe to assume that only the commanding officer of an army could dispose of

numbers of slaves as gifts to private friends : also after 394 we do not expect to

find many Spartans in Dardanus. It will he seen that the gap between Euxenus

and Thibron is the only place for such a commanding officer as yet unfilled.

We may, then, conjecturallv place Phvlopidas as Euxenus’ successor at a

year’s interval in 393 B.c. : since we have seen that, at least in Asia Minor, it

was customary to inspect or supersede the harmost at that interval. 66

A second passage is that in Polyaenus (VI. x). who speaks of one

Alexander <ppoupapxos tgov Ttspi Tpv ’AioAi6a x^picov. who, bv hiring Ther-

sander, the famous flute-player, and other notable performers to give a display

in the theatre, succeeded in capturing and holding to ransom manv wealthy

citizens. He then handed over the district to Thibron, and left. From
Xenophon's mention of Thersander as a companion of Thibron on his second

expedition to Asia Minor (Xen. Hell. IV. viii. 18), Poralla (Prosop. d. Laic.,

sub ?iom.) has plausibly conjectured that Alexander was Thibron's Spartan

predecessor. If we place his command 392-1, Phvlopidas and Alexander then

just fill the gap from Euxenus to Thibron. 67

The Spartan commander in Asia Minor must have been seriously harassed

66 Wo cannot be certain that Xenophon Coronea (394).

was settled at Scvllus quite as early as 393-2. 67 Mever
( Thpopomp

.

p. 108) prefers to
Diogenes may, however, be writing loosely ; connect Alexander with Thibron’s first

and in any case Xenophon's presence there campaign
; but his objections to the later

at that date does not seem impossible, if he date do not seem sufficient,

was exiled for fighting against Athens at
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bv the general revolt in favour of Athens anti democracy (autumn 394). which

broke out on the news of the battle of Cnidus. Many of the mainland towns,

as well as the islands, expelled their harmosts. Diodorus only mentions

specifically Ephesus and Erythrae. 68 The chief rallying point for harmosts

was Abydus. There Dercyllidas, who had been sent on to Asia with the news

of the Spartan victory at Nemea, had settled down as harmost. He proceeded

to gather the fleeing harmosts from loth Europe and Asia around him. From
whence the harmosts of Europe came, unless from tocstti ©patens, it is not easy

to guess : one may have fled from Byzantium, but none could have come from

the Chersonese, which was evidently already in Dercyllidas’ sphere (Xen.

Hell. IV. viii. 5). Later we learn that the number of Spartan refugees was

more than twelve. For when Anaxibius, Dercyllidas’ successor, and his force

were annihilated by Iphicrates in 389, we hear that tcov AaKsSainovioov tgov

ouveArjAufioTcov £k tcov ttoAecov apuocrrripcov cos ScoSeKa (laxopsvoi ouvaTre-

Oavov * oi 5s aAAoi cpeuyovTeg sttitttov .

69

Sparta’s policy in Asia Minor remained merely defensive ; and in 392 she

even decided to reconsider her attitude towards Persia, and sent Antalcidas

to Sardis with powers to treat of peace. The terms proposed, which were

identical with those ultimately embodied in the peace of Antalcidas, consisted

in a renunciation by Sparta of her ideal of an empire. Asia Minor, as in Lidias’

treaty, was to be the King’s, and the Greek states were to have individual

autonomy. This plan commended itself to Tiribazus, the satrap
;
but the anti-

Spartan alliance refused it, Athens in particular showing herself unwilling to

abandon hopes of a new empire. The Persian King was dissatisfied and sent

down a new satrap, Strouthas, to carry on the war against Sparta. But Persia

was the only power ultimately to gain by this postponement of an inevitable

peace.

With Thibron’s return to Asia (391) Sparta’s strategy became once more

offensive, because she had been disappointed at the failure of peace negotiations,

and had been vexed by the anti-Spartan attitude of the new satrap (Xen. Hell.

IV. viii. 17). This change in policy did not prosper long. Thibron regained

possession of Ephesus and the cities of the Maeamler valley, but he was soon

defeated and killed by Strouthas. The remnants of his army took refuge in

Cnidus (to Kvibiviov cppoupiov, Diod. XIV. xeix. 3), which seems to have been

the Spartan naval base in Asia Minor at this time (cf. also Xen. Hell . IV. viii.

22, etc.).

In 390, Diphridas was sent out with the navarch Ecdicus (Xen. Hell. IV.

viii. 21). Rhodian oligarchs had appealed for help against the democrats, 70

and Samos returned to the Spartan cause (Diod. XIV. xcvii. 4) and provided

68 napcnrAT}<Tico$ (i.e. <ppoupav ^paXovres), mste-

aAov, XIV. lxxxiv. 3. Cf. Ditt. Syll. 120

for a decree of .Erythrae in praise of Cooon

at this time, and Dem. XX. lx. for a statue

in his honour at Ephesus.
69 Xen. Hell. IV. viii. 39 : for the form

ccppocrrfip cf. I.G. V. 937 and Plato Comieus,

•aptapas (Kock), frag. 126.

70 Philodieus is inent ioned by Diod. (XIV

.

xcvii. 3), in company with Ecdicus (Eudoci-

mus) and Diphridas, as a Spartan com-

mander, but is omitted by Xenophon. Was
he appointed as harmost of Khodes—

a

position never achieved ? So also Judeich,

Kletnas , Stud. p. 90.
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ships (Xen. Hell. IV. viii. *23). Diphriclas assembled the scattered remnants

of Thibron’s army, but we do not hear of any great achievement on his part.

By this time Sparta had recognised the futility of attacking Persian satraps,

when her chief hope for victory lay in reconciling Persia. It is probable that

Diphridas was recalled in 389. The chief command in Asia . so far as any existed,

passed to Anaxibius. vho was sent out to Abvdus in that year to undo Thrasy-

bulus' successes. But he was killed not long after by Ipliierates (ef. supra )

;

and, in 388. Antalcidas was again navarch with a special commission to secure

peace. In accordance with the King's Peace (which he negotiated). Sparta,

after splitting up all the Greek states into their smallest autonomous sections,

withdrew her liarmosts from Greece and from Asia Minor : which, exactly as

in Lichas' treaty, was conceded to Persia.

Yet Agesilaus did not remain a loyal ally of the Great King. From
scattered references in our authorities it is clear that he still hankered after

conquests in Asia. Hence all the various possible enemies of Artaxerxes —
Orontes (Diod. XV. viii. 4). Glos (id. xviii. 1). Taclios (id. xix. 1). and Evagoras

(Isocr. IV, 135 ; Theopomp. fray. 101, 1. 28 (Oxf.))—entered into negotiations

with Sparta. But these obscure plottings were brought to an end by the out-

break of war in Greece. 378 B.e. (Beloek, III. i. 99).

4. Summary of results concerning the second tgpc of Harmosf.

The campaign in Asia Minor has illustrated the second type of harmost,

which we have already separated as partly distinct from the first type. This

is the leader of a large army operating in a large area : but still to some extent

restricted, and directed by the home authorities. Xo instance of this type is

found in Thucydides which that author or any other specifically designated

harmost. So it would be possible to argue that Lysander in 403 was the first

instance. But if our arguments hold good, there is no trust to be placed in

Thucydides' omission of the word. Moreover, one general in Thucydides

—

Brasidas—offers a striking parallel to Thibron and his successors. Particularly

noticeable is the similar use of an annual commission of three inspectors in both

instances. If we assume that it was not mere loose writing on Xenophon's
part to call Thibron a harmost, Brasidas seems similarly qualified for the title,

if it was in use in his day. It is clear that one could not expect any such parallel

instances from the period 413-05; for though Sparta then, as in 399-88. was
operating on the Asia Minor coast, her enemy was Athens, not Persia. Hence
the chief command was in the hands of a navarch and not of a harmost. The
two officers are employed together, but are kept distinct in 403; and the

harmost as chief commander reappears again in the campaigns in Asia Minor,

399-88.

Sparta, 386-371

1. Sparta's position under the Peace of Antalcidas.

Sparta in her relations to the rest of the world had momentarily returned

to a position superficially not dissimilar from that which she had occupied

before the Peloponnesian war. The principle of city autonomy was not regarded
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by her as applying to her own Peloponnesian league, so as to compel her to

dissolve it. In this Sparta was perfectly right, as the old custom of the sixth-

century league had been (speaking generally) maintained, and no interference

made in the private affairs of members. The Athenian empire was in a different

category, particularly because it was specially suspect after its fifth-century

history. But even toward Athens Sparta was more generous in her interpreta-

tion than in 404 B.c. : for she allowed Athens the control of Lemnos, Imbros

and Scyros. In dissolving the Boeotian league Sparta erred on the side of

strictness, as her interest prompted her. Her justification probably was that

the federation was closer than her own league, and that not all the Boeotian

cities were equally willing members. The strongly recalcitrant cities.

Orchomenus. Thespiae and Plataea (now restored), henceforth became pro-

Spartan oligarchies : the oligarchs also returned to Corinth, which was separated

from Argos. 71 This tendencv towards dissolving federations into their com-

ponent cities, as a result of the Peace of Antalcidas. is well illustrated by the

fact that the federal coinages of Boeotia and Pliocis are now replaced by coins

struck by each city, however small.

But Snarta's return to her old position was only nominal. The actual

and basic difference was that she had by now evolved in some sort the machinery

for controlling an empire, and, moreover, had acquired the appetite for imperial-

istic expansion. Such a desire was cpiite incompatible with a peace which had

been based on the autonomous independence of each uoAig. 1 et Sparta strove

to combine both by means of her position as chief arbiter of the treaty. By
insisting on absolute autonomy she would split up rival federations, like Boeotia.

while at the same time the defence of the principle gave her an excuse for

reducing states which, like Olynthus. persisted in disregarding it, to the position

of mere subject allies of herself. This malicious policy caused her enemies to

combine once more against Sparta, and brought about the complete downfall

of her foreign empire and her Peloponnesian league.

But the combined enemies of Sparta would not have been dangerous to

her if she had not weakened the very foundation of her power—the Pelopon-

nesian league. 71* For one effect of the Peace of Antalcidas seems to have been,

that Sparta, having surrendered her empire, proceeded to treat her league

more as if it was an empire, and her empire (when it grew again) more as if it

was a league. This abolished the distinction introduced by Lvsander and

broke the tie that bound the Peloponnesian cities to her. For example, when

Mantinea was accused of disloyalty to the league, Sparta interfered and dis-

solved the city into four villages and undid the Synoecism of 470-G9 B.c. The

Mantineans continued as members of the league; but the league was being

interpreted in a different sense from that permitted by the King’s Peace.

71 E. von Stern seems to go too far in Thespiae and Plataea : while Isorr.. Pint.

assuming, on the strength of Polybius, IV. xiii., shows that the harmost was in Plataea

xxv. 5, that Sparta actually failed to with- only during the subsequent war; cf. infrn.

draw her harmosts. Xen.. Hell. V. i. 33, ,la Cf. Autocles speech, Xen. Hell. \ 1.

iv. 10, 40 does not prove anything, except iii. 7 seq.

tlie existence of pro-Spartan oligarchies in
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2. The Renewal of the Empire.

It now remains to trace the use of harmosts in carrying out this new

policy. The first harmost appears again with the first distant expedition which

would extend Sparta's sphere of influence. Apollonia and Acanthus appealed

to her. urging that the Chalcidic league, which had escaped the King s Peace,

was violating the principle of city autonomy. Sparta, after summoning a

meeting of the Peloponnesian league, decided to send the sts tous pupious

cruvTayjia of her own and the allied troops against Olyntlius. A\ hile these

were being assembled. Eudamidas was despatched with ail advance guard of

2000 neodamodes. perioecs and Scirites (Xen. Hell. A . ii. 24). He is not called

harmost by Xenophon; but Aeneas Tactieus, a contemporary authority and

a technical writer, calls him 6 Acckgovgov appoarps hit! ©poacris? if we accept

Schaefer’s emendation of the proper name (XXVII, 7). The title is evidently

correct : Eudamidas’ position is parallel to that of Thibron. There are also, just as

there were in Asia Minor, smaller harmosts and garrisons to protect the lesser

cities of Chalcidice (tcxTs pev SeopEvous tgov ttoAegov 9poupous ettepttev : Xen.

Hell. V. ii. 24), while Eudamidas himself took Potidaea as his base.

Soon afterwards, Phoebidas, while on his way with reinforcements to his

brother in Thrace, treacherously conspired with Theban oligarchs and captured

the Cadmea. Since the King's Peace, this is the first instance to be found of a

harmost set up merely to maintain a pro-Spartan oligarchy. It served to show

that Sparta was prepared to tolerate any injustice for expediency's sake. (Cf.

Xen. Hell. V. ii. 32.)

In the spring of the following year (381) the Spartans dispatched their

cruvTaypa under Teleutias, brother of the King, as appoorps (Xen. Hell. V. ii.

37). He did not remain in command a year, for before his first campaign was over

he was defeated and killed. The remnant of his troops escaped to Spartolus,

Acanthus. Apollonia and Potidaea
:
probably these cities were already occupied

by harmosts (cf. supra), and so would make good places of refuge. To avenge

this defeat the Spartans sent out their King, Agesipolis, with 30 Spartans as

his staff. Evidently this is the first body of real Spartans sent to Thrace :

they are exactly parallel to Agesilaus’ staff in Asia Minor.

Meanwhile the oligarchs in Phlius, who had been recently restored under

threats from Sparta (Xen. Hell. V. ii. 8), complained to their patron, Agesilaus,

that they were not being fairly treated by the democrats. Agesilaus led an
army to Phlius, and demanded the surrender of their acropolis (id. V. iii. 15).

As this was refused, a lengthy siege followed
;
when at last Phlius surrendered,

a selected body of its citizens were put to death. Some kind of temporary

harmost was installed (cpuAocKpv kou piaOov Tots 9poupoIs ppvcov, Xen. Hell .

V. iii. 25) until the new constitution was drafted. The whole incident illustrates

the growing callousness of Sparta towards her allies and their assimilation to

the merely subject cities.

On Agesipolis’ death, his place in Chalcidice was taken by Polybiadas, an
dpuocn"ns (Xen. Hell. A . iii. 20) once more. For Agesipolis like Agesilaus is

only called Tiyepcbv (id. V. iii. 8). Polybiadas was more successful than his
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predecessors : Olynthus was starved into submission, and agreed to become a

member of the Peloponnesian league.

3. Survey of Sparta's newly acquired Empire.

Mith the successful conclusion of the Olynthian war, Sparta once more
was possessed of an empire almost equal in size with that which she had held

before the King’s Peace. M e may partly measure its extent by the scheme of

its military organisation given bv Diodorus under the year 378 (XV. xxxi. 2).

There it embraces in ten divisions (including the Spartans themselves), Arca-

dians, Eleans, Achaeans, Corinthians, Megarians, Sicyonians, Phliasians, the

men of the Acte (i.e. the independent cities of the Argolid), the Acarnanians,

the Phocians, the Locrians, the Olynthians and the men of the Thraceward

cities. To those we may add Boeotia, which was still subject in 379; and

perhaps some of the islands. Diodorus is apt also to assume elsewhere
(
e.g .

XV . xxviii.) an absurd extension of the Spartan empire over the whole Aegean.

This may be rejected, but perhaps he is right in including Peparethus and

Sciathus in their dpyf\ (
ib . xxx. 5). Isocrates alludes rhetorically to the Spartans

as collecting tribute from the islands, and quarrelling with Athens over the

Cyclades (IV. 132-6 : 380 b.c.). The latter statement is probably to be ex-

plained as a reference to a dispute over the Treasury of Delos (cf. Beloch, III.

i. p. 114). The former, as the context shows, may well be merely an allusion to

island, as opposed to mainland empire, and need not imply that at the moment
Sparta was actually collecting tribute. It is difficult to understand how
Sparta could control a large island empire when she had no real navy (Xen. Hell .

V. iv. 60).

When we turn to the organisation of the empire, it is seen that it differed

greatly from its predecessor. The distinction between empire and league has

practically vanished; but we have not the same reason to imagine that the

members were controlled by harmosts and garrisons, as had been true in the

Lysandrean empire. There were harmosts in Thebes. Oreus (Diod. XV. xxx.),

Phlius (temporarily) and Heraclea (presumably), but we do not hear of any

others, and there is little cause to imagine that many more existed. Nor with

the exception of Isocrates’ doubtful reference do we hear of tribute. The

organisation was therefore mostly laid down on the lines of the old Pelopon-

nesian league. The members provided personal service in war, or their service

could be commuted for money at a fixed tariff (Xen. Hell. V. ii. 21). They were

even asked to give their opinion on the question of war or peace. How far this

return to the old system was actually intended to be permanent one cannot

decide : it may have been dictated solely by expediency—Agesilaus’ grand

criterion. So long as the pro-Laconian oligarchies maintained themselves in

the allied cities, it was not to Sparta’s interest to add harmosts. By the

application of the principle of city autonomy she could reduce her allies to

individual innocuousness; but Sparta was quite prepared to instal harmosts

if the situation called for them. The difference in her organisation can be

explained without supposing a change of heart.
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4. The break-down of the Empire.

On the revolt of Thebes, Sparta had to abandon plans for further expansion

and concentrate on recovering control of Boeotia. 72 The Theban democrats

had oiiered terms : but Sparta was obdurate, and would accept nothing short

of a restoration of the oligarchy. Similarly, when a few months later Sphodrias’

raid on the Piraeus involved Athens in the struggle against her will, the Spartans

by acquitting Sphodrias showed that they approved of his action whatever

were its motives. Sparta fostered the war which was to strip her of her empire.

The strategy which Sparta adopted was a variation on that used in the

Corinthian war. One of the kings led an annual invasion into Boeotia and

ravaged the plain. He also set up harmosts in the anti-Theban towns to

organise continuous hostilities through the winter. The plan might have

succeeded if Sparta had controlled the seas. 73 But Sparta was too late in

trying to correct this strategic weakness. The other defect in her plan is that

the harmosts failed to maintain themselves in Boeotia from one summer to

the next: e.g. Phoebidas was set up by Agesilaus in Thespiae (summer 378

b.c.), and was killed by the Thebans during the following winter (Xen. Hell .

4 . iv. 41 seq.). The same fate befell Panthoidas. the harmost of Tanagra
(Plut. Pel. X\ .), and the harmost of Plataea. 74 These incidents mark the

failure of the harmost system in warfare through lack of continuous communica-
tion with headquarters. 75

Hence we find Sparta substituting the stronger force of a polemarch with
a Spartiate rnora : e.g. at Thespiae. after Phoebidas’ death. 76 But after 376.

Sparta did not again make a direct invasion of Boeotia : her attention was
distracted by Athens' naval activity. As a result Thebes was able graduallv

to reconquer the Boeotian plain; until, finally, all Sparta could do in replv

was to maintain by relays a garrison of two morae at Orchomenus. Even this

force is only known to us because of the defeat which Pelopidas inflicted on
it at the battle of Tegvra (Plut. Pel. xvii.

;
Diod. XV. xxxvii.).

This was the last event in Sparta’s struggle for a land empire before the
peace of 371. Her sea-battles in the west against Athens were more defensive

than offensive, and strategically resemble the battles in the same waters during
the Archidaniian war. At both periods, Leucas and Zacynthus were Sparta’s
allies.

The uselessness of the harmost system was ultimately admitted by Sparta
herself at the same time when her hope of further expansion was finallv resigned.

In 374. or according to Beloch s chronology in 371 b.c., Polvdamas of Pharsalus
appealed to his Lacedaemonian allies to help him against the overwhelming
forces of Jason of Pherae. But he warned them: ei 6 e VEoSccpooBsis koci

72 On the harmosts in Thebes and Oreus,
and Sparta s plans against Jason, cf. Class.
Quarterly, Out. 1927.

* 3 Cf. Xen. Hell. 4 . iv. ,50, for a famine
in Thebes.

4 Isocr. XIV. xiii. ; lie is probably to be

identified with Gerandas. Plut. Pd. XXV.
75 Compare the situation of Clearchus or

Hippoerates after the battle of Cyzicus.
76 Xen. Hdl .

4'. iv. 40, and ef. the inscrip-

tion from Thespiae {/. O. XII. 1904) of a
Spartan inrTOKAEH2.
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dv5pa i8tooTr|V oiecjOe ocpKECTEiv, ctupPouAeugo f]au)(iocv exeiv (Xen. Hell. VI.

i. 14). The Spartans realised that they could not spare any other kind of force

than the harmost and neodamodes whom they had grown accustomed to use

on distant expeditions
;

for Cleombrotus with the main Spartiate army was

required to defend Phocis. So Polvdamas was told that sufficient assistance

could not be sent.

In 575-4 the first attempt at peace negotiations was begun by the

Athenians. The terms were that the King's Peace should be restored : only

now the Athenian league was to be regarded as equally valid with the Pelopon-

nesian. Boeotia (in spite of Diod. XV. xxxviii. 2) was to remain a federation :

perhaps as part of the Athenian league. All this implied little else than the

legalisation of the status quo. except possibly for the withdrawal of some

garrisons by either side. It is not known whether this condition was ever

carried out : the dispute over the Zaeynthian exiles broke the peace in a few

months.

The treaty of 371 was exactly similar in principle : we may note, however,

that Xenophon [Hell. VI. iii. 19) explicitly mentions that while Sparta took

the oath for her own league, the Athenian allies took the oath separately. It

was at this point that Agesilaus insisted that Thebes must not take the oath in

the name of the whole Boeotian league. This attempt to return literally to the

King's Peace was bound to cause trouble. A treaty which left any city

ekottovSos could never guarantee the peace of Hellas in the fourth century.

The coercion of Thebes, if accomplished, would not have led to permanent

settlement, but in fact it proved to be beyond Sparta s powers.

The terms of the treaty of 371 also required that Sparta should once more

recall her harmosts from the cities. This was done : but our authorities do not

tell us what were the cities—presumably only a few in Central Greece and in the

Peloponnese
;

e.g. the (ppoupapxos A&kcov at Epidaurus in 373 n.c. (autumn),

with whom Ipliicrates had a skirmish. 7 '6" Cleombrotus w itli his army in Phocis

was not recalled, in spite of the proposal of Prothous (Xen. Hell . VI. iv. 2).

The battle of Leuctra followed, and as a direct consequence. Sparta lost her hold

outside the Peloponnese. most of her Peloponnesian allies, and even Messenia,

the last vestige of her original empire.

The cause of her failure is clear. In attempting to reach a compromise

between her league and her empire she had sacrificed most of her allies’ allegi-

ance. Then when she resigned, by the treaty of 371. the material organisation

of her empire, and had been shorn of her spiritual prestige by the battle of

Leuctra. she found that nothing remained to her but a much-reduced body of

citizens and perioecs. Sparta herself might have been destroyed: but her

annihilation was not to anybody's interest. So she became now what once she

had made Argos become—a strange survival, always refusing to recognise her

humiliation, but unable to overcome it.
77

tco polyaen. III. ix. 4S; cf. Arist. 77 For a late instance of a dpyoarrjs sot up

Bhrtor. III. 10. For an alternative dating by Cleonvmus for a short time in Troezen,

of. Beloch, III. i. 92, note 2. c. 277 B.e.. compare Polyaen. IT. xxix L
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Conclusion

The history of the Spartan empire illustrates in a high degree the dangers

of trusting to the success of breaches of political morality. We have seen

how Sparta began the Peloponnesian war with the object of breaking the

Athenian empire. When, after the peace of Nicias, she renewed the struggle,

she was lured into what seemed a tempting short cut to victory. So after freeing

the Asian subjects of Athens, she handed them back to the Great King in

exchange for Persian gold. This immoral course was partly thrust on her by

her inability to support a fleet for long in foreign waters—a defect which was

consequent on her domestic constitution. Perhaps if she had been quicker to

strike in 413 she would not have needed Persian help. As it was, she did not

gain much by it, till she produced the man who was prepared to co-operate

with Persia to any lengths. When Lysander appeared, it was inevitable that

Sparta should be at his mercy : she could not win without him, and he decided

at first how she should use her victory.

It is most unlikelv that any Spartan had originally planned to take over the

Athenian empire
;
but in the flush of victory, Lysander found many to support

him in utilising the methods already employed in waging war against imperial-

ism, in order that by them he might found instead a Spartan empire. As we
have seen, the harmosts set up by Lysander were derived directly from the

harmosts used in the Archidamian and Decelean wars. From the founding of

Heraclea the development of the harmost system has been traced. It was fully

evolved to enable Sparta to cope with her strategic problem in the Ionian war :

how was she, ivithout complete naval superiority, to hold strategic points and

lines of communication over the whole Aegean? Sparta was additionally

handicapped by the requirements, (i) that Lacedaemon (for fear of the helots)

must not be denuded of Spartiates, but (ii) that Spartan commanders must be

provided to supply the initiative which her allies seemed to lack. The harmost

proved to be the necessary modification of Sparta’s traditional methods of war-

fare. The chief common features of each harmost (whether so called by our

authorities or not) was (i) that he held an extraordinary position apart from

Sparta’s regular organisation, (ii) that he commanded a force not of Spartiates

but of neodamodes or allies, and (iii) that his command was exercised as a

supreme officer in a definite area. This was the military system, already

existing, which Lysander adopted to form the foundation of the Spartan

empire.

This empire, compared with the Athenian, had several fundamental weak-

nesses. (i) It had no common purpose in existing
;
Athens had the excuse of

resisting Persia, but in 404 Sparta’s empire was not seriously required to resist

Athens. As a result, Sparta had nothing to offer her subjects except the doubt-

ful blessings of oligarchic government, which in its nature did not appeal to

many, (ii) It is doubtful whether Sparta insisted on universal oligarchy any
more strictly than Athens on universal democracy. 78 But coming suddenly

from the original champion of city autonomy this repressive policy seemed

Compare Walker, C.A.H., V. App. iv.
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the more outrageous, (iii) Nor did Sparta protect her subjects from piracy

and maintain the freedom of the seas as Athens had done. She did not even

offer them a great centre of trade and culture : the pretence of autonomy was

kept up only to the extent of treating each city as an isolated unit, (iv) Finally,

Sparta did not gain greatly from the empire herself. The true Spartiate had
no trade interests for it to foster, and the tribute received was not employed in

making Sparta a city of palaces.

The Spartiate who succeeded in foreign service was not of the type required

by Lycurgus’ system. Dercyllidas can be cited as an instance. He showed

that he deserved his nickname of Sisyphus, by his ingenuity in looking after

his own interests without imperilling his position. Agesilaus knew and

humoured Dercyllidas’ weakness for life abroad (Xen. Hell . IV. iii. 2. Kod yap
del 9iAarr68r)iJios fjv) ;

the brief dialogue between them, reported by Xenophon,

admirably illustrates Dercyllidas’ eagerness, combined with his cautious

avoidance of committing himself. But, as might be expected, Dercyllidas’ long

absences prevented him from fulfilling his proper duties as a Spartan citizen.

At any rate Plutarch
(
Lycurgus

,
XV.) records an anecdote which shows that

he was blamed for having no sons. Dercyllidas was only typical of the fourth-

century Spartans who preferred appo^ovTOcs ev Tal$ ttoAecji xai koAokeuopevous

5 ia90 £ipEaOai (Xen. Lae. Pol. xiv.). The Spartan passion for imperialism

inevitably clashed with the Lycurgean system and brought about its collapse.

The fact is that the Spartan empire as founded by Lysander was an anomaly

when joined with the Peloponnesian league and the Spartan constitution. It

is possible that Lysander would have modified the constitution to match the

empire, but he was prevented from doing this, and the Kings did not fully

adopt the opposite method of reducing the anomaly. They did not merge

the empire in the Peloponnesian league, or give the cities free choice of con-

stitution. So they failed to undo all the harm that had been done.

Instead they adopted half-measures ; they reduced the extreme oligarchies

and began to protect Greeks as Greeks against barbarians as barbarians. This

started as a movement against the Thracians, but on the appeal of the Asian

cities in 400, Sparta’s attention was diverted against Persia and she began to

remedy the evil of their betrayal in 411. Under the threat of a Persian fleet,

this developed into a grand crusade of Hellenism ; but before Agesilaus could

achieve any permanent success he was recalled to Greece by the outbreak of

the Corinthian war. Sparta was threatened at home and abroad; and she

lost much of her empire, and was badly shaken, before she took the inevitable

course—to make peace with Persia again on the terms of 411. The Spartans

have been blamed severely since the time of Isocrates for surrendering Asia

Minor by the Peace of Antalcidas, but she could not avoid this step. The fault

lay as much with the democratic leaders who accepted Persian gold in ‘195

;

and it had been committed bv Lichas in 411. For if Persia was once admitted

to a share in deciding Hellenic politics, it was inevitable that she should hold

the casting vote and demand Asia Minor as a reward for her decision. Also

we can understand that the democrats of 395 had abundant cause to fear the

Spartan predominance which would result from a conquest of Asia Minor.
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Their fear was a direct result of the excesses of the Lvsandrean empire. So the

Peace of Antalcidas. which involved a surrender of the Spartan empire, is a

Nemesis punishing Sparta’s earlier faults.

Sparta’s second attempt at an empire was doomed to failure from its

inception. Through the rise of professional soldiers. Sparta had lost her

military pre-eminence : and it could not be expected that the other parties to

the Peace of Antalcidas would submit quietly while Sparta broke the treaty

both in spirit and letter. She showed some prudence in including all her acquisi-

tions in her league : but quite as much folly in not treating the members of that

league with fairness. Persia also had learnt that her best interest was to prevent

the reunion of Hellas under any leader. So when the war went against her,

Sparta had no recourse but to surrender her empire. All might now have been

well if Agesilaus had not tried a final political gamble, which brought down the

full force of Thebes on Sparta and her weakened league.

One cannot regret that Sparta failed to achieve her empire again. Even
if Agesilaus had succeeded, and had realised his ambition of conquering Asia

Minor from Persia, Sparta would not be likely to have spread Hellenism as well

as Macedon did. Agesilaus and Arehidamus could not have filled the places

of Philip and Alexander. Sparta had little native culture, and did not borrow

much from the rest of Greece, whereas the Kings of Macedon supplied an equal

lack of native culture by the introduction of all that was best in the art and
literature of Hellas.

It is not surprising that Sparta's imperial methods were not much imitated.

Thebes in 363 attempted to hold Achaea against Sparta by installing harmosts

and democracies: but the experiment once more proved the uselessness of the

system (Xen. Hell. VII. i. 43 ).
79'* Sparta exerted more influence in later Greek

history through what one may call the by-products of her imperialism than by

her imperialism itself. The principle of city autonomy which she had alter-

nately asserted and overthrown led to the distinctive status of the Greek ttoAis

under the Hellenistic monarchies. Also the league of autonomous states,

which elected Philip and Alexander as generals of the Hellenic armies, may be

looked on as a nobler realisation of the later Spartan league. Finally, Sparta,

in spite of her double surrender of the Asian Greeks, had by her far-reaching

ambitions given a wider extension to the conception of Hellenism itself.

APPENDIX

On Thucydides’ use of the term apyoov when applied to Spartan

Officers

It has seemed more convenient to summarise this subject briefly in an

appendix rather than to allow it to break the continuity of the historical

narrative.

The chief points are these

(i) Thucydides only used the word dppocrrrjs once (VIII. v. 2) : but, so

far as can be seen, it is not employed there with any difference of

Compare, however, the commanders and garrisons of Hellenic monarches, e.g. Cassander.
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meaning from numbers of instances where he merely uses the

less technical term apycov.

(ii) Xenophon and Theopompus each use the term appocrrf]s once of

the very officers whom Thucydides only calls apycov. 79 Also

there is the less certain instances of the harmosts of Herac-lea,

where Xenophon applies the title to a successor of Thucydides
5

apyovres.

(iii) There seems to be such a similarly of function between Clearchus,

whom Xenophon calls apjjtocrrns, and others like Chaleideus

(Thuc. VIII. viii.), whom Xenophon did not have cause to mention,

that it seems prima facie possible to extend the title liarmost to

cover a much larger number of Thucydides
5

apyovTes than those

to whom our other authorities actually apply it.

(iv) This is made the more probable by the fact that Thucydides is not

accustomed to use technical terms in his history even when they

were certainly in use in his day. 80 His use of dpiioorf)S on a

solitary occasion in Book Eight vouches for its accuracy when

applied to Spartan officials before 405-4. Probably, however,

if Book Eight had received its final revision, the technical term

would have disappeared.

(v) Filially, if any one would prefer to explain all references to harmosts

before 405-4 as mistaken applications of a term which was really

coined for the officers set up by Lysander, surely it must be

admitted that the resemblance between the two types of Spartan

officers must have been great for this
k

misapplication
5

to occur

almost at once in contemporary writers ? The admission of this

resemblance is a sufficient confirmation of the theory here set

forth, that Sparta’s imperial organisation was directly derived

from her strategic organisation in the Ionian war.

II. W. Parke.

79 Clearchus, Thuc. VIII. viii. etc. 80
E.<f. Tayos (Xcn. Hdl. VI. 1. IS)

Xenophon, Hell. T. iii. 1.3 : Pedant us. Thuc. paaiAevs (Thuc. I. cxi.). or tppoupav l9aivov

VIII. xxviii. Theopompus, Frtvj. viu* (Xen. Hill, passim)* whit h never occurs in

(iOx/.). Thucydides.



KJELLBERG'S NEW CLASS OF CLAZOMENIAN sarcophagi

[Plates III. IV.]

Winter made a seemingly exhaustive classification when he divided Clazo-

menian sarcophagi into two main classes, which he called A and B (.Anz ., 1898,

p. 175). His class A is the small class to which belong the big, deep, rectangular

sarcophagi with copious decoration in Clazomenian B.F. style ( i.e . B.F. without

incised lines) like the sarcophagus in the British Museum (Murray, Terracotta

Sarcophagi
,
PL 1-7). This has a gable-roof, as had, probably, all the others of

this class. His class B is the big class, to which belong the large number of

open, trapezoidal sarcophagi with decoration ranging from seventh-century

pure East-Greek style down through different phases with different techniques

to the most developed Clazomenian B.F. style of the end of the sixth and

beginning of the fifth centuries. Recently, fresh evidence has enabled Kjellberg

to add a third class, which he calls C (
Jahrb ., 41, p. 51). The sarcophagi of this

new class have features both of A and B, but the style of decoration and the

simple, rectangular shape seem to show that they must be considerably earlier

than all of A and earlier than the earliest of B. Already in 1905 (Jahrb.. 20,

p. 189) Kjellberg had drawn attention to a sarcophagus belonging to Arndt,

which, as he showed, could not be reasonably placed in either A or B. Like

A, this sarcophagus is rectangular, and therefore intended to stand on its base

:

the four sides of the slightly projecting edge are of equal width : unlike A, it

has no cover, it is shallow, it is much longer in proportion to its width, it has

almost straight sides, and the edge is narrow. Like B, it has projections at the

four interior corners. It is difficult to understand the purpose of these pro-

jections : they are not found in A, but always in B. It has been suggested that

they were intended to keep the body in place when the sarcophagus was
placed upright on its narrow end at the prothesis (Pfuhl, Mai. u . Zeich.. i,

p. 166). This does not account for their presence in the rectangular sarcophagi.

Mr. Forsdyke suggests that the clay sarcophagus may have as its prototype a

wooden chest which had the projections at the corners to give extra strength.

The decoration of this sarcophagus (Fig. 1) is very simple, and, as in B,

is confined to the four sides of the edge : these four sides are of nearly equal

width and narrow (9-11 cm.) : conventionalised lotus flowers with palmette

filling and buds on short stalks decorate both ends. A maeander pattern with
saltire on the long sides is bordered at the upper end by the same lotus

flowers and buds, at the lower end by a late-Camiran lotus flower-and-bud

wreath
;
this is of great importance, as I shall show, for dating the sarcophagus.

The children's sarcophagi, published by Dugas (B.C.H.. 1910, p. 469) are in shape
80
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and proportions like Arndt’s, but they have not the interior projections : these

sarcophagi are decorated only with maeander and wavy lines
;
Dugas, believing

that sarcophagi for children might well be of simpler shape and might retain

the geometric and other motives of a past age, saw no reason against assigning

them to the same class as the big sarcophagi of A. In 1913, Picard and Plassard

(.B.C.H . , 1913, p. 390) published two sarcophagi (one withmuch of the decoration

destroyed) in the National Museum of Athens
;
these in shape and proportions

are like Arndt's, they have the four interior projections, but instead of floral

decoration, there are scenes of animal life in pure East-Greek style (PL IV. B).

These, because they are rectangular, Picard and Plassard assign to A.

In 1921, Oikonomos excavated a cemetery near Clazomenae at Monasterakia :

here he found a number of sarcojmagi, piled one above another. The account

is as yet very summarily published
(
Prafaika

, 1921, p. 63 A\), but it seems that

many are of the same long, narrow, rectangular shape as Arndt's : the decoration

Fig. 1.—Arndt's Sarcophagus.

is varied—linear, floral pictures of animals—wild goats, lions, bulls
(
J.H.S .

,

1921, p. 275). This was the fresh evidence that convinced Kjellberg that here

was a new class earlier than both A and B : this he called class C (
Jahrb ., 41

p. 51).

This new class is of great importance both for the history of Clazomenian

art in its earliest phases and as giving evidence for burial customs in the seventh

century. In this century, the chest in which the unburnt body was placed was

of simple rectangular shape, long, shallow and narrow, hardly differing except

in size and depth from a chest used for containing the ashes which was found in

an early grave (Grave 17) at Thera (Thera, ii, p. 28, Fig. 74). At some later

time, perhaps at the end of the seventh or the beginning of the sixth century,

when relations between Egypt and the East were very close, a new type of

sarcophagus and a new burial custom were introduced, both almost certainly

borrowed from Egypt. The body was now placed in a trapezoidal sarcophagus :

this, like the Egyptian mummy, stood on its narrow end at the prothesis. The

change of position explains the greater width and the greater elaboration of the
J.II.S.—VOL. L. G
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decoration at the top end, the head, of the sarcophagus
;
with the change in

shape and position came, in turn, other changes for this proud, upper end of the

sarcophagus—new technique, new style, new themes.

In the light of our present evidence it seems that the trapezoidal shape

replaced the early rectangular shape, and that for some part of the sixth century

the trapezoidal sarcophagus was the only one in use

;

1 then at some time,

perhaps about the middle of the century, the rectangular sarcophagus came back

into use in a more elaborate, highly decorated form, possibly for richer customers

:

this rectangular sarcophagus may have been in use side by side with the trape-

zoidal sarcophagi till the end, but those which have been preserved for us seem

to be earlier in style than the latest of the trapezoidal. The sequence of the

trapezoidal is fairly complete
;

it begins with one in the National Museum of

Stockholm (PL IV. B, Jahrb., 20, p. 191) which must be but little later than the

early rectangular sarcophagi; the sequence continues through the varying

phases and different techniques up to the end of the sixth and on into the fifth

centuries.

Kjellberg has given a list of the early rectangular sarcophagi of class C

(
Jahrb ., 41, p. 52). To these I can add another sarcophagus in the Ashmolean

(PL III) which the keeper kindly allows me to publish. This came from

Clazomenae. Like the others, it is long (1*87 m.) in proportion to its width

(0*58 cm.)
;

it is shallow (31*5 cm.)
;
the four sides of the narrow edge (9 cm.)

are of equal width.

This class C is especially interesting in the history of Clazomenian art, as

showing the earliest phase which lies behind and explains the old-style pictures

of the later trapezoidal sarcophagi. It is at this stage that Clazomenian art is

nearest to Camiran, and for this reason it is important to examine carefully the

motives on these sarcophagi and look for their parallels in the Camiran style.

It is these parallels which help us in the dating of the sarcophagi. The

Ashmolean sarcophagus is possibly one of the earliest of the rectangular

sarcophagi, for there is in it no difference in style between the pictures at the

top and at the bottom, as there is in the unspoilt Athens sarcophagus. The
style of the Ashmolean sarcophagus is despicable, the drawing is rough and
unintelligent : the wild goat with coarse, heavy legs bent beneath his body is a

travesty of the Camiran wild goat with his fine fetlocks and delicate hoofs.

The artist, not certain of his style, is here trying experiments with techniques :

in the top picture, the paws and legs of the long-faced lion are in complete

silhouette : in the low’er picture the off fore-leg of one lion is spotted as though

it wTere the leg of a panther, the face like that of the lion in the top picture is in

outline technique, but the lion on the other side of the bull has the legs in

1 I have suggested that the trapezoidal two wild goats, two lions, means that the
shape for a time supplants the rectangular : animals must be shorter, therefore yierhaps

it is possible that the second sarcophagus in later ; in the lower picture the asymmetry
Athens 1913, p. 39Z) may refute of the scene—a lion in attack in front of an
this : the condition is so bad that it is elaborate palmette and volute pattern—also
difficult to estimate the style. In the suggests a later date,

upper picture the presence of four animals,
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silhouette and his head is in outline technique, the mane being indicated by
dotted lines.

The use of outline technique, which survives for the old-style pictures till

the very end ot the trapezoidal sarcophagi, is very capricious both in early

Clazomenian and Camiran styles for certain animals. In Camiran style the wild

boar is often in almost complete silhouette (Fig. 2) : sometimes the face is in

outline technique (Fig. 3) ;
the lion is never in complete silhouette, usually the

head is in outline technique and the mane is indicated by network or by criss-

cross lines (Fig. 2) : rarely the face alone is in outline technique (J.H.S.. 46,

PI. 9 and Yroulia
,
p. 221). In the old-style pictures of the sarcophagi the wild

boar and the lion have the face only in outline technique : the lion on the

Ashmolean sarcophagus is a rare exception. The unspoilt Athens sarcophagus

(B.G.H., 1913, p. 390), 2*02 X 0*75, is later. This is the work of a good artist

;

the style of his pictures is on a level with that of good Camiran. In this sarco-

phagus we have a difference of style in the two pictures : the earlier style is kept

for the bottom picture : here between lions there is the long, lean wild goat like

the wild goat in the earlier phases of Camiran style (Yroulia, p. 198) ;
in the top

picture between lions there is a wild boar, which in East-Greek art appears

later than the wild goat : the animals in this picture aie rather shorter and of

stouter build, and more modern than the animals in the bottom picture. The
wild boar, like the wild goat, might have been drawn by a Camiran artist, it so

closely resembles the wild boar on a plate in the British Museum (Fig. 3) : both

have the many-petalled star in the centre of the body, the long mane all down
the back, the long, thin face in outline technique : the break in the mane of the

wild boar on the Athens sarcophagus is often found in East-Greek art : the wild

boar on a Naucratite chalice has it (Fig. 4).

The lions on this sarcophagus are much of the same type as the lions on

Clazomenian vases (Ant, Denim., II. PL 55) : both have the up-standing

hairs down the neck and above the tail. The lions are longer and leaner than the

lions on most of the Camiran vases
;
the nearest parallel for the lions, especially

the frontal-faced lions of the later sarcophagi in Camiran style is the frontal

lion on a plate in Florence of late style (Yroulia, p. 221).

The field-ornaments of the Ashmolean and Athens sarcophagi are mostly

different, but all are from the East-Greek repertory, and all can be paralleled

on Camiran vases. Those of the Ashmolean sarcophagus are as coarsely and

roughly drawn as are the animals : those of the Athens sarcophagus are as good

and as fine as on any Camiran vase. Only three of the field-ornaments need

special mention. The triangular roundel on the Ashmolean sarcophagus,

which we shall see again on a trapezoidal sarcophagus in Stockholm (PI. IV. A),

is, I believe, a special form of roundel belonging to a local Asia Minor Camiran

style; it is found on a fragmentary dish from Larissa in Aeolis (Boehlau,

Nekropolen
, p. 87) : it occurs also on an oinochoe of unusual stvle in Berlin

(No. 295, Prinz, Nauiratis , PI. 2). The roundel without a boundary line on the

Athens sarcophagus is found on a Camiran plate with a picture of a bull (Salz-

mann, Camirus , PL 50). The two unusual pear-shaped ornaments in the

bottom picture of the Ashmolean sarcophagus can be paralleled on a plate in

g 2
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the Louvre ( Vroulia

,

p. 221). For the rest, the tongue or egg-pattern set in the
panel above the cable on the Ashmolean sarcophagus is a favourite pattern on
Clazomenian sarcophagi and vases. It takes the place of the animal picture

at the base of an early trapezoidal sarcophagus in Stockholm
(
Jahrb ., 20, p. 195).

It has many parallels in Camiran and all East-Greek styles.

Fig. 4.—

V

ase-fragment from Xaucratis (British Museum).

The lotus flowers with palmette filling and buds, both set on short stalks,

are like those on Arndt’s sarcophagus : we find the same form of the lotus on

the inside of a Camiran dinos, found at Vroulia, of late incised style ( Vroulia ,

PI. 24), and on a fragmentary bowl in the British Museum (Fig. 5).

The cable with inset palmette which so often decorates the long sides of

Fig. o.—Vase-fragment from Fig. 6.—Vase-fragment from
Naucratis (British Museum). Xaucratis (Oxford.)

the edge is found also on the rim of a late Camiran plate in the Ashmolean
(Fig. 6).

The palmette pattern set at the top of the cable on one side of the Athens and
on both sides of the Ashmolean sarcophagus is a variety of the same palmette

pattern, which is so often found on bowls and also on other vases of a late phase

of Camiran style (Boehlau, Nekropoleyi
, p. 83).

This close resemblance to the Camiran style is not confined to the rectangular

sarcophagi : the animal pictures on our two sarcophagi find a near parallel on
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a trapezoidal sarcophagus in Stockholm (PL IV. A
;
Jahrb., 20, p. 191). This

must be among the earliest of the new shape : the length is still great in pro-

portion to the width (1. 2*15; v. top 0*74, bottom 0-68) : the four sides are of

equal width and there are animal pictures at both ends. The scenes are the

same as those on the Athens sarcophagus, but the style of the pictures shows

th at the Stockholm sarcophagus is later. The animals in the new-style picture at

the top are shorter and heavier and the field-ornaments more elaborate than in the

corresponding picture of the Athens sarcophagus; so, also, the animals and

field-ornaments in the old-style picture at the bottom are of later style than

those in the corresponding picture of the Athens sarcophagus. The wild goat,

too. in the panel above the cable-pattern is of new style ;
not like the wild goat

in the bottom picture or like the wild goat of the Athens sarcophagus, but like

the wild goat of the later phases of the Camiran style, which takes the place of

the old, long, lean wild goat on such later pieces as the Levy oinochoe (France,

C.V., PL 22) and an oinochoe in Munich (Sieveking u. Hackl, Cat., p. 42), and on

still later pieces (Fig. 2).

The style of animals in this panel on the sarcophagi is of importance for

dating. Just as, generally, there are the new-style pictures at the top end, so

in these top panels we often get the new-style animals, and later too the outline-

heads, of contemporary art : in the bottom panels there are the old-style

animals, corresponding to the old-style pictures at the bottom of the sarcophagus.

Thus, on a sarcophagus in Hanover (Ant. DenJcm ., ii, PL 27), we find in the top

panel a spirited ibex in B.F. style, while in the panel at the lower end there is

the East-Greek wild goat. The lotus flower with palmette filling and buds on

the Stockholm sarcophagus are like those on Arndt’s sarcophagus, except for

the bands of reserve which intersect the petals : the same version is foimd on

another, later, sarcophagus in the British Museum (Walters, Anc. Pottery
,
PL

27). There is no exact parallel in Camiran style : the nearest is on the neck of

a late dinos found at Vroulia (Vroalia, PL 15) : on this bands of red between

incised lines intersect the petals and buds of a late flower-and-bud wreath.

Kjellberg calls the sarcophagus style Milesian (or Camiran) : I prefer to call

it Clazomenian. for this is the early Clazomenian version of the East-Greek style.

This style was composed in one or several centres out of many different elements,

some geometric, some—these perhaps the early animal pictures—created on

the spot, some borrowed from various sources in the East : the style was taken

over and individualised in various parts of the East-Greek world. Hence, in

East-Greek art we can distinguish the different styles : a Camiran style, which

is the earliest and simplest expression of the East-Greek style : this Camiran

style was, I believe, not confined to one locality, but was elaborated and indi-

vidualised in several centres and several workshops in those centres. Closely

connected with the Camiran style, and in its early phases hardly to be dis-

tinguished from it, there is the Naucratite-chalice style. The Fikellura is the

latest and the most conservative of the East-Greek tradition. The Clazomenian

style is, as we have seen, for one brief moment like the Camiran, but it has a

different personality behind it : the style quickly breaks away from the old

tradition.
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The Clazomenian artist, though he never ceases to be East-Greek, breaks

fresh ground. He is perhaps coarser-fibred than the other East-Greek artists,

with less understanding and sympathy in his animal pictures
;

his drawing is

less delicate, his animals are often clumsy and artificial. No Camiran or

Naueratite or Fikellura artist would have drawn the wild goat on the Ashmolean
sarcophagus with the star on his body, or would have given the wild goat a

patterned hide like the hide of a bull {Ant. Denkm ., ii, PI. 26). If this is true

of the animal pictures on the early sarcophagi, much more is it true of the later

old-style pictures, which are generally set at the lower end of the trapezoidal

sarcophagi. These pictures are there, in the lowest place, to keep the tradition

alive, but often they are travesties of that early East-Greek art. What the

Clazomenian artist cares for is what he learns, perhaps from the West : he is

not content with mere decoration of the surface, he wants to tell a story and

depict life as he sees it in his own country. He comes to his own in the splendid,

vivid scenes drawn from the lives of men and of gods, which he paints in his new
B.F. style, and in the spirited animal pictures which he sets in the panels above

the pattern strips on the long sides of the sarcophagus. In the use of field-

ornaments, the Clazomenian artist begins by selecting and copying some of the

best from the East-Greek repertory, but he soon coarsens them as he coarsens

the animals : they become over-elaborated and over-weighted and lack the

rhythm, orderliness and delicacy which are so characteristic of the other

East-Greek styles. Like the painter of the Clazomenian vases, the sarco-

phagus painter cares but little for floral ornament : the early lotus-flower-and-

bud wreath of the Camiran style is never found on a Clazomenian vase or

sarcophagus : the late decadent form on Arndt’s sarcophagus and on the

sarcophagus in Athens is found again, I think, only on a sarcophagus in the

Louvre : here it is inset in the cable pattern
(
B.C.II . , 1895, Pis. 1 and 2). It

is nearly as rare on Clazomenian vases : there is a late lotus-flower-and-bud

wreath on a neck-amphora in Tubingen (Watzinger, Gr. Yets., PI. 2) on some

of the dinoi (B.C.H., 1893, p. 474), and on the Castle-Asliby vase of the North-

ampton group {Burlington Gat.. PI. 90). For both the sarcophagus and the vase

painter the human element early becomes predominant at the expense of all else.

I cannot believe that Kjellberg is right in his dating of the early

rectangular sarcophagi (.Jahrb 41, loc. cit.). He divides them into two

classes : in the first class he puts those which, like Arndt's, have

only floral decoration, in the other class he puts all those with animal

pictures; the first class he thinks may be as early as the beginning of the

seventh century. This seems to me impossibly early. I do not- think, to begin

with, that there is any reason why the sarcophagi with floral decoration should

be earlier than the others. In the Camiran style it is the earliest pots which

have animal pictures as their chief decoration, it is only in the later phases that

we find a wreath taking the place of the animal picture {Yroulia. p. 202) or

patterns used as the sole decoration of a vase {Yroulia, p. 256). Every
element in the decoration of these rectangular sarcophagi is against this early

dating. The lotus-flower-and-bud wreath on Arndt's sarcophagus is a decadent

and late version of the early Camiran wreath, the central petals are no longer
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part of the flower but are detached. This decadent version only conies in at

the end of Camiran style A, that is, before the new B.F. style comes in in the

last quarter of the seventh century (Price, East-Greeh Pottery
. p. 15); its first

appearance is probably on a transition-style oinoclioe in the Louvre (T roitlia,

p. 220) : from this time, it is the usual form right through to the very end of the

Camiran style.

The lotus flower with palmette filling on Arndt's sarcophagus and on the

sarcophagus in Athens is a late form : it is more highly conventionalised than

the lotus-palmette-filled wreath on most of the Camiran vases
(
Vroulia

, p. 202),

and is paralleled onlv on vases of a later phase of Camiran style (Yroulia :

PL 24).

I have shown that the cable with the palmette filling finds its parallel on the

rim of a big plate in the Ashmolean, a shape which I believe, with lvinch( Pro

p, 221). did not come in till the later phases of the Camiran style.

Again, the field-ornaments, especially the elaborate scolloped roundels,

are the field-ornaments of the middle and later phases of the Camiran style.

The groups of strokes which hang from the topline and are set on the base line

are found only in the later phases of Camiran style A, not earlier than the third

quarter of the seventh century.

If further evidence is needed to show that Kjellberg’s dating is half a

century too early, there is not only the style of the animals to which I have

already drawn attention, but there is the selection of the animals for the pictures.

I believe that the lion is never found in the earliest phases of Camiran style :

on the early oinochoai there are only wild goats, fallow deer, ducks or geese,

dogs, sphinxes and griffins : the lion makes his first appearance, perhaps, on an

oinoehoe in Berlin (Xo. 2915) ; this oinochoe belongs to the same class as one

in Copenhagen (Vroulia, Fig. 89), a class which must belong to the very end of

the early phase of Camiran style.

The wild boar comes in later than the lion ; I think his earliest appearance

is on an oinochoe in the British Museum (Fig. 2).

All the evidence, I think, therefore, points to a date not earlier than the

last quarter of the seventh century for these rectangular sarcophagi : Oikonomos’

new find may, of course, provide earlier examples.

E. R. Price.



HERODOTUS AND THE RECONSTRUCTION OF HISTORY

In selecting for the purpose of illustrating Herodotus' conception of the

proper relation of crrroSe^is to loropiri his account of the Lydian emigration to

Italy, I have not had in mind the requirements of the Etruscologist alone. The
Lydian setting of the story raises the whole question of the sources for the

reconstruction of the Dark Ages of Aegean history which Creek historians, at

the time of Herodotus and earlier, had at their disposal.

It is well known that from the point of view of Etruscologists this migration

story, which is usually accepted by them as a genuine tradition of origin, is

dated five centuries too early; 1 and although the arguments of Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, which mainly stress the total dissimilarity of Etruscan and

Lydian culture, are insufficient reason for discrediting Herodotus after the

lapse of so many centuries and in an age when philology was not a science, to

suppose without further investigation a mistake of 500 years is not only unfair

to Herodotus, but may remove whatever basis of fact the tradition originally

contained. The following attempt to explain the discrepancy involves the

rejection of the whole story in Herodotus (I. fil) as having any bearing upon the

Etruscan problem. It should, however, be borne in mind that this does not

necessarilv dispose of the Lydian hypothesis altogether, but merely calls into

question its claim to preferential treatment among tin* various traditions w hich.

from the time of Stesichorus onwards, brought Trojans or other non-Creek

inhabitants of Asia Minor to settle in Italy.

The ultimate origin of that part of Herodotus' store which deals with the

migration is not likely to he traceable to definite information obtained by him

about Lvdia. For it can scarcely be doubted that Herodotus and all his con-

temporaries had inherited a general supposition with regard to the origins of

the non-Creek population of Italy and parts of Sicily, which was based on no

definite evidence, but merely on the desire to explain what became oi the

Trojans and their allies expelled from the coasts of Asia Minor, or of the lYlasgi

expelled by the first Achaean invaders at a still earlier period. It was a generally

accepted belief—accepted, for example, by the Cretans at Rraisos 2- that the

Trojan war had resulted in a general famine and in the depopulation even of the

great Aegean islands as well as the Asiatic coast; and the evicted populations

had to be, and still have to be, accounted for somehow. But the theorv of a

1 The arrival of the Etruscans in Italy is migration from Lydia at least 5< »."> \eur*

dated by Randall Maclver {Villanorans and before (iyges, i,c. thirteenth century B.r., at

Early Etruscans) at the end of the ninth the latest,

century b.c., by Ducat i ( Etruria Anticrt, p. 4S) 2 Herod, vii. 171.

a century later. Herod, i. 7 dates the

89
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general exodus to the west is probably on a level with the Cretan belief that the

eviction of Minos (i.e. the destruction of the palace at Cnossos) had its sequel in

a Cretan exodus to Sicily .

3 All these stories are simply Greek versions of the

puzzle of the lost tribes of Israel : the survivors are located wherever there is

thought to be room for them. Civilised barbarians—the claim of the Maxyes

of Xorth Africa who painted themselves vermilion could scarcely be taken

seriously 4—such as the Tupcrr|voi and other tribes of Italy north of Magna
Graecia were recognised to be, were readily identified as Trojans, Phrygians,

or Lydians. Thus arose the various genealogies, invented to explain the

connexion, which afterwards found their way into the comprehensive pages of

Lycophron
;
and of these genealogical poems we have an example of Herodotus’

own time in the Phoronis of his friend 5 Hellanicus of Mitylene. According

to the Phoronis , the Tupcnp/ot were descended from Pelasgi, who came probably

from the district between the Caicus and the Hermus, founded Spina on the

Adriatic, and thence penetrated inland to found Cortona, the metropolis

of the Etruscans. This version, which agrees with the story of Herodotus in

bringing Tupcrr|voi from this part of Asia Minor eg
5

Oia(3piKOug, but builds the

whole story on Homeric genealogies
,

6 strongly suggests a common origin for

both in commonly accepted belief as to what became of the original inhabitants

of the part of Asia Minor overrun by Achaeans in the Trojan war or earlier.

But if I am right in supposing that it was part of the general purpose of

Herodotus to obtain further information on this subject of the dispersal of the

pre-Achaeans of Asia Minor, it follows that the specific connexion between

Lt/Jians and Tupcrqvoi was an accidental consequence of inquiry into the ancient

history of Lydia : for the general hypothesis had up to this time 7 no reason for

supposing Tupcrr|voi to be Lydians rather than any other non-Greek people of

western Asia Minor. Indeed, when the sources of the actual narrative in

Herodotus are examined, it will be found that this story has no specifically

Lydian foundation whatever, and that, although the information obtained by
Herodotus should have enabled him to draw certain legitimate conclusions

about the earliest history of Lydia, this story of the immigration into Etruria is

not one of them.

Herodotus has quite clearly found it hard to obtain information on Lydian

history of any period. For the history of the Mermnad dynasty he seems to

have relied chiefly on Milesian sources, to judge from the disproportionate part

which Miletus plays in the story of the exploits of these kings. When Miletus

fails, Herodotus is first thrown back upon information to be derived from the

priests of Cybele at Sardis, and the result is a jumble of Phrygian cult-myths.

He then turns apparently to Persian informants, who were ready to give a broad

general outline of the history of r\ avco ’Amp before the rise of Persia, but scarcely

3 Herod, vii. 170.
4 Ibid. iv. 191.
5 Suidas, s.v. ‘ETvAAvikos.

6 Hellanicus, ap. Dion. Hal. i. 28. Cf.

Lycophr. Aler. 1242-1249. * Teutamides,’

the father of their leader Xanas, is faked

from TTeAaoyoO TguraniSao of 11. ii. 843. For

the location of his kingdom between the

Caicus and Hermus, cf. Strabo, xiii. 3. 2.
7 Whereas Myrsilus of Lesbos

( ?) follows

approximately the genealogy given by
Herodotus, tracing the descent of Lydus
and Tyrrhenus from Manes and Cotvs (ap.

Dion. Hal. i. 27).
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competent to deal with the earlier history of a country with which they did not

come into contact until the time of Cyrus. Reliable guidance in chronological

matters was obtainable from Egyptian records
;
but since the Ramessid empire

had no more had direct contact with Asia Minor west of the Halys than the

Assyrian, it is hard to see how Egyptian chronology could contribute anything

to the knowledge of the internal history of Lydia. The question of how Hero-

dotus, who can be proved to have used these sources and no others, has

contrived to assemble so much outwardly convincing information on early

Lydian history will be best answered by a brief examination of the contribution

made to his story of the famine in Lydia and the consequent emigration to Italy

by each of these sources in turn.

The Sources of Herodotus I. 91.

I. Phrygian folk-tale .—Herodotus nowhere directly mentions the priests of

Cybele at Sardis as authorities for any part of his Lydian history. Rut the

exaggerated importance which he attaches, throughout his history of the

Persian wars, to the burning during the Ionian Revolt of the temple of
4

the

local goddess Cybebe ’ (Y. 102) at Sardis puts it beyond a doubt that these

priests supplied him with much of the material for his
4

history ’ of Lydia

;

and part of the same genealogical tree presently to be discussed as the foundation

of Lydian history is referred to by Herodotus later, in another connexion, in

such a way as to make clear its Sardian origin. 8

The result is what might be expected—the incorporation of a set of cult-

myths connected with the Mother Goddess in what purports to be an historical

narrative dealing specifically with Lydia. The story of Adrastus, the Phrygian

from the country of Midas and Gordias,9 and Atys the son of Croesus at the

boar hunt, is a glaring example
;

for obviously Adrastus is a perversion of the

MfjTrip ’'ASpaoros or Cybele herself, 10 who has undergone a metamorphosis to

suit Greek notions of the meaning of the name, while Atys is no son of Croesus,

but the god Attis, who according to one legend was slain by a boar. Similarly,

when we find the story of the Lvdian migration introduced by Herodotus with

the words
4

in the days of Atvs the son of Manes.’ it is clear at once that his

informants really meant the Phrygian gods Men and Attis. A new * dynasty/

beginning with the suggestive name of ’'Aypoov toO Nivou tou BpAou (I. 7)

really marks the advent of a new religion with a
4

hunter-god
5

of supposed

Assyrian and Babylonian or Phoenician antecedents. The dynasty of the

Heracleidae is, however, probably not the contribution of the priests of Sardis,

but comes from a similar Persian source.

This method of reconstructing
4

history ' can be elaborated, and was

elaborated, within the limits of the cult. Relatives were invented for the greater

8 Herod, iv. 45 : . . . AuSoi, (payevoi etti 'Aaieco xii. 5, 3.

tou Kotvcs tou Mavcco KFKAfjaOai ttiv *Aa(r|v ... 10 Cf. B.C.H. xi. (1887), p. 349. On the

orrr’ oteu Kai ttjv XapSiai <puXf]v kekA^ctOcji temple of Adrasteia at Cyzicus cf. Strabo,

'AaidSa. xiii. 1. 13.
9

i.e. the Pessinus region. Of. Strabo
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gods in the shape of minor local deities of various Phrygian towns. Thus

‘ Cotys/ the god of Cotiaeon, a town located bv the Peutinger Table near

Acmonia in the upper Maeander valley, 11 appears as a brother of Atys in

Herodotus: while Xanthus, the KorropOcoTfjs °f Lydian history and a con-

temporary of Herodotus, calls one of the sons of Atys ' Torrhebus/ Torrhebus,

like Cotys, is a god. this time of a town of the same name somewhere in the

Middle Maeander valley. The existence of the town c named after Torrhebus/

who was famous as the inventor of Toppfjpioc psAr|, is attested by Stephanus of

Byzantium (s.v. Toppr|j3os) and confirmed by the appearance of the lyre-plaving

god, together with his name, on the coins of Phrygian Hierapolis. 12 When
Xanthus is further quoted as explaining that while the true Lydians were

descended from Lvdus (who also appears as one of the two sons of Atys in

Herodotus), the descendants of Torrhebus were the Torrhebians, a tribe who

spoke a language
c

differing from Lydian as Ionian from Dorian/ it becomes

still more evident that his informants were really speaking of the god of this

Phrygian town.

How are we to explain the discrepancy between the pre-Heraclid dynasty

of Lydia as reported by Xanthus and as reported by Herodotus ? The name of

the second son of Atys according to Herodotus was not Toppripos but Tupor]v6s,

and he migrated to Italy and founded the cities of the TvpOTjvoi. Herodotus

has not, however, been guiltv of misquoting the traditional name in order to fit

the theory, for Tuporjvos also has the best Phrygian credentials, being simply

a cult-name of Attis. In the excavations of 1886 at Pergamon a letter of

Attalus II was discovered, granting orreAeia upoporrcov to the priests of ‘ Apollo

Tarsenos
?

there
;

13 and from the occurrence of the same cult-title attached to

Cybele ('Meter Tarsene*) at Kula near the river Hyllus on the borders of

Phrygia and Mysia, it appears that the Hellenistic cult at Pergamon belongs to

the original Phrygian stratum of religion centred round the worship of the

mother goddess. We can scarcely doubt that the Tuporjvos of Herodotus is

identical with the Taparjvos and Tapapyri of the inscriptions, as also with what

are apparently the alternative forms Tarsios and Tarseus in the same locality

of Kula, pointing to a survival of a tribe-name which gave rise to the epithet (cf

.

Zeus Karios, and Apollo Torrhebos above) in the people of Tarsus in Cilicia.

II. Persian Sources.—We have seen that the first Lydian ‘ dynasty
9

is an

invention of Phrygian priests at Sardis. No less certainly is the second

dynasty, that of the ‘ Heracleidae/ the invention of rfEpoECov oi Aoyioi, who, to

judge from the nature of their information, were probably priests too. For the

genealogy of ‘ Agron the son of Ninus the son of Belus the son of Alcaeus the

son of Heracles
J

(I. 7) is part of the same tree as the official Persian account of

11 Cf. Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of

Phrygia , Vol. ii. p. 588 n.
12 Head, Hist. Xum. p. 565 (Movyos and

T6ppTicj{?)os), and Drexler’s note (in Xeue
Jahrb. Phil, cxlv. (1892), p. 842) on a similar

inscribed coin. Boethius, Inst. Mus. 20,

has the name ‘ Coroebus Atyis films,’ but cf.

Plut. Mus. 15, Xanthus ap. Dion. Hal. i. 28.

13 For ApolloTarsenos atPergamon cf . A th .

Mitt. xxiv. p. 213 ; for Meter Tarsene at Kula,

Keil, Die Kulte Lydiens, in Anatolian Studies

presented to Sir TJ\ Ramsay, p. 251,andiUwsee

Behje, xi. p. 133; for Apollo Tarsios and
Apollo Tarseus at Kula, Keil loc. cit . ; for the

possible connection of all these cult-names

with Tarsus, v. p. 94 and note 22 below.
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their own descent through
4

Cepheus son of Belus ’ (VII. 61) and ‘ Perses son of

Perseus
7

(vii. 150). The whole genealogy was given as follows :

Heracles

i

Alcaeus

I

Belus
(
i.e . the god of Babylon)

i

Cepheus Danae

Andromeda — Perseus

Perses

Just as Perses the son of Perseus and grandson of Danae is tacked on at

one end as a political bait to Argos (cf. outgo av eiripev upsTspoi anoyovoi, in

Herod. VII. 150), so Heracles and Alcaeus were attached at the other, pre-

sumably to persuade Sparta of Persian good-will. The germ of truth in the

genealogy is probably the merging of the various religions of the Land of the

Two Rivers into one Assyrio-Persian worship of Aphrodite Urania (i.e.

Ishtar) according to the process of syncretism described to Herodotus and
reported by him. 14 ; Agron the son of Ninus the son of Belus

7

can then be

none other than the consort of Ishtar, correctly enough described as
£

the

Hunter-god. 7 13

But what has this to do with Lydia ? Clearly, nothing whatever, except

that it is true enough that the Assyrio-Persian religion did spread into Lvdia

as the Assyrian conquests advanced westwards. 16 We can only suppose that

Herodotus obtained this part of his story from Persians resident in the Lvdian

capital. Whoever they were, they were unable to give him any idea of dates,

but fired him with so intense a zeal to find out more about this Asiatic
k

dynasty 7

of Heracleidae that he not only made exhaustive inquiries about the antiquity

of the temple of Aphrodite Urania at Askalon. 17 but undertook special

journeys to Tyre, and afterwards to Thasos, for the express purpose of finding

out the ‘ date
7

of the Phoenician god to whom his informants gave the Greek

name of Heracles. 18

III. The Egyptian Evidence .—Whatever the order of his journeys, Hero-

dotus came to Egypt with his problem of the Heracleidae still unsolved. But

when he came to Egyptian Thebes, he came without knowing it to the fountain-

head of all the widespread traditions—Cretan included—about the dispersal

of the inhabitants of the coasts and islands of the Aegean at the time of the

Trojan war. The basis of them all must have been the Theban records of the

sea-raids on Egypt in the reign of Rameses III.

This conclusion I shall now attempt to establish from the following

14 Herod, i. 131. 16 Keil, op . cit ., p. 250 (on worship of

15 On this subject see Kisler’s work, Anaitis and Persike Thea).

Orpheus the Fisher. 1 4 Herod, i. 105. 18 Id. ii. 44.

Ninus
(eponymous hero

of Nineveh)
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considerations :—(1) Herodotus actually saw the temple of Rameses III in

Thebes, together with the reliefs which still remain on its walls, and heard

from the priests in charge of the records a description of the scenes represented.

(2) He proceeded to establish the chronology of his supposed Lydian dynasties,

on the basis of the descent upon Egypt, from these Egyptian sources.

Now Herodotus, while at Thebes, had every chance of being told the story

of the invasions under Rameses III
;

and, in fact, it would have been very

strange if he had not heard it. seeing that he was shown all the other sights of

Thebes, and that this temple, built by Rameses III as the great national

memorial of his exploits against the invaders, was one of the most famous.

Further, his chief informants, the priests of
k

Hephaestus,' must actually have

been the priests of this very temple. This is clear from the description which

Herodotus gives of their temple, with its double propvlaea on east and west,

and of the colossi said to represent summer and winter before the entrance on

the west. 19 The ascription of the priests and temple to
‘

Hephaestus ' is easily

explained, for Herodotus' description of the ayccAjja of this god in question as

Truypaiou avSpos pippais (III. 37) completes the identification with Ptah, the

Egyptian god of smiths, in his later form as a bandy-legged dwarf indistin-

guishable from Bes; and we know that Rameses III, although he actually

dedicated the temple to Amon, paid special honours to Ptah in its construction,

and also placed a statue of Ptah, with a dedication to him, in a prominent place

at the entrance to the first court of the temple, the first statue which a visitor

would see,20

Herodotus, then, was shown over the very temple on the walls of which
Rameses III (‘ Rhampsinitus ') had had the records of his exploits against the

invaders carved in relief : in fact, the historian expresses his special admiration
of the reliefs on the east end of the same temple, wrongly ascribing them,
however, to Mvcerinus, who is apparently one of the Pyramid-builders. He was
also taken to see the treasure-house of

4

Rhampsinitus.' which adjoins the south
side of the temple, and still stands ; and it is evidently the wonders of this

building, and the evidences of stupendous wealth which he saw there, which
prevented the traveller from gauging the relative importance of the various
pieces of historical information he had received from the priests. A more
detailed account of what they told him would have been a notable contribution
to the historical knowledge of his time.

The importance and the contents of the records of the Rameses temple
ha\ e been too often discussed to need repetition here.21 It is sufficient to
notice that the account of the Syrian war undertaken by Rameses III late in
his reign mentions as his enemies the same * peoples of the sea

5 who together
invaded Egvpt from Asia Minor in the reign of Merneptah and again gives
a prominent place to Shardina (people of Sardis ?), Shakalsha (Sagalassians of
Pisidia ?) and ‘ T r sh, who are not TupaTjvoi. but most probably ‘ men of

19 Id. ii. 121, 136 init. Cf. Breasted, so Breasted, loc. cit.

Ancient Records of Egypt, iv. 16, 191. 21 Cf. e.g. Breasted, op . cit., iii. § 580,
The colossi have now disappeared. and iv., p. 3 ft.
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Tarstash/ 22 The cause of their invasion had been widespread famine :
‘ they

spend their time going about the land fighting to fill their bodies daily ; they

come to the land of Egypt to seek the necessities of their mouths.' 23

It remains to be shown that this is the famine which Herodotus has pro-

jected into his history of Lydia, and made the cause of an emigration (via Egypt
as one of the

c many countries ’) to Italy. If it can be proved that in the dating

of his early Lydian history Herodotus has used a characteristically Egyptian

and un-Greek system of chronology which actually dates the Lydian famine to

the period of these sea-raids, the story of the sources of this early Lydian

history will be complete.

Now it is odd that Herodotus, who elsewhere invariably reckons three

generations to a century,24 should ascribe to the twenty-two Heracleidae in

Lydia a dynasty lasting only 505 years, which allows them a negligible fraction

under 23 years each. This seems doubly peculiar in that he gives the five

Mermnadae who follow them an average reign of exactly a third of a century

each, 170 years altogether, counting the
4

three extra years ’ which Apollo

allowed to Croesus. One is tempted to think that the chronology of the two

Lydian dynasties comes from the same source and should therefore be reckoned

on the same system; the more so, in that in the case of the Mermnadae the

method of Herodotus makes the dynasty begin a generation too early, as com-

parison with Assyrian records will show. If we assume the date 54b for

the fall of Croesus (since this particular controversy does not affect the

general argument), Gyges, according to Herodotus, begins his 38 years’

reign in 716; according to the annals of Ashurbanipal he sends troops

to help Psammetichus ; and Psammetichus, on Herodotus' own reckoning,

supported by Egyptian chronology, cannot have
k

shaken off the yoke of

my lordship ' (to quote Ashurbanipal) until 669. If, on the other hand, we

allow an average of 23 years for the Mermnad kings, the dynasty will begin

in 661, which agrees with the other evidence, and the reigns of the twenty-two

Heracleidae 505 years earlier, in 1166 instead of 1221. On this reckoning the

rise of the Heracleid dynasty would be precisely dated from the end of the reign

of Rameses III (1197-1167)
;
for the Theban priests would naturally assume that

the population of Lydia changed as a result of famine and emigration,25 and

that this new ‘ dvnastv of the Heracleidae ' (i.e. the anachronistic contribution

of the Persians) mentioned by Herodotus was a consequence of the repopulation.

Even the duration of the famine in Lydia for eighteen years (I. 94) before the

23 T’r’sh — ‘ men of Tarshish ? ’ i.e. of 4), and their ancestors, perhaps from further

Tarsus in Cilicia. Cf. Joseph. Ant. Jud. i. north, may well have taken part in this

127, Gapaels* outgo yap foaAerro t6 iraAaubv rj invasion of Egypt.

KzXiKia* armeiov 6e. Tapaos yap Trap
1

aurois tgov 23 Breasted, iii. § 580; cf. iv. § 120.

TtoXecovfi d^ioXoycoTcmi KaXelTai, arjTpoTToXisouaa, 24 Herod, li. 142 : yeveal yap Tpsis avSpwv

x6 tou Trpos tt|v xArjaiv avTi tou ©fyra jiETa- £kot6v exea £ari.

paAAoirrcov {i.e. because the native word was 25 Hence Herodotus (i. 7) supposes the

impossible for Greeks to pronounce). Tuparjvot ‘ Maeonians ’ to change their name to

or Taporivol looks like another attempt (cf. Lydians in the generation of the migration,

above p. 92 and note 13). Cilicians are The significance of the change was a contro-

suitable ‘ brothers of Kittun ’ (Cypriotes) versial question later. Cf. Strabo, xii. 8. 3.

and ‘ Rhodanim 5 (Rhodians, cf. Genesis, x.
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final departure for Italy seems to fit the story of the Egyptian priests, for it

would thus date the beginning of the raids from Asia Minor and Syria in 1194

b.c., Eratosthenes’ date for the fall of Troy and the famine associated with

it. The priests thought that the records of the defeat of Shardina threw

light on Lydian history, but however correct their own astronomical data,

could onlv convey the date of the defeat approximately in generations to a

Greek.26
’

We now appear to have found the right clue to the relation between Hero-

dotus’ famine in Lydia and the invasion of Egypt, for an examination of the

Egyptian system of chronology, as reported by Herodotus, reveals the signi-

ficant fact that in the fifth century B.c. they actually did reckon a generation at

about 23 years.

Herodotus says that he was shown 341 statues of kings, and as many of

priests, in the temple of
c Hephaestus ’ at Thebes, each pair representing a

generation. He goes on to say 27 that the reign of the last of these kings, Setho,

was ended by the invasion of Sennacherib, i.e. soon after 667 b.c. Herodotus,

on the Greek reckoning of three generations to a century, therefore takes the

beginning of the Theban kingdom back 11,340 years (sic), beyond 12,000 b.c.,

with the further startling information that during that time

—

c

according to

the priests
'—the sun had four times changed its course, and had 6

twice risen

where it now sets and set where it now rises.’ That this addition is due to

misunderstanding of an explanation of Sothic 1460-year cycles has long been

recognised. 28 It is. of course, impossible to decide from the words of Hero-

dotus alone—since he has recorded so preposterous an interpretation of the

account he received—whether the priests referred to four ends of cycles, or to

four cycles completed during the reigns of the 341 kings, during only two (A and C)

of which (according to Herodotus' version) the sun appeared to travel from east

to west, and during two (B and D) from west to east, changing again to its east-

to-west course before the fifth century b.c. If the priests referred to ends of

periods, the first ending-point would fall in 5701 B.c.
;

29
if to completed cycles,

the first would begin 1460 years earlier, in 7161 b.c. In either case the list

of kings was made up to begin before the date in question. If, however, it was

supposed to begin between 7161 and 5701, the average royal generation would

be reckoned, at its maximum
,
at the improbably low figure (even for unhealthy

Egyptian royal houses) of about 19 years; if between 8621 and 7161, the

estimate would lie between rather under 24 and about 20 years.

M e thus arrive at a result which supports the contention that the 23-year

generation was an Egyptian chronological principle in the time of Hecataeus and

Herodotus and not before ;
for there is good reason to suppose that the Egyptian

26 ‘ Yarsu
( ?), a certain Syrian,’ on the

evidence of the Harris Papyrus. Cf.

Breasted, Ancient Records, iv. § 398.
27 341 in Herod, ii. 142. The number 345

given to Hecataeus {id. ii. 143) who must
therefore have visited Thebes before the

death of Ama&is, includes also the first four

Suite kings. Cf. also Herod, ii. 43, £s "Anaaiv

paaiAsOaavra, 4

to the beginning of A.’s

reign,’ referring apparently to the same con-

versation with Hecataeus.
28 Poole, Horne Aeyyptiacae, p. 94.
29 According to Censorinus, a cycle ended

in a.t>. 139 {Petrie, History of Eyypt, p. 250).

The preceding cycles would therefore end in

1321 b.c., 2781, 4241, 5701, 7161 . . .
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chronographers themselves arrived at their principle by averaging the reigns

of the Saite kings.30

Herodotus, then, has reconstructed early Lydian ‘ history ’ out of Phrygian

and Persian pseudo-genealogies, the content being supplied from Egyptian
history, and the whole strung together on an Egyptian system of dating.

How far was his method universal, and to what extent has it influenced

Greek tradition ? To one aspect of this question the adoption of the same
Egyptian chronology for the dating of the Minos story in Crete, and also

apparently by Hellanicus and the Sicilian historians on the subject of the arrival

of Pelasgi in Italy,31 suggests an answer. AVe must suspect that all the earlier

Greek tradition goes back, after the fashion of the more specialised researches of

Herodotus, to Egyptian sources, and could therefore draw also upon Hittite

records at second-hand.

To the further question of how far Herodotus and his immediate successors

realised the basis of truth which lav beneath the type of information thev received

from Phrygian and Persian priests—namely, the fact of the spread of religion

and culture by a dominant race—only further study of the Greek authors can

give an answer. This rationalist view of the genealogising habit may not indeed

have been altogether lost on Herodotus : otherwise it is hard to see why he

attached so much importance to the
4

age
5

of the Tvrian Heracles. But although

he has put the
4

dynasty
5

of the Assyrio-Persian religion after the emigration

from (and consequent weakening of) Lydia, we can see that he has probably

done so on the advice of the Egyptian priests, so that all uncensored genealogies

of the same type in the Greek historians should be treated with the greatest

suspicion.

K. M. T. Chrimes.

ADDENDUM

Ox the Method of Dating employed by Herodotus’ Egyptian Informants

The reigns of the six Saite kings between 651 and 525. counting Psamtik

III, who lost his kingdom after one year, average exactly 21 years; without

Psamtik III, exactly 25 years. To split the differences between the two results,

thus arriving at a 23-year average, would seem to the chronographers a fair

estimate. Of. also p. 96. note 27. But the argument only becomes cogent

when taken in connexion with the deliberate application of the principle to

early Egyptian chronology. The early chronicles do not. in fact, warrant the

assumption of a 23-year generation : for example, the well-authenticated Xllth

Dynasty list of eight kings gives 228 years, averaging 28-1 years each (cf. Breasted.

30 Cf. Addendum.
31 Herod, vii, 171 (Cretans). The ‘third

(Egyptian) generation ’ before the Trojan

war gives approximately the date of the

destruction of Cnossus. Cf. also Hellanicus

J.II.S.—VOL. L.

and Phihstus, ap. Dion. Hal. i. 22, and for

transference of Cretan tradition into Italian

history, cf. Vergil. AcmuL lii. 142 (famine

after the Trojan war), with Herod, vn. 171.

H
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Records of Ancient Egypt , I. p. 222) ; in the XIXth Dynasty the average is about

25 years, in the XXth 271 years. In view of the long period of foreign domina-

tion and universal destruction lasting for over 400 years before the Saites. most

of the gallery of royal statues shown to Hecataeus and Herodotus must have

been late forgeries; and their informants, being rather astronomers than

historians, apparently knew very little about any other ancient records than

the reliefs carved on their own temple. The calendars among the inscriptions

of the Medinet Habu temple did in fact enable them to determine the dates

of events in Raineses Ill's reign exactly
; but precise Egyptian astronomical

records could not well be communicated to Hecataeus and Herodotus.

Iv. M. T. Chrimes.



AN ALLEGED ARCHAIC GROUP

[Plates V, VI.]

4 The critics who have brought forward such arguments will, it is to be

hoped, soon come to realise that once the sculptures can be openly submitted

to the judgment of science, ill will it go with a scholar's reputation if his doubts

of their genuineness are known/* 1 With such quasi-papal thunder does

a certain professor conclude his six-hundred-word panegyric of the group

recently published by Studniczka 2 (Fig. 1). True, that at the time he wrote

he had not seen the group. But since he goes on to declare that
f

in dealing

with works of this quality the judgment of style made possible by good photo-

graphs is even more important than the observation of technical details on

the marble itself/ 3
1 do not hesitate to put forward a study based on such

observation. For although judgment on aesthetic grounds is important,

it has no ulterior sanction
;
and if I say—as I think—that the piece of sculpture

is ugly and not of ancient style, this opinion may have as much or as little

validity as the professor's, that the sculptor was a late archaic Greek and one

who could hold his own with the best of his period. 4

If this champion will meet the doubts which must arise in the mind of

anyone who has studied the details of the marble itself, I will join issue with

him on the aesthetic ground, and will try to explain why I think the group

cannot possibly have emanated from the brain and hand of a fifth-century

sculptor. These doubts arise from certain features, unimportant aesthetically,

which could not, I think, be present in a genuine piece. Breaks, first. Across

the left shoulder and breast of the male figure is a large fracture (Fig. 2, «),

caused by some instrument, you might say the pickaxe of an excavator, were

it not that the marks left by it postulate a very strange kind of pickaxe

(Fig. 2, b ;
Fig. 3, a ) ;

and the broken surface, but for some dirt, is as when
it was made. But between it and the base of the neck is another surface

different from the first, yet not sculptured, but again broken : broken, but

1 * Hoffentlich kommen aueh die Each-
genossen, die solche Gruende vorgebraeht

haben. bald zur Einsicht, denn wenn die

Sculpturen einmal dem LTteil der Wissen-

sc-haft oeffentlich unterbreitet werden koen-

nen. wird es fuer den Ruf eines Gelehrton

n ieht guenstig sein, wenn bekannt wird,

dass cr die Echtheit angezweifelt hat."

J Jahrbuch , 43 (1928), pp. 140 ff. The
present owner of the group, with character-

istic generosity, has given his consent to

this publication, though knowing it to be

hostile.
3 " Bei Arbeiten dieser Qualitaet ist die

Beurteilung ties StiU, the durch gute

Aufnahmen ermoegheht wird, auch wicht-

iger als die Beobachtung teohmscher
Einzelheiten am Marmor selbst.’

4 ’ Jedenfalls konnte er mit den Besten
seiner Zeit aufnehmen/

H 290
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thereafter treated with some strong corrosive until the surface is blurred like

sugar-icing, and the edges rounded (Fig. 2, c). Another break, this time

where the man's long locks of hair end on his shoulder (Fig. 4, above

the line AB). A break ? Yes, but again and yet more obviously not an

innocent one : the surface has distinct marks of tooling, careless to a degree,

yet undoubtedly produced by a thin metal instrument. One more thing

worthy of note here : the end of one of the long locks has been carried over

the break (I have marked the place by two arrows)-—a break which cannot

have been created until some years, and, if these strange marks are pickaxe

marks, probably some hundreds of years after the archaic period.

Now, and most important of all, the actual execution of the piece, the

way in which the marble is worked.

We happen to know' something about ancient methods of workmanship,

and our information demonstrates that in archaic times the drill was not used

except to bore holes, that it was held steadily in one place while it revolved.

No undoubted archaic piece of sculpture show's any other method. I illustrate

four, from numberless examples, of the working of the hair in archaic times

(Plate Y, a-g)
}
from which it will be seen that each channel in the hair is carefully

chiselled out, not drilled.

The running drill is a different instrument from the ordinary drill, the

point being moved along while revolving so as to produce, not a single

circular hole, but a groove. Now the running drill w'as introduced in Athens

(and there is no shadow' of evidence to indicate that its use was anticipated

elsewhere) between the time of the Parthenon frieze and that of the balustrade

of Athena Nike. Plate V, (e), (/) and (g) illustrate its introduction, (e) is a

detail of a slab of the frieze of the Parthenon. The sculptor, in order to produce

a groove, has bored a series of holes with a simple drill and then broken away
the thin w alls which separated them.5

(g) y
from the balustrade, showr

s where

the sculptor, wanting to make a groove, has cut it out with a continuous move-

ment of a drill, held obliquely to the surface and forced along as it revolved.

A ery good. If we find in an alleged archaic sculpture the free and confident

use of an instrument which all our other evidence show's was not invented

until at least fifty years after the latest archaic period, w'hat is the conclusion ?

The conclusion is of some importance, for this is precisely what we do

find in the group. Fig. 5, the long locks of the man; Figs. 6 and 7,

those hands which this compeer of the greatest sculptors of that great age

had no shame in giving to the world—all show' unmistakable traces of the

running drill. Most important of all, because most clear, is the hair of the

girl, which I give on a large scale (Plate XI). Let us follow the course of one of

the kind of grooves which can be seen in all undoubted archaic sculptures to

have been made by the chisel, with the rare auxiliary use of single holes from

5 What remains is a channel with a series drapery of the central figure of Plate (/) show
of partly abraded holes within it. These the same process, but here some of the walls

were made by the point of the drill, and dividing the drill-holes still remain. The
were not quite smoothed away by the pro; ess is that normally employed in the
sculptor in finishing. The edges of the frieze of the Parthenon.
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the stationary drill. Take the second groove behind the back edge of the

broad ribbon and above the narrow—where I have placed, in the photograph,

a small cross—and follow it upwards. It starts with a single drill-hole, one

of a series perhaps made in roughing out the work, which, in spite of the liberal

bath of acid to which at some time the marble has been subjected, can be seen

following the upper edge of the narrow ribbon and marking the ends of the

grooves. From this drill-hole starts a groove of flattened S-shape which can

only have been cut by the continuous motion of a running drill, as far as the

first horizontal wave of the hair. Here, towards the end of the bore, by
accumulation of pressure, the revolving point has cut a somewhat deeper

hollow
:
phenomenon familiar to those who have sat in the dentist’s chair.

A moment's rest, and then on again out of the picture. There is not a single

groove on the whole head, whether above or below the ribbon, which has not

been worked in a similar way.

Until these simple phenomena are explained, all attempts at reconstructing

the group and analysing its composition, all speculations on the school which

produced it or the building which it ornamented, all eulogies of its maker or

its merit, are mere waste of time. Bernard Ashmole.



SOME NOTES ON FIFTH-CENTURY HISTORY

The appearance of the Cambridge Ancient History has revived interest in

a number of problems not yet solved. Here are four of the fifth century, on

which the authors of the C.A.H. take what is on the whole the prevalent view,

and on which something still remains to be said.

I. The Peace of Callias

Mr. Walker (C.A.H. v. 469-471) argues that the embassy of Callias (Hdt.

vii. 151-2) must have been sent about 460, for the simultaneous Argive embassy

was asking for a renewal of an old friendship by Artaxerxes, and so had set out

soon after the latter’s accession. He forgets to add that Herodotus expresses

doubts whether any such embassy was ever sent by Argos. He also says that

the embassy 4 must have been sent at a time when Argos \\sls in danger of being

attacked, obviously by Sparta/ and so before 451 . Why ? (We may note in

passing that Mr. Walker’s
4 spokesman of the democratic party in Athens in

461
J

was brother-in-law to Cimon.) He then examines the terms of the

peace-treaty as they have come down to us : 1 .

4 As Persia never resigned her

claim to the tribute of the Greek cities, she cannot possibly have recognised their

antonomy/ AVhy not '? Did France resign her claim to Alsace and Lorraine

in 1871 ? Autonomy was a much-used and elastic term. Persia could use it,

meaning by it freedom for the cities from domination by Athens (they were to

be free allies)
;
Athens used it as the liberator of Greece. The autonomy of

Aegina was conceded by Athens in the treaty of 445, and Sparta guaranteed that

of all Greek cities in 386. 2.
4

It is inconceivable that a term so vague as

either of these (Tpicov Tjpepcov 65os, nnrov 5p6pos) could figure in a treaty.’ Is

it ? The last sentence of Article 2 of the Convention respecting the Regulation

of the Liquor Traffic ’ signed between the British and American Governments at

Washington in 1924 is to the effect that
c The rights conferred by this Article

shall not be exercised at a greater distance from the coast of the United States

than can be traversed in one hour by the suspected vessel/ And is ‘ 500

stadia
J

in reality any less vague a term in a land of few roads and unsurveyed ?

And if the use of the term is inconceivable, why did fourth-century fabricators

use it ? 3. The discrepancy as to one of the terms is no argument
;

for it is as

difficult or as easy to explain whether the inscription was genuine or false

—

easier, if anything, if it was genuine
;

for it is a little more probable that Iso-

crates (who ever looked to him for accuracy ? )
would exaggerate the terms of

an old treaty than of one recently (shall I say ?) published. 4. Finally, Thuc.

viii. 56. 4 does most certainly suggest the existence of some such treaty :
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Persia is to be an ally, not an enemy, of Athens, if she might bring her fleet to the

Aegean

—

vaus tj^iou ("AAKipiaSris) eocv (AacnAga ttoisictOou Kai TrapcarAstv tt]v

eoarroO yfjv oirr) av Kai ocrais av pouArjTai : is that natural language if there had

been nothing but an informal agreement to end aggression on both sides ? All

that Air. Walker leaves us with is, in 461 an embassy but no result (for war began

again in 459), and in 449 a result, the cessation of hostilities, but no embassy.

This is how we correct the faulty historical methods of the ancients.

II. The Citizenship Law of 451-0 and the Siayf^tcris of 445-4

This is discussed by three different scholars, Air. Tod, Air. Walker and

Prof. Adcock (pp. 5, 102-3, 167-8) ;
they agree in connecting the passing of the

law and the scrutiny closely, and in regarding the former as motived only by
the selfishness of a demos determined to keep its privileges to itself. Indeed

Prof. Adcock says that the scrutiny was nothing but the retrospective enforce-

ment of the law, and Air. AValker says that, as a -preliminary to the distribution

of Psammetichus' corn, the list of citizens was revised. This seems to me all

wrong. The idea of kinship as the basis of membership of the state was funda-

mental throughout Greece, and in this respect the nationality of the mother was
as important as that of the father ; it was not confined to Athens or to demo-
cracies. As there was, in fact, so much intercourse between the different cities,

and barriers to trade and change of domicile had broken down, there had been

in practice, inevitably, some intermarriage (how much at Athens we do not

know—certainly chiefly among the Few)
;
but the law of 451 was an attempt to

restore what was regarded as normal by the Alanv
;

it was in accordance with

average sentiment. And that, next to this, the chief motive was a fear lest the

population would continue increasing and eventually make the constitution

unworkable, we need not doubt. The constitution was only workable within a

certain limit of numbers, and it is Aristotle, no friend of the democracy, who says

that this was the motive of the law.

1

(Air. AValker says we must be on our guard

against thinking of the measure as undemocratic in the ancient sense of the

term. ... To the Greeks democracy meant, not the overthrow of privilege, but
merely the extension of its area.’ Exactly

;
and this law did not extend, but

narrowed the area, and was therefore undemocratic in the ancient sense of the

word, as in the modern—or rather would have been, had not the feeling for

kinship pulled in the other direction.) Professor Adcock sums up :

4

This

narrow policy was a grievous error. The limit of Athenian greatness was the

limit of her devoted citizens, and this action is a great reproach on the state-

1 We must, however, remember that the
admission as citizens of the children of citizen

men and foreign women would not as such
increase the population, unless there were
citizens who refused to marry at all because
they could not marry foreigners. Only a
corresponding admission of the children of

citizen women and foreign men would do
this. Indeed one may suppose that one of

the motives in 451 was a fear that citizens’

daughters would not get married, as it

almost certainly was in 403, when there were
so many more women than men among the
citizen population. It was the refusal of

Athens (here again like every other Greek
city) to naturalise the metics, even though
settled for many generations, that more than
anything else kept the numbers down.
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craft of Pericles, a denial of Athens’ past, and a menace to Athens' future.’

That one of the chief causes (though not the only one) of Athens' failure to unite

Greece was an insufficient man-power, and that this in turn was caused largely

by her citizenship laws is true. But that should not make us forget that, had

the numbers of her citizens risen rapidly to GO,000, 80,000, 100,000 (mainly

concentrated in the towns), the whole constitution and manner of public life

would have changed, as they did at Rome. Athens could not have remained

true to her fj©os; and we should recognise, not only that a determination to

remain true to her past was a natural one, but that, however much she might

have gained by a more generous decision, she would also have lost much, and the

world would have lost with her. Impracticable, absurd her institutions may
have been ; but there is something precious (and certainly unique) in conditions

that will produce an Aristophanes and a Demosthenes.

Secondly, this citizenship law was not made retrospective in 451, as the

cases of Cimon and of Thucydides or Olorus show (and the analogy of 403 would

suggest), and there is no reason for supposing any retrospective measure, nor

any measure at all except a decree ordering a scrutiny in every deme, in 445.

Owing to the very considerable increase of the foreign population (not all of it

with metic rights) since 479. to the growth of the towns and the emigration

thither of poor citizens as well as foreigners free and slave, and to the fact that

a citizen did not change his deme with his domicile, a large number of persons,

aided by the muddle caused by this rapid development, had got themselves or

their children or other people's children fraudulently enrolled as citizens,

many very likely after news had come that there was to be a gift of corn from

Egypt
;

all claimed their share, and in consequence of the scandal a universal

scrutiny was ordered. This is not to deny that selfishness was a powerful

motive with many voters in 451, and there was doubtless much malice, back-

biting, blackmail, lying and uncharitableness in 445, and much injustice done.

Men’s characters are various. But the object of the Siavprjqncns was to investi-

gate charges of fraud.

III. Thucydides, iv. 48. 5

Kai f] crracris TroAAf] yevo{aevr| eTeAeuTrjaev eg touto, oaa ye Kccra tov

TroAe{jiov TovSe, k.t.A. :

We may fairly assume (says Prof. Adcock, pp. 480-3) that the quali-

fications (6 croc ye Kara t.ttoA.t.) was added after the end of the Arcliidamian

war and before Thucydides had conceived of a single twenty-seven years'

war, of which the Arcliidamian was only a part. For the stasis at Corcvra

broke out again in 411-10 B.c., a fact which presumably caused the

historian to insert the qualification. If that is so, then it was not till after

this qualification was made, i.e. after 411-10 b.c., that Thucydides came

to view the whole series of struggles as one.

Why could not the whole sentence have been written soon after 421, when
he was writing up his notes, say about 418, when it was already clear to anyone
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of sense (if it had not been in 121) that war might break out again at any

moment, and the qualification inserted to guard against the assumption that

internal peace in Corcyra was assured
(

4

stasis may break out again at any

moment ') \ Even if it were not added till after 410, it can only mean that

Thucydides was still preserving a purely formal distinction between the

Archidamian and the later periods. That he had not yet conceived of the series

of struggles as one I find it impossible to believe. He could not yet conceive

it as a completed whole, as we can, for it was not yet finished, and he did not know

what the end would be
; but that is a very different matter.

In general, in his note on the composition of Thucydides’ history, especially

on the speeches. Prof. Adcock is refreshingly sane
;
though he inclines to the

view that the Athenian speech at Sparta in 432 may be late because it throws

out the balance of the composition. This is to argue like Dionysius—that

Thucydides ought to have suppressed the speech, because it is inartistic—it

spoils the look of the thing. And I wish historians who believe that the Funeral

Speech was composed after 404 as an Epitaphios on Athens would answer the

questions. Did Pericles deliver the speech over the dead of 431, and, if so, what

did he say, and what notes did Thucydides make at the time ?

I also believe that Thucydides' explanation of the origin of the war is

sufficient and true (that at least was what the war decided, that there was to be

no one Greek state powerful enough to unite Greece) ; and that there is no reason

to assign the composition of the digression, i. 89-117, and therefore, this con-

ception of the true cause of the war, to a time subsequent to 407-6, the latest date

recorded of Hellanieus’ Atthis, What a touching faith we have in the unity of

works of which only fragments remain. Why should we suppose that the last

recorded event in a Chronicle is prior to the original publication of any section of

it ? The view that the digression (including the criticism of his predecessors) is

an essay of his early years, designed especially to get events in their right order,

and subsequently thrown into the preface of his great work, unfinished and
never adapted to its new position (cf. Harrison, Camb, Philol. Soc. Proc. xci-

xciii, 1912, p. 9), is much more probable.

IV. Damasithymus

Mr. Munro (vol. iv. p. 312) repeats the error of Macan that Damasithymus,
whose ship was sunk by Artemisia at Salamis, was her own vassal. For this

there is neither evidence nor excuse. He was a Carian, king in Calynda.
All ^Artemisia s subjects were Dorian Greeks, including the inhabitants of

Calydna or Calymnus (Hdt. vii. 98-99).

A. W. Gomme.
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§ 1. Introduction.

In the Greek writings of the first millennium of the Christian era we find

our earliest evidence of that remarkable body of doctrine known as Alchemy.

Arising perhaps in the traditional knowledge of the Egyptian priesthood, it

flourished as a living science and creed for seventeen centuries. The earliest

alchemical works that have survived are all written in Greek, and the extant

Greek alchemical writings run to more than eighty thousand words. The bulk

of these documents is evidence of the attraction which the science possessed

for the philosophers of the Byzantine age. Alchemy was then no mere by-way

of thought, but one of the major departments of knowledge.

The alchemical writings have affinities with other contemporarv works.

It is, therefore, well to decide on the meaning we shall attach to the word

Alchemy before discussing its methods and origin. In the forms ccAyEpia,

dAyt] jjua, etc. the word first appears subsequent to the date at which the most

important Greek alchemical texts were composed. These texts themselves

usually refer to their subject as
4 The Work/ ‘ The divine and sacred Art/ ‘ The

making of gold/ and but rarely use the much-discussed word Xu^a
>

etc., which has since entered our vocabulary as Chemistry.

Alchemy and Chemistry were, of course, distinguished from each other

only at a late date. The derivation of chemistry from alchemy should not lead

us to assume that the alchemy of Greek times could correctly be called chemistry.

Certain substances may have been investigated for specific purposes, but we

know of no early investigation in that scientific spirit which is to be distin-

guished from practical crafts such as metallurgy or dyeing. Alchemy is distin-

guished from metallurgy, not bv a scientific spirit, but rather by its special-

isation on a particular metallurgical problem and its exaltation of that problem

to a matter of more than material significance. The conception of rigidly

defined chemical individuality could not be in existence in the early days of

alchemy. On the old theory all matter was made up of mixtures in varying

proportions of the four elements, air, fire, earth and water. The alteration of
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the properties of a metal was thus not a task which presented itself as in conflict

with any established theoretical principle. Yet although alchemy, looked at

from the point of view of a practical craft, may be regarded as a department of

metallurgy, it had from its first appearance a supernatural element associated

with it.

The lack of interest in the general properties of matter is noteworthy. All

the practical instructions or recipes deal with the production of gold, silver and

purple, or in one or two instances precious stones. The texts make it clear

that numerous chemical phenomena must have been discovered in the course

of the alchemical processes, which include multifarious fusions, sublimations

and distillations. Yet the alchemists found none of these phenomena interest-

ing enough to mention. No one who had used sulphur, for example, could fail

to remark the curious phenomena which attend its fusion and the subsequent

heating of the liquid. Now while sulphur is mentioned hundreds of times

there is no allusion to any of its characteristic properties except its action on

metals. This is in such strong contrast to the spirit of the Greek science of

classical times that we must conclude that the alchemists were not interested

in natural phenomena other than those which might help them to attain their

object. Nevertheless, we should err were we to regard them as mere gold-

seekers, for the semi-religious and mystical tone, especially of the later works,

consorts ill with the spirit of the seeker of riches.

This religious atmosphere is present in almost all the alchemical texts and

serves to distinguish them from purely technical treatises. Certain of the

earliest alchemical works were, probably, at one time wholly practical in

content but even these seem to have been provided with a supernatural

setting in order to make them more acceptable to a later public. The

religious element in Greek alchemical works links them to Egypt rather

than to Greece. The deeply religious nature of the Egyptian seems to

make itself apparent here. We shall not find in alchemy any beginnings

of a science, but rather an attempted interpretation of secrets of the

past by men who believed that they might restore or rediscover lost or

concealed knowledge, once possessed by the priests of Egypt, or by ancient

philosophers. At no time does the alchemist employ a scientific procedure.

He does not survey the theory and practice of his art and build up a method

therefrom, nor does he ever base his practice on his theoretical beliefs concerning

the nature of matter and its interactions. He is for ever concerned in finding

out what the ancient authors meant. The reverence paid to the legendary

figures of ancient science, such as Democritus, Ostanes and Hermes, and conse-

quently to the authors who wrote in their names, paralysed research along new
lines. Under the Arabs rose the second wave of alchemical progress, leading

in a short time to chemical discoveries greater and more numerous than any

made by the Greeks.

§2. The Papyri.

We derive our knowledge of Greek alchemy from a large number of

mediaeval manuscripts and from a few papyri of earlier date.
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Three papyri in Leyden are the most ancient known which treat of the

subjects of alchemy or metallurgy. They are of about the third century a.d.,

and form part of a collection probably emanating from a tomb. 1 One contains

magical incantations of a fairly early gnostic character. In the same papyrus

is a list of 37 names of plants, minerals, etc., together with their mystical or

sacred names. This synonymy is of interest in view of the alchemical practice

of giving many names to the same substance. Two fragmentary metallurgical

recipes occur also in this papyrus, affirming by their position the association of

metallurgy with magic and gnostic mysticism. A second papyrus contains

names of a few substances used in connexion with the writing of magical

formulae.

The third alchemical papyrus at Leyden is more important for our purpose.

It contains 101 recipes, all of a character bearing upon alchemy. Sixty-five of

these are metallurgical. They are concerned chiefly with the making of gold

and asemos. Fifteen are concerned with writing in letters of gold and silver.

Eleven are recipes for dyeing stuffs. Ten are extracts from the Materia Medica

of Dioscorides concerning minerals used in the recipes. This is, therefore, one

of the earliest portions of a text of Dioscorides that we possess.

2

Some of the

metallurgical recipes are of great interest as resembling those given by such

authors as the alchemical writer
4

Democritus.’

The Leyden papyri have been dated to the third century by Reuvens and Leemans,

on the evidence afforded by the character of the script, and by their format. The authors

cited in them are
6
Democritus,* Phimenas, Anaxilaus and i Aphrikianos.’ The dating of

1 Democritus ’ is uncertain, but probably he is to be placed in the first century a.d. (see

p. 114). Phimenas may perhaps be identified with Pammenes, but even so he affords little

help in dating. The age of Anaxilaus is also doubtful. Aphrikianos, however, is very

probably Julius Sextus Africanus, who lived at the beginning of the third century a.d.

This would be in agreement with the dating arrived at from the other sources mentioned.

Of somewhat less alchemical interest than the Leyden papyrus, though

important on other grounds, is the papyrus of Stockholm, of about the same

date and character as those at Leyden. It contains 152 recipes, 9 concerned

with metals, 73 with precious stones and 70 with dyeing. Its date is probably

the same as that of the Leyden papyri.

§ 3. The Manuscripts .

There is a great body of Greek alchemical manuscripts, chiefly of the six-

teenth century or later. A few early manuscripts are known. The later,

with the exception of those containing the few texts referred to in § 4(rZ), are

all more or less accurate copies of these. The similarity of earlier and later

manuscripts shows that Byzantine alchemy was quite static.

The early manuscripts of primary importance are three in number. A

1 This collection was acquired by the Government in 1828.

Chevalier d'Anastasi, Swedish vice-consul 2 See C. Singer, ‘ Herbal in Antiquity,'

in Egypt at the beginning of the nineteenth xlvii. p. 22.

century, and was purchased by the Dutch
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fine MS. at Venice (Marcianus 299) is of the tenth or eleventh century. A
manuscript at Paris which we shall call the first Pans MS. (Paris, gr. 232o) is of

the thirteenth century. Another Paris MS. which we shall call the second

Paris MS. is of the fifteenth century (Paris, gr. 2327). It is a fuller copy of the
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Fig. 1.—The Serpent 4 Ouroboros ’ was a Symbol denoting at once the Unity
of Matter, and the 4 Circulatory' ’ Type of Alchemical Process Practised in

Certain Types or Alchemical Apparatus. (MS. Paris, gr. 2327, f. 196.)

first Paris MS. These three MSS. contain almost all the surviving alchemical

writings which date from the first eight or nine centuries of the Christian era.

Of a different character are several late Greek MSS., the texts of which

cannot have been written earlier than a.d. 1000, nor perhaps later than

a. r>. 1300. The methods and spirit of these are allied to mediaeval Western

rather than to early Greek alchemy. They are therefore more conveniently
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studied in connexion with the alchemy of the Middle Ages. Among these are

a recently discovered Codex at Holkham Hall (Holkhamicus 290) and a still

more recently discovered and as yet unpublished Codex at the Vatican (Vat.

gr. 1134).

The Greek alchemical MSS. of the British Isles, France, Italy, Madrid and Athens have

been adequately described and catalogued. Those of Central Europe have not yet been

systematically treated. In the libraries of Leyden, Vienna, Munich, Wolfenbiittel, Breslau

and Altenburg there are Greek alchemical manuscripts, which, however, do not seem to

contain anything of importance not found in the three primary MSS. at Venice and Paris.

Of the secondary MSS. a useful study has been made by Kopp. The contents of the

primary MSS. have been transcribed by Berthelot, Ideler, Ruelle and others. The edition

of Berthelot contains, in great confusion, the major part of the known Greek alchemical

texts. His transcription is based, for the most part, on the second Paris MS., collated

with several secondary MSS. Berthelot has translated most of the texts, but his inter-

pretation is necessarily strongly coloured by his views of the nature of the alchemical

processes, and these views are not accepted by all students.

§ 4. The Texts.

The older Greek alchemical texts are the work of some forty or more

authors whose period of activity is datable within fairly wide limits. These

authors fall naturally into five groups, of which we shall here be concerned only

with the first three. Many of the names given are mere pseudonyms.

(a) The earliest alchemical authors
,
who wrote at dates in no case certainly

known, but not later than the second half of the third century of

the Christian era nor earlier than the first century. These include :
3

Democritus

Isis

Iamblichus

Moses

Ostanes

Chruth”

Eugenius

Comarius

Cleopatra

Maria

Hermes
Agathodaemono

Pammenes
Chymes
Pibechius

Petasius

(b) The alchemical authors of the third and fourth centuries :

Africanus Heliodorus Pelagius

Zosimus Synesius Olympiodorus

(c) The later commentators. These flourished between the sixth and

thirteenth centuries. They include :

Philosophus Christianus

Stephanus

Heraclius

Justinianus

Philosophus Anonymus

Pappus Psellus

Theophrastus Cosmas

Hierotheus NicephorusBlemmydes

Archelaus

Salmanas

3 Xo attempt is here made to distinguish texts have been falsely attributed,

between genuine authors and those to whom
J.H.S.—VOL. L.
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((/) The recently catalogued MSS. of Italy. Spain and Athens have revealed

a number of late texts,, the translators or authors of which may be

dated as later than a.d. 1000. Their works, as yet unpublished,

appear to belong to Western alchemy rather than to the Alexandrian

and Byzantine traditions. Nevertheless, no evidence has vet been

adduced that they exhibit Arabian influence except through their

Western originals. These late authors include

:

'PivaAScov TsAavopepiAa (p>r|Aav6[3a) (Arnaldus de Villanova)
J

ApnT6pTos OeoKToviKos (Albertus Teutonicus)

Comes de Santa Flore

Luciatus

(c) A very late list , contained in a MS. at Athens copied in 1804, refers

to Dioscorides, Theodorus Magistrianus and Jacobus Cabidarius as

alchemists. The date of this manuscript is a witness to the

remarkable persistence of the alchemical tradition in the Near
East.

(a) The earliest alchemical authors are sharply divided into two schools, to

which w^e add an indefinite appendage or third school

:

(i) The followers of Democritus.—These carry out their alchemical work
by superficial colourings of metals and by the preparation of allovs

by fusion. The Democritan school includes Isis, Iamblichus,

Moses, Ostanes and Eugenius.

(ii) The school typified by Maria and Comarius.—These employ complex
apparatus for distillation and sublimation. The Marian school

includes also Hermes and Cleopatra. Agathodaemon, of whose
works fragments only survive, probably also belongs here. To this

school W estern alchemy and, indirectly, modern chemistrv owe
some debt. This is acknowledged in the common modern labor-

atory device known as the bain-marie
,
and in the design of our

distillation apparatus. The title balneum mariae seems to occur

first in the works of Arnald of Yillanova (fourteenth century).

(iii) Fragments. There remain a number of authors of unquestioned early

date whose wrorks are lost or survive only in too fragmentary a

state for us to determine their affinities. To this group must be
relegated Pammenes, Chymes, Pibechios and Petasius.

(i) The followers of Democritus.

Democritus (Pseudo-Democritus).

—

The mention of this author in one of the Leyden
Papyri places him before c. a.d. 250, the terminus ad quetn of that document. Later com-
mentators refer to him as a remote and legendary figure. This is doubtless the result of
the pseudonym of the writer of the existing treatises. The reference of Pliny to the
Chiracmeta of Democritus shows that a collection of recipes for some kind of marvellous
manipulations, attributed to that philosopher but doubtless the work of a much later author,
was in existence in the first century a.d.

The term XeipoKUTyra in the sense of
6

artificial substances ’ is applicable to the Pkysica
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et Mystica, the most important work of the alchemist Democritus. It is in this sense that

the adjective xetpoKPTHOS ^ used by Aristotle {Meteor., 2. 1. 6).

It is, then, possible that this Democ-ritan work of Pliny is identical with the alchemical

Physica et Mystica Democriti which we possess or w ith the older portions of it. The Physica

et Mystica contains no Christian references. Its masdeal portion, which is almost certainly

later than the practical portion, is not flavoured with the complex Gnostic beliefs which
abound in works of the second and third centuries. Moreover, the comparative simplicity

of the methods of the Physica et Mystica suggest that it is considerably older than thuse

authors that mention it. It is, then, probable that this work at least of Democritus is of

the first century of the Christian era.

Democritus was regarded as a father of alchemy by his successors. He appears as

the earliest exponent of the school of alchemical thought which has given its teachings to

the world in the form of short and definite recipes. The obscurity of these is due rather to

our ignorance of the nature of the constituents than to deliberate concealment or to a

mystical or symbolic terminology. The methods advocated by Democritus and his

followers include the preparation of alloys and the superficial coloration of metals ; while

the processes of distillation and the prolonged action of the vapours of arsenic, mercury and

sulphur, much practised by the school of alchemical thought, of which the earliest exponents

were Mary, Comarius and Cleopatra, were either unknown to them or considered valueless

for preparing gold.

The works attributed to Democritus are :

(a) Ouaim Kai pucttikoc. (B. II. p. 41. 1-49. 22.) 4

(p) ArjiiOKpiTOu (M(3Aos s' 7rpoa9Covr|6sIaa AeuKiTmcp. (B. II. pp. 53-56.)

A Syriac version of the Physica et Mystica exists and was probably a means of trans-

mitting the knowledge of Greek alchemical processes to the Moslem world.

Isis.—The character of the mythology of the interesting text bearing the name of Isis

assigns it to the earlier period of Gnostic beliefs. The text exists in two forms differing in

the mythological part but identical in their alchemical content. The alchemical matter is

consistent with a date near to Democritus. This text also probably dates from the first

century. The title of the work is :

"lais 7rpo<pfjTis tco vico aCrrrjs. (B. II. pp. 28-33.)

IA3IBLICHTJS.—That this author is not identical with the well-known writer Iamblichus

may be inferred from a consideration of his style and thought. The alchemical matter is

somewhat more advanced in type than that of Democritus, the influence of whose work is

noticeable. An attribution to the second or third century seems reasonable.

(a) MappAiyou KaTapaKprj. (B. II. 285.)

(P) ’iappAiyou Trcnr|CTi5. (B. II. 286.)

(y) XpuaoO Trofrjcns. (B. II. 287.)

(5) XpuaoO StirAcaais. (B. II. 287.)

Moses.

—

The opening passage of the considerable work (JJ) attributed to this author

is a somewhat altered version of Exodus xxxi. 2-5. This suggests an attribution to the

Hebrew prophet, though it is to be remembered that Moses was a personal name affected

by the Byzantines. The alchemical matter is similar to that contained in the preceding

texts, and the works w^ere probably w ritten at some period of the first or second centuries.

(a) Mcoaecos SiTrAcoai?. (B. II. p. 38, 13-29, 4.)

(p) EuTioia xai euTuyia tou KTiaapsvou Kai

emTuxia KapaTOU Kai paKpoypovia piou. (B. IV. p. 300-315.)

Ostades.—The name was probably suggested by that of the Persian under whom
Democritus of Abdera is said by Diogenes Laertius and others to have studied. An Ostanes

4 B here and later M. Berthelot : Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs (Paris, 1S8S).

1

2
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is mentioned by Zosimus as an author of some antiquity, but there is no proof that he had
the author of this treatise in mind. The character of the work is such that it may be of the

first two centuries of the Christian era.

’Ocrrdvou cpiAocro^ou *rrp6s TTeTacriov Ttepi Trjs kpas TauTris Kai 0da$ T£)(vr|s.

(B. II. 261.)

Eugexius.—The name is attached to a recipe of the Democritan type.

Euyeviou ShrAcocns. (B. II. 39.)

(ii) The School typified by Maria and Comarius.

Maria, also called Mary the Jewess, must be one of the earliest alchemical authors.

In the third century she was known to Zosimus, who identified her with Mary, sister of Moses.

The works in her name can hardly be later than the first century a.d. Unfortunately they
survive only in quotations. Her Jewish origin is confirmed by the quotation (B. II. 103)

Mr\ 6eAe vyaueiv xeipoiv* ouk ei yevous *Appaptaiov . . .

Her works are freely quoted by Zosimus and other authors. She appears from these

to have been quite the most remarkable of the ancient alchemists. She appears in these

quotations as the originator of the major part of the processes used by the Greek alchemists.

The elaborate "kerotakis
5 apparatus (p. 132 if.), the hot-ash bath, the dung-bed and the

water-bath (
bain-ynarie

)
are all apparently her inventions or discoveries, while it appears

likely that she perfected the apparatus for distillation of liquids (p. 136) in a form so efficient

as to have suffered little alteration in two millennia. Her practical character distinguishes

her very notably from all other alchemists. She describes apparatus in detail, even to the

method of constructing the copper tubes required from sheet metal. She appears to have
used almost every type of alchemical method, but perhaps to have paid most attention

to the use of alloys of copper and lead. The latter metal she refers to as
4 our lead

5

as dis-

tinguished from 4 common lead,’ and it may well be antimony or some metallic sulphide

to which she refers. Democritus and Maria must hold the first place as practical alchemists.

The work of the other alchemists is in all probability merely the performance of vari-

ations of the processes invented by these authors.

Comarius is perhaps the earliest of all our authors. The mythical and symbolic

matter, of which his fragmentary treatise is largely composed, is, when freed from later

additions, fully consonant with a first-century Egyptian origin. 3

Ko^apiou (piAoadcpou apyiepecos SiSocctkovtos

tt}v KAEOTTcrrpav tt)v Oei'ccv Kai iepav Teyvriv

toO AiOou Tfj$ cpiAoaoquas. (B. II. 289.)

Cleopatra.—Three treatises survive. The Chrysopoeia consists only of a page of

symbols and drawings reproduced on p. 117. The title of the treatise mentioned under
Comarius, and also internal evidence of Cleopatra’s treatise, indicate a first-century date.

The symbols and drawings of figures are probably the earliest drawings that we have of

chemical apparatus.
6 A dialogue of Cleopatra and the philosophers ’ exists in a mutilated

form
;

it is probably of the same date as the above treatises, but cannot be attributed to

Cleopatra.

(a) *Ek toov KAeoTrccTpas we pi gETpcov Kai crraOpicov. (Hultsch : 31efrologicorum
scriptorum reliquiae . Lipsiae, 1864, I. 253.)

(p) KAsoTrcrrpris xpucrOTro *a ‘ (Figures only, no text.) (B.I. 132.)

(y) AiaAoyos (ptAoa-ocpcov Kai KAeowaTpas. (B. II. 290. Included under the

same title with the dialogue of Comarius and Cleopatra.)

Hermes.—The name is attached to three fragments. These are unrelated in style

von Hammer Jensen : Die dltcstp Alchimie. Copenhagen, 1921.
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and matter to the mystical works bearing the name of Hermes Trismegistus, but are con-

toned h^lT
fr°m some of the priestly works attributed to Hermes-Thoth and men-

t oned by Clement of Alexandria. Many other fragments are scattered through the works
of Zosimus and later commentators.

(a) 'EppoO TpiCTgeyicrrou opyctvov. (B. II. p. 23, 8-17.)
(|3) Aivtypcc (’Edv pp - iaTcn). (B. II. 115, 10.)

(y) Annypa toO cpiAoaocpiKoO A(6ou. (B. II. 267, 16-268, 2.)

Fig. 2.—The Chrvsopoea or Cleopatra.
The emblem in the left hand top corner encloses the aphorisms : 'Ev t6 tt5v xal Si* outou

t6 Trav Kai eis aCrr6 to Trav Kai et tya* to nav ou6ev krriv t6 irav ; and : *Ei? ecrnv 6 691s 6 tov
ueto 6uo avv6Epocra. On the right of this emblem are symbols of which the meaning is

doubtful. Below these is a still with two condensing arms (cf. Fig. 8) and on the left
the serpent Ouroboros with the inscription : ev t6 tt5v. Above the serpent are sketches
illustrating a piece of apparatus of the kerotakis type, used for the fixation of metals.
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Aoathou \kmo>'. -A deity of that name was worshipped in Greece and Egypt in

eunnexinn with wine, and later figured in Gnostic hymns and inscriptions (cp. Ris and

Hermes). There was a geographer Agathodaemon, hut there is no reason to suppose a

connexion with these texts. Olympiodorus 1 early lifth century) doubted whether Agatho-

daemon were ‘ an ancient philosopher in Egypt or a my>tie angel, or a good genius (ocyaOov

8ainouaj ot the Egyptians.’

Internal e\ idenee suggests tin* tirst two centuries of the Christian era as a date for his

texts :

(a) An aphorism without title (Metoc Tpv - £av0cocns). (B. II. 115, 7.)

(p) ’AyaBoSaipcov ets tov xp'no’gov : *Op9Eoos auvaycoyf) Kai uTrogvpga. (B. II,

26S, 3-271, 25.)

(iii) Fra<fmeats.

Ghrvth.

—

A MS. (Paris. gr. 2314) contains an unedited text entitled *E(3pscns ek Tfjs

XogaTiKrjs (MflAou tt)s xPuo
'

OTrolllaS G/r) Trjs ypv$ Kai T°d op9£cos G/c) Kai KAeoTrctTpa$.

The text is late (probably ninth century), and the name \p\jB may be a copyist’s error.

The name is placed here on account of its association with Cleopatra.

rloHANNKs. ‘ Philosophus Anom mus' (p. 122) riders to
4 Johannes the arch-priest of

the *' Tuthia ” in H\ airi.i . .
.* as the oldest of the alchemical writers with the sole exception

of Hermes. Another list which places Johannes earlier than Democritus dates from the

seventh centurv.

The character of the work attributed to Johannes makes it certain that its author was
not earlier than the fifth century. It may be that this woik is falsely attributed to a real

.Johannes of the first century. The application of the title itself to this work seems to be

an en or on the part of Berthelot as editor.

The work attributed to him is entitled :

dcoavvou ’Apxiepscos tou iv "Epeiyia Trepi Tfjs 06ia$ TExvps* (B. II. 263 and
130, 4.)

Pamwfacs mnv be the Egyptian Phimenas of Sais to whom a recipe in the Leyden
Papyrus X is attributed. He is mentioned by Olympu kIoi us (lifth century). None of his

wot ks sur\ i\es.

( n ymv.s is mentioned as an ancient author by /osimus. and a few quotations from his

wmlo are found m the treatise of ( Jlympiodorus, and in certain works of Zosimus. He is

assix ia(ed by the latter with Mary the Jewess and ma\ well date from the same early

pet toil.

L’tiiLi mos. -The name has a mythological significance, being equivalent to Apollo

Hei Ins (Pliny, XXX. 2). He is mentioned, together with Alary, Glumes, Democritus,

Agathodaemon, in a treatise attributed to Zosimus. He might therefore be placed in the

first or second century. The attribution of this particular treatise to Zosimus is, however,
doubtful.

Pktems or Pet.wts — The name Petesis (Egyptian = Gift of Lis; in Greek, Isidoros)

is pei haps that of a real person. The treatise of Olympiodorus (e. 400) is addressed ‘to

PetaMiis. king ot Armenia.’ The latter title has. however, probably been added at a later

period. This treatise, moreover, mentions 4

Petasius the philosopher ' in such a way as to

make it unlikely that he is the person to whom the treatise is addressed. A Petesis is

mentioned by Zosimus as a contemporary of Hermes. The quotations from his works
show' him to have been of the school of Comarius and Alary.

(b) AfehnairaJ authors of the third aad fourth raabmj.

The work of Zosimus, like that of a few authors to be classed with him, is distinguished

from that of the earliest authors by its character as commentary. Zosimus is probably
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a practical author as veil as a commentator, but very little nf his work, if any, is truly

original. The other commentators of the fourth and tilth < outlines are even less practical

in type, but are perhaps less barren than those of the sixth century and later.

Africaxus.—The first alchemical author who can be dated with any decree of accuracy

is Africanus. He is almost certainly identical with Julius Sextus Afrieanus who died in

a.d. 232. Scanty remains of his alchemical writings survive in quotations in the w«uk->

of Zosimus and Olympiodoms. They are not unlike those of Zosimus.

Zosimus.—Suidas mentions that Zosimus and Theosebeia wrote a work * htirukm*t<i

(cp. Pliny on Democritus), a Chemical Encyclopaedia in 2S books. ( )f this certain existing

works of Zosimus are fragments. The Swiae version of Zosimus seems to preserve a

large portion of this work.

This most important of the Greek alchemists certainh belongs to the third century.

He cites Democritus, and m< of the early authors, and ak< » Africanus, w ho died in a.d. 232.

He is himself cited by Olympiodoms (beginning of filth century). He mentions the

Serapeum (destroyed a.d. 390) as still in being. His allegorical writings are consistent

wTith the third century. A date of about 300 a.d. is probable. He is not identical with

Zosimus the historian.

Zosimus produced several works on alchemy and also a collection of some of the

alchemical works extant in his time. A part of this collectmu Mirvivo.. Zo>imus is heir

to the ideas of Mary and Cleopatra. He had mjiiic* tincture of the experimental spirit, and

appears to have added something of his o\v n to the tradition he had m eived. His rem.irk-

able
4

visions * do not readily receive a physical interpretation, and it i^ posMhlc that tliese

and some of the work of his followers are mWically symbolic and not piimarily practical

in meaning.

The following are attributed to him :

(a) Zwaipou toO Oeiou nepi apeTfjs (npa£i$ a'). (B. II. 107.)

(p) Zcoaipos Aeyei nepi Trj$ aapeaTOu. [ B. II. 113.)

Zcoaipos npa^is P'. (B. II. 113.)

(y) noiqpa tou auTou Zcoaipou npa^is y'

•

(B. II. 117.)

(8) Zwaipou tou Oeiou nepi apeTqs Kai eppqveias. iB. II. 118.)

(e) nepi Tfjs e^arpiaews uSaTOs Oeiou. (B. 11. 13S.)

() nepi tou auTou Oeiou u5orro$. ( B. II. 141.)

(q) nepi tou Oeiou 05aTos (in some MSS.). Zwaipou tou FlavonoAiTou yvqaia

unopvqpcrra Trepi tou Oeiou u8crros. (B. II. 143.)

(0) napaivecreis ouaTaTiKai twv eyxeipouvTwv Tqv TexvTiv. (B. II. 144.)

(1) Zwaipou tou navo-rroAiTou yvqaia ypa9q nepi Trjs iepds Kai Oeias Ttyvqs,

Tqs tou XPua0^ Ka * apyvpoO noiqaews kot’ entTopqv K£9aAaicb6q.

(B. II. 143.)

(k) BipAos aAqOqs £098 Aiyu-rnriou Kai Oeiou 'Eppatwv Kupiou twv 5uvapewv

ZapacoO. Zwaipou 0qPaiou puaTiKq pipAos. (B. II. 211 and 213.)

(A) Zwaipou irpos GeoSwpov Ke9aAaia. (B. II. 213.)

(p) Xo title. Inc. Kai oti tous xp^cri^ous Aoyous . . . (B. II. 219, 1.)

(v) 'YSpapyupou noiqais. (B. II. 220.)

(£) Zwaipou Trepi opyavwv Kai Kapivwv. (B. II. 224.)

(o) Tou auTou Zwaipou Trepi opyavwv Kai Kapivcov yvqaia unopvqpaTa Trepi

tou co oToixsiou. (B. II. 228.)

(rr) Tiepi tou TpipiKou Kai tou awAqvos. (B. II. 23P>.)

(p) To npwTOV pipAiov Tqs TeAsuTeias dnoxqs Zcoaipou GqPaiou ... (B. II.

239.)

(s) ‘Eppqvefa nepi navTwv anAws Kai nepi twv <pcoTwv. I B. IT. 247.)

(t) Xo title. Inc. Suvapis, P£tcc 6e Tqv epyaaiav ... (B. II. 248, 11.)

() TTepi AeuKwaews. (B. II. 211.)

(9) ‘Eppqveia nepi tcov 9WTWV. <B. II. 249.)

(x) llepi aiOaAcov. (B. II. 230, 13.)
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The following works may belong to the remains of the Encyclopaedia of Zosimus and
Theosebeia

:

(a) TTept tcov uwootcctcov Kal Ta 5' acopcrrcov Korra tov ArjpoKpnov tov
gnrovToc. (B. II. 148.)

(P) TTepi 8ia<popas yaAKou kekqcupevou. (B. II. 153.)

(y) TTepi tou oti ttocvtcov tcov uypcov to Oeiov uScop KaAouatv* Kai touto cruv-

Oetov ecxtiv Kai ouy ccttAoOv. (B. II. 154.)

(8) TTepi toO ev TravTt Kaipco apKTeov to epyov. (B. II. 156.)

(e) TTepi Tfjs Korra irAdros eKSoaecos to epyov. (B. II. 159.)

() TTept tou ti ecmv Kara ttjv Teyvrjv, ouaia Kai avouaia. (B. II. 167.)

(r|) TTepi tou oti TravTa Trepi mas paqirjs fj Teyvr) AeAaApKev. (B. II. 169.)

(0) TTepi tou Tpo<pr|V elvai Ta 8' acopara tcov pa9<ov, eiarv. (B. II. 170.)

(1) TTepi tou yppaTeov aruTrTrjpia orpoyyuArj avTiAoyos. (B. II. 171.)

(k) TTepi 6eicov. (B. II. 174, 11.)

(A) TTepi crraOpcov. (B. II. 177.)

(p) TTepi Kauaecos crcopcrrcov. (B. II. 179.)

(v) TTepi crraOpoO ^avOcoaecos. (B. II. 181.)

(£) TTepi 0eioO cxOiktou OSaTos. (B. II. 184.)

(o) TTepi CTKeuaaias 6 coypas. (B. II. 186.)

(*rr) TTepi oiKovopias tou Tfjs payvrioras crcoparos. (B. II. 188.)

(p) TTepi acopaTos payvrionas Kai oiKovopias <(auTOu^>. (B. II. 191.)

(s) TTepi toO At0ou Tfjs 9iAocro9tas. (B. II. 198.)

(t) TTepi &90ppcov cruvOeaecos. (B. II. 204.)

() TTepi ^qplou. (B. II. 205.)

(9) TTepi 10O. (B. II. 205.)

(x) Hepi arricov. (B. II. 206.)

(9) Without title. Inc. ‘YSpapyupou Trup m/pi KparouvTEs . . . (B. II.

206, 8.)

(co) Without title. Ine. :—OOtos 6 yaAKavOpcottos ov opas . . . (B. II.

207, 1.)

(aa) KaSpias TrAuatg. (B. II. 207.)

(PP) nepi pa9fjs. (B. II. 207.)

(yy) TTepi £av0cbaecos. (B. II. 208.)

(58) To aeptov u8cop. (B. II. 209.)

(ee) TTepi AeuKcoaecos. (B. II. 211.)

Heliodorus.—

H

is work is addressed to Theodosius, presumably Theodosius I

(379-395). It is an alchemical poem and bears no evidence of being the work of a practising

alchemist.

Title : *HAto8cbpou 9^006900 wpos GeoSocnov tov peyav paatAea Trepi Tfjs tcov

9tAocro9cov puariKfjs T£XvrlS 5ta crriycov iappcov. (Goldschmidt : Heliodori carmina
quattuor. ‘ Religionsgeschichtliche Versuche und Vorarbeiten,’ XIX. 2. Giessen. 1923.)

Syxesies is not the famous bishop of that name, since he writes prior to the destruc-

tion of the temple of Serapis at Alexandria (a.d. 390). His one work is :

Zuvecriou 9^006900 Trpos AioaKOpov ets Tpv pipAov AppoKphrou, cos cryoAtots.

(B. II. 56.)

Pelagitjs.—

T

his author mentions Zosimus (c. a.d. 300) and is mentioned by Olym-
piodorus (c. a.d. 425). He is thus about a.d. 370. He wrote :

TTEAayfou 91A0CT090U Trepi Tfjs 9e(as TauTps Kai iepas TEyvps. (B. II. 253.)

Olympiodorus wrote in a.d. 425 a history of his times. Thus his lengthy alchemical
work may perhaps be c. 400-425.

6 Or crr)uaatc:$.
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*OAupTno8cbpov toO yihoooqov ’AAE^avSpEcos eis to Kax* EVEpysiav Zcoaipou oaa
a-rro 'EppoO xai tcov 9iAoaocpcov fjaav EiprjPEva. (B. II. 69.)

(c) The Commentators.

The remaining writers on alchemy are merely commentators, and few,

if any, exhibit anything original. Disputes as to the meaning of the phrases of

the ancient authors occupy much of their space. The development of elaborate

analogies such as that between alchemy and music also interests them. Rhap-

sodical passages acclaiming the marvellous transformations brought about by

the art appear, while the alchemical content remains completely static. Only

when Western or Arabic alchemy came to the Greek world did a new type of

alchemical work appear. Up to the tenth century the alchemical works written

in Greek had made no advance on those of Zosimus. The knowledge of work

which was done by the Arabs in the ninth and tenth centuries did not reach

the Byzantine Greeks until a date entirely beyond our period.

The earliest commentators are sometimes interesting, but the later are a

wilderness of futile subtlety.

Phtlosophtts Christianus.—This name is attached to a very considerable treatise.

The ‘ Sergius * to whom it is dedicated may be Sergius Resainensis, who lived in Alexandria

in the early sixth century. This date is compatible with the general character of his work,

which is undoubtedly a compilation of which probably only the first item is original. In

certain MSS. works are attributed to this philosopher which are elsewhere ascribed to

Zosimus. It seems likely that Pliilosophus Christianus incorporated the compilation of

Zosimus into his own work.

The following works, with the name of Christianus attached, are elsewhere attributed

to no other author

:

(a) ToO XpiariavoO TTEpi eucnraOEi'as tou ypuaoO. (B. II. 395.)

(P) ToO auroO XptcmavoO TTEpi toO Oeiou uScctos. (B. II. 399.)

(y) T is f] tcov apycacov Siacpoovia. (B. II. 400.)

(8) Tis fj KaOoAou toO uScxtos oiKOvopia. (B. II. 401.)

(e) *H tou puOikoO uScrros Troir|ais. (B. II. 402.)

( 3)
’AvtiOectis Asyovaa oti to fislov 05cop ev ectti tco ei8si kcci f] Avars ccuTifc.

(B. II. 405.)

(r|)
v
AAAr| onropta. To ev apvaaaiov 05cop ev tco apidpcp Seikvueiv EfiEAouaa f)

tovtou ETiiAvats. (B. II. 407.)

(0) ToO ypianavoO auvoyis. tis U ama rrjs TrpoKEipevrjs crvyypaqjfjs. (B. II.

409.)

(
1
)
"On TETpaycos rfjs OAris StaipovpEvrjs, 5ia9opoi ccTioyivovTai tcov Troifiascov

ai Totals* (B. II. 409.)

(k) TToaai Etaiv ai kcct* eI8os Kai ysvos Aia9opai tcov TToif)aEcov. (B. II. 410.)

(A) flcos 5eT voEiv auras xai ayppaai yEoopETpiKots. (B. II. 414.)

(p) Tis fj ev diroKpv9ois tcov TraAaicov £K5i6op£vrj ra^is. (B. II. 415.)

Stephaxus is dated by his connexion with Heraclius 610-641. His alchemical works

are entitled

:

(a) ZTE9avou ’AAs^avSpEcos oikoupevikoO 9iAoao9ou Kai SiSaaKaAou rfjs psyaArjs

Kai iepas TavTris TEyvriS TTEpi ypuaoTroias. TTpa^is TTpcoTri to evvoctti

(9 texts). (Ideler, II. 199.) The letter ToO aCrroO ZTE9avou e-maToAf)

Trpos OsoScopov is inserted in the first work after the second part (Tipd^is

SeuTEpa). (Ideler, II. 208.)
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(f3)
^LTEcpcxvou tou Tragueyiorou 91A0CT690U Kai otKougeviKoO SiSaaKccAou Trpos

'HpaKAeiov tov peyav pacnAea SiSaaKaAia wept Tfjs iepas koci psyocAris

£TnaTT]pr|s Tfjs ypuaoTrouas. (Ideler, II. 243.)

Hesaclius and Justinian

u

s .—The treatises attributed to Heraclius have disappeared. 7

A portion ol a treatise attributed to ’louaTiviavos {3aaiAeus remains, but is undoubtedly

the work of some other person.

Philosophus Anonymus.—This author cites Steplianus, who is undoubtedly of the

seventh century. He must be dated as of the seventh or eighth century.

(a)
JAv£7nypa90u 91A0CT090U Trepi Oetou uSaTos Tfjs AeuKcoaecos. (B. II. 421.)

(p) ToO ocutou ’Avewiypc^ou 9TA0CT090U kotcc aKoAouQtav yppaecos ep9aivov

TO Tfjs XPU<J0Tr°liaS OVVETTTUyiJlEVOV auv ©£C0. (B. II. 424.)

(y)
i

Av£TTiypa90u 91A0CT090U Trepi Tfjs Oeias Kai tepas Teyvfjs tcov 9iAoao9Cov.

(B. II. 433.)

Pappus is probably of the seventh or eighth century, as is shown by his mention of

Stephanus, and is represented by the fragment

:

ncrrrrrou 91A0CT090U yopKOsY (B. II. 27.)

Theophrastus, Hierotheus, Archelaus.

—

These three writers of alchemical verse

are apparently of the eighth to ninth century, being cited by no earlier author, and resembling

Stephanus and his followers in their declamatory style.

0£O9p6ccttou 91A0CT690U wept trjs auTps $£ias TEyvris 81a aTtycov iap[3cov.

(Ideler, II. 32S. Goldschmidt, ibid. 34.)

Mepo6eou 91A0CT090U Trepi tfjs ocuTfjs 0sias Kai ispas TeyvrjS 5ia cmycov. (Ideler,

II. 336. Goldschmidt, ibid. 42.)

’ApyeAaou 9iAoa69ou Trepi Tfjs aurfjs iepas Teyvps 5ia aTtycov iag(3cov. (Ideler,

II. 343. Goldschmidt, ibid. 50.)

Satotanas from his style and language appears to be of the ninth to tenth century and
wrote a work MeOoSos 8i* fjs crrroTeAeiTai f) a9atpoetSps yaAa^a KaTaaKeuaadElaa irapa

tou ev Teyvoupyia uepipofjTou *Apapos tou ZaApava. (B. II. 864.)

Psellus.—The famous Michael Psellus (1018-1078) wrote two alchemical works of no

originality and of no special interest for our theme. They were, however, of importance

as a means of spreading alchemical ideas in Western Europe.

(a) Tou YeAAou Trpos tov waTpiapyriv KupioTaTOv MiyapA* Trepi tou ottcos

ttoit|T£ov ypuaov. (Parisinus, gr. 2328, f. 10; 3027, f. 52.)

(|3) ToO paKapiou Kai Travo,09ou 't'eAAou emaToAp Trpos tov aytcoTaTOv

TraTptapypv tov SuptAivov Trepi ypuaoTrouas. (Parisinus gr. 2327, f. 1

and other MSS.) (Cat. MSS. Alch. Gr., Vol. VI.)

Cosmas.—Probably c. a.d. 1000 as shown by the use of the barbarous terms

aaAoviTpov, T^airapiKov, paaouyOp. His Mark is entitled ‘Epgpveta Tfjs erTiaTppps Tps
ypuaoTrouas lepopovayou to0 Koapa.

Yicephorus Blemmydes.—A writer of the thirteenth century and inhabitant of Con-
stantinople. Despite its late date his work does not display the characters of Western or

Arabic alchemy, but is derived from the work of Democritus and his school. It is entitled :

NiKp9opou tou BAeppuSou Trepi ypuaoTTOuas. (B. II. 452.)

Anonymous Works.—In addition to the works which bear an author’s name there

7 These treatises are catalogued by Miller

as existing in the MS. V 13 of the Escurial.

Though mentioned in the list of contents

(copied from the old list of M. 299) they are

not to be found in the MS. itself. (E.

Miller: ('utalogue des Mannsc rits grecs de

VEscurial, 184S.) (See Cat. MSS. Alch.

Ones, Vol. V.)
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are a number of anonymous treatises and fragments . Of these a few are of interest . Certa in

MSS. contain the Lexicon of Gold-makhuj, As^ikov kcctoc crrotxeiov Tfjs Xpucroirouas (B.

II, 4), a dictionary of alchemical terminology. It is not very informative. Occasional

items such as

’AvSpoSdpocs icrri Truprrris Kai dpcevixov.

are of value, hut some of the substances are defined on the system of obscurum per

obscurius
, and other definitions involve contradictory statements. Thus the term

Magnesia is explained three times in an entirely different way. A part of this Lexicon

has clearly been compiled at a late date and unintelligently, but it contains a residue of

valuable information.

A list of alchemical symbols contained in certain MSS. is of great value. The MSS.
as a rule employ symbols in place of the names of the substances employed. The list <>f

these covering several folios and reproduced by Berthelot (Intr. 104^120) has been of use

in interpreting the MSS.

§ 5. Substances used by Alchewists.

The Greek alchemists employed a considerable variety of substances in

their operations. Some can be identified. The first essential ingredients of

their operations are the metals, gold, silver, copper, mercury, iron, tin and

lead. These were termed ocbjaaTa or true bodies, in contradistinction to

aacbpcrra, substances other than metals. In addition to the substances that

we know as the metallic elements, the crooijicrra included a number with metallic

lustre formed for the most part of mixtures or alloys of true metals. Among
these were the following :

aoTjPov. Asemon.

XpucroKopaAAos. Chrysocorallos.

kAccvSiccvos. Claudianos.

fjAsKTpov. Electrum.

goAupSoxcxAkov. Molybdochalkon.

copdxocAxov. Orichalkon.

CTiSrjpoxocAKOv. Siderochalkon.

A lustrous alloy of varied composition, silver, copper,

tin, lead and mercury being frequent ingredients.

Apparently a superfine gold or substance more fine

than ordinary gold. Its composition is not known,

but it may have been a fine red gold-copper alloy.

A copper-lead alloy.

A gold silver alloy.

A copper lead alloy, or perhaps a metallic sulphide.

A form of brass containing copper, zinc, and perhaps

arsenic.

Presumably an alloy of copper and iron.

Besides the metals and their alloys the alchemists had at their disposal a

great number of native minerals. Manv of these mav be identified, such as :o <-

ocAdpaoTpos.

crTUTrrppia.

dv6po8dpas.

aTippt.

dpyuprrris.

dpCTEVIKOV.

dperEviKov §av0ov.

Kuavos.

Alabaster.

Alum.

Aik ln>< lamas.

Antimony sulphide,

Argyrite.

Arsenic.

Yellow arsenic.

Blue.

Possibly also a preparation having the appear-

ance of alabaster.

Not always identical with modern alum and
possibly used as a term for arsenic.

Possibly arsenical pyrites.

Perhaps native silver sulphide or argentiferous

galena.

Certainly orpiment, yellow arsenic sulphide.

Orpiment, as distinguished from white arsenic.

Probably azurite, native hydrated copper car-

bonate, but possibly native hydrated copper

sulphate.
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aApupi'oc, aAprj. Brine. Perhaps also used figuratively for other liquids.

KaSpsiot. Oadmia. A product deposited in smelters
1

flues, chiefly

consisting of the oxides of zinc, copper and

arsenic.

vpipudiov. Ceruse. White lead, but also perhaps other white sub-

stances such as arsenic trioxide.

XaAKavdos. Chalkanthos. Impure copper and iron sulphates derived from

the oxidation of pyrites.

XccAkTtis. Chalkitis. Probably the same as Chalkanthos.

XpuaoKoAAa. Chrysocolla. Apparently malachite, but also used in other

senses in these texts.

Kivvapapis. Cinnabar. Native mercury sulphide, but the word is also

used of realgar and perhaps red lead, which

are all similar in colour, and were imper-

fectly distinguished one from another.

rh* Earth. Earths of various kinds are used, Chian earth

being perhaps the commonest.

ids. Ios. The term has the meaning of ‘ rust * or ‘ calx,’

and also the sense of the Latin * virus/ The

use of the word is often difficult to follow.

Aiflapyupos. Litharge. This translation is doubtfully correct. The

sense in which the alchemists use the word

is that of
6
silver-producing stone/ and it is

doubtful whether lead oxide is ever intended.

dcjfkcrTos. Lime.

titccvos. Limestone or chalk.

jiapnapov. Marble. The wxxrd is used as a generic term for prepara-

tions resembling marble in appearance, as well

as for marble itself.

Uotyvrjaia. Magnesia. Not the modern magnesia, but usually an alloy

of the four base metals, copper, iron, lead and

tin : the sense of the word appears to be very

wide.

PiAto$. Minium. A term used for red lead, realgar and cinnabar.

piov. Misv. Basic iron sulphate.

VlTpOV. Natron. Native soda.

&xpa. Ochre. Perhaps has the additional meanings of realgar

and cinnabar.

TrupiT-qs. Pyrites. The term probably includes iron and copper

pyrites, galena and mispickel.

CTavSapaxT]' Realgar. The modern Sandarac is a resin.

aAs. Salt.

CTOOpl. Sori. Similar in nature to misy.

0E1OV. Sulphur. The term includes not only the element sulphur.

but also similar substances such as arsenic

sulphide. The term has not, however, the

wide meaning it acquired in mediaeval times.

A host of less important and often more obscure materials were used.

These include honey, gum, milk, bile, urine and vegetable products. A complete

list extends to some five hundred items.

§ 6. Imitation of Silver .

Many alchemical recipes are concerned with the making of silver and of the

alloy aoTipov. This was expected to have the brilliant metallic surface
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and general appearance of silver. Such recipes are found mainly in the earlier

texts, in particular in the Physica et Mystica of Democritus, and in the Papyri

of Leyden and Stockholm. The methods employed in the preparation of silver

or asemos fall into two groups.

(a) Processes for the whitening of copper by means of arsenic.

(b) Recipes for the melting together of such metals as would give a hard

and white alloy with a silvery lustre.

(a) The usual method of whitening copper was to coat it with some

preparation of arsenic and then to heat gently. A superficial layer of copper

arsenide is thus produced. It is white and lustrous, tarnishing to a yellow tint,

much as with silver. One recipe indicates the boiling of copper with an arsenical

solution which would whiten the copper in the manner still used in the familiar
4

Reinsch test
9

for arsenic. 8 These recipes can be used in the laboratory to

produce a whitish metallic substance, with some resemblance to silver. One

recipe attributed to Democritus runs as follows :

Aa(3oov apoiviKOv cryiaTov
,

9 Troipaov ttetocAcx* 10 (3aAAe eis TEuyos

crrpoyyuAov Kai koucov* OTrqviKa 5e SiaysAdap
,

11 Eui(3aAcbv yaAa (TraAai)

E^oupiKOS to priKETi pEvpavTf owriviKa 6e Trayp, apov Kai Aeicocjov 12 |i£TOC

cmjTrTripias £§pTTOpi0Eior|s oupcp Sajj&AEoos rjnepas 3
' Kai dva^qpavas eis

fjAiov, Aeiou ttocAiv dAppy, tou ocutoO aAos &v0os £Trt(3aAAs, <£yE> ^ll^pas 2 »

Kai yivexat, Kai Aa(3cbv ava^ppaivE ttccAiv eis pAiov, toOto (3aAAs sis TsOyos,

E^et EAaico KiKivco f| pa9avivcp
13

egos ^ocvOov <yiyvr|Tai), toutco ETripaAAE 14

XocAkov, Kai AsuKavOpaETai. ToOto 6 e outo ttoiei Kai f] aavbapayp • * *

(B. II. 54.)

This recipe is typical and neither more nor less lucid than most. A mixture

of arsenical substances and organic matter is prepared and projected on copper.

The dilution of the arsenic with inert substances ensures slow volatilisation and

therefore protracted action on the metal, while the presence of organic matter

protects the copper from oxidation and reduces the arsenic compounds to the

elementary condition in which they are most active. The reaction of the

arsenic and copper produces a layer of the white and lustrous copper arsenide.

In certain other recipes the copper appears to have been melted with the

arsenic compounds producing a solid white alloy.

(b) The other method of preparing silver was the making of an alloy,

white in colour and fairly hard, by fusing together various metals or their

8 It is quite possible that this recipe may
owe its success to the presence of silver or

mercury in the mixture used.
9 Probably arsenic trioxide.

10 Metallic leaves or foil, presumably of

copper.
11 SiayeAdo-iy The sense of SiayeAdco

here seems very doubtful. The word
recurs in other recipes.

12 Aeicoaov
4 temper ' or " soak.’ The

word has the sense of treating a solid with

a liquid.
13 These oils are probably not actual

‘castor’ and ‘radish ' oils (i\ note 2-i).

14 The sense of the word in Greek alchemy

seems to be simply ‘ place upon,' or, as the

later alchemists said, ‘ project.'
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compounds. The recipes indicate the preparation of the following alloys or

metals.

(i) Tin. Purified by methods similar to some in use at the present day,

tin is said to yield acypnov, a lustrous metal resembling silver, to

which, indeed, pure tin has some likeness.

fT
*1 * > ^ N. C. ^ ^ ' *** i »
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Fig. 3.—These Drawings Illustrate Ta'pes or Apparatus for Distillation and
Sublimation Closela' Resembling that used in Chemical Work up to the Close of
the Eighteenth Centura'. (MS. Paris, gr. 2327, f. 81.)

(ii) A lead-silver alloy seems in one case to be indicated.

(iii) A copper-zine-tin alloy with some arsenic. This is identical with

some modern speculum metals which are white and exceedingly

lustrous.

(iv) Copper with about 1 per cent, of arsenic and a small amount of

silver. This would almost certainly be white and lustrous.
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(v) Copper-lead-iron-arsenic alloy. This would be white, but as the

quantity of lead and arsenic does not appear its properties are

doubtful.

(vi) Copper-iron-lead-silver alloy. Certainly white, since only ot> per

cent, of copper is used.

(vii) Tin with traces of copper and mercury. Probably the copper would

harden the tin and the mercury would improve its lustre.

(viii) Copper-zinc alloy with traces of arsenic and other metals. Since

only 40 per cent, of copper is present, this alloy will be white.

(ix) Copper-silver alloy (50 per cent.). This is harder and slightly less

lustrous than pure silver.

These alloys are prepared by methods which seem unnecessarily com-

plicated to us. The complication is due in part, at least, to the fact that the

alchemist had no means of judging the purity of his materials or of finding out

the composition of a satisfactory product. Small differences of composition

often profoundly modify the colour and other properties of an alloy, and a

chance success has often been attributed to the use of some inert ingredient.

The retention of such ingredients leads to the adoption of these complicated

mixtures. The making of alloys is not easy even to-day, for, during fusion,

volatilisation or oxidation removes such metals as zinc, arsenic, lead and

mercury to an extent which cannot be certainly predicted. Thus slight

variations in the conditions of fusion often alter considerably the appearance

of the product.

§ 7. Imitation of Gold.

The preparation of a gold-like substance was the main object of practical

alchemy. The problem was far more difficult than for silver. For a metal to

pass as gold it had to withstand the fairly reliable tests then available.

First of these was the test of the touchstone. The gold was rubbed on a

hard black stone and its quality judged from the colour and extent of the

streak produced. To pass this test a metal would have to resemble gold in

colour and in hardness.

Second was the test by fire. This rules out alloys of base metals, but a

slight oxidation at a high temperature was evidently not considered incom-

patible with gold. Modern jewellers’ gold will not stand prolonged heating

without change, since it always contains copper. Much native gold is also

contaminated with copper, and this would help to minimise the failure of the

artificially produced gold to satisfy the conditions of the fire test.

Third was the density test. The high density of gold cannot be imitated

by any allov of baser metals, but although density measurements to detect

impurities in gold had been used by Archimedes in his famous experiment, it

seems unlikely that it was generally applied in the early days of alchemy.

Thus for an alchemist to believe that he had prepared gold, he would

have had to make a metal, closely resembling gold in colour and hardness, of

high density, and little affected by atmospheric action.
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The recipes for making gold fall into three well-marked classes :

(a) Manufacture of alloys analogous to brass.

(b) Preparation of debased gold.

(c) Superficial treatment of metals.

All three methods are in present use in the preparation of artificial jewellery.

(a) Manufacture of alloys analogous to brass.

Brass-like alloys, including some of the alloys of copper, tin and zinc, used

to-day under the names of ormolu, oroide , Mannheim gold
,
etc., were certainly

prepared by the Greek alchemists. The problem of making these was difficult,

because zinc, which gives the yellow colour to brass-like alloys, was unknown as

a metal to the Greek alchemists. The alloys which contained zinc were made

by them through the medium of cadmia, an impure zinc oxide found as a deposit

in the flues of smelting furnaces. This cadmia was of inconstant composition,

varying with the nature of the ore from which it was derived. Such variation

makes successful results hard to reproduce, since small changes in the proportion

of zinc have a considerable effect on the colour of the resulting alloys. More-

over, the volatility of the zinc yielded by the cadmia would be an additional

source of difficulty.

Many alloys thus produced do not admit of certain identification; the

following, however, appear to have been made by these recipes.

(i) Complex copper-tin-lead-iron alloys. These are yellow if the

proportion of copper be sufficient.

(ii) Copper amalgam. The amalgam containing 13 per cent, mercury is

used for artificial jewellery at the present date.

(iii) Copper-zinc alloys containing traces of other metals. These have a

good golden colour when about 20 per cent, of zinc is present, and

are known at the present time as Dutch metal
,
Mannheim gold

,

pinchbeck
,
etc.

(iv) Copper-silver-lead alloys.

(v) Copper-tin-lead alloys.

As an example of this type of recipe I quote the following, which is less

complicated than many :

Democritus Physica et Mystica . (B. II. 44.)

To kAocuSiccvov 15 Aa(3cbv, rroiei jjap^cxpov 16 xai oikovojjb cos £$os, sees

£av6ov yeypTai. 2av0cocrov oOv* ou tov AiOov Asyco aAAa to tou AiOou

Xpr)cnpov* £av0cbaas 17 5e metoc ovumripias EKariTrrcoOeiarjs Odep, f| apas-

viKcp, f) aavbapdyp, f| Tivavcp, p cos eTTivoeis. Kai eav ETn(3dAAr]s apyupco,

Troiels xpvow eav 5 e xpvaco, ttoisis XP^OKoyxdAiov* f] yap cpuais <pdcjiv

viKcbaa KpaTEi.

10 Copper-lead alloy or perhaps a bronze very clear. Most of the substances used
containing lead. are arsenical : crrvrrrTipia is evidently used

16 A marble-like white preparation, in the sense of
k

arsenic
} by some of the

17 The nature of the yellowing is not alchemists.
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The 4 gold ’ made by this process was a copper-silver-lead alloy possibly

containing arsenic also. No modern information is available concerning such

alloys, but there is a strong probability that they would be yellow.

(b) Preparation of debased gold .

The second type of recipe for making gold employs a considerable quantity

of the metal. Such methods are called by the Greek alchemists 8ittAgoctis #
i.e.

a doubling of the weight of gold. They depend mostly on the fact that, while

silver gives a greenish and copper a reddish colour to gold, the admixture of

both copper and silver hardly alters the tint of true gold. The alchemist did

not regard himself as in any way falsifying gold, but rather believed that the

gold acted as a seed which, nourished by the copper and silver, grew at their

expense until the whole mass became gold.

Such alloys are fairly easy to make, but need a considerable outlay of gold.

They were thus less sought after by alchemists than alloys formed with a larger

proportion of the less costly base metals.

The recipes describe the preparation of alloys of the following types, some

of which are to-day legalised on the Continent just as are 18-carat gold and other

gold-copper alloys in this country.

(i) Gold-copper alloys with small quantities of other metals, notably

zinc and arsenic. This corresponds to our modern 14-1 8-carat

gold, possibly made somewhat lighter in colour by the presence

of zinc.

(ii) Gold-copper-silver alloys, similar to the above but reproducing the

colour of pure gold more closely.

(iii) Alloys containing much copper and some silver and gold. The yellow

colour of these derives chiefly from the copper, and the addition

of precious metal prevents the alloy from tarnishing readily.

The following example of these methods may be given (B. II. 39) :

XcxAkoO KeKaupsvou pepp rpta* xPuao^ MEpos a * Xcoveuctov kou srri-

(3aAs apasviKOv' kocuctov, 18 kcu EuppaEis Opumrov. EItcx Asicoaov o£si ppepas

f ev pAico* sitcx ^ppavas, xd>veucrov apyupov Kai ysAdow 19 ti (?) EKpaAs

EK TOUTOU TOU awOspOCTOS, KOCI EUpfjCTElS TOV dpyupOV &S f|AEKTpOV.20 ToUTO

’{cfco auppi§ov xpvcrov, Kai s^sis o(3pu^ov KaAov.

The final product would be roughly gold 60 per cent., copper 20 per cent.,

silver 20 per cent., although the silver might form a greater proportion of the

alloy than this. The colour of such an alloy would very closely resemble that

of pure gold. The word oppu^ov may mean ‘ Gold judged good by the

touchstone/ the original meaning of 6(3pu;>a being ‘ a touchstone/

18 Probably most of the arsenic is volatil-

ised and a very base gold copper alloy is

produced.
19 Berthelot reads yeAacrccirn (see note 11).

J.H.S.—VOL. L.

20 The product would not be true elec-

trum, but the yellow copper-silver alloy

improved in appearance by the gold.

K
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(c) Superficial treatment of metals.

The third type of recipe used for the making of gold operated on the metal

superficially. These superficial treatments were hardly regarded as a true

making of gold, and as a rule the word KaTapacpp and not irofpais is used to

describe them. These methods also find their counterpart in modern practices.

Then as now three chief methods of colouring metals were employed.

(i) Coating the metal with a tinted lacquer composed of gums, etc-., as

brass is treated to-day.

(ii) Tinting the metal with solutions which form a thin superficial layer

of sulphides.

(iii) Treating debased gold by removing the base metal from the surface

by corrosive substances such as the sulphur trioxide derived from

the calcination of the sulphates of iron and copper known as

piov and crcopi. This leaves a layer of fairly pure gold on the

surface. At the present day, nitric acid is used instead of the

sulphates.

The following appears to be a recipe for a process of the third type

:

Democritus, Physica et Mystica (B. II. 46).

XpucroKoAAav Tpv tcov MaKeBovcov Tpv ico yahKOV TrapEpcpEpouaav

oiKOVopei Asicov oupco BapaAccos egos EKcrrpacpp f) yap q>ucns saco Kpunrerai.
J

Eav ouv SKorpacprj Kcrrapayov auTpv sis EAaiov kikivov ttoAAcckis m/pcov Kai

pcanroov* srra 80s OTrraafiai cruv aTUTrrqpioc npoAEicbaas piavi, p 0dcp

crrrupcp ttoiei £av6ov Kai eTTipairre ttocv croopa ypucroO.

Apparently base gold or gold-like alloys ‘ croopa ypuaou 3

are to be treated

with misy, alum, sulphur, etc. which attack base metal, but leave gold

unaffected.

The following recipe appears to deal with the tinting of a metal by means
of a layer of lacquer, coloured by various plant juices, to be applied to the

surface of polished metal. (B. II. 48.)

Ae^ai KpoKov kiAikiov* cxves ocpa av0p toO KpoKou too TrpoTaysvTi yxj'Kop

Tfjs apnsAou, ttoiei 3copov cbs e0os* P6(ttte apyupov ek rrsTaAcov egos apsap
to yp^pa* Eav Be x^Akeov to TTETaAov sarai, (3eAtiov. TrpoKa0aips Be tov
XoAkov cbs £0os. Efra PocAcbv apiaroAoxias (3oTavps PEpp (Y, Kai KpoKou
Kai sAuBpiou 21 to SittAoOv, ttoiei irayps KppooTps Kai yp^as to TTETaAov,

caTEpya^ou Trj TTpcbTp dyooyp Kai Oaupaasis.

§ 8. Alchemical Apparatus and its use.

Lines such as have been indicated give a reasonable explanation of those

recipes which contain definite instructions for the making or colouring of a

metal. Only a small part of Greek alchemical texts, however, consist of such
recipes, which are, in fact, confined to the Democritan school of alchemical
practice. Long sections of the other alchemists' works deal with the prepar-

21 Mentioned as a yellow dye-stuff (Lagererantz : P. Holm
, p. 191 ),
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ation of the divine or sulphurous water, Osiov OScop, the use and nature of which

is obscure. There was controversy among the alchemists themselves as to its

nature. Some held it to be mercury. In one or two descriptions it seems to

be a solution of a polysulphide of calcium made by the action of sulphur and

arsenic sulphide on lime. A third school treat it as a generic term for all

liquids useful in the work. The issue is clouded by the homonymy practised

by the alchemists, who give many names to the substances most important

in their art.

I quote a typical passage dealing with this divine water :

Zosimus: Tlspi 0eiou OSonros. (B. II. 184.)

KaAgrrai uSoop Oelov 8/ aApps, Sia uScctos OaAaaalou, Sia oupou

a90opou, 8/ o£ous, 5i* o^aAuqs, 8/ eAaiou kikivou, pe<paviKOu, paAadqou,

yaAaKTog yuvamos appsvoTOKou, Kai yaAaxTos (3oos [asAcuvrjS, Kai 8/ oupou

SapaAecog, Kai TrpoP&Tou OrjAsias* tives oupou oveiou* aAAot Kai uSaro$

aaPscrrou, Kai pappapou, Kai <p£KAqs, Kai 0£iou, Kai apoEvkou, Kai aavSa-

payqs, Kai vrrpou, Kai crarrrrr|pias crxicrrqs, Kai yaAaKTos ttocAiv oveiou, Kai

aiyeiou, Kai kuvivou, Kai OSaTos cnroSoKpaijJ3T]s, Kai aAAcov uSarcov coto

arroSou yivoiaevcov* aAAoi Kai peArros, Kai o^upeAiTOs, Kai o^ous, Kai viTpou,

Kai 08aros aepiou, Kai NeiAou, Kai apKTou, Kai oiVou dprjvaiou, Kai poi’ToO,

Kai popiTou, Kai aiKepiTou Kai ^u0ou* Kai iva pf] ra TtavTa avayivcoaKOo

Sia TravTos uypou.

From such a passage as this, which is typical of many others, it is well-

nigh impossible to deduce anything concerning the nature of this
4

divine

water/ It may mean that the
c

divine water
7

is given all these names, or

perhaps, as the other passages hint, that the ‘ divine water
7

is a term for all

liquids used in
£

the work/ The recipes which employ the ‘ divine water
’

seem to indicate that it had the power of dissolving or disintegrating the

substances used in the art, and that it had also the property of colouring

metals. It was evidently also a volatile substance, or at any rate one which

produced a gas or vapour which attacked metals. Both mercury and solutions

of easily hydrolysed sulphides have this power in some degree, and it is fairly

certain that sometimes at least the term refers to these.

The Marian school is especially concerned with this
J

divine water/ which

takes an unimportant part in the Democritan school. The Marian school, of

which Zosimus is the most important representative, sets out methods of

operation which, while obscure, are yet consistent. The prime material operated

on is not as a rule disclosed, but when revealed appears as copper or the alloy

of the four base metals known as the TETpaaojiia. This is treated in a peculiar

form of apparatus, the invention of Marv, which to some extent resembled the

modern reflux extractor (Figs. 4, 6), by exposure to the vapour and condensed

liquid derived from boiling
£

divine water/ mercury, sulphur or arsenic sulphides.

It must be remembered that these substances may be used, in accordance with

alchemical custom, as covering names for some analogous substances the nature

of which the authors wished to conceal from all but the initiated. The con-

densed liquid, together with any fused or dissolved products of its interaction

with the copper, dropped back into the lower part of the apparatus and was
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there volatilised afresh. We are told that this process led progressively and
continuously to a blackening, whitening and yellow coloration of the contents

of the apparatus. Then followed a process called ‘ iosis/ of the nature of which

no reasonable explanation can be given, though the alchemists regarded it as

of high importance.22

The apparatus used is illustrated by several sketches in the MSS., of which

two are reproduced here (Figs. 4, 6), but the theories which have been put

forward to explain the use of the apparatus, and, indeed, the whole process

outlined above, are not satisfactory. Two views of it appear from the chemical

standpoint to represent possible methods of procedure.

The first is based on the fact that the alloy of copper and mercury con-

taining 13 per cent, of mercury is of a golden tint. It is occasionally used at

the present time for artificial gold. This alloy is not easy to prepare by the

direct mixture of mercury with melted copper, for the high temperature of the

latter volatilises the mercury. Nor does the direct action of mercury on

copper produce it, for a mixture of unchanged copper and the silvery amalgam
of copper containing much more mercury than 13 per cent, is produced.

The process used by the alchemist was probably the following :•—Mercury

was placed in the lower part of an apparatus such as Fig. 4 or 6,
23 and copper

or an alloy containing much copper on the KripoToods or
c

palette
5

(P) in the

upper part. The mercury being heated from below, boiled and condensed on

the cups (cptaAr]) and on the copper, which was disintegrated and finally

dissolved. Impurities (oxides, etc.) remained on the KppoTaKis or on the sieve-

like diaphragm below, while a pure copper amalgam collected in the lower

part of the apparatus (cryyos ocrrp&Kivov), into which the droppings from the

kerotakis fell. The copper blackened during the process as a result of oxidation.

The white amalgam formed contained much more mercury than the yellow

gold-like amalgam which was required; and continued and steady heating

caused the mercury to be volatilised from this and to escape by leakage or by
diffusion through the porous earthenware until the required alloy was produced.

Evidence is to be found in the texts to support this view of the process,

but it was not the only purpose for which the apparatus was employed, for it

was probably used as a sublimation apparatus of the type of the aludel, and

also for the treatment of metals with sulphur. The process of making copper

amalgam of suitable composition must have been far from easy, and indeed the

alchemists who employ the kppotcxkis give the impression of dealing with a

22 The meaning 1

violet coloration
’

seems improbable. A. J. Hopkins, Chemical

News, Vol. 85, p. 49, upholds the view that

this process was the formation of a purple

bronze similar to the Japanese shaku-do .

This theory, though explaining the meaning
of * iosis * in a reasonable manner, seems
inconsistent with the processes that pre-

cede this operation. Conceivably w
iosis

*

may be the final removal of the ios or tar-

nish formed on the surface of the metal.
23 The figures are copies of those in the

MS. of St. Mark, folios 112, 193, 195; Figs.

4 and 6 represent the same type of appara-

tus, the globular lower portion of Fig. 4

being probably some form of heating appara-
tus. Several other sketches are reproduced
in Berthelot’s Introduction d VHude de la

Chimie des Anciens et du JMoyen-dge . Figs.

5 and 7 represent reconstructions of the

apparatus of Figs. 4 and 6, based on the

figures contained in the MSS. and the

descriptions in the text.
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most difficult problem. The author is aware of no other chemical process

which is consistent with the descriptions, and could at the same time give the

continuous blackening, whitening and yellowing which is so strongly emphasised

by all the authors. The explanation given above is at least consistent with

the two great maxims which run through so much of the alchemical literature.

Mera tt}v tou yaAKou i^iooaiv Kai peAavaiv Kai es Oarspov Aeukgoctiv,

tote sarai pEpaia ^avOooaig. (Agathodaemon Aiviyiia) (B. II. 115.) After

the refinement of copper and its blackening and its later -whitening, then will take

place the solid yellowing.

’Eav pir] Ta CTcb|jLOCTa daw ponrchar) s Kai dacbporra acouaTcoaris ouSsv to

irpoaSoKobiiEvov earai. (B. II. 115.) (Hermes.)
4

If you do not disembody

the bodies and embody the things without body , nothing which is expected will take

place.
9

Fig. 7.—Conjectural Restoration of the Round Form of Kerotakis
, as shown

in Fig. 6.

The last is clear enough if we remember that aobpccra has the meaning
‘ metallic bodies/ and dacbporra substances without metallic properties. Thus

the meaning is,
4

If you do not bring the metals to a non-metallic condition

and then back to a metallic condition, nothing which is expected will take place.’

Consistent with the latter maxim is the method of treating metals with

sulphur practised by the alchemist Mary. She employed the kerotakis type of

apparatus for the treatment of metals with sulphur or with arsenic sulphide.

The mode of procedure in such a case would be similar, the sulphur or arsenic

sulphide being placed in the lower half of the receptacle. The metals on the

kerotakis would be converted into sulphides which might dissolve in the melted

condensed sulphur and be carried into the lower half of the apparatus. The

black mixture of sulphides and unchanged sulphur collecting in this lower

receptacle would then be the
4

black lead ’ or scoria of Mary, which is said

to collect in the
4 Hades ’ or lower part of the apparatus. This

4

black lead
’
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when heated in air with
4

oil of soda ’ or other flux could be reduced bv a pyritic

smelt to an alloy of the metals originally placed on the kerotakis. The process

is quite a possible one and consistent with the texts, but the object of such a

complex method of preparing an alloy may seem obscure. It may be that

the difficulties mentioned on p. 128 prevented the use of simple melting of the

metals, or again the sulphur and arsenic retained in this process may have

favourably influenced the colour of the product. Colours are observed on
c
blister

?

copper, as made to-day by a pyritic smelt which may have suggested

the
£

iosis
?

or violet coloration already mentioned as a problem.

In addition to the kerotakis and the simple aludel for sublimation, the

MSS. contain numerous sketches of distillation apparatus.

The eighth figure represents a drawing from the Codex Marcianus 299 and

Fig. 0.—Reconstruction of the Distillation Apparatus of Fig. 8.

a conjectural reconstruction. The drawing shows a type of apparatus used

for distillation, which is very similar to that employed to-day. The globe

marked (3t]kos must have been luted into the funnel-shaped tube which sur-

rounds it, but in all other respects the apparatus as figured appears to be prac-

tical and well designed. The value of the apparatus to the alchemists is not

clear. They appear to have distilled sulphur from it and to have obtained

liquids which they called eAcxiov kikivov and pa<pccvivov, and to have used

these in the colouring and treatment of metals. No liquid products except

melted sulphur can be obtained by distilling sulphur, or any mixture of sulphur

and a mineral substance. A theory has been propounded that these oils were

in fact melted sulphur, but this liquid would solidify in a few minutes or seconds

to a mass of monoclinic or plastic sulphur. Perhaps the word fc

sulphur
5

was
used in a wider sense, or again sulphur may have been distilled with vegetable

oils, so forming sulphur-substituted organic liquids which would have the

effect of tinting metals by formation of a layer of sulphide as is described in
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the Democritean recipes .
24 Doubtless mercury was also distilled from the

apparatus, though there is no definite statement to this effect.

A reading of the work of the alchemists will often lead to a consideration

of a totally different conception of alchemy to that which we have put forward.

In many passages the practical element is replaced by mystical and religious

matters, and it has been thought that some alchemists were not seeking to

make gold at all or indeed any other substance. No one can read the works

of Democritus or Mary without feeling that they are practical metallurgical

efforts undertaken with. a definite purpose, even though mystical and religious

elements are present. But the texts of Comarius, the visions of Zosimus,

and parts of the wmrk of later authors suggest that these men were not really

interested in making gold and were not in fact talking about real gold at all.

The practical chemist examining these works feels like a builder who should

try to get practical information from a work on Freemasonry.

Alchemy always contains some elements of the mystical and symbolic.

The puzzle is that the practical content of alchemy, which is the treatment and

manufacture of metals, affords no evident reason or justification for the mystical

atmosphere with which the subject has always been surrounded. The mystical

side of alchemy seems of an antiquity at least equal to that of the practical,

nor does its obscurity make it less important for an understanding of the subject.

The representation of metals by planetary symbols, the symbols of the philo-

sophic egg, and of the serpent, and numerous references to Jewish, Egyptian

and Gnostic beliefs all go to show that alchemy had a spiritual significance as

well as a practical utility.

Gold has always been of importance in religious symbolism. The comparison

of its burnished brilliance to the sun was no recondite step. Thus at an early

date each of the other six metals was connected with one of the planets. The
heavenly bodies thus gave a religious significance to the somata. With the

metals equipped with the astrological qualities the alchemist passes from the

Lesser to the Greater AV orld, to the ‘ Great Work 5

which is the aim of every

mystical system .
25 F. Sherwood Taylor.
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NOTE ON TWO ARCHAISTIC RELIEFS IN OXFORD

Miss Hutton's valuable article on the archaistic reliefs in Oxford 1 con-

tains two errors, which may as well be corrected at once. The first was pointed

out to me by Mr. W. H. Buckler. Of the left-hand nymph in the representation

of Pan teased
,

2 Miss Hutton writes that the artist
4

twisted the upper portion

of her body roimd into a three-quarters frontal position, which he balanced

by flinging the right arm back to fill the empty space behind the body. There

is therefore no physical contact between the first nymph and Pan.’ 3 As a

matter of fact she was grasping the end of Pan’s leopard-skin with her right

hand, just as in the other reliefs with the same subject
,

4 and swinging not her

right but her left arm back.

The second slip is in the account of the Rhodian nymph relief .
5 Accord-

ing to Miss Hutton,
4

the whole surface has been so much rubbed down to

conceal damage that the right-hand figure, whose heavy peplos had originally

a pleated kolpos with swallow-tail points, appears to be clad in a transparent

veil over an equally transparent tunic .

5 6

The terminology is a little difficult; but by peplos Miss Hutton must

mean the himation; and kolpos she must be using, in a new sense, for what

corresponds, in the middle nymph, to the old Ionic himation; and pleating

must refer to the vertical folds. Now, to begin with, the surface of the whole

relief is uniform, and is absolutely free from retouching. It is weathered from

exposure in antiquity, but it has suffered nothing in modern times : it has been

neither worked over, nor sandpapered, nor rubbed down, nor over-cleaned, nor

tampered with in any other way 4

to conceal damage .

5

I am not alone in this

view. It is shared by Mr. Ashmole, a severe critic. It is shared by Mr. W. H.

Young of the Ashmolean Museum, to whose opinion all archaeologists attach

the highest value. Mr. Young says that not even a weak solution of acid has

at any time been used to clean the marble : it has been washed with water,

no more.

Miss Hutton believes that the nymph 4

originally had a pleated kolpos with

swallow-tail points
,

5

that is, wore the same costume as her sisters. But her

costume is perfectly normal as it stands. It is the same as is worn by the

right-hand nymph in the Oxford Pan relief 7 and its repetitions in Paris, Con-

stantinople, Naples
,

8 and by Zeus in other archaistic reliefs .

9

1 J.H.S.
,
xlix. pp. 240-5 and PI. XIV.

2 Ibid., PI. XIV, 1.

3 Ibid., p. 242, top.
4 E. Schmidt, Archaistische Kunst , PI.

XIV, 2, and PI. XV, 1.

5 xlix. PI. XIV, 2.

6 Ibid., p. 243.
7 Ibid., PI. XIV, 1.

8 Schmidt, op. cit ., PI. XIV, 2, PI. XIV,
1, and PI. XV, 1.

9 See Hauser, Die neu-attischen Reliefs,

PI. I, 5, and pp. 34-5, nos. 43a and 44.
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That an archaistic figure should look as if it were
c

clad in a transparent

veil over an equally transparent tunic * is nothing strange. What can be

more transparent than the clothing of the Munich Tyche or the Isis from

Pompeii, the archaistic male figure from Eleusis or even the archaistic Apollo

in the Vatican ?
10 Delphice

,
perluces .

J. D. Beazley.

10 Bulle, Archaisiertnde griechischc Rund- VII, no. 49; PI. VI, no. 43.

plastik , PI. VII, no. 50; PI. I, no. 10; PI.



SARDANAPALUS AGAIN

The fragment illustrated above was offered for sale in London last summer.

It should belong to the new replica of the Sardanapalus from Castel Gandolfo,

which was kindly shown me by Commendatore Paribeni in 1926, soon after its

discovery. 1 The broken surfaces correspond pretty exactly, if my memory
serves me aright; the execution is similar, and does not belie Curtius’ date,

the end of the first century a.d., though I should prefer to think it some years

later.

Less vapid than the replica of the Sala della Biga, and free from retouching

and restoration. Bernard Ashmole.

1 Curtius in Jahrbnch 43 (1928), p. 281

(p. 284, note, for earlier publications) : his

illustration of the head at Corinth, from

Amelung s collection, is my photograph of

1921, at which time permission to reproduce
it could not be obtained.
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Christianity and Islam under the Sultans. By the late F. W. Hasluck.
Edited by Margaret M. Hasluck. 2 vols. Pp. lxiv -f 877. Oxford : Clarendon

Press, 1929. Price £3 3s.

The author of these two volumes died in 1920 in Switzerland at the age of forty-two after

several years of failing health. This is the third posthumous book that his widow has

been able to publish. First, in 1924, came Athos and its Monasteries ; then, in 1926, Letter?

on Folklore and Religion ; and now these two volumes complete the harvest. Though in

the Letters all matter that would more properly see the light in this present work was omitted,

the two books have a close connexion. In the Letters we are allowed an insight into the

author’s tastes and his manner of working, and we see how ideas shaped themselves in his

mind ; in these volumes we see the side of his work which he would as a rule turn to the

world. The ideas are the same, but here they are supported by a wealth of sifted and
sorted evidence. Even here the work is not everywhere as Hasluck would have wished to

leave it finally, and this for two reasons. The editor warns us that of the whole material

only a third 'was left in any way ready for the press; one-half was in a provisional

form
; the rest existed only as notes, which she has now woven together into as con-

nected a form as possible. Much material also, too fragmentary for any other purpose,

has been included in the very long and interesting footnotes. All, in fact, that pious care

could do to make the most of Hasluck's legacy has been done. And the second reason is

that with Hasluck’s manner of working and with such subjects as he chose, finalhy was

hardly ever to be reached : he might have gone on adding to and strengthening his papers

almost ad infinitum. He took copious notes of his reading and these notes it was his ideal

to keep by what he called a method of double entry. They were entered, that is, first as

notes on whatever book he was then reading, and secondly they were rearranged as notes

on any subjects which happened to be interesting him. These latter collections would

gradually be worked up into articles. Work done in this way may clearly grow and grow,

and many of his articles did grow a good deal in his hands between their original publica-

tion in this Journal or in the Annual of the British School at Athens and their final appear-

ance in these volumes. But such articles are like a plant, and at any period of their

expansion they are in a sense complete : it must only be remembered that, as evidence

accumulated, Hasluck might very well have fortified, or perhaps modified, his positions.

These two volumes are divided into three parts, and, if fate had been kinder, all these

sixty chapters 'would not have appeared in one book. In the first part Hasluck studies

what he called the process of Transference, by which in this special case Christianity has

at many of its sanctuaries in the Islamic area been forced to give way to the religion of the

conquerors. Some of the chapters in the third part, the Miscellanea, were destined to go

with these towards a fuller treatment of these transferences from Christianity to Islam

and vice versa . The second part is devoted almost entirely to Islam
; to it would have been

joined the rest of the chapters in Part III, and with further material added a book would

have been made to be called Studies in Turkish Popular History and. Religion. We have

thus before us part of the material for two separate books. Hasluck had further formed

the idea of applying the principles acquired from his systematic study of popular religion

in Greece and Turkey to Palestine and Western Europe, and this would have produced

two more books on Transferences : one for Western Europe on transferences from paganism

to Christianity and, to judge from hints in the Letters, from the cult of local saints to the

cult of the Virgin and of the more important and central saints of Christendom, and one

for Palestine on transferences from Christianity to Islam. These schemes seem to have

resulted from reading the books that were most easily accessible to him in Switzerland,
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where the special literature for Greece and Turkey was not to be so easily found as in

London and in the libraries at Athens.

Everyone who has studied both ancient and modern Greece must have had his atten-

tion called to the question of what has survived from antiquity through the later ages

and so down to the present day
;

it was as a special example of this wider problem that

the subject of Transference, of the succession of one cult to another at some special sanc-

tuary, interested Hasluck for a number of years. He asked himself whether or not a site

sacred to one religion tended naturally to be holy to the adherents of a subsequent faith

;

whether, to come to the definite cases he was studying, a pagan sanctuary was the more
likely to become of religious import to the Christians, or a Christian sanctuary in Turkey
to the incoming Moslems, because it had been held in religious veneration by the earlier

pagans or Christians. With this intention he examined the records and traditions of as

many sacred places in the Nearer East, Christian and Islamic, as he could find. His

results he gives in Chap. X. His conclusion was that the vogue of important holy places is

governed by purely social and economic conditions. ‘ Once a holy place, always a holy

place,’ does not, in fact, in Asia Minor at least, hold good. Changes, he says, in political

and social conditions, especially change of population, can and do obliterate the most ancient

local religious traditions. The burden of proof always rests on him who would assert

that any holy place has come to be venerated because of an ancient inheritance of sanctity

from a previous religion. In general, Hasluck held, all claims to such survivals ought to

be examined with great stringency, though he admitted that in certain countries, especially

in Syria, the antecedent probabilities are greater than in Asia Minor that a Moslem site

has inherited its sanctity from something earlier, Jewish or Christian. Here he laid great

stress on the continuance of a Semitic population.

This generally sceptical attitude we think that anyone, who has been through the

cases marshalled in this book, will regard as justified. An interesting exception, where
Hasluck sees a real survival, is the cult—now* w*e suppose only of the past—of the three

saints, Nymphodora, Metrodora and Menodora, at the hot springs of Armudlu near Cape
Poseidium on the Marmora. In this case the rarity of female triads in the Byzantine
calendar, their frequency in ancient art, and especially as sets of nymphs presiding over

healing springs, the presence of an ancient inscription on the site, and a story of a relief, pro-

bably pagan, of three figures in the present bath, are all indications that lead Hasluck to say

that
k

there is therefore a strong presumption that the cult of the three saints of Armudlu
is based on an earlier worship of the nymphs.’ Tw*o Moslem graves close to the bath are, he
thinks, quite likely in the future to provide unknowm dedes to succeed to the heritage of the

nymphs and of the saints. But at Armudlu the evidence is exceptionally strong; a
survival has often been claimed for reasons much less cogent, and Hasluck maintains

that the ascertainable facts on the question in general should lead to a sceptical wariness

rather than to any very easy acceptation of such survivals.

Clearly akin to this question of transferences and survivals are the general relations

between tw*o clashing religions, in this case between Christianity and Islam. One of

these relations Hasluck studied in w hat he has called the * ambiguous 5

sanctuaries, fre-

quented alike by Christians and Moslems. From this he proceeded to a long study of the

Bektashi dervishes, a sect of uncertain tenets but tolerant practice, standing socially at least

betw*een the tw o religions. Thus w*e get chapters on the distribution of their monasteries,

on their relation to the Janissaries, and on their prevalence in Southern Albania. In then-

relations with Ali Pasha of Tepelen w*e touch Turkish history. He wTas attracted too

towards another
k

half-way house ’ between the twro religions, w*hich is to be discovered in

the, from the Islamic point of view, heterodox tribes, Yuruks and Turcomans, of Asia
Minor. Of these he gives in Chap. XXXIX such lists as can be compiled. Had time been
given him, this inquiry might have produced a book of great interest on the social conditions

and religious practices of these very obscure peoples. We say expressly
v

practices,’

because to Hasluck practices w*ere always much more important, as being much more
real, than the tenets of minds so vague and illogical as almost to deprive the w*ord of

meaning.

Such are the main lines of this book. But the circumstances of its production have led

to the inclusion of a number of chapters on the most miscellaneous subjects, the general
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bearing of many of which would probably have been made more plain had the author lived.

As it is we must take them as a collection of papers, many of very great interest. We can

only give an idea of this part of the book by quoting a few titles of chapters as worthy of

special mention. Thus we find (’hap. X LVI, The Girding of the Sultan ; Chap. XLYIT,
Columns of Ordeal; Chap. XLYIII, The Styhtt Hunt it of the Olympic urn (at Athene);

Chap. LII, Terra Lernnia ; Chap. LIY, The Caliph Mamun and the Magic Fish ; Chap. LY,
The Three Unjust Deeds ; Chap. LYIII. The Prophecy of the Red Apple ; and these are only

a few of many.
We have tried to give some notion of the contents of these volumes and as far as

possible of the general lines along which the author's mind worked, and it is dilticult to deal

in any other way w ith a book so full of ideas and containing such a mass of information.

So much material in so comparatively small a space was only possible because Hasluck

wrote in a tightly compressed style that demands always the full attention of the reader.

Anything like fine writing was abhorrent to him. Learning seemed to him so delightful

in itself that it could dispense with all ornaments. He would never admit that learning

was of any importance, but he loved it himself and wrote for those, and for those only,

who had the same disinterested affection. The result is a concentration so austere that the

interest of his work sometimes hardly appears unless the reader takes the trouble to

look up the references which he gave so scrupulously. In reading his less than eight hundred

pages one may find not a few chapters which in lets economical hands would have easily

each of them made a separate book. It is no wonder, therefore, that for these 7(58 pages

of text Mrs. Hasluck has had to make an index covering 107 closely printed pages, and that

the list which she has compiled of books quoted contains more than 1400 entries. For

these labours, and for setting in order the elaborate notes and in these volumes saving

everything that could be saved from Hasluek's workshop, everyone interested in the

Nearer East and its recent history and social conditions will be most grateful to her. But

these are not the only readers who will find much in this book. The ideas and principles

involved in these papers are of general application; the student of ancient religion will find

his horizon widened by these discussions of problems similar to his own, but often with

more evidence at hand to help towards a solution.

K. M. D.

A Bibliography of the Works of J. B. Bury (with a Memoir). By X. H.

Bayxes. X 5J ins. Pp. viii -f 184. Cambridge: University Press. 10*. (W.

A bibliography is apt to be an arid affair, a rattling skeleton of research without the fleshly

or spiritual graces ; it is therefore a triumph for Bury that even a list of his works can suggest

the liveliness of his mind. We range from Pindar to Browning and back to Tlieophylaktos

Simokatta ; Rose Aylmer goes into choriambies and Edward Lear into Homeric hexameters

;

Gibbon is parodied and then edited; and then there are the great histories and the life of

St. Patrick and the Idea of Progress and innumerable essays, lectures, articles and reviews

on the science of history.

Mr. Baynes, Bury's successor in Byzantine studies, outlines the development of Bury’s

historical imagination in a memoir which could not be bettered. His task was an intricate

one; Bury thought consistency no virtue, and at one moment he proclaimed that, history

was a science, * no more and no less,’ while at the next he wrote a defence of personal bias

in historical research. Yet Mr. Baynes succeeds in presenting Bury’s progress as an organic

growth and draws a skilful, penetrating and diverting portrait of the mind of a great historian.

Excavations at Olynthus. I. The Neolithic Settlement. By G. E. Myloxas.

Pp. xviii-f 108; 04 illustrations. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press; London:

H. Milford, 1929. £1 14*.

This book is the first of a series which will describe the excavation of Olynthus by the

American Expedition under Professor D. M. Robinson in 1928. It deals with a small

Neolithic settlement (on a hill at the south end of the site), the discovery of which is described

by Professor Robinson in the Foreword as
h

accidental.' The word is not a happy one,

J.H.S.—VOL. L. L
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since Neolithic sherds from this place had been reported in B.S.A. xxvi. p. 31, and the

reviewer had in fact told Professor Robinson exactly where they were found.

Chapter I treats of the site; Chapters II—YI describe the architectural remains,

pottery, figurines, celts and small finds respectively : affinities with other sites are discussed

in Chapter VII.

The arrangement is good, the description clear and exhaustive, and the illustrations

numerous. The careful account of the kiln (and its modern descendant), and the classi-

fication of the celts are especially valuable. The suggested evolution from Neolithic

prototypes of the bowls with incurved rim which characterise the local Early Bronze Age
l ulture is, if not convincing, of great interest. Above all we are grateful for the recovery of

many vase-shapes of the Neolithic period, hitherto all too rare in Macedonia.

A few points call for criticism. A plan of the whole Neolithic site (not only of the

excavated area) is badly needed, and a section drawing of the excavated area itself would
have been welcome. In view too of the great interest of the kiln, it would have been better

to have given a section-drawing showing its exact relation to the stratified deposit and to the

Byzantine walls, and to have stated explicitly what sort of sherds 'were found around and
above the ' red basin 5

(p. 15). For some unexplained reason, neither plans nor illustrations

have any scale, though measurements are, it is true, given in the text in some cases. The
leading celt-types might with advantage have been drawn in section.

The conclusions are perhaps the least satisfactory part of the book. The pottery from
Olynthus can not be, as Mr. Mylonas states, the first Neolithic ware known from ’ Macedonia
in general

5

(p. 20) : the black-polished ware from Olynthus itself proves, if proof were
needed, that the < identical) ware from Vardino IandAivatliis Neolithic too: andthe author’s

opinion that Olynthus is earlier than Vardino I will have to be revised.

Mr. Mylonas, quoting from a preliminary report (such reports are little more than hasty

impressions and should be quoted, if at all, with reserve), states (p. 33) that the second

culture at Hagios Mamas is Early Helladic. This is now found not to be so. It is, in fact,

not Early Helladic but, like that of Vardaroftsa I, Kilindir I, and, to a large extent,

Troy II, the North Aegaean counterpart of Early Helladic. In order to show that this

Early Bronze Age culture evolved in Macedonia direct from the Neolithic, as the author

suggests, a great deal more evidence is required than that which Olynthus or any other site

has so far produced. Does Mr. Mylonas realise the implications of his theory, which, if

valid for Macedonia, must be valid for Greece as well? Is he prepared to see in the Early
Helladic culture of mainland Greece a normal spontaneous development of the Neolithic ?

Vet this is what his theory involves. For (whatever is true of later periods) the course of

things in Macedonia during the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age is closely parallel to

that in Greece.

W. A. H.

The Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia
;
excavated and described by members of the

British School at Athens. 11M >6-1910. Edited by R. M. Dawkins. Pp. 420, with
frontispiece, 208 plates. 148 illustrations in the text. London: Society for the Pro-

motion of Hellenic Studies
; Macmillan and Co., 1920.

The view is in process of becoming axiomatic that for dating products of Spartan manu-
facture the archaeologist can command a body of fact independent of, supplementing and,
v hen it conflicts with, superseding, the evidence of style. It is, therefore, the more timely
that before the process has completed itself, the grounds for this view, hitherto accessible

only in scattered reports in the should be assembled in one volume.
The book is untendencious ; concerned to set out certain facts revealed by the excava-

tion ; not to relate them to the history of art as known before it took place or has been since

discovered; but inside these modest limits clear as to the nature and infallibility of the
evidence the excavation has to offer. It * provides us with a long and continuous archaeo-
logical sequence, the order of which rests upon the stratigraplucal evidence of the site, and
this sequence . . . covers almost the v hole field of what could possibly have survived to us
of early Spartan art. . . . The sequence of objects rests entirely upon the evidence of the
spade : to give positive dates i.-,, of course, an entirely separate problem. It may. however.
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be remarked that any corrections to be made in our positive dating by fresh external evidence
will not in any way affect the relative dating established by the stratigraphy of the site.’

Xo one who has read Professor Dawkins’ account of the excavation will deny this. Xo
work could have been more carefully done; no greater degree of precision devoted to

cataloguing, arranging and keeping separate the finds. The accuracy of the facts is not to

be questioned. The validity of the inferences from them is another matter. At the end of

the excavations not only were the excavators certain of the various stages in the history of

the sanctuary, but that they could recognise (and distinguish in other circumstances) a
unique style in the objects belonging to each of them. The continuity of style which one
would expect does not, it is said, obscure the uniqueness of the stages. It is tliis belief that

the historian must question, and though continuing to believe that what the stratification

proves will never be shaken, may differ from the excavators in his estimate of what is proved.

I will deal first with the history of the (actuary , next with the distinctness and sequence

<>f the strata : stressing those points where evidence from sheer stratification is reinforced

by an argument from style.

The salient points in the history of the sanctuary may be stated briefly. Inside an
area, which was early enclosed, a series of temples and of altars co-existed each on its own
site (roughly) throughout Greek and Hellenistic times. The thrown-away objects from both

accumulated in layers. On one occasion both w ere destroyed, probably by flooding from
the river, and subsequently the level of the whole was raised by a layer of sand on which a

new temple and a new altar were built. All this is fact anti undeniable.

The first inference made by the excavators was that the objects found below the sand

were earlier than those above it, except in clearly defined and easily recognisable cases

where the stratification was disturbed. The validity of this inference no one will question.

The second inference is that so close is the continuity of style between the objects just

below the sand and those just above it, that the new buildings were made and used imme-
diately after the laying down of the sand. This is clearly an inference from style and will

be discussed later.

BcIoav the sand is the Geometric period, and a post-geometric stage, classified in two
clearly distinguished styles, LAC. I and II. Above the sand the deposits again accumu-
lated by the temple and two successive stages are distinguished, called LAC. Ill and IV.

The deposits by the altar, although they have no strata below' them, are said to belong to a

later stage in the development of Laconian art, and are therefore classified as LAC. V. Here
the evidence of the stratification appears to bo set aside in favour of an inference from style.

The style recognised as LAC. V is found also in several other pockets, but beyond the limit

of the sand and not on top of the LAC. IV stratum.

The last stage of the art, LAC. VI, is found not clearly stratified above LAC 1

. V, but in

scant}* deposits and in houses along with Hellenistic w are and Megarian bow Is. This is

used as the ground of an assumption that it continues till Hellenistic times. Its continuity

with LAC1

. V is based on continuity of style.

This temple and altar were subsequently destroyed. By Homan times a theatre had
been built on the site in such a position that it could use for its ycena the facade of another

temple on the same site. The paved floor of this area covered the altar and the space

between temple and altar, and the foundations of its seats covered the spaces all round both,

and this kept the earlier deposits intact.

In this account of the history of the sanctuary it is clear that inference from style is

used, (1) in asserting the continuity between LAC 1

. II and III; (2) in asserting the con-

tinuity of IV, V, VI anil Hellenistic w ork. Style is also used as the ground for distinguishing

between stages within the strata; below' the sand between LAC. I and II, and above the

sand between LAO. Ill and IV. These chronological stages are based ‘ mainly upon the

evidence of the successive styles of pottery * (p. 2o:5). Of the other objects the majority

are considerably restricted in time. The lead figurines, however, survive throughout
; and

the sequence they give is not without significance.

The result of Professor Droop's study of the pottery is set out in Chapter II. It reveals

a degree of minute knowledge of the material which not many people w ill hope to rival. He
is, moreover, in the fortunate position of having seen the pottery in its strata and so gaining

a first impression of differences which subsequent prolonged museum studv merely confirmed.
*

i. 2
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And to this knowledge he adds a power of direct intuition the results of which are final but

incommunicable. He has, however, done his best to make the reader as familiar as he is

with the material; the excellent tables (Plates 19-21) drawn up by Miss Tankard make the

grounds of differentiation easy to see and understand.

The word ** style ” may cover at least four things : Formgefuhl (whether the artist’s

own, or his generation's): Technique (silhouette, outline, etc.): Fashion (preference for

certain patterns, colours, etc.) : Mechanism (quality of varnish, slip, etc.). The evidence

for date of the last three is only valid in certain circumstances. If we know (by

stratification or otherwise) the dates of such fashions, etc., we can date their instances

:

but fashions, techniques, mechanisms, per se , may follow in any order, or even co-exist

;

the sequence is only certain when conditioned bv increasing skill, or the solution of

some problem.

The differences between LAC. I and II are in technique , the introduction of incision, in

fashion , the occasional use of white, increasing elaboration of pattern, different choice of

shapes, the intrusion of human figures. Here is the basis of a legitimate distinction in time.

These things are obviously conditioned by increasing skill; and they coincide with the

history of every branch of Greek archaic art.

The continuity alleged between LAC. II and III rests on the uniformity of style in the

latest LAC. II and the earliest LAC. III. This uniformity rests ultimately on Formgefuhl
of drawing, as can be seen most clearly from a late LAC. II lakaina (Plates VII and VIII)
and an early LAC. Ill cup (Plates IX and X),1 and it may be taken as establishing this close

proximity in time. The proximity is further borne out by masks from the same mould
found below and above the sand.

Note, however, that the LAC. II layer varies considerably in depth (p. 15), and the very
latest objects are found in certain specified areas (pp. 15, 16), and at least one vessel which
establishes the uniformity (the lakaina referred to above)

6

occupies a place of its own in the

Laconian series.’ Note also that very little of the LAC. II was found here (most of the

examples are shown in Fig. 47), and the stages between the extreme simplicity of LAC. I and
the comparative elaboration of late LAC. II and LAC. Ill are not fully represented by LAC.
II as here found, and the material from the Menelaion is brought in to fill up the gaps.

Professor Droop is therefore right in postulating a longer date for the existence of LAC. II

than, from the depth of the stratum, he first supposed (B.S.A., xiv. p. 46; J.H.S . , 1910).

It looki, indeed, as if much of the LAC. II stratum was swept away by the flood or by the

subsequent flattening of the surface to receive the sand ;

2

and it will follow, if the stratum
was interfered with in this way, that objects found in the same level are not necessarily

contemporary.

Between LAC. Ill and IV the changes in style are chiefly changes infashion (LAC. IV
shows less use of slip, consequently more use of black directly on the clay

: purple in orna-

ment, and two simple patterns, are not used) and in mechanism (the slip, the black and
purple are poorer in quality). What is there to show that this is not the work of good and
bad craftsmen at the same period? The stratigraphy might here give a chronological

significance to a classification which has none in itself ; but this does not appear to be the

case. The cross section of the site in Plate II, line E-F, shows that the most important
deposits of this period accumulated not in horizontal but in sloping layers. The excavators
accordingly made ‘ the test of earliness not the level but the nearness to the centre of a cone ’

(p. 4, note 2). To the lay mind it is difficult to believe that any conclusions as to sequence
can be dogmatically asserted of deposits lying in this kind of formation

:
particularly as

there is no kind of collateral security from a more obvious stratification elsewhere. Finally,

the fact that no distinction between Leads III and IV can be made among the 58,000
figurines found in the deposit is highly significant. That a deposit of figurines extending

1 Professor Droop, who does not admit Formge fuhl as an element of style with chrono-
logical \ alue, is led by his criteria of fashion and mechanism to set this vase late in LAC. III.

But Formgefuhl is here confirmed by stratigraphy.
2 The loss of much of the later LAC. II stratum is also suggested by the fact that the

15,000 surviving lead figurines from under the sand show no difference in LAC. II. This
would be surprising at this progressive time if one had a full series over the whole period.
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over a century (a century, moreover, in which the art is said to have made rapid progress to

its height and subsequent decline) should be exactly stratified and yet show no development
is very difficult to believe. 1

Between LAC. V and its immediate predecessors there is one mechanical difference, the

black is worse in quality. Fash ion has decreed a disuse of slijj, less use < >f purple, more white

in figure details : a few simple patterns are not found, birds and animals are less frequent, a

new pattern is used. But we return to one favourite LAC. II pattern, and as in LAC. II

incision is rare. None of these criteria is valid for dating, unless they are stratigraphically

secured. Unfortunately they are not. The earliest deposits beside the post-sand altar are

of this LAC. V type (though one would naturally expect the altar to be as old as the temple)

;

and the rest of LAC. V is found in isolated patches of deposit, but (so far as one can gather)

nowhere directly on top of LAC. III-IV nor in any relation to the sand.

Collateral evidence for the relative lateness of LAC. V is, however, adduced from the

figurines. It is said that by their help a layer in which there is little or no pottery can

be recognised above LAC. III-IV, and from this distinction in the figurines one may infer a

LAC. V date for pottery occurring elsewhere with such figurines. It seems, however, that

the distinction observed in the figurines is mainly this, that the types are mixed in a different

proportion : though there is also some distinction of style. The numbers of figurines found

in the pockets seem too small to allow the proportion of types to be decisive in naming them
Lead V : is the style decisive ? It is noteworthy that there are several figurines of Lead V
which are from moulds used in Leads III-IV or Lead VI (e.g. CXCVIII. 21, 25 and 27 of

Lead V = CC. 2, 1 and 5 respectively of Lead VI : CXCIX. 2 of Lead V = CXCVI. 7 of

Leads III-IV), and in one case at least a mould used in Leads III-IV tCXCVI. 9) is still used

in Lead VI (CC. 3).
2

Lastly, LAC. VI. Its main characteristic is that it is extremely bad mechanically,

slap-dash in drawing, and draws only the easiest things. These quahties may, however,

coexist with even higher standards of workmanship than Laconian art ever attained. It

appears to have been found only in houses or patches along with LAC. V and Hellenistic

ware, but never in any relation to LAC. Ill—IV and never stratified at all. At least one of

the pockets contained a mixture of Geometric, LAC. V, VI, and Hellenistic (B.S.A., 1909-10,

p. 16).
3

Indeed the fact that there is practically no LAC. V or anything else on top of LAC. III-

IV makes it clear that all the main desposits thrown out from the temple between the end of

LAC. IV and the building of the Homan theatre were swept away ; and that is the bulk of

the late material. The arguments ex absentia which archaeology offers the historian, about

the non-existence thenceforward of certain qualities in Laconian pottery, and the general

cessation of Laconian art, have therefore no great security.

The division of the whole period, from the sand layer to Hellenistic times, into the

four successive stages of steady decline, LAC. II T, LAC. IV, LAC. V, LAC. VI, appears to be

not proven. No doubt those who have conducted the excavation have much knowledge at

their disposal which might meet many of the above criticisms. Yet. till these difficulties

are met, their reconstruction must be regarded as tentative rather than certain. In the

meanwhile there remains a very considerable body of knowledge which is beyond doubt

:

the foundation of the sanctuary in the Geometric period, the transition to the orientalising

style, the development of that style to the Black-figure stage (though not to the height of

1 Professor Droop states elsewhere (J./f.N., 1910, pp. 1-2) that there is no separate

layer of LAC. IV, which occurs always with a preponderating amount of LAC. Ill or V

;

but that in the absence of stratigraphical evident e we must roly on that of style.

2 These identifications are made from the photographs and need to be confirmed; but

they seem pretty certain.
3 In the same campaign and, so far as one can judge, in the same environment, was

found the bronze sphinx (B.S.A., 1909-10, ]». 17) which Professor Droop states on p. 202

to be LAC. HI. In this unstratilied area beyond the sand and towards the river we have

thus Geometric, LAC. Ill, V, VI, and Hellenistic. Professor Droop's statement [ibid.)

that ‘ the above chronological grouping is in no wise a priori but rests throughout on good

evidence from stratification
s

is, of course, a generalisation.
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that style as known elsewhere), and the cutting across the Black-figure style of a sand barrier

which enables us not only to distinguish definitely between the objects above and below it,

but to recognise their contemporaries elsewhere.

It thus becomes extremely important to fix absolute dates for these events. The sand

is fixed tentatively at 600 b.c. The chief argument is the identification of LAC. Ill with

the Arkesilas cup, and of the King on that cup with Arkesilas II of Kvrene (c. 565-c. 550)

:

the former identification is more certain than the latter. It is certainly surprising to find

Spartan drawing so well abreast of the times, but there is no knowing what may have

happened in that astonishing half-century

1

which saw the eclipse of the Corinthian tyiants

and brought Sparta, about 550 b.c., to the notice of Croesus as a world power.

Of the separate chapters, the most important are Professor Dawkins’ sections on the

ivory and bone, and on the terra-cottas, and Professor Droop on the vases and pithoi.

The abundance of new material described shows that the value of the excavation is inde-

pendent of the chronological facts it may or may not yield. Professor Dawkins’ chapters

show the same lucidity as his history of the sanctuary. The objects are well classified and

the stratification of the individual pieces is easy to discover. The main interest of Professor

Droop's chapter (and incidentally one of the most valuable results of the excavation) is the

identification of
4

Cyrenaic ' pottery as Laconian. The grounds of this are forcibly set out

and adequate contumely directed against those who reject it. Apart from this, the section

suffers from the burden of proof thrown on the pottery; it becomes tendencious and

selective. The chapter on bronzes is a useful supplement to Miss Lamb’s excellent publica-

tion of some Ortliia bronzes in xxviii; it was, however, to be expected that the

official publication would supply evidence of the stratification in cases where Miss Lamb
does not mention it.

The remaining chapters sustain their authors’ reputation. Mr. Woodward discourses

with decorous gravity on the contributions made to Hellenistic and Boman epigrapli3% and

shows much precision in assigning the several inscriptions to their contexts. There are also

a few pages for the inscriptions on minor objects, including the archaic ones. The use of the

letter upsiIon for a short syllable (Nos. 6 and 8) is doubtless a fancy of the compositor's.

His chapter (with Mr. George) on the architectural fragments is more adventurous but less

convincing.
4

Orthia
5 and her cult are the subject of a very learned and useful chapter by

Professor Hose. But should Alkman be quoted? He speaks of
4 the Pleiads (or the

pigeons?) at dawn,’ and to suppose he does otherwise is not only to neglect- the text in

favour of a negligent scholiast, but to presuppose also a form *• Orthia ” for which I know no

evidence - till Roman times ; nor even then that the i is short.

It would he wrong to close this review without an expression of gratitude not only to

the excavators for the valuable material that they have brought to light, but to the Hellenic

Society for undertaking on the occasion of its jubilee to make the material accessible to the

public ; and not least to the Society's Librarian, Mr. Penoyre, who has brought the under-

taking so successful Iv to fulfilment.

V. W.-G.

Agrigento : topografia ed arte. By P. Marconi. Fp. 238, with 162 illustrations

in text. Florence : Vallecchi, 1929.

It is mainly through the generosity of Mr. Hardcastle that the further excavation of

Agrigentum has been facilitated. From Signor Marconi, who is now in charge of the

excavations in W. Sicily, we have the uhole story of Agrigentum through all its different

phases. The history begins with the early Bronze Age, vhen the site was occupied by

Siculans (Siculan I), and ends with the Roman occupation. As in the eastern part of Sicily,

there is documentary evidence for the penetration of Mycenean culture into Agrigentum;

1 Herodot. I. 06, o!cc ev te x^Ptl cr/adf) Kai TrXrjOei ouk oTuycov avSpcov, ava te USpaiiov crCmKa

Kai euSevTi^Tiaav. He is speaking of about 000 B.c., the prelude to the reigns of Leon and
Hegesikies.

2 Fig. 30, Xo. 9 (= ii. 95) gives us no such evidence. Cf. the very similarly

written Xo. 3 {S.E.G., ii. 30).
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in the early Sicilian cemeteries there are chamber-tombs side by side w*ith the native * a

forno * type, there are Myeenean bronze weapon* and Myeenean pottery. Though the

official settlement by Greeks from Rhodes or Gela only took place in 582-0, there is evidence

for an earlier Hellenisation of the Siculan population in the new patterns on and shapes of

vases; but more than this, Greeks probably settled in the district. These first Greeks

must have come as pioneers before the actual settlement. That the traditional date for

this settlement is correct is proved by the finds in the walls, the building of which would have

been the earliest work. To the early years of, if not before, the actual settlement must be-

long the little shrines, of which several have been found, for among the remains of terra-cotta

revetments and fragments is a head of archaic type (Fig. 8S) : this interesting head may be

compared with one published by Kekule (Sic, Terracottas. Fig. 1). Apparently, statuette*

of archaic (Daidalid?) type were found by the bases of the two outdoor altars of Demeter

and Persephone.

In the chapters on the nine great temples we get important evidence for the use of

terra-cotta for revetments and architectural decoration. Seemingly the use of terra-cotta

was confined mainly to the two earliest temples, A and B: it was used sparingly in C, and

then stone took its place. The chapters on the art of Agrigentum show that artistic

industry was almost exclusively confined to the production of objects in terra-cotta. Of

sculpture in stone there is nothing that Signor Marconi will allow to native art except the

Telamons, which are Peloponnesian in style, and a few remains of the pediments from

the same temple, B. Without discussion, he refuses to allow* Amelung's attribution of

the Girgenti kouros to a Sicilian School, or Langlotz’s to Kleonai. For him it is Attic, as the

Acropolis boy is Attic and the main artistic influence from now on is Attic. From different

sites in Agrigentum comes a long series of terra-cotta objects, mostly of types like those

from other Sicilian sites—figure-vases (some perhaps imported from Rhodes), acroteria.

reliefs, votive tablets, arulae. It is a difficult task to sort out the different influences.

Dorian, Ionian, Attic, which lie behind this often composite Sicilian art. In the British

Museum can be seen copies, given by Mr. Hardcastle, of an early peplos-figure of Pelo-

ponnesian tvpe : of a votive tablet with Heracles and the boar, w hicli shows how* lifeless the

native Sicilian art of the late sixth century can be : of another tablet with a Gorgon, with

short, folded chiton like the Nike on contemporary late sixth-century miniature reliefs.

This Gorgon tvpe, Signor Marconi calls Ionian for the strange reason that the Dorian type

is rarely winged. Are the Gorgons of Syracuse, the Corfu pediment and Corinthian vases

the rare exceptions ? For the real native talent, which made the Sicilians such excellent

coin-makers, w*e have to look to such reliefs as the young Heracles head, which may justify

the attribution of the Delphi Charioteer to a Sicilian school ; it can be compared, too, to the

Damarateion head. But the talent can best be seen as the delicate miniature relief*

which decorated the rims of pithoi and ritual dishes. Signor Marconi has a Sicilian

chapter to add to w*hat M. Courby has written—for the art lived on for over a century after

it had died out in Greece. It is much to be hoped that Signor Marconi may be able, later,

to publish more of the early objects found on the sites to complete this valuable book.

The Most Ancient East. By V. Gordon Childe. Pp. xiv -f 257, with 24 plates,

and 86 illustrations in the text. London : Kegan Paul. 1928. 155.

To those v*ho w*ish to orient themselves (in two senses) with regard to the most recent epoch-

making archaeological discoveries in the East, Prof. Childe\s book may be recommended.

It is the only summary existing of the whole field from North Africa to India, from the

‘ Capsian stone-users of Algeria to the prehistoric civilised people of the Indus valley by way

of the k Badarians ’ of predvnastic Egypt, the Sumerians of Ur and Kish and al-*Ubaid. and

the Elamites of Susa, with excursus to Anatolia on the one hand and to Mr. Leakey's dis-

coveries in Central Africa on the other; all with an eye on European prehistory. It is

more than a work of vulgarization, for Prof. Childe always comments usefully and originally

on the excavators’ results. We have no space to enter here on any detailed discussion of his

views, which do not directly affect prehistoric Greek archaeology. But we can see from his
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summary of the Sumerian discoveries that we must more and more allow for a very powerful

Sumerian influence on the early development of prehistoric Greek culture, exercised through

Syria, Cilicia and Anatolia. Sumer takes its place alongside Egypt as another great source

of inspiration in Minoan art.

The most novel chapter to most readers will be that on the Indus culture, with its un-

doubted Sumerian connexions, of which further proofs have been found since Prof. Childe

wrote.

There are several misprints in the book, which perhaps shows some signs of hasty pre-

paration. But it will, we hope, shortly see a second edition, in wThieh these slips can be put

right. Such a book must soon be brought up to date, or with the march of discovery it loses

its value for those who want information on these matters. We hope that Prof. Childe will

continue to act as an efficient ” liaison-officer.
5

H. R. H.

Everyday Things in Homeric Greece. By Marjorie and C. H. B. Que^xell.
Pp. viii 4- 140; 73 illustrations. London: B. T. Batsford, 1929. 7s. 6d.

These authors have "written agreeably and instructively on everyday life in the Stone and
Bronze Ages, but their method breaks down when it is applied to commenting on a great

literary text. The change of title is symptomatic of an uneasy conscience; great epic is

not the record of everyday life. Further, what is Homeric Greece ? Is it the Greece that
* Homer 5

portrayed, and if so, what Greece is that ? Or is it the Greece of Homer's own
day, and if so, what day is that ? The authors seem to have despaired of an answer to the

question, if indeed they ever formulated it ;
for while the ancient illustrations are chiefly

drawn from vases of the sixth and fifth centuries and sometimes represent persons and
things of "which there is no mention in the poems (e.g. a jumper with halteres and a pro-

fessional female dancer), representations of the buildings and antiquities of Mycenae and
Tiryns appear along with them. It is difficult to see w hat this hotch-potch is supposed to

illustrate; and still more difficult to conjecture why the Penelope and Telemachus scene

from the Chiusi vase should have been re-drawm in modern style. To vulgarise an exquisite

original in this way is a real offence: almost as great a one as to intrude into a meagre
precis of the plot of the Odyssey such a comment as ‘ It w ent hardly with Nausicaa when
she saw* him again, and her heart went pit-a-pat. Hearts did in old Greece.

5

This is not

the w*ay to recommend great literature to the boys and girls of public school age
5

for

w hom the book is intended.

Inscriptions grecques et latmes de la Syri©
;

I. Commagene et Cyrrhes-
tique. By L. Jalaeert and R. Mouterde. (Haut-Gommissariat de la Republique
francaise en Syrie et an Liban, Service des Antiquites et des Beaux-Arts : Bibliotlieque

archeologique et histonque. Tome XII.) Pp. 135. Pans: P. Gcuthner, 1929. 75 //*.

The enormous and ever-growing mass of inscriptions discovered and published, restored

and discussed, renders increasingly urgent the need of adequate corpora to render the
material available for study. So far as Greek inscriptions are concerned, the Berlin
Academy has rendered, and is rendering, an incalculable service to scholarship by the
publication of the Inscriptions Cracracy destined ultimately to include all inscriptions

found on European soil. For Asia Minor the Vienna Academy has assumed responsibility,

and in th(‘ tw’o published sections of the Tituli A nine Minoris we have the firstfruits of an
undertaking for which we wish rapid progress and a successful issue. In the volume before
us we have the first instalment of a carpus of Latin and Greek inscriptions from Svria—for

as such it may best be described despite the modest disclaimer of the editors, who say that
it is ‘ less a Corpus as modern science regards it than a bringing up to date of Waddington’s
Inscriptions grecque? et fat t nes <h Syrie

'—issued under the auspices and with the aid of the
Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres. No better qualified leaders of the enterprise
could have been found than Professors Jalahert and Mouterde of the University of St.

Joseph at Beyrout, who have long been known for the valuable contributions they have made
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to the epigraphy of Syria, and who, in their excellent article on Christian inscriptions in the
Dictionnaire d

9

Archeologie Chretienne (vii. 623 ff.), have shown that their studies and
interests have been by no means confined to the country of their adoption. In their
difficult task they have sought and received assistance from a number of competent
scholars, some of whom are named in the avant-propos.

The arrangement of the work is geographical and the area covered by the present
volume extends from the crest of the Nemrud Dagh, at the northernmost extremity of

Commagene, to Jibrin in the neighbourhood of Aleppo. Of the 258 inscriptions here
presented, 210 are Greek and the remainder Latin. Among the Greek texts, 168 had been
previously published, while 42 appear here for the first time : few of these, it must be
admitted, seem at first sight to have any value, but experience teaches the epigraphist not
lightly to dismiss any inscription as worthless. The treatment leaves nothing to be desired :

lemmata, bibliographies and commentaries are sufficiently full, yet admirably concise and
business-like. The texts are published in minuscules and only eleven are illustrated by line

drawings, but we are promised a selection of facsimiles of dated inscriptions at the close

of the work. The editors depart—regrettably, in the judgment of the present reviewer

—

from the traditional usage of epigraphical publications by printing the texts without
capital letters, accents and punctuation, save in the case of the four longest documents (all

of them relative to Antiochus I of Commagene), which, they admit, 1

sans accentuation ni

ponctuation seraient inutilisables.'

Not that the last word has been said on these inscriptions. About the time when this

volume appeared, Wilhelm published (Wiener Studies, xlvii. 127 if.) a greatly improved
restoration of a passage in No. 52, the Samosata inscription in honour of Antiochus I, now
in the British Museum

(B.M . Inscr. 1048a). A corpus does not close discussion; it gives to

it a fresh incentive and increased value. Nevertheless, the work of Jalabert and Mouterde
marks an epoch and deserves the gratitude of all who are interested in the study of the

ancient world.

M. N. T.

Typen der archaischen Architektur in Griechenland und Kleinasien. By
Gael Weickeet. Pp. 199. Augsburg : Dr. Benno Fiber Vcrlag, 1929. 24 M.

This book will be invaluable to students of early Greek architecture. It was planned on a

larger scale, with illustrations and tabulated appendices. Weickert still hopes to carry out

this bigger scheme, but the colleagues who persuaded him to print the essential matter at

once were certainly wise. The book, which is confined to areas east of the Adriatic, is

partly designed to correct the exaggerated iznportance which the masterly work of Koldewev
and Puchstein has siveil to the early architecture of Italy and Sicily. Greece and Asia were
the cradles of Doric and Ionic, and they must be the starting-point of any search for

origins.

Weickert divides his material into two main parts, before and after 600 b.c. : in the first

he aims at absolute completeness, but in the second he omits some unimportant or imper-

fectly known monuments. Each part contains two descriptive chapters, chronologically

divided at 750 b.c. and 550 b.c. respectively, and one concluding chapter of summary and
generalisation. The value of such a collection of tacts and references can scarcelv be

exaggerated. Weickert combines an exhaustive knowledge of the available literature with

a wide acquaintance with the actual remains, both published and unpublished, and for

many sites, especially Olympia and Samos, the student will find here much information not

obtainable anywhere else. It- is not Weickert's fault that many excavations have been so

imperfectly described that no certain conclusions can be drawn from them.
The treatment is marked throughout by the greatest independence and sanity of

judgment, and the book is full of illuminating comparisons and generalisations. These
cannot be summarised in a short review : it must be enough to mention that Weickert is

convinced of the wooden origin of Doric and of the derivation of the temple from the pre-

Myeenaean megaron, and that he finds the ancestry of the peripteral scheme in such native

works as Megaron B at Thermum. His handling of roof terracottas is especially striking

and valuable.
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There seem to be hardly any omissions, but something might have been said of the

shrine at Vroulia in Rhodes and of the two porehless buildings on Mount Cotilius near

Bassae. Misprints are numerous, but few are likely to mislead : the most unfortunate slip

is on p. 158, where the length of the Ephesian Artemisium is given as 190 metres instead

of 109.

D. S. R.

The Treasuries of the Greeks and Romans. By Herbert Xewell Couch. Pp.

112. Menasha, Wisconsin : George Banta Publishing Company, 1929. 6.5. 6rf.

The purpose of this treatise is to give a critical account of all structures, from temples to

purses, used in antiquity for the storage of valuable objects. Mr. Couch discusses a long

series of difficult problems, such as the derivation of the word Orjcraupas, the purpose of the

tholos tombs, the identity of the Acropolis opisthodomus, and the function of the Delphian
and Olympian treasuries. He has collected his materials with care and diligence, though
the book is not free from mistakes and omissions, and his work has some value as a store-

house of facts and an enumeration of theories, but the whole treatment is wordy and diffuse,

and his own conclusions are seldom clear or instructive. The subject is really too big and
too heterogeneous to be treated satisfactorily on this scale or in this fashion.

Die Ornamente der Griechisehen Grabstelen Klassischer und Nach-
klassischer Zeit. By Hans Mobius. Pp. loo ; 72 plates. Berlin : Keller, 1929.

The completion of the great Corpus of Attic grave reliefs has given the author a splendid

opportunity to attempt an analysis and a chronology of their ornamentation. The subject

was treated by Brueckner over thirty years ago, and the author's aim is to set up a ‘ natural

'

system of the ornament by the side of his predecessor's ‘ Linnean ’ system. He begins

naturally with the Attic series, which he divides into five periods each centring round one or

more dated monuments. The first ranges from about 425 to 417 b.c. and coincides with the
Temple of the Athenians at Delos. The second is the period of the Erechtheion, a brilliant

stage in the development of the Attic decorative style. The third runs from about 390 to

365 b.c. and corresponds to the period of the Asklepios temple at Epidaurus. The fourth

has two fixed points, the Mausoleum built between 353 and 351 b.c. and the Apollo temple
at Delphi, dated by its building accounts to 342 b.c. Here the author notes the likenesses

between the ornament of the sima of the Athena temple at Priene, which is twenty years

later, and that of the Mausoleum, concluding that it is due to the architect Pvtheos, who
built both monuments. The fifth period belongs to the same stage as the Lvsikrates
monument and goes down to 317 b.c., the era of Demetrius of Phaleron, whose sumptuary
law' effectually checked the erection of grave reliefs. The last group is Hellenistic, a period
in the second and first centuries, for the decree of Demetrius seems to have been strictly

observed in the third century.

He then surveys in turn the Islands
; Euboea ; Boeotia, and Phocis

;
Thessaly, Macedon,

and Thrace
; North-western Greece (Aetolia, Acarnania, and Illyria); Southern Russia;

and lastly the Peloponnesus. A brief survey of the results from tw*o aspects, the historical

point of view and the artistic development of the ornamental types, closes this essay, W'hich

is illustrated with seventy-two excellent plates. There are two chronological tables, one
of which gives full details of the evolution of the characteristic forms of the individual
ornaments through the last four centuries b.c.—palmettes, volutes, acanthus, fknvers, and
profiles. The details are exceedingly well documented with a w ealth of reference, and so
compact is the matter and so close the argument that the reader needs the assistance of a
good archaeological library to enable him to follow the successive steps.

It is remarkable that from the fourth century onw'ards Attic influence is paramount
in the decoration of grave reliefs with a few' exceptions. In Southern Russia the Ionic
tradition still lingered, the Peloponnesus as always remained independent, and Alexandria
so far has show'n no sign of Attic influence. Magna Graecia followed a course of its own.
In the Peloponnesus the author pays special attention to the Spartan stelai and monuments
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with their peculiar ornamentation, and suggests a dating which seems a great improvement
on that formerly suggested by the present writer. In the final section Dr. Mobius ingen-

iously parallels his successive groups in the evolution of the ornaments of the grave reliefs

by comparing them with the contemporary statuary. These last few pages, though not so

packed with material as the rest, develop extremely interesting ideas and provide a good
climax to an important book.

A. J. B. W.

Classical Sculpture. By A. W. Lawrence. Pp. 410. with 100 plates. London:
Jonathan Cape, 1929.

Mr. Lawrence s book, which includes the period from Minoan Crete to the end of the third

century a.d., is intended, he tells us, ‘ to provide an up-to-date statement of what is know n
on pagan Greek and Roman sculpture’; to be comprehensive, and to avoid controversy.
* aesthetic discussion,’ and, so far as possible, new opinions. It is intended, that is, as a

text-book. Whether it is possible to avoid controversy on classical sculpture, even in a

text-book, one may doubt, but this book is. in fact, filled with controversial statements,

made without discussion as if they were well established.

The book shows every sign of great industry, but the value of so large a subject, treated

in such detail, may be questioned. It tries to be too comprehensive, to include too much
material in the space, the main outlines being obscured by a mass of details. There is

little attempt to select, or to make the monuments illustrate their period, and in places,

e.fj. chaps, ix and xiv, the book becomes merely a list of monuments, w ithout any apparent

order. This lack of order is due partly to the w'ay in which the book is divided. Almost

a quarter is taken by introductory chapters (* Bases of Knowledge,’ ‘ Materials and Methods.’
* Dress,’ and others) which must each cover the whole period. This leads to a scattering

and repetition of material. Some of these chapters might well be greatly compressed,

others omitted, others incorporated in the rest of the book. Chap, ii (strangely named
‘ The Historical Significance of Classical Art’) contains a short and insufficient sketch of

the history, over the whole period, of the different types : naked male figures, draped

figures (with omissions), reliefs and portraits. When the monuments themselves are

described, the main points of development, the character of each period and the change

from the preceding, are omitted, or mentioned only incidentally, e.g. the new study of the

body at the end of the sixth century, is not mentioned in its place, and the change in the

position of standing figures, at the beginning of the classical period, is described only casually

in an aside.

The divisions of the periods are made in unusual places. The seventh and most of the

sixth century are taken together. The ten years 480-47< K with W'orks of the beginning of the

classical period, the Tyrant Slayers and Delphic charioteer, are included with the archaic:

470 to 430 is taken as one period, and the difference in style between works of the time ot

the Paitlicnon and those of the temple of Zeus at Olympia is not emphasised; 430 to the

mid-fourth century is treated as a transition to later art, although the division between

Classical and Hellenistic is made at r. 280, not c. 320, between Hellenistic and Roman in

the second century B.c. Of early classical sculpture Mr. Law'rence has little to say,

except that “figures scarcely varied in proportion," that “faces and bodies all looked

much alike," and that, beside Mvron and the Master of Olympia, there were no sculptors

of individuality. The next period is almost confined to the Parthenon. Pheidias,

Polycleitus and Cresilas, while a number of statues which belong to it, like the s.c.

“ Idolino,” are attributed to the ‘-School of Polycleitus," and put at the end of the

century. The chapter on the fourth century is dominated by Praxiteles and Lysippus,

and the style of Praxiteles is described as the only attic of the period.

A few examples may be given of the dogmatic way in w'hieh important questions are

treated. Of the problem of Roman copies from Greek originals a short and quite inadequate

account is given. It is stated that the copyist ‘ could not work in the presence of the

original/ that * the casts which he used were not made from piece moulds/ because ‘this

process was not employed/ and that he often
k had only a east of the face/ A comparison

of different copies from the same original is nowhere attempted.
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Parallel to this is the account of the means employed for the execution of pediment

sculptures :— Small models or sketches were converted into marble on the larger scale by
inferior workmen.’ Of the Parthenon pediments :

‘ Attic carvers of this generation . . .

only required to know the main outline of the composition.’ We possess no information,

and the matter is one for discussion, not dogmatism. The statement that in archaic times
‘ Greeks invariably first cut out the full face and profile . . . the rounding off of the figure

was then effected townrds the close of the work,
5

is opposed to the evidence supplied by
unfinished statues which have been preserved (cf. Blumel, Griechische BildkauerarbeiU

p. 4, Plates 5 and 6).

Other casual statements might be questioned ; for example : that the Ludovisi and

Boston ‘ thrones 5

w^ere originally placed touching each other ;
and that, on the Parthenon

frieze, ‘ each block was allotted to two or more sculptors, who took one figure each,’—which

might be admissible as theories, but can scarcely be allowed to pass as facts. On p. 62

there is a misunderstanding of * Acrolithic ’
: the wooden parts of the statue were not

painted but gilded, the intention being to imitate the effect of gold and ivory. Attributions

to individual sculptors are made very freely, including some of whom little or nothing is

known, Pythagoras and Calamis.

Some of the dates might be questioned, as: ‘Hera of Cheramyes ’ to c. 550; the

Delphic twins (apparently) to the second half of the sixth century; Pericles after 430;

grave relief of Hegeso to the fourth century. Hellenistic dates are admittedly uncertain.

It is inevitable that a review of a book of this kind by a scholar of established reputation

should concentrate on wdiat seem to be its weaknesses. Everything of value is taken for

granted and passed over. The great industry and wide research employed in a book of

such length and detail, the correctness of much of the information and the worth of many
of the opinions expressed, need not be questioned. It is unfortunate that more care should

not have been taken over the details, and a more open mind kept on some important
questions. II . J.

A Catalogue of the Ancient Marbles at Ince Blundell Hall. By Bernard
Ashmole. Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1929. Pp. xvi -f- 139 and 51 plates.

This excellent catalogue serves exactly the purpose for which it was compiled, namely,
to set before students a mass of material -which is not accessible to the public. Photo-
graphy and description are closely combined so that they shall be complementary rather
than duplicatorv.

The collection, like most of those made in the eighteenth century, is a dreary one.

Out of the 398 sculptures described, it comes as a shock to find that only five can be ascribed

to any period before the third century B.c. And of these five only one has high merit—

-

the archaic relief of Zeus of sixth-century date (Xo. 259). The other four are mere odd-
ments : Xu. 385, a diminutive head from a fifth-century relief ; Xo. 267, a problematic
relief of strangely inartistic quality, which may belong to the fifth century; a nymph
cut from a fourth-century relief (Xo. 218), and a poor grave relief of the third century
(Xo. 261).

From the rest it might have been hoped that a good deal would have been learned
of the styles, methods, chronology and technique of the copyists of Greek sculpture. But
here the author is working in a region where little or nothing has been, or perhaps can be,

done, for it is a realm of 66 pure and simple, in which one man’s view is as good as another’s.
As though to give point to the uncertainties that envelop the student in these regions, the
author employs a caution which might well deter the audacious from any further research.
Thus, in his description and commentary upon Xos. 1-47 (a group which comprises almost
all the complete or nearly complete statues -which are derived from Greek originals), he
employs, in reference to dating or to the supposed original, the words ‘ apparently/
‘ probably,’ ‘ seems,’

6

appears,’ ‘ perhaps,’ ‘ possibly,’ and other variations of doubt and
uncertainty in no less than twenty-four separate instances (Xos. 1-3, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17,

20, 21, 24-29, 35, 36, 41, 44, 45). We are left with a feeling of despair, and a wonder
whether we really have any firm ground at all in our judgment of copies.
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Fortunately in the major instances we find some comfort. The k Ince Athena/ the

head of the Cassel type, the Apollo in the style of Paeunius, and the Theseus constitute

the principal wealth of the collection
;
and fortunately a great deal is known about them

and lias been accurately set forth in the catalogue. And the author's views seem to be

reasonable and acceptable. But they are not inspiring copies.

The amiable custom of eighteenth-century dealer* and collectors of giving antique

pieces to stone-masons and sculptors to retouch, to work over and to resurface, has un-

happily destroyed the excellence of a very considerable number of pieces in the collection.

Some comfort is to be obtained from the Roman portrait heads, of which Nos. 99, 190

and 150 stand out as fine examples of Republican art ; and the problematic portrait No. NS

is above the average. In the case of No. 99, no mention is made of the remarkable treat-

ment of the hair, the technical interest of which makes this one of the most interesting

pieces of the Roman series.

A few7 minor criticisms may assist the student. The inscription on No. 37 strikes

the author as
4 unusual. 5

It is not. A glance at late Roman or early Byzantine statue

bases shows that Greek vowels were already beginning to lose their original values, a

tendency now7 consummated in Modern Greek.

No. 41 : for the first
4 probably ’ read 4

certainly.’

No. 43 : Furtvangler’s attempt to identify this
4 Theseus ' with the statue by Silanion

hardly deserves notice, since wr

e know almost nothing about Silanion and less about the

statue of which Plutarch (Theseus 4) merely mentions the existence.

No. 64 : a mutilated body recovered from the river Thames : so mutilated that it is

impossible to call it either Greek or Roman work; but, with a lapse into incaution, it is

here called Greek.

No. 63 : no mention of the supports which are visible in the photograph but need

further description.

No. 22 :

4

tridimensional.’ If it means w hat it ought to mean, the word is otiose.

If it means something further, it deserves explanation.

No. 153 : the comparison with the hair of the Olympian Apollo is so far-fetched that

it is better disregarded.

Nos. 410, 411 and 412 (mosaics): no indication as to the author's views on their

authenticity, and no critical matter. Why ?

The catalogue is essentially a w^ork for advanced students and research workers. The

general public will find that private collections are not quite so exciting as they might have

imagined.
S. 0.

Antike Plastik : Walther Amelung zum sechzigsten Geburtstag. By

several contributors. 11 J X 84 ins. Pp. x — 281 ; 20 plates and numerous text-

figures. Berlin and Leipsie : Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1928. Rm. 40.

Intended as a Festschrift for Amelung’s sixtieth birthday, this volume was published as a

tribute to his memory, for he had passed away before' the work was completed. But the

book is none the less a "worthy memorial from his colleagues and pupils, for it deals w ith

those aspects of ancient art that claimed his interest and attention throughout his life.

Antique sculpture is the common theme: and thus, unlike most collections of strnttn. it

has unity and real significance.

The essays vary in length and scope and treat a great diversity of subjects, from the

archaic period to the later Empire. Of the forty-nine which make up the volume the

following are perhaps of the most general interest :—M. Bieber's paper on late Hellenistic

female figures from Cos, which gracefully refers back to Amelung's own study of the Man-

tinea base and summarises the results of intervening research into this important phase of

later Greek sculpture. Bosch-Gimpera’s publication of Iberian warriors’ heads from

Cerro de los Santos in Barcelona and Murcia. Bulle's notes on the development of the

sculptured group illustrated by three Wurzburg terracottas of men leading horses (after

450 B.c.). Bvvanek’s observations on West Greek sculpture, apropos of a female head in
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the Hague. Hekler's publication of a Hellenistic relief fragment in Budapest. Ippel's

notes on Ptolemaic stucco heads in t lie Pelizaus museum at Hildeskeim. Karo's remarks

on the Arringatore merely allude to Studniczka's and Kaschnitz's criticisms of this much-

discussed work and pass over Sieveking's notes on it in 31. Jhb. 1928, 235, where it is

dated at the earliest c. 100 b.c. and compared with the Berlinlimestone head from Palestrina

;

Karo remarks that it is neither pure Etruscan nor pure Roman. Kasehnitz compares a

series of second-centrury Etruscan terracotta heads in the Vatican and in Munich and notes

the Italic exaggeration of the already exaggerated Asianic prototype. Langlotz assigns to

the early seventh century an important votive-relief from Tarentum; the style is Cretan

and the closest parallels are the relief with a chorus of women and the Lion-tamer and

warrior from Olympia [Ath. 31itt . 1918, 48). The small terracotta group (t*. 500 B.c.) of a

silen carrying otf a maenad at Reggio is noted by Lehmann-Hartleben as an interesting

attempt at reproducing in three dimensions a familiar motive from contemporary vase-

painting. Lippold publishes a new replica of the Myronic Heracles from Alcala la Beal

(Andalusia) now in Madrid. Mingazzini confirms the traditional identification as Alexander

Severus ot the colossal statue in the Naples Museum. Muller dates the two late Boman
heads in Dresden as respectively c. 290-300 (Herrmann 406) and c. 350 (Herrmann 410).

< >rsi describes some little-known fragments in Syracuse, notably a male torso (c. 500 b.c.)

with a draped back. Miss Richter deals at length with a fine bronze hydria in New York,

observing that it was cast, not hammered, and afterwards finished with a chasing-tool;

she assigns it to Argos and dates it about 460 b.c. Robinson illustrates an excellent Boman
copy of a Nike, found at Antioch in Pisidia, which probably reproduces an Aleamenean or

Paeonian type. Kumpf gives the first adequate account of a mid-sixth-century limestone

statuette in Leipzig, Naucratite in style with certain Samian characteristics. Schroder

publishes an attractive limestone head of a girl, perhaps from Tarentum, lately acquired

by the Albertinum in Dresden. Sieveking adds to the number of Greek athletic figures of

about 440 b.c. a small bronze replica which has recently entered the Munich collections.

Studniczka reproduces the new” hollow”-c*ast archaic bronze head at Karlsruhe and places it

‘ nicht allzspat
5

in the seventh century. Waldhauer makes some useful contributions to

the intricate subject of the dating of Roman copies.

These random notes are merely intended to convey an idea of the profusion of arch-

aeological material, much of it quite new, to he found in this valuable book.

rpcrrrrai ^TfjAai Ar)[ir]Tpid6os-ITayaacov. By A. S. An

v

axitopoulos . Pp. 179;

10 coloured plates, 203 figs, in text, 8 plans. Athens ; Sakellarios, 1928.

The derogatory remarks on the excavations of the British School and the Greek Archaeo-

logical Society w hich form a feature of the preface to this book leave one in doubt w hether

the author is unable to appreciate the value of these discoveries or unwilling to do so.

Fortunately, their position is unassailable; they have been recognised for the last twenty
years as adding an essential chapter to prehistory ; our only regret, therefore, is that the

discoverer of objects as important as thestelai from Dcmetrias-Pagasai should tarnish their

publication by such an unwarranted attack.

These stelai first came to light m 1907 during the examination of the fill between the

wall of a small Greek fifth-century tower and the larger tower built round it in the Boman
period : other tow ers yielded similar treasures. Since then, a brief monograph has appeared

in the ’Eqj. ’Apx* for 1908, but this was too slight to bring the stelai into the currency

of the archaeological world; none of them, for instance, was illustrated in Pfuhl's AlalereL

Their long-awaited publication has now begun in batches of ten, of w hich this is the first.

Here, however, much is included besides the pictures and descriptions of the stelai; namely,

accounts of the excavations at Demetrius and Pagasai (with the former name is identified

the site which has the credit of producing the objects in question), of the discovery of the

stelai, of the methods adopted for preserving their colours, and of other antiquities found.

As for the stelai themselves, they are. of course, among the most interesting relics of

ancient painting. The fact that they are decorated with pigments instead of with relief is
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notable : the technique of the painting with its mixture of shading and outline is significant

;

and the different styles, provincial though they may be, nevertheless throw light on the

development of this branch of art in a period concerning which we know less than we might.
There is much still to be done towards dating the monuments more closely : epigraphy dates

them approximately between the later fourth and the second centuries. The details, too.

of furniture, costume and perspective might keep commentators pleasantly occupied for

home time.

The most interesting picture will, I think, prove to be that of Hediste (previously

published in
a

E<p. Apy., 1908) with her elaborate bedroom, her reliable old nurse, her dead
baby and her grief-stricken husband.

The illustrations in colours are by Gillieron ptre, a fact which is in itself reassuring.

The photographs which supplement them should, however, have been larger. The plans

suffer because colour has been used to mask inferior draughtsmanship, but many of the

topographical photographs are really good, and, unlike the groups of terracotta figurines on

pp. 46-7. are not reduced more than they should be. We shall await the second instalment

with impatience.

Colour in Homer and in Ancient Art. By Floret e Elizabeth W \li.a< e. Smith

College Classical Studies, No. 9. Pp. 83, with 1 plate. Northampton, Mass., 1927.

Miss Wallace has done a useful piece of work in collecting, classifying and discussing the

colour words of Homer. To this discussion she has added a short and handy account of

colour as used in Egyptian, Aegaean and Hellenic works of art. and a not very illuminating

sketch of some scientific theories of colour, ancient and modern.

As regards Homer, she reaches the interesting conclusion that he is far more sensitive

to " value,’ i.e . the presence or absence of light, than to hue, thus endorsing the main

contention of Gladstone, the pioneer in this field. Unfortunately she does not relate this

important general principle to particular adjectives : hence her treatment of Tropqjupeos.

perhaps the most puzzling word in what for convenience we must call the ’ colour ' voca-

bulary of Homer, is far from satisfactory. It is defined as covering the darker shade* of

<poTvi§, which ranges from cardinal's red to deep magenta, and is treated so consistently

as a " hue 5 word that * his heart purpled greatly ’ is offered as a literal translation of ttoAAcx

. . . Kpabirj Ttopcpupe. The fact that the adjective is applied to waves and the sea should

have put the writer on her guard; obviously all shades of red are here excluded, and the

fact that the water in question is always disturbed, cleft by the cutwater, churning in the

wake, meeting the rush of a swollen river, shows that the broken and gleaming quality of

the surface is the essential point selected for description. This is also the point of the

passage (792 A) in the dp Colonbus, to which Miss Wallace makes a brief and inaccurate

reference. There dAoupye$, the post-Homeric equivalent of <poivi§. is associated with

TroptpupoeiSss, but in such a way as to exclude the notion of hue. There is no reason

to doubt the derivation of Trop9upeos from <p0pco; the gleaming of a broken surface i*

the primary, the warm glow’ of a dyed garment the secondary meaning. This affords an

explanation of the use of the corresponding adjective by Latin poets.

The treatment of <pp{§ is also careless. It is said to be the * smooth, rippling surface of

a calm sea ’ and to be "regularly g£Aas, as is the still water of springs.’ eppi ^ occurs four

times only in the poems, and thrice it is said to be raised by one of the two stormy winds,

Boreas and Zephyros, once with the addition geAocvei 5s te ttovtos ott
1

ccOTfjs. Tin*

darkening of the sky is reflected in the water, and the preliminary gusts herald the rising

storm.

The principal merit* of this paper arc the thoroughness with wiiu h the material ha*

been collected and the excellence of the descriptive index.

H. L. L.
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Bilder G-riechischer Vasen, herausgegeben von J. D. Beazley and Paul Jacobs-

tital. Heft 1. Vasen um Meidias. By Walter Hahlaxd. Pp. 22; 24 plates.

Berlin : H. Keller, 1929. 25 M.

This is announced as the first- of a series of publications of Greek vases intended to reveal

their beauty to the amateur as well as to offer some new material for the student. The
illustration', are entirely photographic, and can therefore be trusted for the study of style

but as a necessary result the whole subject of a vase-painting can seldom be reproduced,

and small portions of the design have to stand by themselves. The text, which only

amounts to about twelve pages, gives a brief but clear account of the style and subjects

of the vase-paintings and of the painters contemporary with Meidias, that is to say, with the

Peloponnesian War. Some of the vases are hitherto unpublished. On the other hand, for

some of the most familiar, such as the Meidias hydria in the British Museum, a reference

is given to Pfuhl. The notes supplement the text by a number of lists of vases assigned

to various masters, after the manner familiar in Professor Beazley*s work. The next two
numbers promised in succession are to be on * the Berlin Painter

5 and the Vases of Kertch.

Musee National du Louvre. Catalogue des vases antiques de terre cuite.

Troisieme partie, lecole attique : 2 \ Les Vases a figures rouges.
Seconde edition revue et augmentee. By E. Pottier. Paris : Musees Nationaux, 1929.

This is a book that has done good service for a quarter of a century. It is in many respects

a model : it is at onee a guide to the collection and a history of the art
; it is written for

the scholar as well as the general public ; it is clear, comprehensive, compact, and cheap.

The second edition is a reprint of the first, with a fifty-page appendix of additions and
corrections, and a few pictures.

To criticise the whole book would be to deal with most of the questions raised by red-

figure : I confine myself to the appendix. It corrects a number of slips, does something to

remedy the failings of the first edition (telescoping of the post-archaic period, leniency

towards the restorer), and gives references to recent writings on the subject. My own work,
from which the author dissents profoundly, he yet quotes with great fairness, though not,

I must admit, with great accuracy. Thus, on p. xxv (G 107) we read, ‘ il conjecture aussi

:

Sokei SpiKpco elvat
44

il semble que (le vase) est de Smikros
v

mais il croit que la

formule serait peu grecque.’ The translation is Gaspar's : w'hat I did w as to reject it as

solecistie {Att. J\ p. 61). After this I hesitate to point out that EuOupog does not mean w

le

favorable ’ (p. xxxvi), lest I be reported to have translated eOOuijos as ‘ favourable.’ At the
bottom of p. xxvi

4 same group 9 would seem to refer to
k

the group of Euphronios ' mentioned
six lines before. On p. li, on G 401, it is not made clear that my list is not of

4
vases grouped

round the name of Euaion,’ but of vases assigned to the same painter as one of the cups
with Euaicov KaXos, that in the Louvre. P. xxi, G 48 was assigned by me, but to the
Kleophrades painter, not to

4

a painter of the workshop of Kleophrades.' P. xxi (G 132) :

there is no 4 group bearing the name of Laches 5

at the place referred to. Of G 404 we read
on p. li :

k

place par Frickenhaus dans une serie de vases attribues au meme artiste (Lenaen-

vasen, p. 35), groupement admis en grande partie par Beazley {Attic. Tas. A meric ., p. 153-

154 ; Attische Yasenmalery p. 349), mais d’ou il elimine G 404 pour le placer dans le groupe du
“ Christiemalcr

v
{ibid., p. 400, no. 4)/ I am not sure if one would gather from this that the

Villa Giulia painter W’as discovered independently bv Frickenhaus and myself ; that my
list chanced to be published before his (R.M. 1912, pp. 286-297); and that it is quoted by
him in his book (Lendenvasen, p. 35).

Finally, throughout his appendix Mr. Pottier uses the phrase
4

placed in the group of
’

as a synonym for
4

attributed to.’ This relieves the monotony, but distorts the facts;

and when he comes to something that has really been ‘ placed in the group of ’ someone, he
has no means of conveying the notion to the reader.

One or two other corrections, some of them slight. P. xx, on p. 914, line 1 : the
suggestion is Jahn’s. P. xxviii, on p. 957, line 23 : the interpretation (uncertain) is Duemni-
ler's. P. xlv, Hauser’s date was not the first half of the fourth century, but 410-380. Albi-
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zatti on p. xxix is a misprint (cf. ('.V. Cab . Med.), and G 353 in line 22 on p. lviii stands for
G 338. The lekythos on PI. xv is dated too late, and neck and mouth are modern. G 570
(p. lviii) is not Attic, but Italiote (1 ases in Poland

.

p. 73), like a good many vases which
pass for Attic in the Louvre (see

, *18, p. 271).

On G 614 we read (p. lix) that ‘ a vase of this shape has been found in Boeotia (Ure,
Black Glaze Pottery, PL 6. no. 18, 138).’ But Mr. Ure wisely says nothing about G 614 : the
vase he publishes is of a common type (Pellegrini, V.F., p. 231); G 614 is not like it, nor
like any other ancient vase : in fact, it is not a vase at all, but a modern pastiche like

G 166, made up of two ancient fragments, one of them the mouth of a lekythos. P. xxxvii
top, ‘ Hauser conteste aussi [i.e. as well as Furtwangler] l'existence de ce pretendu Amasis II

(l.c. p. 281). Hauser never contested the existence of the painter called * Amasis II * by
Hartwig (see F.B. ii. p. 228), nor did Furtwangler (see FM. i. p. 264) : all they did was to

agree with Six that the name of the painter was uncertain. This confusion of name and
person crops up elsewhere in the book (pp. 974-3 on Apollodoros; pp. 929 and 9S6 on
the Brygos painter : another good example, Deonna, Varchhdogie , i. p. 412).

G 529, G 530, and G 538 have been cleaned since my observations in J.H.S. 4N, p. 271 :

another vase which has been painted up in the same technique is the well-known hydria in

Lyons (Mon. 12, Pl. 35).

It is hardly right to regret omissions, when so much has been given in little space.

But the list of signing potters and painters on pp. 878-9, and even more that on p. 1078,

might have been completely regrouped and redated (see Burlington Magazine. 1921, p. 235) :

Praxias, by the way, who figures in both lists, has been exploded by Humpf (A/ic. 1925,

p. 276).

J. I). B.

Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum : France, fascicule 9 = Louvre, fascicule 6.

By E. Puttier. Paris : Champion, 1929.

Corinthian ; Attic black-figure ; Attic red-figure.

(1) Corinthian. Most of the vases figured here are Corinthian (by which
I mean 4 made in Corinth

5—Mr. Pettier seems to use the word in a wider and
vaguer sense); but Pl. 4, 1 is Boeotian, and PL 7. 14 is Attic. PL 1, 10. and PL 1,

12, look Corinthian to me rather than Boeotian, but I don't feel strongly about them.

PL 6, 3: * inscription . . . A FA NO. sans doute employe comme nom propre; l'epithete

ayavos est synonyme de lenis, mills, iucundus, et Lon pourrait supposer un cadeau fait a

un eromene.’ One might also suppose that the owner s name was Aganos, that he bought

the vase with his own money, and wrote his own name on it, or had it written for him,

in the genitive.

(2) Attic b.f. In Pl. 64, 4, PL 65, 4, and PI. 69, 6, the foot of the vase is alien. PL 65,

1, the 4 basket *
is a liknon, isn't it ? Pl. 67 cannot beIon n. to the

4 more archaic group,' as

the drapery is enough to show'. Attributed to the Antimenes painter, not to his workshop.

Published by Wredein *4.3/. 41, p. 352. The style does not vary on the vase, the subject

does. PI. 70, 5 is assigned to the Lysippides painter in my Attic B.f.. a Sketch, p. 39,

no. 11, and Pl. 70, 7 to him or his school, ibid., p. 41, no. 11. PL 72, I, Leagros group,

ibid., p. 44, no. 22.

(3) Attic r.f. PL 34, 8 : all of B that is antique is parts of the feet and of the pattern-

band : these should have been given, not the whole vase with the gloomy trollop of the

restorer. PL 39, 2, I noted the inscriptions as HOPAy5, KALO^, not HOPAI5,
K ALO see Fa-ses in Poland, p. 17. PL 39, 10, the mouth of the vase is modern. PL
46, 1, peccavi : this is not bv the Oreithyia painter, but by the Altamura painter, I

think. PL 51, see J.H.S., 37, p. 236 : the brown inner markings are omitted in the pub-

lished drawing and not mentioned here : the style is not Phintian, but resembles that of

the London amphorae Att. 17/*. p. 65, 1-3 and p. 468 bottom. PL 54, 4,
4 trophy of arms

'

in a modern sense, not in the ancient : possibly the arms of Achilles.

In this instalment of the Corpus, as in others, many of the references to my writings

are inaccurate. Pi. 34, 4, I said not ‘ style,' but
4

school ' of the Berlin painter. PL 37, 8,

J.H.S.—VOL. L. M
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not 4

style
5

but
4

school.’ PL 3”, 10; I did not fc connect this with the works of the Nikon

painter,
5 but with a vase which bears the love-name Nikon but is not by the Nikon painter.

PL 40, 1, not * group of the Tithonos painter,
5 but

4 by him.
5

Pl. 40, 3, there is no discre-

pancy between the two passages. Pl. 41, 4, not group of the Nikon painter, but by him.

Pl. 41, 7, attributed not to the Berlin painter, but to his school. Pl. 43, 6 not
4 group of the

Syleus painter,
5

but by him. PL 47, 6, the same. Pl. 48, 7 not
4 workshop 5

of the Kleo-

phrades painter, but by him. PL 53, 1, the same. Many of these modifications are ^ell-

meant but they unintentionally misrepresent me none the less.

I have pointed out many times that the phrase
4 Hoppin, same attribution

5

is

incorrect (see Hoppin, Handbook B.f. Yasex, p. x, and ii. p. 345) : but it does not lose its

popularity.

It is good news that several vases have been cleaned, some before photographing, others

after. The photographer is apt to tilt the vase forward so that the shape is sacrificed to the

picture : va^es should be photographed straight on. and the shoulder-part of the picture be

left to a detail-photograph. The collotyping technique is still imperfect : a good many
plates have double outline owing to lack of register : this might be remedied in future

instalments; and the diagonal arrangement of blocks on the page (III. lc, Pl. 53), hitherto

confined to Compugne and the Cabinet des Medailles, should be dropped.

J. D. B.

Corpus Vasoruru Antiquorum: Great Britain 7 — British Museum 5. By
H. B. Walters and E. J. Forsdyke. London : British Museum, 1930.

Mr. Forsdyke's portion deals with the Mycenean pottery from the Aegean and mainland

Greece, and forms a supplement to his 1928 volume of the London catalogue. Besides the

plates, there are a number of good line-blocks in the text. Mr. Walters is concerned with

vases catalogued in 1896 and naturally has much to add.

The museum numbers now appear on the plates, as in the Oxford fascicule : a good
move. As one who uses the Corpus a good deal, may I suggest four other small improve-

ments 't First, the bibliography should be chronological. Secondly, the description of the

vase should include a reference to anydetail-photograph given on another plate
; for instance,

in the text to Pl. 46,
4 and Pl. 51, 3

5 should be added after
4

2a and 26.
5

Thirdly, one can

say either
4

the painter of the Chicago stamnos 5
in English, or

4

the Chicago painter
5

; but
not 4 the Chicago stamnos painter.

5

Fourthly, would it not be fair, among the general

books on Attic red-figure, to mention Mr. Pottier's Catalogue, rather than Perrot's tenth

volume, which is nothing but a garbled version of Mr. Pottier ?

Pl. 46, 1, the foot is alien, and ruins the shape. A modern patch in the middle of B.

PL 46, 2, the inscription omitted. PL 47, 2, not assigned by me to the Berlin painter, but
called a school-piece in F.A., and in Att. F. a school-piece and a poor imitation. PL 50, 2,

not a Greek pursuing an Amazon, but two fellow-warriors. Pl. 52, 3,
4

assigned to the

Achilles painter '—but with a proviso (Att. V. p. 371 ). Pl. 54, 1, the inscriptions incomplete.

Pl. 56, 1 and Pl. 57, 1, assigned not to the Berlin painter, but to his school. Pl. 58, 1, the

painter is called not
4

the Deepdene pelike painter,
5

but 4

the Trophy painter.
5

Pl. 58, 2, the
Nolan amphora New York 24. 97. 27 is by the same hand. Pl. 59, 2, the obverse is figured

by Schmidt in Midi. Arch. Studien, p. 341. The inscription is UVlOSKi, complete, which
cannot be . . . tos kcx(Aos); it belong to a class of nonsense inscriptions which I have men-
tioned in IMse-s in Poland

, p. 19. PL 63, 1, Pl. 17 : close to the Alkimachos painter.

Pl. 66, 1, donkey, not mule. Pl. 68, 3, by the same painter as the hydriai Naples Stg. 196
and Stg. 243. Pl. 70, 2, two crests shown, not both sides of one. Pl. 70, 3, see also Att. V.

p. 471, note to p. 121. Pl. 78, 2—4, described as
4 more developed in style,

5

are much earlier

than Pl. 75, 1 and Pl. 75, 2, which are called
4
ripe archaic,

5

but cannot be earlier than 450
or 440. Pl. NO, 4, the woman's gesture is directed to the girls, not the youth. PL 81, 1,

Hauser was right to reject the interpretation as
4

Thersites insulting Agamemnon. 5

Pl. 81,

2, Apollo is not playing his lyre. PL 82, 1, see also B.M. 27, p. 297.

J. D. B.
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Die Munzen von Syrakus. By Erich Boehringer. Text 1 vol., pp. vi -4- 297,

with numerous cuts
;

portfolio of 32 collotype plates. Leipzig : Walter de Gruvter
& Co., 1929. 80 M.

Dr. Boehringer s work on the early coins of Syracuse down to the beginning of the period of

the signed coins, say 430 b.c. (here the comprehensiveness of his title is somewhat mis-

leading), has been eagerly expected. So far as lie could make it so. it is a corpus. The
coins are arranged in groups which are generally further divided into sub-sections. The
method pursued is the only sound one, because objective, that of observing die couplings.

Only when this fails is the subjective criterion of style invoked. The results are most valu-

able as a chronological scheme for the development of the female head from the archaic to

the end of the transitional period. B. is doubtless right in placing the earliest coins as far

back as c. 530, and in stressing the phenomenal activity of the years 485-479, when the

bulk of the archaic tetradrachms of Syracuse now extant appear to have been made. The
variable quality of their style and the borrowing of a die from the mint of Leontini, show
the demands made on the mint in this period. A close study is made of the Demareteion
and the tetradrachms linked with it, and brief sections deal with the technical and economic

aspects of the coinage, the types, the development of medallic art at Syracuse and its

influence on the outside world. A well-ordered and well-interpreted mass of material.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin : Die Munzen von Priene. Von Heinrich
Dressel bearbeitet von Kurt Regling. Bp. vii + 218; 27 cuts in text and

5 collotype plates. 90 M.

This work, begun in 1899 by Dressel, laid aside, then reworked and completed by the

pious hands of his successor, amounts to a corpus of the coins of Priene. It has been

objected that Priene is not a sufficiently important city to justify so elaborate and exhaustive

a work, but it is a fair answer that we must do what we can—and the various excavations

on the site have helped to provide a richer material than is available for more important

places. The only objection we would make is to the price, which seems out of all reason

to the size of the book. Dr. Regling, with his careful industry, treats the coinage from

every possible point of view, beginning with the celebrated stater of the Toman revolt with

the Athena head in a winged helmet, and going down to Salonina. In addition, lists art 1

given of all coins found during the excavations. One question: R. accepts without

hesitation the attribution of the Athena stater to Priene, but is it quite certain that Athena

was the chief deity of Priene before the restoration of the city in the middle of the fourth

century under Athenian auspices and on a different site ? If not, the attribution of the

stater must also be uncertain.

Die Tyrannis in Athen. Bv Fr. Cornelius. Pp. 111. Munich: Ernst Reinhardt,

1929.

Though much has recently been written about the tyranny at Athens, there lias been no

monograph dealing both exclusively and comprehensively with this momentous subject.

This book will be welcome as a serious and largely successful effort to fill the gap.

Brief sections on sources (with a good appreciation of Herodotus) and the vexed

question of chronology are followed by an account of the early days of Peisistratus and the

party that he organised to secure to himself the tyranny. There are excellent chapters on

the material growth of the eitv and its commercial and industrial developments under the

tyrants, their activities in the spheres of social life, art and religion, and an interesting attempt

to estimate the characters of both Peisistratus and his sons; Peisistratus is explained as an

inspired statesman with a religious conviction of his mission, a view' which incidentally

rules out some flippant interpretations of the Phye episode and has led Cornelius to offer a

new one of his own (pp. 43-4). The final sections treat of the overthrow of the tyranny, the

subsequent party groupings, and the legacy that the tyranny left behind it.
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The lead satisfactory parts of the book are those that dealwith Peisistratu s' first tyranny,

banishment and restoration. Perverted by the heresies of Beloch and Be Sanctis as to the

dates of Theagenes and Periunder, Br. Cornelius mistranslates Herodotus (\ . t\, p. 36)

and puts ( ’ylon's roup into the period of Peidstratus first exile. The archaeological evidence

of the Megarean waterworks and Eupalinos* work at Samos are adduced (pp. 36-7) as

establishing an absolute date for Theagenes and not a ttwiinus cuite quet/ii the way Peisis-

tratus treated his Alemaeonid wife is. according to Cornelius (p. 36, n. 3), hard to explain

unless her father had recently been involved in a particularly shocking murder ; but is not

this taking rather too rosy a view about both polities and married life ?

The section on the composition of the tyrant's party (Hvperakrioi, Biakrioi, or Epakrioi)

is also open to some serious criticisms. Cornelius (pp. 16-17) identifies the party with the

city plebs and quotes in support of Ins theory the acrroi who formed the tyrant's bodyguard,

but these doToi arc not townsfolk as distinguished from countryfolk (p. 16), but citizens as

distinguished from mercenaries; * tco Aoyco tcov YTtepccKpicov irpocnrocs (Hdt. i. 59;

Cornelius, p. 16) does not imply that the name was not used in a geographical sense; and

the Seinacheion in the Laurium mining district (Ath. Mitt., 1910, p. 286; Cornelius, p. 19)

does, as Oikonomos at once recognised, make it probable that the Epakrian deme Semachidae

was in that district also, unless we follow Cornelius into the region of pure assumption and

maintain that there was only one Attic Epakria (p. 18).

But though details in this section certainly need revision, the general treatment marks

a distinct advance on the normal modern account which makes Peisistratus base his power

on small farmers or shepherds, for whose alleged political activities there is neither positive

evidence nor inherent probability
;
and on this as on other topics the writer gives us the

evidence and begs no questions.

P. N. U.

MoTopia tt)s 'EAArjviKfjs Arjl^oatas OiKovojdas, Topos ET, Mspos A' : f] 5r|pocna

oiKovopia toO psyaAou "AA^avSpou. By A. M. Andreadis. Pp. 104.

Athens : Tzaka, Belagrammatica & Co.. 1930.

The second volume of Professor Andread^s' history of ancient Greek Public Economy is to

include the Hellenistic period down to the Roman conquest ; the book under review is Part I

of this volume, and comprises the reign of Alexander. It is divided into two sections ; the

first deals with Alexander's finances down to the conquest of Persia, that is, the military

expenditure and the sources of income; the second and more important section attempts

an evaluation of the accounts of his Empire for his last year, 324r-3. The discussions are

sound and well reasoned, and exhibit the old Greek virtue of moderation; the author, who
seems to have read everything, knows how much there is at which we can only guess, and,

though the material is all too scanty, he makes what does exist yield up its full value;

the only omission I have noticed is that, in discussing the pay of the troops, he (like Berve)

has overlooked LG. II.2 329, which gives the pay of the hvpaspists. Several times he has

occasion to criticise Beloch's figures as being too low, and makes a good case; Beloch’s

low figures have now done their work (good work it was), and the pendulum can safely

swing a little. It is the more strange that in the one case (the amount of the Persian

treasure) where I think we nuibt for once take the highest figure possible, because of

Alexander's expenditure, he takes a low one. But naturally one finds a few things one

does not agree with ; I do not think the trierarchy in India had anything to do with finance,

but was an attempt by an overworked man to delegate some work ; and I doubt Berve’s four

financial spheres, which Andreadts adopts. But as a rule I find myself in much sympathy
with the author's strong common-sense, notably in the second section. The attempt to get

at Alexander’s yearly income in 324-3 (pp. 47-59), starting from Herodotus’ tribute list

(which would give 9000 talents), seems to me excellent, and the result, 15,000 talents, which
has the support of the known figure for Antigonus, very probable; while the conclusion

that expenditure greatly exceeded income in 324-3, and would have done so again in 323-2,

whatever view we take of Alexander's * plans,’ may be regarded as certain. AndreadCs’

deduction is interesting : had Alexander lived, he would have continued to spend, but would
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have raised enough income by overhauling taxation and sources of revenue—in fact by
anticipating Ptolemy II. Andreades can, and does, point to Cleomenes as the straw which

showed which way the wind would ultimately blow; this might explain Alexander's

condonation of his methods. But I suppose he would have had an alternative—to annex

the Spanish mines.

The book contains accounts of the chief financial personages of the reign—Harpalus,

Antimenes, Cleomenes (good bibliography), and Philoxenus, andcloses withthe bestexamina-

tion I have seen of Lysimachus
5

taxes. There is a useful table of contents in French, and I

am glad to hear that the whole history is to be translated into English. Andreades cites

several modern Greek studies unknown (I fear) to me, and alludes to the neglect of modern

Greek works by Western scholars. But it is not easy to get to know of them. If Greek

scholars could more often bring their books to the notice of (say) the editors of Bursian’s

Bibliotheca or (in England) The Year s W ork in Classical Studies, it would, I imagine, be

a help to many people.

W. W. T.

eO oIkos toov Mirev^gAcov Kai f\ ‘Ocria <t>iAo0sr|. By Joannes Gennadios. Pp.

96. Athens : Glenakes, 1929.

This is a work of filial piety, for the former Greek Minister in London is the son of a Benize-

laina and the great-grandson of Joannes Benizelos, the Athenian teacher and historian, who

died in 1807. The Benizeloi, about whom Mr. Kampouroulous has published a monograph, 1

were one of the most eminent Athenian families in the Turkish period, and, if the origin of

their name is obscure, their fame is not. One of them was the Blessed Philothee, whose

stormy career is here described on the basis of 24 contemporary documents. She founded a

convent at Athens, to which she gave the name of * the Parthenon,
5 and in which she

harboured four female runaway slaves. Hierax, the Great Logothete. came to her assist-

ance, and his Athenian visit is still commemorated by the station of ( lerakas on the Laurion

railway. Her letter to Hierax is a bitter invective against the Athenians past and present.

She suffered prison and martyrdom in 1589; her body is preserved in the Cathedral, her

profession as a nun in the Attic place-name Ivalouraiza. and she made the well which still

supplies water to the now fashionable suburb of Psychiko. This learned treatise concludes

with sketches of the notable Benizeloi-Angelos, professor at Venice, Athens and Zante

;

Joannes, one of w'hose pupils was the famous Oriental scholar, Galanos; [Nikolaos, who

adorned the monastery of Phaneromene by his painting; ami Prokopios, one of the last

demerge routes of Turkish Athens, who was imprisoned in 1821 as a hostage in the Frankish

tow'er of the Akropolis. The treatise displays an erudition worthy of the founder of the

Gennadeion. It has as frontispiece a portrait of Philothee.

FFoAtTiKri 'Icrropia t?)s NecoT€pas
c

EAAa5os 1821-1928. By Georuios K.

Aspreas. Vol. Ill, Pt. 1. Pp. viii - 200 . Athens, 1930. 100 dt.

The present volume,3 of which two instalments were published in the lit did eighteen

months ago, covers the period 1899-1912, from the first Theotokos Cabinet to the outbreak

of the first Balkan war. It therefore includes the * Gospel Riots,' the settlement of the

Cretan question, the Macedonian conflict, the Military League and the appearance of Mi.

Yenizelos upon the scene. Given the great difficulty of his task, the author deserves high

praise for his rigid impartiality, while he has based his narrative, especially his account of

the Military League, upon the most authentic documents, notably the archives of its chief,

Zorbas. The only portion where he shows inevitable national sentiment is that about the

struggle for Macedonia—a question now' settled as far as Greek Macedonia is concerned.

There are some interesting character sketches—of Deligiannes, ‘ most infirm of purpose of all

i J.H.S. xlii. 127.
2 Ibid., xliii. 71 ; xliv. 117.
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politicians who ever governed the country/ of Mr. Venizelos in his Cretan days, and of

Prince George : and dramatic scenes, such as the sentence upon Mr. Venizelos of imprison-

ment in Izzeddin, the later prison of Pangalos, and the interviews of the Cretan statesman

with the leaders of the Military League and Mavromichales. A century of Greek history,

in the judgment of Mr. A&preas, has produced only four political leaders not afraid to take

responsibility—Trikoupes, Venizelos, Mavrokordatos and Koumoundouros. He thinks

that the translation of the Gospels w'ould have helped Slav propaganda, that Russian sup-

port in Crete was due to the desire to give Bulgaria more in Macedonia, and that the

collapse of Turkey in 1908 would have ruined Hellenism in the Balkans. He defines Mr.

Venizelos’ position after the second elections of 1910 as a
k

political dictatorship proceeding

from the free will of the people.' Little known incidents are the proposed creation of an

autonomous principality of Cyprus under Prince Nicholas in 1900, and the fact that only

three Greeks knew of the Greeo-Bulgarian negotiations of 1912—the King, the Premier

and Mr. Streit. There are a few slips. Abbazia is not in "Dalmatia 5

(p. 16);
k 1888’

should be * 1828’ (p. 56); Sonnino, not ‘ Giolitti/ revealed the fact that Austria saved

Chios and Mytilene from Italian occupation (p. 178, ». 2
). Numerous illustrations, seals and

autographs adorn the text of this valuable volume.

W. M.

Eup£TT)piov tcov ii£craicoviKcbv {jvr|iJ8icov Tfjs ‘EAAaSos. Pt. II. By A. Xyxgo-
poulos. Pp. 59-122. Athens, 1929.

This second instalment of the illustrated Index of the Medieval Monuments of Greece 1

contains the extant and destroyed Byzantine churches, those which date from the Turkish

period, and the existing and no longer existing Turkish buildings of Athens. Even after

the destruction, which followed the transference of the capital to Athens in 1834, there still

survive 55 churches, ranging from the ninth to the nineteenth centuries, conspicuous

among them the Kapnikarea, the Panagia Gorgoepekoos and SS. Theodores, while two
mosques are still used as a military bakery and a museum of decorative art. The account

of each building concludes with a bibliography, in which naturally the works of Mr. Kam-
pouroglous largely figure. Buclion might have been added to the authors who have written

about the Gorgoepekoos. The catalogue is well printed, and the pictures of bygone chinches

and mosques speciallv interesting.

W. M.

Zuyxpovos ‘IcrTopia tcov
c

EAAf|vcov Kai tcov Aonrcov Aacov Tfjs ’AvaroAf]s
caro 1821 M£XP' 1921. By P. Karolides. Vol. VII. [1864-1900], Pp. 495.

Athens : Bitzikounakes, 1929.

The seventh volume of this big history 2 is on a different scale from the sixth, which
covered only two years, while the present deals with 36. The history of the Balkan states

and the Armenians is lightly touched, while that of the Greeks after the Cretan insurrection

of 1866-69 is told with less detail than is the author’s custom. A lack of proportion is shown
in an appendix of 86 pages devotedto the scientific qualifications of a living Greek astronomer,

which is of no historical interest. A valuable characteristic of this volume is the author's

personal experience of some of the events narrated ;
thus he acted as intermediary between

Trikoupes and the Patriarch Joachim III and was on intimate terms with * the greatest

statesman who had appeared since the foundation of the Greek state/ as he calls him.

But this does not blind him to Trikoupes’ defects—his foreign outlook on Greek affairs, his

high taxation and his claim to direct Hellenism in Turkey. Nor is the author unjust to

Deligiannes, * the last man to govern in troublous times/ while he admires the energy of

Rhalles. A few allusions to present polities might have been omitted, and some account

of social and economic progressgiven, besides the allusion to the financial effects of theGreek
emigrants' remittances from America. There is no mention of Eratti and Clement Harris

1 J.H.S. xlviii. 97. 2 Ibid., xlvi. 132; xlviii. 98.
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among the volunteers of 1897 ; for the mistakes of that war lie justly acquits Constantine,
as Ricciotti Garibaldi also thought. A few slips in the allusions to England need correction.

Thus Lord Lyons, our Ambassador in Paris, was not the same as the British Minister to
Greece under Otho (p. 123??.), but his son, the father having died in 185K. Frank Noel was
not the owner of Achmetaga in 1870, but was managing it for his father; Salisbury was
not ’Premier’ in 1878; Chamberlain was never a ’Whig 5

; while the British Liberal

members of Parliament who expressed their sympathy with Kinsi George I in 1897 were
not 4

over 300.’ The author’s strong point is his acquaintance with Turkish and
ecclesiastical affairs, and this volume is an interesting contribution to recent Greek political

history.

W. M.

'O XapiAaos TpiKOUTrrjS Kai f] “Evcoais Tfjs 'EnTCcvfjaou. By S. Th. Laskaris.

Pp. 132. Athens, 1930.

The author, a member of a well-known Ionian family, has devoted this treatise to the diplo-

matic side of the Union, in which, as a diplomatist, he is specially interested. Trikoupcs
found, on his arrival in London to negotiate with the British Government, that the Powers
had already decided upon four points, to which Greece objected, viz. the perpetual neu-

trality of the Islands, the demolition of the forts of Corfu, the maintenance of the privileges

of the Austrian Lloyd and the express tolerance of Roman Catholicism. There was also

the question of compensation for British officials. Neutrality was eventually limited to

Corfu and Paxo with theirdependencies.thedemolition of the forts restricted to those erected

during the British Protectorate, the Fortezze Vecchia and Nuova thus being saved, and
the Austrians agreed to make a new commercial treaty within, at latest, fifteen years.

These modifications were largely due to the diplomacy of Greece's future great statesman.

An interesting extract from his unpublished papers informs ib that the American Phil-

hellene, Everett, wrote to him in 1863 that a Conservative Republic {such as she now has)

would be the best form of government for Greece. The book contains portraits of Tri-

koupes, George I and the Ionian deputies who voted for Union, a facsimile of their vote and
Greek versions of the Austrian-Lloyd agreement of 1853, the treaties of 1863 and 1864. and
the convention of 1864. \Y. M.

I was sent to Athens. By Henry Morgexthav in collaboration with French
Strother. Pp. 327. New York: Doubleday, Doran & Co., 1929. $4.

This book, of which an English edition has been published under the better title of Jw
International Drama (Jarrolds, 18$.), contains an account of Mr. Morgenthau's work as

first president of the Refugees' Settlement Commission at Athens in 1923-24, and of the

results up to the summer of 1929. ' Written in part to add to the data available to later

historians,’ it describes, after a brief historical sketch of events since 1913. the former

American Ambassador's action in Greece, w here he played so active a part in the making
of the Republic as to be called by Mr. Yenizelos ‘ the leader ot the extreme Republican Left.'

and to be addressed by Mr. Papanastasiou as ‘ the Father of the Republic.’ The reviewer,

who wras an cve-witness of these events, can vouch for the accuracy of the scene in the

Chamber when the Republic was proclaimed amidst a flight of doves, and Mr. Morgenthau
4 wfas treated as a principal in the drama.’ The latter part of the hook treats of the settle-

ment of the refugees, their employment in posts on the Commission, their achievements

in introducing new' industries and improving cultivation, the task of surveying Macedonia

and Thrace and the successful planting of Australian wheat in Sirocco-swept Chalkidike.

The author urges decentralisation and considers that territorial expansion has given way
to internal improvement, Byzantium to business. Several slips require correction. The
name of General Kondyles is mis-spelt, the Oecumenical Patriarch is styled ’ Metropoli-

tan,’ the elections of 1923 were held on December 16, Byron died two years before the Sortie,

the National Bank is called the ‘Bank of Greece’—a different and recent institution;

Mr. Karamanos, * the Hoover of Greece,’ is not ‘ Minister of Agriculture,' nor is Mr. Bailey
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‘ the pioneer who drained Copais.’ But the book is a lively commentary on what the

author calls the ' modern epic of the Greek people,’ whose gratitude he has gained by his

disinterested services. ^

Greece To-day : the Aftermath of the Refugee Impact. By Eliot Grinnell

Mears. Pp. xxii — 336. Stanford University, California, 1929. $5.

The author, who is Professor of Geography and International Trade at Stanford and was

formerly Ameiican Trade Commissioner in Greece, treats of ’ the economic problems,

which, as he justlv writes, are * the great, overshadowing issues in Greece to-day.’ After a

chronology and two descriptive and historical chapters, he focusses his attention ‘ upon

the vears sine** the World War.’ He show s how the currant trade with England and the

United States has diminished since then owing to bad packing and competition with

Australia and California respectively, whereas the refugees from Smyrna have increased

th<* export of Cretan sultanas. Since he wrote, the difficulty of admitting Greek wines

into France has become greater. He mentions the improvement in packing figs effected

by the refugees and the creation in 1929 of the Autonomous Office of Carpets to stabilise

that new and important industry, also introduced by them. He emphasises the importance

of improving the railway communication between Greece and Bulgaria by prolonging

t he present railway from Petrich to Demir Hissar—a question mainly of gauge, which was

discussed at the International Peace Congress of 1929. The cost of living has fallen some-

what since he wrote his chapter on finance, in which he recognises the punctiliousness of

Greece * about paying the interest on her foreign debt in full and on a gold basis.’ His

remarks on the Church in the
v new ’ provinces, the Marathon dam and the Amatovo sluice

require modification in view of subsequent developments, while the last census has shown

that women, v. ho in 1930 received the municipal vote, if literate and over thirty, are not

largely in excess of men, but in the proportion of 100 to 98. In a chapter on politics, he

pleads, as in a more recent lecture in Athens, for Balkan economic union, and in his forecast

of the future he points out the vitality of the Greok people—a fact proved by the whole

history of Frankish and Turkish domination. A coloured map, three appendices about

the refugees’ settlement, and a copious bibliography complete this painstaking and useful

work on Greek economics. A few slips deserve correction in a new edition. Miss Stewart

Richaidson is one not ‘two’ persons (p. 112) and is not ‘American’; ‘ Kyparissia
’

(pp. xiii, 123, 153) should be ‘ Kephissia ’
; Trikoupes came from Mesolonghi, Kondyles

was elected a Thracian deputy. The dispute at the Spetsai school has been satisfactorily

settled, and there was a new^ ’ Conference of Balkan churchmen ’ at Kephissia in 1930.

W. M.

cO OiAsAArjvicJnos ev Teppavta Korra tf]v
c

EAAr;viKr)v ’Euavaaracriv. By S.

Th. Laskaris. Pp. ii — 96. Athens, 1930. 5Jr.

Following his previous study of Philhellentsm in America during the Greek Raolution , the

author has availed himself of his residence at Berlin as secretary of the Greek Legation, to

publish a similar volume on the same phenomenon in Germany. After tracing German
interest in G recce from Luther, Wulfor (who made Hellas address the Germans for help in

w end Greek hexameters), Crudus, von Wolkenstein, GrimineIshamen, lleinse and, above
all. Holderlin in his Hyperion , to Schiller and Goethe, he describes how' Krug and Thiersch

first raised their voicesfor theGreeks in 1821, and the great influence of Ludwig I of Bavaria.

Ladies wore robes d la Bouhonlina, at the carnival people masqueraded as Souliotes. A
chapter is devoted to the 377 German volunteers, among them Normann, Dr, Treyher, and
the future Regent Heideck, who came to Greece, and of whom 121 died there during the
war. Another deals with the Philhellenic societies and their funds, especially that at

Stuttgart, of which Uliland was the soul; and the influence of the Greek movement upon
( Jerman literature is shown in the cases of Wilhelm Muller, Chamisso, Fouque, Jean Paul
Richter and lesser w riters, catalogued in an appendix. The book contains two unpublished

letters of Ludwig I, and two of the subsequent King Friedrich Wilhelm IV to Capo d’lstria

from the Corfiote archives. W. M.
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A Chronology of Cyprus. By Sir Ronald Store*. K.C.M.G., Governor of

Cyprus. Pp. ii — 37. Nicosia, 1930. 2 s.

This useful compendium traces Cypriote history from the Bronze Age through the Ptole-

maic, Roman, Byzantine, Lusignan, Venetian, Turkish and British periods down to 1930,

and is a companion to the new edition of Cobham's Bibliography.
k

Cyprus,’ says the

compiler, “ was the first country in the world to have a Christian Governor,* and her history,

especially under the Lusignans. which Mas Latrie * left half-told,’ was brilliant and
romantic. The chronology comprises social and ecclesiastical, as well as political events,

but not even the Archbishopric could provide a complete list of the Autocephalous Arch-

bishops, who sign (like the Governor) in red ink. W. M.

Hellas Revisited. By W. Macneill Dixon, with illustrations by Mary Bryce. Pp.

xi + -09; pi. 16; 2 maps. London : Edward Arnold, 1929.

Here at last is a book on Greece that one can heartily praise. The author is an enthusi-

astic and competent traveller who fully appreciates the fact that increased facilities would
lessen not only his pleasure hut also his ability to reconstruct the past. This reconstruction

of the past is the object of his journey, which is well planned to include most of the sites with

historical and literary associations. Brief notes from a diary are the pretext for the quota-

tions, discussions and reminiscences appropriate to each place : they arc never wearisome,

for Professor Dixon has the gift of imparting some of the glamour of what his eye sees and

his fancy creates. I like particularly his discourse on the way in which very small cities

develop personality and versatility, and his account of the accidented and restless lives

which these citizens led; for even if the ideas are not new, they are here expressed in a

manner which is always pleasant and often original.

The book would have been still better if Professor Dixon were less exclusively literary

and historic. For instance, were he more of an archaeologist, he would have described

Sparta differently, and given, besides his picture of the harsh military state with which we
are familiar, a glimpse of the art-centre which, in the late seventh and sixth centuries,

produced so much that is lovely. Were he more of a mythologist he would not have

explained the cults of Demeter and Dionysos as a rationalised triumph of the religious

temperament without alluding to the survival of primitive elements, which is, to many
scholars, their main feature.

To illustrate a book on Greece either with photographs or by pencil and brush should

be easy
;
yet, oddly enough, no book on Greece has yet been illustrated well. Mist? Bryce's

drawings from photographs lack distinction, and lack also that which is most characteristic

of the country—definition and purity of line. The figures are good, however, and make one

regret that she was unable to produce independent sketches on the spot.

In conclusion, I would point out that the field is still open for a book of traveller's tales

by one who speaks the language, journeys without a guide, and whose main interest is the

country of the present day.

Les religions orientales dans le paganisme rornain : quatrieme edition. By
Franz CTmont. Pp. xvi 339, with 16 plates and 13 figures. Paris : Paul

Geuthner, 1929. 80 fr.

Cumont’s Religions orientales first appeared in 1906 as a course of lectures followed by notes

giving references : this and a second edition were speedily out of print. The work was
translated into English, German and Italian, and has exercised great and deserved influence.

For the first time the spiritual conquest of the West by the East was set in a superb historical

perspective. In this new edition the t-cxt of the lectures remains substantially as before,

but a new chapter has been added, on the mysteries of Bacchus at Rome, the notes have

been thoroughly rewritten, an admirable selection of illustrations (some very hard of access

to the student previously) added, and the whole produced in a handsome format.
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A reviewer's duty is in this ease simply to state that this is a work as valuable to the

specialist as to the general reader. To the first it offers a multitude of new and valuable

suggestions and an invaluable conspectus of well-arranged material; to the second it gives

a lucid and eloquent account of one of the most interesting chapters in the history of man's

religious opinions. May we be permitted to express the hope that its author will be spared

to produce repeated new editions ?

A. D. N.

Pagan Regeneration. By Hakold Willoughby. Pp. xi — 307. Chicago University

Press, 1929. 135. &/.

Tins is a general survey of ancient mystery religions, which may be useful but which seems

to me capable of improvement at many points. For some of these I may refer to my
forthcoming review in J.It.S. and add that on p. 59 no reference is made to Uieterich s

defence and Korte's explanation of spyocaagsvos in the Eleusinian symbolon ; on p. 94,

* later Christian notices of Orphism are distinctly secondary to these pagan sources and are

chiefly valuable in showing the later persistence of Orphism, and its active competition

with Christianity ’ is true in its first half, but clearly untrue in its second (the Fathers knew
the movement from literary sources : if Orphism had been a real live rival, would Orpheus

appear in the art of the Catacombs as and when he does?); on p. 109, ‘the discovery of

the important private Orpheum in the recently excavated Villa Item at Pompeii ' is an over-

confident statement, to put it mildly; on p. 138, a failure to make use of the valuable

paper by Glotz, Rev. et> gr 1920, on the festival of Adonis; on p. 176 ff., a similar omission

of Wilcken's classic discussion of Sarapis in Urkunden der Ptolemaerzeit I, Weinreich’s

valuable Xeue Urkunden znr Sarapisrehg ion, and J. G. Milne’s important article in EncycL

Rel. Eth . VI. 374 ff. It perhaps needs to be emphasised that, likely as the political motive

(a common worship for Greeks and Egyptians) is for the formation of the cult, it lost

importance very soon as a result of the Ptolemaic shift of attitude towards the native

Egyptian population : the cult remained official, but the government was probably

indifferent to the feelings of their subjects at home towards it, and such headway as it made
among Egyptians was due to its own inherent merits and to the fact that it had the social

cachet of being in a measure Greek and the religion of the royal family, while being at the

same time Egyptian enough to be reasonably acceptable.

A. D. X.

Divinita Ignote : nuovi documenti di arte e di culto funerario nelle colonie greche. By
Silvio Flrri. Pp. viii 147 ; 44 plates and 49 figures in the text. Florence :

Vallecchi, 1920/VII.

This very handsome and well-printed book is not easy to review, owing to the mixture of

irnod and bad in it. The author reproduces a large number of pieces of sculpture, mostly

from tombs, whereof many seem not to have been published before. As the reproductions

are excellent, this at all events is a service for which we may thank him and his printers, the

more so as he has selected very curious and puzzling examples, badly in need of elucidation.

But of the value of his attempts to explain them the reviewer feels very doubtful, classing

himself indeed among the inei'itabili scettici whom Ferri foresees (p. 53).

He begins with a series of tomb-figures from Kvrene. Some of them are women, or

goddesses, with veil and polos, or veil alone, and faces, where the artist has been skilful

enough to give the expression, grave and sad. But others, while showing polos, veil and
hair, have no face at all, and nothing that a face could have been carved or painted upon,

but a round pillar-like surface where the face should be. To make the matter still more
puzzling, these female figures, as their hair and dress show them all to be. stood beside

monuments many of which bore the names of men. Therefore, whatever else they are,

they are not attempts at portrait-statues.

What induced the people of Kyrene to set up these curious images, the reviewer frankly

admits that he does not know ; it certainly was no inability to carve the human face. That

the grave-stele may have had something to do with the columnar form is a reasonable

hypothesis, and thus far the author, who makes that conjecture, is very likely right. But
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when he goes on to explain the sex of the statues by supposing that the soul of the deceased

invariably became a Gorgon, an Erinys, or * a Demeter,’ far more evidence is wanted than
he finds, or than can at present be found, to make the theory reasonably plausible. Ferri

bases his argument on the supposition that the ghost, the kha of the dead, is thought of

somehow living in the stele or the statue. This is not impossible in the sense of contradictmu
known facts about eschatological beliefs at Kyrene ; but the evidence he adduces for it L
of the thinnest, and a more obvious solution is that the mysterious figures are goddesses

—

Demeter, Persephone, or some local deity—watching over the tomb and its occupant.

Similar arguments make against the acceptance of a number of other conjectures put
forward to explain details in the construction of other figures adduced; the reviewer has a

strong suspicion that a manufacturer of similar modern figures could give a better explana-

tion of some of these on purely technical grounds.

The last section of the book is rather less controversial, dealing with the reconstruction

and explanation of a group of Lokrian provenance. Right or wrong, it involves discussing

some interesting pieces of sculpture.

H. J. R.

Theophrastos Charakter der Deisidaimonia als Religionsgeschichtliche
Urkunde. Von

H

exdrik Bolkestein. Pp. 81. Giessen: Topelmann, 1929.

This is Yol. XXI, Xo. 2, of that well-known and admirable series, HGV V. The author

is the teacher of Dr. P. J. Koets, whose careful study of the word 8eicri5atpovia was
noticed in the Journal, vol. xlix. p. 301. He agrees with his pupil’s conclusions as to its

significance, and interprets Theophrastos accordingly. The SeiatSaipcov is not, in our

sense, a superstitious man, with his head full of the old wives’ tales which his neighbours

have outgrown. Rather is he a timid pietist, not so unlike those whose scruples troubled

the Church at Corinth in St. Paul’s time, to say nothing of later ages. He does nothing

which a normal Greek might not do on occasion; but he does everything in a foolishly

excessive way. Anyone might have himself or his house purified, after a funeral for

example ; he is perpetually having his house put through a spiritual spring-cleaning, and
goes every month to the ’OpcpeoTEAea-rcu to be purged (not initiated, for that can be done

but once ; Prof. Bolkestein has some good remarks on this topic, p. 51 *qq.). Anyone would

agree that a serpent, a bird, even a mouse, might now and then give omens which it would

be wise to attend to ; tile 8eiai5oupcov is frightened out of his small wits if a mouse gnaws
his meal-sack, and, not content with the common-sense advice of the State clergy to go and

have it mended, seeks out a dissenting diviner who will provide something more exciting.

Every snake he sees is a god; if he frightens an owl he must needs shout after it *A0r]vd

Kperrrcov ( i.e .

k you may be ill-omened, but your mistress Athena is stronger than you,

and w ill protect me, a citizen of her own city ’
; Bolkestein, like Jebb, seems to me to miss

the point of the comparative). And so throughout the interesting list of the doings of this

tender-conscienced brother.

On minor points the reviewer congratulates the author on having unravelled the quaint

confusion of thought underlying the second explanation given by the scholiast on Ar.,

Rubes 170, but cannot agree with him when he supposes (p. 48) that the Oeoi Trorrpcpoi may
be ancestral ghosts. This is a survival of the ghost-theory which should be left to rest with

Herbert Spencer, and goes against the classical Greek distinction between gods and spirits

of the dead.

H. J. R.

Speculum Religionis
;
being Essays and Studies in Religion and Literature from Plato

to von Huge! . . . presented by Members of the Staff of University College, Southamp-

ton, to their president, Claude G. Montefiore. Pp. viii -A 210. Oxford : Clarendon

Press, 1029. 21<s.

That the colleagues of so sympathetic a personality as Dr. Claude Montefiore should have

been moved to honour him in this fashion, annis septuaginta turn feliciier compldis , as the

Latin dedication has it, will surprise nobody. That the essays are interesting and well-

informed, making up a most creditable Festschrift . causes the reviewer to regret that most
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of them cannot be considered here: since this Journal is not the place to review Professor

Burkitt's appreciation of Montefiore himself, Professor Sherriffs' study of the entomology

of the Bible, Dr. Lawton's capital account of Gallo-Roman religion, which may be com-

mended to Keltic and Latin scholars alike, nor the studies of various notable personalities

ranging from Byrhtferth of Ramsay to Baron von Hugel.

Mr. Dyson's essay on Orphism and the Platonic Philosophy is the only Greek item, and

it is well worth reading. The author is far from claiming finality for anything that he says,

for, as he rightly remarks (p. 48), * until . . . critical opinion on the date of the surviving

Orphic fragments, and the form of the Orphic works which Plato read, has become more
unanimous, until, moreover, the main lines of the development of Plato's thought have
been elucidated from other angles, the debt of Plato to Orphism cannot be estimated.’ But
if he, and others of equally good learning and powers of reasoning, continue to study the

problem, that time may not be so very far off. His chief suggestions are, firstly, that to

Plato Orphism was primarily a literature, not in any sense a sect or religious body; he need

not even have met with any Orphics ; secondly* that the curious mythology of Orphism,

with its wealth of abstract, or abstracted, deities, may have had more than a little to do
with the shaping of the Theory of Ideas. A minor point, so far as Mr. Dyson's argument is

concerned, but of importance for the question as a whole, is that, as he quite rightly states

(p. 21, n. 3), there is really no evidence that the indulgence-mongers of Rep. 364 B are

Orphics at all ; for their appeal to books which they say Orpheus and Musaios wrote need
prove no more than what we know' from other sources, that Orpheus was commonly
considered * as general founder of Mysteries ’ and ‘ had had fathered on to him many
religious poems.’

H. J. R.

Geschichte der griechischen Literatur. By Wilhelm Schmid und Otto
Stahlix. Erster Teil. Erster Band : Die griechische Literatur vor der
Attischen Hegemonie. By Wilhelm Schmid. Pp. xiv -p 805. Munich : C.

H. Beck, 1929. 40 51. unbound, 45 51. bound.

A detailed review of a book of this order would require not only the compass of an essay

but also a knowledge of Cheek literature equal to that of Schmid himself—a knowledge
to which the reviewer can make no claim. A mere catalogue of minor defects would
be ungenerous and impertinent. It could hardly be expected that such a book would be

entirely free from mis-statements, misprints and false references; and although examples
of all could be quoted, considering the size and scope of the book they seem to be remarkably
few.

The fir>t volume of a history of Greek literature deals of necessity w ith much that is

controvewal. About Greek literature before Homer it may almost be said that every

scholar has a right to his own opinion. Schmid's w'ould probably be as difficult to disprove

as to prove, and the pages w hich he devotes to it do conveniently call attention to the

kind of literature that may have been behind Homer. Epic naturally occupies a con-

siderable part of the volume (pp. 74^324). The evidence for and against the principal

views that have been taken about the Homeric poems is given with admirable fairness and
restraint. Schmid's own opinion is that the Iliad and the Odyssey, though each is the

work of a single poet, do not come from the same hand. Whether one agrees or disagrees

with Ins conclusions, one must admit that he has set out the evidence without bias and in

such a way as to allow his readers to check his judgment and to form their own. But his

treatment of Epic does not end with Homer or even with Hesiod; what constitutes one
of the chief values of such a book is that it can include the obscure lesser writers about
whom less comprehensive works can necessarily give little or no information.

Lyric, like Epic, belongs in the main to the period covered by this volume, and, like

Epic, it is very thoroughly examined (pp. 325-628). The origins and development of each
of the literary forms classed as lyric are carefully analysed, and the individual poets receive

discerning but sympathetic treatment. Here again readers will perhaps be relatively

more thankful for the little that they are told about less well-known poets and poetesses

than for the detailed account of Pindar, about whom it is comparatively easy to acquire
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information. But Pindar had to he treated at length, and the evidence both ancient and
modern for our knowledge of the poet and his w ork and influence could hardly have been
more fully or more satisfactorily collected than has been done by Schmid.

Tragedy, except for a passing reference to its origim, does not come within the scope

of this volume ; there is. however, a r.hort but illuminating account of the oiigin of Comedy
and the Mime (pp. 029-59)* But the third and last maul topic is Early Prose

( pp. 659-775).

Prose is treated under various headings

—

Pro±adtchtinia% History, Philosophy, Science

—

and in each case a remarkable amount of information is given about matters for which
evidence is scarce and not easily accessible. Thus the section on Prose forms one of the

most useful parts of the volume.

In short, Schmid has given us a book of w hich German scholarship may be proud and

for w hich all scholars must be grateful. It is well constructed, extremely w ell documented
and furnished with a full and accurate alphabetical index: and although it is essentially

a book to be referred to rather than to be read through, it does not suffer from the disability

so common in text-books, but is eminently readable.

B. M. R.

Le Cycle Epique dans lecole dAiistarque. By Albert Severyns. Pp.

xvi -p 458. Liege : Vaillant-Carmanne, and Paris : E. Champion, 1928.

De Hymnorum Homericorum memoria. By P. Breuxixg. Pp. 130, 3 plates.

Trajecti ad Rhenuni : A. Oosthoek, 1929.

These two doctoral dissertations deal, at considerable length, with well-worn subjects, on

which it was not to be hoped that they would discover much novelty. Until papyrus

restores to us the Cycle or the Hymns, no such expectation would he justified. How ever,

the future editors of the two bodies of literature will take account of the results of these

two theses. — ——— __ T. \Y. A.

Hellenistic Poetry : By Alfred Koerte; translated by Jacob Hammer and Moses
Hadas. Pp. xix -p 446. New York : Columbia University Press. 20*.

Theocritus and the epigrams of Callimachus are still for the English amateur of Greek
literature the whole canon of Hellenistic poetry. The rediscovery of Menander has been

written down a disappointment, and Apollonius is more praised than read. But the age

has long had a bad name, and the reader of poetry has received little encouragement to

look further afield for flow ers in this desert air. The scholarly labours expended on the

Alexandrine writers have for the most part been highly technical, and in English there has

not yet appeared any general detailed survey of these poets and their w ork. This American
translation of Professor Koerte's Hellenistic Poetry deserves all the more to find many
readers, and it will not disappoint them ; but it is not a book for the scholar or a mine for

the deep student, it is a scholarly guide for the general reader of poetry and for the unpro-

fessional Hellenist. The translation is very readable and the Americanisms are hardly

noticeable; but ‘ the island Cos
'

(p. 284, etc.) is not English on either side of the Atlantic.

Mr. Koerte’s occasional allusions to German poetry might perhaps have been omitted;

they are of small value in illustration for the English reader.

The book begins with a short general introduction of Hellenism, in which the author

apologises more than is necessary for his chosen poets, and puts down their conceits and
extravagances of style to the rise of a narrow but cultivated literary society. After this

Mr. Koerte divides his material into the main classes of poetic form—new comedy, elegy,

epic, mime, epigram—and in each class criticises and expounds the poets in a chronological

sequence. He quotes copiously, an admirable practice; but in translation, and with

quite insufficient reference to the original texts ; and many of the versions, although taken

from standard English publications, are worthless either as poetry or translation.

New comedy is Menander ; he has lately been decried, at least in England, because he

avoided the riotousness of Aristophanes, and at the same time because the habits and
morals of his characters are unelevating. This is. as it were, to attack Molicre for not

imitating Rabelais, and in the same breath to condemn The Way of the World because it is
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unedifying. Mr. Koerte's eulogy of Menander is all the better because it admits his limita-

tions. He explains clearly Menander's debt to Euripides (whose one worthy pupil he was),

and also the debt of all civilised comedy to Menander. He tries to make clear that it is

as an artist, a technician, that Menander can be ranked highest, but the doggerel trans-

lations quoted in this edition make this sound argument seem nonsensical.

The second chapter brings us to Alexandria and to Callimachus. Callimachus, a little

surprisingly, dominates the book. Mr. Koerte's advocacy is convincing, and he succeeds

in bringing to life this learned, polished, witty, human poet who has too long seemed a

pedantic, though charming, versifier. The excellent Augustan couplets of H. W. Tytler's

translations, and Man's beautiful prose version of the A itin help to justify Mr. Koerte’s

attitude for the reader. In difficulties of interpretation the author is content to refer to

the opinions of AVilamowitz ; as he does not discuss the interpretations chosen there is no
need to do so here. From the elegy through the epyllion—where Calhmachus again is

prominent, but Theocritus hardly receives his due—we pass to the epic. The Arrjona utica

is analysed in detail, but no serious attempt is made to defend the shapeless thing.

Apollonius has lately been much praised in England ; the present estimate is soberer and
truer. A brief, competent section on the didactic poets leads to the drama and Lycophron’s

Alexandra. This is ably discussed and its merits made clear; we are shown that there were
reasons of fashion for its composition—but why read it ? and why translate it ? Lord
Royston's version (London, 1838), used here, makes it too easy, but Lycophron must be

easier in England than in Germany, for we are brought up on Milton and have readily

assimilated * Now lies the earth all Danae to the stars,'—though this admittedly is but
elementary Alexandrianism.

The long chapter on Mime is thorough, but Mr. Koerte’s judgment is less sure here.

The general excellences of Theocritus he understands well enough, but finds fault with
several particular effects or manners of style which the traditions of English poetry un-
consciously explain and justify for us. Of Herondas, too, the exposition is better than the

criticism.

The final chapter, on Epigram, is the least successful. Mr. Koerte is here inclined to

moralise, and poetry has slipped away in his detailed analysis of themes and fashions;

but he praises Callimachus duly. He quotes, too, the more historically interesting, not the

best epigrams (though the best are not only the best known). Here once more the English

translations fail, but the Greek epigram has always been the most difficult flower to trans-

plant .

As a general survey the book is excellently balanced, and Mr. Koerte provides the

encouragement w hicli is certainly needed before reading Hellenistic poetrv.

V. R. Le F.

BoAtss "OvoiJiaToAoyiKes. First Series. By J. Stamxoeoulos. Pp. 328. Athens,

1929.

These ’ name-turns 5

are at once fascinating and provoking. The book is divided into two
parts, the first not inaptly described as a brisk walk through various names.’ The families

visited are scattered about without any attempt at alphabetical or other order. The
second part is more methodical, and deals with family names classified according to termina-

tion. and also with various compound names. Here again an alphabetical arrangement
within the classes would have been of help. In both parts there is a great w ealth of material,

and this will furnish rival philologists, who are not over-tenderly dealt with by the author,

with a varied armoury of w eapons for retaliation. There is nothing of slavish imitation in

these etymologies; the obvious and popular explanation is usually summarily rejected.

A Latin, Romance or other foreign baptismal name is generally assigned as the source.

Thus ’Ppyas is from Arngo , FlaAAris from Paolo , KaAAepyrjs from Gallo , KorraAdvos from
Cafto. Great ingenuity is displayed in these derivations, and it is fair to add that the

author admits that much is conjectural.

Great credit must be given to Mr. Stamnopoulos for the number of examples he has

collected, but the lack of an index is severely felt. Perhaps this will be rectified when the

promised second series appears.
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The Erotokritos. By John Mavrogordato, with an Introduction by Stephen
Gaselee. Pp. vii — 61. Oxford University Press, 1929.

In the 1928 volume of the Journal a brief notice was given of the late Dr. Xanthoudides’
’ small edition

5

of the Greek text of the Erotokritos. The desire was there expressed that

this great poem should become better known to English readers. Mr. Mavrogordato'

s

little work goes a long way towards helping this desire to be realised. It gives all the aids

required for an intelligent appreciation of the poem, including a history of the text and the
various printed editions, a full analysis, a discussion of the authorship and sources, and a
bibliography.

Besides collecting the known information and presenting it in a handy and attractive

form, and giving a full and readable analysis of the work, Mr. Mavrogordato makes two
important suggestions which merit the attention of scholars. ( )n p. 23 he suggests that the

date of the poem falls shortly after 1645, the date of the sailing of the Turkish fleet from
Navarino against Crete, when the Venetians * attempted to divert the enemy by making
raids on Patras and Koron. 5 This would account for the peculiar hostility shown by the

poet against Patras, Modon and Koron. as well as against the Turks in general. The sug-

gestion thus supports on fresh grounds the dating (1646-1669) arrived at by Dr. Xanthou-
dides, mainly as the result of linguistic evidence. The other suggestion (pp. 55 if.), which
will perhaps be regarded as less probable, is that Kornaros derived the idea of his story from

Luigi Groto's pre-Shakespearian version of Borneo and Juliet (in his IJadriaua, 1578). In

any case it is a fact that Kornaros’ poem, so dramatic in character, does present several

parallels to Shakespeare's Borneo and Juliet. In connexion with this dramatic character

of the EiotoTcritoSi it may be noted that Mr. Th. Synadinos has recently published a drama-

tised version of the poem, which is said to have been performed with considerable success at

Athens. It is also interesting to learn that it is proposed to erect a monument in honour of

Kornaros at Sitia in Eastern Crete, the poet's birthplace.

F. H. M.

Aristotelis Politica. Edidit 0. Imhisch. Pp. xliv 347. Leipsie : B. G. Teubner,

1929. 8 M.

Plutarchi Moralia. Vol, III. Ediderunt W. R. Paton, M. Pohlenz, \Y. Sievekxm,.

Pp. xxxiv -p 542. Leipsie : B. G. Teubner, 1929. 16.60 M.

This second edition of Immiseh's revision of Susemilil's * Polities ' differs little from the

first. The introduction deals with the transmission of the text both in MSS. and printed

editions, an appendix collects the scholia, and there is a rather unsatisfactory index of

proper names and ’ memorabilia quaedam.'

Students of Plutarch, long dissatisfied with BcrnardakU. will be grateful for the new'

edition inaugurated by this volume. They will also regret that Paton did not live to see

its publication. The introduction examines the text-tradition of each treatise, and the

apixmitus critic us is very full.

Theophrastus: Metaphysics. With translation, commentary and introduction bv

W. D. Ross and F. H. Fobes. Pp. xxxii -J- 87. Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1929.

Is. 6d.

This short treatise (comprised in only 19 small pages of text) contrives to ask most of the

fundamental questions involved in Aristotelian metaphysics, leaving them, however, for

the most part to answer themselves. Its disjointed and inconclusive character led Usencr

to suspect dislocations and conflations; these, however. Mr. Ross rejects, as he also rejects

any aspersion upon the Theophrastian authorship of the treatise. The commentary is of

the thoroughness we expect from Mr. Ross, who has edited the text on the basis of Mr.

Fobes' elaborate researches into the MS.-tradition. The volume is equipped with full

indexes, and will clearly lorn: remain the standard edition of the ' Metaphysical Fragment.'
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Les Cultes de Patras. By Juiks Hekbiixon'. Pp. xvi ~ 1K3. Baltimore: Johns

Hopkins Pi ess; London: Humplney Milford, 1929. 13**- <W.

The position ot l\itras (ancnnt Patrue) marked it out to be a eentie of commerce between

the easU in and western paits ot the Greek woild. and, in the aphoiistic wonts of M. ITer-

billon, ‘les cultes \ uyagent a\ee les ballots die maichandises/ The leligiuus life of this

Aicadian pot t would accordingly be expected to exhibit unusual variety, and, though

literary muikcs apait fiom Pausutuas an practically non-existent and inscriptions few.

the authoi has been able, w it h the help of coins and by a careful examination of each of the

sauctuants located on Patraean soil, abundantly to prove his thesis that ‘Patras est un
obscrvatoiie excellent pour letude des religions de la Grice antique/ An appendix

pnnides ( beck «mti Roman prosopographics of Patras.

Essays and Addresses. By donx Burnet. Pp. 21)9, with a portrait. London:
Ghat to and Windus, 1929. 15<?.

All the matciiul of this volume has been published before, but. if only because some of the

pines are not otherwise readily accessible, the collection is assured of a welcome. Two
subjei ts in the main are represented— Greek philosophy, and Education. It is unnecessary

to do moie than point out the scope of the philosophical group : it includes the British

Ac udemy lectures on Socrates and Aristotle and the chapter on Philosophy in the * Legacy of

Greece/ But we may he allowed to indicate the quality of the educational essays by

Hugestmg that they may well be thought to exhibit e\ en more effectively than the others

the power of trenchant criticism which was probably Burnet's most striking faculty : the

essays on ‘Form and Matter in Classical Teaching* and on ‘ Kultur* and the Romanes
leetuie on * Ignorance ’ are tine examples of penetrating analysis. The biography by Lord

Chui nwood is helpful, but tantalismgly brief. (It may now be supplemented by the

obituaiy notices written by Professor Taylor and Mr. Lonmor for the British Academy.)

Symbola in Novam Eunapii Vitarum Editionem. By J. ('. Yoixebkeot.

Pp. 141. Amsteidam : 1L. J. Paris, 1929. W. 5'/.

An investigation into the textual tradition of the Lives confirms the pre-eminent authority

of the Lain cut mil MS. Then* follow SO pages of cut leal notes and a brief discussion of

Kunapius use of i lausulac.

Byzantinische Geschichtschreiber und Chronisten. By G. Soyter. Pp.

viu - - f>4. Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1929. 2.50 M.

A eollei turn of thnty-fivo passages in Greek on Byzantine history and culture (325-1453),

editi d w ith brief notes, textual and exegetmal, and preceded by a careful introduction to the

bibliography of the subject.

The Dolphin in the Literature and Art of Greece and Rome. By E. B.

Stebiuns. pp. 135. Wisconsin: G. Banta, 1929. Os. 04 .

After an introductory chapter on the dolphin in natuie as descuhed by ancient writers

on zoology, partieulaily Aristotle. Pliny and Aelian, the author pioeeeds to trace the

history of its representation in art. aiming at completeness for the Minoan, the Helladic and

< yeladie. and the Geometric peiiods, but necessarily resorting to selection in dealing with

the classical periods : the selection is made on the principle of taking examples from

museums or publications readily accessible—a fact which. ’ it is hoped, will excuse the

absence of illustrations/ The work also includes a collection of references to the dolphin

in Greek and Latin authors.

Sobria Ebrietas. By Hans Lewy. Pp. 175. Giessen: Alfred Topelmann,

1929. 12 M.

The striking oxymoron, ge 8rj vqcpaAios, makes its first appearance in Philo, in whose oon-

i option of the mystical experience it plays an important part, as Mr. Lewy shows by a
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detailed study of the numerous passages in which tin idea on ms. Though doubt 1. .—

suggested by Plato’s geduaeai VEKTCtpos and the coivos ui0n said by Platan 1, to ehar.u teii-t

the Dionysiac mysteries, it takes its p a uliar significant e from the ( Irero-t >i in it a l < ino-t iei-m
of which Philo is one of our earliest exponents. The paradox was l.u-eh adopted l.v the
early C hristian writers: Mr. Lewy studies its use by Ongen. Kusd nis and («iei:o]\ nt

Nvssa, by Cyprian, Ambrosius and Augustine.

Kosmos und Sympathie. Bv K. Rmnhuidt. Pp. \iii
, tp>. Mimieh : Berk.

Ib2fl. 20 M.

Mr. Reinhardt’s rehabilitation of Posidonius pioeeeds apaee. This -et ond \olunw* i- elm fly

concerned with the doctrine of aupirdOsia. in which the author iinds the main link bet w ten
Stoicism and Neoplatonism. An appendix contains suppleim ntai \ m>t< s oil 1 'n't (ifi/tt Itts ,*s

well as on the present treatise*, and an index is provided an amrmiv denied to leader- ot

the earlier volume.

Thucydides and the Science of History. B\ c. X.Cim mkwi;. Bp- Imi Oxford
University Press, 1029. UK.

The object of this woik is to prove that the scientific bent of mind whhli < bai a< t< i is< s

Thucydides wras derived from the medical school of Hipporrati s. T<i this < nd it < olieets the

points of resemblance between the historian and the phweian.
This likeness, as Prof, Cochrane shows, is not confined to mattms of \oeabulai\ «md of

verbal expression (as in Thucydides’ use of TTpotpacns to denote an c.v iting imih*, and ot

correct medical jargon in describing the plague). but extends to tlu* spin n* < f thought.

Negatively, Thucydides was a Hippoeratean in that lie abstained fiom piopag.mda and ( ut

out mythology and religion as irrele\ant to science. Posit i\el\, lu* tianstmed to liistoi\

the distinctive Hippocratic processes of semeinlngy and progno-i-, m. of icgisfeiing oh-ei\ed

facts and classifying them according to U pc. Fmt her, Thu<\didis shaied tin* tml\
scientific opinion of Hippocrates that human pcisonahty is a ie.»l f.u toi in life ; foj mst atiee,

lit* was careful to show that wais aie the icsiilt of human purpose. and that their c lm f

importance lies in their psychology <d effect.

Prof. Cochrane lias done good service in drawing attention to the undeniable admit v

betwe(*n Thucydides and the * father of medicine/ Pei haps he undriiate- the < oik him nt

influences of Hecataeus, Herodotus and the sophists, whose rationalism, it nunmplcti , mu\
none the less have contributed to form Thucydides* scientific method, and of the Atii<

dramatists, who put human personality in the vci\ eentie of thmi interest. But it ma\ lu

conceded that Thucydides’ eontaits with Hippocrates weie moie nuineiou- and nioic

fundamental than with his other teachers.

In holding up Thucydides as tlu* t \ pe of a s< lentitie bi-tori,m. Biof. ( \>< Inane doe- not

thereby commit himself to the \ lew that he was a c\ me with no -rnse of \ allies, (in tlu*

other hand, he is at pains to show that Thucydides was a didactic lu-toiian. and that Ik

was guided by broad utilitarian pi ineiples of morality. At t his point Pi of. < ”n< Inane apj*< ai -

to overstate liis ease. He contends that Thucydides* pointed eulogv of 'flu nns{o< 1< - aiul

Peiieles was intended to convey the* moral of Creek union in the face* of the IVr-ian peiil,

although Themistoeles* anti-Persian fervour soon froze, and P< ricles* was jicmt mini titan

lukewarm. Behind Thucydides* arc oant of Balkan warfare lu* det-*r t- a warning of futun

danger from the North. Yet Thucydides goes out of his way to hid it t h* Hemdotu-' e-timati*

of the Thracians; he shows up Perdi eas ns a very f< ebb* suit of intiigiu i : ami through

the mouth of Brasidas he deprecmti sthe noitlierners as being moicalunning than danger ei-

Again, Prof, Cochrane hardly sm-ceeds in -howing th.it Thucydides’ lefiu-no* in the

VEVOgiagevrj ap£Tr| of Nu ias meant no mon* than that Nu la- wa- a good man. b« < au-e ’ to

a man of science . . . the normal i- the right/ In this < use, m-t<ad ot <omhmning
Nicias’ addiction to divination. Tluu ydides should have appmvi d of it , for m fifth-* i nt m \

Athens this pseudo-science was vEvopiapevTi. And it is ditfn ult to find anything but i

Machiavellian standpoint in Thucydides’ praise of Antiphon, whose dpeTr] was no more
than a knack ot fitting means to ends. Yet in the main we must agree with Prof. < oi hram*

N
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that Thucydides had a sharp eye for the distinction between good and bad. There is no

explaining away the moral glow that illuminates the Funeral Speech ; and in Prof. Cochrane's

thesis nothing is more effective than his defence of the Perielean and Thucydidean ideal of a

patriotic democracy against Plato's Model Gaol.

Prof. Cochrane’s book makes stiff reading. His style is philosophic* in its involution

rather than scientific in its directness, and the thread of Ins argument is overlaid with many
digressions. But it will repay study : even where it is not convincing, it has the

Thucydidean quality of provoking thought. M. C.

Verfassungsgeschichte von Syrakus. ByW. Htttl. Pp. 161. Prag : German
Society of Sciences and Arts for the Czechoslovak Republic, 1020.

In view of the part played by Syracuse in ancient political history, we know astonishingly

little of its machinery of government. Not only are authors reticent on this subject, but

inscriptions leave us in the lurch. Dr. Hiittl has made a diligent search for such sparse

records as survive, and has eked these out in a quite legitimate way by adducing con-

stitutional inscriptions from the daughter- or sister-states of Acrae, Coreyra, and Black

Corcyra; and the result is a recognisable skeleton of aXupotKoaioov TloAiTeia. The most
valuable part of his work is relative to the lawgiver Diodes, whose historical character and
traditional date he successfully defends. (Curiously enough. Dr. Hiittl plays with the

idea that Archias, the founder of Syracuse, was an alias of Apollo Arehegetes, despite the

comparative wealth of personal detail which tradition preserved concerning this oecist.)

On the subject of King Hiero's revenue law Dr. Huttl was unable to consult Kostovtzeff’s

Kolonat and Careopmo’s Lot cle Ilia on, and has therefore not discussed it at length.

A few observations of detail.—(P. 25) Dr. Huttl uses the figures for Dinocrates' army
in 300 B.c. to estimate the population of Syracuse. But Dinocrates was upoaT&Trjs

Koivrjs £Aeu0epfas, and his Imtgris were probably drawn from a variety of cities. (P. 28)

As evidence of an early Phoenician factory at Syracuse he quotes the TccupoKTOVia at the

spring of (.’vane as of "thoroughly oriental character.
5 But was it specifically oriental?

At best, this testimony for a pre-Hellenic* settlement is inferior to that of the Minoan pottery

in Syracusan tombs, which here receives no mention. (P. 72 and ns.) Dr. Hiittl makes a

good point in proving the existence of a second and more exclusive EKKAricncx at Syracuse,

the so-called £<tkAt|tos. But is this an archaism, or is it not rather a new institution of the

Roman period? The parallel inscription which he quotes from Rhegium belongs to the

first century. (P. 105) The over-striking of Syracusan drachmas with a didrachma mark
by Dionysius would not have the effect of a forced loan, except in the unlikely event of a

corresponding fall of prices : it would be tantamount to a permanent confiscation of

capital. The statement that none of Dionysius' tin-plated pieces survives is not beyond
doubt (see Hill, ('oins of Ancitnt Sicily

.

pp. 115-16).

M. C.

Bitons Bau von Belagerungsmaschinen und Geschiitzen. By A. Reiim and

E. Schramm. (Abhandlungen der bayerischen Akademie cler AYissenschaften,

Pliilosophisch-historische Abteilung, Xeue Bulge, 2 : 1920.) Pp. 2S; 5 pis. Munich:
R. Oldenburg. 1929. 6 M.

Tiie above work contains a Greek and a German text of Biton's KaToccrKsuai TroAegiKcov,

’Opyavcov Kai KaTarraAT&v, together with photographs of the MS. illustrations, and modern
reconstructions. The engines thus described and depicted include a lielepolis, a swing

-

bridge for scaling parties, and several high-calibre cross-bows for the delivery of arrows and
stones. Biton wrote no more intelligibly than do most modern technicians, and his text

is both corrupt and incomplete. To follow out his meaning and to reproduce his machines

in diagrams is therefore a far more difficult achievement than a mere glance at this slight

volume might suggest. At best a reader of the KccTaaKevdi must be prepared for some
strenuous study; but his task has been enormously simplified by the labours of Profs.

Rehm and Schramm.



























THE MONETARY REFORM OF SOLON

As a preliminary to the consideration of the changes introduced by Solon

into the currency system of Athens, it will be well to review the situation which

he had to face. He had found the farmers of Attica in a condition of hopeless

insolvency owing to the burden of borrowed money, and had relieved them by
a summary process of cancelling their debts : in effect, he had adjudged them
bankrupt and then given them their discharges, so that they could start afresh

with the moral guarantee of the State to support their credit, like any modern
trader who has similarly gone through the courts. But it would have been of

little use to do this unless he had at the same time provided some safeguard

against the recurrence of the trouble : this had been so widespread that it must

have been due to some cause which operated throughout the industry, not to

the shortcomings of individuals ; and, as the step which Solon took was to

reform the currency, it is clear that in his view it was the currency which had
been at fault. There is no evidence that the farmers of Attica were incompetent

—for instance, that their culture was bad, or their scheme of cropping unsuitable

—nor that they made any change in their methods : it is true that Solon for-

bade the export of any agricultural produce except olive-oil, but this was

presumably intended to secure an advantageous position in foreign markets

:

olive-oil was the one product of Attica which could command a fancy price

outside the country, so that any transactions which involved payment in kind

to merchants in other States might be settled in terms of a commodity that

favoured the Athenians. Nor did Solon prohibit the borrowing of money : he

forbade execution on the person of an insolvent debtor, but that is a regular

stage in the history of legal development towards greater humanity of pro-

cedure ; and there were no means, other than borrowing, open to the ancient

Greek farmer for obtaining the backing of capital which is necessary for farming ;

in fact, if Solon wished to encourage the production of olive-oil, it would have

been suicidal to prohibit borrowing, since olive-oil requires more capital than

crops which give a speedier return.

It is probable that the situation in regard to the currency was complicated

by the fact that the farmers did not understand money. It is true that at least

a century had elapsed since the old bundles of spits, which had served the pur-

pose of a measure of value in Greece, had been superseded by lumps of silver of

fairly regular weight, which were related with the famous bundles in terms fami-

liar to the dealer in corn .
1 But agriculturists are notoriously a conservative

1 The date of the earliest Aeginetan coins coinage in A»ia Minor can hardly be put

is usually taken as not earlier than 700 b.c. later than SOO, there is no improbability

But, so far as their style is concerned, they in supposing that the idea was taken up in

might quite well be dated to the middle of the Groece some years before 700.

the eighth century ; and, as the beginnings of

J.H.S.—VOL. L. 1 79 O
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class of men; and it might well take the Attic farmer a long time to recognise

the new silver pieces, and a still longer one to realise that what the money-

changer called a silver drachma was not an absolute and universal measure,

but was the amount of silver which could have been bought for a bundle of

spits at the place where it was originally made into a coin, and which might be

verv different from the amount which could be so bought at the farmer s

own market town. So, if the financiers chose to manipulate the exchanges,

it is most probable that they would have had the farmers at their mercy.

The position of the financiers would be the more secure because the coinage

svstem of < J recce had originated outside Attica. The settlement of the weights

and measures in use at Aegina, the main centre of trade between Greece and the

Aeguean in the davs of Solon, was traditionally ascribed to Pheidon of Argos,

whose influence caused his standard to be accepted generally in the Pelopon-

nesus ; and the first coins of European ( Jrecce were struck at Aegina in relation

to this standard—whether they were issued in Pheidon’s time or somewhat

later does not materially affect the question under consideration. Following

the example of the Asiatic Greeks and Lydians, who had led the way in the use

of coined metal, the Aeginetans issued the greater part of their silver in the form

of staters, that is, pieces of a regular size, the bulk of wrbich \vas presumably

determined by what was found most convenient for handling and transport.

Hut. whereas the Asiatics had not given any denomination of monetary value

to their eleetrum staters, simply treating them as units for measuring metal

and designating smaller pieces as fractions of the stater, the Aeginetans related

their silver staters to the old unit of reckoning in Greece, the drachma,

and adjusted the content of the coins so us to make them worth two drachmas

as silver in the Aeginetan market.

These Aeginetan staters dominated the commerce of the surrounding

districts throughout the seventh century. There could, ofcourse.be no com-

pulsion on anyone to take them as the equivalent of two drachmas, outside

Aegina itself, and it is most unlikely that there, was such compulsion even in

Aegina : but the ubiquitous nature of Aeginetan trade would probably lead

to their being popularly known as didrachms in other towns, although that was

not their real value in the local metal exchanges, and to their passing as of that

denomination .
2 For purposes of internal dealing it would not matter wliat

denomination was attached to them, so long as it was accepted by general

consent : the question of differences would only arise in transactions with

2 Tl\e conditions in regard to tin* accep-

tance of coin in I Jivore about tiOU h.c. may
bo assumed to have boon somewhat similar

to those that prevailed in many parts of the

Near Kast within recent \ ears. A money

-

changer would have a regular tariff for any
class of com ; hut the ordinary man, if

offered a com with which he was not fami-

liar. would reyard its value as a matter of

bargain, like that of any other commodity :

he would ask the tenderer what it was worth

in hi> opinion, and then propose a lower

fiyure for negotiation : if evidence as to the

rate at which the coin was accepted else-

where could be brought, it would naturally

atfect the transaction. I have spent a long

time haggling over the value of a napoleon
in a Greek village, and the exchange
moved some way in my favour when a

spectator present said that he had seen such
< oms in Athens and believed they passed
there at the figure I quoted.
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outside markets; and even in these the differences would probably he compara-
tively small, except in the case of a market which was not in close touch with

Aegina.

In the Athenian market, however, tie* price of silver seems to have been

very much higher than at Aegina : at any rate, when Solon reformed the cur-

rency, he adopted a valuation of silver which was approximated in the propor-

tion of 3 : 2 to the Aeginetan : and, unless this was roughly the valuation which

had been usual among the metal dealers in Athens before the reform, its adop-

tion by Solon would scarcely have served his purpose. It mav seem rather

surprising that there should have been such a difference in silver prices between

two towns which stood within sight of one another: but the relations between

Athens and Aegina were normally unfriendly, and if Aegina was in a position

to corner the silver market and make profits at the expense of Athens, she

would certainly have done this.

It is probable that Aegina did actually control the supplies of silver from

the Aegaean area about the beginning of the sixth century B.r. There is no

definite evidence as to the date when the mines of Laureion, from which

Athens obtained abundant supplies a century later, began to be worked; but,

even if they had been opened in the time of Solon, they were presumably worked

by private enterprise, and Aegina would be in a more favourable position than

Athens for securing the output, as the cost of transport from Laureion to

Aegina, almost entirely by sea. would be less than that to Athens, which would

involve a good deal of overland work. 3 But such records as exist suggest that

at this period the most important source of silver m the Aegaean area was the

island of Siphnos, and this could certainly be controlled bv Aegmn ; the

mines were worked by the Siplmians. but. so far as is'known, they had no ships

of their own, and would therefore be dependent on foreign bottoms for the, trans-

port of their silver : there was no merchant fleet which could compete with tin*

Aeginetan in the waters round Siphnos ; so the Aeginetans could establish a

monopoly in Kiphnian silver, and sell it to Athens or any other market at such

a price as it pleased them to dictate.

It would naturally follow, if this assumption is correct, that the prices of

local products would be settled at Athens on a basis more favourable to holders

of silver than at Aegina : or, in other words, that a given amount of silver

would purchase more at Athens than at Aegina m an average market. < >1

course, as has already been noted, this would not matter much for purely local

trade, so long as silver w^as simply the common measure of value for different

articles : if the farmer got less silver for his corn, lie would also pay less silver

for the implements and household articles he had to buy. But, as soon as the

farmer began to borrow money, lie w as caught in the financial net : he got from

the lenders coins which w^ore valued at the Aeginetan rates, and then had to

pav the interest on the loan by means of his produce which lie >old at tin*

Attic rates : with the result that the rate of his interest was in effect increased

by something like fifty per cent, on its nominal amount.

3 So long as Atkina controlled the sea, of silver from Laureion to Phaleron for the

she could hinder effectively the shipment Athenians if she wished.

o 2
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In such circumstances the action of Solon, in introducing a new coinage

based on the Athenian price of silver, would clearly afford to the Attic farmers

a sensible relief from their burdens. The drachma at Athens became a coin of

about 65 grains of silver, instead of one of about 90 (the standard coin was, as

before, a didrachm), and a currency was provided in which silver was not

overvalued in relation to other articles of commerce in the local markets. So

the farmers, if they sold their produce for the same weight of silver as before,

would get a larger number of drachmas ; and, as the Solonian legislation appears,

from the terms in which it is reported, to have provided that the new lighter

didrachms should circulate as equivalent to the old Aeginetan didrachms,4

those farmers who had contracted loans would not require to sell so large a

quantity of produce as before in order to meet the interest charges under the

terms of their agreements. This is the point of Androtion's statement, as re-

corded by Plutarch, that Solon's relief-measure consisted not in <rrroKOTrr]

but in psTpiOTTjs tokcov ; and to some extent it justifies his further comment,

that the debtors who paid their interest in the same number of drachmas as

before, but drachmas of less weight, were advantaged, while the receivers

were not injured, since the receivers were in as good a position as before, so

long as they confined their operations to the Athenian market : it was only

those who were engaged in international finance who would suffer. Solon

could hardly be expected to include in his legislation any measures for the pro-

tection of operators in foreign exchange values : they had to take the risks

which always attend this business.

If Solon was creating a new coinage to oust the Aeginetan from Attica, he

would obviously have to look for a new source to supply him with silver : the

Aeginetans would hardly have allowed their money to pass into Attica and to

be recoined to their own detriment. The only place in Greece which could ob-

tain its silver without the risk of Aeginetan interference was Corinth, which

drew its metal cargoes from the Illyrian mines, and coined on a basis indepen-

dent of Aegina. That Solon went to Corinth for silver is forcibly suggested by
the fact that the new Athenian stater was approximately the same weight as

the Corinthian. Solon bought supplies of staters from Corinth and melted

them individually to be restruck with Athenian types. 5 It is true that silver

was dearer at Corinth than at Athens—the Corinthian stater passed for three

drachmas at Corinth, whereas when recoined at Athens it was only reckoned

as two—but Solon doubtless bought it as bullion, and his strict regulation of

the export trade would enable him to negotiate for it on satisfactory terms;

also Corinth would be very ready to assist any project which would damage her

4 There is no reason to suppose that the

difference in weight would have interfered

with the circulation, any more than the

differem e in fineness affects the circulation

side by side of ** silver " coins struck before

and since 1922.
5 There are no instances, so far as I know,

of Athenian didrachms which show signs of

being restruck on other coins; but if the

Athenian mint did its work thoroughly, it

would entirely obliterate the old types. It

is only in the output of less efficient mints,

such as those of South Italy, Lycia, and
Cyrene, that it is possible frequently to

discern the original types of the coins

which were re-used under the new types
overstruck on them.
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great trade-rival Aegina. In this connexion it has to be remembered that the
occupation of Salamis by the Athenians would be of considerable help in carry-

ing on trade between Athens and Corinth : so long as Megara had a footing

on Salamis, it would be very difficult for merchants to get from Athens to

Corinth (or the reverse) if Megara and Aegina desired to prevent them; but
when Salamis was in Athenian hands, the problem of slipping across into the

harbour at Cenchreae unobserved would be greatly simplified.

The relationship of the old and new currencies in regard to weight is stated

by Androtion and bv Aristotle in slightly different terms. Aristotle says that

the mina—that is, the Attic mina, as a weight of metal—which had formerly

been equal to seventy (Aeginetan) drachmas, was made up into a hundred (new)

drachmas : Androtion, that the mina had been of seventy-three drachmas and
became a hundred. The apparent discrepancy is possibly due to the fact,

which is added by Aristotle, that Solon adopted what he implies to have been

a new principle in striking his coins : instead of taking a drachma's worth of

silver as the basis of his new coinage, he regulated the weight so as to leave

himself a sufficient margin to cover the cost of mintage and possibly also to

provide against fluctuations in the price of bullion. The market value of a

talent of silver was apparently taken as 6000 drachmas, but Solon coined the

talent into 6300 drachmas, with the result that the drachma coin was five per

cent, lighter than the
k

avoirdupois ' drachma. Aristotle therefore, in his

account of the relation of the old and new currencies, was thinking in terms of

the actual weights of the coins, while Androtion was thinking in terms of the

commercial weights.

It seems a necessary corollary to assume that Solon gave his coinage a

forced currency in Attica: and. if he deliberately issued as didraclims coins

which contained less than two drachmas' worth of silver, lie would have to

add a legal sanction to secure their acceptance at his valuation. This was

probably a novelty in Greece : there is no reason to suppose that any of the

earlier Greek coinages had circulated at a value other than that of bullion.

Silver was put on the market in the form of coin by the cities or rulers who
controlled the supplies : they would naturally keep their issues at a fairly

uniform weight, according to the standard found convenient in each district,

and might attribute to them a denomination which would be accepted in any

market where it agreed with the requirements of trade : but this would be

essentially a matter of arrangement. The electrum coinage of Asia Minor, to

which reference has already been made, was certainly of the stater class : it

began with lumps of metal, guaranteed as to quality and weight, but not

related to anv system of reckoning by drachmas and obols or the like, and

subdivided, not in accordance with such a system, but in fractions of the stan-

dard unit on the Asiatic scale of thirds, sixths, and so on: and this principle

seems to have governed the issues of electrum in the Aegaean area down to the

time of their supersession by gold in the fourth century. It is probable that the

silver coinages of Greece before the sixth century were likewise issued as staters

and fractions, although the stater was related to the drachma in value : Aris-

totle, in his account of the origin of coinage, definitely says that the marking
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of coins with values was subsequent to the marking of them with a guarantee of

quality and weight, and the earliest series of Greek coins which bear types

differing according to their denomination are of the sixth century. When,
however, a coin was stamped with such a type, this implied that the authority

which issued it was prepared to accept it as of a definite value, without regard

to fluctuations in the price of metal; and consequently the exact metal con-

tent of the coin became a matter of indifference for local currency. But such

a measure, in a democratic State, would require legislative sanction.

For external trade, of course, it was still important that the weights of

the coins should be exact : the Solonian didrachm might not be regarded as a

didrachm in many foreign markets, but the merchants would accept it on a

regular tariff if they knew what amount of good silver it contained; and, as

one of Solon's objects was clearly the encouragement of commerce, his coins

kept very closely to the norm in weight. It is instructive, in this connexion,

to note the reform in coinage which took place about the same time on the other

side of the Aegean. Croesus introduced a bimetallic currency in Lydia, with

staters of gold and silver reckoned for purposes of internal circulation at a ratio

of 13J to 1 ;
and, to make the staters of convenient relative value, he issued a

gold stater weighing about 126 grains, and a silver one weighing about 168,

so that the gold stater was worth ten silver staters in Lydia. But, though
Croesus could require his subjects to accept his coinage at these rates, the

same proportion would not hold good outside his dominions
;
and, for purposes

of foreign trade, it was more important to have the coinages in the two metals

related by weight, as a fixed basis, rather than by value, which was fluctuating.

So, as the Greeks were accustomed to think in terms of silver, Croesus, pre-

sumably for the Greek trade, took his silver stater as the unit and struck gold

staters of the same weight as the silver, of 168 grains. This double issue of

heavy and light gold staters shows that he appreciated the difference between
specie and bullion values : it was dropped by the Persian Kings, who in some
respects modelled their coinage on his, but were not so desirous of courting

Greek trade, and were content to provide only for their own dominions. The
Greeks, if they wanted gold from Persia, had to take it at the Persian valuation,

until Philip of Macedon saw the fundamental weakness of the Persian economic
position and captured the gold market by undercutting prices.

Practically what the reform of Solon meant was the stabilisation of the

Attic drachma and its embodiment in a national coinage, whereby he secured

the Attic farmers against the money lenders who exploited foreign exchange
values, and gave the Athenian traders a definite basis for prices in a currency
guaranteed by the State. This accords with the belief, which is generally held,

that there had been no Attic coinage before Solon's time : the silver money
in circulation in Attica was imquestionably Aeginetan or of the Aeginetan
standard, and, if there had been coins struck by Athens on this standard, the

substitution for them of a new coinage on a lighter standard would have ad-

vantaged the State, but not the farmers : the benefit which the farmers derived

from the Solonian reform was largely implicit in the supersession of a foreign

currency by a native one.
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The Solonian coinage was short-lived, but the principles on which it was
based endured. Foreign trade developed rapidly, and the Athenian merchants
probably found that the Solonian didrachm of about 130 grains was not heavy
enough to compete with the Aeginetan of about 180 as a -unit of bullion : so a

new model was introduced, in which the stater was a tetradrachm of about

270 grains. This was much better suited to the taste of the Eastern markets,

which always seem to have preferred a fairly substantial lump of metal6
;
and

the evidence of finds shows that, whereas the old Athenian didrachms had not

been more popular in the Levant than the coinages of several other places, the

new tetradrachms soon took the lead, and in particular ousted the Aeginetan

stater from the position of supremacy it had long held. The change is ascribed

to Peisistratus, probably correctly : he developed the mines of Laureion as a

State undertaking, and so would be able more easily to forsake the Corinthian

model in his coinage when he no longer had to buy his metal in the form of

Corinthian staters : the slight increase in proportionate weight which was made
in giving 67J grains of silver, instead of 65, to the drachma may show that, as

he now controlled an independent supply of silver, he did not need to maintain

as large a margin against fluctuation of price as Solon had introduced. 7 The

tetradrachms of Peisistratus were, in fact, the logical completion of the currency

scheme of Solon, and enabled Athens to reap in the fullest measure the benefits

which it offered, and to use their silver mines as a corner-stone of Empire.

J. G. Milne.

6 It is possible that the heavier unit was
also more convenient for trade by sea :

water-borne commerce naturally can handle

a greater weight, proportionally, than

land-borne, under the conditions that

existed in the Greek world. The Lydians,

who invented coinage, wanted a unit of

exchange which was more suited to caravan

trade than the articles, bulky and heavy

compared with their value, which are

traditionally represented as having served

as units; and their corns naturally tended

to be small. The Greek shippers would

not be so limited in regard to loading

;

and, especially when much of their silver

was exported as bullion, it would be easier

in dealing with large amounts to have a

bigger unit.
7 The increase in standard may also

have been designed to popularise tho new
coinage locally; and Peisistratus could

doubtless afford to give more silver as a

drachma, when he mined the metal himself

instead of buying it in a rather dear market,

and still cover his expenses of mintage.

Certainly at the beginning of the fifth cen-

tury tho Athenian State Mas making hand-

some profits out of tho silver mines, and a

tetradrachm must have cost substantially

less than four drachmas for its production.



SOME CAVE CHAPELS OF SOUTHERN ITALY

(Plates VII-IX.)

There are few things in history more illusive and at the same time more

persistent than the tradition that the Hellenistic language and culture did not

cease to be part of the life of Southern Italy when Magna Graecia ceased to be

anything but the shadow of a great name. It is a fact that the Hellenism of

South Italy has a habit of being lost sight of. It hides itself, as it were, from the

end of the Punic wars till the time of Justinian. After the end of the Byzantine

domination it again burrows into the earth, and it is only now when it is indeed

disappearing that we begin to realise that it has been there all the time. There

have always been signs of its presence for those who will look for them. Any-

one who travels much in South Italy, especially in the Terra d" Otranto, cannot

but see beneath the mixture of civilisations which jostle one another there

the Hellenism which is so deeply impressed on the land and its people.

Those who would have it that after the second century B.e. Hellenism

quickly and completely died out of lands which had been more Greek than

Greece herself find their strongest argument in what they describe as the lack

of positive evidence, i.e. inscriptions and the like. But evidence has to be

sought, and such seeking in the desolation which is Magna Graecia has. except

in one or two instances, scarcely been attempted. MTien it has been scientifically

begun and well carried out (as at Locri) the results have been more than satis-

factory .
1 In the present state of the evidence at our disposal we can only

work on probabilities both as to pre-Christian ami Christian times. But the

probabilities seem to me to be in favour of the continuance of the Hellenistic

language and culture with many vicissitudes but without cessation from the

time of Magna Graecia.

The inhabitants of the great cities of Magna Graecia were not the only

Greeks in South Italy. The Bruttii too were Greeks, of an older migration, it

is true, but they still spoke Greek. Ennius tells us they were bilingual. Some
of them were doubtless, in his time, like himself, trilingual.

Therefore it was not only in the cities of the coast that Greek was spoken,

but in the towns and villages of the interior. As to Calabria (the present Terra

d'Otranto), the Iapvgians, amongst whom the later Hellenes with great diffi-

culty planted their colonies, are still an unknown quantity. Possibly they were

1 There is a small society ( Sooiet i Magna modest scale. With more money at their

Grecia) working under the direction of Pro- disposal their efforts, which have produced
fessor Orsi which has for some time been exceedingly good results, might be redoubled,

carrying out excavations and work on a

180
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Cretans, possibly Illyrians, but I think most probably Greeks of a much earlier

migration. In any case their language bore some resemblance to Greek,

judging by the Messapian inscriptions. It seems, therefore, much more

probable that the natural affinities of the peoples of Calabria and Bruttium

should be Greek, and that their speech should remain Greek, even though a

barbarous Greek.2 than that they should adopt the language of a people,

their conquerors, with whom they could have had neither sympathy nor

affinity.

The persistence of Greek after the Byzantine domination had ceased, in so

many villages of Calabria 3 and in the Terra d'Otranto throughout the Middle

Ages, and its continuance even to our own days, seems to bear this out.

The common argument against South Italy remaining Greek is the absence

of Greek inscriptions. But Latin inscriptions are also lacking except in

important Roman Municipia. and the want is, in any case, due to lack of

investigation.

Such inscriptions as we have support the theory of the persistence of the

Greek language. They are found in Sicily, in the Campania, in Naples. Paestum

and the Sorrentine peninsula as well as in Magna Graeeia proper. Of these

last, twenty are given in the Corpus loscriptioronn Graeconnn and six at least

are of Imperial times :

—

5891. Found at Rhegium: refers to a freedman of Tiberius.

5703. Rhegium; probably of the age of the Antonines. It is a list of

prytanes and haruspices : some of the names are Latin written in

Greek letters.

5768. Rhegium; Latin words are used in the inscription, which is Greek.

5771. Monteleone : like 5763, probably the same date. It is a list of

prytanes and archons. It mentions a pocvTis Taios and a iepOKfjpu^

douAios.

5780. Found near Taranto; contains a Latin word :

|

B A ATG I HI

!

KAAATOPAC

j
BAAEbTm

KaAdropas — Calatores, i.e. public officials who blew the trumpet

to call to the assembly—“ serri, cctto toO kcxAsIv."

5783. Brindisi; a double inscription, Greek and Latin.

These inscriptions must belong to a time after the Romans had become

masters of Southern Italy
;
some of them possibly belong to late Imperial times,

and they show that at any rate Greek was then in common use.

In the first centuries of Christianity, Christian Greek inscriptions are almost

2 Strabo may mean this when he speaks of 3 Using Calabria in its, present signi-

the barbarisation of the cities ot Magna ficam-e.

Graeeia (Teubner ed., Vol. I. p. 3iS).
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entirely wanting except in the Catacombs of Rome. Naples and Sicily. In

the Catacombs of Naples we find the sign

ic !
xc

Nl
|

KA

in the second century a.d.

The early Christian tradition of Southern Italy connects her with the East,

with Antioch, Alexandria, Caesarea and Egypt, rather than with Rome—and

that though she belonged to the Western Patriarchate. The first Metropolitan

of the South was the Bishop of Rome. The earliest acts of the martyrs both

of Sicily and South Italy are Greek, and the saints whose images surroimd the

frescoed walls of churches and caves are commemorated in the Byzantine

Menologium.4

South Italian monasticism is as early as the monasticism of Alexandria

and the Egyptian desert, and is of the same type. It was probably, according

to Dom Butler, 5 brought to South Italy from Egypt. Probably it found its

way here first of all. But it was not long before Eastern monasticism poured

like a flood oyer Europe. The southern cities of Provence are full of the traces

of Eastern monks. At Lerins and Arles the monasteries of St. Honorat and St.

Cassian were founded on Eastern models. In North Italy it was the same, even

before the Exarchate. At Florence there was at least one Greek monastery.

The monastery outside the walls of Milan was a monastery of Orientals, probably

Greeks, in the time of St. Ambrose.

Orosius, who wrote in the fifth century a History in seven volumes, speaks

in his last volume of monasteries evidently after the Eastern fashion in Sicily

and Sardinia and the adjacent islands. Gregory the Great 6 speaks of

monasteries at Gorgona. There were monks, probably hermits, at Capraria,

and St. Ambrose 7 speaks of the islands ‘ woven as it were into a necklace
5

by the

monks who had established themselves there. St. Jerome 8 writes of Fabiola as

having visited the islands ’ et totum Etruscum mare et . . . reconditos

curvorum littorum sinus,’ where there were
: Monachonnn chori.' That good

pagan Rutilius Namatianus, writing in a.d. 417 his De Reditu suo 9—his return

to Aquitania from Rome—says of the monks who inhabited the islands,
c

Ipsi

se momchos Gmio cognomine dieunt/ 10

It is impossible to estimate with any certainty the number of Oriental

monasteries in Rome. Sta. Maria Antiqua was the chapel of a monastery of

Byzantine monks. On the Caelian Hill there was an old and famous monastery

of St. Erasmus which was flourishing at the end of the sixth century. There

was a Byzantine monastery, S. Caesario in Palatino, on the Palatine, and where

the church of S. Saba stands was a laura of Syrian monks.

4 See Syntaxarium Ecclesiae Constantino-

'politanae, edited by Pere Delehaye, A. SS.

November, Propylaeum ; and Pio Franchi

di Cavilieri, Testi e Studi, XIX and XX.
5 See K. C. Butler, Lausiae History of

Palladius, Texts and Studies, ed. Armitago

Robinson, Vol. VI.

6 Bp. JLII.

7 Hexaemeron , III. 5.

8 Bp. LXXIII.
9 I. 440.
10 See also Cooper Marsden, History of the

Island of Lerins

.
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The Arian persecutions were responsible for migrations from Alexandria.

St. Athanasius brought with him to Rome two Egyptian monks, Ammon and
Isidore, and St. Jerome says that it was from them that Rome first heard of the

Thebaid and the great saints of the desert, St. Anthony and St. Paehomius.
In the south we know of early monasteries which were dedicated to Eastern

saints and possessed early MSS. of their lives.

A life of St. Theodosius came from the monastery of SS. Theodore and
Sebastiano at Naples, which was known as the Casa pieta .

11 There was a

monastery of S. Theodoro at Messina and a monastery and xenodoehium at

Palermo, in the sixth century.

There is a very early tradition that the monastery of St. Philip of Aegira

on Mount Etna was begun in a cave by a holy hermit who established himself

there .

12

The monastery of S. Mauro 13 at Gallipoli began in a cave in the time of

the Decian persecution.

These are but instances out of a great mass of tradition which awaits the

confirmation of new discoveries.

In North Italy and Provence Eastern monastieism quickly gave way to the

Western spirit. It was in the South that it made its home and established its

influence—that influence which may still be seen in Italian Art and be felt

in the history of Italian religious thought.

It was natural that it should be replaced in the north of Italy by a type of

monastieism which was of Western origin and growth, and it was just as natural

that it should take root and thrive amongst peoples whose origins were in Greece

and who naturally responded to the Christian call in the way in which their

brethren responded to it all over the Greek East.

Later on this Greek-Oriental monastieism was largely reinforced, first by

the rise of Islam and the consequent Saracen incursions into North Africa and

Sicily, then by the Iconoclast persecution which raged throughout the Eastern

Empire.

The two are curiously connected, for both Saracens and Iconoclast Byzan-

tine Emperors attacked and destroyed Christian Art and desecrated the Holy

Images.

Both Saracen and Iconoclast drove the Oriental and Hellenistic monks,

clergy and people in companies to Italy. In the sixth century, from Egypt

and North Africa, which the Saracens were then in process of conquering, came

the ascetics of the desert, the followers of St. Anthony and St. Paehomius, to

take refuge in Sicily and Southern Calabria, driven further and further north-

ward as the Saracens, having possessed themselves of North Africa, found

Sicily temptingly near.

The Iconoclast persecution in the eighth century drove to Italy monks

and nuns from the great monasteries of Byzantium, bearing with them ancient

11 Capasso, Monumcnta ad Xeopolitani Xo early acts are extant—said to have been

ducatus historiam pertinentia. a Bishop in Apulia. See A. SS., July VI,

12 See A. SS., May III, 33 seq. 359 seq .

13 Martyred at Bisceglia under Diocletian.
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and priceless works of art as well as the knowledge of their craft. For the

great monasteries were schools of art and cunning craft and the monks were

artists. Not only monks and nuns, but clergy of all grades came, as well as

those, and there were many, whose livelihood was ecclesiastical craft ; musicians,

poets, teachers, artists of all kinds, scribes and traders.

Thus we have two separate streams of Oriental influence—the Syrian and

the Byzantine both joining in South Italy—sometimes inhabiting the same

lauras. and leaving their mark on religions art and life.

Fig. 1 .
—Reixb of the Monastery of S. Angelo di Raparo.

Under their influence the heremitic life, as in the lands under the Eastern

Patriarchates, persisted long in Italy. We know that there were many monks,

but of actual monasteries we have few traces earlier than the ninth century.

Those which existed were destroyed by the Saracens. But the prevailing form

of life was the heremitic life—the life of the laura—collections of cells on the

hill-sides cut in the rocks around some hill chapel or even underground. Such

were the various settlements grouped on the hills of the Basilicata under St.

Luke of Armentum. which afterwards became the monastery of St. Elias of

Carbone, or those on the Raparo mountains under St. Vitalis, which became
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S. Angelo di Raparo. It was not until the ninth or tenth century that these

settlements formed themselves into monasteries—sometimes it was not until

the Normans, who regarded Hellenism in every form with great favour, built

and endowed for them monasteries which they often raised to a rank equal

to that of the great Benedictine abbeys. Of the monastery of Carbone, one of

the richest and most important of the Greek monasteries, there are left but a

few heaps of stones.

The ruined monastery of 8. Angelo di Raparo still stands, with a few

frescoes clinging to its walls and beneath it the cave where St. Yitalis is said to

have lived (Fig. 1).

On the summit of Monte Vulture, a great dark mountain standing alone

behind Melfi, dominating all the valley of the Ofanto, are the ruins of two

monasteries. Monte Vulture is an extinct volcano, and on the summit in the

Fig. 2.—Entrance to the Cave Chapel of Sta. Margherita at Melfi.

old crater are two dark mysterious lakes. On a strip of land between the two

is the old Byzantine monastery of St. Hippolytus, and built on one of the peaks

above is the desecrated Benedictine abbey of Monticchio. Beneath Monticchio

there is cut in the tufa the grotto of the Archangel Michael, a great dark cave-

chapel with the frescoes of the Archangel, the Madonna and St. John.

Monte Vulture was at one time evidently a great laura. There are caves

on all sides difficult to find and in inaccessible places—the grotto of the Arch-

angel on the summit, San Lorenzo, Santa Barbara, the Gioconda, the Madonna

delle Spinelle and the Chapel of the Crocifisso, where St. Yitalis died in 998.

This last cave is deep down on the bare hill-side beyond Rapolla. from which

you look out on to other heights rising one behind the other. The cave was

long used as a burial-place and skulls are still lying about. It is a three-apse

chapel, very tiny. In one apse there are figures still to be seen. One is our

Lord in a magnificent red vesture, seated, and giving the Greek blessing. On
one side is St. Basil, on the other St. Benedict. Over another figure is the

legend
;

Sancia.' Evidently the place was covered with frescoes, but only
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these can now be discerned. They would seem from what is left to be of the

eleventh century. They are evidently painted on the top of other and older

ones.

Above Melfi as one begins to ascend Monte Vulture is another and very

interesting cave. It lies off the high-road by the side of a field and behind a mass

of low-growing bushes. Below it lies a green and fertile valley watered by the

Melfi, and behind it rise the dark heights of the mountain. When we visited

it the chestnuts and vines were beginning to come out on the lower slopes, the

grass under the giant olives was bright with spring flowers and the air was

fragrant with their breath and joyous with the sound of bubbling streams. It

was a warm spring evening, the sun was lowering to the west, and his beams

entering into the cave lightened what otherwise would have been darkness.

They fell upon a chapel full of colour: walls, pillars and roof covered with

frescoes, many darkened with age and smoke, some destroyed, but the effect

as we entered was one of subdued colour. The nave is about twelve metres in

length, ending in a stone altar coloured red, with traces of ancient decoration

still clinging to it. Four niches open off the nave, and at the end. near the

altar, is a tiny room with a stone seat for the custodian. The cave was probably

a chapel of a laura, for there are caves in the rock all about where monks must

have lived. The chapel was evidently used later on as a chapel of the Latin

Rite. Xone of the frescoes are earlier than the twelfth century; some are

of the fourteenth and fifteenth, but underneath there are traces of older

ones (Figs. 3-5).

On the roof extending throughout its whole length is a colossal figure of

the
e

Christos Pantoerator/ seated on a throne upon a richly embroidered

cushion. His tunic is of a deep rich red and His mantle of white. In His

left hand He holds an open book of the Gospels, and with His right hand He
gives the Greek blessing. On the right of the entrance is a great figure of

St. Michael the Archangel in the dress of a Byzantine warrior. This figure is

one of the most imposing in the chapel. In his left hand the angel holds the

globe, with his right he drives his lance into the dragon at his feet. His hair

falls on his neck in the little ringlets peculiar to Byzantine art. His nimbus

is adorned with pearls. He wears the girdle and jewelled stole of the Byzantine

angel, and his hands are peculiarly fine and delicate.

Beside St. Michael on the left stands St. Margaret. Her face is destroyed,

but her gemmed nimbus is still visible and her left hand is stretched out to the

angel.

On the right is St. John the Baptist, bearded, with his two hands out-

stretched towards the great seated Christ. On the same wall as the Christ,

but lower down near the entrance, is another figure of St. Michael, after the

same pattern as the first, and beside him is a beautiful seated figure of the

Madonna and Child. Our Lady’s mantle, of a deep grey, wraps her head and

shoulders. Her dark red robe falls to her sandalled feet. Her brow is low, her

eyebrows dark and straight. One beautiful hand, with its long slender fingers,

lies on her breast, with the other she makes a throne for the Child, whose hand,

disproportionately large, is held towards her with the gesture of a Greek blessing.
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His face looks out from beneath its halo with the strange look of age character-

istic of later Byzantine art.

Facing the entrance, over the altar, a great central arch displays the

symbols of the Four Evangelists with the figure of Christ in the midst, on
medallions. These medallions are probably late twelfth-centurv work. On
the right, underneath the medallions, is a beautiful figure of St. Nicholas of

Myra. He has a delicate face and his nimbus is surrounded with pearls. Over

Fig. 3.—Caye Chapel at Melti : St. Michael.

his vesture is the episcopal stole
;
he is giving the Greek blessing with his right

hand, while in his left is a closed book. Beneath the arch is the titular saint

of the Chapel, St. Margaret, with St. Peter on her right hand and St. Paul on

her left. The figure of St. Paul is scarcely discernible, but that of St. Peter is

very fine. His face is solemn and dignified. His red mantle is in the many
folds of the Roman toga. His hair is white and his beard short and he is giving

the Greek blessing with his right hand. From the closed book in his left hand

hang two keys.

In the chapel to the right as one enters there are various figures whose
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faces are clear, but whose identity it is difficult to ascertain. Perhaps the centre

one is St. Stephen (there seem to be stones flying about his head), with St.

Benedict and St. Basil on each side.

One of the figures is probably that of the young St. Vitus, 14 the child

martyr of Sicily (or possibly of Lucania), who suffered under Diocletian with his

tutor and his nurse.

On the right also, but high up towards the roof, is a fresco of St. Lawenee

on his gridiron, a perfect Byzantine face. Beneath him is a figure stirring the

fire and above him are two angels, one holding a bowl into which the other dips

a sponge, wherewith probably to allay the pain of his fiery torment. The whole

space here is richly spangled with stars, and here and there faces peep out and

beautiful lines of drapery can be seen. The faces of the angels, like that of

St. Vitus, show signs of the beginning of Italian art in their softness and

mobility.

The stars on the roof here and in the next fresco, as well as round the head

of the Pantocrator, ought to be noticed. They are very faint and seem often

to belong to an earlier fresco. These stars are very noticeable in Byzantine

art. as, for instance, in the beautiful fifth-centurv Byzantine Chapel of Santa

Restituta in Naples Cathedral.

In Calabria the remains of lauras and ruins of monasteries are in high,

often inaccessible, mountains. Two of the most notable lauras are tho^e of

8. Elias Speleotes at Melilucca and that of S. Nilo above Rossano.

Some of the remains of monastic churches are of extraordinary beauty and

interest.

The oldest is probably that of the Roccaletta, which may be of the seventh

century.

Mr. E. H. Freshfield gives an interesting description and some good photo-

graphs of it in his Celine Triehorne . It is on the high-road from Squillare to

Staletti. The beautiful little Byzantine chapels of Stilo and Rossano and the

Cathedral of 8t. Mark, though of pure Byzantine style, are probably of the tenth

century. In the central apse of the Catholica of Stilo there is an interesting

fresco of our Lord seated on a rainbow with a cherub on each side.

The Bishop's dress given in the reproduction of the frescoes by Prof. Orsi

in his description of St. John of Stilo is interesting. 15

In the Terra d*Otranto the Byzantine monasteries have been entirely

destroyed or completely latinised.

There are. on the other hand, many remains of lauras and grotto chapels

which have survived the destruction of the monasteries which took their place.

When archives or cartularies of the monasteries exist, these lauras and chapels

can be found described as subject churches or possessions.

14 See *1. SS.y .Tun. IT, 1021, and Biblio-

theca Haqiotjruphica Latina , ed. Socii 13ol-

landiani.
15 The feAoviov or chasuble was worn by

priests and bishops alike. The dress

especially worn by bishops and patriarchs

was called TToAucrraupiov from its deoorUtion.

It was completely covered with a putmrn. of

crosses. This garment is found also on.

Russian ikonswornbv bishopsandpa trii * rchs

.

See Prof. Minns’ note in his translation of

Kondakov, The Russian Ikon, p. 47.
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Fig. 4.—Cave Chapel at Melfi : >St. Margaret.
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The great monastery of S. Pietro Imperiale at Taranto, one of the earliest

and the greatest of the Byzantine monasteries under the Byzantine dominion,

is a case in point.

It was destroyed by the Saracens, and after its restoration by Nicephoros

Phocas it became, like the great monasteries of Constantinople, a veritable

Byzantine city. It was under the direct protection of the Basileus. In a

fragment of a deed found in the archives of Lecce 16 of the early fifteenth century

is a list of the villages from which the monasteries of Taranto had a right to

collect tribute. They were : Pulsano, Leporano, Fragagnano, Patrelli, Marug-

gio, Monacizzo, Grottaglie, Lizzano, S. Martino, Meruglano, Montemesolo,

Gilliano. S. Simone, Crispiano, Statte, Capelegnano, Carosino, Magnano,

S. Marzano. Faggiano, Rocca Casale, Sanctorum Trium, Termiteto. Albano,

Demetrio, Torricelle and Poggiardo.
;

In queste villagie,' says the deed,
k

una

folia di oratorii e di cappele era consecrata ed ufficiata secondo il rito greco.’

At many of these places the chapels still exist.

Lizzano has a beautiful subterranean rock and chapel in a low ravine,

beneath the pilgrimage Church of the Annunziata. The rock chapel, like many
others (Sta. Lucia of Brindisi among them), was used as a crypt into which

bodies were thrown as a quick and easy method of burial. The cleansing of this

charnel-house led to the discovery of the rock chapel. It is all cut out of the

white tufa, with arched roof, and it has two arches. There is a central aisle

from which one side aisle is divided by four square pillars, all cut out of the tufa.

The whole, walls, roof and pillars, are one mass of frescoes, showing, it

seemed to us, most clearly, the gradual fading off of Byzantine influence into

the softness, richness and golden colouring connected in our minds with what is

known as Siennese art.

There is one beautiful Annunciation, with an Archangel in the dress of a

page of the Byzantine Court. There was a Madonna which recalled the work of

Giotto, but was softer and lighter in treatment, and yet another which might
have been of the school of Cimabue. There was a * Flight into Egvpt ’ where
the Child is carried by St. Joseph, and St. James the Less, in Byzantine dress,

leads the ass. while an angel hovers over. There is a headless female saint in

Byzantine dress, holding to her breast a cross, and carrying a satchel.

Grottaglie 17 has several chapels, many of which bear traces of great beauty
and of wanton destruction. The chapel of the Lama di Pensiero is of great

monographic value. At Paggianello there are many frescoed chapels—all

falling into decay. The chapel of the Holy Hermits is the most remarkable.
Its frescoes are of the twelfth century and include a magnificent St. Michael.

Crispiano is full of grottoes and grotto chapels.

8. Andrea delF Isola at Brindisi was another early Byzantine monastery

16 There is much material relating to the

history of the monasteries of the Greek Rito
in the archives of Lecce and in various
episcopal archives. Tanzi, the late archivist

of the Provincial Archives of Lecce, ha* pub-
lished some valuable extracts from those

archives, but there is a mass of matter still

untouched at which I was able to work.
17 Grottaglie, Paggianello, Sta. Lucia of

Brindisi, S. Biagio, S. Giovanni Battista, the
Santi Stephana of Vasti are mentioned by
Diehl in his flannel d*Art Byzcintin.
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which appears to have escaped destruction by the Saracens. It attained to

great power and wealth in the early part of the eleventh century. According

to a record of its history and possessions in the archives of Lecce, many districts

paid tribute to it. Rodota mentions three monasteries in Brindisi which were

subject to it—the Sanna, 18 S. Giacomo, and S. Basilio. 19 S. Andrea according

to this document owned tracts of land between Lecce and Ostuni. and Mesagne

was a collection of villages occupied bv vassals of the monastery. This was a

state of affairs sufficiently frequent in the case of Byzantine monasteries after

the Norman Conquest, but by Byzantine law monasteries were not as a rule

allowed to hold land.

As in the case of Taranto, there are remains of lauras and grotto chapels

in the neighbourhood. In the midst of the town of Brindisi is what is known
as the grotto of Sta. Lucia in Via Lata. It is underneath a church and serves

as its crypt, but. like the crypt of Otranto Cathedral, it was the original church.

It still contains a very beautiful fresco of the Madonna. Some fragments of Plate VII.

colour on the walls are all that are left of the other frescoes, of which evidently

there were many.

About twelve kilometres north of Brindisi, near San Vito dei Normanni,

there are the lauras of S. Giovanni Battista and S. Biagio, each with its chapel.

The country is so flat that at first sight there seems little possibility of the

existence of caves. There are, however, shallow valleys where the tufa rock,

never far away, comes to the surface, rising from six to eight metres from the

level. Sometimes, when the ground is apparently quite flat, the monks have

dug down a few metres and made their caves underground. This is what

happened in the cave known as that of San Giovanni in the Masseria Caffaro.

This chapel Camasso, the Director of the Museum of Brindisi, and the Russian

excavator Protassof rediscovered in 1914. All around it they found caves of

habitation, one evidently used as a kitchen and refectory, others with sleeping*

places. A cave close to the chapel with one sleeping-place was evidently the

guardian's cell.

The little chapel is about seven metres long, five wide and two and a half

high. A great pillar of tufa in the midst supports it. It has three tiny apses,

in one of which is a fine St. Michael and a Christ with the Madonna on his right

hand and St. John the Baptist on his left, the group known as the Deesis. The

drawing of the figures is not beautiful and the colours have faded. The Baptist

wears over his garment of skin the Orarium. or stole, mentioned by the Emperor

Basil in his Menologium of the ninth century as worn by priests in all ecclesiasti-

cal functions. It is a straight piece of cloth covering the shoulders and fastened

with a knot or brooch. It is peculiarly Eastern and bears some resemblance

to the praving shawl worn by the Jews. On the south wall is a beautiful

18 The * Sarnia,
1 probably for ‘ Hosanna,’ the same as the San Salvatore which Tope

is now an underground round grotto chapel Honorius took under his protection in 1216.

outside Brindisi—to which the Archbishop The present church of St. Benedict stands on

and Canons of Brindisi Cathedral walk in its site. A portion of its cloister remains,

procession every Palm Sunday singing in and some of the capitals of its pillars can be

Greek the Gospel of the Passion. seen in the Museum.
19 One of these monasteries may have been

p 2
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Madonna holding in her hand a globe, on which are the Greek M and 0, and

below a TT perhaps standing for Pantocrator. Beside her is St. John the Baptist

clothed in tunic and pallium, like the one in the chapel of S. Yenanzio in the

Lateran. which dates from the seventh century. The third figure is that of St.

Clement, which bears the legend of
s Clemens R.P/ ; he wears a curious tiara

with two horns like that of the Hebrew high-priest. Tarentini, the learned

Archdeacon of Brindisi, who seems to have known of this cave in 1878, says

that this headdress was worn by bishops to whom the Western Emperors had

granted the right of coining money, and is taken to imply the possession of the

temporal power by the Roman Pontiff.

The Lecce archives speak of a monastery Sta. Maria di Ferulellis which was

on the site of the Masseria Caffaro.

About two kilometres further off in a tobacco plantation is the laura of S.

Biagio. 20 It is a complete laura and is most interesting from every point of

view. It seems to have been inhabited by both Hellenistic and Syrian monks,

for some of the caves have straight slabs of rock as sleeping-places, while in

others they are curved like mangers. Moreover, some of the curved sleeping-

places are not in caves but under an overhanging rock which shelters them from

sun or weather. The caves are all cut in a long low tufa rock. One is large

enough to accommodate a company of perhaps twelve. There are rude seats

cut round it. This as well as the other caves have places cut for fire and

light.

The chapel is also a cave. It has a rounded entrance with a high step and

looks to the west. It is about twelve metres long, five wide and two and a half

high. It is rectangular, and all around the walls towards the east there is a

long low seat cut in the rock. The cave was evidently used as a chapel in modern

times, for above the altar are three modern figures, apparently those of St.

Nicholas, St. Biagio and perhaps St. Peter Damian. The chapel was evidently

completely covered with frescoes, but many have entirely disappeared and many
are scarcely discernible or quite unrecognisable. Tarentini says that it used

to be a favourite occupation of the people to use the heads of the frescoes for

rifle practice. Probably, too, a good many of the figures have been wilfully

destroyed with the hope of finding treasure behind them (Pigs. 6-8).

The oldest frescoes are those in the roof, which are probably twelfth century

The most striking is the great Ancient of Days. It is on the roof, in the midst

of a representation of the visions of Isaiah, Ezekiel and Daniel. Around the

central figure are the symbols of the Evangelists, and at each corner is an angel.

All around the majestic figure with its white beard and hair are stars, and the

Greek legend o TraAaio$ tgov riiaspcov appears written beside him. He is

girded, as in the vision of Daniel, and His right hand is raised in the Greek

blessing. In His left He holds an open Book with the words : eyco etpi o

ajiTTEAos o Tronrrip pou o yeoopyos. In the corner stands an angel with veiled

hands.

On the roof also are represented the Annunciation and four scenes from the

20 Cf. Diehl, Manuel d'Art Byzantin .
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life of our Lord, the Nativity, the Flight into Egypt, the Presentation, and Christ
entering Jerusalem.

The Flight into Egypt represents the Child on the shoulder of St. Joseph
and the ass led by St. Janies the Less (his name is written beside him), while an
angel with a staff conducts the party. The story is taken from the apocryphal
Protevangehon of St. James. On the south wall of the cave is the seated figure
of S. Biagio. It is signed by a certain Daniel, and the date 1197 is given.21

He is surrounded by various people connected with his life and martvrdom;
we recognise the youth from whose throat he drew the thorn and the woman
who gathered up the blood shed in his martyrdom. But the most interesting
fresco on the wall is that of the Nativity, which is also taken from the Prote-
vangelion. Unfortunately the fresco is in a very bad state of preservation.

Fig. 6.—Chapel of S. Biagio, Sax Vito dei Xormaxni : The Ancient or Days.

Our Lady is seated in an attitude of weariness, her head leaning on her left

hand. The other hand holding a handkerchief lies heavily on her lap. Below

her Salome, assisted by a nurse, is bathing the Child, and on the left are the

shepherds, to whom the angels are announcing the Birth.

A little way off sits St. Joseph, also in an attitude of dejection. On the

right advance the Magi on horseback with uplifted hands. Two of them,

Melchior and Caspar, are represented full size, but for Balthazar, the third,

there was apparently no room. He is to be seen below as a tiny, almost indis-

cernible object. The arrival of the Magi 22 at the moment of the Nativity is

characteristic. In the Apocryphal Syrian Gospel of the Childhood they have

been warned of the great event and arrive in time to assist at it, only waiting till

they shall be summoned, to present their gifts.

The attitude of the horsemen in this scene—so full of movement and

21 This date can no longer be seen. 22 These Magi are dressed as warriors.
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vivacity—recalls the mounted figures on a piece of Egyptian tapestry of the

sixth century in the British Museum. There are distinct marks on this fresco

of Cappadocian influence. The flute-player, for example, is found in the Xativity

scenes of the Cappadocian frescoes reproduced by Pere de Jerphanion. There

are inscriptions above the figures scarcely discernible now which quote in some
cases their words, e.g. that above Salome seems to run 0e$ Kpio 2aAo[irj [S]ioc

to tteSiov, e.g . TraiSiov.

The whole fresco bears a strong resemblance to the compositions found at

Karabash Kilessi at Soghanli.23

There is much in this cave which recalls the cave at Lizzano. This is

especially so in the fresco of the Flight into Egypt.

That there were other chapels now entirely vanished is clear from the

archives, which speak of the chapels of S. Donato, S. Angelo, the Santo Spirito,

S. Tito, S. Andrea, SS. Cosmo and Damiano.

Subject to the Greek Cathedral of Oria were also Greek chapels, possiblv

cave-chapels, which held great fairs in the neighbourhood, more Graecorum ,

say the archives.

The archives record also that in the diocese there formerly flourished a

monastery of 8. Basilio. This was given with its subject churches in the year
1092 by Bohemund to the Benedictine monastery of 8. Lorenzo of Aversa.

8ta. Maria di Cerrate, lying north of Lecce on the Via Egnazia-Traiana, was
a Byzantine monastery of great importance which was robbed of nearly all its

possessions bv Tancred, Duke of Lecce, to build and endow the church of 88.

Nicholas and Cataldo of Lecce. The remains of the monasterv can be seen in

the Masseria, in the midst of which stands the church, which still amid disrepair

and degradation bears on its walls signs of its original beauty. There is a

fourteenth-century Koippaig of Our Lady closely resembling those which we
find in some early Byzantine illuminated Gospels.24

The capitals of the pillars in the cloister which remains on one side of the
church are Byzantine.

The whole country was the home of the Greek Rite and in every direction

are to be found remains of Byzantine art.

At 8oleto, where the Greek Rite was still in use in the fourteenth centurv,
there are many remains of Byzantine frescoes in the Church of St. Stephen.
One of the most interesting is that of the Angel of the Great Counsel (6 ayysAog
tf\s psyaAris pouAfjs). who wears the nimbus inscribed with the cross peculiar
to the Christ. He is inscribed with the sign 0091a o Aoyos tou 0eou. The
symbol is confined to Greek iconography. There is an Assumption of the
\ irgin (Koiiirjcns) which Diehl ascribes to the thirteenth or fourteenth centurv.
And on the west wall there is a picture of the Last Judgment which closely

resembles those which can be seen in Greece. The lost ones are inscribed with
names according to their sins, e.g. kAethtis* and in some cases with their

trade, e.g. Tapapvapiog. kt(ott]s.

23 See Millet, Rccherches sur Vicono - {IV, 12. p. 1), of the Chapel of Sta. Barbara
graphic. See also the photos by Pere de 24 B.M. Harley, 1810, etc.

Jerphanion in the Revue Archeologique, 1908
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The wonderful frescoes of S. Angelo in Formis must be passed over for want

of space, and because they have been treated fully in many books on art. 25

J-

Chapel of S. Biagio, Sax Vito dei Normaxxi : The Nativity, axi»

S. Biagio.

v; • m .

u
. I..--’-

n

Fig. 8.—Chapel of S. Biaoio, Sax Vito dei Xormaxxi: The Nativity, Arrival
of the Mali, and S. Sylvester.

South of Brindisi and Lecce the monasteries of the greatest antiquity are

those of Sta. Maria of Neriti, S. Mauro of Gallipoli and S. Nicola of Casola.

The archives of Lecce record that in the early part of the tenth century the

25 See Diehl ; and Westlake, Mural Painting. The latter gives good reproductions.
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4

Territory of the city of Neriti ’ (Nardo) extended along the Ionian sea line till

it reached the confines of the city of Taranto, joining also those of Otranto and

Gallipoli. Trinchera 26 says that in the ninth century many Greek scholars

settled in Italy, and especially in Iapvgia, and that a school of Greek learning

was established at Nardo by scholars sent by the Patriarch of Constantinople.

Before the advent of the Normans the Rite of this city was Greek and the

monastery of Sta. Maria was of great wealth and importance. The bishops

were Greek. So great was the Greek influence that after the Normans the

Greek bishops remained side by side with the Latin until the fourteenth century.

In a notary's document of 1402 we find twenty villages depending on the

Hegoumenos of Sta. Maria di Neriti. In the episcopal archives of Nardo 27 were

found several Greek documents, wills, deeds of gift, etc., relating to the monas-

tery of S. Mauro. From which it appears that the monastery of Sta. Maria had

jurisdiction over S. Mauro. The place where the monastery of S. Mauro was

situated is called in the old deed Toirog dvacpopapiog .
28 In another charter it

is said to be in the dvacpopocptco kocAAittoAscos. The Greek name for Gallipoli

was KaAAiiroAis, for the beauty of its situation—a name it still merits. It was

under the Byzantines a fortified little island which was later on joined by a

bridge to the mainland, where its gardens, fields and vineyards, and in fact all

its lands, were. It, like Otranto, was under the military rule of a strategos,

and these two evidently divided between them the rule of the Province. It

appears from the lists of property-holders in the archives of Lecce that the

monastery of S. Mauro, the chief Greek monastery of the town, 29 remained in

possession of its lands here during the whole fourteenth century and had the

administration of the churches of Sta. Maria di Alizza, S. Nicolas, S. Pietro,

S. Maria delle ( ?) Servine and of S. Basilio. S. Mauro still held them at the end

of the fifteenth century, as we see from a charter of 1497.

In the sixteenth century, however, none of these possessions was left. In

15fi7 the bishop, making a visitation of various places in the diocese, found the

church of the monastery covered with pictures and possessing three altars

—

the High Altar evidently with its diaconicon and prothesis, which can still be

seen. He says :

4 Quae ecclesia est in Campania et in eo loco non est incolatus

hominum et sunt penes dictae ecclesiae nonnulla aedificia antiqua diruta . . .

consistentia in diversis membris, videlicet in una sala discoperta, cum una
camera coperta palatiata cum diversis aliis locis dirutis et est quaedam
spelunea."

All the buildings have disappeared except the chapel. It stands alone on
the hill-side and still contains many pictures, but it is used as a fold for sheep
and has no door. From the outside its three apses can be seen. There are

traces of caves, which were doubtless monastic caves, but thev are now full of

rubbish.

26 See Trinchera, Syllabus Grciecorum

Membranorum, Introduction, p. x.
27 See Trinchera, Syllabus Graecorum

Membranorum, pp. 514-31.
28 A signatory to this document is called

avoryvcborris Tfjs &yia$.
29 There was a monastery of St. Stephen

in Gallipoli called St. Stephen by the

Fountain; perhaps the present town
fountain marks the site.
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About a mile away in a farm-house is what perhaps was the chapel of a
laura, probably belonging to S. Mauro. The farm-house is called after it the

Masseria di San Salvatore. It still has a fragment of its iconostasis, of dia-

conicon and prothesis, and above the high altar is a beautiful Deesis (Fig. 9).
30

But of all the Greek monasteries of Southern Italy the most touching and
romantic is St. Nicolas of Casola.

Of the earlier history of St. Nicolas we can only conjecture that it was the

same as that of St. Elias of Carbone and Sta. Maria of Rossano, i.e. that it

sprang into existence about the tenth century from the lauras and caves which

grouped themselves on the moorland and solitary places of the headland. In

Fig. 9.—Deesis in Ruined Chapel or San Salvatore.

the country round there is abundant evidence of the existence of a mass of

caves. The monastery whose poor ruins exist to-day was built in the time of

Bohemund Prince of Antioch, doubtless by his aid. The monk Joseph was its

builder and the first Hegoumenos of the monastery. As in the case of St. Peter

30 The symbolic representation of oui Lord

with the Madonna on His right hand anil St

.

John the Baptist on His left, the one as the

intercessor of the New Testament, the other

of the Old. This representation is purely

Byzantine. It has also the place of honour

on the iconostases of Russian churches.

See the publications of the Kondakov
Academy at Prague. The iconostasis

naturallymeans the place of the ikons and is

properly covered with frescoes. The various

iconostases mentioned here as having been

seen in these chapels have no frescoes on
them. Generally only fragments of them
are left, and whether any of them ever were
adorned with frescoes it is impossible to say.

At Guadignano, where the iconostasis is not

destroyed, there are no traces of frescoes. Jt

is lower than the iconostasis generally is.

The Deesis usually occupies the place of

honour in the iconostasis and there are

figures on each side. In this case the

Deesis is painted on the wall above the altar.
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of Taranto and St. Elias of Carbone, we find the Norman Dukes constant in

their benefactions and their protection to the monastery. In the famous

Typikon 31 we have a list of its Hegoumenoi until its destruction bv the Turks

in 1483. It was a magnificent building with a famous library, and was one of

the most famous centres of Greek culture in Italy. After the schism its

Hegoumenoi acted as intermediaries between the Pope and the Emperor of

Constantinople. The Hegoumenoi of all the Greek monasteries of Southern

Italy were under the obedience of Rome, but occasionally their sympathies

were with Constantinople.

Nectarios,32 Archimandrite of St. Nicolas, who was present at the third

Lateran Council which condemned the Albigensian heretics and the * evil

deeds of the schismatics/' seems to have violently defended the Greeks in

some particulars—it does not appear exactly what. He thereby gained great

kudos for his monastery among the Easterns, and Labbe publishes two

letters of commendation for his action written by Georges, Metropolitan of

Corfu.

So zealous was the monastery for Greek learning that it had a house close

to the monastery where it received and instructed gratuitously those who wished

to study. Its library, famous all over Italy, was dismembered by Cardinal

Bessarion, who carried its most precious MSS. to Rome and to Venice, happily

—

for the Turks destroyed all that was left. The monastery church was restored

after the Turks destroyed it, but Diehl writing in 1886 of it says :
‘ Dans la

vaste enceinte oecupee aujoiuxThui par les batiments d'une ferine, seule une

petite chapelle fait souvenir de 1 antique splendeur du couvent. Quelques

restes de peintures aceompagnees descriptions grecques en couvrent les

murailles. Ici St. Nicolas patron de l'abbaye, la St. Cosme et St. Damien les

deux saints medecins si chers a FEglise grecque, St. Basil le protecteur des

moines repetent 1 origine et les traditions du Monastere. Encore les miserables

restes ne tarderont-ils pas a disparaitre : deja Fincurie des paysans a transforme

la chapelle en grenier a foin et bientot du vieux couvent si celebre au moyen age

il ne subsistera plus qu’un souvenir et qu'un nom.'

V hat Diehl foretold has already come to pass. All that remains of this

monument of the Greek culture of mediaeval Italy is a broken arch in a filthv

farm-house !

But though the monastery has disappeared the lauras and grotto chapels

from which it sprang into being are still buried in the rocks around.

About a kilometre from the city of Otranto is a farm-house called Torre

pinta. containing the laura called to this day the Laura 8. Nicola. All around
is a whole collection of prehistoric caves which, from the signs found in them,
were evidently used by monks as habitations. Fragments of frescoes still

remain on the walls of what was evidently the chapel. Close to Giurdignano, a

hamlet near Otranto, is a subterranean chapel, a complete chapel of the Greek

31 There is a copy of the Typikon of St. 32 (See Labbe, Concilia , ed. Par., 1644,
Xicolas in the MSS. Barborini in the vol. 27, pp. 469 seq.) Nectarios is called
\ at lean. The most perfect was burnt at Ck Graecorum scliismaticorum legatus.”
Turin.
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Rite with iconostasis, diaconicon and prothesis in perfect condition. There

was a fresco on the central apse which has almost disappeared.

The roof is remarkable ; it is of cut stone and reminds one of traverse beam-

work which is found in some Etruscan tombs (Fig. 10).

Near Muro Leccese in the garden of a cottage is a subterranean grotto of

habitation divided into three cells. Each cell has a hole cut in the rock for

making a fire and for placing a light, and each has also a place for sleeping.

In one, this place is flat like a stone slab, in another it is curved, and in the third

is shaped like a chair. Each cell has a Byzantine cross cut near the sleeping-

place. In the entrance facing the three cells, which look all the same way,

Kio. 10 .—Cave Chapel at Ciuruilnano.

there is a round hole evidently for admitting air. On the pillar which faces

the entrance is cut the symbol

At Carpi,snano is another underground cave chapel evidently belonging

to a laura. probably subject to S. Nicola of Casola. There are several caves

in the neighbourhood, evidently caves of habitation. The chapel has several

frescoes, of which two are of especial interest.

The earliest is a representation of an Annunciation, with Christ enthroned plate vm.

between the Madonna and St. Gabriel. A Greek inscription under it says that

it was painted in 959 by the painter Theophvlactos for the salvation of the

souls of the priest Leo and his wife and sons. The fresco was evidently painted

under Alexandrine influence, for the Christ is an exact copy of the Christ of the

Cosmos, a sixth-centurv MS. of Alexandria of which there is a seventh-century

copy in the Vatican.
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The inscription reads :

NHC^TI K""TY 33

AOU CXA6UUN
TOC TPECBIp^Y
K
/ TS CYMPlX
AYTY Xpu

TTAY

AYTOV
eeocpYAA

rpAcpY MHNI
AIKTION

p]vria0(r|)Tt K(upi£) toO

5ouAou aou Asov

TO^ TTp£aPu(T£)pOU

Kai T(fjs) auiipiou

aurou Xpu[

Kai tcov] Trai[8ioov

auTOOv

Xsip] 0£O<puAa[KTOu

^cojypacpou \xr\v\[

£TCOV iv]Siktiov[

On each side of the Christ there are the figures of the Annunciation. Mary is

seated, and at the back of her throne is a Greek monograph. The standing

angel, over whom is written Gabriel in Greek characters, is giving her the Greek

blessing with his right hand, the other is hidden in the folds of his robe. He has

a young soft face and the ends of his white fillet lie against his nimbus. Soft

too, and round, almost Coptic in character, is the face of Mary, whose hand

appears from under the embroidered edge of her heavy cloak, holding a distaff.

The cave contains another Christ, painted in 1020 by an artist called Eustachios

for a certain Iladrianos.34 His Christ is seated, richly clothed. His face stern

and austere. His whole attitude rigid and unbending and majestic. The dress

falls in long straight folds with a jewelled girdle and stole. His whole attitude

is that of a judge. Here mystery and awe take the place of the benign gentle-

ness of the Syrian ( ’hrist.

In the midst of fields just outside the old Messapian city of Yaste is the

grotto known as the Santi fttefani, from the many frescoes of the saint which

covered pillars and walls. It had some interesting frescoes and an almost

perfect iconostasis three years ago. Now many frescoes have disappeared and
hardlv anvthing is left of the iconostasis. It is of a fairlv large size, eleven

metres long and nine wide, and on each side are three arches. Diehl in 1900

speaks of a Christ in the right apse, SS. Basil, Nicolas and Gregory on the left,

and the figure of the archangel, which appears to be early twelfth-century work.

Very little of these is to be seen.

In the spring of 1930 I saw still remaining in fairly good condition a fine

Madonna on the right wall, various figures of saints, some of St. Stephen, St.

Paul, St. Nicolas ; a beautiful Christ with angels and some figures of women
saints. The chapel is open to the weather and what is left cannot be long

preserved.

Near to Casamasella is a ruined chapel built underground in the rock,

evidently the chapel of a laura. It has three apses and is seven metres long by

33 The inscription has almost disappeared of the world and of the era have now dis-

frora the walls. Professor Dawkins kindly appeared.
read this from my photograph. The years 3 * The inscription is no longer legible.
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5*39 wide. The central apse seems to have been in later times cut away for an

entrance.35

The place has been used for storage or shelter. There was an iconostasis

of which remnants remain. There are remains of two frescoes, one on the first

pillar beyond the old entrance, evidently an angel, for it bears traces of wings.

The other is on the left pillar facing west. It is that of a young saint who has

his counterpart in the next chapel to which we come, that of Poggiardo. He
mav be St. Eleutherius.
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We found it all dug out but full of filth, for it is in the main street and open

to the weather and to all the rubbish which the villagers like to throw into it.

In the central apse there is a beautiful Madonna and Child. In the apse on the

right is Michael the Archangel with a spada, dressed as a Byzantine warrior

—

with, in the left-hand corner, a medallion bearing the inscription TT.P.T. possibly

for TrpooTOTa^is- On the left there is a long row of figures, amongst whom are

St. Gregory Theologos, the famous St. Parasceve,36 and St. Peter. In the midst

is Christ as Light of the World, bearing an open Book in which can be seen on one

page ego ipi to <poos tou [koodoo ei ti$], and on the other ockoAouOei jjiou pi te

opp (— bEcoprj) to[v Oavcnrov]. The colouring of these figures is very good.

The robes are richly embroidered. The hair is reddish and the eyes a beautiful

red-brown. The feet in their sandals are fine and delicate, and behind them
there is a drapery in layers of colour—blue, red, yellow, red.

The chapel is about seven metres long and four wide. It is low. about seven

feet. There is no trace of an entrance, which must have been by a rough rock

staircase. The place was evidently built up and forgotten when the town grew

up. There are indications of caves of habitation around. We saw some of

the cellars of the houses in the neighbourhood, which bear traces of roughly-cut

crosses and holes for air and light, such as one finds in all these caves where the

monks lived.

It seems probable from the quantity of frescoed caves in this neighbourhood

that St. Nicolas of Casola was an artistic as well as a literary centre. It probably

had intercourse with Constantinople and other centres of Byzantine influence

up to a late period. The frescoes of Poggiardo and the remnants of the frescoes

of S. Elena, which would seem to be late twelfth or early thirteenth-century

work, are Byzantine and not Syrian in type.

In the curious monument known as the Cento Pietri at Patiu, which was
certainly used as an oratory, there were frescoes described by Diehl which were

evidently of great beauty and importance. Scarcely a trace of them, however,

is left.

Plate IX. There is no space in this short review to do more than mention the rock citv

of Matera 37 with its cave-chapels and remarkable frescoes—those of Paggionella

;

of Massafra. and Cellimane and Ruffano
;
of Casalrutta and Mottola

;
all of them

worth much more than a cursory glance. Neither have 1 said anything of the

caves in the west near the Gulf of Salerno, which need separate investigation.

The caves which have been described here extend from the Basilicata to

the extreme south of the Terra cPOtranto and show considerable diversity in

36 See Xillcs, Krtle.ndnrium utriusque Iconiura. The Russian ikons of St. Paras-
ecclesiit * . According to the Menaia, St. ceve preserve the early Christian type of a
Parasceve was born m South Italy, was Deaconess. See Prof. Minns’ Note, pp.
venerated in South Italy and Sicily as well 99-100 of his translation of Kondakov : The
as in the Balkans and among the Slavs. Russian Ikon.

She was born, as her name indicates, on 37 The photographs of Matera reproduced
Friday—which day among the Eastern for the first tune on Plate IX are by Prof,

churches was especially the day of women. Gatti, Superintendent of Scavi for the

There seem to have been two SS. Paras- Basilicata, by whose kind permission they
ceve, one who was martyred under Antoninus are here shown.

Pius and the other under Diocletian in
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style and execution. Some, such as those of Sta. Margarita, are Byzantine

but executed after the Norman Conquest, like the beautiful Madonna in Melfi

Cathedral. Others, like those of S. Biagio at Brindisi, are Syrian in character.

The Carpignano Annunciation must have been due to Coptic influence, but

whether that influence came directly from Egypt or bv wav of Alexandria or

Constantinople is difficult to say. I hope in a work which I am preparing on

the South Italian frescoed chapels to pass in review and classify as far as possible

the different types of these paintings. For the interesting question as to whether

these Eastern influences, which are very evident, came directly from Antioch,

Alexandria. Ephesus or Cappadocia or whether they came through Byzantium

has been discussed by Dalton, Millet and Diehl, and is too much a matter of

dispute to enter upon here .

38

Fig. 12.

—

Cave Chapel oe Poguiardo, showing Fragments or Altar and
Iconostasis.

In one respect these cave chapels are unlike those of Cappadocia, (Greece

and the Balkans, i.e. they do not seem to contain any frescoes of the Passion 39

and Resurrection or of the Childhood of Our Lady.

They are exceedingly rich in representations of the saints. Everywhere

there is the Madonna and Child. St. Michael the Archangel and very frequently

a Deesis. Some of them, e.g. the Santi Stefani at Yasti, probably S. Biagio and

certainly the Cento Pietri, were probably merely oratories used only for the

saving of the office by the monks of a particular laura, who went to the monastery

for the Sunday liturgy. They are entirely monastic, and the late date of many
of the frescoes shows that the Greek Rite in Southern Italy in the fourteenth

century was not merely a moribund survival, but that it was in touch with the

East and was a distinct factor in the Hellenistic culture which was a part of the

Italian Renaissance. Gertrude Robixsox.

38 See, besides the above, L. Brehier, 1912 (IV. 20), p. 129.

‘Art Byzantin,’ Journal ties Saians , 1914; 3y There is at S. Biaiiio an Entry into

and T. Schmidt, ‘ Renaissance de la Jerusalem.

Peinture Byzantine,’ in Hevue Archtuloynjue,



THE SIZE OF THE ARMY OF XERXES IX THE INVASION OF
GREECE 480 B.C. 1

1. I happened to be staying in Constantinople in the late summer of

1922 as the guest of General Sir Charles Harrington, and I was there when

the Chanak crisis of that year arose. I visited the Narrows of the Dardanelles

at a time when KemaTs leading troops were approaching the Asiatic coast of

the Dardanelles, and there was then naturally much debate as to whether

and how he would attempt to cross into Europe. It occurred to me at the

time that it would be of interest to study what Xerxes had done 2402 years

previously, and on returning to Constantinople I borrowed a Herodotus from

the American College, and when the crisis had died down I went back with

it to the Dardanelles. In that district, during the dry season, the problem

of water supply looms large, and I was at once struck on reading Herodotus

by the fact that this had been also Xerxes' chief difficulty, in that portion

of his march which took him from the Scamander, the modem Mendere, across

the Hellespont to the Hebrus, the modern Maritza.

2. With this in mind I went over that part of the route, with Herodotus

and a modern map,2 and I then came to the conclusion that the nature of the

country put a definite limit upon the size of an army marching under such

conditions as Herodotus describes. Since 1922 I have at my leisure examined

the accounts of a considerable number of the authorities who have described

Xerxes' invasion of Greece, from Grote to Mr. J. A. R. Munro in the Cambridge

Ancient History, and it would appear that no one of them had either himself

examined the north-eastern portion of the Gallipoli peninsula or had access

to the reports of anyone who had done so. Leake confined his survey of the

shores of the Hellespont to the Asiatic side, and his Travels in Northern Greece

did not extend into the most northern portion of Thrace, while Grundy's

admirable topographical descriptions of historical sites are confined to Greece.

Mr. Munro and Professor Anderson explored Xerxes’ route travelling north-

wards from Mount Athos, but appear to have ended their journey on the

Hebrus.3 The reason why no seeker after historical truth has been able to

explore the eastern portion of the Gallipoli peninsula is, I think, that the

peninsula has, until recently, been a fortified area of great importance to

Turkey, and the Turk would have been disposed to regard anvone proposing

1 I desire to acknowledge my indebtedness map has been prepared.

to Mr. J. A. R. Munro, Rector of Lincoln 3 Munro, ‘ Some Observations on the
College, Oxford, for much valuable advice. Persian Wars,' The Journal of Hellenic

2 The .7 -t/.ttttt map revised by the General Studies, XXII, 1902, p. 294.

Staff, War Office, from which the attached

210
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to make a detailed examination of the ground as a naval or military agent.

Having had the good fortune to be able to examine what I regard as the part

of Xerxes’ route which provides the key to the problem of the size of his army,

under exceptionally favourable conditions, it seems that I have a contribution

to make in the solution of a problem which has vexed all the authorities who

have discussed it. Almost all are agreed that Herodotus* figure of 2,100,000,

exclusive of followers, for the army (Book YII. 181-85) is impossible. Grote,

while confessing himself to be unable to arrive at any definite figure, considers

the army to have been the greatest assembled at any epoch in history
;

4

Rawlinson estimates the armed force at 1,190,000; a Thirwall is disposed to

accept Herodotus’ figures
;

6 Curtius puts the strength of the army at 880,000 :

7

Bury at 300,000 ;

8 Busolt accepts 300,000, including followers
;

9 Grundy

accepts half a million ;

10 Macan computes the number of combatants at

360,000
;

11 while Delbriick, who probably consulted some of his friends of the

German General Staff and learned from them the nature of the problem of

marching a large army through such country, puts the number of Xerxes

combatants at from 65.000 to 75,000. 12

3.

Recently Mr. J. A. R. Munro has, first of British historians, examined

this question of the size of Xerxes’ army from the point of view of the military

requirements. 13 He has confined himself to conditions of organisation and

command, and comes to the conclusion that the Persian army was composed

of three corps, each of about 60,000 men. I had in 1922 independently arrived

at a very similar figure by a different process.

4. Xerxes was engaged for from three to four years in preparing for this

expedition, the main features of the preparation, besides the gathering of the

army from all parts of the Persian Empire, being the digging of a canal through

the promontory of Mount Athos, the construction of two bridges over the

Hellespont, and the accumulation of stores of supplies at various points on

the projected line of march. I am concerned only with one of these stores of

supplies, that at Leuce Acte ;
the others are outside the region which I sur-

veved and have no bearing on the problem with which I am concerned. I

will give my reasons for disputing the most generally accepted site of Leuce

Acte when I come to discuss the features of the country through which the

army marched from the bridges to Doriscus. 14

5. Having completed his preparations, Xerxes made the preliminary

concentration of the troops from the eastern part of his Empire at Critalla

in Cappadocia and marched to Sardis, where he passed the winter, and, says

Herodotus (YII. 37), he began his march thence on the first approach of spring.

480 b.c. Herodotus* mistake about the eclipse makes it difficult to fix the

4 History of Greece , Vol. V, p. 49.

5 Herodotus

,

Vol. IV, p. 129.

6 The History of Greece, Vol. II, p. 285.

7 The History of Greece ; translated by

A. W. Ward, Vol. II, p. 247.

8 The History of Greece to the death of

Alexander the Great , Vol. I, p. 287.

9 Griechische Geschichte

,

Vol. II. p. 671.

J.H.S.—VOL. L.

10 The Great Persian War
, p. 13S.

11 Herodotus : The 7th, Sth and 9th books,

Vol. II, p. 164.
12 Die Perserkriege und die Burgundtr-

kriege, p. 210.
13 Cambridge Ancient History, Vol. IV.

ch. 9.

14 Vide infra

,

para. 17.

Q
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date of departure. Considerations of supply make it probable that in this

portion of the march, as in the case of the march through Thrace and Mace-

donia, the army kept in touch with the fleet, and the anxiety of the Persians

for the safety of their ships, evidenced by the construction of the canal through

the promontory of Mount Athos, makes it also probable that the fleet did not

sail until the storms of spring were passed. It seems reasonable, therefore,

to date the departure from Sardis as taking place after the vernal equinox,

that is, towards the end of March. The distance from Sardis to the Asiatic

shore of the Hellespont by the route along the coast is approximately 280

miles, a distance which could not have been covered in less than nineteen

days, allowing for one day's halt in seven, a necessity in a long march.

Actually in 1922 a weak Turkish division made the march from Smyrna to

the neighbourhood of Chanak in nineteen days. But a large force moves

more slowly than a small one. and judging from what took place during

Xerxes’ marches through Northern Greece, it is probable that there was
one long halt or more during the progress of the army from Sardis to the

Hellespont and that this march required more than a month. This would

make the arrival of the first troops on the Hellespont take place about the

end of April or early in May.

6. Further, it is reasonable to suppose that Xerxes would have arranged

to enter Macedonia when the wheat was ready for harvest, that is. early in

July. Xerxes' reply to Artabanus in VII. 50, whether the conversation

actually took place or not. suggests that this is what happened, for Xerxes
is represented as saying :

‘ We follow then the example of our fathers in

making this march
;
and we set forward at the best season of the year

; so,

when we have brought Europe under us, we shall return, without suffering

from want or experiencing any other calamity. For while on the one hand
we carry vast stores of provisions with us, on the other we shall have the

grain of all the countries or nations we attack; and our march is not
directed against a pastoral people, but against men who are tillers of the
ground.’

Mr. J. A. R. Munro places the date of the battle of Thermopylae either

in the third week of July or in the third week of August, and gives good
reasons, with which as will be seen I agree, for preferring the later date.15

If the battle of Thermopylae was fought in the third week of August it is

difficult to put the advance from Doriscus before the third week in June and
the arrival of the head of the army on the Hellespont before the first week in
May, and, as Mr. Munro points out, it is more difficult, if the battle was fought
in the third week of July, to account for the time between it and the battle
of Salamis (September 23rd).

7. Herodotus' statements

—

(1) VII. 43.
4 On reaching the Scamander, which was the first stream

of all that they had crossed since they left Sardis, whose water

15 Vide infra
,
para 49.
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failed them and did not suffice to satisfy the thirst of men and

cattle . .
.’

(2) VII. 58.
4

Having passed through the town which is called Agora,

they skirted the shores of the gulf of Melas and then crossed the

river Melas, whence the gulf takes its name, the waters of which

they found too scanty to supply the host/

(3) VII . 108. ‘ The next city is Stryrne, which belongs to Thrace.

Midway between it and Messambria flows the river Lissus, 16

which did not suffice to furnish wTater for the army, but w'as

drunk up and failed.’

make it evident that the dry season w’as well advanced, and the fact that

he lays stress upon the difficulties of water supply in connexion with the

part of the march from the Hellespont to Doriscus seems to indicate that he

had heard that they were exceptional and required special measures to deal

with them. 17

8. For reasons which I have given below' 18 I do not consider that a pro-

longed halt by the whole or the greater part of the army on the Asiatic shore

of the Hellespont to have been possible, and, even if as long as a month was

spent at Doriscus in completing the organisation of the army and w'e fix the

date of Thermopylae as early as the third week in July, the arrival on the

Asiatic coast of the Hellespont could not have been earlier than in the first

half of April, and was more probably some w'eeks later. In either case the

dry season Avould have set in. The problem which confronted Xerxes* com-

manders w'as then to get the army from the Hcamander, the last important

source of w'ater supply on the Asiatic side, to the Hebrus, the first good source

of water supply on the European side. The distance from the Scamander

to the Asiatic end of the bridges near Abydos is 23 miles; from thence to

the Melas it is *16 miles
;
from the Melas to Aenos is 47 miles, and on to Doriscus

18 miles: a total distance of 134 miles, or not less than seven marches. The

factors which affect the marching of troops when tactical considerations have

no importance—and in this case they had none, as the whole of the country

between the Scamander and the Hebrus was under Persian control—are the

nature of the country and the facilities of supply, more particularly of water

supply. I traversed the route in October 1922, that is, at the end of the dry

season, but all the information that I could gather was to the effect that there

was no material difference in the state of the rivers and streams between

May and November. Thanks to the courtesy of the General Staff of the War
Office I have been able to check my impressions with the information con-

tained in a number of official reports made at various seasons of the year

between the years 1905 and 1920.

16 The Lissus enters the sea about 20
miles west of Doriscus and is not shewn on

my map. It is only mentioned here as

confirming the fact that the march took

place during the dry season.

17 Macan, Vol. I. Part 1, p. 32 note,

mentions that there are fifteen rivers

between the Hebrus and the Speri-lieios, not

one of which is recorded to have failed.
18 Vide infra ,

para 10.
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9. Before dealing with these and mv own observations let me quote

Herodotils' description of the march and of the route taken. He says :

VII. 43.
4 On reaching the Scamander, which was the first stream

of all that they had crossed since they left Sardis whose waters failed

them and did not satisfy the thirst of men and cattle, Xerxes ascended

into the Pergamus of Priam, since he had a longing to behold the place.

When he had seen everything and inquired into all particulars, he made
an offering of a thousand oxen to the Trojan Athene, while the Magians

poured libations to the heroes who were slain at Troy. The night after,

a panic fell upon the camp, but in the morning they set off with daylight,

and skirting on the left hand the towns of Rhoetium, Ophryneum and

Dardanus, which borders on Abydos, on the right the Teucrians of

Gergis, 19 reached Abydos. x\rrived there, Xerxes asked to look upon all

his host, so, as there was a throne of white marble upon a hill near the

city, which they of Abydos had prepared beforehand by the king's bid-

ding for his especial use, Xerxes took his seat upon it, and gazing thence

upon the shore below beheld at one view all his land forces and all his

ships/

10. This account makes it easy to identify the route along the Asiatic

shore of the Hellespont as I have marked it on my map. But it leaves the

impression, which has been accepted bv most historians, that the army halted

on the Scamander together and moved forward together by one route to the

neighbourhood of Abvdos, where it again halted together under the king's

eye. But this would have been utterly impossible even for an army of the

size which I have indicated below as probable.20 In August 1914 the two
corps of the British Expeditionary Force, exclusive of the cavalry division,

occupied an area of approximately 20 square miles in their first area of con-

centration, south of the fortress of Maubeuge. Owing to the fact that the

motor lorries, the transhipment of which from the English ports was a long

process, did not arrive until after the troops, these were placed as close together

as possible, so that they could draw their supplies from the railway with their

own horse transport. These two corps numbered 72,000 men and 22,000

horses, and at the battle of Mons they occupied a front of 38 miles. Making
every possible allowance for the difference between a Persian host in 480 b.c.

and a British army in a.d. 1914, it is, I suggest, impossible that a Persian

army of 210,500 21 men could have been camped in an area of a few square

miles and then supplied in summer-time with sufficient water for men and
animals.

11. Herodotus says (VII. 201) that on the arrival of the army opposite

the pass of Thermopylae, ‘ King Xerxes pitched his camp in the region of

Malis called Trachinia/ and Rawlinson 22 shows on his plan of Thermopylae

19 The Teucrians of Gergis inhabited the 21 150,500 combatants and 60,000 non-
hills betweenLampsacus and the Scamander. combatants. Vide infra> para. 21.

Of. Rawlinson, Vol. Ill, p. 263 note. 22 Vol. IV, p. 202.
20 Vide infra,

para. 21.
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the camp of Xerxes as occupying a space of one square mile near Trachis,

which is an absurdity. Grundy suggests that the
4

Persian encampment

would seem to have stretched from the river Melas or thereabouts to the

entrance of the west gate of the pass/ 23 which would give a depth of rather

more than three miles. The Persian army spent at least eight days at and

in front of Thermopylae (Herodotus, YII. 201-38), and I suggest that con-

siderations of water supply alone must have caused it to extend at least as

far as the left bank of the Spercheios, some seven miles from the western

exit of the pass of Thermopylae. It is necessary in studying Herodotus

account critically to remember that a large army cannot be camped round

one place, that for convenience of supply it must cover a considerable area,

and that the deployment for attack of a large body of troops, whether from

camp or from column of route, takes a long time.

12. AYe must not then conceive of the Persian army as arriving together

on the Scamander and as marching forward thence as one body to Abvdos

for the crossing. What I believe happened was that each division of the

army on arriving on the Scamander halted on the river for two nights and

the intervening day to fill up with water 24 and then advanced to the bridges.

Herodotus' description (YII. 14) of Xerxes’ review of his whole host from

a marble throne set on a hill above Abydos is a picturesque exaggeration.

What probably happened was that Xerxes watched the royal troops below

him march towards the bridges, but it would, I suggest, have exhausted his

patience to have seen much more than that body defile past him. It is out

of the question that the whole army should have been halted together before

the crossing in the country immediately round Abydos, which could not have

supplied it with water even for one day.25

13. I come now to Herodotus’ description of the crossing. He says

(YII. 55-50) :

4

the foot-soldiers with the horsemen passed over by one of the bridges,

that which lay towards the Euxine, while the sumpter beasts and the

camp-followers passed by the other which looked on the Aegean. Fore-

most went the ten thousand Persians, all wearing garlands tipon their

heads; and after them a mixed multitude of many nations. These

crossed upon the first day.
£ On the next day the horsemen began the passage, and with them

went the soldiers, who carried their spears with point downward, gar-

landed like the ten thousand
;
then came the sacred horses and the sacred

chariot
;

next came Xerxes with his lancers and the thousand horse

;

then the rest of the army. At the same time the ships sailed over to the

opposite shore. According to another account, however, which I have

heard the king crossed the last.

‘ As soon as Xerxes had reached the European side he stood to

25 For the amount of water required

vide infra,
para. 21.

« p. 293.
24 Vide infra ,

para. 21.
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contemplate his army as they crossed under the lash. And the crossing

continued seven days and seven nights without rest or pause. 26

14. Of the forward march from the bridges Herodotus gives the following

account

:

VII. 58. ‘ So Xerxes despising the omens marched forward, and his

land army accompanied him. But the fleet held an opposite course, and

sailing to the mouth of the Hellespont, made its way along the shore.

Thus the fleet proceeded westwards, making for Cape Sarpedon, where

the orders were that it should await the coming of the troops; but the

land army marched eastwards along the Chersonese, leaving on the right

the tomb of Helle, the daughter of Athamas, and on the left the city of

Cardia. Having passed through the town which is called Agora, they

Fig. 1.—Site or the two Bridges.

skirted the shores of the Gulf of Melas, and then crossed the river Melas,

whence the gulf takes its name, the waters of which they found too scanty

to supply the host. From this point their march was to the west, and

after passing Aenos, an Aeolian settlement, and likewise Lake Stentoris,

they came to Doriscus.’

15. It is not possible to fix the route eastwards along the Chersonese

from this description with such certainty as that along the Asiatic coast. As

to the site of the bridges there can be little doubt, for the small cove just

south of Xagara lighthouse and the larger one north of Maidos are the only

places immediately opposite to each other on the Narrows with easy access

and exit. I have shown on Fig. 1 what I believe to be the site and arrangement

of the two bridges. Herodotus estimated the width of the Hellespont opposite

Abydos at 7 stades (VII. 34) about 1400 yards. According to the latest

Admiralty chart this is the width at its narrowest point between Chanak and

For further comments on this passage, vide infra ,
para. 44.
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Kilid Bahr, the width at the narrowest point opposite Nagara point is 2260

yards. At these narrowest points there are no suitable landing places on the

European side for two columns, one of troops, the other of transport, which was,

Herodotus says, the manner of the army's march, and was, as I hope to show,

an indispensable method of progress. 27 Therefore it seems to me that the

bridges must have rim from a point on the Asiatic side just south of Xagara

point, the northern of the two bridges into the head of the little bay north

of Maidos, the southern into the south end of that bay. At each of these

points there is a good landing place. This is confirmed by the number of

ships used in the bridges, 360 for the northern and 314 for the southern

(VII. 36). The beam of the trireme of the period at the deck level at the waist

was, according to Gaser, 18 feet. 360 vessels of this size would have been

touching side by side across the narrowest part from Xagara, an impossible

arrangement in the strong current of the Hellespont ;
and this site for the

bridges would not account for the difference in the number of vessels in the

two bridges. The width of the Hellespont from a point just south of Xagara

into the head of the Maidos bay is 4220 yards, this distance would be filled,

allowing for the landing stages, by 360 vessels of 18 feet beam with 16 feet

between each ship. The distance from the same point on the Asiatic side to

the southern end of the bay is 3700 yards, which would be filled by 314 vessels

of 18 feet beam with 16 feet between them. My suggested site for the bridges

then allows of an identical arrangement of the vessels and accounts for the

difference in the number of ships employed. As Grundy points out, it is

evident from VII. 36 that the two bridges were not parallel, and it would

appear that the vessels of each bridge were anchored head on to the current

which makes a sweep round Xagara point.

16. The European end of the bridges was, then, in the cove north of the

modern Maidos, and the road ran thence for about one mile north-east at which

point it forks. I have but little doubt that Xerxes’ army took the southern

road
;
for the northern road to Berghaz would have involved either a wholly

unnecessary detour eastwards from Berghaz to reach Callipolis, the modern

Gallipoli, or a continuance of the inarch by Sheitan Keui and Yeni Keui, which

would have involved a steep climb up to Sheitan Keui and the use of a track

up to Yeni Keui so narrow as to be impossible for a column of troops and of trans-

port marching abreast. A further reason in favour of the southern route is that

at Gallipoli there is a good supply of water from springs and wells, sufficient

to-day to supply a population of about 14,000 persons, and this is the only

place with any permanent water supply in summer between Maidos and

Bulair. The eastern half of the Peninsula is both the most hilly and least

supplied with water. The one reason why I have any hesitation in fixing

definitely the southern route as that followed by Xerxes* army is that it is

strange that Herodotus should not have mentioned Callipolis, if the army

marched through that place, since it is now, and must always have been, the

best port on the Hellespont. In spite of this the arguments in favour of the

27 Vide infra ,
para. 27.
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Fig. 2.—Route of the Persian Army.
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march having passed through Callipolis appear to me to be overwhelming.

The point is of secondary importance, as both roads wind through steep hills

and either constitutes a military defile. North and east of Callipolis the

country opens out into a slope of rough grass, with some cultivated fields,

about one mile in width and three miles in length. Here it would have been

possible for a considerable number of troops to spread out in bivouac, but,

as I suggest below, it is not conveniently placed for a long halt.28 Three miles

north-east of Callipolis the road again enters a defile, and at the southern

end of this defile, on the top of the hill marked 433 on the attached map, I

place the tomb of Helle, which according to Herodotus the column passed on

its right. There were in 1922 traces of what I took to be an ancient building

on the top of this hill, and this appears to me to be a more natural site for a

memorial to the Gocl-niother of the Hellespont than that selected by Rawlinson,

who places it on the hill above Pactya, the modern Doghan -Arslan. 29 This

hill is some two miles from the coast, which here has begun to open out into

the Propontis, the modern Sea of Marmora. From the top of hill 433 the ground

falls cliff-like into the north-eastern end of the Hellespont, and a monument

there would be visible to all ships entering or leaving the Propontis. The

route of the army passed thence by Cardia (the modern Bulair), through

Agora, the modern Hexamili, to the valley of the Melas. I am convinced that

the present main road from Bulair to Kavak (Melas) did not and could not have

existed 2000 years ago. The Melas. the modern Kavak Dere. brings down

in the rainy season much silt from the hills, which has gradually pushed out

the coast line on both sides at the mouth of the river, and created numerous

sand-banks at its mouth. The Admiralty report of 1917 describes the eastern

coast of the Gulf of Xeros as * difficult to approach on account of shoals all

the way to the Kavak river/ The ground shown in the attached map at

the mouth of the Melas as marshy was in October 1922 dry and hard, though

it may possibly be flooded and marshy in the rainy season. This ground is

obviously alluvial, and I suggest that in 480 b.c. the coast-line was somewhat

as I have indicated on my map by a dotted line, that Melas was on the coast

and that the sea washed the foot of the hills just west of Agora (Hexamili).

After passing Agora the line of march descended into the valley of the Melas,

and this brings me to the question of the site of Leuce Acte.

17. This, Herodotus says (VII. 25), was on the Thracian coast. Grote

puts it on the Hellespont,30 as does Curtius.31 These I take to be loose expres-

sions for the south-western coast of the Propontis. Rawlinson,32 with more

precision, follows Scylax and puts Leuce Acte on the coast of the Propontis

at Inje Burun not far north of Pactya (Doghan-Arslan), which is the generally

accepted site. But it is clear that this or any other site on the Propontis would

have been useless as a supply depot for the purpose of the Persian army. To

have reached Inje Burun, from the Cardia-Melas road would have entailed a

climb over a spur, 900 feet high, of the modern Tekfur Dagh, and a scramble

28 Vide infra ,
para. 25. 31 Yol. II, p. 288.

29 Rawlinson, Vol. IV, p. 44, note 0. 32 Yol. IY, p. 22.

30 Yol. Y, p. 19.
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down to the coast, which at this point is waterless in the dry season. It would

be difficult to imagine a more inconvenient site for a depot. I suggest that

there was more than one Leuce Acte (AVhite Strand). White strands are not

an uncommon feature either of the coast of the Propontis or of the Gulf of

Melas, and strands, more especially when they were near a good water supply,

were precious to the sailors of 180 b.c., who habitually hugged the coast and

needed places to careen their ships. It is not improbable that the name Leuce

Acte was as common amongst the sailors of the Aegean of that period as the

name Hythe was amongst British sailors. There is, or was in October 1922,

a very definite white strand at the mouth of the Melas, and it seems certain

that such a strand existed in 480 b.c. The mouth of the Melas is just such a

place as would be an admirable site for a depot of supplies for an army
marching from the Scamander to the Hebrus. It is midway between the two

rivers. Near such a site would be the best supply of water to be found on the

route, and it would be the natural place to accumulate stores from the fertile

country lying north of the Kuru Dagh and west of the Tekfur Dagh, while, if

my suggestion is correct that the shoals now lying off the mouth of the river are

the result of the accumulation of silt during 2000 years, there would have been

in 480 b.c. no difficulty in adding to the stores drawn from the surrounding

country by ship-loads of grain. I place the Leuce Acte of Herodotus, then, at

or near the mouth of the Melas.

18. The line of march beyond the Melas is settled by Herodotus' mention

of Aenos and Lake Stentoris (VII. 58). The only possible route from the

Melas to Aenos is that through the Kuru Dagh, which I have marked. Beyond
Aenos the route must have passed west of the Lake Stentoris, since the slopes

of Cbatal Tepe fall cliff-like into the southern shore of the lake. I suggest

that, as in the case of the Melas, so in that of the Hebrus, the silt from the

river has in 2000 years pushed the mouth out into the Aegean, and that the

coast-line was in 480 b.c. probably as I show it on the map. The march would
then have wound between the lake, the shore of the gulf and the river up to

the first point of passage over the latter, near the present ferry, and thus

have reached Doriscus. Doriscus was a fort built by Darius to command
the passage of the Hebrus, and I suggest that it was at what was then the

head of the bay near the site of modern Ferejik.

Such then are my suggestions for the route followed by the Persian army.
In each case, where any modification would have been possible, I have chosen

that which would have lightened the difficulties of the march.
19. Now let us survey this route through the eyes of a Persian officer

charged with the arrangements for the march. The distance from the

Scamander to the Hebrus is 134 miles, seven marches. The first consideration

would be supply. That of food need have presented no difficulties, with a
large dump of supplies at Leuce Acte at the mouth of the Melas. It would
have been easy for the troops to carry three days’ supply of parched grain,

to fill up their bags with a further three days’ supply at Leuce Acte, while the
seventh day's supply could have been obtained at Doriscus, where there was
a supply depot (Herodotus, VII. 25). The only food to be transported would
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be that for Xerxes and his Guard and for his principal officers. The country

to be traversed could supply grazing for camels and other transport animals

;

the horses could, like the men, have carried three days' forage and renewed

their supply at Leuce Acte.

20. The problem of the water supply was far more difficult. We have

had some recent experience of the water recpiirements of troops in hot weather

and of the difficulties of meeting them. In the battle of Gaza-Beersheba,

which began on October 31, 1917, Allenby's striking force for that battle, the

force which was to attack Beersheba, comprised 56,000 men and 26,000 animals,

and it was calculated that the minimum daily requirements in water of this

force was 400,000 gallons. To provide this very elaborate preparations were

made. A dam was constructed capable of holding 500,000 gallons, special

arrangements were made for the transport of water by camel, the pipe-line

which brought water from Egypt across the Sinai desert was extended and

new wells were dug.33 Even with this provision water could only be found

for the force for some thirty-six hours, and the future success of the operation

hung upon finding the wells of Beersheba intact, as fortunately they were.

21. The Scamander was the last large source of water supply available

for the army before the Hebrus was reached, and by use of a formula, com-

monly used in military reconnaissance to estimate water supply, which gives

sufficiently accurate results for practical purposes, I calculated that the flow

of the river in October 1922 was in its lower reaches at the rate approximately

of 50,000 gallons an hour. The course of this river has changed in 2( >00 years,34

and it is possible that the supply of water in it may have changed also, though

it is unlikelv that the vield of the springs from which it derives should have

changed much. In any event I suggest that, at any period of the dry season,

the resources of the Scamander and of the adjoining springs of Bunarbashi

would have been taxed to produce from 300,000 to 400,000 gallons of water

a day for a number of days in succession, and to have furnished in addition

sufficient water to make good by transport the deficiencies in the remainder

of the route. A river, unlike a reservoir, cannot be drained to the last drop,

and its water is flowing away while it is being drawn upon. Therefore not

more than about one-third of its total content can be made available, without

arrangement for storage, for watering an army at any given time. My calcula-

tions led me to the conclusion that it would be unsafe, after making due allow-

ance for waste and fouling, to reckon upon the Scamander and the springs

being able to supply the needs in water for an army inarching from that river

to the Hebrus larger than 210,000 men and 75,000 animals, and this after

making a very liberal allowance for the smaller requirements of Asiatic men
and animals. 35 The river would, I think, have sufficed for about one-fifth

33 Wavel, The Palestine Campaigns , water a day. British experience on active

pp. 102-4. service is that a horse requires an average
34 Vide Leake, Tour in Asia Minor, of S gallons a day. Small Asiatic horses

p. 290. would need less. Camels require 10 gallons
35 On the Palestine scale the daily a day, and after three or four days' abstinence

requirements in water of 210,000 men and will drink as much as 20 gallons at one time.

75,000 animals would be 1,300,000 gallons of Vide Animal Management , War Office, 1908.
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of this number to have halted successively on it from the afternoon of the day

of arrival until the morning of the next day but one.35u This would allow time

for each part of the army to organise its columns for the crossing and to fill

up with water.

22. For the deficiencies of the water supply on the remainder of the

route must have been serious. The first march was, I suggest, made from the

left bank of the Scamander to the Koja Chai, a stream which flows into the

Hellespont at the modern Chanak, just below the ancient Abydos. This

stream could, if pools had been created by damming it up in places, have in

the dry season provided sufficient water for the animals, but little would have

been available for men, for whom some water, but a limited quantity, would

have been obtainable from the springs of Abydos. From the Koja Chai below

Abydos a march of 22 miles would bring the head of a column to the valley

of the Karakova Dere (Aegospotami). This stream, like all the others in the

peninsula, is normally bone-drv from May till late October. The rainy season

supplies the peninsula with sufficient water to allow of the cultivation of the

valleys and an early harvest. In most of the valleys water is obtainable by
boring, but this was beyond the resources of Xerxes’ army. The high lands

are quite waterless, and the small scattered villages obtain their water from

wells and springs, which are no more than sufficient for their needs. Only
in two places, Maidos and Gallipoli, is there a good permanent supply of water

during the dry season. Maidos, which lay outside the route of Xerxes' march,

was the chief source of water supply to the Turkish forces opposing us in the

peninsula in 1915. Gallipoli, through which I suggest that Xerxes’ army
passed, has springs and wells, which, as I have said, maintain a population of

35,
‘ The Troad, unlike the Gallipoli

peninsula, has been frequently explored by
historians and archaeologists, and reports

extending over a period of nearly 150 years

are available. These confirm generally my
estimates of the water supply. The most
detailed and useful for my purpose is that

of Dr. P. \V. Forchhammer {Geographical

Journal, 1st Series, Yol. XII, IS42), who
had the advantage of having a naval survey
party at his disposal. Dr. Forchhammer
says, ‘ Only two of the rivers of the plain

contain running water in the driest season

of the year, that is, in the months of

August and September. It may happen
in a very dry season that the bed of the
Mendere dries up, as seems to have been the
case when it was seen by Dr. Sibthorpe
in September 1794, but the inhabitants

assured me that this river at all times, even
in the heat of summer, has a small shallow
stream of water, and that was certainly the
case when I saw it in August.’ A small
shallow stream of water would obviously
not supply water for a large army. When

I saw the Mendere in October the average
width of the stream below Bunarbashi was
20 feet and tho average depth 6 inches.

The other river to which Dr. Forchhammer
refers is the Bunarbashi Su (the Homeric
Scamander), which is a narrow stream
produced by the overflow of the forty

springs of Bunarbashi. These springs

furnish a constant supply of good drinking

water. It seems to me possible that the
army passed through the Mount Ida range
by the pass which comes out at the modern
Ezine, and that when Herodotus (VII. 42)

speaks of it holding Mount Ida on the left

hand, ho is referring to the western part of

the range, the modern Kara Dagh. The
army on reaching tho Mendere opposite

Ezine would not have found sufficient

water in the river and therefore, instead of

inarching straight across to Chanak
(Abydos), made the detour down the valley

to get below the Bunarbashi springs.

These springs probably supplied most of the

drinking water, while the Mendere was
used mainly for watering the animals.
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14,000, but there is not now, and could not have been in 480 b.c., any facilities

for watering a large number of animals. On the second day’s march then

from the Koja Chai to the Karakova Dere there would have been no water

for the army save such as it carried with it. On the third day the marching

column would have passed through Gallipoli and reached with its head the

neighbourhood of Cardia (Bulair), where there are some springs and wells.36

The fourth dav’s march would have been, I suggest, a short one, of about

ten miles to the Melas for the head of the column, to allow the whole of each

successive column to close up and draw water and supplies. The Melas when
I saw it in October 1922 consisted of a number of shallow pools connected

by a narrow stream, and I suggest that it could have supplied each successive

column with sufficient water for one day for men and animals, but that there

would have been little to spare to carry forward. Between the Melas and
Aenos. two marches, there is no water, except from a few occasional wells,

either for men or animals.

23. The water arrangements for animals on the march could then have

taken some such form as the following :

Animals could have been watered on the morning of the first day in the

Scamander, and the evening of the first day and the morning of the second

day in the Koja Chai. On the third day there would have been no water for

animals at all. On the fourth day they could have been watered in the evening

in the Melas, and on the morning of the fifth day before marching. On the

sixth day there would have been water only for the animals at the head of

the column which reached Aenos. Thereafter water difficulties cease. Such

an arrangement, while entailing considerable suffering on the horses, would

have been just possible.37

24. As to water for men, if the supply obtainable at Callipolis and Bulair

could have been made to suffice for one day, which is possible, though doubtful,

then four days’ water would have had to be transported with the troops. Allow-

ing for leakage from water-skins and evaporation, the minimum daily ration for

210,000 men could hardly have been less than two quarts per man per day, not

an over-generous allowance for men marching in hot weather, whose food is dry

grain. This would have entailed the transport of 420,000 gallons of water. A
gallon of water weighs 10 pounds. Therefore for such a march transport would

have been required for 4,200,000 lbs. weight of water. A good camel will carry

300 lbs. of water, therefore, allowing a proportion of spare camels, 15,000

camels would have been required, and these moving continuously in single file

would occupy 75,000 yards of road space, or 42 miles. Allowing for the fact

that the transport of food and forage had been much reduced bv the preparation

36 A War Office report dated February the open ground at the northern end of the

1920 on the route from the Melas through salt marsh, north of Eski Tuzla and midway
Callipolis says of its resources :

‘ Water between the Melas and Aenos. This is a

scarce—supplies nil except at Gallipoli.’ possibility which w ould have overcome
37 Professor Filon, F.R.S., has made the some of the difficulties of watering the

interesting suggestion that troughs for horses, the water troughs being kept filled

watering horses might have been erected by convoys from the Melas.

in the open ground about Gallipoli and in
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of depots, such an accumulation of transport for the conveyance of water

would have been a possibility, but no more than a possibility, and this seems

to me to be another indication that the figure I have mentioned is the probable

limit to the size of the Persian army which crossed from Asia into Europe.

All this large store of water could come only from the Scamander and the

springs of Bunarbashi, which would be a reason why the river did not suffice

for the needs of the army.

25. So much then as to water supply. I come now to the nature of the

road. From the European end of the bridges it winds at once through steep

hills and affords just room, and no more than just room, for a double column,

one of troops and one of transport. The road switchbacks up and down and

would have been fatiguing for both men and transport animals. This has

guided me in fixing the length of the marches, which could not, I think, have

been exceeded; indeed for loaded camels in such country they are on the

side of length. Until Gallipoli is reached there is no space in which a column

of troops could open out to bivouac, and if, as I suggest, this open space was

reached in the middle of the third march there would have been no occasion

for so using it. In any case after leaving the open cultivated ground north

of Gallipoli the road again enters a defile, from which it emerges into the

valley of the Melas. To have closed up the columns to halt in bivouac about

Gallipoli would have wasted time, since they would have had to reform in

column of route to pass through the defile east of Gallipoli, and every delay

would mean a further strain upon the water supply, while there are no facilities

for watering a large number of animals at or near Gallipoli. Near the mouth
of the Melas I have suggested was a supply depot and a fair supply of water,

in short a good half-way house for a bivouac. From the valley of the Melas

to Aenos the defile becomes even more pronounced, while for 13 miles beyond

Aenos it is still a defile, though of a different character, for it passes first

between Chatal Tepe and the Hebrus,38 and then between Lake Stentoris and

the river. Our Persian officer had then to consider how to march the army
through a defile 110 miles long, with one suitable place for a bivouac about

half-way. This march had to be made through a country insufficiently supplied

with water for the needs of a large force, and the supply of water furnished

by the Scamander was insufficient to provide both for the needs of the whole

army during a long halt and for its needs during the march. Therefore the

army had to move as quickly as possible from the Scamander to the Hebrus,

where the water was plentiful.

26. It has been suggested that the building of the bridges was a magnificent

gesture on the part of Xerxes intended to impress the Greeks, but by no means

a necessity, since the Persian army could have been readily transported across

the Hellespont in ships. But owing to the limited number of possible places

of embarkation and disembarkation, such an operation would have taken

far longer than marching across the bridges, while the shipment of the number
of transport animals required and of the water needed would have been almost

38 Or probably, in 480 b.c., the sea.
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impossible. The construction of the bridges was, in my judgment, a military

necessity.

27. There are two important points in Herodotus’ account of the crossing

the real meaning of which has escaped the historians, because they have not

examined the ground. The first is that combatant troops crossed bv one

bridge and the transport by another
;
that is to say, that from the bridges to

the plain of Doriscus the army marched in two parallel columns, one composed

of troops, the other of transport. This is a very unusual arrangement for a

march, and it is not one which Herodotus would be likely to have invented,

if there was a military reason for the arrangement. I suggest that there was.

The army was about to enter a long defile very insufficiently provided with

water for its needs. It was necessary, owing to the nature of the defile, for

each column to halt in its march formation, except in the valley of the Melas.

Therefore the easiest way in which the troops could have been supplied with

water while halted was from pack animals marching parallel with them. The

country w~as already under Persian control and no military precautions were

necessary. There was, therefore, no military objection to such an arrange-

ment. There are in the course of the defile some six places in which it would

be no more than possible for a column of troops in fours and a column of pack

animals in single file to move abreast, but with these narrow places to negotiate

it would have been very inconvenient to bring up at the halt water carried

by pack animals in the rear of the columns of troops, since troops bivouacking

necessarily occupy a greater width than troops marching. Over such a road

the method of having a parallel column of transport would have been much
the most convenient method of supplying water, both during marches and at

halts.

28. The second point has reference to the duration of the crossing.

Herodotus says
4

the crossing continued during seven days and seven nights

without rest or pause/ Now as columns of troops and transport had to pass

through a long defile in which opening out was only possible at two places,

one of which, that near Gallipoli, would have been of little service, and as

from each of these places the columns had again to enter a defile, it is impossible

that movements across the bridges should have been continuous during seven

days and seven nights. To have passed troops and transport across the

bridges in that way would have produced hopeless congestion in the Gallipoli

peninsula, such as would have made supply impossible, since the first troops

to cross must have halted after some eight hours' marching to rest and prepare

food, and each successive body must have done the same. But it does seem

to me to be probable that movement across the bridges did go on for seven

davs and seven nights, and that Herodotus hearing of this assumed that

movement was continuous.

29. To make this point clear it is necessary to devise an organisation for

the 210,000 men and 75,000 animals, the probable maximum number of which

the conditions of water supply admitted. I agree with Mr. Munro that the

very detailed description of the army which Herodotus gives in VII. 61-87

could not have been invented and is, in fact, what we would to-day call an
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order of battle. This makes it clear that the organisation of the Persian army
followed generally that which all military experience has shown to be necessary

for effective command. The cavalry was organised in three brigades (VII.

88) ;
the infantry was organised in tens or sections, hundreds or companies,

thousands or battalions, and ten thousands; the whole being divided into

six higher commands (VII. 81-82) with the exception of the 10,000 Immortals,

who corresponded to the modern Guard troops and were under the command
of Hydarnes.

30. I suggest that in his account of the organisation of the infantry

Herodotus had made a jump from Chilia or thousands to his Myria or ten

thousands. It has been a general principle of military organisation from

quite early times that in the higher commands one man cannot conveniently

control more than five or six units, while it has been found extravagant

of staff to give a commander less than three units to manage. This has not

always applied to the lower formations, and for a long time in the British

army there were eight and sometimes ten companies in a battalion, but it is

asking much of one commander to give him direct control of ten battalions.39

In modern armies a division is usually composed of three brigades and the

divisional troops, an army corps of two or three divisions and the corps troops.

It seems to me then that Herodotus, writing without any experience of the

problems of military organisation, has omitted a brigade organisation and
that his Myria were really brigades.

31. For the effective command of an army of such a size as I have men-
tioned, an organisation into six divisional commands would, I think, be a

necessity
;
but it would, I suggest, also be a necessity that these six divisions

should be divided into not less than eighteen or more than thirty brigades.

Xow in his catalogue of the army, Herodotus gives a number of national con-

tingents each under an Archon, and twenty-nine of these Archontes are named.

My suggestion is that the commands of the Archontes were brigades with a

varying combatant strength of from 3000 to 5000 men. It seems unlikely

that these tribal or national contingents conformed to any rigid establishment,

and in any event there must have been considerable wastage during the long

marches to the Hellespont.

32. The organisation of these twenty-nine brigades into six divisions

would be in accordance with military requirements and is in accordance with

Herodotus’ mention of the six higher commanders in VII. 82 and VII. 121.

Further, I agree with Mr. Munro and Dr. Macan that the advance from Doriscus

39 I have found it difficult to believe that

the legatus of the Augustan legion exercised

direct command over each of his ten

cohorts, of his velites, and of his auxiliaries.

The Roman legion acted tactically in three

lines, a relic of the division into hastat i,

principes and triarii, and for effective

action in battle concerted action by each

line was necessary. It is difficult to under-

stand how this concerted action could

have been obtained unless each line had a
commander. I am therefore disposed to
think that the functions of the tribunes
were normally more important than the
historians indicate, and that the legatus

exercised his command through three of the
legion's tribunes, a commander of the
light troops, and one or perhaps two prefects

of auxiliaries; i.e. he had in battle to deal

with five or six subordinate commanders.
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in three columns, and the fact that there were three cavalry brigades, suggest

a final organisation into three army corps each composed of a cavalry brigade

and two divisions. It would be not unnatural for each of the corps to be

commanded by the senior divisional general, and it may, I think, be assumed

that Xerxes with his entourage and the Ten Thousand marched with the

corps which moved along the coast.

33. My suggested organisation of the combatant troops then is :

3 Cavalry brigades, each 3500 strong . . . 10,500

6 Infantry divisions, each of four or five brigades,

the approximate strength of a division being

20,000 120,000

The Immortals ...... 10.000

Xerxes' personal escort, Libyan and Indian

charioteers and Arab Camelry (VII. 8G),

whom we may call G.H.Q. troops . . 10,000

A total of 150.500 combatants.

If to this total is added 25,000 as a reasonable number of the European con-

tingents joining the army at Doriscus (VII. 185). a figure is reached which

approximates closely to Mr. Munro's 180,000, which is about as large a force

of combatants as could well have been supplied during the marches through

Greece.

31. Mr. Munro, being anxious to keep Herodotus' Myria, has made the

ingenious suggestion that Herodotus' order of battle was, in fact, an army

list of the whole Persian army of which he had obtained a sight. He argues

very justly that Xerxes could not have taken the whole military power of

Persia into Greece, leaving his Empire without military protection, and

suggests that the Persian army was organised into six army corps and that

three of these corps formed the army of invasion. I have endeavoured to

fit mv estimate of numbers into the scheme of organisation which Herodotus

(fives bv halving the size of the commands of the Archontes and making those

infantry brigades. Mr. Munro reaches much the same result by halving the

whole armv.40 It is not for my purpose a matter of importance whether my
conjecture or Mr. Munro 's is the more correct, since we are in general agreement

as to the total number of combatants.

35. It remains to account for the number of followers and the amount

of transport which accompanied the fighting troops. I have suggested that

some 15,000 camels would be necessary to transport water from the Scamander

to the Hebrus. After the army left the Hebrus, water supply would have

ceased to be a serious problem, and the animals which had been used to trans-

port water would have been available to carry food between the depots and

the supplies landed from the provision ships (VII. 184). As I have indicated.

40 For an elaboration of Munro's argu- A nc 'u nt History vide his paper in Vol. XXII
ment in Chapter IX of the ('tunbridge of the J.H.S . , 1902, |>. 294.

J.H.S.—VOL. L. R
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the establishment of a supply depot at Leuee Acte would have much reduced

the amount of transport required for supplies during the march from the

Scamander. But that there was additional transport is sufficiently indicated

by Herodotus' account of the privileges of the Ten Thousand. He says (VII.

83), speaking, it would appear from the context, of the Ten Thousand :

4

Of all the troops the Persians were equipped with the most

magnificence, and they were likewise the most valiant. Besides their

arms, which have been already described, they glittered all over with

gold, vast quantities of which they wore about their persons. They were

followed by litters, wherein rode their concubines, and by a numerous
train of attendants handsomely dressed. Camels and sumpter beasts

carried their provisions, apart from that of the other soldiers/

36. If such were the privileges allowed to the royal guard, it is probable

that all commanders from chiliarchs upwards had some retinue and private

transport, which in the case of Xerxes himself and his princes would have
been considerable. There must also have been some reserves of equipment.

The length of my army of 150,000 combatants in continuous column of route

would be 102 miles, and I have suggested that 43 miles of the transport column
would be occupied by water transport. An allowance of 59 miles of transport

for the remaining requirements of the army is not excessive. Thus the column
of transport would be approximately of equal length to that of the column
of troops. As this 59 miles of transport would probably have been com-
posed of a miscellaneous collection of animals, most of them of less size than
camels, we may estimate the transport requirements of the army at 35,000

animals exclusive of water transport. We have put the cavalry at 10,500,

we have in addition the animals of the officers’ chariots and of the chariots of

the Libyans and Indians and the Arab camelry. The total number of animals
accompanying the army could not then have been less than 75,000.

37. Grote 41 has successfully disposed of Herodotus' suggestion (VII. 180)

that the number of followers was about equal to the number of the combatants,
but taking into account the number of transport drivers required, officers’

servants and attendants on the chiefs, it must have exceeded one-third, say

60,000. It is only possible to guess at the number of combatants who joined

the army at Doriscus from Thrace, but taking rumour to have exaggerated
these in the same proportion as it exaggerated the troops from Asia, then
Herodotus' 300,000 (VII. 185) become 25,000. These 25,000 with, say, 8000
followers, were probably distributed amongst the commands of the Archontes
from Asia, since Herodotus mentions no commanders of them by name. The
army which crossed the Hellespont did not then exceed, in my judgment,
150,500 combatants, 60,000 followers and 75,000 animals, this estimate being

based on considerations of supply, nor the number of combatants who marched
from Doriscus to Thermopylae 175,500.

41 Vol. V, p. 40.
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38. I come now to a further check upon this estimate, namely, the time

required for the movement of such an army from the Seamancler to the Hebrus.

The problem, being as I have said to get the army from the Asiatic side of the

Hellespont where water was limited to the valley of the Hebrus where it was

plentiful as quickly as possible, could have been best solved in the following

way :—Taking Herodotus’ order of march we will assume that the Ten

Thousand began to cross at 5 a.m. on the first day of crossing. If the march

discipline was reasonably good, a column of 10,000 infantry, allowing for some

opening out which on a rough road must have taken place and for necessary

intervals after the chariots of the commanders, would be approximately six

miles in length.42 After about eight hours’ marching it would be necessary

for the head of the column to halt if only for the sake of the pack animals,

which had to do seven consecutive marches preceded by a halt of only one

day and two nights on the Hcamander.

39. In this eight hours the head of the column starting from lvoja Chai

could have marched some 20 miles, that is to say, it would have reached

the Karakova Dere. This in hot weather and over rough country would

have been a good march. The tail of the column would then be about

14 miles 43 from the bridges, that is, near the Chamili Dere, and a halt for

bivouac would then take place at 1 p.m. between the Chamili Dere and the

Karakova Dere. I suggest that the halt for bivouac, that is, for rest

and feeding of men and animals, would have required about ten hours.

The Ten Thousand could then have been ready to resume the march at

11 p.m.

40. The first division of infantry, that is, another 20,000 men, could have

begun marching from the Koja Chai at 5 p.m. on the first day, and at 11 p.m.

the head of this would have been close on the tail of the Ten Thousand, and

would have followed them without colliding for a further two hours, when

it would have completed eight hours’ marching and been obliged to halt for

rest. The head of this column would then be at 1 a.m. on the second day

on the Karakova Dere and its tail near Boghali.44 Following Herodotus'

order of march, the cavalry, three brigades as I suggest, could have started

from the Koja Chai at 7 a.m. on the second day, and at 11 a.m. it would have

reached Boghali just as the first division was resuming its march. Ten

thousand cavalry occupy about the same road space as 20,000 infantry. There-

fore the cavalry and each of the remaining infantry divisions would in its second

march from the Scamander halt with its head on the Karakova Dere and

its tail near Boghali, and each could start fourteen hours after the head of

the preceding unit had begun its march.

42 A pre-war brigade of British Infantry

4000 strong occupied a distance of a little

more than two miles of road space. The
principal armament of the Persian army
was spears. Men with spears would require

a greater interval between sections of fours

than men with rifles; the length of the

British rifle is 3' SI". I have, I think, then,

been conservative in putting the length of

the column of the 10,000 at six miles.
43 The length of the column being six

miles.
44 Length of column twelve miles.

R 2
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41.

AYe are now in a position to draft a march table for the army as

follows

:

Starting- 1 Day and hour of

point. start.

10,000 . Koja Chai 5 a.m. 2nd day 45

1st division . i

o p.m# 2nd dav
Cavalrv

1

1t 7 a.m. 3rd day
2nd division . . ,

j 9 p.m. 3rd day
3rd division 11 a.m. 4th day
4th division . 1 a.m. 5th day
5th division 4 n 3 p.m. oth day
0th division .

,
5 a.m. 0th day

The number of what I have called G.H.Q. troops can only be guessed. Under

this head I have classed Xerxes’ personal escort. This would appear to have

consisted of 1000 picked infantry and 1000 horse (VII. 41). To these must

be added Xerxes’ entourage. For it is hardly to be supposed that his chief

courtiers, the priests, and the sacred chariot would have joined the transport

column. I have also included in this body the Indian and Libyan charioteers

and the Arab camelry (YII. 86). Chariots could only have moved slowly and

at considerable intervals, and the camelry must have marched in single file.

It would seem that this heterogeneous body of troops, whether it marched

together or was distributed amongst the divisions, could not well have occupied

less road space than two divisions. Two men in a chariot drawn by a pair of

horses or wild asses (VII. 86) would, allowing the necessary intervals, occupy

the same road space as 12 infantry. On this assumption the first part of the

G.H.Q. troops could have begun crossing at 7 p.m. on the sixth day, the second

part at 9 a.m. on the seventh day. The tail of this second part would then

leave the Koja Chai at 1 p.m. on the seventh day, and at about 5 p.m. on that

day would have been clear of the European end of the bridge.

42. That is to say, the crossing of a single bridge by an army of 150,000

combatants of the character of the Persian army, which after crossing had to

march for seven days through a defile, would not have taken less than 132

hours. In these calculations I have allowed the Persian staff considerable

experience in the arrangements of marches and for a higher standard of march

discipline than the army probably possessed in 480 b.c. Since in such country

checks and delays would be of frequent occurrence amongst partially trained

troops, and these would have extended the time required for the marches

materially beyond that which I have allowed, there would not seem to be

much exaggeration in Herodotus’ statement that the crossing took seven

days and seven nights, even for an army one-tenth the size of that with which

rumour in his day credited the Persians.

43. The fact that none of the historians who have examined Herodotus’

account critically has, it would appear, himself examined the country between

the site of the bridges and Aenos, nor had access to the accounts of any explorer

who had done so, has caused them all to overlook the effect of the defile.

45 The first day's march being that from the Scamander to the Koja Chai.
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Grote is disposed to accept the statement that the crossing took seven days
and seven nights as some confirmation of Herodotus' figures.46 Busolt is

disposed to ridicule the idea that not more than 45,000 men could have crossed

in a long May day.47 Xo one has stopped to consider what would have
happened to a continuous stream of troops and transport entering the

Chersonese.

It is, of course, true that 45,000 men could, by starting at dawn, have
crossed the bridge by dark, if the leading troops could have opened out to

bivouac when they reached the end of their marching powers; but as this

was not possible, these leading troops would have had to march 26 miles

through rough hilly country in hot weather. This, if barely possible for men,
would have been impossible for pack transport. At the end of such a march
the tail of the 45.000 would have been just clear of the bridge, and a halt of

ten hours would have been necessary before the next party could start.

44. This brings me to a further point. It would seem that when the

conditions of ground are appreciated, it becomes possible to reconcile apparent

contradictions in Herodotus* account which have puzzled recent commen-
tators. The description of the crossing in YII. 55 which I have quoted above 48

would appear, if read literally, to mean that the crossing took two days, while

in VII. 56 it is said that it took seven days and seven nights. Then in VIII.

51 Herodotus says :

k

Since the passage of the Hellespont and the com-

mencement of the march upon Greece, a space of four months had gone by

:

one while the army made the crossing into Europe, and three while they

proceeded on their march to Attica, which they entered in the Archonship

of Calliades/ Munro 49 and Macan 50 both point out that the crossing is

variously described as taking two days, seven days and a month, and the

former suggests that perhaps the combatant troops passed in two days, the

transport in seven and that the month includes a long halt about Abvdos.

As I have pointed out, conditions of water supply, in my judgment, preclude

a long halt on the Asiatic side. Bury goes further than either Macan or

Munro, and suggests that the crossing really took two days and that Herodotus

added the seven days to give colour to his exaggerated estimate of the Persian

host. 51 These three commentators all seem to me to have supposed that a

much larger number of men could have made the crossing in two days than

was actually possible, and to have feared that the admission of the seven days

would make the army impossibly large. I have endeavoured to show that

this is not so.

45. I suggest that in VII. 55-56 Herodotus, knowing that the crossing

took much more than two days, wrote somewhat loosely. He begins by

giving the order of march in detail for the first two days and goes on,
k

then

the rest of the army.
5 My suggestion is that these words mean that the

various tribal contingents followed in the succeeding days. When I was

46 Yol. V, p. 40. p. 270.

47 Yol. 11, p. 071, note. 50 Yol, I, Part 1, p, 77, note.

Para. 13. 51 Yol. I, p. 2S0.
49 Cambridge Ancient History, Yol. 1Y,
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discussing this passage with Mr. Munro he made the attractive suggestion that

on the first two days what may be called the royal troops crossed, and that

Xerxes himself followed these, standing on the European side to watch the

remainder crossing under the lash. This would be in general agreement with

my suggested time-table, which allows of the crossing being made by the Ten

Thousand, the cavalry and the 1st and 2nd divisions during the first two days.

46. I may here mention that my examination led me to the conclusion

that the use of the lash on the European side of the bridge at least for the

transport animals was a military necessity. The ground here begins at once

to rise steeply, and the natural tendency of pack animals on feeling the slope

would be to check. A check there would have been at once repeated on the

bridge, where it would have led to crowding. It has long been a military

practice to take measures to avoid checks and crowding on a military bridge,

as this throws a great strain on what is a temporary structure. The Persians

evidently understood this and took their precautions, so there is more in

Herodotus' statement than a mere holding up of Persian methods to scorn,

though perhaps he did not despise the opportunity for producing that effect.

47. The reconciliation of VIII. 51 with VII. 55-56 is a more difficult matter.

My suggestion is that * the passage into Europe * was intended by Herodotus

to include the march to Doriscus and the halt there, and that the first of his

four months comprises the period from the completion of the crossing to the

beginning of the advance from Doriscus. 52 There must clearly have been a

long halt about Doriscus, and it seems natural to date the three months for

the advance into Attica from the end of that halt. The distance from Doriscus

to Athens is approximately 550 miles. Now the powers of movement of

armies did not vary greatly until first railways and then mechanical transport

came into general use, and we find that in 1812 Napoleon had to march a very

similar distance from the Niemen to Moscow. He began the passage of the

Niemen on June 23rd, and entered Moscow on September 15th. The move-

ment then took nearly three months. The Emperor's army was larger than

that which I have assigned to Xerxes, but he had more roads at his disposal,

had wheeled in place of pack transport and less difficult country to traverse

than had the Persians. Three months is then the time which on military

grounds one would expect the march from Doriscus into Attica to have taken.

Napoleon had to fight at Smolensk, Lubino and the Borodino, but these three

battles did not delay him more than Xerxes was delayed at Thermopylae. 53

48. On the basis of this interpretation of Herodotus' times, that is, on
the assumptions that the passage of the royal troops took two days and that

of the whole army approximately seven, that the period from the completion

of the crossing until the beginning of the advance from Doriscus was one

month, and that the march from Doriscus into Attica took three months, it

is possible to prepare a project of a time-table for the whole march which

52 There would appear to have been in

Herodotus' mind a distinction in this passage

between the actual crossing of the Hellespont

and the passage into Europe.

53 The main cause of the delay at Thermo-
pylae was the time required by the Persian
army to close up its long columns of march
through mountainous country.
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is in general agreement with Herodotus’ times and also in accordance with

military probabilities :

—

Approximate date. Event.

March 25th. Army starts from Sardis immediately after the vernal

equinox.

May 7th. First troops reach the Scamander. Six weeks is not an

excessive time for a march of 280 miles when there was no

military reason for haste.

May 10th. The crossing begins. The first troops would spend the

8th on the Scamander to fill up with water and organise

the columns for the crossing. On May Oth they would

march to the Koja Chai.

May 12th. Royal troops complete the crossing and that of the

tribal contingents begins.

May 16th. Last of the army crosses the Hellespont and first troops

reach Doriscus.

May 22nd. AYhole army is assembled in the plain of Doriscus.

June 16th. Advance from Doriscus begins.

July 24th. Head of coast column reaches Therma—approximate

distance from Doriscus 250 miles. A long halt takes place

at Therma to gain touch with the other columns moving

through more difficult country. (VII. 127.)

August 1st. First troops leave Therma. Distance from Therma to

the Malian plain approximately 140 miles. This march

included a halt of several days in Pieria to clear the roads

through Mt . Olympus. (VII . 131.)

August 13th. Advanced guard enters the Malian plain and halts

opposite Thermopylae. The army closes up and awaits

the action of the fleet.

August 19th. Last battle of Thermopylae.

September 12th. Army enters Attica.

September 23rd. Battle of Salamis.

49. One further point before I leave the march. It would seem probable

that the seventh march beyond Aenos was a short one. The fifth and sixth

marches from the Melas to Aenos through the Kuril Dagh must have been trying

and the animals would have had no water during these marches. A short

march from Aenos would have allowed the Ten Thousand, and each successive

division as it arrived, to close up and bivouac between the left bank of the

Hebrus and Lake Stentoris, where water would have been plentiful. But

after a halt there, each successive division until the last must have marched

further up the valley of the Hebrus to make room for the troops behind it.

This I suggest would account for Herodotus' story (ATI. 60) of the numbering

in an enclosure which could just contain 10,000 men. 54

54 Munro. Cambridge Ancient History , but without reference to the ground.

Yol. IV, p. 271, makes a similar suggestion This suggestion does not imply that no
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50. It will. I hope, be clear from the above that the conditions of water

supply in the Chersonese and on the coast of the Gulf of Aenos in the dry

season, together with the nature of the country between the bridges and

Doriscus, put a definite and ascertainable limit upon the size of an army which

could have marched from the Scamander to the Hebrus in a continuous move-

ment. A much larger army could have been assembled at Doriscus if the

march from the Scamander had been made by successive divisions or army
corps, moving at a sufficient interval of time to have allowed the Scamander

and the Melas to have recovered from the drain upon them. But such a

movement would have taken a very long time. We have seen that the last

of my 150.000 men would not have reached the Hebrus until a fortnight after

the first of them had left the Scamander, even if the army moved in the wav
which would occupy the least time. The method of march by successive

corps at long intervals is therefore incompatible with the date of the battle of

Thermopylae and cannot by any stretch be made to agree with Herodotus’

account. It is possible that a considerably larger army could have been

assembled at Doriscus if. as Macan suggests. 55 a part had been transported in

ships and landed in the gulf of Aenos, or if a part had followed Darius* pre-

cedent and, crossing the Bosphorus, had come down to Doriscus from the

north. But niv examination of the story of the march from the Scamander
to the Hebrus on the ground, with Herodotus in my hand, has impressed me
w ith the fact that he must have been at great pains to examine eye-witnesses.

The difficulties of the water supply, the time taken in the crossing, the use of

one bridge for troops and the other for transport, the use of the lash at the

European end of the bridge, and even the apparently fantastic story of the

numbering, all turn out to have had some foundation and to be in accordance

with what the conditions of ground make probable from the militarv point

of view. I therefore find it hard to believe that if there had been anv
important movement by the army by sea or by the northern route across the

Bosphorus, Herodotus would not have heard of it and told us about it.

51 . ( )f the march from Doriscus to Thermopylae there is nothing new to

be said. This route has been examined by many, and Dr. Grundy’s admirable

survey of the field of Thermopylae is entirely satisfactory. As to the course

of the battle of Thermopylae, Mr. J. A. R. Munro has anticipated and
improved upon any suggestion I had to make. His account seems to me
to be in accordance both with the military probabilities and the ground.

Herodotus evidently sought to cover up the halting and ineffective action

of the Greek land forces and to make of the whole story one blaze of glory.

There is little doubt but that a united Greece could have successfully opposed

numbering of the army took place. While
the arrangement of the march indicates

that the organisation and staff work of the

Persian army were highly developed, it is

not to be supposed that they had elaborated

a system of regular returns of strength.

The losses during the march through Asia
must have been heavy and, as Professor

Filon has suggested to me, it would have
been very advisable to ascertain the exact
strength and to make good deficiencies

from the contingents arriving from Thrace.
Herodotus, VII. 100, sngeests some such
procedure, and that a record was made by
Xerxes' scribes.

55 Vol. I, Part 1, p. 80, note.
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any army which Xerxes could have brought against her in the range of Mount
Olympus, provided that she could have prevented the Persians from obtaining
the command of the sea. The real strategic reason for the abandonment
of the proposal to defend Thessaly seems to me to have been, not so much
the fact that there were other passes besides that of Tempe to defend, as that

the Greek fleet could not oppose the Persians in the open sea.

As long as the Greek fleet could hold the strait of Artemisium an army,
which Greece could well have found, could have held the Persian army
indefinitely on the Callidromus range. But tribal jealousies and the fear of

Persia s might prevented concerted action by the Greeks, and to those fears

and jealousies Leonidas and his little band were sacrificed.

52. Given that the Persians had the military knowledge and experience

to march an army of six divisions and a cavalry division some 750 miles from
Sardis to Thermopylae, it is not to be credited that Xerxes should have flung

his men against the narrow pass of Thermopylae in a series of hopeless frontal

attacks when he had the alternative of turning the flanks of Leonidas’ little

force. It seems to me that he at first designed a combined naval and military

operation to take the form of a military demonstration against the pass, while

the fleet, sailing round Euboea, threatened Leonidas' line of retreat. Bad
weather interfered with this, as it has with so many of our combined naval

and military operations, and Xerxes’ second plan was a military demonstra-

tion against the pass while the fleet fought its wav past Artemisium. The

result of this plan was the first attack on Thermopylae, and the first naval

action of Artemisium, the land attack being designed merely to keep the

Greeks on the spot. When the first naval action proved to be indecisive.

Xerxes changed his plan to a turning movement by land. The path taken by
Hvdarnes and the Ten Thousand up the Callidromus must have been known
to many Greeks in Xerxes' cam]), and no individual traitor was needed to

disclose it to him.

53. Anyone who has been over the ground must, I think, agree with Mr.

Munro that the Phocians were posted well down the Callidromus covering

the road to Doris. They had no outposts out and were surprised bv Hvdarnes.

while Leonidas made the military blunder of not having a detachment on the

col above him to connect his troops in the pass with the Phocians. The whole

story does not speak highly of the Greek military intelligence, though their

lapses are, of course, retrieved by Leonidas' gallantry. The timing of a frontal

attack with a flank attack where the flanking force has to march by night

over mountainous country is always a very difficult matter, and the second

Persian attack on the pass seems to have been delivered too soon and to have

caused the Persians some unnecessary loss. Have for this they seem to have

conducted their operation intelligently, and as indeed one would expect from

men who have performed the fine military feat of marching a large army

through some 800 miles of difficult country. Such is. I believe, some approxi-

mation to the truth of the story of Xerxes' march from the Scamander to

Thermopylae.

F. MAURIC E.



ARCHAEOLOGY IN GREECE, 1929-30

(Plate X.)

The following account is compiled from various sources : in part from

reports kindly supplied by the directors of various excavations, several of

whom have generously sent me photographs as well, in part from Prof.

Oikonomos* account of the work of the Greek Archaeological Society; I

have been enabled to fill gaps through the great kindness of Prof. Karo,

Director of the German School, who allowed me to use the proofs of his

forthcoming article in the Archdologischer Anzeiger
,
which contains much

detail which I have not attempted to incorporate here.

Athens and Attica

The year has been marked by the completion of at least one highly

important undertaking in Athens—the reconstruction of the northern colonnade

of the Parthenon
,
which was finished, under the direction of M. Balanos, in

the spring.

Prof. P. Kastriotis has continued his excavations in the Odeion of Pericles ,

where it has been established that the southern wall is a late restoration (dating

from the time of Valerian or Justinian). No trace of the original south wall

has been found
;
this fact and the bad state of preservation of the western wall

make a satisfactory reconstruction of the plan impossible.

In the Ceramiens Prof. Bruckner's excavations have thrown light on the

history of the Pompeion. The early building, which dates from the time of

Conon, was a Palaestra with an impressive Propylon, and was decorated with

wall-paintings. After the destruction of the building by Sulla there was an

interval during which the site was used for workshops of various kinds, until

the Pompeion was rebuilt by Hadrian. (For the post-Hadrianic period see

J.H.S. XLIX. 231.) Further, the excavation on the road to the Academy
(which was begun in 1914) has been continued from the second to the third

opos KEpapEiKou. Evidence of the various periods from the fifth century onwards

was obtained here, with particularly clear signs of the destruction wrought by

Sulla. Among the grave-inscriptions was one of the year 403 with the names of

©ippaKOS TroAe^apxos, Xaipov TroAe^apyos, in the Spartan alphabet
;
Thibron

and Chaeron are mentioned in Xenophon, Hell. II. iv. 33, as being buried with

other Spartans outside the Ceramicus gate. In the grave-enclosure were

found thirteen skeletons, among which were three, buried together in the

middle, which are probably those of the Polemarchs and of Lakrates, who is
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also mentioned bv Xenophon. The best of the finds in the Ceramicus was a

grave-stele with a lion on one side and a lioness on the other, which belongs

to a fairly advanced period in the fifth century (cf. Arch. Anz. PL 8).

Oil a hill between Tmchones and Hay. Thomas
,
south of Phaleron, Dr. Wrede

excavated a Byzantine church, below which were remains of a sanctuary of

Demeter; this produced archaic figurines, fragments of votive-reliefs and

inscriptions, among these an archaic inscription dedicated to A RUE and

MEAVRE.
Prof. Leonardos, continuing his work at the Amphiareion of Oropos

,

uncovered a temple on the left bank of the stream which flows through the

Temenos. This temple belongs to the fourth century : below it. at the western

half, are remains of a fifth-century temple. On the right bank of the stream

the eastern colonnade of the ’ Winter Hotel ' was uncovered ; south of the

ceremonial road and of the other buildings, at a spot where the ground rises to

a height of about 5 metres, a long building was discovered, containing moulds

for lamps and skyphoi, as well as stoppers for vases : these would seem to indicate

that the building was a potter's establishment. Further investigations were

made in the neighbourhood of the ceremonial road. It is with deep regret that

we have to record the death of Prof. Leonardos in Athens last June.

At Yelanideza and Pikermi late Mycenaean tombs were opened by Dr.

Kvparissis; a Byzantine church at Ohjmpos in Attica was partially excavated

by Dr. Kotzias, who found various architectural remains, including some

well-preserved Corinthian capitals.

The most important chance find in Athens is undoubtedly a male torso,

rather under life-size, which dates from the beginning of the fifth century,

and which was found in the bed of the Ilissos near the Phaleron road.

Boeotia

From the Kadmeia at Thebes (see J.H.S. 1929, 233) Prof. Keramopoullos

has recovered a number of fresco-fragments, and some Minvan and L.M. II

pottery (this from the workshop excavated last year). Important results were

obtained from a study of the method of construction employed in the Palace

;

the principle adopted was a simple one, which is still to be seen in use to-day,

namely, that of constructing a framework of beams (four short held together

at intervals by longer beams), the spaces between which were filled in with small

stones, etc. Xear bv Drs. Bertos and Orlandos have excavated at Skulikovrysi

and Prof. Soteiriou at the chapel of Gregorios Theologos (see Arch. Anz. 1929,

103).

The Pelopoxnese

At Corinth the American School have had a very successful season (see

de AVaele's reports in Gnomon, VI. 52 ff. and 280-81, and Karo's in Arch. Anz.

1930, 101 fi., which supplement the last report in this (1929, 220 if.)).

The most remarkable discovery was perhaps that of fifty-one gold staters of

Philip and Alexander which were found, together with an exceedingly fine
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gold necklace, in a small cavity beneath the Hellenistic stoa discovered at the

end of last year (Gnomon. VI. 280-81). Both the staters and the necklace are

excellently preserved : the necklace consists of a double row of pendants in

the shape of beech-nuts, with lions' heads at the clasps (see the illustrations in

Arch. Anz .. loc. cit.). Other finds include a good portrait of Caracalla (op. cit..

Fig. 0, p. 100). a fragment of a very archaic head of poros with red hair, and of

another of marble, architectural terracottas dating from the sixth to the third

centuries, and part of a small clav altar of Ionian style, with a lion, and the

battle of cranes and pygmies painted on it ; it belongs to the third quarter of

the sixth century.

Prof. Shear's excavations in the cemeteries of Corinth have again been
particularly successful (ef. J.H.S. XLIX. 221) ; some of his finds have already

been published in Art and Archaeology , May and June 1930, pp. 195 and If.,

257 and fiL and in the Illustrated London News for August 9. In the north

cemetery 235 graves were opened. The lowest Greek graves are Geometric
and lie at a level of three metres below the ground : below this level Early

Helladic and Neolithic pottery was found. Middle Helladic graves also were
found here, but none of the Late Helladic period. The Geometric graves are

cists with rubble walls, covered by a single block of sandstone; vases and
offerings were placed under another sandstone block just south of the grave
(the bodies were always buried with the head to the south). In some cases

large vases stood outside the graves at the north and south ends. The
Geometric vases show a variety of shapes, a number of tvpes not hitherto

known from Corinth, and some which are unique. There are late Geometric
graves made of clay slabs, and Protocorinthian and Corinthian burials in lime-

stone sarcophagi. These produced quantities of Corinthian potterv of oriental-

ising style, as well as Attic potterv and a particularly interesting find in the

shape of an imported Lydian vase. A grave with late Corinthian and Attic

black-figure vases contained a very fine Corinthian helmet of bronze. In later

graves Corinthian silver obols were found which make precise dating possible.

In the south-west area a large Roman cemetery was explored.

The Heraearn of Perachora was the scene of the excavations by the British

School in the early summer of 1930. The temple must have stood somewhere
near the end of the long promontory which runs westward from Lutraki and
ends almost exactly due north of old Corinth

; over the whole of the western-
most extremity of this promontory are to be seen remains of a considerable

town. The whereabouts of the Heraeum has not been ascertained, though
a vast deposit of votives which inscriptions prove to have been dedicated
to Hera was found. These seem to have been kept in a special building,

a kind of Treasury, for the building near which they were found was certainly

not a temple. By a small natural harbour some little .distance from this

building the remains of a temple, which goes back to the early fifth century,
came to light. The foundations, and in places the walls, of this temple are
well preserved, the chief, and very serious, damage which they have suffered

being the complete destruction of the east front. The temple was some 60 feet

long and 28 feet 6 inches wide; the greater part of the foundations, and the
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existing walls, are built of limestone
;
the tiles, however, were of marble. The

building had no external colonnade
;
the internal division into nave and aisles

was made by stone walls, not by columns. At the back there is a compartment

almost filled by a square base which obviously once supported the cult-statue.

In front by the base is a foundation stone for an isolated column (pieces of

which were found in the immediate neighbourhood), in position somewhat

analogous to the isolated column in the nave of the temple at Bassae.

A considerable part of the western gable was recovered : also blocks from

the tympanum, and triglyphs. The earliest object found in the temple was a

sixth-century. bronze gorgon, from a vase. The series of votive terracottas

goes back to the very beginning of the fifth century, and this seems a likely

date for the building of the temple. Next to the temple, and likewise just

above the small harbour, was a large fifth-century building which has not

Fig. 1 .—Protocorinthiax Fragment from the Heeaecm of Perachora.

yet been excavated completely : at present two arms of a finely built wall

have been more or less cleared. It would seem that they may be the enclosing

walls of an agora.

The principal finds were made in the votive deposit already mentioned.

They include a vast quantity of Protocorinthian and Corinthian pottery, and

many fine pieces decorated with animals (cf. Fig. 1 and PI. X). Imported

pieces include Attic, Boeotian, Laconian, Parian and Rhodian sherds, and

fragments of at least one bucchero vase which is certainly Etruscan and not

East Greek. There are some ivory fibulae, circular seals, and couehant animals,

which recall ivories found at the Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia. In addition

there were a number of terracotta figurines, some engraved gems (Geometric

and archaic), a fine small ivory head of classical style, gold pins, sixty

Egyptian scarabs and beads, and an interesting series of bronzes dating from

the early seventh century to the fifth. The finest of these is a striding

Herakles over 5 inches high (Fig. 2)—a work of about 500 b.c. His right hand

held his club, his left doubtless his bow.
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There remains a considerable area of the town to be excavated, and there

must be a necropolis in the neighbourhood.

In the autumn of last year Prof. Karo continued his excavations at Tiryns .

The buildings in the south-east area which had already been cleared have now
been supplemented through an extension of the field of operations, and they

have been photographed. In the southern area there are at least three Middle

and Late Mycenaean levels of occupation, with rectangular house-plans, usually

with built hearths, and often of considerable dimensions. The lower strata

have not yet been explored sufficiently for the relations between the waffs of

Piu. 2 .—Bronze Herakles trom the Heraeum of Perachora (5).

Middle and perhaps Early Helladic date to be clear. Virgin soil was reached

at only one point, about 1 J metres above sea-level. In the lower strata deposits

of pebbles were frequently encountered. The explanation of this phenomenon

seems to be as follows : some five kilometres south-east of Tiryns, between

Mt. Elias and Katsingri, a hill was flattened and the river-bed filled up and

supported with a Cyclopean wall, in order that the river which had originally

flowed north of Mt. Elias and south of the town might be diverted so as to flow

south of Mt. Elias also. In this way the lower town of Tiryns, which had often

been flooded , was protected from further danger. It is curious that this immense
operation has passed almost uimoticed. Apart from sherds little was found,

the houses of Tiryns and the graves on Mt. Elias, unlike those at Mycenae,
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being remarkably poor; the wealth of the place seems to have been con-

centrated in the citadel.

The work at Stymphalos was impeded by the flooding of the lake. Never-

theless Prof. Orlandos was able to follow the town wall on the north-west side

of the town for about 300 metres; a fourth-century grave-stele with the

name Eukleion came to light by a gate, and others with the names Labiadas,

Agano, Athanippe and Damon in neighbouring villages. The large Frankish

church at Stymphalos was investigated and the position of the windows on the

long sides established.

At Mistra Prof. Adamantiou investigated both secular buildings and

churches, such as the Koimesis church of Magoula. One of his principal objec-

tives was to study the chronological relations of the Palaces of the Despots of

Mistra : approaching the matter principally from the technical point of view

he formed the conclusion that the earliest of these is the one which faces

H. Sophia ; later, and dating from the end of the fourteenth century, is the

middle portion of the Palaces with the wing facing the Pantanassa : latest the

middle portion in which Frankish influence has long been recognised. At

Sparta the same scholar excavated the church of Hag. Xikolaos on the north

slope of the Acropolis, with interesting results.

At Malthi in Triphvlia Dr. Svensson Valrnin laid bare the plans of

Mycenaean buildings both on the acropolis and on the town below. On the

former some of the house-plans are strongly Minoan in character. Below the

Mycenaean a Xeolithic stratum came to light, with pottery which recalls

Thessalian and Macedonian, and other finds.

At Olympia Dr. Dorpfeld. the results of whose excavations will be published

in his Alt-Olympia, has again excavated at the Heraeum and is convinced that

he has confirmed his hypothesis that the first Heraeum belongs to the period

about 1100 B.c. He has further been able to establish that the second temple

was not complete when it was replaced by the third : both these buildings he

assigns to the ninth century. He also excavated in the Idaean cave at the foot

of the hill of Kronos, the earliest remains in which show that its use goes back

to the second millennium b.c. He also obtained important results at the

Pelopion. Beneath the fifth-century remains which were discovered in the

earlier excavations he came to the stratum of black earth in which Geometric

figures of bronze and clay had elsewhere been discovered ; a metre below this

was made the surprising discovery of a circle of stones which had enclosed a

mound of about 30 metres diameter. In this pre-Geometric circular enclosure

Dr. Dorpfeld recognises the grave-mound of Pelops (Pindar, Ol. I. 93.

and X, 24).

At Chalandritza, near Patras (cf. J.H.S. XLIX. 233), Dr. Kyparissis

opened two Mycenaean chamber-tombs, which contained pottery and other

objects, and tholos-tombs at Tronbes in the neighbourhood. In one of the latter

the floor was crossed by two parallel walls, between which was found a mass of

Mycenaean pottery. Dr. Kyparissis also investigated Mycenaean graves at

Manes

i

and Mitopolis.
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Epirus

At Dodona Prof. Evangelidis investigated the Early Christian Basilika in

order to discover whether, as Carapanos had suggested, the temple of Zeus had

stood on the same site. This suggestion proved to be mistaken, but a quantity

of evidence was obtained which made it possible to reconstruct the Basilika

in its entirety. At the south end the foundations of a small Hellenistic temple,

facing north and south, overlap with those of the Basilika. East and west of

this temple are remains of Hellenistic exedrae. It is curious that a temple of

Zeus has never been found at Dodona, and it is plausibly suggested that in

the sixth and fifth centuries there may have been nothing more than the altar

surrounded by tripods (Steph. Bvz. s.v. Dodona, quoting Demon on IL XVI.

233) ; and that the tradition of a temple of Zeus goes back only to Stephanos’

own commentary, in which uavTeiov is tacitly expanded to vaoy The finds

include remains of inscribed bronze plaques, an archaic relief of silvered bronze

with remains of a pair of lions and a rosette, a fine bronze gorgon, a silver ring

with the name ’AvTioyos in late archaic letters of the Western alphabet, and

lead tablets with questions addressed to the oracle, such as the early excavations

produced. On one of these a man asks Trsp tcxs yuvaiKos, on others there are

questions relating to AajjocTpios, Aiovucnos, KAeoFava^ and the north-Epirote

tribe the ’Avtitcxves.

At Nikopol is Profs. Orlandos and Sotiriou continued the excavations of

the previous year, and after studying the remains within the Byzantine wall of

the city, directed their activities upon a ruined building in the middle of the

Christian city. An important result was the elucidation of a whole complex of

ruins, in the centre of which is a large early Christian Basilika measuring

68*90 X 31*60 metres. This is now in process of excavation; certain features,

the semicircular apse and horseshoe berna, in the middle of which the altar

and two eastern bases of the ciborium have been uncovered, correspond to

features of the Basilika of Dumentios at Nikopolis. From its position and size

it is conjectured that this church was probably the cathedral. In addition

certain points in the Basilika of Dumentios and neighbouring buildings were

cleared up.

Thessaly

At the Pcdaiokastron of KardJiitsa Dr. Stavropoulos opened some Roman
graves, and discovered a hoard of thirty-six tetradrachms of Philip, Alexander,

Antigonos and Lysimachos, and of Athens. Larisa and Boeotia.

At Nea Audi kilos (cf. J.H.S. XLIX. 234) Prof. Sotiriou has followed his

important discoveries of last year by completing the excavation of the Basilika,

which lies on the road from Yolo to Halmyros. This building, which is of

Hellenistic style, is of great interest as belonging to the earliest Christian

period ; it has two rows of eight columns, with atrium and narthex, various

adjuncts in south and east and a small propylon which leads to the atrium

from the south. The style of the whole points to a date in the fifth centurv.
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The atrium and narthex of a third church have been partially uncovered, as

well as a mosaic-worker's workshop, with raw material of various kinds. This

church appears to belong to the period of Justinian. The results of these

important excavations are described with much more detail in Oikonomos*

"EkOhois, p. 13 ff. (cf. Karo, Arch. Anz. 1929, 123-4).

Macedonia

At Servia in AY. Macedonia Mr. AY. A. Heurtley excavated a productive

Neolithic and Early Bronze-Age site, which lies on the south bank of the

Haliakmon, at the point where the modern road from Macedonia to Thessaly

and South Greece crosses the river by the iron bridge, built by the Turks in 1912.

The object of the expedition was to elucidate certain problems of the

Thessalian and Macedonian Neolithic Age ; and to obtain, if possible, precise

stratigraphic information about certain black-polished and painted pottery

which makes its appearance in Thessaly at the end of the First Neolithic Period,

and which has usually been attributed to invaders from Central Europe. The

evidence supplied by the excavation goes to show that this attribution is justi-

fied. There are three phases in the history of the site. During the first phase

it was occupied by people who used pottery identical with that of the First

Thessalian Period, and who were presumably Thessalians. These people

remained until the site was finally deserted in the Early Bronze-Age. The

second phase was ushered in by an extensive conflagration, with which the

appearance of the new black-polished pottery, of a new class of painted pottery,

of pottery with incised spirals, coincides. The simultaneous appearance of

these novelties and their strongly Danubian character place it beyond reason-

able doubt that the desired evidence for the earliest incursion of Northerners

into Greece has been obtained. The most interesting find was perhaps a

complete skeleton, buried in a crouched position in a round hole, sunk through

the debris of one of the burnt houses. Above it lay a thin layer of ashes and

several broken vases of the new kind, some blackened by fire. It thus seems

probable that the burial is that of one of the invaders. The skeleton has been

cut out with its surrounding earth and transported to the Museum at Salonika,

where it awaits examination by an anthropologist. Close upon the heels of

these Northern invaders came Early Bronze-Age people from Macedonia bring-

ing with them their characteristic pottery. Their arrival and settlement

constitute the third phase in the history of the site.

At Dion Prof. Sotiriades continued the excavations of the previous year.

The greater part of the remains uncovered belong to the Roman period, which

seems to have seen the destruction of most of the earlier material. The early

Christian Basilika is now for the most part uncovered, and mosaic paving, wall

paintings, and monolithic columns of marble and granite have come to light.

A Doric capital had been built into the church, and seems to point to a temple

in the neighbourhood. Other finds, of the Roman period, include fragments of

a sarcophagus with a hunting scene, the base of a statue of Tiberius with a Latin

inscription, a mosaic pavement with fish, and other fine mosaics (from houses).

j.h.s.—VOL. l. s
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The Islands

Aegina continues to prove itself one of the most productive of all Greek

sites. Here Dr. Welter has continued his excavation of the prehistoric settle-

ment on the hill of the temple of Aphrodite, and has discovered a quantity of

pottery dating from the Early Bronze-Age to the Late Mycenaean period. A
Mycenaean necropolis has been tackled and has yielded imported vases of the
4

Palace style," and local imitations (from shaft graves). Some dromos-tombs

yielded stirrup-vases, three-handled
k amphorae ’ and glass ornaments. Import-

ant evidence as to the fortification of the town about 470 b.c. and the extent of

the early fortifications was obtained from graves which were disturbed in the

course of that fortification
;

these graves are part of a cemetery which covers

the period between the end of the Geometric age and the sixth century. A
rich series of Sub-geometric. Protocorinthian, Corinthian and Proto-attic vases

was obtained here, as well as Laconian and East Greek.

At Livadi on Keos Dr. Stavropoulos excavated an archaic cemetery, and

found a very fine ‘Apollo,' over life-size, of Parian marble and East Greek style.

This has now been brought to the National Museum at Athens.

Further investigations off Cape Artemisium, directed by Dr. N. Bertos,

have brought to light, in addition to various minor remains from the sunken

ship which had on board the bronze Zeus, horse, and rider, found in 1928, the

right fore-hoof and part of one hind leg of the horse, as well as parts of the

rider's right leg, which can now be completely restored. The Zeus was put

on exhibition in the National Museum at Athens in the spring of the year.

At Naxos Dr. Welter has completed his excavation on the small island of

Palati which lies off the town of Naxos. The temple, which measures 15*14 X
37*42 metres at the foundations, has now been completely laid bare; it was
never completed, and only a few marble architectural fragments were found.

In the foundations, among the chips from the building, Geometric sherds were

found (cf. Ath. Mitt. LIY., 153 ff.). In the middle of the cella, immediately

above the rock, was a Neolithic stratum; Neolithic to Late Mycenaean pottery

was found elsewhere in the earth-filling. On the coast opposite Palati there

was a settlement which dates from pre- to Late Mycenaean times, with pre-

Mycenaean houses arranged on the radius of a circle, recalling the prehistoric

houses beneath the Heraeum of Samos, and over these Early and late Late

Mycenaean houses. A few Geometric sherds show that this place was inhabited

in the post-Mycenaean period. Further, in the town a large rectangular building,

which had been known since 1908. is now shown to be a stoa with a colonnade

on three sides dating from the Early Hellenistic period, and bearing a very

significant resemblance to the Delphinion at Miletus (Miletos, Yol. III). This

building will be cleared in the next campaign.

At Thasos in May and June 1929 the principal activities of the French
excavators, MM. Bon and Devambez, were concentrated in the neighbourhood
of the agora. South-west of the exedra discovered in 1927 (B.C.H. XLIX.
462 ff.) a marble odeion came to light, with an orchestra of 13 m. diameter, and
a votive inscription to Hadrian and Sabina. Nearby an archaic female and a
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Hellenistic male head were found. Other finds include a so-called Thracian

rider-relief, a Hellenistic-Eoman house, a mosaic, and a sacral building between

the sanctuary mentioned in J.H.S. XLIX. 230 and the Poseideion.

At Lemnos Prof. Della Seta has made a number of important finds, both

in the cemetery and in the town (Efestia). The most remarkable find in the

cemetery was a grave which contained, in addition to the usual vases and some

bronze fibulae, a stephane of electrum and small plates of dog-tooth shape, a

granulated ear-ring and fibula with a large bow, all of the same material.

Further work has been done in the Geometric quarter of the town, but the

Fig. 4.—Terra< otta Figurine, from Lemnos.

most important discovery in this neighbourhood has been that of a Sanctuary

which proved to contain a rich deposit of figurines and potterv, as well as some
stone objects.

Among the objects of clay are some models of buildings two of which are

shown in Fig. 3 (in a note the female figures on the pilasters ; in b the various

aquatic animals and the human figure in the forecourt) : another is a model of

a fountain house, with a lion's head spout of very early style. There are also

female figurines of remarkable style (cf. Fig. 4), and a whole series of sphinxes

and sirens (cf. Fig. 5). The vases are finely decorated with maeanders,

spirals, hooks and triangles, and there is a class with figurative decoration, one

of which shows a man playing the lyre and dancing before a man and a woman

;
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the usual colours are black, brown and red. Many of the finds in this Sanctuary

are of very early date, and may go back to the ninth century ;
Corinthian and

Attic black-figure vases, however, as well as terracottas like the siren, show

that it continued in use till the end of the sixth century. It is legitimate to

conclude that the houses, the cemetery and the Sanctuary at Efestia all belong

to the same population—that which Herodotus calls Pelasgic (VI. 140) and

Thucydides (IV. 109) Tyrrhenian.

I'ig. 5.—Siren, from Lemnos.

A summary of the finds at Lemnos from 1926-29 is given by C. Anti in

Atti del R. Islituto Yeneto di Scienze. Lettere ed Arfi, LXXXIX. 733-40.

At Mgtilene Miss Lamb has continued the excavation of the prehistoric

site of Thermi. The nature of the site, with its successive villages (presumably

five), and its pottery (closely akin to that of Troy I and IIu), was described in

B.S.A. This year s work not only confirmed but also amplified last year s

conclusions. One area has now been dug to virgin soil : another has been

cleared to expose the uppermost city : two, comparatively small, await inves-

tigation. The different treatment of different areas is imposed by the fact that

the land belongs to three proprietors.

The Buildings .—The uppermost city was surrounded by a wall of which
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only the foundations remain. These consist of irregular blocks, mainly of

schist, and have a width of 1*2 m. to 2*5 m. At one point they are crossed by a

paved road belonging to a later date than the settlement, and contemporary

with certain foundations which were brought to light in outlying test pits to

the south and south-west.

The commonest type of house at all periods was long and narrow, with its

entrance in the narrow end. In the uppermost city, however, and possibly in

the lower cities, a type with semi-apsidal ends is found. The positions of doors

are marked either by door sockets or by long slabs of schist. Streets, roughly

paved with stones, or large cobbles from the shore, divided the houses into

groups. Hearths and ovens, composed of layers of stones, sherds, burnt clay

and ashes, were, as last year, a feature of the site.

It is now certain that the earlier towns extended much further to the north

Fig. 6.—Bronze Water-spout from the Samian Heraeum.

than their successors : we have still to ascertain if their southern boundaries

coincide.

The Finds ,—While last year's pottery illustrated the sequence of wares

(see B.S.A.), the vases found this year are so numerous that they form a very

useful series of forms. Bowls, jugs, pyxides, mugs, tripod cooking-pots, lids

are among the commonest shapes, and we can now trace their modification at

different periods.

About thirty-five figurines, whole or fragmentary, show a surprising variety

of type. Three were of stone
; the rest of terracotta. One of the most interest-

ing finds was a crucible for melting copper which was discovered in one of the

lowest strata, proving that copper was worked in the first period of the settle-

ment : another form of crucible was found at a higher level. Among the

copper objects, the majority are pins, but a
4

flame-shaped
5

knife, like those

found at Troy, should be mentioned. The most interesting of the stone objects,

apart from the figurines, are (1) a bowl of white limestone
; (2) a fragment of a

marble bowl, probably Cvcladic
; (3) some of the polished stone implements.
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I t7 t) ). The partitions! South-Hail in the Heraeum has been further excavated

and is .shown to have bordered tin* southern part ot the temenos in tin* seventh

century. Near the month ot the stream is a rectangular walled hasm dating

trom that peiiod, which was dearly a sacral bath. The south end ot this Hall

is built over by the northern end of a large peripteral building with cella of two
partitions, which faces north-east and would seem, from its technique and con-

tents, to belong to the time ot Rhoecus. The great dipteros ot Khoecus {Arrft.

At/ r. 1 927, 101. F to L and 9 to 11) was preceded bv a narrower Hekatompedon

( K 10 M 10 on the plan), w hich itself was built over a Geometric Hekatompedon.
The finds from these and other areas were extraordinarily rich, and include over

100 bronze votives. over NO terracottas, objects ot faience, glass. ivory, bone,

amber, alabaster, lead and rock-ervstal : fibulae, scarabs, ostrich-eggs. tridachna

shells, limestone statuettes of lions, hawks, men and women, quantities of

Geometric, orientalising and arcliaic sherds, as well as some of Ranathenaic

amphorae. Some of the bronzes are illustrated herewith (Figs. f>-7).

In April tiia I May 1930 Dr. \\ rede made trials in several places within the

old town ot Samos. Various buildings, mostly late Hellenistic and Roman,
t ame to light, aNo quantities of Hellenistic, and some earlier, potterv. On the

rock lay a prehistoric stratum, as on the Kastru.

( ’UKTK

Impoitant progress has been made with the work of reconstruction at

l\t/n\sos and considerable excavations have been undertaken. 1 append Sir

Arthur K\atis account :

It had been my intention, with the exception of some supplementary'

in\ est mat ions ot comparatively limited scope, to devote this years work at

hnossos to carry inti out certain important works of reconstruction and recon-

stitution in tin* ” Throne Room area and the Northern Kntrance system
Remains w eie struck, however, which entailed a serious campaign of excavation,

comparable, indeed, with those ot the earliest years. The whole work was of

over tour months duration, from the beginning of Febiuarv to after the end ot

dune, and tor much of the time as many as eighty workmen were employed.
Hu* new developments involved the whole western border and approach,

and led to the discovery ot an outer enceinte wall, w ith the new* entrance system
on that side. The new outer wall, extending from the north border of the
Iheatral Area to the Western Kntrance. and including an old Acropolis (Quarter

as well as the whole \\ est Court, dates hack to a proto-palatial age. about
2190 n.< . The two paved Causeways crossing the Court were found to have
originally converged on an outer entrance leading, hevond the enceinte wall,

to the ramp of a hitherto unknown Minoan roadway running due west and
with supporting walls on either side. Near this entrance, inside the enceinte,
w ere brought to liirht two new ’* Koulouras “ or round-walled refuse-pits arranged
in a regular row. west of that already known. Inside these and a neighbouring
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basement lay a mass of sherds illustrating tin* finest Middle Minoan (Viamir

sta^e and supplying new types of the greatest interest.

'The new ” Koulouras ' wen* themselves Guilt over larue houses * 0 the

preceding MAI. In Period, with their Imiliantly painted stueeo pa\ ements and

stairs and their household relies lamely complete Mr Pendlehurv. the new

Curator ot Knossos. who nave me valuable assistance thioiurhout. is preparing

a full account of these houses and their contents tor the li.S.A.

In a room ol a later house, north ot these, lull equipment for the domestic

snake-cult has been discovered. There is an extraordinary variety ol vessels

of unique shapes, with snakes coiling up them. A hitherto unexampled

monument of the Minoan religion has been supplied bv the finding of a movable

stone altar, which had apparently drifted from tin* sanctuary hall to the north-

west ol tin* palace. It beais the sacral horns and double axes in relief . they

were originally coated with painted stucco.

' Amongst other important finds is a part ot a painted vase, oi M.M. 11 date,

with a graffito inscription ot a hitherto unknown class piesentinjj about twenty

linear characters, whicli. as it dates from about LSOU n.< . isol special importance

m the history of the sciipt.

Meanwhile, thanks to the structmal work of Mr. Pu*t de .lone and the

artistic skill ot Monsieur E. Gillieron. tils, the works of restoration and iccott-

struction on which 1 have embarked have been successfully completed. The
” Room of tin* Throne and its Antechamber have not onlv been roofed over,

but tin* upper system, including a eldest oi v and lantern. has been ieconst tucted

in such a wav that the ancient system of lithium has been iccoveivd. The

original effect of the ceremonial chamber has been further attained bv the

restoration ot the frescoes ot three more of the <ruardian Gritlms. The Western

Terrace above tin* Northern Entrance passage has not onlv been completed to

its original level, but part ot the portico lias been reconstructed and a section

of the jjreat painted relief show mir an oliv c tree and the forepart of the charuin^

bull has been replaced m replica, and to visitors approaching from the north

the Palace must appear much as it did to the first Greek intruders

At llosun Thulium*, east of Gandia. lb. Marmatos lias excavated the

Minoan harbour and a neij^hbounnir cav e of Eileithvia The walls at t In* for mei

are now cleared and "ive a clear conspectus of a Minoan harbour. The cave

produced material which ranges from the Neolithic to the Venetian period. In

the neighbourhood house-ruins witli Late Minoan. Rroto-eeometric and Proto-

corinthian sherds were found. Dr. Marinatos further carried out successful

excavations of Minoan tombs in various parts of the Musara. One of these

appears to make a connection with the tholos-tombs of the mainland : its con-

tents were purely Middle Minoan. At Skhu'oktnt* fits, 10 km. west of Tvlissos

on the road to Axos. he excavated a lar<:e Minoan house, which contained fine

pottery and seal-impressions, and which was destroyed bv fire towards the end

of the first Late Minoan period.

At Mulha interesting discoveries have been made by M. Ghapouthier. A

quantity of eood Middle Minoan III potterv was found in the magazines. Two
rooms near the south-west bastion were certainly used for cult purposes , one
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contained an altar, braziers, etc., and two clay feet with sandals. Outside the

south-west corner are two circular pits, faced with small stones, and with a

central pillar, as in other Cretan palaces
;
the examples at Mallia are cemented

and are therefore cisterns. A quantity of pottery and of fragments of steatite,

marble and alabaster vases was found
;
among the pottery a fragmentary rhyton

with lionesses, painted and in relief, on either side of the handle, is remarkable.

M. Demargne has further explored the cemeteries of Mallia ; an interesting find

was a grave of Early Minoan III date with a rich furniture of vases. A street

and houses were excavated north of the Palace, and trial excavations were

made at Anavlochos, near Mallia, where Geometric chamber tombs andGeometric

and archaic Greek walls came to light
;
a cistern here produced a quantity oi

Geometric and archaic sherds, and interesting terracottas of various kinds.

Cyprus

In Cyprus
,
at Hagia EIrene , on the west coast between Morphon and

Crommvon, Dr. E. Gjerstad has excavated a temenos which goes back to the

late Bronze Age. and continued in use till e. 450 b.c. The Bronze Age cult

was of the type known as the * house-cult
' ;

in the Iron Age, however, the

temenos was a large enclosed space, with altar in the middle, round which

votives were placed. The votives include statues and statuettes of terracotta,

four statuettes of bronze, about 300 scarabs, and various kinds of pottery.

The temenos was found untouched, so that a clear picture of its arrangement has

been obtained.

On the Acropolis of Kit ion Dr. Gjerstad has excavated the state-temple

of the city, and has made clear the various phases through which the building

passed. A good number of statues and statuettes, dating from the middle

of the sixth century to the Hellenistic period, were found; the material will

certainly throw light on the relations between the Cypriotes and Phoenicians

at this time. Lastly some tombs were excavated at Amathus, and have

provided material to supplement that obtained in previous campaigns at

Lapithos and Marion
;
the tombs date from the period between 800 and 450 b.c.

G. G. Payne.



AN INSCRIPTION FROM LAMPSACUS
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This excerpt out of a recently discovered inscription from Lampsacus 1

introduces us to a naval battle of which no other record exists. Can the date

and occasion of the battle be determined ? The editor of the inscription, M. G.

Daux, concludes that any such attempt must be mere guesswork
;
but in telling

us that the letter-forms of the new text are such as one would expect in a

document of c. 300 b.c. he has given us a clue which invites exploration.

At this time Lampsacus was no longer in a position to maintain an inde-

pendent navy in support of its own war-policy. Hence it may safely be assumed

that the Lampsacenes captured in
4

the sea-battle ’ were serving under one or

other of the Diadochi. Of the part played by Lampsacus in the warfare of the

Diadochi so much is known : until 302 b.c. it was subject to Antigonus ; in

that year it made voluntary submission to Lysimachus, but was recaptured a

few weeks later by Antigonus' son Demetrius. 2 It is not known for how long

Demetrius was able to retain his prize after the battle of Ipsus, but since

Lysimachus had extended his conquests by 289-8 b.c. at the latest to Ephesus, 3

it is probable that he had recovered Lampsacus bv then. In any case, it is a

tolerably certain inference that the Lampsacene crews served either under

Demetrius or under Lysimachus.

It is tempting to refer f] va\j[xa\\a. to the naval battle ])ar excellence in the

wars of the Diadochi, the action off Cyprian Salamis in 306 B.c., in which

Demetrius made short work of the fleet of Ptolemy. But the catastrophic

character of this engagement makes it unlikely that Ptolemy was able to take,

much less to keep, any prisoners off Demetrius’ ships. Indeed, Demetrius’

consistent success as an admiral suggests that the Lampsacene sailors of our

inscription were not serving under him at the time of their capture.

More probably, then, the Lampsacenes fought under the orders of Lysima-

chus. It is true that no ancient text explicitly mentions a war-fleet of Lysi-

machus
;
but we know that this king possessed transport-vessels,4 and seeing

1 Bulletin de Correspondance Hcllenique , (294—89 b.c.); Geyer in Paulv-WTssowa,

1928, pp. 46-7. s.v. Lysimachos (300-295 b.c.).

2 Diodorus, XX, 105. 2; 111. 3.
4 Diodorus, XX, 112.

3 Tarn, Catnb . Anc. Hist. VII, p. 78
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that the water-way from the Aegean to the Black Sea extended through the

heart of his realm, we are almost bound to assume that he had organised

a patrol service, if not a fighting squadron, for this all-important line of

communications.

Among the known wars of Lysimachus the only one in which room can be

found for a naval battle is that of 302, in which his arch-enemy Demetrius

forced the Dardanelles and Bosporus and raided the Black Sea. In the Black

Sea Demetrius' squadron sank a transport flotilla of Lysimachus. 5 Could this

be the occasion on which the Lampsacene seamen were taken ? Probably not,

for at the time Lampsacus had already been captured from Lysimachus and could

no longer furnish him with crews. It is far more likely that the Lampsacenes

were taken prisoners at an earlier stage of the campaign, when Demetrius

entered the Dardanelles and captured Lampsacus itself. 6 If Lysimachus had

any sort of a fleet to oppose to Demetrius he would no doubt have stationed it at

one of the critical points of the Dardanelles passage, i.e., at its Aegean entrance,

at the narrows of Sestus-Abydus. or near Lampsacus, which commands the

Black 8ea entrance of the bottle-neck. It is at one of these points that we
should look for the site of the engagement mentioned in our text. This choice

of site will also explain why an action which in itself was too insignificant to

receive notice in the general histories of the Greek world was described in our

inscription as ‘ the naval battle.' If it was fought close by Lampsacus, or in

actual view of the town, and involved a change of masters on its part, no further

description was needed. M. Cary.

5 Diodorus, XX, 112 6 Ibid 111. 3.



NEW MEWS ON THE RELATIONS OF THE AEGEAN AND
THE NORTH BALKANS

We have been treated to manv variants of the thesis that brings some or all

the elements of neolithic culture in Greece from a little-known region north of

the Balkans. Recently two versions 1 have appeared that surpass their fore-

runners in profundity and erudition. After intensive study in the principal

Greek Museums and visits to Serbia and Hungary, Dr. Frankfort has come to

the conclusion that there was a great influx of people 2 from the Danube basin

across the Balkans and into Greece about the end of the First (Thessalian)

Neolithic Period. This Danubian invasion would have been in a sense a counter-

part of one from farther east that brought the obviously intrusive Dimini culture

to eastern Thessaly.

The clearest proof of their advent that his Danubians have left consists in

certain types of carboniferous pottery. But, of course, carboniferous wares are

characteristic of the earliest cultural layers in the whole east Mediterranean region

from the Hellespont to Upper Egypt.3 Dr. Frankfort himself admits this

generally accepted proposition as fully as Mr. Forsdvke. He even goes so far as to

advance evidence for the existence of a similar tradition in Thessaly itself, coeval

with, and perhaps even prior to. the classical neolithic red ware of the First

Period. Plainly then black carboniferous pottery per se does not have to be

brought from the Danube valley to reach the Aegean area.

Consider then the distribution of the fabrics our author singles out from the

mass of black wares as intrusively Danubian in Greece. Thev are not, like

Dimini ware and its Corinthian analogues, concentrated in and confined to regions

peculiarly exposed to penetration from the north. On the contrary, the types

upon which Dr. Frankfort insists, burnish-decorated, ribbed, knobbed and white-

painted wares, are commonest in the sheltered valleys of Phocis and Boeotia.

Central Greece is hardly where we should expect to find northern invaders con-

gregated
;
on the other hand, it is a region where an old tradition might persist

longer than elsewhere. And the black wares there might be due to just such a

survival. For there is no local stratigraphical authority for the proposal, made
bv the present writer in 1915 4 and accepted only with due reserve by Dr.

1 Frankfort, Sttabes in the Early Pottery

of the Xear East , ii. ; Matz, Ft uhkretische

Siegel.
2 Frankfort, op. cit., p. 42.

3 Even in the very earliest culture of

Egypt found at Badari, black carboniferous

pottery occurs, and the classical Predy-

nastic black-topped ware is partly carboni-

ferous. as Lucas has recently shown.
J.R.A.I. , LIX, p. 12K. Oil the distri-

bution of such wares of. Forsdvke, B.M.
Catalogue , Vasts, I, i. p. x.

4 J.H.S. , xxxv, p. 200.
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Frankfort, to put the black wares at Hagia Marina and Orchomenos later than the

red fabrics. Hence the Central Greek black wares might be regarded as a legacy

from a common east Mediterranean tradition. Since the very wares under dis-

cussion appear also in Anatolia at Yortan and Boz Euyuk, the idea that they are

developments of a general common tradition is materially strengthened.

Turn now to the wares themselves. There is no doubt whatever of the identity

of the burnish-decorated and ribbed fabrics from Central Greece and from Yinca

in Serbia. But the distribution of both types north of the Balkans is quite

limited. The former is confined to Serbia, and even there is far from common.

Ribbed ware does eventually reach Central Hungary (Lengvel and Bodrog-

keresztur) 5 and even Czechoslovakia. But while at Yinca it appears already in

the earliest strata, at the more northern sites it appears in a phase that must be

equated rather with the Middle strata at Yinca, my Period II—in other words,

it spreads gradually northward. At Lengvel, too, new southern imports (e.g.

Tridacna shells) appear about the same time, and in Moravia copper and spools

that can be paralleled at Troy. To label as Danubian fabrics one of which only

just crosses the Balkans, while the other demonstrably spreads slowly northwards,

is illogical. Conversely the rippled wares of neolithic Crete and the burnish-

decorated wares of Syria at least disclose tendencies in the original Mediterranean

ceramic tradition from which our specialised varieties might have developed.

The case of knobbed ware is still worse. The variety found in Thessaly and

Central Greece characterised by the application of flattened pellets to the vase-

surface is really uncommon in the Middle Danube basin and does not occur at all

farther north. On the contrary it enjoyed a wide popularity in the western

Mediterranean as far west as Almeria. 6 If it were to symbolise Danubians we
should have to postulate their influence not only in Malta but even in Spain, on

a culture which might well be proto-Mediterranean in origin but could only by

the wildest stretch of the imagination be termed Danubian.

Worst of all is the case of the white-painted ware. Dr. Frankfort, elsewhere

lavish of references, does not cite a single sherd from any Danubian site. (Erosd

is, of, course not Danubian in the sense in which Dr. Frankfort and I use the

term). I have not seen a trace of it in the Museums of Zagreb, Osijek, Belgrade,

Yrsac and Szeged, where the finds from Middle Danube sites are concentrated,

nor yet among the material from Tordos and other stations in the Maros valley

at Cluj (Kolozsvar). Indeed, the only places I know, north of the Balkans, where

black polished pottery decorated with linear patterns in thin white paint occurs,

lie on the Upper Alt, where the ware is associated with the ‘ Black Earth ’ culture

of Erosd. Dr. Frankfort himself contrasts the latter with his Danubian. Act-

ually the fabric in question seems in all probability to be Anatolian in origin.

At Hagia Marina Dr. Frankfort adduces a fifth ware which has for him a

Danubian ancestry. It is decorated with incised ribbons, hatched or punctured.

5 Both sites belonging principally to my 6 There are good examples in Siret's

Danubian II Period as defined in The Dan ubr collection at Hererias
; for Maltese sherds cf

.

tn Prehistory. The finds are at Szekszard Liverpool Annals, iii, pi, v.

and Budapest respectively.
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In this case the Danubian similarities are really close, and the analogous wares

have a wide distribution between the Balkans and the Sudeten in quite early

times. But then there are still more Danubian-looking sherds in a good neolithic

context at Knossos. So our author has to invoke trade down the Adriatic at

that remote date to explain their presence in Crete. But why stop here ? There

are black wares decorated with ribbon patterns in Egvpt from Badarian (i.e.

earliest Predynastic) times onwards .
7 and they and their decoration often

7 Brunton and Caton-Thompson, The Prehistoric Egypt, Pottery Corpus, X. and
Badarian Civilisation

, p. 23; Petrie, below, p. 260.
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approximate quite as closely to Danubian patterns as do the Phocian and Cretan.

Let us note too that cognate designs are by no means unknown east of the Aegean

in Anatolia and Syria .
8

In none of these cases, then, is a Danubian origin as against a derivation

from the native east Mediterranean tradition a necessary postulate. In the case

of the white-painted ware and the ribbon wares of Predynastic Egypt it is abso-

lutely excluded; for there is not the least ground for assuming Danubian

influence on Predynastic Egypt, nor indeed for supposing that any culture

possessed of pottery existed at all in the Danube valley at the remote epoch to

which the earliest agricultural settlements on the Nile go back.

As to forms. Dr. Frankfort relies principally on the
k

raking handles.’ But

since his Studies were composed, Heurtley’s report on Vardaroftsa 9 has appeared.

In it the excavator shows conclusively that the oldest datable specimens of the

type on the European mainland belong to a complex that is wholly Anatolian

in character. All the datable specimens from the Danube valley that approxi-

mate even remotely to our types are attributable to an advanced stage of the

local Bronze Age comparable at earliest with the B Period in Macedonia. On
the other hand, in Cyprus and in the neolithic layers at Knossos 10 we encounter

forms that might have sprung from the same (wooden) prototype and that so

confirm its Anatolian affinities deduced from its context in Macedonia.

In fact absence of handles is a feature of all the earliest Danubian ceramics.

Neither in the lower levels of Vinca nor at Csoka, Tordos or Klakari. still less on

the gourd-shaped vases of Danubian I in Austria and Czechoslovakia, is a true

handle to be found : the lug alone was known to these early potters. It is, there-

fore, surprising to find the high-handled cup and the tankard cited by Frankfort

as Danubian forms .
11 Certainly both types occur in the Danube valley, but

they appear late, at first sporadically and in a very significant context. In the

Danubian II phase we find both types represented by a couple of examples each

from Lengyel and cemeteries along the Tisza .

12 Though the chances of handle-

fragments being preserved are disproportionately great, not more than one per

cent, of the Danubian II vessels are thus equipped. Moreover, this first hesi-

tating appearance in the Middle Danube valley coincides with the advent of fresh

southern imports represented by Mediterranean or Bed Sea 13 shells and of

objects unmistakably imitating Aegean models. Of the latter I should like to

mention cubical or parallelopiped-shaped blocks of clay with one or two round

cups excavated in the centre and perforations in the corners ,

14 In shape, size

and even details of construction

—

e.g. the corner perforations—these stray objects

agree exactly with the stone paint-pots so common in the Early Minoan tombs

of Crete .
15

8 e.g. Lie. AnnaU>. i, pi. XLIV.
3 B.B.A., xxvii. pp. 51-4.
10 Evans, Palan. i. Fig. 7, 5.

11 Pp. 115 and 132.
12 Wosinsky. Lengyel, Xos. 73, 331, 3;

A rcha'olog in Hunyartai , iv. Pis. I, 9, II, 1 ;

Wiener Prahist. Ztxchr ., xiii, p. 37, fig. 10, S.

13 Wiener Prahist. Ztxchr., x, p. 3 (Cassis

saburon
) ;

from Lengyel, Tndacna gigantea.
14 Mitt, anthr . Get*. IHWi, lvii, p. (185)

(Sitzungsbenehte)
; Sehranil, Vorgeschichte

Bohmens nnd Mahrens
,
PI. VII, 12.

15 Xanthudides, Vaulted Tombs of Men-
ard, Pis. Ill, X.
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In the same context I might cite the simultaneous appearance in limited

numbers and over a restricted area—not farther north than southern Moravia

—

of clay stamps or ptntaderax .
16 Both in shape and design—notably the * filled

cross '—these agree with types found in larger numbers in Thessaly. Anatolia,

Cappadocia and as far east as Susa, where they are certainly pre-Sargonic. 17

The first tentative appearance of high-handled cups and tankards in the

Danube valley, accordingly, coincides with a spread of indubitably exotic pro-

ducts. Moreover, they meet us already fully developed in Danubian II without

any obvious local antecedents. It is, therefore, more reasonable to regard them

as additional instances of that current of south-eastern influence which is so

clearly manifested in other objects of the same date. Later on both types

certainly become quite common on the Middle Danube. Tankards, for example,

are typical of the earliest Bronze Age culture at Perjamos and Oszentivan on the

Lower Maros. But their shapes and the polished black or mottled fabric strongly

suggest reinforced Anatolian influence. The spread of Oriental metal types

—

spiral earrings with flattened ends as in the Royal tombs of Ur. 18 knot-headed

pins as in Troy II and ingot torques as at Bvblos 19—confirms that impression.

Frankfort's forms do indubitably illustrate relations between the Danube area

and the eastern Mediterranean, but in a sense opposite to that which he postu-

lates.

Finally. Dr. Frankfort adduces the spiral and fretwork patterns as proof

of Danubian influence even on the Early Helladic and Early Cycladic cultures.

Fretwork patterns certainly occur early at Tordos and other kindred Danubian

sites, though the finest products of their technique belong to the much later

Slavonian culture and the full Bronze Age. But the same technique is applied

occasionally to bell-beakers in Spain. 20 where Danubian influence is scarcely

thinkable. In fact these patterns are inspired by wood-carving. As Cycladic

pottery is profoundly influenced by wood-work, patterns derived therefrom are

intelligible upon it without any appeal to the Danube basin. At the same time

Hall 21 has very shrewdly pointed out that a similar pattern was current among
the Sumerian goldsmiths, whose influence in the Aegean will be mentioned again

in the next paragraph.

The spiral and maeander certainly have a strong claim to a Danubian pedigree.

Dr. Frankfort rightly insists on the way these motives at all periods luxuriate on

the vases north of the Balkans, while in the Aegean area their role in ceramic

decoration before Late Minoan times was very subordinate. But perhaps in his

estimate of the position of the spiral in Aegean art, our author has concentrated

his attention too much on the vases. The discoveries at Mallia show the motive

flourishing on stone and metal work at a time when it was quite rare on pots.

Indeed, it is on stone, ivory and metal that the running spiral is best represented

16 E.g., Schraml, op. cit PI. VI, 10. 19 Syria, vi. (192o) PI. II.

17 To the examples enumerated by Matz. 20 A. del Castillo Yurnta, La cultam del

op. t'it,, add Cliilde, Most Ancient East, vaso campataformc , PI. LXXIII.
Fig. 03. 21 ('ivdtsatton of Greece in the Bwnze Age ,

18 Cliilde, op. at., PI. XXII, a. p. 00.

J H.S.—VOL. L. T
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in Early and Middle Aegean times .
22 It may be that, in the Aegean world, the

motive belonged not so much to the repertory of the vase-painter as to the gold-

smith. In that case the derivation of the Aegean series from the older Sumerian

models, suggested by Hall ,

23 would seem certain, and Danubian intervention

would be entirely superfluous.

The conclusions of the foregoing analysis are plain : not one of the ceramic

parallels between the Aegean and the Danube region, adduced by Frankfort,

can be accepted as unambiguous evidence of influence from the latter quarter

upon the Aegean world. He has drawn attention to a number of really significant

agreements, but, owing to an eminently excusable want of familiarity with the

sadly scattered Hungarian material and a failure to appreciate chronological

relations only very recently settled, he has misinterpreted these. Relations

subsisted, but, as we have demonstrated above conclusively in the case of the

high-handled cups and tankards, they betoken influence from the south-east.

Bv Period II at least a cultural current was flowing up the Danube valley. Can
the earlier agreements going back to Period I be interpreted in the same sense ?

Our analysis of the distribution of burnish-decorated and ribbed wares would

certainly favour that view. But the case of the spiral is crucial.

Here Dr. Matz comes unwittingly to our aid ; for he too regards the spiral

as a Danubian element in the Aegean. To him it is one of the modes in which a

specific mentality, a peculiar attitude towards the round surface to be decorated,

manifests itself. Another symptom of the same
k

Danubian * attitude is the
‘ torsion motive .' 21 Now this pattern appears, as Matz himself points out. in a

mature form on a ribbon-ornamented vase from Predynastie Egypt, so that

once again, if we admit Danubians in Greece, we shall have to admit them in

Egypt too. The alternative, which looks simpler, is to sav that Danubians had
an east Mediterranean mentality.

Now Dr. Matz further contends that the Danubian running spiral belt is

only a logical derivative of a simpler motive, a zigzag band encircling the vase.

Here he agrees with one of the leading authorities on Danubian pottery. The
late Dr. Schliz 2a concluded from a detailed study of the ceramic material that

the Danubian spiral decoration was sprung from such a band that is often actually

seen encircling early Danubian vases. But this decoration is skeuomorphic in

origin. It was inspired originally by the sling of plaited grass in which the primi-

tive gourd vase was carried .
26 Precisely similar imitations continued to be

incised on gourd-shaped vessels of black carboniferous ware in Nubia till Middle

Kingdom times, and from Yortan we have plentiful examples decorating equally

gourd-like pots .

27

The gourd ancestry of Danubian pottery had been pointed out long ago by
Schliz and Sclxuchhardt 28 and recognised as evidence of southern origin.

22
t’f . uj., Ath Mitt., 1886, Beilage 2; wind up it like screw-threads.

Xanthudides, op. ctt.. Pis. IV, 106, XI, 1904, 25 P.Z., ii, p. 131.

a, X\ , 455; Dorpfeld, Alt-fthnka
, Beilage 26 Sophus Muller in Mnn. Soc. Antiqu.

61, 6, 3. Evans, Palace, hi, fig. 10. Xord., 1920-25, p. 237.
23 Loc. at. 27 H.M. ('at. J’cMtvs, I, i, A2H, AlH, A52,
24 Expressed by lines radiating from the A58, etc.

base or centre of the vessel, but bent to 28 Z.J.E., 1906, p.342; P.Z., i, p. 51.
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While gourds do harden to-day as far north as the Hungarian plain, the true

home of gourd pottery admittedly lies south of the Balkans. Now that the
££
Danubian spiral has been shown to be derived from a skeuomorphic pattern

proper to gourd pottery, its claim to the name " Danubian *’
is plainly under-

mined. For the same mentality that evoked the transformation has just been

shown, by the Egyptian blackware vase already cited, to be at home in a primitive

east Mediterranean complex. Hence all the agreements between Aegean and
Danubian fabrics can be satisfactorily explained on the assumption that both

were descendants of a primitive east Mediterranean stock. The cultural move-
ment up the Danube valley that we have demonstrated in Period II was merely

a continuation of an earlier movement that brought the Danubians into the

Danube basin.

In south Central Europe an almost complete hiatus separates the upper

palaeolithic from the neolithic occupations. While the Aurignacian and earlv

Solutrean phases are well represented even in Hungary and Transylvania,

remains comparable to the Magdalenian of France are everywhere sparse, and
south of the Little Carpathians virtually non-existent. The long mesolithic

epoch is represented only by a minimal number of microliths. Hence the

numerous peasant population, our Danubians, who occupied the loss lands so

thickly by early neolithic times, must have been for the most part immigrants.

They can only have come from the south-east, from that wide region east of the

Mediterranean where, it is generally agreed, agriculture began. Proofs of such

east Mediterranean affinities are provided, in addition to the gourd pots, bv the

use of the Mediterranean shell, Spondylns jaederopi. for ornaments or amulets

by all the Danubian peasants.

We must assume then that the neolithic population of the Danube vallev

came from the south-east, immediately from Anatolia, whence also the first

settlers in Crete had come. Early infiltrations into Macedonia and Mainland

Greece from the same quarter would be a reasonable and. in view of the exten-

sive Anatolian penetration along the land route by Early Helladic times demons-

trated by Heurtley, a necessary postulate. They would suffice to explain the

resemblances at once to Danubian and to Anatolian wares noted on neolithic

fabrics from sheltered corners of Greece and discussed in our first paragraphs.

Naturally the colonisation of such areas would be a gradual process 29

accomplished, not by a single migration but by a series of waves spreading from

an as yet ill-defined centre. When the archaeological record begins effectivelv,

we catch a glimpse, as it were, of a cross-section through that process after it

had already advanced some way. On the periphery, in Bohemia and Moravia

on the north and in Nubia to the south, the simplest gourd types of carboniferous

wares mark the crest of the first wave; figurines just reach Moravia. Nearer

the centre particoloured fabrics, 30 black only inside and round the rim. occur

29 I have tried to explain it in more detail 30 On these and their distribution in Asia

in Antiquity, i, as the advance of primitive Minor see Frankfort, op. cit.. pp. <>4, 74;

cultivators who, through ignorance of his sharp contrast with Egyptian wares
manuring and fallowing, had to shift their cannot, however, be maintained in view of

settlements periodically as the soil became Lucas' recent researches,

exhausted.

T 2
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sporadically as far north as Vinca, Oradea Mare and Tordos,31 and then through-

out Asia Minor to Egypt. Within a still more circumscribed area we have the

ribbed and burnish-decorated wares. And close on their heels follow the pure

Anatolian types with true handles, long spouts, cut-away necks, etc., so well

illustrated in Yardaroftsa A. Hence Vinca and Tordos, as far back as we can

trace them, are outposts, albeit not the farthest, of an immense cultural province

whose frontiers once reached Upper Egypt.32 It is plainly a methodological

fallacy to treat peripheral regions like Hungary and Serbia as cradle-lands whence

the whole culture emanated. They fall into their right place and their complex

relations with the Aegean world become intelligible once the original focus

be displaced to the south-east as here proposed. V. G. Childe.

3i Hubert Schmidt had already compared
the latter with Egyptian black-topped ware
in H)03, p. 4CO.

3i Because by this time the continuity of

the carboniferous gourd-ware province had
been interrupted by the advance of a more

Oriental culture represented in Egypt by
the Second Predynastic. The intrusion of

Dimmi culture into Greece presumably
caused a similar but only temporary, inter*

ruption of continuity m Thrace.
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IV. Head of Augustus Mourning (Pisidian Antioch)

A much-dilapidated head of Augustus (recognised as such bv Mr. Hinks) 1

has this interest, that it represents the Emperor as unshaven. Another bust

of Augustus which shows him with hair on his cheeks and chin is at Verona

and is described by Poulsen (Port ratstudien in norditalienischen Provinzmmeen
,

p. 72), and other examples are known.

This head was found in excavating the church where the large iron seal

of the three martyrs. Neon, Nikon and Heliodorus (published in J.H.S . . 1928,

Fig. I.

—

Head or Augustus from Pisidian Antioch.

p. 46), was picked up. The hair is indicated mostly on the cheeks, extending

down from the upper head in front of the ears, and again under and on the

chin. It has been understood that the unshaven Verona bust represents the

Emperor as mourning for the death of Marcellus, 23 b.c. The first impression

made on me by the Antioch head was that it represented a man in deep

sorrow; and on that impression I based my first erroneous idea that it was

1 The correctness of 3lr. Hinks' s opinion (imitation turquoise): Delbrueck, Antike

is evident. He points out that Augustus is Portrats, PL 59, 4.

represented mourning on a {M^tc in Vienna

253
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the Man of Sorrow :
2 this may be recorded as having some interest in respect

of the true identification with the mourning Augustus.

Two busts of Augustus have been found at Antioch, one published in

A.J.A., 1926, p. 125, and one here. Augustus was the founder of the Colonia,

and naturally it was devotedly loyal to him.

On this identification Colonia Caesarea is proved to have been founded

at the organisation of the province Galatia, 25 b.c. That date had been

generally accepted : but recently doubt has been expressed by myself and

others : and the question is asked. Was the foundation made later during

Augustus's visit to Asia and his general reorganisation of the East, 20 b.c. ?

The later date must now be rejected ; for it is quite improbable that a bust

or a statue of the mourning Augustus would be erected in Antioch, if it were

founded so late. In a colonia found after Amyntas was killed and the news

reached Rome (officially 25, but in fact not earlier than 24 b.c.)3 sympathy

with the founder would naturally prompt the erection of a statue during his

mourning in 23 b.c., but the mourning was soon forgotten, and in 19 b.c.

a mourning Augustus was an anachronism.

The fact that the name Caesarea was used for the colony implies that

Amyntas had already given the city this name : if the foundation bad

been in 25 (or 19) it would in ordinary circumstances have been styled

Col. Aug. (like the other five Pisidian coloniae) : the name Col. Caes. is used

by Pliny, X.H.
,
V, 94. v ho used the Survey of Agrippa 12 B.c. The other

Pisidian coloniae were founded in 6 b.c.

Y. Medical Prescriptions at Holy Places

With the help of the late B, Y. Head's paper in Xnm. Chiron., VIII, 1908,

pp. I f., it is possible to advance further in interpreting the medical prescription,

which Sterrett copied on a large rudely cut stone in Pisidia, and which was

treated in 1928, p. 50. In its turn the Pisidian prescription aids in

elucidating an Ephesian problem which Eckhel and Head and Babelon have

successively treated. In 1928, p. 50. 1 shrank from the word orppAco6£i$,

but there can hardly be a doubt that this was intended, not orp^Acp 0d$.

Sterrett’s text seems to be a recipe for preparing a poultice to apply to

a wound: and my doubt whether the participle should be treated as a

(dialectic) form from eyco or from OTrra^co disappears ; they are etymologically

connected (the common stem meaning simply to cook) : the poultice was
prepared by boiling. I quote from Head's article the information which he

collects from authorities on bee-lore. Oxvmel (o^upeAi) was much used in

ancient and mediaeval times as a cure for sciatica, gout and kindred ailments.

" This was stated only in conversation at would not be announced pinnatis nuntiis.

the time, and never printed. However quickly plans were made, time
3 Amyntas was killed in the summer of was needed for the arrangements, the

25 : no campaigning in the high Taurus is selection of veterans and their transport to
possible except in the dry season. News Kphesus, and 350 M.P. inland from the
would not reach Rome for nearly two harbour of Ephesus,
months; the defeat of a barbarian king
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Bees-wax (Krjpos) was used as a cosmetic and doubtless for other purposes,

especially at Ephesus, where it was closely connected with the bee-goddess,

who exercised directly or indirectly all curative powers and processes. The

curative powers of bees-wax were best brought out by distillation, from which

resulted oil of wax. which was believed to be an ideal panacea. Miraculous

portents accompanied its preparation.

Some small bronze tesserae struck at Ephesus in imperial times, but not

as coins, are known :

Obv. Stag kneeling with head turned back: beneath, CKGJTTl : border of

dots :

Rev. Bee within a circular inscription, KHPIAAICGJASTTPOCTTAAAYPIN .
4

JE. *75.

Eckhel mentions a much larger example. AE. Ill, reading TTAAYPPIN.
Two hypotheses have been advanced. Eckhel. as elucidated bv Head, thinks

that these tesserae were druggists' tokens issued to advertise a medicament

compounded of bees-wax, as a specific against a malady called TidAAupis-

The varieties of spelling suggest that these words were popular terms, and

that the tesserae were not scientific but for vulgar use.

Head points out the lack of evidence of a similar use of metal tickets in

ancient times, but adds that this is not a conclusive argument against Eckhel's

hypothesis. Followed by Babelon, Traite des Mo)mates grecqt/es et rootallies,

I, p. 680, Head regards these tesserae as charms (pliylacteres monetiformes

dans les rites secrets du culte de TArtemis ephesienne), inscribed with Oriental

gnosticism; and he advances a further hypothesis, that they are bee-charms

to bring home the bees when they are swarming and in danger of being lost

to the owner : in May and June one used to hear in English villages people
‘ ringing home J

the bees by striking metal against metal : so in Virgil, Georg.

IV, 150 f. The TraAAupis according to him is the new hive prepared for the

new swarm, and the bees are invited to come to it by these charms. Head
acknowledges this to be a mere hypothesis, as Eckhel’s explanation is also

;

but he quotes Huxley :

4

do not be misled by the common notion that a

hypothesis is untrustworthy simply because it is a hypothesis/

I would make a third suggestion, based on both these hypotheses, taking

something from each, but varying from both. Kerillis (or Kerilis) is, as all

agree, derived from Kripos, bees-wax : compare KTjpivOog also so derived : as

Head seems to suggest, KppiAis means oil of bees-wax (distilled). iraAAupiv

should be taken in a sense differing from both : it is not the accusative of an

unknown term iraAAupis, but is a late form of TraAAupiov, a dialectic (Ionic)

form of KoAAupiov, which is quoted as a cosmetic or unguent. Ionic loved k

for tt (as in koios, etc.
;

Ionic was the dialect used in medical treatises, even

by Dorians like Hippokrates). A pallyrion was a poultice or an ointment.

4
K H P I A I C also occurs. C K (jl) TT I

re - advertisement on reverse. The spelling is

mains unexplained; possibly it is for *ate everywhere.

ctkottei :
“ look,” calling attention to the
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There must have been a drug shop connected with the Ephesian temple.

The inscription on these tesserae is either, as Eckliel held, an advertisement

of this official and hieratic establishment, or, as I suggest, a sort of ticket-

attached to jars of the preparation : it means ’ oil of bees-wax, made accord-

ing to the goddess-taught method and formula, (should be used) for com-

pounding pallyrion/ Eckhel erred only in understanding ‘ against the

disease pallvris/ The use of npos in either sense can be justified : Eckhel's

sense is on the whole less typical of the proposition than mine
;
cp. upos r)5ovr|v,

to give pleasure.

The vendor and advertiser does not give his name
;
but by putting the

stag and bee on his tesserae he tells that he is authorised by the goddess to

sell the proper preparation. His shop was by the temple, and doubtless the

compound was prepared under the direction of the priests and according to

the prescription preserved in the temple.

Similarly, Sterrett's Pisidian prescription was inscribed on a holy stone;

we remember that often in Pisidia rocks and stones are covered with votive

tablets and representations of the god Sozon or Saoazos. Rocks, stones and

trees were frequently sacred and marked as such: compare Homer's cnro

Spuog (f|) omo rrsTpris, where irapdevos rpOsogT
5

oapi^eTov aAAf)Aotcrtv : they

meet at the shrine (as nowadays they might meet- at church). So also at the

shrine of Men over against Pisidian Antioch the Physician Healthy (Hvginus)

advertised himself in large conspicuous writing on the outer wall of the Hieron,

facing the worshippers as they came down the steps and turned homeward

along the Sacred Way. Hyginus's vow to Men was simply an advertisement

:

see 1918, p. 128. Many made the long pilgrimage to the Hieron. four

to five miles up an ascent of fully 1500 feet, to offer vow for children

or health, or to give thanks for recovery, or for other piece of good fortune;

e.g. several incolae dedicated their thanks on receiving the Roman civitas.

Some parts of the Way were sacred to special deities ;
and the thorough-going

Deisidaimon made his dedication and prayer tco TrpooTjKovTi Oscp as he passed

(as Epimenides bade the Athenians make an altar to the local god wherever

the sheep lay down). The idea is the same : Epimenides the Cretan stood

half-way between the old and the new religion, the Anatolian and the Hellenic,

the Chthonian and the Olympian. There was a river to cross on this Via

Sacra, and there my friend Feizy Bey built his factory, and found in digging

for the foundations a tablet of the usual style, a dedication, not to Men, but

to the goddess of the river, MqTp't noTa|jr|vfj, by Decimus Valerius. 5

VI. The Image of Caesar : and the Amazons

Boz-Evuk in the mosque : beside the great marshes of the Siblian

country, where in late Byzantine time there was an idea that the Maeander

5 In the Transactions of the Atncr . Philol . interpretation would be false to the religious

Assoc., LVII, 11)26, p. 221), Professor D. M. idea. Had it been possible, it would be a

Robinson publishing this tablet suggests weleome example ot a form Mt|vti, Greek

as alternative interpretation IToTa Mtjvti, a equivalent ot Manna, the native Anatolian

female form of the god Men : such an feminine of Mannes.
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rose (Ginn. 174) : the country then was Turkish and strange to the orthodox
Christians.

ev tout co tco f]pcoco ksItoi rTairias Tupavvou blank

tou Morra pieTa yovEcov Kai cruyysvscov’ EwEypayE 8

e

tco {jvr||idco Aupr)Aio$ IJaTrias (8' 6 Kai Koivto$* is o(|jvr|-)

p,vrj

[

jeIov eTEpos ou TE6f]a£Tai, ou5e auvyEvris ou8e e£co-

tikos, ttAeov IlaTTias cxutos 6 ETnypacpas fj tekvov ccutou.

si 8 e tis ToAurjcjEi 0£tvai Tiva, Ot)cjei irpoaTEipou

leaf is EiKOva Kaicrapos X 'f N leaf.

Here ttAeov for ttAtiv is not construed cum genitivo .
6 The date is clearly

indicated as a.d. 212. Aurelius Papias is a civis : his deceased father was

not. The father is a Greek-speaking Anatolian, son of Tyrannos the son of

Mvtas. The tomb was a family heroon of considerable size, auvyeviKOv, able

to contain both parents and cruvysvEis; but no more cruvyEVEls are to be

admitted henceforth. The closing of the tomb to relatives, who had

hitherto been admitted, is a noteworthy and unusual feature in this epitaph.

The son is a Roman : he has not inherited the right
;

obviously he

acquired civitas in 212, when Caracalla's edict was issued : he is a colonus

on the imperial Estate of Soublaion (which acquired the standing of a polis

and struck coins under Augustus and Caracalla, 2Ei(3Aiavcov). Soublaion has

the adjectival form, to 2ou(3Aaiov 7 (ycopiov), which indicates its status as an

Estate (of the Emperor) : and this status is confirmed by the words of the

epitaph—the fine is due to the Image of Caesar. The coloni of the Estate

looked to Caesar as the incarnation of their Lord and God on earth : he stands

alongside of, or in place of, the god who had in old time ruled and guided the

people of the land around the sanctuary : his eikon is his earthly presence

among them.

In the Hyrgalean country, Hvrgaletici campi (Pliny, V. 113), which was

also an imperial Estate, we find that the divine ruling power is expressed as

’AttoAAcovou paKeSos Kai 'Apatovas Kai EiKova (where the words are hardly

Greek)
;

this Hyrgalean inscription is comparatively early, about a.d. 100

:

the date indeed, cannot be proved; but the barbarous character of language,

thought and religion, not very far from the Lvkos valley, point to the first

century. Hyrgalean Apollo is the native Anatolian god, not the Hellenic,

and with him are the Amazons of Cybele : compare "Apiy Kai ’Apsiais mentioned

in two inscriptions found at Savatra of Lycaonia, a country which preserved

the native Anatolian character later than Phrygia proper. 8 In the upper

6 o05e is used for oute ; Papias did not

know Greek well.

7 The vocalisation Siblia, Sublaion is

noteworthy. Enthusiasm for Augustus and

Gaius Caesar prompted Kailikies, a wealthy

citizen, to pay for coins. Again, in 212,

loyalty induced Menodotos anti Ailiano

(his wite) to pay for a considerable issue of

coins with types Zeus, Athena, Herakles,

Hermes, Dionysos, Tyche.
8 The analogy was indicated to me by

Professor Calder many years ago. Worship
of the Beast and of his image arc spoken of

as different : TrpoaKuvelv Tfj eikovi is a distinct

cult relations, XIII, 15; XIV, 9, 11:

XX, 4) ; the Image has breath and speech

(XIII, 15), as if a personal being.
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Tembris valley we find Aii Kai Tots BevveiTais, where the Benneitai are

either the population of the land of Benneus (god of the country Benneueke),

or the priests of Benneus.

The position of the Image in the reverence of the population is illuminated

by such allusions as these. This Eikon stood before the seer of the Apocalypse

as * the Image of the Beast ' : he stood on the seashore of Patmos and saw

the Beast rise out of the sea :

9 the ship of the imperial lord, which kept the

lonely island in communication with the Roman world, seemed to emerge

from the sea as it approached the island.

The final and complete proof of the Emperor s dominance over the

Anatolian mind lies in the reception of the Emperor into the religion of the

grave and of the Confessions. It is, however, remarkable that such indications

are rare. I observed one trace in an epitaph, where punishment for violation

is left to the local god Kai Trarpi 0eco : the father god I take to be the

Emperor. In an epitaph found in the outer wall of the Church of St. Eustathios

at Konia. where worship was maintained until the last few years, a sacrifice of

twelve bulls is mentioned : so great a sacrifice cannot be admitted : it must

be a pretence.

With such pretended sacrifices must be reckoned the enTCx yux&S
dvOpcoTnvous. mentioned in the epitaph on a large sarcophagus at Ermenek

Germanicopolis of Cilicia Tracheia, published by Professor Callander (copy

and squeeze). It seems quite impossible that the sacrifice of seven human

beings at a burial service was permitted in the Roman Empire even though

this region was very little affected by Roman custom. This must be a sacrifice

of substitution: figures of some kind replaced human beings. Perhaps the

word is quyas, 10 pieces of bread (which in Matth. XV. 26 f.. Mark MI. 27 f.

are quyiai, translated * crumbs *
: Hesychius gives vpiyia, vpcopia). The sacrifices

were apparently loaves made in human form, evidently a survival of human

sacrifices at the grave.

Aurelius Papias, alternatively named Quintus, is a remarkable expression.

Papias did not understand the nature of the Roman triple name or of the

praenomen. The double name 11 was an Anatolian custom : here the individual

name, the praenomen. is added as an alternative name with the formula usually

employed to add a signum-name. Quintus with Aurelius is unknown in

Anatolian usage ; it apparently was a name or signum given to Papias in the

9 This punctuation, rejected by modern
editors, seems infinitely superior to the text-

preferred by them.
10 yi^ is masc. and fein. (L. and 8.),

Hesvchius has yi^es* onroTriTrToucrai tcov

apTcov TepvopEvcov, with synonym yixiSia.

In the passages of Matthew and Mark,

Kuvapia is wrongly rendered dogs. Dogs

under the table would be an outrage on

Eastern feeling : dogs were unclean ani-

mals ; but puppies were permitted. Prob-

ably Christ said Ktcrlv, throw to the dogs

outside the house ; and the woman replied

Kuvapiois ; this makes an incident true to life

in any village or humble home in Galilee or

Asia Minor.
11 The double name was usually stated

with father's name, after the first and before

the second name, and a signum was added

with 6 Kai : c.g. ’ATroAAcovtos ’AiroAAcovtou

"AvraAo? 6 Kai Tpo<pipos, Buckler, Inner, Sard,

No. 142.
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family. 12 The imperial praenomen and tribe 13 were properly taken with the

nomen. The Emperor ceased to belong to a tribe, when he became Emperor

;

and it is never added except in S. C. de Cyzicenis (Eph. Ep ., Ill, 156), but
those who took his name took also the tribe to which he as privatus belonged.

It deserves note also that in the expression AvppAios flaTrias (V. the St?

applies to only the name immediately preceding : the son was AuppAtos
flairiccs ITaTriou, not AupqAios TTaTrias AuppAiou ITaTriou. This interpre-

tation of the formula has been assumed by me to be right : the present is

the clearest proof and example.

The father died without acquiring a Roman nomen : the son had acquired

civitas and a Roman nomen when he put the inscription on the stele. There

was, according to custom, only a few hours' interval between death and burial

:

the assumption of eivitas could not be supposed to take place in that interval.

There would, however, be a considerable interval between the death and the

placing of the tombstone, and during that time the son acquired eivitas and

nomen.

It is clear that AuppAios here is a nomen. not. as I and some others have

occasionally called it. a pseudo-praenoinen. In 1883, p. 23. when
publishing an inscription mentioning about 90 Greek coloni calling themselves

Aur. Papias. Aur. Gaios. etc.. I could safely argue that this implied a date

subsequent to 212. How far it was safe to carry this reasoning has seemed

doubtful : Heberdey has just investigated it carefully. Recent examples point

to the following principles. (1) in 212 new cives in virtue of Caracalla's

action assumed his nomen (and tribe). (2) The custom of abbreviating the

nomen had already come into use, and gradually established itself as nearly

universal among the new cives. who call themselves Aur.. but consider this to

be a nomen (so far as they understood what Roman nomenclature meant),

not a praenomen. (3) When eivitas became universal among freemen it lost

its value, and the Roman name lost its distinctiveness. The praenomen. in

particular, lost meaning. (1) In general, cives older than 212, who were

Aurelii, used the praenomen M. (though this cannot be presumed to be invari-

able), whereas those of 212 and their children give the nomen alone, very

frequently abbreviated, but not always. The use of Aur. in this way lasted

through the third century, but died out after the fourth, becoming rarer as

time passed. The name OAaouios and OA became fashionable in the fourth

century.

VII. The Site of Isaura 5s ova

In Professor Calder's criticism
(
J.H.S . , 1928. p. 220) I do not comprehend

the drift of his opening paragraph ; but the only point that concerns Hellenic

i- It cannot be regarded as a true 1882), p. 115. The inhabitants of towns

praenomen assumed with the nomen as to which the Emperor gave eivitas were

part of the Roman name: the formula assigned to his tribe, Julii in Fab., Claudii

6 Kai is decisive against this. Tlavii in Quir., Vlpii m Papir., Aelii in

13 Kubitsehek, de Rom. Tribuum orujine Serg.

{Abhandl. Ill des A.-E. Seminars, Wien,
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or Roman studies is whether or not the ancient site near Dorla was Isaura

Nova. I mention first the points in which he agrees with me.

An ancient town or settlement was situated on a ridge (iuginn) stretching

north and south on the east bank of a north-flowing stream : on the west

(or left) bank of the stream is the village of Dorla (discovered in 1890), which

occupied my attention much from 1901 onwards, as one of the most interesting

places in Asia Minor. Dorla is built on a hill (the mons sacred to the Goddess

in Sallust). On the east bank is the long ridge on which was the ‘ settlement,' 14

a fortified kome, not organised as a polis; Strabo, p. 568, says, "laccupa, tt]v

;
jev TraAatav, (tt]v 8e vsav) eOepKp (a lacuna in the text is well supplied by

editors).

Strabo, mindful of the siege of Isaura by Servilius, mentions that the town

was a fortress. Palaia was a natural fortress of greater strength, but Strabo

mentions only Yea as strong. He had good information about Yea, but knew
little about Palaia.

On the mons was the sanctuary of the Goddess, and graves were clustered

round the hill in great numbers ; nearly a hundred are known, some important

in the history of art. In 1890 and in 1901 some of these monuments were

nearly hidden in the hill; many more would be recovered by excavation

(J.H.8. , 1905, p. 163). The old * settlement ' on the opposite ridge was in 1890-

1909 a large field partly cultivated
;
now, as Professor Calder seems to say,

there are houses on it.
15 As to the name of this town, apart from the clear

evidence of Frontinus and Sallust, an epitaph (found in two fragments, one

in the solitary mosque of the
4

settlement,* one in the mons) speaks of the

deceased 16 as the most beautiful youth among those that inhabit Isaura

(written
J

'lcrapa, through
J

'IcraFpa).

It is needless to repeat the exposition of the military operations by which

Servilius captured Isaura; they were described in 1905, he. Professor

Calder does not dispute that account, except in one point : he denies that the

Dorla stream ever carried sufficient water to supply the
k

settlement ' ; to

him * it is a mere speculation
?

that
4

the hydrographical conditions were

different in 75 B.c.' Even a
1

speculation
? may be true : knowledge grows

by hypotheses. The general desiccation of Asia, however, is not a mere

speculation, but a patent and acknowledged fact, about which Professor

Elsworth Huntington and many others have written. I could give many
examples from my own experience in Asia Minor (and in Cyprus)

;

17 but it

is needless to spend time in this. I cannot make the fact any more certain

by a fresh statement. I can only wonder that any traveller in Asia Minor

has failed to observe it. I have often pointed out examples of it to com-

panions there.

11 Professor Calder prefers ‘ settlement ’

to “ town ’
: Kcbpri is the Greek word used

by Strabo.
15 He corrects my statement that the

town ‘is now uninhabited.’ I might have
said ‘ when I knew it, 1890-1909.’ There
was an old mosque in the ‘settlement,* the

only building in 1890- 1909.
16 Obviously the epitaph alludes to the

town at which the grave is, not to some
distant place. Calder admits that this * is

probable.
1

It may be taken as self-evident.
17 In Cyprus at second hand since 1878.
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Professor Cakler was present and heard Dr. H. R. Mill, a great authority,
say at the R.G.8. on March 20

,
1910, * it is undoubtedly true that in the centre

of Asia Minor, as in the centre of Asia itself, is an area where there is now
considerably less rainfall than in the earlier davs/ Professor Huntington,
etc., attribute this to climatic change : others, such as Hilderscheid, Conder,
Alike], attribute it to deforestation and the folly of man generally. As to

the fact all are agreed. The desert of Gobi, with its dead cities and its dead
civilisation and vanished population, is a fact, not a hypothesis. The decrease

of flowing water on the central Anatolian Plateau is a fact known to all who
study the history of Asia Minor. I am ready to discuss this fullv elsewhere.

We are agreed that Sterrett was right in denying that Palaia Isaura was
besieged, but wrong in suggesting that Dinorna was the place besieged by
Servilius. It is true that * the two brooks there are dry in summer.’ What
weighed even more with me was that the military operations described in the

siege are quite impossible at Dinorna : there is no mons outside the town

;

there are no fortifications
;
the

b

brooks ' could not be turned so as to deprive

the * settlement of water. The * brooks
?
at Dinorna have only an insignificant

higher course of two or three miles, with no affluents; even in spring they

carry very little water ; the stream at Dorla drains a large extent of mountain
land by many affluents, and must carry a considerable body of water,

which is now under the surface of the Dorla valley : on this last point see

articles by Professor P. Geddes in Contemp . Review, June 1897, p. 892, and
by me, ibid., Aug. 1897, p. 234.

It can hardly be supposed that he takes ypv EUTsiyeoc ’'Icaupa in the

epitaph to mean ’ the country Isaura ’
: I apologise for even stating the sup-

position. The country was ’lcm/piKt}, as Strabo, p. 5G8, says, and it contained

two Komai, called "Iom/pcc. The epitaph of Zenobios speaks in poetic language

of
b

Isaura the strong town and the land that belongs to the town.' The
people are Isauroi

;
the two towns are Isaura : their country is Isaurike. The

name Isauria came into existence only when some kind of unity was estab-

lished, first in Roman fancy, afterwards real and political.
1S

If Nea Isaura was not beside Dorla. what is the town that was situated

there? The remains are more numerous and important than those of any
other place in Lycaonia except Iconium.

After wide and careful exploration of the country round, I can assert

that there is no other site where the operations described by Sallust and

Frontinus could possibly have taken place: also that Strabo was peculiarlv

interested in Roman military operations in the Taurus region. 19 and had

evidently heard the accounts of soldiers who fought in them. On the north

front of Taurus he describes with accuracy and detail 20 Isaura and the

18 Similar is the history of Pisidai,

Pisidike, Pisidia (Klio , Unit), p. 37ti).

19 Ho is our main authority for the

Homanadensian War m 10-7 B.r., and a

useful subsidiary for Servilius* s campaigns

in 77-75.

20 Strabo's statement about the range of

vision from Olympos fort in Lycia (cap-

tured by Servilius) would be correct if the

word Tracra were omitted ; the tour countries

are visible but not the whole of any. The
exaggeration was easily made and is easily

removed.
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Homanadenses : elsewhere he is vague and sometimes inaccurate. Servilius

he mentions three times (pp. 568. 665. 671). Isaura Xova four times. Palaia

once as a name. Professor Calder formerly made some good observations

about knowledge gained by soldiers in those expeditions as influencing Ovid

;

I think that he has published them somewhere.

VIII. Street Sioxs ix Axatoliax Cities

A fragment of an Antiochean inscription may probably be restored

. . . curaTORI

platearum et viCORYM.

dedicated to a colonus who had the charge of the streets of the Colonia,

the only reference to such an official. Two Plateae are known, Aug(usta)

and Tiberia. and a number of vici, Patricius, Veneris, Tuscus, Yelabrus,

Salutaris. Aedilicius, Cermalus. To these we add

—

1. Yieus Herculis. A bearded head in high relief, found in the excava-

Fig. 2 —Head of Hercvles.

tions in the lower and northern part of the colonia, is represented in the

accompanying photograph (Fig. 2). It was recognised by Mr. R. Hinks of

the British Museum as a head of Hercules; and the identification carries

instant conviction. The features are familiar from other works. The small

size of the upper part of the head shows deficient brain power : he is the ideal

* bruiser,* perhaps good-natured, certainly dull of intellect. The skin of the lion*s

forepaws, passing round the neck, is knotted under the chin.

I took the stone from the first as a street-corner-stone
;
below this high

relief there must have been an inscription which was not found, but which

gave the name VICVS HERCVLIS or HERCVLAXVS.o
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AVhile the head is an imitation of a Greek ideal of Herakles, the god

was the Anatolian deity, the toiling peasant-god of the native population;

and this street and quarter may have been inhabited by working incolae (who

must be distinguished from the aristocratic coloni).

2. Aug(usta) Pla(tea). The Plateae were open squares, and Augusta was

evidently the forum of the colonia. The name is known from an honorary

inscription erected to a [praefeetus ? alae] I Miliariae. probably stationed in

Palestine.21 The Place d'Auguste was the Agora of the pre-Roman city.

The city was made free in 190, i.e. it was left to native government bv the

god Mannes and his priests. During this period the east side of the Agora

was cut out of the rock into a semicircular Stoa. with the antron of the god

inside a mass of rock at the centre (described on page 277). Aug(usta)

Pla(tea) was never paved, but its drainage system was very elaborate, carry-

ing the water that gathered here from the abundant rain and snow down to

the Platea Tiheria.

3. Tiberia Platea. The name of the Platea was inscribed on a block 22

which stood on the lower end of the northern balustrade of the Sealae Augustae,

(if I may coin a name, which seems in itself natural), the great triple stairway

that led down westward from the Augusta Platea to the Platea Tiberia

and was part of a large plan of city improvement, executed about a.d. 15-20

as a memorial of the deceased Augustus. At the top of the Scalae stood a

triple Arcus, forming the entrance into the Augusta Platea (as the Agora was

now called) : the Arch was in the centre of the west side of the Platea opposite

the Hieron on the east. This Arcus was at once an integral part of the

improvement scheme and a monument to the deified Augustus and his victories

at sea and over the Homanadenses. A block bearing a Capricorn in relief

was disclosed in 191-1, and was the first proof that the monument which we

had found was a monument of Augustus. It was carried, with many other

fragments, to the Museum at Konia in 1914. and Robinson has published a

photograph (fig. 34 in Art Bulletin, IX, 1, 192(5). 23

The new Tiberia Platea was a small but imposing ‘ Square * in the heart

of the city, surrounded by public buildings and paved, but having shops or

small houses on the northern side. Out of the Place de Tibere a street of

considerable width sloped gently down westwards till it reached a broad

hillock on which stood the Jewish Synagogue. This Synagogue was trans-

formed during the fourth century into, or rebuilt from the foundations

as, a Christian basilica church of small size and of quite unusual plan, with

an enclosed semicircular apse, and a small side apse, placed obliquelv at the

southern edge of the principal apse, with which it communicates through a

little door. This small side apse may be explained as a device to mark the

21 Cichorius, P.-lb., *.r. 1251, infers that some ornament or symbol of bronze : the

an Ala 1 Mil. was probably stationed in hole in the stone where it was held is empty.
Palestine both about 100 and 400; and 23 Professor Robinson always calls the

he is supported by the Antiochian in- monument Propylaea, for what reason I

script ion. know not.
22 Qver the name of the Platea there was
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hallowed spot where Paul and Barnabas sat on the usual seat appropriated

in every Jewish Synagogue for strangers who desired to address the people

when the rulers invited them to speak.

4. In Antioch of Pisidia, about half-way between the front of the Church

of the Synagogue and the north Gate (where the Aqueduct enters the city).

[Name of an earlv colonus in dative has been lost.]

3JBERIS eivs posteris qve eorvm inperpetvvm
UVMNIVM CVM GRADIBVS V DATVM EST

cum] 24 liberis eius posterisque eorum in perpetuum [interco]lumnium cum
gradibus Y datum est.

This inscription is engraved on one side of a block of architecture. On
the opposite side is engraved in letters seven inches high,

vETvSIGN!
There is also another fragment of the same architrave, bearing

;BVNALI
but the other side is broken and no letters remain. There was apparentlv

a considerable open space immediately to the north on the way to the Gate.

Presumably there was here a Platea or Forum : at one point there were five

steps visible. A space between two columns with five steps in front was

granted to the family and descendants of an early colonus : apparentlv some

leading man among the first colon i. The form of _L shows that the date is

early. This inscription was evidently on the inside of the Stoa colonnade

at the edge of the Platea (Forum Holitorium ? )
: on the outside, facing the

Platea, was a mutilated inscription in large letters ending

[cum ? tri]bunali et sign[is.

Some digging at this point produced no result except to disclose the

entrance to a house, apparentlv of considerable size, probably a public building.

Natives uncovered these two architrave blocks, and probably took awav some
others, between June 1926 and April 1927. Any one in Yalowadj who wants

good stones for building goes to the ruins and digs.25

If the supposed Platea was a market, the intercolumnium and steps

leading up to it were granted for business as a permanent possession to some

colonist family.

5. VIC . . . In 1926 we found that a street led northwards out of the

Place d*Auguste near its west end, and here was lying a fragment containing

three letters only. Perhaps it is a Yicus whose name has perished.

6. Another Yicus erected an honorary inscription on a round cippus

about 150 m. to the north-west from this point.

IX. Ax Invested Cult of King- Attalos

Professor Robinson found a broken inscription which he restores as an
epitaph erected by [Eukrat]es, priest of Attalos the son of Eumenes, to his

24 perhaps [et] liberis eius should be
taken as dative.

23 My correspondents, after using Yalvac

in the modern spelling, have now settled on
Yalavae as correct.
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brother : only co is left of [aSeAtpJoo. This is impossible. It cannot be sup-

posed that the priests who ruled Antioch allowed a priesthood and cult of a

foreign (perhaps hostile) king to be created in their city. The only king

Attalos son of Eumenes was Attalos III, 138-133, who was officially called

son of Eumenes II (though he was thought to be son of Attalos II), who did

nothing in his short reign that could merit a cult as a god in Antioch (if such

a cult could be supposed to have existed there).26 No title is given in the pub-

lished restoration
;
but only a king would be deified in Hellenistic time. It is

perhaps a dedication [Mr|vi Trcrrpijcp by [ ]es, priest of the kindly

god, to the god of his own coimtry : but the fragment is too small for certainty

;

and other restorations are possible. Coins of Seleukeia-Tralleis before 190

have the legend Aios Aapaaiou Kai Aio$ Eupevou.

The two proposed texts are as follows : mine is merely an essay, proving

that Professor Robinson's assumption of a cult and priesthood of Attalos son

of Eumenes is quite needless : his restoration is in itself bad.

EuKporr]r|S 'HAioScbp-

ou yEvop]svos iepsus

’Att&Aou t]ou Eupevo[u

too dSsAcpjcp

.... ]r\s ‘HAioScop-

OU y£VO[i]£VOS ispEUS

TOU OeoO t]o0 EU[iEVo[u

Mrjvl Oe]goi

Air. Robinson dates this in 138-3 b.c. : I incline to a date 189.

X. Temples in Anatolia

According to Herodotus, II. 4, artificial Temples were invented by the

Egyptians. They were introduced into Asia Minor through Greek influence

or Roman. The original sanctuaries of Anatolia 27 were caves and open recesses

in rocks and mountains, e.g. Steunos at Aizanoi, where the Temple is Roman :

the cave is described by Anderson in 1897, p. 55 (see Buresch,

Aus Lydien
, p. 159, a cave near Hierapolis, J.H.S.

, 1883, p. 375, etc.). No
built Temples except Roman have ever been found on the Plateau of Asia

Minor, even at the great hieratic centres.

That Temples in Anatolia were caves originally is assured by three glosses

in Hesychius : KufkAcr opq Qpuyias . Kai avTpa . Kai OaAapoi 28
;
and

OaAapos’ oIkos* pux°S* wpcpiKOS oIkos ;
and OaAdpiy TpobyAp . KaraSuais-

The house or home of marriage is the house or temple of the goddess, for the

dead return to the mother who bore them, the goddess of the Limnai (Iliad, II,

855, often quoted), in her hole in the earth, or cave in the rock (where dwells

26 Both Attalos I and II were sons of

Attalos.
27 Anatolia may be used as a synonym

for Asia Minor : this is not quite correct;

it excludes the country south of Taurus,

J.H.S.—VOL. L.

i.e. Karaman, Karamania.
28 Is KupsAcc the Semitic Gebel, Djebel ?

Sonny in Philologus , 1889, suggested that

KupSAq = 'Phrj = ’Op€ir[ ; but this found no
support.

V
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the spirit of the mountain, who is the goddess herself.29 In the fourth century

hermits retired to the primitive sacred places, the caves : monasteries, or groups

of hermits’ caves, are found in secluded spots and deep holes.

At Dionysopolis, in a very primitive region of Asia Minor apart from the

main lines of Hellenic influence, a small Temple was described by Dr. Hogarth

in 1887, pp, 376 f. Its extreme simplicity might suggest that it was

Anatolian, unaffected by Greek influence; but it can now be proved to be

Roman of the second century.

Dr. Hogarth briefly described this ruined Temple with a group of inscrip-

tions found on the site or near.30 The fragments were much broken ;
and at

that time, when Anatolian epigraphy was in its infancy, the publication could

not be complete. Exploration in northern Lycaonia has thrown much light

on these texts. The republication of many in cursive in C.B., I, 112 ff., left

much to be done.

The date of the Temple can be gathered from two fragments, Hogarth

(4), 1. 4, and (10). The printed numbering of the numerous scraps is not quite

exact : his (4) contains a line of a different inscription, then a blank line, and
then a line which was engraved on the entablature of the Temple : and his

(10) is on another piece of the same entablature. They are

Y L I B ! A L L 31 and BACTHTAO
TNHTAN

The name of the Empress Yibia Sabina is here evident : the whole may be

restored as running round the Temple on all four sides in one line with a second

line over the doorway bringing together the Empress and the dedicator. The
introductory formula, a prayer for the Salvation of the Empress, is of the

usual type (varying in different inscriptions). The names of the gods to whom
the Temple was dedicated are gathered from local inscriptions.

[Mtyrpi Aryroi Kai ’AttoAAgovi Aaip(3pvcp uirsp euxts Kai acoTT|pia$ Kai

ai5(ou.

Then comes the continuation over the doorway :

Siapovps ’OJuepias Zjypdvrjs Zepaarps Ao[ukios

OuEpios Aiolyjevps av[e0r|Kev

29 An example of religious continuity is

the cave of St. George of the Limnai, in

the form of a roughly hewn chapel in the
rock, beside a great natural gateway over
the northern Limna in Pisidia : close to

the cave is a small old iJhrygian monument
of simple type. TpcoyAoc was Anatolian, in

TpovyAeTTa, TpcoyAoSCrrai, etc. So also

OaAapos.
30 We made a rapid journey from Serai-

Keui railway station to the Phrygian Kings’

monuments about Ballenaion and Metropolis

in 1887, passing Dionysopolis on our way.
31 My copy indicates (4) 1. 3 as separate

from (4) 1. 1, which is not on an architectural

fragment, whereas (10) and (4) 1. 3 are on
such fragments. The architectural meas-
ures are slightly different, owing to poor
workmanship, but the simple style is the

same, and only measurement shows differ-

ence. The two fragments were on different

sides of the Temple. My copy puts (4) 1. 3

immediately after (4) 1. 1, but marks dis-

tinction between them.
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L. [Yibius Diog ?]enes was a freedman of the Empress, who managed her

property. The latter part of his name, and the verb are placed under her

name in lower line.32 He cannot be a freedman of Hadrian, as the praenomen
does not suit. Sabina Augusta (Yibia Sabina) died in 136 ; the Temple was
dedicated to the gods of the country; the Empress being the earthly mani-

festation of the Mother-goddess. Strictly she was Sabina Empress, but Yibia

is retained because she was Yibia to her libertus.

It would be possible to restore the inscription as on behalf of Hadrian and
Sabina, but this is improbable : the Empress was the owner, and her freedman

was the manager. So the Killanian Estates further south belonged to an
Empress, and ownership descended in the female line : see C.B. Phr., I, ch. ix.

Moreover, an inscription which was not seen by Hogarth suggests that one of

Claudius’s wives owned this Tchal-Ova property (see below, p. 283).

This little Temple stands on a rounded hillock which projects from the

edge of the Plateau over the great canon of the Maeander; it is surrounded

by the canon on all sides, and is connected by a narrow isthmus with the

Plateau.33 This hill, doubtless, is the Autochorion of an inscription; and it

was the hieron of the whole district.

Probably the stele dedicated on the hill to Apollo Lairmenos by Charixenos

(Hogarth No. 1 )
was placed at the Hieron before the Temple was built. Another

Charixenos, a different person, appears on a coin of Dionysopolis, struck under

Tiberius; his father’s name has not been read : Head has — ATOV Hr.

Regling writes that he prefers 6 X A I TO N ,
and that probably there was no letter

before € : Head marks there traces of two letters.

Another case of a Temple in Anatolia is a supposed Temple of Augustus

in Pisidian Antioch
;
but as all are agreed that it is a Roman work under the

Empire constructed in a Roman Colonia the case is clear. I consider that

there was here a rock-cut Hieron with Stoai and Antron, made 189-40 b.c.

when Antioch was ruled by priest-dynasts, and that the Antron was covered

by a Corinthian Temple about a.d. 100-160, whereas Professor D. M. Robin-

son contends that the Temple was built
£

in the early years of the reign of

Augustus and dedicated DIYO * AYG • : he is convinced that it was not built

in the years immediately following the death of Augustus. He does not take

into account the inscription which he himself invents for the doorway. As
we agree that the Temple is Roman, the matter only confirms my present point.

XI. The People of Lairbexos

As in all other Theocracies of Asia Minor, this people passed through a

long process of change, from a village population—a stereotyped crowd of

32 This arrangement conjoins the names
of the dedicator and the Goddess-Em-

press for whose salvation the dedication is

made, and was evidently made purposely.

As a worshipper approached he saw the

names over the door : the rest of the

inscription was engraved in a single line

round the other sides of the small Temple.
The dedicator may be assumed to be the

priest and vecoKopos of the goddess : see

Buresch, A us Lydien, p. IS.
33 The hill is the projecting edge of the

Plateau.
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peasants with a few simple artisans 34—through the period of Hittite and

Persian conquerors, and the period of Greek and Roman cities founded by

Kings and Emperors,35 producing variety of occupation and character

—

followed by a change of religion, which caused still greater change. Then

came a new time of Asiatic conquest, nearly successful from 641 to 965, success-

ful from 1070 onwards, dining which the people relapsed into a condition not

essentially different from the original Asiatic stagnation. The period 400-800

a.d. has been treated in a paper now being printed in Byzantion
,
V, pt. 3,

which shows that the changes in ecclesiastical organisation are largely a revival

of primitive conditions; and this determines the present investigation into

earlier times. Records in this region are not known earlier than about 200 b.c.,

but those recorded later often reveal the older character that was 4

modernised/

Certain names are characteristic of this region—Leto, Lairbenos, Adrastos

—and certain ideas—Kabeiroi—and they mark out a district which has a

geographical and an historical individuality. The central hieron was at

Hierapolis, but there were others.

Lairbenos in himself is of little interest to us, but through him we know
his people, who lived in a world that was young; and in their religion we
recapture their primitive emotions and experiences.36 The known facts are

few; but, gathered into chronological order and connected by the thread

of human action and divine purpose, they become history; and only as

history do they acquire value.

The geography of the Region moulded the history. In a sense the

geography is the history, for the Anatolian religion recognises the Earth-

Mother as the origin of all things, who nourishes and teaches all her children,

punishes them when they neglect her orders,37 and receives them into her

bosom at death. Her every form is sacred, for all manifest her nature and
power. She is the life of nature, and her religion is pure naturalism as the

people understood nature. Heaven 38 and earth are counterparts (see

Asian ic Elements, p. 213).

The Maeander flows in a seismic crack in the main Plateau (usually about

3300 ft. high). The river, rising at the upper end of this crack, flows, as

34 For example tek roves (mason-car-
penters), Kspapsis, A£TTTOTr(oi)cn (makers of

delicate ware?), xa^KEiS (KaAx^Tai » kocxeitcci),

and one or two others.
35 A new foundation practically always

means a new site adapted to change of

social and political conditions. This I

have called Hirschfeld’s Canon in H.O.A .21.,

p. 91, because he first noticed it at Seleukeia-

Agrai. though he did not generalise it.

3b Since I wrote on this region, m many
cases immediately after I published, many
writers have treated it, and to their books
I am greatly indebted—Cicliorius and
Judcich, Head and Imhoof, Radet, Ros-
tovtseff, Buresch, Anderson, etc. The
agreement of Imhoof and Head is to me

final in numismatic points, and very
weighty in the relation of numismatics to

history. The ready help of the officials

in the British Museum has been invaluable

to me since 1879, and is still the same.
37 The punishment was disease, very

often fever (an unseen divine fire). Con-
fession and expiation must be made, when
she gave warning thus : the punishment
was the warning.

38 opou is a Phrygian word meaning
avco : hence is derived oupavos [and we
may add, 6poFav5e!s, High-Landers, oupapos,

oupappa and oupapporis Mdvvris, OOpa, the
High Place

| . The lower zone, earth, should
always be doing what is being done in tho
high zone, heaven.
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described by Pliny, V, 113, through regio Apamena, regio Eumenetica,

Hyrgaletici Campi, Caria
(
i.e . south across the lower end of the Lycus valley,

and then westward to the sea) : Pliny's authority assigned the low Maeander

valley to Caria, and equally to Lydia. 39

A glance at the map shows that Pliny's description is good and complete
;

four districts or regions make up the river's course.40 1. Regio Apamena
includes Aurokra or Aulokra (with its famous fountains Aulokrene, Rhotrini

fontes, Rhokrene). 2. Regio Eumenetica,41 including Soublaion-Seiblia with

its vast marshes, Okoklia, Attanasos, and Peltai : rTeATrjvov ttsSiov is Strabo's

term for the great valley. 3. Hyrgaletici campi begin below Peltai and reach

to the border of—4. Caria, i.e. the Lycus valley.42

The Hyrgalleis 43 originally occupied the whole country round Tchukalek

Dagh, lofty as seen from the deep-lying Lycus valley (700 ft.), but mere hills

as seen from north and north-east : its height is probably about 4500 ft.

The country of the Hyrgalleis was one of the greatest districts (regiones. ycbpai)

in Asia Minor. The river circles round Tchukalek, and emerges into the

Lycus valley under Tripolis.

The Lycus valley is a deep wedge-shaped cut in the steep side of the

Central Plateau
;

sloping upwards in two steps. The upper step is the valley

of Kolossai and Chonas, narrowing to the pass of Graos Gala which leads up

east. Kadmos (8000 ft.) closes in the southern side : on the north is an ascent

to Baklan-0va (Lounda), leading round left to Dionvsopolis, and right to the

Hyrgalleis, Peltai, and Eumeneia. The lower step of the Lycus valley is

much larger, and broader, closed in to south by Salbakos (Baba Dagh, over

8000 ft.). The Lycus makes its way down from Kolossai in a gorge, picturesque

but not deep, which was cut by the Archangel Michael to save Kolossai from

being flooded. On the north the lower valley is closed in by Ivotchelek or

Tchukalek Dagh (about 4500 ft., which is little more than a lump on the

uptilted edge of the Plateau). A steep path zigzags up the almost perpendicular

ascent to the Plateau, near the west end of the valley.

This lower valley is sometimes reckoned Carian, sometimes Phrygian, and

by Liw (depending on an old authority) as Carian ad Plirygiam vergens. In

Anatolian religious geography it was part of the land of Lairbenos. If we

knew more, we might perhaps find that Kotchelek peak was a holy place with

traces of a hieron. Tripolis-Apollonia, on the other Maeander bank, belongs

to the Lycus valley. The upper end of the crack is water-worn, made by the

water of the Maeander sources, seeking a way down to the sea. Below Peltai

38 In V, 113 he assigns the low Maeander is a later insertion for Peltena, Dikaiarehos

valley to Caria (pervagatur postremo is probably the authority : he is mentioned

Cariam placidus, etc.), but in V, 110 to in Pliny’s list of authorities both in A and

Lydia (perfusa flexuosis Maeandri ainnis in VI.

recursibus) : these two passages seem to 41 It is better to count Soublaion as

be taken from one authority and to imply part of regio Eumenetica.

that the river flows between Lydia and 42 Hence Koviov, Conium, ranked as one

Caria. of the ccleberrima oppida of Phrygia with
40 The description is evidently earlier Kelainai, Andria, Colossae, Carina, Ceraine :

than Agrippa’s survey (12 b.c.). Pliny’s V, 145 : See Byzantion , A ,
pt. 3.

authority was some Greek geographer; 43 On the spelling see note 45.

and if we could suppose that Eumenetica
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the seismic crack begins, and here we enter the tribe Hyrgalleis and the land

of Lairbenos. The river, flowing W.S.W., reaches the crack and is diverted

to flow in it round the mountain Tchukalek. From this point to the Lycus

valley the tribe occupies the land, and the name of the god occurs.

The Lycus valley and the crack in the Plateau suffered very often from

earthquakes. Dionysopolis suffered in every such disaster, and we may add

on the south Themisonion, Kibvra and Agathe-Kome (Phylakaion). This

line of seismic action is different from the zone along the west coast—Smyrna,

Ephesus, Sardis, Rhodes, and the shocks occur at different times as a rule.44

This whole Region from the west border of Peltai downwards was

religiously one in early time and reverted to its primitive unity in the

Byzantine period. The seismic activity marked it as a terrestrial unity.

Higher up the river was another religious unity called Attanasos, where Peltai

and Eumeneia grew successively : still higher was the great city Apamea,

the old and famous Kelainai, at once the seat of the god (Zeus Keleneus on

late coins) and the Hellenic garrison city.

The Lycus valley adjoins the land of Aphrodisias and Tabai, another

religious unity; and its western end (with Kidramos, Trapezopolis and

Attoudda) presents much analogy to the Carian unity. Conversely, Tabai is

once assigned to Phrygia by Strabo.

I use Hyrgalleis, Hvrgalla, as probably correct : the spelling with double

A occurs rarely, and a weak authority gives double L in Pliny, Y, 113,45

indicating that the vowel was long; the termination -ccAAcc is frequent in

Anatolia : Paunalla, Korudalla, etc. The Anatolian prommciation was

indubitably Hurgalla : upsilon was a Greek letter, exotic in Anatolia.46

The old religious acts persisted as ritual, for no religious custom was

ever intentionally allowed to lapse until Christianity became a destroying and

renovating force. Names, personal and local, typically Anatolian (or Asiatic

and Oriental, as Cichorius and Judeich say), persisted.

Leto appears at Hierapolis and Tripolis
:
games Letoia Pythia unite her

and Apollo-Lairbenos : Lairbenos and Leto are named at Hierapolis and
Dionysopolis, and the surrounding villages : Amazons are mentioned here

only in Asia Minor : the rare Archigallos occurs at Hierapolis and in two
other theocracies wdiere the most primitive conditions were preserved, the

Tekmoreian and the Oroandian (also that priest must be restored at Pessinus,

as origin of the Roman).

I add a few inscriptions to illustrate the religion, choosing some which
are imperfectly presented in my Cii. and Bish ., I, Chs. Ill, IV, VI, and in

Hogarth's 4 bahnbrechend
5

article on Lermenus in VII, 1887.

(1) C.B., Xo. 32 shows the goddess between twin Ivabeiroi : drawing in

44 Twelve cities on the western seismic 43 Compare Kastaballa-Hieropolis of
zone suffered in a.d. 23. Kibyra (etc.) Cilicia, where double A occurs rarely; but
suffered a year later; all were included evidently the second element was biila,

in the imperial relief and on the monuments balla.

at Rome (lost) and Puteoli Rhodes suf- 46 Compare Plautus’s spelling Ludus,
fered under Pius, and Laodicea, etc. a year Surus, Tuestes.
or two later in 151-2.
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Asianic Elements, p. 213: fragments of an inscription with two reliefs under-

neath .

Leto of this land of Lairbenos was the Ephesian Queen Bee : her

body is a great ovary rudely assimilated to human form .

47 The Ivhabiri were

the gods of the body-guard of a Hittite king : the guards (Khabiri and also

Sagasi), do the will of the king and execute whom the king would slay. The

Kabeiroi were called by Greeks and grecising Anatolians ‘ the Twins/ Castor

and Pollux, Dioskoroi : under this last name they are mentioned in Anatolian

inscriptions
(
e.g. at Misthia of the Oroandeis,

4

Highlanders/ Sterrett. AV.E.,

No. 277) : the goddess between the Kabeiroi is then called Helena, and the

three are frequently represented on Pisidian coins (see Hill, Br. Mas. Cat.,

p. cvii) and in a relief at Konia (Buckler in 1924, PL I, 5 ).
48

The inscription and reliefs (two small reliefs lost) may record the pre-

sentation of a crown to a Phratra (like the following) or perhaps to a Para-

phylax.

6 8fj- radiated pos 6 Mo[crcruv- lost ecov koci

ol ei- head $ to auyyp[acp- symbol ov arrj-

Kai oTE<pav[cp eTip- rjaav

[tov Sava k.t.A. or a plural idea]

Here the religious type is chosen to stamp with divine approval the pre-

sentation of stele and crown, to ovyypfacpov] seems to be used like evypacpov

at Hierapolis
,

49 the list or schedule of persons; 01 £15 to cri/yypaqjov

eyyeypannEVOi would be the full expression
:
perhaps ovyyp[acpov] implies

that the list was engraved on this stone, while in Judeich 195 the list £vypa(pov

was not on the stone but in the Archives : ouvypacpov = the schedule accom-

panying : sis and ev are confused in later Greek.

(2) C.B., No. 32, dating about a.d. 100,50 is a list of contributions to a

religious association : most give 10 denarii, one 30, one 25, sums implying

that the denarius had not deteriorated much by depreciation of the currency :

a few contribute something in addition. The contributions (205 den. and the

priest’s) are for an erection which the priest dedicates, statue and altar with

the platform on which they stood : the statue (cxyaApa) was probably of the

goddess, not of the Emperor (eikgov usually).

The hereditary priest bears a full Roman name, C. Nonius Apollonii F.

Aniensi Diophantos. Speculation is free about the time and donor, but

probably he acquired civitas and did not inherit it : civitas was not often

47 In Bom. 1900, p. 200 f., Mourer

pointed out that there is no nipple in the
‘ mammae,* and that the want is extra-

ordinary, as the goddess is the nourishing

power : he explained the want as caused

by a lobe; but the figure is nude. Ova,

not mammae, are represented.
48 The relief is from Smda (Istanoz) in

Pisidia (Konia Vilayet included Sparta and
district. It was cut in 1922). The relief

here is, as Buckler sees, the Mother God-

dess : but Mendel calls her Helena. The
horsemen are evidently Kabeiroi.

49 In Judeich Xo. 195, kccOcos to yevotievov

fvypacpov tov orscpavooTiKoO mpiexei* money to be

given to persons whose names appear in

the schedule or list : this list would be

attached to the antigraplion deposited in

the Archives.
50 *AAe£i5icov should be ’AAAeiStcov, av(yeiA&-

uevos) Sis should be Avaus.
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given before a.d. 100 in such a backwater district
:
perhaps Diophantos was

the first Roman civis there.

There was no relief with this inscription, which was probably engraved

on a stone in the platform on which the altar and the statue were placed.

The platform was large enough for the priest Diophantos to stand beside the

altar and pour libations on it.
51

The list of names is interesting and largely connected in some way with

the service of the hieron : the list is a ouyypacpov (alluded to above).

One contributor, in addition to his 10 den., gives a wine-party (oivoTrocriov)

:

the same word should be restored in an inscription of Nikomedeia (Russ. Arch,

hist. Constantinop ., II, p. 112).

ZcbtAos Kai
e

Ep- criavrj Scopov

poysvris oi Pou- 8 Bovtes oivo[it-

cpou tov pcojiov ocriy K£ yupva-
I Kai TTcoAAicov aiapytav Kcop-

MapKou aveG- q T£v(3g5v 52

ovto 0ea
e

Pu-

(3) The power of the god rested on antiquity, custom, and superstition.

Y hen illness struck an individual, especially fever, the unseen fire in the body,

he searched his conscience to find where he had sinned, confessed, 53 made
atonement, and recorded the circumstance as an example, E^EpTrAapiov, e^ov-

Trpapiov, e^oTrpapEtov. The sin was commonly some disregard of ritual

obligation or ceremonial purity, also emopKia and betrayal of trust. The
Confessions are generally made by peasants, humble and uneducated. 54

Among the Confessions one stands out : the confessor is liable to prose-

cution, whereas other confessors are punished by the god for offences of ritual

;

yet in this case the confessor lavs special stress on religious authoritv and
includes the Emperor's Image (see p. 267), which shows that the offence

implied disloyalty. Xothing but Christianity fulfils these conditions : this is

a Recantation. I cannot restore the barbarous language entirely. I for P in

AEpppVOS.

psyas ’AttoAAco AEpprjv[- Acovou pca<e8o5 Kai

Xo<ppov iepos, koAeOsis ’Apatovas Ka[i] EiKo[y-

£Tro TVrroAAcovos Ae[p- a XL' I

A

AIL e£opoA[oy-

4 pr|voO Sei to epap- pcrapEyos ei(rrr|Aoy[p&-

tt]vk£V£ iTTOicTTptcpOis N cpr)<ja 7rapayEA(co)(v) pp5i-

6IALAC TT|VKAr|a£ itto S [Kjara^opypcm ettei

keito f^py£i8as ^AiTofA-

51 Read Avais for av. [S]is.

62 The published text has in 4, FfcoXaicov,

and in 8, oivoyoaiv (explained as oivoyeuaiv,

an unknown word). The word avE0ovTo

should be restored in an inscription of the
Axylon, 31.A .A/.d I, Xo. 102 ; where Pro-
fessor Calder reads ave0opev

; I read an imper-
fect X. The photograph shows X, not 31.

53 ipoAoynv : m H, 18 read [og]oAoyiav

rather than [arr]oAoyiav.

54 Zingerle first saw that poyis is needed
w'liere Hogarth and I were convinced that
the stone has TTC certainly. This exem-
plifies a class of errors due to climatic

conditions : a line on the stone is lengthened
by moisture freezing. In this way H
becomes TT.
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’AttoAAgo vocative? : KoA(a)aOe(s : 6ia : f]oapTr|Kevai, N expressing

nasalization: i7roicrTpi90is, confusion of Tpipco, cTpe9co, part, pass: Trj

evkAtjctei : y^pvaSas for £;uvei5cos : Trapay(y)eA(A)oo loses final N before p :

sttei followed by a variation of the usual warning. Mr. Buckley and

Professor Calder aided many years ago.

(4) A slight correction of a published inscription of Dionysopolis sets it

in a new light : at Bekirli : on a round cippus (I.G.R., IV, 756 = C.B . 20).

6 Sfjpos 6 'IspaTToAeiTcov

Kai 6 Sfjpos 6 AiovuaoTro[AeiTcov

Kai] 6 Sfj[pos] 6 BAauvSscov

Kai t[o] koiv[ov t]ou 'YpyaAeoov

tteSiou blank eTEippaav

KoiJvtov TTAauriov OOevoOqtov 55

This was published in 1883. p. 387, with Ousv[coKa], a conjecture

due to the idea that a proconsul was meant. Yennstus is now certain.

He was a freedman, a procurator in charge of the large imperial Estates,

libertus of Plautia Urgulanilla, divorced wife of Claudius, mother of Drusus

and Claudia : so Claudius Clemens (C.B. No. 66), Claudius Hermogenes (C.B.

No. 32), were Libb. Procc. of Claudius or Nero. Her libertus passed to her

children, and from Claudia he came to be Nero’s property. The date is thus

assured. A number of imperial liberti and libertae are mentioned in the

inscriptions : Claudian as above : Flavian liberti Epaphroditus C.B.
,

I. 65,

Agathemeros C.B., I. 65 and 33. 56

(5) Anderson published in J.H.S.
, 1807, p. 411, a decree issued by Hiera-

polis ordering that paraphylakes should receive from the villagers only wood

and chaff and lodging : all else cap Eauroav(!). 57 Exaction of money and gifts

by the police 58 is always a danger in the East. The official guardians of

peace and order degenerate easily into brigands ; and the avowed brigands

become the friends of the oppressed population. It is easier to exact from

the law-abiding than to hunt criminals. Such was the history of the

frumentarii and other agents of the central power in the Roman Empire.

In this decree fine and restitution are prescribed along with another

penalty : offenders are debarred from accepting honorary decrees and crowns

from grateful villages. Examples of this custom are mentioned in the sequel

:

it is one among many proofs that the Anatolian villages exercised some degree

of communal action.

(6) H. 22. A fragment of a law stating the rights of owners of vines

53 Correction kindly sent by Mr. Buckler.
5<J Some might be taken as natives who

gained civitas, but I reject this view :

civitas would rarely be conferred in tin's

period and this hardly romanised Region.
57 <nr’ tt is often written for 9, and

vice versa, in Anatolia.

58 The imperial xiolice and secret service

of the third century (and even late second)

were more dreaded than the criminals :

they had great opportunity under pretence

of exacting contributions for Imperial pur-

poses (KoAAiyncovEs).
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(Seottotcci ocijitteAcov) against trespassers, who injure the vines, break them, or

steal, or allow their oxen or sheep or goats to clo any harm. This is an

example of the way in which old custom hardened into formal law that could

be enforced by a court. Under the old system the god judged and decided

according to custom. Under Rome there were courts of law. There is perhaps

an anticipation of modern custom, viz. that a passer may eat as he goes, but

must not carry away grapes. 59 Paraphylakes who have summary jurisdiction

and right to flog slaves are mentioned. 60 Compare a similar fragment in Africa,

published with commentary by Schulten in Festschrift zu Otto HirchjehTs LX
Gehurtstag

,

4

Process gegen Weidefrevel.’

The unfenced vineyards were private property, not communal. I have

observed no trace of communal land in Anatolian custom. All land belonged

originally to the god :

c

the earth is the Lord s and the fulness thereof.’ The

land was taken by conquerors from the god; but usually there was a com-

promise : e.g. the conqtieror seized one-third. Two-thirds remained to the

god and his servants, the conquered people. The servants owned as long as

they cultivated the land, with certain dues and portion of the crop to the god

(and his priests). Absolute ownership of their portion was assumed by the

conquerors
;
but this was modified by the inability of the soldiers to cultivate

the land. Capital had to be borrowed to work the farm, and the only lender

was the god who was banker.

We must understand that the countryside was given over to vine-growing :

there were paths among the groups of vines : the shepherds were not driving

large flocks (as in a pastoral country), but the small numbers needed to supply

milk. Sheep's milk or goats’ was mainly used, not cows’ milk. 61 Cows were

not and are not much kept, as there is rarely grass on the plateau : in the

summer the hot sun scorches grass : goats and sheep live on a low plant which

grows on the plains, but cows do not eat it. Oxen were kept, not cows.

(7) C.B. 60, H. 37. Half stele : two ears in relief in the upper corners,

making the first three lines very short.

The stone has been cut in half, as frequently happens, and the left half

is restored symmetric allv.

B]A

A tto]A A-

govJiSou

UTTEp aCO]TT)pl-

as Eu§a]ijuvri

icrrf)AA]riv avE-

orqcTEv]

The lady grew deaf, 62 and prayed for cure. The common Anatolian name
Ra suits exactly; so would Na, ha, Ta, but these are rare. Ba was evidently

59 Hogarth in VIII, 1887.
60 In i. 6 read : pooKrjpaTcc t| ©[ps^aTa],

cattle large or small (Buckler) : in H ettittovou

8[lCUTTjS].

61 Such is the case now in Greece, or

was in 1881.
62 One ear would indicate local injury :

two ears deafness. See note, p. 2S7.
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of priestly family. It will be noticed that prayers, and inscriptions of higher

order are under priestly names
(
e.g . C.B. 30f, 3 If, etc., while those of a lower

type are made by uneducated peasants.

(8) C.B. 54, H. 20. The following is broken into two unequal parts, but

the break was irregular, not made carefully bv a mason. A more probable

(and interesting) restoration than in C.B. is now suggested : Apollonios had

been wounded in the heel : his brother 63 and he pray for a cure.

3

ActkAo:[s T£ Kcxl ’AttoAAgo-

vios
5

A[ttoAAoS6tou

i£pos(s)d[v£crrr)cjav crrf|Ar|V

4 U7T£p
3

AtTo[AAcOVIOU TTTEp-

vav Tpau[paTicrd£VTOs su^a-

|Jl£VOl
J

ATr6[AAcovt

In 1. 5 ligatures shortened the line : the copy has part of u certain at

the end : Tpd[TT£^av is impossible.

(9) C.B. 20, H. 29. In a.d. 137, August : the Theoi Sebastoi are not

the deified Emperors of Rome, but the living gods Hadrian and L. Ceionius

Commodus. This is an imperial Estate, and the lords of the Estate are the

owners. Ceionius was adopted in 136, with trib. pot.
;
he was consul in 137 :

statues and even temples were erected to him after his death, Jan. 1, 138.

Motella (Medele, Bvz. Metellopolis and Pulcherianopolis), as property of the

god, passed to the Roman Emperor (H.G. 347, 449).

(10) H. 28, at Iveuseli near Medele, IvS.S' k(s) yrj.a'.i3 '.(i) ccvsaTri to

Ouaiacrrripiov eirl KupiotKoO tou OeocpiAectt' erricrK' : probably fifth or sixth

century. Another Bishop of Motella (Metellopolis) was Michael, a.d. 557

(J.H.S., 1883, p. 393, where he is wrongly assigned to Anastasiopolis).

Epitaphs are not numerous in the middle Plain. This is in marked con-

trast to the general Anatolian custom, where the preparation of the tomb

is the first duty in life, and epitaphs are 80 per cent, of the inscriptions. In

the Hurgalleis the facts of life and society and the direct relation to the gods

bulk far more largely; and this suggests that the country of Lairbenos was

peopled by a distinct race. 64

Emancipation of slaves or fosterlings was frequent. 65

(11) The following is restored exonpi i causa 66 (taking 1. 1 as a heading;

63 If Apoll[oiiios] were the father the

phrase would have been Sis. The repeti-

tion is rare, but occurs in No. 31, 56.

64 The People of Thiounta, ‘ unique . . .

of very small stature and ugly yet not for-

bidding features, unlike any other people

known to me, have apparently preserved

unmixed and unchanged the type of some

old race’ {C.B. p. 124 f.). They are not

orthodox Moslems and are suspicious of

strangers. Compare Gelzer’s account of

the late survival of pagans in Lydia,

Phrygia, etc. in his Pergamon ini Mittclalter.

65 A 9petitos was frequently married to a

daughter, in which case he seems to have

been qualified to carry on the family religion

like a son. This practice was common,
and was a sort of adoption. If the expenses

of his foster-parents were paid he was free.

66 The general sense is certain : details

and names uncertain.
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but it may be the ending of an inscription placed higher on the stone)
:
parts

of two dedications, with dates restored as specimens : in 6, ArjAicp is unex-

pected
:
perhaps 5. ‘HAicp, omitting ysiAta.

"AttoAAcovi] Aspp[r|vcp

ctous . . . ppvos 0? a ? KA]rjovsiKris Kai [Taua? yvvq pov

KaTOcypa^opev Tpv auT]oov 0uyaT£pa [Tcrriavpv 6kt£0eI-

4 crav Kai Tpa9£iaav K]aTa oveipov* el S£ [tis eirsvKaAs-

ctei, Orjcrsi ysiAia Spvapjia ApAico "AttoAAcovi

stous . . . \ pp(vos) . . k]0
#

. Aupp. Tpco£i[Aos k.t.A.

Examples of such registration of threptoi (threptai, threpta) are H. 1 8.

(1*2) H. 2 should be restored

:

oi Saves KajTayp&cpfoiaev tco 0£g3

tov Sava tov Te]0pep£v[ov ppcbv

sms 8e oAiy]cppr|CT8i [ttjv 0£oO

Suvapiv f| e]TT8v[KaA8l, 0f|CT8i k.t.A. 6 '

(13) H. 8.

[si 58 tis arrevKaAsaei, 0f)]-

asi sis tov K]aiaa[pos 910KOV [Srjv.

stous . . pp(vos)a
/

\T}' Zp[voSoTos

toO SsTvos K]ai f] yuv(fj) po[u too

0£co KaTaypa9op]ev tov e[au-

tgov T80p£ppevov Biocvo[pa* si 5s

tis eirevKaAecTEi, 0pasi] els [tov 9iokov

When exposure is attributed to dream or order of the god, the adoption

was evidently arranged between the Tpo9ipoi and the parents. To avoid all

question or legal difficulty as to status after the death of parents and foster-

parents, the exposed child might be dedicated to the god : if the threptos

was not set free, or formally adopted, he might come to be regarded in

course of time as a slave. A formal declaration that a threptos was

freeborn and free engraved permanently at a hieron or on a grave (which

was a sanctuary) had the same effect. 68 It was required as a safeguard against

the heirs of the adopter, who would not have the same affection for the

threptos as the foster-parents felt. Old Anatolian usage put threptoi between

free and slave; but Homan law knew no intermediate category, and varied

much in its attitude to threptoi : one thing was certain : the threptos must

be either a son or a slave. As Mitteis says, on the Syr.-Rom. Rechtsbuck in

Ahhandl. Ahad. 117$$., Berlin, 1905, p. 57 : the law is to leave the foster-

father to determine if he wishes his threptos to be free. The inscriptions show

that this imposed on him the duty to make his intention clear during his life-

time. Even though the threptos had been treated as a son, it was safer to

67 Te9paypevov is not used in these doeu- 68 Example Af.U.T/.U. X, Xo. 133, when
ments : only T£0psp(n)svos. rightly read.
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give him to Apollo than to leave his fate uncertain
;
thus manumission by gift

to the god was often practised, but this strengthened the idea that the threptos

was a slave until set free. Such difficulties occur when loose popular custom

has to be applied according to hard-and-fast law. A systematic monograph on

the Anatolian threptoi is a desideratum.

M. Ramsay.

Note on p. 284. No. 7. Mr. Buckler prefers to interpret the ears as alluding

to the god listening favourably, and compares the English 4 bow down thine

ear/ In this he may be right. Epidaurian inscriptions may be held to

favour his interpretation. Here the rude reliefs show affected parts of the

body
;
when fever is the sickness, a hidden fire, it cannot be indicated. It

is certain that two ears were shown in No. 7, although one is restored. The

English phrase 4

incline thine ear ’ points to the natural action of a man
listening intently

;
he turns the ear to the sound. Antony says to the

assembly 4 lend me your ears.’ I state both views and leave others to judge.

Other suggestions made by Mr. Buckler I have accepted with gratitude.



AN ATTIC INSCRIPTION OF THE ARCHIDAMIAN WAR

LG. I2 . 294, 299, 308.

These three numbers in the Corpus are parts of one inscription, which

evidently contains the expenditure of Athena's Treasurers for some portion of

the years 432/1—127/6. 294 is in two pieces, of which fragment a had not

Fig. 1 .-—I.G. X 2
. 308 and 21*4.

apparently been seen since Lolling’s time, and I.G. I2
, gives it from Lolling's

not quite correct copy : Bannier had observed with great acuteness from the

published copies that fragments a and b of 294 join. Fragment a has not,

however, been lost, but is safely in the Epigraphie Museum at Athens, E.M.

5173, a very substantial piece of marble, preserving a small portion of the
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inscribed face, and a much larger portion of the uninseribed back, of the

stone.1

Bannier's proposed join is, of course, brilliantly justified : there is a large

contact surface between fragments a and h of 294. But there is also a much
slighter, though unmistakable, contact surface between fragment a of 294. and

308
;
and these three fragments, whose catalogue numbers are E.M. 0748. 5173,

6707, are now bedded together in plaster in the Epigraphic Museum (Fig. I).
2

A fourth fragment, I.G. I2 . 299 (E.M. 6706) does not make direct contact,

but I believe that it belongs to the same stone and that it can be placed

•t&k

Fig. 2.—Ui. I 2
. 299.

1 In fragment 6 line 10
, xoiCT 1S wrong : the

stone has xocn
2 I joined 2946 and 308 in the autumn of

Fio. 3 —l 0. I 3 634

1927, guided by the similarity of the writing.

About a month later, I came by accident on
294a, which provided actual contacts with

the other two. Very soon after I had to

leave Athens. ha\ing noted three or four

further fragments which seemed similar,

though I could not fix their places : they
included 299, and also I.G. I 2

. 034 [tei

A0evai]ai c<ps\
,
[ouevccI, though I have made

nothing further ot this, nor exactly checked
the size of the writing : perhaps it comes
from a document of the Logistai of 426.
Since then, I have had much correspondence
with Mr. B. D. Merit t. to whose suggestions
most of what is of value in the following
paper is due.

I must further thank Dr. Leonardos for

the most indulgent hospitality I enjoyed in

his Museum ; and Stavros, the Bhylax, who
helped me bed my fragments in plaster.
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approximatelv. 5Ir. Aleritt pointed out to me that the uninscribed interval

above line 5 in 294 (etti t) is 0-042 in., the uninscribed interval below it is 0*022 m..

and that exactly the same intervals are found above and below line 7 in 299, for

below the sign for 50 Talents in line 7 there is visible the tip of a vertical stroke.

Line 7 of 299, then, is the continuation of line 5 of 294 : which in its turn is the

continuation of line 1 of 308. Photographs of 299 (Fig. 2) and of LG. I2 .

634 (Fig. 3 ;
see note 2) are given

;
the scale of the photographs is unfor-

tunately different.

AYe can now number the surviving lines continuously (I number unin-

scribed as well as inscribed lines).

1 iroAi [or y)

2

- - — - - SioviSo - - - -

3- — - utoeSoO

4 - - - - - — - - - - - - TiSaoKCC

5

- o aaoySoE

G — u eAsifiopa

i

8

9 - - £9 ettit XMMPAPTT
10

11 — \<j SopEVTa — — - — i - -

12 - - P TCCOCTIVETTI -------

13

i’T .... OTTO IGICT ITT

14 - - oiay . . . apyoatSEK

15 — aipy . . tTOpaAaiov - - — — -

16 — avaAo . arooi^a — ------

It is clear we have fragments of three totals : in line 9, in line 15, and in

line 16. The total in line 16 appears to be a Grand Total, comprising all the

previous totals : whether a Grand Total for a Panathenaic period, giving the

sum of four annual totals, or rather a Grand Total for a year, giving the sum of

certain minor totals, we cannot yet say with certainty. I think most likely

the latter : it is hardly credible that the items in lines 11-19 are the whole of

the items for a year of war. In that case the year's payments are recorded in

separate groups, according to the recipient, or destination, of the money paid.

The enormous total in line 9 excludes the possibility that the paragraphs

represent prytanies.

The left-hand margin can be probably determined from line 9, where we
must clearly restore avaAoporroa K^aAaiov, i.e. 11 spaces before the e. This

is confirmed by line 16, where we should probably supply ycnjpuavTocx]

avaAo[p]crroa K£9a[Acaov-] : this gives only 10 letters before the a (which is

vertically under the e of line 9), but since the letters in this bottom line are

larger, and wider spaced, than in the rest of the inscription, we may expect

these 10 letters to occupy 11 spaces. This produces a certain difficulty in line 11,

where the restoration which first suggests itself is Tpi£poTroio]icj[i Trape]5opev,

and this is one letter too few.
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I offer the following supplements of lines 9-16 exempli gratia , to indicate

the possible shape of the sentences. The assumptions I have made are :—

*

1. That the second paragraph records payments made to the Trieropoioi

only : the second total, of course, does the same.

2. That the first paragraph, which with its very large total (1207 Talents

or more) must record the payments on operations of war. gives the

payments made to the Hellenotamiai. (That the payments are not

made to the Strategoi direct is clear from to]uto e8o0[e in line 3, the

phrase regularly used to indicate the ultimate destination, when the

immediate recipients are the Hellenotamiai.)

3. That the line has 80 letters. Cf. I.G. I.
2 296, 301. 302.

The arabic figures in parentheses indicate the approximate number of

letters to be supplied.

A. First Total (line 9).

[avaAopcrrocj K]e<p[aAcaov] em T[sa (9)
3 apyea kcu xcTUVaPXOVTOV beAAevo-

TapiaaiJ^HHP^PTT [etc.]

B. Second Paragraph, First Payment (lines 11-13).

[u Tpi£poTroio]ia[i TrapE]8o|ji£v Ta[(iioa lnepov Tea AOevoaaa (15)
4

xa]i [Toia x^vapxoai,]

[(12)] p [(5)]tcx oaiv, 5 em [Tea (10)
6 TrpuTaveiaa (7)

7

Trpuraveuoaea, (17)]

[(!-)] 8 v

C. Second Paragraph, Second Payment (lines 13-15).

T[pi£p]°TT°toiai Tr[ape5opev em Tea (9)
9 Trpuraveiaa (6)

10 TrpuTaveuoaea, (8)]

[(7)
4 Kai T]oia x[crwv]apxoai 5eK [(59)]

[(H)] ai, 11 mtw]v

D. Second Total (remainder of line 15).

KecpaAaiov [avaAoporroa Tpiepoiroioia em Tea (9)
3 ap/ecr Kai xcruvaPXov"

TOV (2) 12]

E. Grand Total (line 16).

[XcrutiiravToa] avaAo[|Ji]aToa KE9a[Aaiov, etc.]

The sum of the money paid oat , whilst X and colleagues were in office , to the

Hellenotamiai, 1267 Talents (

—

Drachmas).

3 Name of chief Tamias, genitive, e.g.

AvTipeSocr, XappavriSo. The same in lines 9

and 15.

4 Xame and demotic of chief Trieropoios,

dative. The same in lines 11 and 13-14.
5

(12) p (5) toc oaiv : a participial phrase,

defining the functions of these Trieropoioi.
6 E.g. AvtioxiSoct, KeKpOTnSocr, Epex^eiSoc.

7 E.g . irEuniTecr.

8
(17) (12) : the day of the prytany, and

the sum of money. E.g. TrevTe lisjaspai

J.H.S.—VOL. L.

eoeAs
j
AvOutai eaav, .

9 E.g. AiavriSca, AeovtiSoq-.

10 E.g. evarea.

11 Sek (59) (11) ai : the date by month and
by prytany ? E.g . Sekoctei hiaTapcVo ©apye-

Aiovoa, 5ekcctettocpea liepspai eaeAsAudutai Eaav
J

TEl

TrpuravEiai, The date by month is, ho^vever,

unexpected. (This equation is right, I

believe, for the year 431-0).
12 Sum of money. E.g. ( P I?

1 — ) ItU'.

X
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We , Tamiai of Athena s sacred Treasure
,
handed to the Trieropoioi

,

Y A/5

colleagues
, engaged in , /« the prytany of (Antioch is), the (fifth) prytany, (on

the fifth day thereof’, 50 Talents).

We handed to the Trieropoioi. in the prytany of (Aiant is). the (ninth) prytany,

to r and his colleagues, (on the 10tli day of Thargelion, the l±th day of the prytany)

50 Talents.

The sum of the money paid out to the Trieropoioi, whilst X and colleagues

were in office (100 Talents).

The sum of all the money paid out whilst X and colleagues were in office

,

—
Talents — Drachmas.

Complete restoration of the first 7 lines would be so arbitrary as to be

valueless. Line 2, sm Tea Trav]5ioviSo[a TtpuTaveiaa (he[3
|

Sogsa ?) upu-
Taveuoaea : line 3, to]uto e5o0[s aTpcrreyoi(a ?) : line 5, em Tea—i5oa

7rpuTavei]aa oy5oe[a TrpuTavsvoaea
|

: line 6, touto e6o0e arpaT£yoi(a ?

em— ?) ApiaTOT]eAei ©opa[tei, etc. : the u in the early part of the line will

be part of the word eaeAeAubuiau Most of this is already given in I.G. I2 .

Bannier s supplement in line 6, ApionroTjeAei 0opa[iei, is almost certainly

right. He is the same as Aristoteles son of Timokrates, Strategos in 426-5

(Thue. 3. 105), and Aristoteles of the Tribe Antiochis (to which the Thoraieis

belonged), who was Hellenotamias 421-0 (I.G. I2
. 220, line 5), oligarchic

Strategos in 411 (Xen. Hell. 2. 3. 4G), and finally one of the 30 Tyrants 13 (ibid.

2. 3. 2, Plato, Parmenides 127 D). In fact Prosopographia Attica, Xo. 2055 =
Xo. 2057.

The identification of Aristoteles does not, of course, date the accounts here

inscribed to the year 426-5, when Thucydides mentions him as Strategos.

Bannier indeed proposes so to date them, but the borrowings of the year 426-5

are preserved in I.G. I2 . 324, lines 2—16, and show nothing like this total. The
Strategia was iterable, both in theory and in common practice : Aristoteles

was probably Strategos during most of the Arehidamian War.

But Aristoteles name, and the long datives (TpiEpoiroioiai in line 13, another

in line 11), and the very large sums involved, combine to make a date in the

Arehidamian War likely. Any date after 426 is excluded by the fact that we
have the borrowings for those years in I.G

.

I2. 324, and the totals are never

even a quarter of the amount in line 9. Our year contains, evidently, the siege

of Mvtilene or part of the siege of Poteidaia.

The stones which have most likenesses to our stone belong to the very early

years of the Arehidamian War. The year's payments are arranged in groups,

according to their destination, in I.G. I2 . 296, which may have had, like our

stone, a filial paragraph giving payments to Trieropoioi. That stone belongs

to 432-1. Payments to Tri(eropoioi ?) occur twice in I.G

.

I2 . 301, lines 1 and

17 (in both places there is a vacant space 14 before the T, i.e. a new sentence

begins with Tpi-) : this stone has never been certainly dated, but the form

13 In this list, the 30 are arranged in 14 Xot indicated in I.G. I2
. I hope to

Tribes, the 3 ot the Tribe Antiochis standing publish a revised text of this stone shortly,

last.
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TrspiTToAeon in line 35, with the long dative in the next line (-cri Traps5o|i£v),

excludes the date formerly assumed, e.y. by Edward Meyer, ForscJiiwyen
,
II.

140, 412-1, b.c., or the even later date prepared by Beloch (G.G. II2 . 2.

p. 349) ;
and in line 22 we probably have Perikles' name. 15

The restored stone, slight as the fragments are, deserves extremely careful

study, for we are obviously at the mercy of hypotheses for the finance of the

Archidamian War. I hope someone will improve my supplements or, better

still, add new fragments. What with Mr. Meritt's text of I.G. I2 . 324, with

Prof. Adcock's interpretation of Thuc. III. 17 (
Ccuub . Hist . Journ. I. p. 319),

with this stone and I,G. I2 . 301 and 29G, and with further study of Kallias’

decrees (I.G. I2 . 91 and 92), I do not despair that one day we may reach firm

ground.

The Date of I.G. I2 . 301.

In the last two paragraphs above, I have referred to I.G. I2 . 301, and
given some reasons for supposing it is of the same sort of date as the present

document, i.e. the first years of the War. I have meanwhile published (Xinn.

Chron ., 1930, pp. 335) a revised text of part of that stone. To the

evidence of early date for 301, I would add

:

(a) the Thasian Quota.16 This seems to exclude the possibility of

Perikles (if that name be rightly restored in line 22) being the younger

Perikles.

(b) the likeness of the repeated phrase koct]oc yev kcu rcctoc 0aA[crrTcxv.

line 38 (cf. line 02 17
), to Thuc. II. 24. 1, (summer 431) <puAon<as

KorrscnrjCTavTo Korra yqv kccl kcxtoc OocAaacrav GoaTrsp 6r| igeAAov 5ia

TToevTog tou rroAepou cpi/Aa^Eiv. The cost of these garrisons does not

appear as a separate item in any other extant accounts : if we find it

listed here, I think it is because it has not yet become a routine expense.

The garrisons are not established till after the end of the first Spartan

invasion (Thuc. l.c.) : they do not, consequently, appear in the accounts

for 432/1, I.G. I2 . 296.

II. T. Wade-Gery.

15 Which would exclude Pannier's date

(422-419), adopted by I.G. I 2
. Perikles’

name is not, of course, certain, though the

name is evidently that of a Strategos.
16 Lines 114-129 {Sum. Citron., 1939. p.

3S): ‘from the year's revenues collected by
ourselves, lumps of Skapte Hyle gold of a

total weight of 3minas: their silver value

is 39 mmas, computed at the rate of 10-1.’

See Xum. (Itron.y 1939, p. 24 (cf. also pp.

30, 33).
17 I would restore lines 61/92 excm pi

i
gratia

to ettetej 10 lio ocutoi )(avv£A£)(CTCt
j

[p£v apyupiov

ETTKjEpov heiiESaiTov (5) Taura e8oue <puAayai Kara

yEv kcu Korra] 6[aA]orrrav.

x 2



THE REFUSAL OF CALLISTHENES TO DRINK THE HEALTH
OF ALEXANDER

In his recent article 1 on The Hellenistic Ruler-Cult and the Daemon W. W.
Tarn regards the story of Callisthenes’ refusal to drink the cup of unmixed wine

at a banquet of Alexander's as apocryphal, having its sources, as he says, only

in the later literature of gastronomy. His reason for doubting the authenticity

of the story is that
6

Chares in both versions (i.e. of the Banquet at Bactra,

where the prosbjnesis was performed by all but Callisthenes) is clear that

Callisthenes did drink.' Assuming for the moment that the story is true, he

says of it :

4 The Greeks as a rule disliked unmixed wine
;
and Callisthenes was

thus able to veil his refusal to drink l The King*' by saying that if he drank

Alexander's health (in unmixed wine) he would be ill.’ He argues that since

Chares attests that Callisthenes did drink the King’s health on the important

occasion at Bactra, that Chares and probably Aristobulus, who are given as

sources by Athenaeus, are both wrong in vouching for this remark, and the sole

remaining authority Lynceus is only a third-centurv writer on gastronomy.

I wholly agree with Tarn's argument that on no occasion did the drinking of

the unmixed wine have anything to do with the divine worship of Alexander
,

2

but I believe that the remark of Callisthenes is well attested and entirely in

character. I think that the connexions in which the story is told, twice bv
Plutarch and once by Athenaeus ,

3 are of very great importance and have been

overlooked in the discussions of the remark. In two cases the story is told as

part of the indictment of Alexander as a hard drinker, and once as an example
of how great a fire of hatred a light jest like this can kindle. There is no
indication that the occasion was that of the banquet at Bactra or a drinking

party of any more significance than many which must have taken place before

the Conspiracy of the Pages and after the Conspiracy. If we consider the

riotous character of these Macedonian banquets ,

4
it is not strange that the

austere Callisthenes would sometimes feel a disinclination to drink akraton
,

even from Alexander's own cup. And that physical disinclination is the cause

mentioned by Plutarch in his version of the story .
5 There Philinus supports

the point of view which Plutarch combats in the Life of Alexander 6—namely,

1 J.H.S. xlviii. 206 ff.

2 Cf. L. R. Taylor, ' The Proskynesis and
the Hellenistic Ruler Cult,’ J.H.S. xlvii

53-62.
3 Plut. Quntst. f'onviv. 623 F—624 A;

De coJubcnda ira , 454 E ; Athen. x. 434 A-D.
4 Cf. the dcKpccTOTTOcncc during the SeiTrvov

at the banquet of Caranus, and the wild

scramble for drinking-cups. When Caranus
begins the drinking in little cups, it comes
as a relief to the guests, an ocvtiSotov Trjs

TTpoTEpas aKpaTOTroaias. Athen. iv. 329
E—330 C. See also Berve, Alexanderreich

,

1. 14 f.

5 Quaest. Conva\ 623 F—624 D.
6 Plut. Alex. 23.

294
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that the defenders of Alexander are wrong in saving that lie did not drink

heavily, but sat long in talk over his cups, Philinus, a Pythagorean friend of

Plutarch, has extracted from the Royal Diaries entries to the effect that Alex-

ander slept very often all one day and sometimes through the following day as

well after the drinking, ek toO ttotou. Next follows an excursus from Aristo-

xenus and Theophrastus on bodily heat and cold
;
then, returning to the subject

in hand, Plutarch says :
’ And it appears that Callisthenes also got into disrepute,

ev 5iaf3oAp, with Alexander because he felt a loathing of the banquets on

account of the drinking *

: 005 Sua^epatvcov Seittveiv Sicxtov ttotov. . . ? This

evidently goes back to ek tou ttotou above. He continues :
* For he pushed

away a great cup, called Alexander's, when it came to him. saying that he did

not wish to drink to Alexander and have recourse to Aselepius/ The para-

graph ends :
* This much on the hard drinking of Alexander.’ s

Schnabel, who sees rudeness and superciliousness in Callisthenes' remark,

does not attribute it to the occasion at Bactra in which he is so much interested,

but cites it as an instance of the lack of courtesy and the conceit of a Greek

literatus at the court of a king like Alexander.
c

Als oinmal beim Gastmahl

in Gegenwart Alexanders/ etc. (KUo, 19, 1923-25, p. 123). Jacoby also

does not define the time of the episode more definitely than
£ wohl aus der

letzten Zeit seines Lebens am Hofe ’ (P. IT. 10, sp. 1577).

VerylikelyAlexander did not observe the failure to drink nor hear the remark

in the uproar of the feast. lie did not even at Bactra notice what Callisthenes

was doing, until Demetrius, who was concerned to bring Callisthenes into

disrepute with the King, called his attention to it. And it is clear from Plutarch's

phrase that the remark was repeated to Alexander in malice, ev 8ia(3oArj.

The word is significant in connexion with the charges made in tie miniature ct

amico (Go, C—D), where Plutarch says that Med ins the Thessalian, encouraged

the flatterers of Alexander to
k

bite ' with the tooth of slander, Sockveiv

8iapoAaTs.
£ And so, in consequence of the scar remaining even when the

wound was healed. Alexander destroyed Callisthenes and Parmenio and Philo-

tas/ Plutarch continues :
* He gave himself up utterly to such men as

Hagnon. Bagoas, Agasias and Demetrius, bowed down to, TTpoa-KUVOupEvos,

and arrayed and moulded by them like a barbaric image.' The expressions

for slander used in the various passages suggest some common origin for the

defence of Callisthenes. Plutarch blows now hot and now cob l about Alexam ler.

according to his sources, sometimes writing of him as ascetic and abstemious,

and at other times describing his
k

bibacity/ TToAuTToeda. and other excesses.

He speaks of the difficulty in which Alexander's better friends found themselves

as to whether to flatter or not to flatter. * as between the shame and the danger

they were in a great strait how to behave themselves.' 9 Probably one of the

7 The verb Suaxepahco is frequently iu>ed 8 These entries may refer to the last da\

of physical loathing and dislike of eatimr. only ot Alexander's life. Cf. I’iut. Ahx.
drinking, etc*. Cf. Aristotle, 11.A. iS. 8. 7.3—70, and Wileken, 1 'ht lulo*j"'t -VJ, e^perially

6uCTX£Pa i V£lu troTov
; Plut. M<>r. 101 (J : p. 120.

Suaxspau'ouai oi voctoOvtes twv ppcopaTCOv tcx 9
JL*lut. Ahx. 23. Evehn's translation.

KaSepcbTcna, et pusaitti*
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‘ flatterers ' reported the remark to Alexander, Sockvgov 8ia|3oAais as Medius 10

suggested, and according to Plutarch it left its scar.

The story of the remark of Callisthenes is told in Athenaeus at the end of

tales of the wild drinking before his death by Alexander with Proteas and others

in the house of Medius. It is Ephippus of Olynthus. the countryman of Callis-

thenes, who is the source for the drinking-match between Alexander and

Proteas, famous for his prowess as a drinker and much injured by the habit.

Ephippus is the author of the ' poisonous pamphlet 5 11 on the Burial of Hepbaes-

tion and Alexander, in which. Schwartz says, the aim was to show that
4

Die

Makedonen kbnnen nicht gebildet zechen, sondern sind schon vor dem Dessert

betrunken,
5 and to prove that * the King who would be a god and his friend

whom he had declared to be a hero were vicious and blasphemous men/ One

may hardly look for restraint in an attack on Alexander from a friend and

countryman of the murdered Callisthenes. and it is probable that Aristotle also

felt aimer against Alexander for the death of his kinsman and fellow-philosopher.

But there is nothing in itself improbable in the supposition that Alexander,

who wished to excel in everything, 12 should wish also to be able to drain as great

a cup of unmixed wine as Proteas and to do it as often. It was too much for

him. Athenaeus says, and he dropped the TroTqpiov Siyouv after the second

draining and fell back on the couch. Then come the extracts from the

Royal Diaries, which Plutarch also quoted in discussing the drunkenness of

Alexan< ler. This makes it appear that Plutarch's friend Philinus used Ephippus.

Then comes a citation from the Kulax of Menander about a soldier drinking off

a big gold Persian goblet of wine as stoutly as Alexander could. And then,

on the authority of Xieoboule, it is related that Alexander, at the feast in the

house of Medius, challenged the twenty guests present and received the same

challenge from each of them, a drinking-bout from which he never recovered.

The story of
4

Callisthenes the sophist,
5 and his famous refusal and jest, is told

at the end of the chapter, and told on the authority of Lynceus. Aristobulus and

Chares. It forms a climax to the story of the disastrous drinking of healths

which has been the subject-matter of the chapter and is intended to contrast

Greek aco9pocruvr| with Macedonian ccKpaTOTroaia. The connexion shows that

only drinking of healths of the usual sort in a banquet, and not a religious

ceremony, is in question.

Berve 13 assumes a
4

Gotterspende
5 from the passages describing the banquet

10 Plutarch calls Medius the leader of the

chorus around Alexander and the sophist-

coryphaeus of those who were banded
together against better mm.

11 S<h\\artz, KailIsth utes' Iltlluitka,

H'tt,u 3o, 1. 27.
12 Plut. Alts. 4.

1J Ah :mn<l( rn i< h, 1 . 14: Man begann mit

der au-a emer Opferschalo gegossenen

G<»tter^pende, die von jedem Theilnehiner

dargobnuht (Pharos, b. Plut. 54; Arr.

IV. 12. 2; Plut. 70; vgl. de f. Al. p. 33S

D) vom Ivmige anscheinend unter Trom-
petentu* h (Chares, frg. 10) geweiht wurde.

In the first two references given here
only drinking of healths is in question;

in Plut. 70 there is the 5eIttvov and the
drinking match after the return from the
funeral pyre of Calanus, and also the aceomit
of the wedding feast at Susa, of Alexander
and Statira, at wlii<h Alexander presented
each one of his nine thousand guests with
a gold 9iaXr) for libation. Berve rightly

recognises in his article in Kha (20, 1025-6,

p. lbl) that the expressions in Arrian's

account, npcmvEtv and ekttivelv, refer to quite

definito
k

Trinksitten.'
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at Bactra, and Hiss Taylor believes that the mention of unmixed wine necessarily

implies a toast to the Good Daemon (op. cit. p. 60). The drinking of nnmixed

wine at the banquet of Caranus is a sufficient refutation of the latter theorw and

there is no suggestion of any libation or any religious ceremonv of any kind in

any of the accounts of the drinking, except the mysterious TTpog ecrriav, which

no one has been able to explain satisfactorily. The last one to discuss the

phrase. Dr. Farnell (J.H.S. xlix. 7011.) speaks of a possible slight obehanee

to the spirit of the hearth, with or without libation to her. In the passages

about drinking healths cited by Miss Taylor and by Berve, the act described

consists in Alexander's drinking the health of the man challenged and handing

him the cup; the recipient then drains the cup, which has been refilled with

strong wine. There is no statement in the passages in question, either (1) that

a toast to the Good Daemon was drunk (Taylor), or (*2) that a libation to the

gods was poured out (Berve). The fact that the cup is called a great cup 11

indicates that to drink it off in the fashion described in Athenaeus might well

send an abstemious man to the doctor. Moreover, the sip which was com me d

faut in honour of the Good Daemon, which Miss Taylor (op. ct f
. pp. 50-60)

assumes in the case of the wine which Callisthenes refused, would not have been

sufficient to give point to his jest about not drinking for fear of having need of

the services of Asclepius. The fact that the story is twice told in a connexion

that attacks Alexander suggests that it is part of a defence that emanated from

friends and countrymen of Callisthenes. It is highly probable that it is a true

one. Callisthenes was a wit, and this is a good jest; the reason for his refusal

given in Plutarch, Suo’xspaivcov 5ia tov ttotov, that is, revulsion from the

banquet because of the Macedonian manners in drinking, is doubtless the real

reason. The jest was uttered as aKcbja^a Kai TraiSia and twisted into a slight

of the King, who probably had not noticed it at all, for various reasons, until it

was brought to his attention by Demetrius. Later the story found a place in

the writings against Alexander and his drunkenness, as an illustration of the

way in which the Macedonian drinking habits affected a Greek. If Callisthenes

had not been unfortunate, and if lie had outlived the King, lie would probably

have been celebrated for his independence, wit and freedom instead of being

criticised for vanity and rudeness. It is clear that the Greeks found this

remark witty.

Callisthenes drank the King's health at Bactra. but he did not always drink

at Macedonian banquets.

Grace II. Macurdy.

n The word <piaAr| is used by Plutarch occasions and finally fluiur into the Indian

and Arrian in the talo of the banquet at Ocean. Alexander had many gold iups,

Bactra; the c*up of unmixed wine is called and his father had an enormous one that he

kuAi£ m all the descriptions of the refusal so cherished that ho took it to bed with him

of Callisthenes to drink Alexander's health. and put it under hi-* pillow (Athen. 15.“) 1)

I cannot agree with Tarn [op. cit. p. 212) and 231 B). Alexander says he inherited

in his belief that the big gold cylix which from his father only debts and some itold

held the unmixed wine was the same as a cups (Arrian, 7, 0, 10). The big cup may
gold <piaAr| used for libations on various have been one of tlie-so.



ARTEMIS ORTHIA: SOME ADDITIONS AND A CORRECTION

I

By the kind permission of Professor Sieveking and of Mr. A. M. A oodward.

who has informed me of the existence of these objects and has sent me the

photographs here reproduced and the necessary notes. I am able to publish a

few small objects in ivory, bone, and bronze which were acquired in 1911 by

the Museum der Ivleinkunst in Munich. A summary account of them by

Professor Sieveking lias already appeared in the Minteither Jahrb . der bMender

Knud, 1912. ]). 73. The channel by which they reached Munich is naturally

obscure, but there can be no doubt that they were found at the Ortliia sanctuary

at Sparta, the excavation of which was finished in 1910. the year before the

objects were acquired at Munich. Even before this information reached me, I

had learned by a curious accident that there had. in fact, been some small

pilfering from the Orthia excavation by one of our workmen.

The objects are reproduced slightly less than full size on Plate XI. The

references to plates and pages are to the Artemis Orthia book.

1. PI. XI, 1. A bone full-length figure of Orthia, exactly like the one

slum n on PI. CNIX, 4. but with the skirt complete.

2. PI. XI, 2. o-d. A four-faced bone seal of the tvpe described on

p. 228 and shown on Pis. ( XXXIX and the top of CXL. These seals date to

the latter half of the eighth and the seventh centuries. This Munich example,

of which all four sides are shown, is remarkable for having uliat none of the

examples hitherto known has—its means of attachment. This is a piece of

bone inserted into one of the ends of the seal, and terminating above in a

perforated cylinder, which makes it plain that the object was suspended,

probably carried as a pendant. The designs on the faces, three birds, and a

pattern of incised circles, present no new features.

3. PI. XL 3. a-b. An ivory coucliant ram, pierced from back to front,

and on the base of the figure an intaglio of a tall standing bird. This is pre-

cisely one of the numerous figures of coucliant animals found at the Orthia site,

for which see pp. 230-230. Parallels to the bird, in intaglio or relief, are on

Pis. CLYI and CLVIII.

4. PL XI, 4^. A similar figure of a small coucliant winged lion, again

with a bird cut on the base. The closest parallel to both the lion and the bird

is tlie figure on PI. CLIV, 3.

0. PL XI, 5, G and 7, a and b. Three flat bone circular seals with a hole

on one side for attachment. These are of the tvpe described on p. 329 as

Type 2 and figured on Pis. CXL-CXL1Y. These three examples are true to
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the type, with their rosette patterns on the pierced upper side, and with the

seal itself having a design of a displayed bird or a sphinx.

G. Pl. XI, 8 a . b. A bone disc-seal of the type described on p. 229. and

shown on Pis. CXLI\-CXLYI as Type 3. They are distinguished by being

drilled across a diameter and by having the upper face reduced by a chamfer.

This example has on the reduced face (: 8. b) the head of a griffin, and on the

lower face a standing sphinx, both in intaglio.

7. Pl. XI, 9, r/. b. Small bone disc of lentoid form, each face with a

zigzag pattern round the edge and across the face a diameter.

8. PL XI, 10. A flat square piece of bone with a pattern of incised

circles and lines. It closely resembles the pieces of bone shown on PL CLXX.
10-13.

9. A bronze lion-fibula. The bow of the fibula alone is preserved : it

consists of a c-ouchant lion, of which the tail ends in a bearded serpent.

Exactly such another is described on p. 200 and shown on PL LXXXY1L ./.

It dates to the end of the seventh century.

10. In addition to these objects Mr. Woodward was shown five scarabs,

bone or paste. None bore designs in any way different from those already

published.

II

The correction now to be made relates to the dating of the iron spits, in

which were recognised the earliest Spartan currency. It is said on p. 391 of

the Orth in book that there was no evidence for these being found later than with

Laconian I pottery—later, that is. than about the year G35 n.c. A further

record has now been found, by which it appears that, though the bulk of these

spits v'ere found with Proto-Corinthian and Laconian I pottery, vet pieces

turned up with all the styles of Laconian pottery from Laconian 1 to as late as

Laconian VI. This means that these dedications may have been made even as

late as the first half of the third century n.c. Laconian VI potterv laMed over

a long period : it began about 425 n.c., and must some of it be dated as Lite as

the middle of the third century : it is not necessary to supp< >se that the inm spits

go down to the very end of this period, but we must admit that tliev were dedi-

cated at least as late as the fourth century, if not even later. This correction

does not affect the fact, as already published, that by far the greater number of

spits belong to the early period, and from the circumstances of their discovery

belong to the latter part of the eighth down to towards the end of the seventh

century. Nor is it easy to be sure how far such occasional dedications at an

old sanctuary imply actual daily use as currency : their use in the Orthia cult

mav well have been a piece of ritual archaism. Earlier than the appearance of

Proto-Corinthian pottery, that is with geometric pottery alone, the spits, as

has been already stated in the Orth in book, w ere of rare occurrence.

R. M. D.



THREE LEAD COFFINS FROM PALESTINE

(PL. XIT.)

The writer has been recently given the opportunity to study three lead

coffins, ornamented in relief, now in the Palestine Museum, Jerusalem. They

are as yet unpublished .
1

Xo. 1.—Inventory, Dept, of Antiquities (Part M). Xo. 1080, entry dated

January 13, 19-8. According to a report made to the Department it was

discovered in 1923 during the repair of a road from Acre to .Beirut, near the

village of Ez-Zib. 2 It was found in one of a group of fourteen tombs opened up

accidentally during the work. 3 The coffin was found in a much-damaged state

and conveyed first to the local museum, Acre, and then to its present place.

Description, What remain^ of the coffin is in six fragments :—

•

(a) A short side, measuring *2-1 by 35 cm. It is decorated with four

columns of the Corinthian order with simplified capitals.4 The shafts of the

columns have parallel spired llutings 5 for the upper two-thirds of their

length (12 cm. fluted, 0 cm. plain).

Between the two columns on the right are three olive leaves joined to-

gether. Identical leaves occur also above the columns and in fragment g.

A1 )ove the leaves stands a youth, nude but for a strip of garment over his

left shoulder. Ilis face is turned up leftwards; his left hand holds a curved

staff, his right hand is turned up (with the palm outwards) in a gesture of

adoration. 6 His right foot is drawn up.

1 I 'would like here to record my obliua-

tion to the Director, Department of Antiqui-

ties, for permission to publish this material:

to the officials of the Department, and
especially to Dr. L. A. Minor for his un-

failing courtesy and helpfulness.

- Ez-Zib
(
wayh

) is a village on the < oast

of the Mediterranean Sea, not far from Tyro
and Sidon. It is generally identified with

Ecdippa or E< dippon (Jos. R.J. I. 13, 4),

also called Artippu* or Arce (Jos. Ant. V.

1, 22), and the Biblical Ar-hzib (Jut lues

i, 31; Judina xix, 29) -3-^. Cl. P.E.F .

,

Sturt if li . Pu’c-ituK'. Mtmotr*, I. pp. la"), 193.
3 All the other tombs were found empty,

save for some glass and pottery obje( ts.

4 They seem to be of the Eastern type of

the capitals in the Sidamara group. Cf.

Lawrence, * Sarcophagus at Lanuvium,'
Anttr. Jonfft. Arch.y 192S. p. 421.

3 In twisted columns a symmetrical
arrangement is more usual. For examples
of parallel flutings see Kobert, Sark. Reliefs ,

III, 2, PI. LX; Dalton, ('atal. Mas. Alex.

p. 96, Xo. 476; Hill, Catalogue of Lyeia
(Coin*), PI. XXI L 11; Waddmgton, Rented
dts wonmuts {ircuituit, tVAsie Min.. I, 1, p.

163, Xo. 19; Montfaucon, L'Antiq. expliq. r

II, PI. XIV, 7.

0 This curved staff is the ptdtun , the

attribute common to Pan and the shep-

herds. Cf. Keinach, S., R( pertoire dts reliefs ,

ITT. 320, 389; Repertoire dts cases, I, 446,

463 ; II, 3 63.

300
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Opposite him, between the two columns on the left, stands Pan, bearded
and with goat s legs. With his right hand he drags some animal by its fnre-

legs, with his left he pours from a wine-skin over his left shoulder into a vessel

placed at his feet. 7

Above the centre of the colonnade a hexagonal rosette with markings in

the inner circle U placed. Similar rosettes occur above the columns and in

fragments b and r. A rope runs over the columns and passes in an arch

over the rosette in the middle. A
r

ases of the kantharos type stand on the extreme
right-hand column and on the centre of the arch. From the former a vine of a

naturalistic character springs and fills Avith its leaves, grapes and tendrils the

whole upper part of the fragment.

The upper rim of the fragment is preserved : its curved form shows that this

fragment was one of the short sides.

This piece is fairly well preserved; the bottom is, however, missing. We
can assume another vase over the extreme left-hand column and possibly a

bunch of three olive-leaves below Pan.

The relief is low on the whole, except in the case of the columns, where

it becomes much higher at the base. The artist apparently wished to express

the increase in the diameter of the column in two dimensions.

(b) The other short side measures 30 by 34 cm. Its decoration consists

of a rope-ornament- running round a square field
;
in the upper part of the latter

there is the head of a Gorgon, The face shows a low forehead, wide-open

staring eyes, a small tightly contracted mouth. Winding snakes replace the

hair. 8 Round the head there is a circle of twisted rope (both it and the head

itself reappear in fragment r) and another circle with small ripplings. 1
’ Below

the head a similar circle surrounds the remains of another bunch of olive-leaves.

In the upper and lower left corners the image of Pan as in a is visible

;

such images probably were also present in the two corners on the right. In the

field, rosettes and bunches of leaves, as on a.

(c) A smaller fragment, measuring 25 by 21 cm.
:
probably from one of the

other sides or the lid. It is bordered by a rope pattern and flanked on the left

by a twisted column. In the centre there is a Gorgon's head, with single

7 Tliis type of Pan is a late Hellenistic

variety. The animal cannot be elearh

distinguished : it might be a dog or a hare

(for both there are parallels; cf. Reseller,

Lcxikon dcr s.v. * Pan,' col. 1470}

;

but it is most likely a kid Pan is dragging to

the sacrifice (cf. Michaelis, Anctnt Maiblts

in Gnat Britain, p. ‘>Ss, Xo. 200; Gerhard,

A)itike li/ldu'trkr, PI. 112, X; ImhoU-
Blumer, GnrrJt. Munztn, p. 009, Xo. 429,

PI. X, 2). The posture itself goes back
to the representations of a Maenad with the

kid she has slain (cf. the Xoo-Attic vase m
the Louvre; Gardner, Handbook of (Srttk

Scujptutr, 190,3, p. 504}.
8 The Gorgon belongs to the ' pathetic

'

variation of the ’ beautiful ' tvpe, character-

istic for the Hellenistic and late periods

(cf. Rosclier, op, < d.. s.v. * Gurgo ’). The
typo occurs also on two second century

sarcophagi from Sidon, now m Constanti-

nople (Mendel, f atal. sculpt. 3Lus<c imp.

ottoman , Vol. I, p. 77).
y Cf. the knot of snakes sometimes

formed beneath the chin of the Gorgon
(Watzinger, Holzstu kophao *

, p. 01, Xo. 2, i,

k\ l, m , from Kertcli). The outer marked
tnvle might be a degenerated It inn of the

st aly background (representing the unyis)

found c.cj. on two Salonum sarcophagi of

the second century A.n. (Mendel, op. at.,

p. 11S).
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leaves of an undetermined character above and on its right. In the angle, a

rosette.

(//) A small fragment (8 by 11 cm.) showing a crouched and winged

sphinx.

(e) and (/) Two binall fragments of olive leaves, not } photographed.

The original form of the coffin cannot be determined with certainty from

the remaining fragments. From the approximate equality of size of the short

side of the coffin Xo. 2 and the pieces (a) and (b) oi this coffin, we may conclude

that this coffin was aho an oblong sarcophagus with a slightly curved lid.

Technique ^—The single plates were cast in moulds : the items of decoration

which are repeated were produced by stereotyped patterns fixed in the mould.

Other items (?.//. the vine) were fashioned and modelled separately. The whole

points to mass production. After casting, the plates were sol lered together. 10

Decoration.—As in every object of antiquity found in the Hellenistic East,

we have aho here to dhcuss the respective strength in quality and quantity of

the Greek and the Oriental element. Apart from its general significance for

the history of this region, such a survey is also important for dating purposes,

as the Greek element is usually found in direct proportion to the antiquity of

the object. On the whole we may say that in the present case the figurative

element is Hellenistic and the ornamental Eastern (Syro-Phoenician).

Of definitely Greek origin (though perhaps with some local religious

significance) are Pan, the youth, the Gorgon, and the Sphinx.

From the Orient are derived the rope-arcli over the middle of the colonnade,

the rosettes, and the vine.

The oh re occurs in Greece in connexion with the cult of the dead.11 but,

as in all religious matters, we need not assume Greek influence on the

East.

There are two reasons for the choice of Pan on coffins : his connexion with

the Dionvsiac circle and in consequence with the Dionysiae doctrine of happiness

in the nether world. 12 and, secondly, his widespread worship in Northern

Palestine, centring round the famous cave and sanctuary of the Paneion

(Gaesarea Pania*). 13 The figure opposite Pan is a satyr or a shepherd, approach-

ing the god (or his statue within a temple) with a gesture of adoration.

The rope arch over the centre of the colonnade is not unlikely a reflection

of the
4

Syrian, eniiblaturr
?

i.c. an architrave and cornice with a curved

segmental section in the centre. The origin of this feature is referred to the

Greek towns of Asia Minor, 14 but, as its name indicates, it is really character-

istic of the * baroque ' Syrian architecture, mostly of the Antonine period. It

l " Perrot -Chipiez, d/f of Phut mem, I,

p. isn.
11 WatziiiLTtT. Ilttlzatti hophwj*

.

(>041, Xo.

21, p. It*, bedding the dead on a » nm-li of

olive, bay or vino loaves; p. 20, olive or

bav wreaths for sepulchral uses.

1 - Cf. (\e_uiat, Jilanm.l d'arclvuloijn 1

ro),ifu n * , XL, Oil
;
itemaeh, lit p llth*j^.W.

ISO; Mart hioro, *11 simbolismo nolle

tiguraziom sepolerah romatie ’ (in Mtmorie
thir AteruL d> Xapoll, I (HU1), p. 11-143).

13 Polyb. XVI, IS—XXVIII, 1; Jos.

Ant. XV, 10,3; B.J.L, 21, 3; III, 10, 7;

Stopli. Byz. s.v. rTavias and TTavioc; Solin.

XXV, 1.

11 Cf. the Gymnasium of Prienc, Kohl’s

restoration in Kohl, Kast Fa aun, p. 21).
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occurs, outside Syria, 15 also in tlie synagogues of North Galilee, 16 on coins of Asia
Minor, 17 and on the Sidon sarcophagus found by Renan in I860, etc. 18

This view of the rope arch as a reflection of the ‘ Syrian entablature
’

is confirmed by the fact that the vine, rising on both sides of the arch from the

vases, forms a triangle the cornice).

The rosettes are in general use on ancient sepulchral monuments, but
especially on Syrian tombs 19—possibly because of their religious significance 20

—as well as in general architecture. 21

The vine ornament is a clear mark of Eastern influences, especially if used
—as in the present case—as a decoration of space in an ornamental

e

arabesque
?

fashion, and not as a background for figures. 22

The use of columns in sarcophagus decoration goes back to the primitive

conception of the tomb as a house, with which the Italian house urns have,

inter alia
,
made us familiar. 23 It occurs also in Greece 24

;
for the vicinity

of Sidon see the famous c

Pleureuses
J

coffin, a Greek work of the fourth century

b.c.25 Later examples are the Italian sepulchral altars 26 and the 4 Sidamara ’

series of sarcophagi.27

The use of the spiral on a sepulchral monument is another point of interest,

originally perhaps of a religious significance and connected with the common
Indo-Germanic belief of the serpent as embodying the soul of the heroic dead. 28

In Greek art the serpent (the soul of the dead) is often found winding round a

tree (symbolising the grave).29 In this connexion one might adduce the staff

15 Coins of Hadrian and Pius showing

Aelia-Capitolina temple (issued after a.d.

136). For examples of architectural re-

mains dating from a.d. 150 to 211 see Kohl-

Watzinger, Synayogcn in Galilaa

,

note to

p. 148.
16 Kolil-Watzinger. op. cit ., p. 37 (Tell

Hum)
;

p. 51 (i) (Keraze)
; p. 84 (Heron) ;

p. 118 (ed-Dikke). Cf. their reconstruc-

tion of Tell Hum.
17 Coin of Isaura of Caracalla (Hill,

('cited, of Lycaonui, Jsauria , etc.. PI. II. 10);

two coins of Elagabal : of Byblos (Perrot-

Chipiez, op. at., I. 129) and of Tripolis

(Phoenicia), which Chapot (La colon ne

torse
, p. 115 — Donaldson, Architectnra

numismatica, p. 102, Xo. 29) wrongly thinks

to represent some fantastic composition.
18 Kenan, Mission en Phuiicic, p. 427,

PI. GO = Krauss, op, cit., I, p. 236, Fig. 191

(now in Constantinople).
19 Domaszewski and Brunnow, Provincm

Arabia , III. p. 99 (Tomb of Hamrath, es-

Suweda) ; Tombs of Kings, Jerusalem;

Tomb of Absalom. Jerusalem; Xecropolis
of Klialda (Heldua), (de Saulcv, Voyage

autour dc la mer mortc, PI. Ill) ; and Jewish

ossuaries.
20 Dussaud, Xotes de la mythologie

syrienne, pp. 69, 90, Figs. 19, 21.

21 Butler, American Expedition Central

Syna, Architectme, p. 33; Domaszewski
and Brunnow, op. cit., I. p. 156, Fig. 174.

22 Cf. Strzygowski, Mscluitta.
23 Cagnat, op. cit., I. pp. 275-76, Figs.

142-43.
24 Watzinger, op. ett ., p. 45 sq.. and p. 90,

Xo. 27 (p. 4, ibid.) shows a small row of

columns similar to these in the Tomb of

Kings, Jerusalem, and the small columns
flanking the windows in Syrian ar< lntecture

(Kohl-Watzmger, op. cd ., p. 8, Tell Rum).
2o Cf. Hamdi Bey and Tli. Keinach,

Xtcropole royale d Sidon

;

Contenau, L'art

d'Asie Occidentale.
26 Altmann, Grabtdtarc, p. 136 sqq.
27 Th. Remach, Mon. Plot , IX ;

Strzygow-
ski, Orient oder Horn, p. 46 sq.

; J.H.S .

XXVII (1907), p. Ill sq. Cf. Roclenwaldt,

Sanhnsarkopltagi in Pom. Mitt. 1923.
28 Schrader, Reallexikon der Indogtrm .

Altcrtumskunde, p. 31; Gruppe, Gr. Mytho-
logy, pp. 897-98. For antecedents in

Egypt cf. Amelineau, Rev. de Vhist. des

religions, XXVI. 2(1905), p. 31; in Babylonia,
Jastrow, Religion Babyloniens, II, p. 776.

29 Schroder, Studien zu dtn Grabdenk-

malern der rom. Kaiserzcit, Bonn. Jnhrb.

CVIII-CIX (1902), pp. 46-79; Remach,
Reliefs, I, 387, II, 299, 305, 320, 415;

Clarac, M itsee, PL 223, No. 75; Pfuhl m
Jahrb. XX (1905), p. 55, Xo. 30, Fig. 11.
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of Aesculapius 30 and the belief in death as a healing .
31 The spiral probably

represents such a serpent wound round a tree.

The division of the shaft into a fluted and a plain portion is regarded by

Altmann 32 as characteristic of Hellenistic architecture and steles. The pro-

portions given by him (two-thirds fluted, one-third plain) are exactly observed

in the present case .

33

As to the provenance of the spirally fluted column, there are three possi-

bilities : Greece, Rome and the Orient. The majority view is, as a corollary of

the general theory of the origin of Roman art in the East, inclined to the last-

named possibility. The spiral decoration is said to have originated in Persia,

to have passed to Mesopotamia, the Hellenistic East and thence to Rome .
34

Certain doubts arise concerning this view on a closer study of the material.

If we adopt as a guiding principle that we ought to judge only from the material

actually before us, that isolated instances of a decoration do not make a style,

and that only a series of examples, linked together locally and chronologically,

will entitle us to speak of a line of development, we must take into account

the following facts.

There are isolated cases of Assyrian, Minoan and Greek (both Archaic and
Classical) columns of this type. In the main this development (if any) was
cut off by the Greek classical period .

35 The nice aesthetic sense of the Greeks

repudiated any weakening, real or apparent, of the supports of the entablature.

AY e may therefore dismiss all the cases quoted above.

Greece eliminated, the question remains between the East and Italy.

According to Strzygowski there were three centres of Oriental art under the

Empire: Alexandria, Ephesus and Antioch. YYe must look, therefore, for

traces of the twisted column in Egypt, Asia Minor and Syria.

Egypt.—In the Hellenistic age the spiral column was very little known.
In the collection of Schreiber, Hellemstische Reliefs

,
which is mainly concerned

30 Its Babylonian prototype is the vase of

Gudea; of. Sarzec, Dtcouvertes en Chaldee

,

PI. XLIV.
31 Plato, Phaedo (the sacrifice of Socrates).
32 Grabaltare

, p. 130; he quotes Priene,

p. 198; Magnesia, p. 135.
33 For similar cases see a Minoan gem

(Evans, J.H.S. XXI (1901), p. 141, Fig. 24)

a candelabrum from Pompeii, half fluted and
half plain (Daremberg-Saglio, Fig. 1088)

;

a mausoleum from Algiers, also half-fluted,

half-plain columns (Gsell, Mon. antig. de

VAlgerie, II. p. 94 sq.); the Xeuwied silver

plate (one-third fluted, two-thirds plain);

Reinach, Ihhffs, IX. 83. A most interesting

coincidence is the Byzantine church at

Shefa ’Amr, not far from Ez-Zib, where the
same type and proportion are observed

(P.E.F . , Survey Palestine , Memoirs,
I. p. 342). Cf. further a coin of Gallienus

from Eumenia (Head, Catal. of Phrygia ,

PI. XXVII, 13) with the statue of Artemis of

Ephesus, which indicates a connexion of this

basal portion distinguished from the rest of

the column with the sculptured columns of

Ephesus.
34 Dalton, O.M.. Handbook ofByz. Archaeo*

logy

;

Kauffmann, Chr. Archdologie
, pp. 482,

498; Cabrol, JUicttonn , arche'ol. chrttienne ,

s.v.
k

Colonne.’
35 Assyrian : Perrot-Chipiez, Assyria ,

I, p. 278; II. p. 353. Minoan : Furtwangler,
Antike Gnnmen

, III, PI. Ill, 27; Evans,
Annual Brit. School Athens, IX (1902-3),

pp. 7-8, fig. 3; Bossert, Alt-Kreta ,

p. 28. Archaic Greece ; AYiegand, Die
archaische Porosarchitectur der Acropolis
zu Athen, p. 172. Classical Greece : apart
from small objects (Chapot, op. c it.) the
only case is the k

Serpents Column * at
Constantinople (from Delphi).
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with work under Alexandrine influence, there is only one example, and doubtful

at that.36

Asia Minor.—The coins of the Greek towns show numerous examples of

twisted columns
;

but, as V. Chapot points out, these coins are late, and any-

how the coins of Asia Minor are so numerous that all proportion to other

provinces is lost. 37 Of architectural remains few are early : e.g. the Roman
theatre at Termessus 38

;
a building at Ephesus (possibly, but not probably,

of a.d. 10G-7) 30 and one at Aphrodisias.40

In the central plateau of Asia Minor few monuments are still standing

and fewer have been excavated. One must refer, therefore, to the collections

of Sir William Ramsay, Miss Ramsay, the recent publications in the J.R.S .

and in the Monumenta Asiae Minoris Antiqaae
,
which are concerned mostly

with grave-steles, etc. We find there several instances of spiral columns,

none, however, earlier than the third or fourth century a.d .
41

Syria.—The architecture of the capital of this province has almost entirely

disappeared; but a good deal of the Syrian type of architecture has been

preserved in the smaller places of the province and has been carefully collected

and described by Butler and de Vogue. As it is obvious that the style in favour

in the capital is reflected in the buildings of the villages (though probably a

little later), it follows that, if the spiral column had really originated in, or

spread from. Antioch, it should be reflected in the architecture of this

province earlier than it could be found in Italy. This is, however, not the case.

In the two publications of the American Expedition in Syria, which give

descriptions and drawings of hundreds of buildings, only two cases of spiral

columns anterior to the third century a.d .
42 are to be found and only one that

could possibly be assigned to the first centuries b.c. or a.d .
43 Even later

cases are rare.44 So much for the alleged Eastern origin.

It may be said at once that examples from the West are earlier and more

numerous. We find spiral columns (perhaps as a reflection of the ropes used

for lowering the coffin
)
in the corners of Etruscan sarcophagi and ossuaries.45

Linked up with them we find : twisted cannelures on Augustan capitals of the

Corinthian order 46
;

Arretine pottery with twisted columns in relief 47
; the

36 PI. LIV (out of 112 cases).

37 Chapot, La colonne torse, pp. 114 sq.,

123. Cf. Mommsen, R.G., V. p. 302 note.

38 Xiemann -Petersen , Stadte Pisidiais

and Pamphyliens : Pisidict , pp. 95, 97.

39 Chapot, op. cit., p. 125.

40 Collision, Rev. de fart anciaine et

mode me, XIX. (1900), p. 33.

41 E.y. the example in lion. As. 31 in.

Antiq., p. 188, is later than a.d. 212 because

of the name Aurelius found on it, and its

Christian character. Cf . J.R.S. XIV ( 1 924),

Pis. V, VI (from Cotiaoum), and ibid. XV
(1925), p. 109.

43 Apamea (Amtr. Expcd. Syria—Aichi-

tecture, p. 55), second century a.d. ;
Inkliil

{ibid. p. 314), end second century a.d.

43 Xabatean templem (fcjur ibid., p. 429, D).

44 UmmAVilat [Piinc. Exptd. II, B, p. 08,

Fie:. 72: Basufan [ibid., p. 280); and frag-

ments in the ’ episcopal palace,’ Bosra.

Prinrrtou E.\ prd ., II. A, p. 2S0.

45 On a Chiusi coffin : Martha, L'ait

(trusque, p. 343, figs. 230—7 ; Annah, 1S04,

PI. A, B. ;
DuTin. Baukanst dtr ROmti

,

p. 151,

Fig. 179, no. 3.

46 In Pompeii and Baalbek (IViegand,

Jahrh. XXIX (1914), p. 43 sq., Figs. 4, 7,

etc).

47 Loeb Colli et ion of Am tine Potttry.

Fig. 530, PI. XIX. This pottery is dated

roughly as previous to a.d. 00. Cf. Dragon

-

dorff, Bonner Jnhih. XCVI (1895). PI. V, 44;

Hartwig, Phtloloyns , LVIII (X. Folge, XXI,

1899), PI. IV, p. 482; Pasqui, Xot. scan

(1S90), p. 437.
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Boscoreale cup 48
;

Claudian,49 post-Claudian 50 and Flavian tomb altars. 51

(In 75 cases of these altars with columnar decoration, as given by Altmann,

38 have spiral columns: many of those cannot be precisely dated, but must

be pre-Antonine, which is all that matters here.) We find this type of decora-

tion in the Western provinces too : on the Bhine in the first 52 and in Britain

in the second century a.d. 53 This later date is especially important, as it

corresponds roughly with the earliest dating of the first sarcophagus of the

Sidamara type. 54 Concerning another spiral column of this period, the

Trajan column, Prof. P. Gardner says that the manner in which the frieze is

wound like a ribbon round the column is apparently—as far as our scanty

knowledge of Hellenistic architecture of the third and second centuries B.c.

allows us to judge—a novel feature in the period. 55

The above does not, of course, entirely exclude Hellenistic influences as

emanating from South Italy. In Pompeii plants are represented winding round

columns in fourth-style paintings in a manner recalling Egyptian prototypes,

and which certainly suggest a spiral column. 56 Nor does it reflect on the gen-

eral theory of the Eastern origin of the
4

Sidamara }

group
;
although it has been

justly pointed out that of twelve monuments of this type four have been

found in Italy, three in Greece, two in Bithynia and only four in Asia Minor

itself, the supposed home of the style. 57

We must not even assume Italian influences on the East. The spiral

decoration is closely allied with the rope decoration, which is of almost universal

occurrence, 58 and which admits without any difficulty the idea of spontaneous

creation.

It is, however, quite possible to maintain that a certain decorative element-

has been taken over by the East from the West, contrary to the supposed

general trend of art at that time. This is, after all, not an isolated

instance : there are several other examples of such influence in Baalbek and

elsewhere. Corinthian capitals, with the three-leaf cup of the West, but

with the deep-cut leaves of the East, are found at Baalbek and Madaba 59
;

opus reticulatum is used in a tomb at Homs 60
: the shell-niches at Baalbek

48 Mon. Pnjt, V (1899), PI. VIII, 2.

49 Altmann, Grabaltdre

,

p. 45, fig. 32;

p. 44, fig. 32. Cf. the funeral monument of

Yolusius Diodorus assigned by Chapot, op.

cit., p. 93, to a.d. 55.
50 Altmann, op. fit.,No. 183, p. 153, fig. 124.
31 Ibid., Xo. 203; and a monument of a

soldier of the Leg. XXI Claudia (and there-

fore erected between a.d. 42 and the time

of Vespasian), who was certainly not an
Oriental : Liebl, Wiener Studien, XXIV,
p. 311.

32 Weynand in Wtstd. Zeitsckrift , XVII
(1898), PI. 12, p. 307, and in Bunrur Jahrb.

CVIII-CIX (1901-2), pp. 185-238.
53 A tablet dedicated to Antoninus Pius

(J.R.S. II (1912), p. 129 ; Reinach, Relief#,

II, 449, 3; C.l.L. VII, 1088).

54 Dated a.d. 169, viz. the Melfi sarco-

phagus : Jah rb

.

XXVIII
, pp . 2 7 7 sq. : Del -

bruck, Ant . Denkmaler, III, Pis. 22-24.
55 J.R.S . 1917, p. 2o.
56 Springer, Hnndb, (6th ed.)

;
I, pp. 135,

240; Chapot, op. cit., p. 76. Cf. the connex-
ion pointed out by Strzvgowski between the

arcades of the Sidamara sarcophagi and the
Pompeian theatre scene as shown on paint-

ings of the fourth style
(J.H.S.

,

XXVII,
p. 119).

57 Reinach, Th., Mon. Piot, IX, p. 189.
08 Chapot in his (Jroupe de comparciisons

gives examples from Central Africa, North-
ern Europe and Mexico

;
places which hardly

admit mutual influences
(
op. cit., pp. 20-33).

39 Wiegand, Jahrb. 1914, pp. 01, 62.
60 Butler, Architecture, p. 49.
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sliow the wide rim of the shell now above and now below, the former being an
Eastern, the latter a Western characteristic.61

Such isolated examples of Western influence are easily explained. There
was a big influx of Syrian architects into Rome in the second century a.d. Both
those successful and unsuccessful must have returned home having learned

something new at a place which, if not itself creative in art, was at least the

clearing-house of all the styles of the Empire. 62

In concluding this digression the arguments produced by M. Courbaud
in support of the Greek origin of the spiral column might be analysed. 63

This learned scholar admits the possibility of a spontaneous creation of

the spiral column, although the causes he puts forward (observation of plants

winding round a column 64 or of painted bands of linen wound as a decoration

round columns) are somewhat difficult to accept
;
however, the latter might be

correct as far as regards the spiral frieze.

The main arguments in favour of a Greek origin of the spiral column are :

(<«) that Apollodorus, Trajan’s architect-in-chief, was a Greek: (6) the Delphi

serpent column; (c) that the uses of the Trajanic column as marking a tomb
and at the same time supporting a statue is Greek in its origin. 65

In reply one could point out (ad a ) : Apollodorus was not a Greek, but a

Syrian from Damascus. 66 How little he was likely to have learned about the

spiral column at home has been shown already
: (ad b ) : the Delphi column is

an isolated case
;
(ad c) : even if we agree that the idea of a column in this

character came from Greece, nothing is implied as to its decorative details,

which might be distinctly Roman in character.

Connexions and associations .—The use of lead for coffins is supposed to

have originated in the Hellenistic East and to have spread from there to

Italy. 67 Gaul, 68 and Northern Africa.69

In the present case the nearest parallel is a lead sarcophagus bought by

de Saulcy in the Beirut bazaar as coming from Ruad (Aradus). 70 The decora-

tion (Fig. 1) shows such similarity that one is tempted to assume the same fac-

tory. Especially close are the parallels with fragment c—in the rope-pattern,

61 Wiegand, Jahrb. 1914. p. 03 sq.

62 For the later development of the spiral

column cf. Cabrol, op. cit., Fasc. XXXI, s.v.

‘ Colonne,' p. 2295, where copious references

are given for works of the third to seventh

century a.d.
63 Courbaud, Le bas-relief romain

, p. 375

sq-
64 Cf. Curtius, Sachr , der Vniv . & KOniyl.

Gesellschaft ,
Gottingen (1801), pp. 361-90.

65 E.g. support of statues : Collignon,

Sculpture grecque , I, pp. 349, 350, and

Panathenaic amphorae. Columns to mark
tombs : Ilias XI. 371, 372; Paus. IX, 307.

66 Dion, 69, 4. Chapot, p. 146, commits

the same mistake.
67 Breseello (X. Italy), Bollet. corrisp.

archeol. 1863, pp. 57-58 — Arch. Zeitung
,

J.H.S.—VOL. L.

XXII,149, 14; XIodena, Arch. Ztitung
, XXV,

89(discov. 1849); andKraus, ( hristl. Kutfst. I.

p. 236 (disuov. 1866); Catania, Xot. dtgh

scavi (1915), pp. 215—25; (1918), pp. 53-71,

Figs. 12, 13; Bull. Inst. 1833, pp. 172-76 ---

Jahrb. XXXVI, p. 192. A fragment in the

Louvre with a Gorgon's head is mentioned
in Jahrb. XIX, p. 160, Xo. 69. Cf. Coehet,

Memo ire sur Its ctrcueils dc plumb dans

Vantiquite et au moyen age , 1869, and
Hofmann, K. B., Das Bhi bei den Volkcrn des

Altcrtums , 1885.
68 Arles; Rossi, Bull. 18S6, p. 7G; 1873,

p. 77.
69 Seo below, note 81.
70 Voyage en Syrie ct autour dc la Mer

Morte, Pis. XXI, XXII (Fig. p. 24).

Y
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the spiral column on the side, the single leaves : the difference is mainly in the

Sphinx, which replaces the Gorgon in the centre : but the Sphinx itself is very

similar to that in fragment (

1

. The leaves joined in threes (cf. fragments a

and b) are also there in a row with the fruits in between
;
and this arrangement

connects again the Ruad fragment with a sarcophagus discovered by de Saulcy

in the Tombs of the Kings, Jerusalem (now in the Louvre). 71 There also we
find a rope-pattern, olive leaves and fruit, besides grapes and many other

fruits.

The present coffin has also many other connexions with Phoenician lead

coffins : two sarcophagi from Homs (now in Constantinople) show a twisted

column of the Corinthian order 72
;
a coffin of the same style from Baabda (in

the Lebanon), also in Constantinople at present, has rosettes and a temple with

two spiral columns 73
; four lead sarcophagi are mentioned by Renan as found

\A7mv}??///j??r}///?/nw?unrrnmmirimni

Fig. l.—

F

rom a Lead Sarcophagus said to come from Ruad.

in the vicinity of Sidon
;
one among them, found by himself and given in his

work, shows a vine pattern, growing out of a vase similar in detail to that

before us, but more stiff and formally arranged. 74 The same sarcophagus

has also traces of the
v

Syrian entablature ' referred to above. Finally, there

is a sarcophagus from Byblus 75 with olive-decoration, columns two-thirds

fluted and one-third plain and partly twisted.

The above shows in any case that the fragments of the present coffin belong

to the Phoenician group and that the coffin itself was probably manufactured

at Sidon or at Tvre, for some inhabitant or citizen of these places
;

it was
certainly too costly for a villager from Ecdippa. (The coffin could be also

71 Dussaud, ^Mon
.

pfdist.. p. 42, Xo. 2(5

;

de Saulcy, op. at. Pis. XXXI and XXXII.
72 8. Reinac-h, du muste nnptnal

d'antiq. (1SS2), p. (59, Xo. (522.

73 A. Joubin, Mus*e imp. ottoman :

Moninn. finuratres, Catnl. sommaire, ed. 2e

(189SJ, p. 22, Xo. C.

74 Renan, Mission ni Phnude
, p. 427,

PJ. LX. This sarcophagus shows a mono-
gram (Christian) and is assigned by Renan
tentatively to the third century a

,

n . Kraus
thinks, because of the monogram, that the

fourth century a.d. is a safer date.
75 Perrot-Chipiez, Phoenicia , I, p. 1S3.
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connected with Acre, but as it is the southernmost of the Phoenician coffins
found tiil now, as it seems, the northern connexion is safer.)

The scanty material given above does not enlighten us—even approximately
on the dating. More material must be brought in, and this is furnished

by the Sidamara group on the one hand, and the synagogues of Northern
Galilee on the other.

The bidamara group, dated from the second to the fifth century a.d.,

agrees with the present case in the use of twisted columns, the placing of figures

between them, the arches above the columns, and the preference for the Corin-

thian capital.

The synagogues have, apart from the use of the spiral column, similarities

in the ornament, especially the vine decoration. AVe have therefore a closely

related group of sarcophagi and a more widely related group of other monuments.
Religious association.—Was the coffin Christian, pagan or Jewish l

This question can be answered definitely from the character of its decora-

tion. The use of the vine as a symbol is mostly regarded as a sign of Christian76

or Jewish tombs; nor does the use of pagan deities or images exclude such an
affinity, so long as these images w’ere of a type inoffensive to the faithful and
without any obviously pagan character .

77 The use of Pan, a Satyr, and the

Grogon excludes, however, these possibilities. The coffin is pagan.

Approximate date. The internal evidence as to the date is rather incon-

clusive
;
the comparative artistic excellence of the wiiole (as compared with

the wooden character of the usual Syrian statuary) speaks for good proto-

types and an early date. On the other hand, the modelling is flat, and there

is no artistic principle of arrangement save the primitive one of symmetry.

Also we may see in it the beginning of division between the figurative

decoration of the Greeks and the Oriental
L

arabesque *

; the fact that the

decorative elements are of a strongly mixed character points to a later date.

Of the related monuments, there is a certain connexion wdth the
k Tombs

of the Kings’ (thought to be in reality the tomb of Queen Helena of Adiabene

—of the first century a.d.) through the Ruad sarcophagus and the sarcophagus

found in these tombs. The latter might, however, be a later introduction into

the tomb, up to a.d. 70 . The ‘ Syrian entablature
9

dates from the second, the

Sidon sarcophagi from the third or fourth, the Galilean synagogues from the

early third (though this is disputed), the Sidamara group from the second to

the fifth century.

If we consider, however : (a) that the present sarcophagus is inferior in

workmanship to that of the first century (from the * Tombs of the Kings ’)
; (

b )

that it is pagan, and therefore likely to be earlier than the Christian sarco-

phagi of the third century
;

(c) that in the matter of the twisted column it was

found nearer the coast, therefore it came probably earlier under the influence

76 Based on John XV, o. and the chambers painted in the Vi^na
77

(Jf. Grousset, Etude sur Its sarcophages Rondanini by the Jewish painter Eudoxius,

(Ecole fran^aise a Rome), 42; Wilpert, The Tunis cup mentioned on p. 3 U) seems to

Pitture di catacomb i. For Jewish use of be an exception,

pagan symbols see Kohl-Watzinger, p. 199,
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of the West (whence, we assume, the spiral column arrived) than the synagogues

further inland : and (d) that it reflects the * Syrian entablature
?

(first noted

in a.d. 136), and therefore must have been made some time after the

introduction, we may conclude by regarding it as a work of the second half of the

second cetdurij a.d.

Xt). 2.—Inventory (Part M) Xo. 1079, entry dated 13.1.1928; provenance

given : Ramallah (X. of Jerusalem). 78

Preserved are : one long side, with bottom still attached in fragments

and one short side (not photographed)
;
the long side measures 180 by 30 cm.

The decoration consists of : a rope ornament running round the whole

and crosswise over the field; between the ropes loops of rope are arranged

symmetrically (there are fifteen of them, one in the centre below is missing).

Apart from these, the surface shows two kinds of rectangular, framed plaques.

The larger variety, repeated three times on the long and twice on the short-

side, is divided into two compartments : the upper bigger one shows a Victory,

winged, turned left. She is dressed in a Doric chiton, opened so as to

show her left leg advancing, and girdled with a scarf, the ends of which are

floating in a manner suggestive of a Palmvrean (pagan) tomb painting, dated

by inscription to a.d. 259.7u Her right arm is lifted up and she carries something,

probably a wreath. Her left hand is stretched out backwards. In the lower

part of this plaque some winged animal, a griffin or a horse, is lying.

Of the smaller plaques, placed horizontally, there are eight. We see there

two winged Erotes of the familiar type, the one on the left carrying a bowl

with fruits, the other (on the right) a basket and a wine-skin over his left shoulder.

This type of decoration with square plaques recalls pressed lead-work, 80

and especially a Christian cup from Tunis dated ca. 400 a.d., with a queer

mixture of pagan and Christian motives. 81 The present coffin is, however,

not pressed but cast.

Tn its decoration this coffin with its sober and spare ornament is much
more removed from the ornate Syro-Phoenician type than the preceding one

;

it is connected with it, apart from material and form, mainly by the crosswise

arrangement of ropes, which can be found, albeit in a degenerated state, in the

f'hdon monogrammatic sarcophagus referred to above.

As to the details of the decoration, the loop is found very early as a sym-

bol of immortality, and it survives till this day in the East as a symbol of

resurrection. A note, for which I am indebted to the Department of Antiqui-

ties, says that it is customary among members of the Orthodox Greek Church

to give at Easter presents in the form of a loop-shaped cake, with a coloured

egg inside it. The symbol might have also an added significance of the binding

of evil spirits. 82

78 The photograph shows the right side

and the middle of the long side ; the part

to the left of the second crossing of the ropes

corresponds exactly to the part on the right

of the crossing on the right, which is shown.
79 Strzygowski, Orient oder Rom., p. 11 sq.

80 Overbeck, Pompeii
, p. 620.

81 Kraus, Christl. Kunst , I., p. 236.
82 Scheftelowitz, RelUjionsgeseh. Versitch?

und Arbciten , XII, 2. Cf. the Hercules knot,

and the synagogue of ed-Dikke (Kohl-

Watzinger).
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The nearest parallel to the Nike is to be found on two gems of Gnostic

type, given by Cabrol. 83 We find there the same posture (save for a palm in

the right hand, which is here absent)
; also the symbolic meaning seems to be

the same. The type seems to have developed out of a pagan Nike crowning a

hero or emperor.84 The Palmyra tomb also shows a similar victory, in front

view.

The Erotes are of a type common in tomb painting, 85 especially in symbolic

vintage scenes (although this symbolic meaning is disputed). 88

The basket is common on the
k

door-steles
9

of Phrygia of the third and fourth

centuries a.d .

87

This sarcophagus is Christian, because of the symbols of immortality, the

Erotes, the inoffensive character of the pagan figures, and the connexion with

the Sidon monogrammatic sarcophagus.88

As for the approximate date, we must consider that (a) the use of pagan

symbols points to an early date, at least in the Orient
; (b)

the comparatively

good types used point in the same direction
;

(c) the Gnostic influence, which

was here, as elsewhere, the mediator between paganism and Christianity,

flourished in the third century; (rf) the dating of the Palmyra tomb (a.d. 259).

All this seems to point to the third century a.d. as the date of this wotL.

No. 3.—Inventory M, No. 1082 (entered January 9, 1927, as
£

lead coffin

with lid, ornamented with vine pattern and knots’). Provenance given:

Ascalon. Measurements : 230 by 53 by 27 cm.

Inside the coffin the following objects were discovered (Dept, of Antiquities,

Inventory (Part I) : nos. 922-25, dated Jan. 9, 1927.)

(1) Gold mouthpiece of corpse pierced at ends; found with fragments

of charred bone (110 by 40 mm.)

:

(2) Gold headband of corpse (220 by 45 mm.)

;

(3) Heavy gold foil in form of knots as ornamented on outside (100 by

68 mm.)

;

(4) Gold necklace (155 by 145 mm.), with thin ends fastened together

and buttons at side

:

(5) Coins of Yalentinian.

The coffin is complete and well preserved; very solid and heavy; the

ornament on the cover is repeated on the sides (not photographed). It consists

of vine, with grapes and leaves, crossing the cover in a manner similar to the

crossing-ropes of No. 2. The vine is of a rather stylised form, the leaves not

83 S.v.
k Anges," p. 21 IS, Fis;s. 042-3. p. 31, Pi. If.

84 Reinacli, Rdufs, II, 300, III, 00; 68 Tho coffin cannot bo Jewish: there

Clarac, Must?, PI. 039. could be no Jewish settlement or even

85 Wilpert, op. o7., p. 35, Fig. 2, Tav. .73, wealthy individuals so near Jerusalem m
14S (of the third and fourth century a.d.) . the third century, considering the Roman

86 Kraus, Christ!. Kunst , I. 122. policy m this respect.

87 Ramsay, Phrygia, p. 701 ; J 1028,
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modelled, but left almost triangular, with the outline only in relief and the

interior plain
;
the grapes are but a cluster of dots in relief.

In the fields right and left smaller branches (winding in the same fashion)

are arranged parallel to the short sides of the cover; they are three in number.

On both sides of them, as well as in the centre-piece, are two loops, correspond-

ing to those on No. 2 and arranged symmetrically.

Branches of vine, like those in the centre fields, run out from the corners

of the cover (these short pieces of vine pattern were clearly cast by fitting in

ready-made moulds). Short pieces of rope are placed vertically in the spaces

between the vine and the rim of the cover. This stylised decoration has a

very agreeable effect.

The coffin is clearly Christian, in view of the vine-decoration, the symbolic

loop and the late date of the coins found in it. Unfortunately these coins

cannot be now identified more closely, and we must be satisfied with the

terminus ante quern, the accession of Valentinian in a.d. 361.

M. Avi-

Y

onah.



SOME TECHNICAL METHODS OF ARCHAIC SCULPTURE

The peculiar freshness and clarity of surface and detail which distinguishes

so much of archaic Greek sculpture in marble seems to be due to the perfection

of technical methods no less than to the consummate skill and genius of the

artists. At present little investigation has been made as to what those

technical methods were. Carl Bliimel 1 has laid a sure foundation for future

study, but much can be done to amplify his conclusions. The following notes

constitute an attempt to ascertain some of the technical facts from a study

of the original works of art.

The simple drill .—Some light has recently

2

been shed on the use of

the drill in the fifth and fourth centuries B.c. and the gradual transition from

the simple to the running drill. But it is still a matter of some uncertainty

when the drill came into use in the archaic period, first for minor and then

for major detail
;

for it remained for centuries an adjunct only and did not

become a major tool until Roman times.

In the early archaic statues in soft stone
(

:

poros,’ limestone and sand-

stone) that I have examined 1 have failed to detect anv trace of the drill.

There is none in the Attic
4

poros
5

series, none in the Cretan sculptures from

Prinias, none in the two similar and contemporary Cretan sculptures in the

Louvre. The drill apparently only came into use as hard stones and marble

became popular.

But. even so, it was a long time before the drill was used at all by carvers

of marble. In the series of Attic korcu it was, in any case, rarely used for

sculptural purposes except for the undercutting of folds of hanging drapery.

It was, however, used for structural purposes before it was used for artistic.

As proof of these assertions we can take the following facts

:

Komi, which in type and structure must be placed at the beginning of

the series, show no trace of the drill at all for artistic purposes. Nor. indeed,

is there anything in their adornment or attitude which calls for it. No. 593

in the Acropolis Museum is innocent of drill-holes. No. (379. almost perfectly

1 Giicchische B ilelha uerarhe it (Berlin

1927).
2 Nevertheless those who have inves-

tigated the question are by no means in

agreement. Thus l’rof. Rhys Carpenter

(The /Sculpture of the Sifee Temple Parapet,

1929, p. 78) attributes the ‘transition from

the stationary to the running drill ' to the

‘experimentation of the Masters of the

Parapet/ Prof. B. Ashmole (J.H.S. , 1930,

p. 102; states categorically that ‘the rim-

ing drill was introduced m Athens between

the time of the Parthenon Frieze and that

of the balustrade of Athena Nike.' Miss

Richter (The Sculpture and Sculptors of the

Greeks , 2nd ed. 1930, p. 14o) believes it was
introduced in ‘ the first half of the fifth

century/ No doubt closer research will

give more precision—for tlie>e three datings

cover some sixty years.

313
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preserved, scrupulously avoids it upon exposed surfaces and stows its use

only in the cutting of a dowel-hole on the left forearm. So too the stele of

Aristion and that of the ‘ Hoplite Runner
*
3 are achieved without recourse

to the drill at any point.

All four of these works are generally attributed to the middle of the sixth

century and hardly later than 540 b.c. The hair-fasliion of the * Hoplite

Runner ’ and the treatment of his eyebrows indeed associate him with statues

of a considerably earlier period—the Sunium Apollo, the Berlin Kore and even

the Kerameikos head, though I should hesitate to give him a date before

555 b.c.

The Xaxian marble group from Athens (A.31., Nos. 592, 619, 677) and the

Samian Hera of Cheramyes not only show no trace of drill but seem to have been

finished in detail by the aid of one simple tool (see below, p. 322) only. Their

date is problematical, but few would venture to date any of them after 540.

Among the other Attic korai in the Acropolis 31useum the following show
no trace of the drill : Nos. 594, 613, 670. 671, 672, 674, 675, 676, 678, 683,

685, 687. Of these, Nos. 594, 613, 670, 675 are described by Dickins as in

the ‘ full Chiot ' style and are of island marble. If we prefer to reject Dickins'

classification we must at least admit that they all alike reflect a style wholly

new to Attica and are in a material newly become fashionable in Attic studios.

No. 678 is placed by Dickins at the end of the early Attic period and at the

beginning of the Ionising period : even without his classification it is evident

that this kore is not one of the later series. The remainder are hard to date,

but in no case fall later than 500. Probably they antedate the Revolution

of 510.

The korai and other statues which exhibit the use of the drill are Nos. 615,

680, 681, 682, 684 and 694. In Nos. 615, 680 and 682 the drill used is a very

small one,

4

and it is used with great discrimination and care for the undercutting

of drapery only. On the other hand, Nos. 681 and 684 use it extensively and
often. In No. 681 the drill used was some 8 mm. in diameter. The first of

these two is the Antenor kore
,
the second a large kore which is almost universally

attributed to the close of the sixth century. No. 694, a torso of a Nike, is

dated by Dickins at 480. But Nos. 615, 680 and 682 are in Dickins’ ‘ Chiot
7

manner and are certainly of earlier date than the others. The k

Theseus and
Antiope ’ from Eretria and the Athena torso from the same temple all alike

exhibit the full use of the drill in the manner of the Antenor kore. In both
the drapery is deeply undercut with a drill, and in the Theseus and Antiope
the ears are finished in the same way. In the Athena it is particularly evident

on the left side of the figure for piercing underneath drapery, and the mouth
of the Gorgoneion is cleared largely by the drill at the corners; incidentally

the drill seems to have slipped and has pierced a hole on the side of the

Gorgon's tongue.

3 Xational Museum, Athens, Xo. 10o9. Artemis on the frieze of the Cnidian
4 A similar drill is used, but very sparingly Treasury and on the drapery of the Herakleb

for undercutting the drapery folds of the in the Cnidian pedimcntal relief.
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The Anterior hove must, for historical reasons, be dated soon after 510.

since the sculptor of the Tyrannicides could hardly have worked under the

Peisistratidae, and can probably be identified as the master of the Delphian

Pediments, which, presumably, were executed shortlv before 510. The
Eretrian sculptures are usually attributed to the close of the sixth century.

From all of which the following tentative conclusions can be drawn

:

that the drill, known in the earliest stages of marble-carving (and in any
case a carpenter's tool as old as Homer 5

). was not used as a sculptor's tool

proper, that is, for the execution of artistic detail in a work of art, until archaic

art was well advanced. Probably it came into use among the Attic sculptors

of korai about the beginning of the last quarter of the sixth century B.c., and

became increasingly popular towards the close of the century. Antenor and

his pupils extended its use and employed large and deep-cutting drills. But

in no case was the drill used except for drapery.

After the year 500 the drill seems to fade in popularity and the later

archaic works, like the Euthydikos kore or the Eleusis Persephone, show few

traces of its use. But the Athena No. 140 in the Acropolis Museum shows the

drill used for undercutting drapery by a series of points close together, which

was the last stage of the use of the simple drill before it was transformed into

a running drill. This Athena is dated to <?. 460 B.c.

The flat chisel, the knife and the date chisel .—Definite proof of the use

of the chisel is hard to establish in finished statues. The same cuttings may
often be achieved by the aid of a knife or with a sharp-edged file made of

abrasive stone. But in the case of the korai. the hair, some details of drapery

and most of the facial features seem to have been done with a flat chisel.

There is as yet no certainty that the flat chisel was used at any time for primary

work as was the claw chisel except in the case of very low reliefs which, in

the archaic period, are cut almost exclusively with the flat chisel.

In the Attic * poros ' sculptures and in the Cretan limestone series the

chisel and knife are the only tools employed after the preliminary dressing.

I can find no trace of the use of a claw chisel in the * poros sculptures. In

the
;

Introduction of Herakles
5 pediment a very narrow-edged chisel was used

for the beard and hair of Zeus, for the embroidered garments of Hera and for

the hair, beard and whiskers of Herakles. The use of this narrow flat chisel

is very apparent on the unfinished parts of the throne of Zeus.

In the ‘ Troilos Pediment ' a fine flat chisel is used for the delineation of

the wall at the back and for the beard of the male figure.

On the other hand, details like the scales of snakes
(
e.g . No. 39 in the

A.M.) must have been done with a strong knife and not with a chisel, for the

risk of a chisel slipping in such detailed work is very great and a tool with

a right-angle and not an oblique application would be essential. The detail

in the Prinias sculptures is in every way similar in execution to that of the

Attic series, implying the use of a flat chisel and knife for detail. The third

horse from the left in the Prinias frieze shows the use of the knife more clearly

than most.

a Odyssey, IX. 383.
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Independent proof of the use of a knife in stone carving is found in the

small reliefs in soft limestone from the Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia at Sparta 6

and in the two grotesques from the Acropolis (Nos. 11, 12). In the latter a

chisel may have been used as well, but in the Spartan reliefs the knife was
the only tool employed. In both cases the stone was very soft and easily

carved with an ordinary blade.

In the case of all works of art in soft stone the material probably hardened

after exposure, but when fresh from the quarry was relatively soft.

The compass .—A compass of which one leg ended in a spiked point and
the other in a cutting knife-edge is to be inferred definitely from various

sources. Its earliest use is in the Prinias frieze in the architectural decoration

that runs below the line of horses. Here the radius of the circle of the compass
is the same as the lateral distance between the points made by the spiked leg

of the compass, as the design was repeated, viz. 9*8 cm. (Fig. 1). The lines

cut by the cutting-leg are deep and well grooved, as from the sharp edge of

a thick blade. It is of incidental interest to note that only semicircles are cut

with the compass : the rest is done freehand.

In Attica the eye of the lion No. 4, the eyes of
4

bluebeard " and the eyes

of poros snakes are invariably done with a similar but lighter compass.
In harder stones the same kind of cutting-compass is used in the case of the
leopard from the Acropolis, Nos. 552, 554, in Hymettus marble, whose spots
are so rendered, and a close parallel is found in the Corfiote leopards. When
Parian and Pentelic marbles came into fashion the cutting-compass fell out
of use and only the ordinary draughtsman's compass was retained, for the
delineation of eyes in paint, and for certain decorative detail.

The square. Our only evidence that the square played an important part
in archaic stone carving is found in the curious example from the Cave of
Pan at A ari, on the south-west foothills of Hymettus. Here among other
rock sculptures of very great interest (which include a seated figure of a kore
type) is a relief in the nature of a Selbstbildnis . It shows the figure of a man
wearing an exoniis, holding in one hand a spiked hammer and in the other
what is clearly a carpenter’s square (Fig. 2). It has been thought by some
that he is in the ordinary attitude of a sculptor holding a chisel at right angles
to his stone and striking it with a hammer. But closer examination shows that

6 Artemis Orthia (11130), Plates LXIV-LXXIY.
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the hammer is a trimming hammer, not a flat-headed striking hammer, and
the so-called chisel is but the half of a square of which the other half falls

vertically at right angles to it. The figure is almost certainly that of Arche-

demos of Thera, whose numerous autographs and poems adorn the walls of

the cave. On epigraphical grounds he is dated to the beginning or early part

of the fifth century, though his sculptures seem to be old-fashioned even for

this date. He appears to have considered the cave to be his special care at

this time and describes his various activities there.7

Of the use of the square in sculpture we have only this evidence. In

Fig. 2.—The Sculptor of Vari Cave.

(From a photograph taken in 1930.)

relief carving and in the earlier stages of dressing a block it w ould ha\ c been

of considerable use. But it is remarkable to find it here classed apparent 1\

as of equal importance with the dressing hammer.

The gouge .—This tool is used rarely in archaic times, and then only for

detail. It can be looked upon as the rarest tool used in the archaic period.

Its use is best seen in the Acropolis korm at the bottom of the under-chiton

of No. 679, on the back hair of No. 673, on the under-chiton of Nos. 690, 683,

7 For a full discussion of this question see -4.J .*4., 1903, p. 203 ft'.
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and 685 and for the three lines below the waist of Xo. 681. In the latter in-

stance the gouge is a very small one.

Hair, for the most part, is rendered by the fiat chisel, even where curved

lines are done
;

but, usually, curved or rippling lines are laboriously made by

the aid of an abrasive file.

It is impossible to indicate any chronology for the gouge. It seems to

have been a very secondary tool, the use of which depended largely upon the

taste of the individual artist.

Fig. 3.—Lower Pakt of a Cycladic Idol : Asmmoleax Museum.

Seale 2 : 3.

One curious use of a powerful gouge for trimming is seen in the case of

the fine bronze head from the Acropolis 8 in the Aeginetan style. Originally

the head was surmounted by a cap 9 or helmet. The outlines of the head

were found to be uneven after casting and an unwanted protrusion on the

left side of the head, towards the back, covering an area of some nine square

8 He Kidder : Bronzes de VArropolr, Xo. 9 Ibid., p. 290.

708, fig. 276.
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centimetres, was removed by the aid of several strong oblique blows of a

powerful gouge which must have been of well-hardened iron.

Abrasive tools .—After a close consideration of the details of archaic marble

sculpture I am driven to the conclusion that the bulk of the refinements of

surface and drapery were achieved by the medium of simple rubbing, done with

pieces of abrasive stone shaped according to the surface or indentation required.

The nature of the substance used cannot be fixed for certain, but it seems

probable that pumice was used for surface finish and in some cases for the

actual abrasion of hollows in surface moulding, while emery or corundum was

used for deeper cuttings and hollows or for lines and grooves. The matter is

dealt with below.

This conclusion, that the bulk of the finer details and surfaces of archaic

statues were achieved by the aid of stone tools or by the aid of sand, and not

metal tools, is not a hypothesis. That sculpture of no little intricacy and

subtletv had at an early date been carried out in Greek lands by the aid of

stone tools only is evident from a glance at the remarkable series of prehistoric

statuettes, large and small, from Amorgos. Naxos and other of the Cyclades.

The particular shape and conventional type to which the bulk of these

statuettes conform is largely dictated by the methods by which they were

made. It is evident that they were made with stone tools of various shapes,

and that the process employed consisted in the main of rubbing (Fig. 3). It

is not mv intention here to discuss in detail the particular piocesses used foi

these statuettes. But at the period at which they were made, which corre-

sponds to the second and third Early Mmoan periods, it was most unlikel\

that any metal tools competent to cut the shapes they exhibit existed. The,

only metal tools wdiieh could have cut the detail and indeed the main structure

of these statuettes would have been the rasp and file. But while 3Iinoan

chisels and punches are known 1® rasps and files are not. nor would copper 01

bronze, if used for files, prove hard enough to cut the very hard island marble

from w^hich they are made. We are, in fact, driven to conclude that abrasive

stone harder than the marble was employed.11

I do not suggest that the habit of using hard abrasive stones for the

rendering of sculptural detail persisted from Early Minoan times to the Classical

period in Greek lands. But the knowledge and use of abrasive stones, such

as emery, may well have come down to the Greeks. And emery, then as now,

wvas found abundantlv in the island of Naxos.

Given the facts that the necessary material was available in the shape of

Naxian emerv, and that sculpture developed many of its most vigorous and

inspired forms in the islands, the use of tools of emery in stone sculpture of

the historic period is at least a probability. But if we examine certain examples

in detail it seems certain that, in many cases, tools of abrasive stone and not

metal files or rasps w^ere used. The fragments Nos. 108 and 499 in the Acro-

10 E.g* from Gournia (So. 967), Psychro

Cave {Xos. 453 and 488), Pseira (Xos. 1592

and 1594).
11 The method of rubbing is clearly seen

in those eases where the deep groove be-

tween the legs of the statuette has been so

rubbed that a hole lias been cut unintention-

ally right through the marble.
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polis Museum show in each case human feet on a plinth. The rest of the figures

to which they belong has vanished. Xo. 168 consists of one foot only, the

left foot. Xo. 499 has two feet. In each case the toes, in the process of

fashioning the statue, have been divided not by chisel strokes but by the aid

of one cutting process done at right angles to the surface of the toes vertically

from above (Fig. 4). The tool employed must have been in the nature of a

thin disc of hard emery or similar stone with one very sharp edge which was

rubbed continuously against the stone. Proof that it was so rubbed with a

Fie;. 4.—Acropolis Museum, Xo. 1US.

pressure directly against the stone is seen in the three surviving marks on the

edge of the plinth. An area round the foot was subsequently smoothed and

lightly polished, but the remainder was left untouched. In this remaining

space the tool employed has left its clear traces. Xo. 168 shows four similar

grooves close to the toes very clearly, and shows how sharp was the edge of

the tool. Faint traces of the same use of the same tool are seen in front of

the toes of Xo. 571 (a plinth with human feet and horses' hoofs), though here

the final polishing has almost eliminated them. Had a flat chisel been used

for cutting the separations between the toes, no traces at all would have been
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left on the area below the toes. If a file or rasp had been used, the marks
would have been different and the teeth of those tools would have left their

unmistakable traces. As it is. the superfluous marks below the toes are clear-

cut grooves such as could only be made by a thin-edged rubbing tool.

Similar traces of the rubbing-disc are seen in the treatment of the cuirass

of the warrior on the Aristion stele (Fig. 5). The groove on the left of the last

cuirass-flap is made by a thin sharp-edged tool which must have been identical

in type with that which made the grooves on Nos. 168 and 499 above. The
incision so made is cut by two grooves, which shows that the thin cutting edge of

2

Fig. 5.—Part of Cuirass from the
Stele of Aristiox.

Scale 1:2.

Fig. fi.—Belt end ox the Torso,
Acropolis Milsei m, Xo. 51)3.

From a cast : scale 1:1.

the rubber was used on the right and left of the area, leaving a slight protrusion

between the two grooves. Neither chisel nor file nor rasp could have made

such marks. The groove on the right of the flap has been properly trimmed

and finished.

How far tools of similar abrasive stone were used for cutting the various

vertical or oblique folds of drapery on statues is hard to sav. But on inner

surfaces of many drapery folds, where little or no final polishing could have

been done, there is seldom to be found the characteristic surface made by a
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file or a rasp.12 The smoother surface which a stone rubber makes is almost

invariable in the earlier marble archaic statues. But of the widespread use

of an emery stone for archaic drapery there is as yet no absolutely certain proof.

Yet I feel sure that the subtlety of much archaic drapery was achieved more

by an infinitely laborious process of abrasion than by any speedier chiselling

or filing.

One of the clearest proofs of the use of a rubbing tool of the kind in-

dicated is seen in the drapery of the early Attic torso Xo. 593 in the Acropolis

Museum. The crossed lines that form the pattern of the girdle-end that hangs

down in front (Fig. 6) are so evidently made with a blunt pointed pencil of

emery or similar stone that there is no room for the suggestion of any other

tool. Once granted the use of this stone, the other elements of the drapery

are clearly seen to be done in the same way with other shaped tools of emery.

The smooth sweep of the drapery lines is clearly so worked and even the hair

is stone-cut. The best contrast between stone-cut lines and chisel-cut lines

is seen if a comparison is made with the drapery of the ‘ Athlete Basis ’ from

the wall of Athens where, in the
k Dog and Cat

9

group, the plain marks

of chisel-cut drapery are obvious. Here, as in most very flat- reliefs of the

archaic period, the flat chisel was the principal tool. The lines so cut are un-

steady and uneven and shew at the sides the clear marks of the chisel.

Xor is it surprising, when we come to examine the group of statues cut

in Xaxian marble and by Xaxian or Samian artists, that the treatment of

drapery has cpiite specific peculiarities which indicate the use of a rubber

more than of any other tool ;
in fact there are no traces at all of file or chisel.

The Hera of Cheramves, the bust Xo. 077 in the Acropolis Museum (Fig. 7)

and the figure Xo. 019, all in Xaxian marble, have for long been segregated

from Attic work by the peculiarity of their drapery. The folds of the garments

are monotonously simple
;

they are rendered by parallel vertical or oblique

lines engraved into the surface of the marble. There is none of the subtlety

of Attic work, with undercutting and overfolding. The lines are simply

incised. Only by a process of careful and laborious rubbing, with a con-

tinuous right-angle pressure to the face of the stone, could the strict parallelism

of the lines be maintained. Such rubbing would have given greater safety and

greater accuracy of line.

Presuppose a disc-like (or semi-lunar) tool of emery and it is easv to see

how this technique developed and how easy it was to achieve. Each line

was rubbed. So too the hair of Xo. 677 (the only one of the three which

has a head) is rendered in incised lines that- are almost straight. In fact Xo.

677 is the only virtually straight-haired kore from the Acropolis.

In the same way the little rigid figures on the Xaxian tripod Xo. 592 in

the Acropolis Museum show their drapery in a few simple incised vertical and

absolutely parallel lines. In every case the lines show a precision and clarity

which it would be hard to achieve with so uncertain a tool as a chisel. A

12 For examples of such characteristic tures of the Nike Balustrade (1930), pp. 8

surfaces see Rhys Carpenter : The Sculp - and 17.
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Fig. 7.—AcRorous Museum, No. (‘*77.

rubber, following a line drawn on the stone, would, by pressing at right angles

to the mass of stone, more easily avoid the risk of glancing oil sideways out

of control than the chisel. A chisel, giving an oblique stroke, is less under

control.

J.H.S.—VOL. L. Z
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It is no mere coincidence that this fashion of rendering drapery is universal

on sculpture cut from a marble found on the same island that contains the

mines of emery. The material led to the technique. Nor is it necessarily a

coincidence that similar methods had been used in the same island at a remote

prehistoric period.

I have described the tool used for this type of technique as an ‘ abrasive

file or rubber.’ Such a tool could have consisted of a stone softer than

emery or corundum employed with the poivder of that material, and with the

addition of water, to make the characteristic grooves and cuts wdiich dis-

tinguish this type of work. As such, it might have been of any moderately

hard stone of a gritty kind, sandstone or schist. But the probability is that a

piece of native emery was itself employed as a plain cqtter without the aid

of powder. The emery is found to-day in the islands of Naxos 13 and Icaria 14

in very large quantities, usually in hard and solid blocks. Any sharp piece

with a long cutting edge would have served the purpose, and it need not

necessarily have been shaped or even smoothed. But had such shaping been

desirable it could have been effected only bv the aid of powdered emery, on

the principle of * diamond cut diamond.’ Metal tools or stone tools would

have been useless for its shaping. It is improbable that corundum was

employed, since corundum (which is identical with the ruby or the sapphire,

but devoid of their colouring matter) is the absolutely pure form of emery

free of intrusive matter and is, in consequence, of no little rarity in a

formation which contains emery-stone.

The native emery, as found to-day, would have served the purposes of

the sculptor admirably, and was in any case more competent to cut into the

surface of marble than any known metal tool. Its very cutting power gave

it greater certainty of control, and the method of abrasion, which made the

cuttings, obviously involved less hazard and less chance of accident. To chase

lines with the flat chisel was an infinitely more difficult and more risky process

and, as such, less likely to have been employed by the cautious sculptors of

the archaic period.

It remains to be seen what external evidence there is in antiquity for

the use of any such abrasive.

First, there is no surviving example of an emery rubber. But there is

no surviving example of any tool of the archaic period. Nor indeed have we
any known sites of sculptors’ workshops until the fifth century

,

15 so that our

hope of finding direct confirmation is slight. And, even if such a site had

been found, the identification of a fragment of emery by excavators would be

improbable. Native emery-stone is not too easily distinguished from ordinary

13 The emery mines of Xaxos were made
a Government monopoly in 1824. The
average output per annum is about 17,000

tons. It constitutes one of the most
important deposits of mineral wealth m
Greece. Kmery is also iound in Asia

Minor.

14 There are specimens from Icaria in

the Mincralogical Dept. of the Museum at

Oxford.
15 K.rj. the ‘ workshop of Pheidias ’ at

Olympia (Gardner, Olympia, p. 243) and
the similar k workshop ' on the Acropolis

(Dooge, Acropolis , Plan : no. 107).
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rocks. It would quickly join the main body of other fragments of stone

on the dump ! It may, however, be hoped that some watch for fragments of

this kind will be made in the future.

The main evidence for its use comes from ancient literary sources. We
hear a good deal of the

4

stone of Naxos/ It is first mentioned in Pindar/6

where a strong man is compared with a Naxian whetstone :

—

Oaips ke vtv dvSpdaiv aOArjTaicnv spiaev

Na^iav TteTpais ev aAAats ycxhKo§a\iavT' cckovccv.

That the material from which both whetstones and tools for artistic seal-

engraving were made was roughly the same seems clear from Theophrastus, 17

who tells us that : 6 AiOog <p yAv/qxoucn Tag o^payiSag, hk toutou ecrriv ef

ouwep ai cckovou, f\ opoiou toutco.

Both Suidas 18 and Stephanus of Byzantium 19 refer to Noc^ia AiOog, but

a curious confusion seems to have arisen in their sources between the emery

of Naxos and a hard material for whetstone which seems to have been found

at Oaxos in Crete. Both these authors are our only record for the Oaxian

stone, if indeed that can be taken as the explanation of their references to

Crete. Whetstone of grit, not of emery, is to-day found at a place called

Oxah, 20 but the modern Oxah is not the site of the ancient Oaxos, though it

may well be the source of the whetstones exported by that city. Stephanus,

not realising that there were two possible sources for good abrasives, attempts

without success to explain away his difficulty by the suggested reading of

KpiTiKT] for KprjTiKTj. But in so doing he is adding the further confusion

between a whetstone and a touchstone, for that is the only material to which

the term KpiTiKp could be applied.

That the Na^ia AiOos of these authors is from the island of Naxos and

not from Crete seems certain, partly because of the existence of an enormous

deposit of the stone on Naxos itself and partly because, if it came from Oaxos

(or Fcc^og, as it was called in earlier times), 21
it is hardly likely that it would

have been known as early as the time of Pindar as Na^icxS. If the stone

known as Naxian came from Cretan Oaxus we should at least expect to find

textual variants which might lead us to the Cretan name. But these, in fact,

do not occur, and the mention of Crete is only found in the confused explana-

tions of the two lexicographers.

16 lath

.

VI. 72.

17 flepi tcov AiOcov, 77. The stone here

referred to is not the Xaxian but the

Armenian, which, according to Pliny (X.H.

36. 22. I), superseded the Xaxian. Of the

Armenian stone Stephanus of Byzantium
’Aptievta) says, TTapexovTai 5e Ai0ov tt\v

yAucpovaav Kai Tpuircoaav -ras cr9pay{5as.

18 S.v. Na^os a<p' oO Na£ia Ai0os, t KpiynKr)

aKovri .... t) 5e KpiTiKfj aKOvr), eccv 8ta toO i

ypacperai r| StaKpivoucra Kai <pavspoOaa ariuaivei.

There is in addition some textual confusion

in this passage, which lias remained unsolved
by the few editors of this author. The con-

fusion of whetstone with touchstone maybe
due to the writer having drawn part of his

information from Theophrastus, who dis-

cusses touchstones immediately after his

account of whetstones.
39 Na£os ttoA’s, Kai N8c£ia Ai0os, f] KpT)TiKfj

&KOvr|. Na^os yap ttoAis KpfiTqs. Suidas

more briefly cuts the Gordian knot !

20 Spratt, Researches in Crete , I. 127.
21 Head, Historici Sumorum, p. 450.
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326 SOME TECHNICAL METHODS OF ARCHAIC SCULPTURE

Plinv, without any hint or suggestion of Crete, calls it, simply enough,
£

Naxian,’ which his readers would without exception have taken to refer to

the Cycladic island. And Pliny tells us more about it. In describing the

process of cutting marble he tells us that a saw should be used with the aid

of
c

sand.’ 22 The best sand was the Ethiopian, the next best the Indian and

the Naxian. But the two latter have, he says, the same defect,. which is

shared by the Egyptian brand, of leaving an unequal surface on smooth faces.

But we learn that the Naxian and Egyptian were in use in earlier times

—

haec fuere antiqua genera marmoribus secandis. He adds that Thebaic sand

was used for politura, in stone-work, and further tells us that for long Naxian

stone was preferred for the polishing of marble statues and for the cutting

of gems—signis e marmore poliendis gemmisque etiam scalpendis atque limandis

Naxium dm placuit ante alia . Later,23 he remarks that among the abrasive

stones which were used with water, as contrasted with those which required

the use of oil

—

Xaxiae Ians maxuma fait, nwx Armeniacae.

From the silence of Theophrastus about Naxian stone and his mention
of the Armenian it may, perhaps, be inferred that the Naxian had, by the

fourth century B.c., gone entirely out of fashion and been replaced by the

Armenian. Certainly Plinv‘s reference to the antiqua genera and his further

remarks, Naxium dm placuit ante alia, and Xaxiae laus maxuma fait, mox
Armeniacae, indicate something of the kind.

But it is not quite clear in Pliny where the use of Naxian sand can be
distinguished from use of pieces of the actual emery itself. Emerv sand can
be produced by crushing the emery stone, or from sandy deposits in the prox-

imity. Such sand is referred to by Hesychius 24 and Dioscorides 25 as apipis,

and in the LXX Book of Job 26 as apupiTps AiOos.

The use of emery-stone as a cutting instrument must be inferred both
from the use of the term AiOos bv Stephanus and Suidas and the TiETpa

implied in the passage of Pindar. Pliny, on the other hand, refers to the sand
when he calls it Xaxiae in one passage

(
Simile Xaxiae vitium est et Coptitidi ),

but later, where he calls it Naxium and states how it was used for statues

and gem-cutting, he is thinking of it as the stone itself, not of the shaped
whetstone, the noun understood being saxum. The final mention (Xaxiae
laus maxuma fait, etc.) takes cos as its noun from a preceding sentence.

In short, Naxian emery could clearly be used on statues in the two distinct

ways. Nor is it yet quite certain from the evidence of the Attic, Naxian and
other archaic statues which of the two methods was employed. But that
Naxian emery, and not a metal tool, was the medium of cutting detail and
surface patterns, seems indisputable.

S. Cassox.

22 X.H. XXXVI. 6. 9 . Haiena hoc fit et

ferro videtur fieri, serra in praetenui linia

preinenti harenas versandoque tractu ipiso

secante, etc.

23 XXXVI. 22 . 47 .

24 S.v. 2u;pis* auuou eiScs fj oyf)xovrai ol

(7KVr|pOt TCOV Al&COV.

20 t . 166 : Xnupis’ XiOos icrriv rj t&s \yf190us

oi SctKTuXioyXucpoi cufjxoucn.
26 XLI. 7 : 6 6e ovvSeajios ovtoO, oocrrrep

apvpiTTjS Ai0os.
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The Byzantine Congress at Athens.—The third Byzantine Congress, held at

Athens in October, was attended by some 350 persons, of whom only two were British.

While several other Governments were represented and the French, German, Italian and

other continental Universities and learned societies sent large delegations—36 delegates

came from Jugoslavia alone—only one British learned society, the British Archaeo-

logical School of Athens, was represented, and—as was remarked at the Congress—Great

Britain was conspicuous by her absence. Yet the Congress was admittedly an important

and successful meeting. In all the four sections of history, archaeology, philology

and law, medicine and other sciences, notable papers were read by eminent Byzantin-

ologists. In the two sittings of all the four sections united together. Professor Jorga spoke

about 4 The great Byzantine families in Roumania and the rebirth of the idea of the Empire

among the Roumanians 5

: Professor Charles Diehl delivered a graceful address on ‘ The
Legend of the Emperor Theophilos ’

; Professor Heisenberg, the editor of the Byzantiniscke

Zeitschrift , spoke with great tact about 4 Byzantine studies since the World War, their

development and their aims ’
; Professor Darko of Debreczen commemorated J. B. Bury;

the great Greek poet, Palamas, told of
4 The Byzantine heritage in modern Greek poetry* ’

;

and Professor Gregoire of Brussels examined the sources of Digenis Akritas. There was

a visit to the monastery of Daphni, where, after a brief lecture by MM. Koukoules and

Soteriou, an al fresco luncheon was offered to the Congressists by the Mayor of Athens,

and excursions were made to Monemvasia and Mistra and to Salonika. The proverbial

Greek hospitality filled up the rest of the time, and the President of the Republic gave a

reception at Government House to the members of the Congress, which will next meet at

Sofia and then in Italy.

W. Miller.

Byzantine Research in Italy.—In 1921 there came into existence a small Society

for the preservation of the remains of Magna Grecia which were fast disappearing, and for

making new excavations on sites where more of such remains might be looked for. This

Society during its short life has saved much and found much more, working quietly and

unobtrusively, and at very little cost.

Side by side with these remains of Magna Grecia, even more widely spread and hardly

known except to a few scholars, are the remains of
4

Italia Bisantina,’ ruins of monasteries,

caves, laliras and frescoed cave-chapel. These monuments of mediaeval Byzantine history

are fast disappearing from neglect. The records of them are very sparse; there are few

photographs and no coloured reproductions. They are, in fact, in the same condition as

were the remains of Magna Grecia.

Many Italian scholars are well aware of the importance of preserving these traces of

a departed life, language, liturgy and art, and those who are working with them are anxious

to arouse the same interest in England.

It is therefore proposed to form on the same lines and in connexion with the Son eta

Magna Grecia, of w hich Professor < )rsi is the President, a kindred Society of Italia Bisantina ,

consisting both of Italian and English members. Such a society being closely allied to the

Societa Magna Grecia would have the great advantage of working under the direction of

Professor Orsi. The able and enthusiastic Secretary of the Societa Magna Grecia has

offered his own services and the use of the offices to the Society we hope to form.

327
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Essential to its formation are :

—

(1) The interest and support of Byzantine and mediaeval scholars and those interested

in early Italian art.

(2) The active co-operation of a few keen photographers, artists and archaeologists

who would join in expeditions to these sites.

(3) Subscriptions, which as office expenses will be practically nil, can all be devoted

to the furtherance of the objects of the Society.

All interested in the project are invited to communicate with the Hon. Secretary,

Miss Gertrude Itobmson, Palazzo Cardelli, Piazza Cardelli *1, Pome.

A Correction.—In my Jubilee Presidential address, ‘ Fifty Years of the Journal of

Hellenic Studies/ as printed in J.II.8 . , XLIX, p. cv, I give a wrong explanation of

the fact that the 49th volume "was still in progress. The true reason is that A ol. XIII

represents the two years 1S92 and 1S93, when the Megtdopolis Supplement was straining

the resources of the Society. I discovered this before the delivery, but the corrected

proof afterwards miscarried.
A. H. Smith.

* An Alleged Archaic Group.’—This is the title of the attempt made by Ashmole,

in the last part of the Journal, 1 to establish the spuriousness of the group of a man carrying

off a woman which had been published by Studniczka. 2 His attack is mainly directed

against the opinions of
4 a certain professor ’

; obviously a German, as his quotations show.

Ashmole does not name the professor out of consideration for his scientific standing
;
but

that no other of my German colleagues may be suspected, I willingly admit that I am
the offender. I would, however, observe that my discussion, in addition to the quoted

‘ panegyrics,
7 which isolated from their context leave an exaggerated impression, contains

solid arguments for the authenticity of the group; and that it was drawn up over three

vears ago, before the long verbal and written, private and public discussions of the group.

At that time I should have been perfectly willing to publish my statement—in its

entirety, of course. Now I should naturally express myself differently on many points.3

But in fact I have not found myself compelled to alter my view, not even by reason of the

technical arguments advanced by Ashmole. Not that I despise such arguments, as might

be gathered from Ashmole’s words; but they must be completely convincing.

Ashmole 7

s points are

—

(1) At one point the hair of the man is carried on over the surface of an apparent

break. This must be examined on the original, as Ashmole’s illustrations are inadequate.

It would be in any case an astonishing gaueherie on the part of a forger.

(2) The use of the running drill, which in Athens appears for the first time between

the Parthenon and the Nike balustrade. But no one has ever considered the group

Attic, and no argument is adduced that the drill may not have been in use a half-century

earlier—say in the technically progressive region of South Italy. But further, Studniczka

and the sculptor who assisted him have expressly questioned the use of the running drill.

We must examine whether the hollows in the hair could not have been produced without

the running drill.

I regret then that Ashmole’s paper has not settled for me the question as clearly as

we hoped; for I am by no means so
4 quasi-papal

7 bv constitution that the doubts

expressed by so many experts do not give me cause to think. But it is a long stride further

to set the group down as a forgery. I feel that until new material is adduced the question

is not ripe for decision, and but for Ashmole’s challenge would not have given an opinion

1 1930, pp. 99-104. 2 Jahrbuch , 43, pp. 140 ff.

3 See mv remarks in (Inotnon, 1929, p. 290. Albizzati’s threatened attack has mean-
while appeared ( Historta, 1929, pp. G.31 ff.) ;

unfortunately it has adduced nothing of

decisive weight.
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publicly. I have, however, recently ascertained one new point, of negative import it is

true; since I saw the exhibition of Dossena's workwhich has been moving around Germany,
I consider it impossible that he made these sculptures. Even the lying warrior, although
he does resemble in style the sculptures, reveals by his Michelangole-que rhythm the
difference, wide as the heavens; a striding Athena of silver shows what a former onlv
superficially acquainted vith archaic art makes of the Athena (which Studniozka con-

demned, but which I believe is by the same hand* as the group). Dossena knew these

pieces, he has had them in his hands, he has perhaps attempted to restore them: a greater

share in them than this he cannot have had.

Erlangen .

Georg Lippold.

Dr. Lippold’s reply leaves my main contention untouched.

1 . Does he believe that the hair is carried over a break, or not ?

The argument from gaueherie is fallacious : remember, among many other

blunders made by expert forgers, the inscription on Dossena’s masterpiece, the
4

Renaissance ’ monument in Boston, which begins
4
Obiit enim praefata

Maria. . .
.’

2. Does he believe that the running-drill was used ?

If so, then he must prove, not assume, first, that the group came from South
Italy ; second, that South Italy was technically progressive and could use this

instrument fifty years before Athens.

If not, how were the grooves to which I have drawn attention produced ?

Have it both ways he cannot. And that was my point : let him leave academic
archaeology for a moment, and, after three years, examine the marble itself, in

order to make up his own mind on these questions—questions, not of theory,

but of fact.

Bernard Ashmule.

A Note on the Excavation of the Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia.—The three of the

excavators of the Orthia Sanctuary most concerned confess to a feeling of discourage-

ment on finding that in the case of one reader at least all their endeavours to tell a plain

tale plainly have failed, and that their power of expression has not been equal to the task

laid upon it. The reader in question is the writer of the very careful and painstaking

review of
4 Artemis Orthia

5

which has appeared in the J.ILS. for this year over the initials

V. W.-G. It is plain that to the reviewer the grounds on which the latter periods of

Laconian pottery, the periods of its decay, upon which so much depends, have been classified

are neither clear nor convincing. And since, in fact, the evidence on which that classification

was made was both clear and convincing, the failure must lie in the exposition. In the

excavators’ hands the spade has been mightier than the pen. Or does the fault lie in an
historical training which has not been adequate to the appreciation of the minutiae of

archaeological evidence? 4 The historian,’ we are told,
4 may differ from the excavator in

his estimate of what is proved.’ Xo doubt : the review shows it ; but proof remains
proof, and the difference in estimate can only proceed either—perish the thought—from
a deficiency in the historian, or, which here comes to the same thing, from failure in

the clarity of the excavators' exposition. The failure has been so complete that some
explanation seems called for.

The historian’s view as set forth in this review is in effect that, (A) the claim of the

excavators to have based their classification of the finds, particularly of the pottery and
lead figurines, on the evidence of stratification rather than on that of style is untrue, for

the excavators, though insisting loudly on the claims of stratification, have been naively

inconsistent with their profession, and have, in fact, based their classification, not on anv
objective stratification, but on subjective and so disputable criteria of style: (B) that the

deposits above or outside the sand, with which the level of the central part of the sanctuary

had been raised, were not stratified, and that therefore the classification of the objects found
in them is practically valueless; and (C) that the deposits do not prove a progressive
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degeneration in the Spartan minor arts after 600 b.c., or exclude the possibility of a period

of fine development say in the fifth century b.c. It is possible, that is, that there were

great gaps between the successive stages of Laconian art distinguished by the excavators,

and that these gaps may well have been filled by a period or periods of a vanished great art.

As to A, it is true that the excavators have said that a classification based on considera-

tions of style must give way, if there is conflict, to a classification based on stratification.

In the reviewer's eyes it was, it seems, an inconsistency, almost an indecency, for them,

having said this, to have paid any attention to the style of what they found, to

have argued, for instance, that the first deposits above the sand continued the series without

a break from the latest deposits below, because the style of the pottery in the above-sand

deposits showed a continuous development without any break from the below-sand

depo&it&. This view could not have been taken by the reviewer if the excavators had not,

too optimistically, omitted to explain that in the above proposition the word style does not

mean in the main the style or character of the thing classified. The proposition means
that, if there is evidence from stratification of the development of an art, as to the relative

ages of its different stages or styles, that evidence will outweigh any classification of

those styles w hieh uses as sole criterion the student's ideas of style derived from his

general knowledge of art.

Twenty years ago it seemed rather necessary to insist on this proposition, because

just after the excavations at Sparta had begun, there had appeared a very acute study of

‘ Cyrenaic ' vases, necessarily based only on considerations of the style of archaic Greek
pottery in general, the conclusions of which were shown by the excavations to be in many
cases mistaken.

A proper understanding of the proposition would have kept the reviewer from harping

on the fact that the excavators did take an intelligent interest in the style of what they

were finding, and did draw legitimate conclusions from the positions in which the different

styles were found. It might have kept him, too, from the intellectual but irrelevant analysis

of the different genera into which style may be divided, the italics of which complacently
dot his pages with a great appearance of subtlety. AVe say, for example, that ware a of

one kind of style (in which we include the reviewer's Formyefahh fashion , technique or

mechanism) is shown by the stratification to be earlier than ware h of another kind of style

(Fortnyefithl, etc*.), and that this must, if there is conflict, outweigh any other classification

based solely on considerations of the style (.Fomgefukl, etc.) of archaic Greek pottery in

general. AAhat have Formgefuhl, fashion, technique or mechanism to do with it, except to

display the reviewer’s logical subtlety ?

The excavators are not perhaps sufficiently acute logicians to have been able so to

resolve the word style into its component parts. In any case they do not think it necessary.

The general appearance by which one kind of art or one stage of an art can be recognised
from another is what they understand, and what they believe is generally understood, by
the word.

As to B. the excavators have indeed claimed that the classification of the finds is based
on stratification throughout the site. But, again with a too confiding optimism, they
omitted to make clear what is the commonly accepted archaeological meaning of the word
‘ stratification

5

as applied to a site. It may, of course, mean, and in the simplest cases

does mean, that one earlier thing is covered up by, and, in the simplest case of all, sealed
up under a later thing. The review* suggests that its author is a purist for whom these
are the only meanings. And indeed this simple situation about represents the layman’s
understanding of the term. But the critic needs to go further, for a wider meaning is

attached to the term in archaeological writing. As in geology, from which the term is

taken, strata may be twisted and folded out of all apparent meaning, and yet yield an
intelligible story to patient labour; so on an archaeological site the meaning of deposits
may not be obvious at first sight, yet may be interpreted convincingly by careful study of

the position of the deposits and of their relations one to another and to the original contour
of the ground. lor this it is not always necessary that one deposit should immediately
overlie another. A stratified site, in fact, is one in which study of the position of those
deposits which are left will reveal the order in wffiich they were laid down, although the
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situation may be very different from the simple position outlined above. A proper appre-

ciation of these possibilities is an essential quality for the reviewer of an account of an
excavation.

At the sanctuary of Orthia the wider interpretation of the word applies to the deposits

above and outside the sand, the narrower to those below it. The proper stratigraphical

analysis of a site is indeed very far from the mechanical observation of levels : it involves

an understanding of the circumstances in which every parcel of earth, every piece of wall,

got into the position in which the excavator finds it. iSo far from the position of one thing

above another being the only test, it may even happen that the earlier object is found
above the later. Bound the walls of the Later Temple of Orthia the excavators, in fact,

found above the series of Laconian sherds overlying Geometric a thin but well-marked

stratum of Geometric sherds. The conclusion is not that Geometric pottery succeeded

to Laconian, as it had preceded it, but rather that when the foundations of the

walls were dug down through the Laconian and Geometric deposits, some of the

earliest sherds were removed from the bottom of the trench and thrown by the spade on
the top of the later layers. The right conclusion was that these walls were later than all

the disturbed strata, although actually beneath the walls no pottery at all vas found.

And this conclusion was reinforced by the observation that the strata had the same levels

on each side of the intruded walls. The parallel case is common enough in geology.

The lava thrown out by a volcano would be admitted by every geologist to come from
an earlier stratum in the crust of the earth than the alluvial deposits which it has come
to cover at the foot of the mountain. In suc*h eases the excavator has, of course, to show
why he interprets his stratigraphical evidence in this way. The evidence must be read,

that is, not mechanically, but in the light of every indication afforded by the site as a
whole. To ignore this consideration is to display elementary ignorance of stratigraphy.

It would appear then from the review that in the author's eves the true creed of

the excavator should be that, if one thing is above and another below, they must be held

to be proved (!) as later and earlier respectively, and that if things are not in this relation

nothing can be known about them, and any attempt to reason from their position must-

be futile. Further, that if the appearance of things as well as their position is in any
way taken into account, then to futility is added positive immorality. Such tilings are,

and must be left, beyond salvation.

Anyone holding this severe creed must naturally regard all the deposits at the sanctuary
of Orthia other than those below the sand, and perhaps those immediately succeeding these,

as utterly lost. It seems therefore that the grounds should again be set forth on which the
more charitable view holds that these deposits may still be saved and gathered into the

fold of knowledge. And a further observation on style and stratification may be of use
here. At the Orthia, as at many other sites, deposits were found that were not from their

position alone more than very vaguely datable. This was particularly true of some of the
Laconian \ I deposits in the arena. But when the position in the series of Laconian art

of the objects found in such deposits, in this special case Laconian VI pottery and the
lead figurines which go with it, had been fixed by the stratification of other parts of the
site, it became possible to assign a much narrower dating to these hitherto floating deposits.

And such an argument for dating is one that rests upon the strictest principles of strati-

fication, and, although it involves the use of the word ‘ style ’ which has proved to the
reviewer such a sad stumbling-block, is entirely distinct from any argument as to date
resting on general knowledge of similar products seen in museums. And the same con-
siderations apply to the distinction between Laconian I and Laconian II pottery. AVhen
the distinction has once been made by stratigraphical evidence, by finding, as we did,

in lower levels nothing but Laconian I pottery and then above it Laconian It with or
without some admixture of Laconian I, it was then possible to identify a Laconian II

deposit below which no Laconian I at all had been found. The argument follows from a
study of stratification and from nothing else : except, of course, a proper examination and
study of the finds as they are made.

The deposits at the Orthia sanctuary consisted of dedications to the goddess, and
were only intelligible on the supposition that new dedications were put first of all into the
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temple, after there was a temple, and then, as space ran short, were thrown out of it,

though not outside the temenos, to make room for yet newer offerings, and that this

process took place fairly regularly. Now below the sand, with which the level was raised,

the area was comparatively flat, and the ejected objects were scattered over it in layers

which even the purist would regard as veil stratified. From the bottom upwards, early

and late Geometric, Sub-Geometric, Laconian I and Laconian II pottery were found,

associated with lead figurines and other classes of objects, all in their way useful for the

establishment of the story of the sanctuary and of Spartan art. These periods were, of

course, not found ready labelled. The contents of the many levels, averaging perhaps

five to each of the many small plots into which the site was divided for the purposes of

digging, were studied, and it was observed that the deposits gradually changed their

nature. It seemed that the process of development could best be presented by giving the

different stages labels. But though it was convenient to label the different stages, it was

never intended to suggest that there is any hard-and-fast barrier between them. No
mention having been made by the excavators of any cataclysm in the history of the

sanctuary which alone, by causing either a break in time, or (what is in this case incon-

ceivable) in the character of the worshippers, could have brought about any such sharp

line of division, it did not occur to them to guard against any such interpretation.

It is, of course, gratifying, though not surprising, to find that the differences, for

instance, between Laconian I and II in technique and fashion are such as to be, according

to the reviewer's historical outlook, 4 the basis of a legitimate distinction in time,’ but it is

open to the excavators to point out that no one who had grasped the order of the pro-

cesses by which the distinction between Laconian I and II was arrived at, could have

framed the sentence in that wav. That it was so framed shows that the only process

conceived of by the historian v’as that of looking at the pottery and then deciding that

this must be earlier than that because it is less developed infashion and technique. Whereas
the archaeological process by which the distinction was arrived at was this. There was
nothing under the sand in the middle of the arena to have disturbed the even layers of

stratification; there is a layer of this, then above it a layer of this with a little of that

;

then a layer of that with a little this ; then a layer of that alone. It is clear that this is

earlier than that. The next stage is to analyse the difference between this (Laconian I)

and that (Laconian II). And it is, of course, gratifying, though not surprising, that the

difference should turn out to be a reasonable one. But by this method it is certain that

w e have got the series in the right order. On the other method, that w*hich seems natural

to the reviewer’s mind, it would be possible to take hold of the series by the wrong end.

We might quite conceivably have to do with a period of decay, with a falling off rather

than w ith an advance in technique.

The reviewer remarks as regards Laconian II that it is not fully represented as found
at the Orthia site, and puts forward a theory that much of the Laconian II stratum w*as

swept away by the flood or flattened to receive the sand, adding,
4

it will follow", if the

stratum was interfered with in this way, that objects found in the same level are not
necessarily contemporary.’ No doubt we have by no means all of the objects belonging

to Laconian II, but that anything material has been lost is contradicted by the fact that

Laconian II is a logical development of Laconian I, just as Laconian III is of Laconian II.

That the flood can in any such way have confused the stratification is completely con-

tradicted by the consistency of the evidence of the deposits. That the earliest layers

above the sand follow* closely in time upon the latest below the sand is clear from the
limestone reliefs which were found below the sand, in the sand, and above the sand.

Further, the solid lead figures were found below* the sand and also above it. The reviewer
adds in a note, ‘ the loss of much of the later Laconian II stratum is also suggested by
the fact that the 15,000 surviving leaf! figurines from under the sand show* no difference

in Laconian II. This would be surprising at this progressive time if one had a full series

over the whole period.’ It is incorrect to say that no stratigrapliical difference was
observed in the types of the 15,000 lead figurines below* the sand. In Laconian II (Lead II)

the spike wreaths first begin (p. 270), and, as stated on p. 281, the difference between
Lead I and II is that in the latter period a greater number of types are employed and,
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like the spike wreaths, certain types such as bulls and korsehead ornaments first appear.

In the earliest deposits above the sand the spike wreaths develop a great popularity and,

though certain of the jewellery types continue, the jewellery types generaUy decrease.

Nevertheless, the continuance of certain types, such as bulls, above the sand show’s that

the sequence begun belowr the sand is unbroken.

After the raising of the level the same process continued, but with this difference,

that there had clearly been an endeavour to keep the sanded area between the temple

and the altar clear, and that by the very raising of the level the space available for the

ejected deposits was no longer flat. Now' in two directions on the edge of the sand on

either side of the new’ temple w’as a deposit filling a V-shaped gap formed by the sloping

edge of the sand and the original sloping side of the hollow in which the sanctuary lay.

This deposit, because the potter}' in make and decoration, or, as wre might say, in style

(in Formgefiihl, fashion, technique and mechanism), was clearly an immediate development

from Laconian II, and—for other reasons duly appreciated by the review’er—was labelled

Laconian III. In other directions pottery W’as found which, again judged in the same

way, by its owrn style (Formgefiihl, fashion* technique and mechanism), clearly belonged

to the same series, but had at the same time certain marked differences. It was not

contemporary wdth Laconian III, for none of it was found in any clear association with

Laconian III deposits. It w’as not earlier than Laconian III, for none of it was found

below the sand. It was then clearly later than Laconian III. But the differences were

such as to suggest very strongly that there was a gap in time between the two. This

suggestion arose from a comparison of the appearance ( Formgefiihl, fashion , technique and

mechanism) of the two different lots of sherds : it did not arise from any preconceived

notions of style, and indeed must have arisen in the mind of anyone studying the sherds,

even if he had never seen a Greek vase in his life. Such an observation is not an argument

from any general principles of style, or in any way inconsistent with a proper reliance

upon stratification : it should rather be regarded as an obvious use of comiiion sense in

the reading of the evidence supplied by the stratification of the site. For this we have

already entered a plea. It was observed also that among the Laconian III w’as a certain

proportion of pieces which differed from Laconian III in Formgefnhl, fashion, technique and
mechanism , and differed from it in the direction of the obviously later deposit. It w’as,

in fact, half-way towards it. And more of the half-w’ay kind of pottery w’as found wuth

the later deposit. The only interpretation of these facts is that the style labelled Laconian

III began to change wdiile the deposits were still being thrown out in the direction in

which they had begun to be thrown after the filling in of the sand ; it had begun to change,

that is, before the V-shaped gap between the edges of the sand and the sides of the natural

hollow' had been filled up; and that, w’hen these gaps had been filled up, the dedications

began during this first period of definite decadence to be throw n out more in an easterly

direction, and continued to be throw n in that new* direction after the full flood of decadence

had set in with the style v’hich for nearly three years was known to the excavators, not by

any so question-begging a name as Laconian V, but by an entirely colourless, but to us

sufficiently distinctive name. We called it, in fact, the Toutous style, after George Toutous,

the Cretan workman wrho first struck a deposit of it in the Trial Trench B which we cut

in 1906, the first year of the excavation.

When the full facts above became clear, the intermediate style found in both deposits

was seen to fall into place as Laconian IV, while Toutous’ sherds were equally clearly

Laconian V. The reviewer suggests—and here we do meet a reasonable suggestion

—

that Laconian IV may merely be the inferior ware contemporary with Laconian III.

That is conceivable, though the fact that it is found also with Laconian V would raise

fresh difficulties. The suggestion might even in itself be probable if there W’ere something

else to bridge the gap between Laconian III and V. But the site produced nothing else

that could fill the gulf, and the pottery known as Laconian IV does fill it in a perfectly

natural wav. Thus the probability is so strong as to amount to a certainty that the name
Laconian IV states the position of this style correctly. Again, it is not intended that the

frontiers should be rigid. Certain pieces of Laconian IV may in date be bad Laconian III

or good Laconian V, but this admission does not affect the fact that the style shows a
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continuous decadence from Laconian III through Laconian IV to Laconian V. And
the same process of reasoning applies to the difference between Laconian V and

Laconian VI.

One further point arises in connexion with the reviewer’s criticism of the stratifica-

tion of the sixth-century deposits. He states that it is significant (significant, we are

bound to suppose, of a complete confusion of the deposits of this period) that no distinc-

tion can be made among the 58,000 figurines found in the Laconian III and IV deposits.

If we wished to make play with the word “ significant,” we might well apply it to this

version of the introductory remarks to the section on Lead III and Lead IV on p. 270.

The review continues :

1 That a deposit of figurines extending over a century (a century,

moreover, in -which the art is said to have made rapid progress to its height and subsequent

decline) should be exactly stratified and yet show no development is very difficult to believe.’

But it is stated on p. 270 that ‘ the types most akin to Lead I and II figurines found below

the sand could be classed as Lead III, and that those which continue in Lead V could be

called Lead IV. The solid figures in any case are most probably to be confined to Lead III.’

This caution on the part of the excavators in not attempting to draw any hard-and-fast

line between two periods, the later of which develops gradually out of the earher, seems

to displease the reviewer. Nor is it anywhere stated that in Laconian III-IV the art

of the lead figurines made rapid progress to its height and subsequent decline. As a

matter of fact it is stated on p. 281 that
6 with this period the figurines changed profoundly

in that the total number of types and varieties in use decreases greatly, especially the

jewellery and animal types.
5

Further, three types which were excessively popular in this

period ‘ become much smaller and seem to have been much more hastily and roughly

made.’ The excavators thought that by these statements it was clear that by Lead III

the great age of lead figurines was over. To make it still clearer it should perhaps now
be stated even more explicitly, in order to assist those like-minded with the reviewer,

that in Lead III-IV the lead figurines decline noticeably in quality (technically, that is),

in size, and in the number of different types employed. Cheap mass production was
already in vogue to satisfy a fashion which obviously demanded quantity and not quality.

Finally, although the stratification admits of no rigid distinction between Lead III and
Lead I\

,
yet, as we have shown, such a distinction can be made among these figurines

if types and technique with their backward and forward connexions are taken into due
account. The excavators’ view is that such minor arts reached their climax about the

year 600 B.c., when the sand was laid down, and that all through the sixth century they
were in a state of decline. In the chapter on the pottery it is said on p. 80 that

4

with the

beginning of the sixth century the style reached its highest level.’ For the masks, Mr.
Dickins says on p. 166 that the masks found below the sand are ‘ almost invariably of a

bolder, freer and less conventional type than those of which the context is later. These
later masks are poorly and hastily made.’ Of the ivories too it is said on p. 211 that all

the best ivory carvings belong to the last period before the year 600, after which we have
hardly any more ivory at all; only carvings in bone, which are for the most part either

grotesque like the chariot plaque on PI. CNVI, 2, or dull and uniform like the bone birds

on PI. CXIII. It is only in the sixth century too that the bone figures of Orthia, shown
on Pis. CXVII-CXX, of which any number seem to have been cut to pattern, become
at all common. We have just seen that the same decline is to be observed in the lead

figurines also at this period.

And the reviewer's remarks on the dating of the lead figurines of the later periods also

need comment. On the distinction drawn between the figurines classed under Lead III-IV,

Lead V and Lead VI he writes: ‘collateral evidence for the relative lateness of Laconian V
is, however, adduced from the figurines. ... It seems, however, that the distinction

observed in the figurines is mainly this, that the types are mixed in a different pro-

portion : though there is also some distinction of style. The numbers of figurines

found in the pockets seem too small to allow the proportion of types to be decisive

in naming them Lead V : is the style decisive ? ’ It is true that in the Laconian V
(Lead V) deposits there were only ten thousand six hundred and seventeen figurines,

but in this ‘small’ number it was noticeable that the jewellery types and the animal
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types, except the deer which were introduced in the preceding period and cocks, ceased,

while on the other hand two of the so-called Poseidon and Hermes types were peculiar to

these deposits. By these signs and not by 4

style ’ could the Laconian V (Lead V) deposits

be distinguished, and they are further clearly separated from the Lead VI deposits, which
were marked by the presence of the lead discs. The reviewer thinks it

4 noteworthy ’

that Lead V should include types found in Lead III-IV and others found in Lead VI.

Surely it is not
4 noteworthy ’ but natural that an intermediate stratum should show

connexions on the one hand with the preceding and on the other hand with the succeeding

stratum. The numbers of the types used in any one period, and consequently the propor-

tion in which the figurines are mixed, are the criteria 'which separate one period from
another. On p. 250 it is stated that 4

careful study ... of the stratification . . . and the

chronological separation of the various deposits provided a sure basis, and the figurines

themselves when carefully examined in detail shouted that there was a clear evolution or

sequence of types, of style, and indeed of fabric. . . .’ Thus the reviewer should see that in

classifying the lead figurines stratification came first, and next the sequence and proportion

of types, and that only as supplementary to these criteria were style and fabric, which the

reviewer classes as a branch of style, taken into account. Finally, the conclusions derived

from the figurines found at the Orthia site were in every case borne out by the study of

those found at the Menelaion.

We now come to the third point on which it seems that the excavators have failed to

express the facts clearly. It is suggested by the reviewer—and this is our point C above—

*

that because it is certain that a good deal of the later deposits had been swept away,

probably when the Homan theatre was built, it is unsafe to argue that in the small

arts (for that is all that the Orthia deposits represent) Sparta had no great period, say

in the beginning of the fifth century, comparable with the Attic. Incidentally it may
be pointed out that the reviewer is in complete error in stating that 4 the fact that there

is practically no Laconian V or anything else on top of Laconian III and IV makes it

clear that all the main deposits thrown out from the temple between the end of Laconian

IV and the building of the Roman theatre were swept away.’ As has been shown above,

it is very improbable that much of any sort was ever deposited above the Laconian III

and IV, once the V-shaped gap had been filled up, and the reviewer's assumption that,

because it Avas not found there, it must have been swept away, shows that he has not

grasped the validity of any but the simplest kind of stratification. However, it is, of

course, true that much of the later deposit elsewhere had been swept away. In the

circumstances, however, the argument adversely criticised by the reviewer holds good.

For the argument ex absentia thus condemned by the strict historian may be perfectly

sound. It depends on the quantity of the deposits. If no more than five pieces of

decadent pottery belonging to a certain period were found, it would indeed not be safe

to base any argument on the absence of fine pottery. If, however, fifty thousand pieces

of decadent pottery turn up without any redeeming admixture, the probabilities against

any complete elimination on the site of an actually existing fine ware are overwhelming.

It would, indeed, be an exaggeration to say that fifty thousand sherds of Laconian V and

VI were found at the shrine of Orthia, but it is plain that the published account has quite

failed to bring home to the reviewer the extent of the mass of decadent sherds, which was

great enough to afford a very firm foundation for the despised argument. Had a fine

period contemporary with these existed, it is inconceivable that no specimens should have

been found. The reviewer has no right to imply that the number of decadent sherds

was few' enough to admit the possibility of the existence of a period of fine development

of the Laconian minor arts contemporary with Laconian V or VI, which did not leave

one representative piece. This implication indeed, and the pseudo-legal phrase Xot

Proven w'ith regard to the later classification, and the subtle but irrelevant analysis of the

v'ord
4

style,’ all lend a specious air of profundity to the reviewer’s remarks, rather like

the mud in a puddle.

Incidentally,—though this is beside the book, and, whatever might be the advantage

to the readers of the J.ILS. , the authors have no right to expect that a reviewer of work at

the Orthia sanctuary should make himself acquainted with the results obtained at other
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Spartan sites and. published in back numbers of the B.S.A.*—corroboration of this ex

absentia argument against any such fine period in the minor arts at Sparta is to be found

in the results of the excavation at the Menelaion and at the Chalkioikos sanctuary. The

deposits on the Chalkioikos hill were completely disturbed, having been tipped down a

steep slope, but all the Laconian styles, as found at the Orthia, were represented,

and the only hint of anything that the shrine of Orthia missed were the few sherds

decorated in opaque paint on a dark ground. 1 The vase found in 1906 at the Heroon by

the bank of the Eurotas may also be mentioned here.2 But nowhere do we find

any hint of a period of greatness subsequent to Laconian III. The pieces just mentioned

also are exceptional, in that they have no place in the typically Laconian series of styles,

the development of which is continuous, and leaves no place at all for any period of fine

work such as is suggested by the reviewer.

What has been said above is sufficient, the writers hope, to show that the author

of the chapter on Pottery disclaims any power of
4
intuition,’ a power which the general

tenor of the review shows that the writer would expand very much in the sense of

Browning’s lines
4 the truth was felt by instinct here,

—Process which saves a world of trouble and time.’ 3

The preceding seemingly harmless sentence that
4 he is in the fortunate position of having

seen the pottery in the strata and so gaining a first impression of differences which

subsequent prolonged study in the museum only confirmed,’ calls for notice. All excavators

are fortunate in the sense that they are first on the spot, but these excavators resent the

suggestion contained in these words quoted, that they have in any way used their good

fortune to press upon their readers views for which they cannot produce evidence. But

more damaging in the sentence quoted is the suggestion that the finds were removed out of

all connexion with the strata, and were then studied in conditions which would allow

the facts of stratification to be subordinated to the student’s subjective views. If
4

in the

strata ’ means 4
in the earth as found,’ the remark is meaningless, as no careful study is

possible till the finds have been washed. But if, as it seems, it means a first glance at the

finds before they have been put in show-cases, this reveals an incomplete acquaintance w ith

the function of labels and trays and boxes, by which the products of the different areas

and strata of a site can be kept apart as much in the workroom and museum as they w'ere

when they were still lying in the earth. In any properly conducted excavation the finds

are kept in their subdivisions, each duly labelled, until they have been fully studied. The

reviewer’s suggestion show s an ignorance of modern methods of excavation which is no

good equipment for a review' of a book of this sort. As Horace says :

Sumite materiani vestris qui scribitis aeqnam

Viribus, et rersate din, quid ferre recusent

Quid valeant umeri.

These further explanations have been offered because we can hardly' suppose that the

reviewer is the only reader to find difficulty in understanding the evidence as set forth in

the book. With not a few' other kindly remarks he has praised us for lucidity, but, after

reading the review', we feel that this is the very last w'ord that he should have applied to it.

R. M. Dawkins,
J. P. Droop,
A. J. B. Wace.

1 B.S.A., xxviii, p. 70. 2 xv, p. 3S.
3 The Ring and The Book , Tertium Quid, 1. 1006.
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The Shaft-graves and Beehive-tombs of Mycenae. By Sir Arthur Evans.

Pp. 93; 68 figs. Macmillan, 1929.

Sir Arthur Evans dedicated this statement of his view of the inter-relation between the

Shaft-graves and Beehive-tombs of Mycenae to the Archaeological Institute of the German
Empire on the occasion of its centenary last year. It gives in a succinct form his now well-

known view, opposed mainly to that of Mr. Wace, that the Shaft-graves, with the exception

of Grave YI, were not anterior to the Beehive-tombs, but were all made at one time, posterior

to them, to contain the royal burials originally placed in the Beehive-tombs but removed

from them to the new Shaft-graves for greater safety at some time of stress. This revival of

an old theory adumbrated by Prof. Percy Gardner so long ago as 1877, and originally held

also independently by Sir Arthur, has been forced upon him as the only possible explanation

of the great monumental style of the Beehive-tombs which he compares naturally with the

great monumental style of Crete in the Third Middle Minoan period and sees in that its

origin. Mr . Wace, holding the hitherto usual view that the Shaft-graves are of the M.M. III6-

L.M. II period, is equally compelled to place the Beehive-tombs later in an age of great

Mycenaean power (L.H. Ill) following the destruction of Knossos in the fifteenth century

B.c. Sir Arthur denies this, and maintains that all the evidence for style points to the

earlier date of the Beehive-tombs, and he arranges their development in a reverse order from

that deduced by Mr. Wace from their structure, placing the finest tombs at the beginning

of the series, while Mr. Wace puts them at the end : for him they are the culmination of a

Mycenaean effort, for Sir Arthur Evans the Minoan beginning of a gradual degeneration.

The process would be analogous, it might be pointed out, to that, of the Egyptian Pyramids,

which began magnificently with Zoser, Snefru, Khafu and Khcfru, and then gradually

tailed off in the ever-weakening work of the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties. This comparison

disposes the reviewer to think that there may be more in Sir Arthur’s contention than Mr.

Wace will allow ; for, after all, if natura nihil facit per saltum, man does : in Egypt a great

genius like Imhotep creates a mighty pyramid with no previous history of development

before it : in Greece the Minoan colonial conquerors invent the great Mo/os-tomb, which

though there were tholoi before it in Crete, does not yet show us any immediate precise

predecessor there. Sir Arthur’s comparisons of style in details with Minoan work of the

great period are impressive, and if we accept his view of the date and development of the

tholoi, the absence of all traces of burial in them and the presence in the Shaft-graves of

the precise grave-goods that should belong to them, would dispose us to accept his theory

of the transference. The sixth grave, in which the burials are not huddled and crowded,

but show an orderly burial with a secondary interment above it, he would make contemporary

with the tholos-tombs ;

4

the early elements in this tomb run parallel with the earliest in

the Shaft-graves. The chieftain, therefore, here interred in the old native cemetery, was

the contemporary of the princes whose collected remains were ex hypothesi transferred

from their original resting-places to be laid in the vaults excavated beside it at a somewhat

later date. That the mortal remains of a scion of the conquering race should already

have been laid here may have supplied an additional reason for the gathering round of the

remains and relics of the representatives of other princely and royal families ’ (p. 18). It

is a most interesting theory, and on those, like the reviewer, who with Sir Arthur maintain

the pre-eminence and predominance of Crete in the Aegean world in the M.M. III-L.M. I

period, and who are unable to see at Mycenae anything but a transplanted Minoan

culture which borrowed but a few elements of art from the confused welter of barbaric

pre-Mycenaean mainland styles which we may call
k

Helladie,’ it is one that impresses itself

strongly. But we are not yet at the end of our knowledge of these things.

337
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In matters of detail Sir Arthur certainly shows that the Shaft-graves cannot be derived

from the ‘ small cist-graves, or mere shallow pits at that time in use in mainland Greece

—

Minyan and Helladic—with their stone slabs and contracted skeletons’ (p. 19). His com-

parison of the Sixth Grave, at any rate, with the Minoan pit-graves which are of Egyptian

origin, fairly obviously, is pertinent. One thing that he proves is that the grave-stelae are

contemporary with the graves, and not, as has sometimes been thought, very late, possibly

sub-Mycenaean, and erected as memorials to the dead heroes. He identifies with great

probability what has been regarded on one of them as a representation of a leaf-shaped

sword as a great one-edged knife (a sort of scramasax, or in fact a ‘ hanger,’ one might

suggest) of a type that is known. His theory is that the stelae were originally set up within

the tholoi, and moved to the graves with the burials.

One point that is made is that the supposed partial burning of the bodies is due to the

presence of incense-carbon (such fumigation in graves is certain in Crete), and possibly also

to that peculiar phenomenon of chemical carbonisation without fire. This, it may be noted,

is known elsewhere, as in the case of the body of Tutankhamen, and may explain supposed

traces of incineration in Sumerian graves, as at Ur and Zurghul.

H. R. H.

L art egeen. Par Jean Charbonneaux. Pp. 60; 64 plates. BibUotfieque d'Histoire

de VArt. Paris and Brussels : G. van Oest, 1929.

It is hardly fair to regard this book, which is manifestly designed for the populace of France,

as if it claimed international importance. The world that uses picture-books has long had

its Aegean wants supplied by Bossert's Alt-Kreta
,
to which these plates only add a few views

of Mallia, and are otherwise inferior both in quantity and quality. Bossert is useful

(though one may disapprove his methods), because he goes to the original sources for his

pictures. Here the reproductions are made from the sources nearest at hand, w hich are

often neither primary nor pure. So the fresco Votary from Knossos (here simply nick-

named * la Parisienne ') has got reversed at some stage of her travels, and the Mycenae

Warrior Vase, which must have been put together for the last generation, is represented by

three or four loose sherds. The carved stone vases of Knossos and H. Triada are taken

from plaster casts in Paris, though Mr. Charbonneaux must have frequent access to the

originals at Herakleion. It is sad, too, to have a Cretan explorer calling the painted stone

sarcophagus of H. Triada 6
terra-cotta.’ And does the French School really think that the

stone axe-head of Mallia is M.M. Ill ? In his text the author anticipates an obvious

criticism by admitting that his book is not really about Aegean art, but only about Minoan.

The insertion of two Premyeenean Cypriote pots on the last plate but two does not redress

the balance, for Cyprus was not Aegean then in any sense. However, there are some useful

observations upon the principles of Minoan art, and particularly of architecture, though the

political history is rather wild, and is apparently derived, like the pictures, from odd sources.

It does not matter when an architect publishes his personal opinion that the men of the

Tholos Tomb Dynasty at Mycenae had raided Crete, but it is wrong for a scholar to serve

up this half-baked theory as a fact in a popular book. Can there be any instance of a

barbarous nation suddenly civilising itself by pirating works of art from a cultured neigh-

bour oversea ? This confident sketch of prehistoric history is on the first page of the text.

On the last the author is inclined to hedge.
4
(^uant aux Myceniens, ou leur pardonne

difficilenient d’avoir paralyse sinon detruit la civilisation minoenne.’ But he cannot have

it both w ays. The people who had the Treasury of the Atreus built were not destroying

Cretan art.

The Sculpture of the Nike Temple Parapet. By Rhys Carpenter, with photo-

graphs by Bernard Ashmole. Pp. 84; 34 plates, 15 figs. Harvard University

Press, 1929. $2.

The Parapet—more often called the Balustrade—of the Nike temple at Athens has long

attracted admiration and study. Many archaeologists in turn have attempted to recover

its composition—notably Kekule, Heberdey, and Dinsmoor. Professor Carpenter has
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now come to supplement their work by a minute and appreciative study of the style of

the sculpture. He is thus enabled to arrange the figures into six consecutive sets, each of

which lie assigns to a different artist. He contrasts the marvellously skilful technique in

marble work of some of the figures with the comparatively commonplace work of others.

These six sculptors he merely designates by the letters A to F; but lie ventures further

in his identification by suggesting a comparison of A with Callimachus and his over-anxious

elaboration. B is identified with less hesitation as Paeonius. from the resemblance of bis

work to the Nike at Olympia, which must be dated 422 b.c. Then E, perhaps the

greatest of all with his sweeping lines of drapery, is compared with the author of the

original of the Venus ( lenetrix—who is not, as some have supposed, Aleamenes. To this E
is attributed the famous sandal-binder.

The arguments from style are reinforced by an excellent series of photographs both

of whole figures and of details by Professor Ashmole. There will probably be some
difference of opinion among archaeologists as to some of Professor Carpenter's com lusions.

A great difficulty lies in the question how far design and execution arc due to the same hand.

But the investigation is a most interesting one, and may well be applied to many other

senes of architectural sculpture. The method, however, has not proved very successful in

the case of the Mausoleum, but might yield interesting results for the Parthenon frieze*.

La Statue d'Artemision. By H. G. Beyen. Pp. 50; 13 plates. The Hague : M.
Xijhoff, 1030. o guilden.

The discovery of a bronze statue from a Greek wreck off ('ape Artemision has attracted

wide interest among archaeologists, and several publications with biief descriptions have

already been produced. Hr. Beyen here gives a much fuller and more fully illustrated

discussion. He first considers the identification of the type. The striding figure with

the left arm outstretched and the right drawn back with a weapon m it must be either

Zeus or Poseidon. A careful study, made clearer by photographs of t lie two arms, leads

the author to prefer the restoration as Poseidon, since the weapon in the right hand seems

to have been a trident rather than a thunderbolt. Ur. Beyen then discusses the stvle of

the statue, and compares it with that of other well-known works of the period after the

Persian wars; he finds various resemblances and differences, but does not reach any \ery

definite conclusion, except that the date must be about 405 b.i . An interesting sugges-

tion is that the wrecked ship was coming from the north, perhaps from Thessaly; the

cargo may have consisted of statues carried off from Hemetnas during Sulla's stay there.

In that case the statue may originally have been set up in Thessaly. This publication is

welcome as a contribution to the study and appreciation of what is celta inly one ut the

finest bronze statues extant.

Staatliche Museen zu Berlin : Katalog der Antiken Skulpturen. Band III

:

die griechischen Skulpturen des funften und vierten Jahrhunderts
V. Ch. By Carl Blumel. Pp. SO; 88 plates, 20 illustrations in the text. Berlin :

Hans Schoetz, 1028.

Here are included only what are considered Greek originals, mostly heads and torsos of

statues, grave and votive reliefs. Almost all are illustrated in the plates. The icpro-

duction is not very good. The photographs, taken with some parts hidden in shadow, have

been so treated as both to dim the outlines and forms and to emphasise the contract of

light and shade. Contour and surface, in some places quite lost, are restored in others by

painting round the outline and retouching the interior, so that a new' and false version has

been imposed upon the original. As evidence of style they are almost useless. In K 35.

Plate 45, the figure of the maid behind the seated woman is scarcely wsible.

The text, as would be expected, is everywhere adequate. The descriptions of the

pieces are careful, precise and full, never superfluous. In particular, all the traces of tools

which are preserved on the surface, show ing the technique of the artist and the condition in

J.H.N. VOL. L A A
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w hioh he left the work, are mentioned. Dissensions of date, style and school are usually

(.onfincd to a brief verdict. There seems more doubt than is recognised whether all the

statues are original. If K 1 and its companion piece decorated a building (they might be

Aeroteria from a temple) their presence at Pergamum needs some explanation. They may
be copies of titth-century works, not very accurate, like others found there. Perhaps too

much trust is given to the evidence ci technique, 'which is sometimes inconclusive, against

that of style and quality: or a wrong inference is made from it. For example, mainly

from the traces of the running drill visible in the drapery, the author concludes that K 5

is an original of the end of the fifth century. The style, however, resembles that of the

figures of the Fates in the East Pediment uf the Parthenon (the likeness to those of the

balustrade of the temple of Nike is not obvious), the quality is not that of an original, and

the natural conclusion is that it is a copy of a 'work of about 440-430.

Opinions about dates and schools are sure to vary; a few alternatives might be

suggested to some of those given. K 4 need not certainly be Attic, and the statement that

it came from Asia Minor is too easily disbelieved ; a like style of chiton is found on one of

the women from the Nereid [Monument, besides the Iris from the W est Pediment of the

Parthenon. K 2 seems not long after 480, K 21 later than mid-fifth century. Iv 0 and K 7

from the style of the drapery should not be after 430, K 3 might be a decade later. Iv 30,

from the style of the horses' head, seems to belong still to the fifth century, K 25 to be

already in the 4th. From the overhanging brows of the eyes, K 8 can be scarcely earlier

than the middle of the fourth centurv; K 34 appears later than the first quarter.

H. W\ J.

Der Altar des Artemis-Tempels in Magnesia am Maeander. By A. vox
Gerkax. Pp. 35; 10 plates. Berlin: de Gruyter, 1929. 12 m.

Dr. von Gerkan has here assembled all the detailed architectural evidence for the recon-

struction of the altar with its colonnade and flight of steps that stood in the neighbourhood

of the temple built by Hermogenes (or by his masters) in the late third centurv b.c. The
resultant building is interesting for purposes of comparison with the Pergamon altar.

Corinth; Vol. IV, Part I: Decorated architectural terracottas. By Ida

Thallox-Hill and Lida Shaw Kixg. Pp. xii -J- 120; 46 illustrations and 5 plates

in colour. Harvard University Press, 1929. 22*. fid.

This clear summary of the remains of terracotta architectural ornaments, mostly of the

archaic period, is of the greatest value to those who are investigating other Corinthian

sites which have produced terracottas in adequate numbers. Corinth, the reputed home
of architectural terracotta ornament, can now herself throw some further light upon the

problem, and the surviving fragments, few though they be, will have an increased import-

ance in view* of the comparisons which they make possible with the more elaborate examples
from Thermon, Calydon, Syracuse, and ltalv, whither Corinthian influence, exports, and
perhaps workmen had gone at an early period.

The Greek Tradition in Sculpture. By W\ R. Agard. Pp. 50; 34 illustrations.

Baltimore : Johns Hopkins Press, 1930.

This slender sketch of the influence of Greek methods and ideals in the subsequent develop-

ment of sculpture is not uninteresting. But it hardly rises above the level of a course of

elementary lectures on the history of art with special reference to sculpture, and suffers

from the defects of compression. It embodies no new* research and little that is original

in criticism or comment. Nor do the blocks used for the illustrations even faintly do
justice to the originals.

Once only does the author emerge from the * encyclopaedia ’ style which he has set
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himself, and that is when he rightly remarks of Flaxman ' that his English contemporaries
shaied in both his enthusiasm and his incapacity.

5

Only one statement in the book demands serious revision
—

' Under Constantine Homan
sculpture declined rapidly.' In fact Oonstantinian sculpture maiks a vivid if short-lived

revival in the art.

The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks. By G. M. A. Richter. Second
Edition. Pp. xxvi-f-613; 767 figs. New Haven: Yale University Press, and
London : Humphrey Milford, 1930. £2 1 os.

Animals in Greek Sculpture. By G. M. A. Richter. Pp. xii— 87. with 236 figs,

on 66 plates. Oxford : University Press, and London : Humphrey Milford, 1930.

vi UK
The first of these two books was reviewed on its first appearance in , 1929, p. 134.

In the second edition which now calls for notice the text remains substantially the same
save for some additions and revision, but the form of the book lias been entirely changed
and enormously improved : the size* is smaller, the illustrations are grouped at the end,

and an index to them is added. The utility of the work as a handbook to the subject has

been greatly enhanced.

The second work has grown out of the chapter devoted to animals in the larger one.

Finding the material too extensive for adequate treatment in a single chapter, Miss Richter

has developed it into a separate book, with the object of giving a selection of the best

Greek plastic representations of animals, and further of indicating the stylistic develop-

ment in the treatment of any animal, where the material permits. There is room for a

book in English on this subject ; and Mi>s ltichter's W'ork within its self-imposed limits

would be hard to improve. She interprets sculpture in its wider sense, freely citing coins,

gems, terracottas, as well as works in stone or bronze: it is perhaps a pity that she did not

cover the whole field by including the evidence of painting, which would amplify her

stylistic series and provide material for the most obvious omission, the fishy subjects

beloved of Hellenistic art. One point of detail should be mentioned; the fore-paw shown
for the Lion of Cnidus, fig. 27, is not in marble, but in plaster, a restoration made for .Sir

C. Xewton and long removed.

Die Akropolis. Rhotographs bv Walter Heue ; Text by Gerhart Ropenwaldt.
Pp. 58; frontispiece. 35 text -figures, 100 jrtates and one plan. Berlin: I)eut seller

Kunstverlag, 1930. 28 M.

This attractive publication deserves a w arm, if not unqualified, w elcome. It is handsomely

produced, of convenient size, and not excessively heavy. It consists of one hundred repro-

ductions from photographs (Pis. 1—10. the Acropolis; 12-54, the Parthenon; 56-06, the

Propylaea ;
68-75, the Nike-temple; 76-104, the Ereehtheum : Nos. 11. 55, 67 and 77

are omitted), with an introduction by Professor Rodenvaldt. The text is adorned with

thirty-five text-figures, representing typical archaic sculptures in the Acropolis Museum,
a small selection of the Parthenon-seulptures in the British Museum, and a few views and
reproductions which serve to depict various episodes or phases in the history of the Acropolis

since 1650, or to supplement the series of plates.

Herr Hege gives us, in addition to his photographs, a little text, on the dust-cover

only, thereby adding a new anxiety to the lives of librarians and other owners of the book:

for what lie lias to say is of real interest. He recounts the difficulties of securing the

correct lighting, and the numerous experiments which he made with different plates, colour-

screens, lenses, etc., before he obtained a single exposure to his complete satisfaction. It

would be a pity to throw into the waste-paper basket this tale of patient effort, with its

concluding intimation that the hundred plates reproduced are a selection from over 90U

attempts, and its confession that he devoted six months to a preliminary study of the

conditions before taking a single picture.
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We must certainly congratulate him alike on Ins patience and his success, and if we

feel that his selection of plates is not completely representative we must admit that this,

at lea&t in part, is not his fault. Thus, he cannot give us a direct view of the north side of

the Parthenon, owing to the presence of the scaffolding employed for the re-erection of its

columns. It is true that we have on PI. 3 taken from high up towards Lyeabcttus, perhaps

as an afterthought, a view of the Acropolis after the removal of the scaffolding, and at this

distance new and old work combine harmoniously ; and that we have on other Plates the

seven columns west of the gap caused by the explosion, and the three to the east of it, but

it seems almost a pity that we are not given one view to show the scaffolding, as an historical

record. On the other hand, we feel bound to call attention to certain omissions, which

detract from the representative natuie of the publication: since an illustrated work on

the Acropolis should surely aim at comprehensiveness, by trying to depict it at various

stages of its history, w'e should have welcomed more pictures of the archaic pediment

-

groups, such as the Admission of Heraklcs. Hcrakles and the Hydra, and more than merely

the head of Athena from the Gigantomaehy pediment, to say nothing of some more Korai.

For the fitth century we should have expected more of the Elgin Marbles, as the selection

of the sculptures from the Parthenon conveys the impression that little of the frieze has

survived, except in bit it at the west end, and the few text-figures in tlu* Introduction give

an inadequate idea of the pediment-sculptures and the metopes: and if Carrey's drawing

of the cast pediment is reproduced, why are we not given that of the west pediment also V

Closer study of the views selected leaves the impression that they are not even fully

representative of the Acropolis in its present condition, owing to the tendency to repeat

closely similar views, and the neglect of certain important features. For the series illustrat-

ing the Propylaea, for example, we are not given a view of the early Propylon, nor of the

Pmakotheke. and wo should have expected one or more of the North Hall from the east, to

make clear the unfinished plan. When we turn to the later history of the approach to

the Acropolis, the Beule (late is not shown in detail, and the Agrippa Monument appears

only once, and then indistinctly and on a small scale. Of the Parthenon, we get no view

at all of the south side, and no indication, such as the rock-cutting at the east end, of the

pre-Periclean building. For the * Old Athena Temple ' we must perforce be content with

a bird's-eye view', admittedly effectives from the Parthenon-scaffolding, and for the

Ereehtlieum we should have welcomed a general \iew from the south-west, and at least

some indication of the interior. To our already long list of (Jesuit/ ata we would add the

Pelagian Wall, the rock-cuttings of the Brauronian precinct and the Temple of Home and
Augustus.

We readily admit that some of Herr Hege's plates are unsurpassable, and that a large

proportion of them convey with remarkable success the texture and modelling of the marble-

surface, both in architectural and sculptured detail. Too often, however, his sky or his

shadows come out too dark {for instance. Frontispiece. Pis. 0, 64, 79, 85, 91, 92); and in

Pi. 17, looking westward along the south wall of the cella, of the Parthenon, the columns

to the left of the picture appear dark, gigantic and overawing. Whether this defect is

due to the exposure, the printing, or the block-maker we cannot say, but it results in a gross

misrepresentation of the normal light in which the buildings on the Acropolis are seen,

whereas the lighting seems particularly well-rendered in some of his other plates {e.g, 57.

60, 61, 62). On the other hand, we have nothing but praise for the pictures of the west

frieze, for they have avoided alike heavy shadow' and an over-dark surface due to the dark
patina of the marble ; and hi* large-scale heads of men and horses from this frieze (Pis.

38-43), and above all that of Apollo from the east frieze (PI. 54), far from hinting at weak-
nesses of execution, emphasise the supreme skill of the sculptor*. Space does not permit
detailed comment on individual plates, but 58 is curiously lacking in depth, 69 is so taken

that the Pelasgian wall, without being clear itself (and this is our only view of it), cuts off

too much of the Xike-temple behind; and 89 does not do justice to the north door of the

Ereehtlieum.

To conclude our criticisms, we would add that the photographer has succumbed too

often to the temptation of eccentric points of view. We could have dispensed willingly

W'ith PI. 8. a glimpse of the Parthenon through an archway in the Odeum of Herodes, and
PI. 10. the Propylaea w ith agaves in the foreground. PI. 2< >, a sectional view of the ontabla-
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ture of the Parthenon, is more suitable to a reference collection of photographs of technical

interest; PL 2L looking along the bed of the west pediment, with the Ceerops-group

dominating the foreground, is merely an ingenious curiosity, and we can find little point

or beauty in Pis. 100 and 101, which give details of the ornament of the Ereehtheum from

an awkward angle. In fact our final impression of the Plates is a feeling of regret that the

photographer apparently had not an archaeologist at hand to advice him, during either the

choice of subjects for the camera or the selection of plates for publication, for what we are

given, in spite of many excellent pictures, will not really satisfy the expert, or give the
" ordinary reader ’ a truly representative picture of the Acropolis.

It remains to say that Professor Rodenwaldt’s contribution seems superlatively good :

as an introduction to the history of the Acropolis and its monuments and to the appreciation

of their aesthetic qualities, it could scarcely be improved upon. Wisely avoiding con-

troversy, he provides us with an essay in which his full and accurate knowledge is happily

blended with his great trifts of sensitive appreciation and exposition—(piAoKaAci yap aveu

paAaKias- Only once does he strike a false note, when he says, in reference to the Korai,
k

Figuren ... in denen die spatarcliaisclie ionische Kunst auf attiseliem Boden ein elegantes

Rokoko schuf '

! (The exclamation-mark alone is the reviewer's.) Some readers may feel,

however, that he has perhaps over-simplified his task, for he gives us not only no con-

troversy, but not even a hint that some of his statements might not meet with general

acceptance. He gives us neither notes nor bibliography, and we find no single mention of

the name of Penrose or Dorpfeld. nor any hint that the Parthenon and the Ereehtheum

have been lately published in stately monographs. For example, his account of the thiee

stages in the history of the Xike-temple—begun in 44S. completed after a period of abandon-

ment in 421, and surrounded with the Balustrade after the victorious return of Aleibiades

—

may well be correct, but does not rest on the same sure evidence as the history of the Par-

thenon. And where shall we find confirmation of the statement that the Balustrade was

begun in 408 and finished in 405 (pp. 48-50) ?

The publishers inform us, again on the dust-cover, that ’ A on diesem Weik wird cine

neue Welle tier Begcisterung fur die Ant ike uber die ganze gebildete Welt ausgehen. A\ e

hope it may, and we agree that the * gebildete Welt 5

is getting good value for its money.

But its main service will be if it induces its readers to realise for themselves on the spot

that the beauties of the Acropolis must be seen in order to be appreciated. And tins it is

wr
ell fitted to perform even if it is found to be more suitable to the drawing-room table than

to the scholar's study.

A. M. W.

Etudes Topographiques sur la Mess^nie ancienne. By Matttas Xatax

Valmix. Pp. 233; 42 text-figures and one plan. Lund : C. AY. Lindstrum, l‘)3<t

It is not surprising that Messenia is on the whole one of the least-visited regions of the

Greek mainland. The tourist w ho gets so far seldom sees more of it than is involved by a

visit to Ithome and the walls of Messene, and, more rarely, Pylos, before he hastens on to

Spaita over the Langada pass. And actually it does not offer much to appeal to the

historian, apart from the obscure problems concerning the Messenian AAars. the setting of

the Sphueteiia episode, and the walls and city of Messene itself ; and purely topogiaphual

problems, except those regarding the seven cities mentioned in the ilmd and the exact

course of the Laconiau-Messenian frontier, are of merely local interest, and are apt to

resolve themselves into the attempt to reconcile the information given by Strabo, who

apparently did not visit Messenia at all, with that in Pausanias, who did not traverse it

thoroughly. No Hellenic site has been extensively excavated, except Messene. but interest-

ing results were obtained by AVrsakis when he dug the little temple of Apollo Korytlios at

Longa, on the coast north of Corun (Asine); perhaps more might still be found at that

site, and then* are no doubt others which would well repay excavation. Moreover, the

importance of Messenia as a centre of Mycenaean civilisation is now being effectively

realised.

In the circumstances, a fresh st udy of the topography as a w hole w as w ell worth making,

and no one has better qualifications for the task than M. Yalmin. He has systematically
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traversed the whole country during the last few years, and his enterprise has been well

rewarded, for he has discovered ail important prehistoric site, with a small palace and two
tholos-tomhs, near the railway-station of Yasiliko (close to the head-waters of the Pamisos),

the excavation of which he has undertaken -with Ratifying results (cf. Bulletin Soc. Koyale

de s’ Lfttns de Lund, 1926-27, pp. 53 if. : 1927-2S, pp. 171 if.), as well as several unrecorded

sites of Hellenic date; and a fine crop of inscriptions, which he has published with com-

mendable promptness (op. at. 1928-29. pp. IDS if.). The most interesting of these, a stele

with two decrees, inscribed one on each face, incidentally gives us the first documentary
proof for the site of Thouria, where it was found. The present work covers the whole of

Messenia, only omitting Messene itself in deference to the prior rights of Professor Oiko-

nomos, who has been excavating it ; and all the problems of Homeric and classical topo-

graphy are carefully examined with reference both to the ancient authorities and to the

remains now visible above-ground. Several of the author's identification of sites are new,
but none appears to be hasty or improbable, and he reminds us that the less certain sugges-

tions can only be confirmed by excavation. Not to multiply instances, we may note that

he puts Pherai at Giannitza instead of at Kalamata, and locates the long-sought shrine of

Artemis Limnatis at a fortified site on a strong hill-top which must have protected the

ancient route across Taygetus to {Sparta south of the Langada pass. (This would have been
the shrine common to {Spartans and Messenians, who presumably each had their own
sanctuary of Limnatis, on lower ground, elsewhere.) Another important suggestion is that

Andania should be looked for at a point several miles west of Desylla, the accepted site, for

between Bouga and Poliehne are extensive ruins, little visited, and at the latter village w as

found the well-known Mvsterv-inscription, which is too massive to have been carried far.

Desylla may. he thinks, have been Ampheia. New sites, for which names are suggested,

include Aulon, on a lull-top overlooking the sea not far south of the Neda gorge. Aliartos.

at Christiani, and the much-discussed Eranna ( = Arene) in some small remains on the

coast opposite the island of Prote. Of the nameless sites, the most striking is the great

walled enclosure (possibly prehistoric) called the Kastro of Tsoukaleika, and among minor
remains numerous villas and baths of Homan date testify to the civilisation prevalent in

the later stages of Hesscilia's history. The evidence of prehistoric occupation noted by
the author is considerable, for. in addition to the tholos-tombs excavated by Kourouniotis
and ?>kias to the north of Messenian Pylos, and his own excavations mentioned above,
he records apparently Early Helladic sherds at Taverna, a tiny bay just east of Motlione,

and Mycenaean (with one piece of mnHmnhrei) at Kyparissia, a low' hill close to Hothone
and on the acropolis of Leuktra (south of Kardamyle) ; and rock-cut tombs of Mycenaean
date at Samarina and Karteroli. north-west of Kalamata, and perhaps also at Thouria.
He is struck by the rarity of Geometric sherds, and suggests a late continuance
of ’ Mycenaean * civilisation in some parts of the country as a likely explanation for this

phenomenon, which, however, excavation might not confirm.

The text is accompanied by upwards of thirty photographs, which, on the whole,
contribute to the value of this admirable publication, though several are on too small a

scale to be helpful. There are a few small plans also, and a useful sketch-map which
show s all the ancient sites recorded by the author and makes a real contribution to know-
ledge; and finally we are grateful for a good index and a comprehensive bibliography.

Af M.

Nekropolen von Vulci. By F. Messerschmidt. with A. von Gerkax. Pp. 163;

39 plates, 97 figs, in the text. [Jrihrbnch d. Arch. InA.. Erganzungsheft Nil.)
Berlin : W. de Grayter, 1930 .

Inasmuch as two-thirds of the text and all of the plates deal w ith a single tomb, the title

of this book would appear somewhat of a misnomer were it not for the sad tale of lost

opportunities revealed by Dr. Messersehmidt's curt summary of past excavations. The
reckless greed and destructive haste of the old diggers moved Dennis nearly a century ago
to an explosion of wrath; and at a later period, when better things might have been
expected, sheer bad luck—the untimely death of excavators or the loss of documents—

-

seems to have dogged the site. Dr. Messerschmidt reviews quickly the general history
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of Vulci and then makes most of his book out of the two painted tombs; and of one of

these, the Tomba Campanari, nothing remains but the sculptured capital in Florence, on

which Ronczewski has written in this year's llumlsrhe JIittetlmujtn ; the frescoes were

destroyed by their discoverer in a misguided attempt to detach them from the wall and are

only known from inadequate reproductions, of which the facsimiles in the British Museum
are the best known. More important is the Tomba Francois with its famous frescoes of

human sacrifice and its possible historical allusion to the Tarquins ; and Dr. Messor*>chmidt\s

detailed publication of these paintings, which he assigns to 3UO will lie all the more

welcome as the originals are almost inaccessible in their present homo. l)r. von Gerkan

discusses the complicated structure of the tomb and the original position of the painted

decoration; he also describes the well-known Ponte della Baclia. assigning it to the early

first century b.c.

Melanges darcheologie anatolienne. By G. dh Jerpitaxion, S.J. (Milnttt/f* Jc

VUniverxite Saint-Joseph, tome XIII.) Pp. 332, with 120 plates and 60 illustrations in

the text. Beyrouth : Imprimerie eatholique. 1928.

The author of this brilliant miscellany treats of ancient tombs, mediaeval architecture and

Greek epigraphy with equal zest and learning. Of some subjects he gives a sketch, of

others a finished picture. The detailed investigation relates chiefly to Angora : the three

chapters dealing w ith its one ancient church (Chap. XII), its Byzantine fortress i Chap. XI 1 1)

and some of its inscriptions (Chap. XV) occupy three-fifths of the book. < )f the remaining

chapters, the elaborate sketches are : Chap. I on the rock-tombs of Amasia, (.’hap. Ill < >n the

staircase tunnels of the Pontic region (enumerating twenty-nine instead of Leonhard's

twelve), Chap. VI on ancient khans between Amasia and Sivas, Chap. VIII on the Seljuk

monuments of Sivas, Chap. IX on the Sultan-khan near Palas. Careful outline sketches are

:

Chap. II on the rock-tombs < >f the Pontic region, ( 'hap. IV on its Roman bridges, ( ’ha]). V 1 1 < >n

the Seljuk monuments of Tokat,Chaps. X,XI on the citadels of Caesarea and Kaledjik.Cliap.

XIV on some Angora monuments; these brief essays are instructive and suggestive. The

text is lavishly illustrated, e.y. that of Chaps. X. XT (!) pp )
by 2 plans and 23 photo-collo-

types ;
there are in all 261 plans or collotype views and 60 figures in the text. Besides the

topographic, archaeological and architectural data there is the valuable publication with

good facsimiles of 68 Angora inscriptions. 29 of them new. From the 39 already known,

here learnedly republished, some important conclusions emerge; for instance, from the

revision of ('.IX

L

8794-8795, it appears that, as Gregoire thought, they relate to Michael

III, and that the inscriptions Xos. 56, 57 bear the names of that emperor and of the future

Basil I. The printing is excellent; the only slip noticed is in the reference to Ramsa\ of

the note on p. 25, which should read ‘ J.H.S. 1889, p. 181 ' instead of
k 1SNS, p. 188.

\Y. H. B.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Jewelry. The Art of the

Goldsmith in Classical Times, as illustrated in the Museum Collection. By Christina

Alexander. Pp. 50; 4 colour plates -j- 129 figs. Xew York, 1928.

This little work is intended as a guide for the use of visitors to the galleiy of classical

jewellery, and does not make any further claims. There is a brief geneial introduction,

and short prefaces are attached to the various classes—necklaces, earrings, bracelets,

fibulae, rings, etc.—into which the jewellery is divided. The general arrangement follows

that of the British Museum catalogue. Most classes of ancient jewellery aie represented

in the collection, but no new' types of any importance appear. It should be borne in mind

that it is often very difficult to feel sure of the authenticity of pieces of jewellery purporting

to be ancient. The illustrations are good, and the colour plates enable the student to

realise something of the effect of jewellery, which is so largely lost in a mere photograph.

The Cesnola collection from Cyprus naturally forms an important pait of the Xewr Yoik

ancient jewellery.

F. H. M.
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Neue Deutsche Ausg’rabungen. Edited by G. Rodexwalpt. (Dadxchtmn mid
Audund), YoK 23 and 24. Pp. xi A 277. PI. 37 — 27 figs. and 3 plans. Minister

in Westfalen : Aschendorffsehe Yerlagsbuchhandlung, 1930.

Ibis book, the work of many collaborators, deals with numerous fields of excavation

—

in ( ireece, Asia Minor, Palestine, Mesopotamia, Egypt and Geimany : only a comparatively
small portion of it directly concerns the leaders of this Jottnial. Biiefiy described, it gives
an account of (German archaeological activity since the war, suppoitcd largely by the
funds of the A otgf m* tuxchaft thr Deidschtu U'e>6t hschaft. The book arouses at once feelings

of regret and hope. Regret, that excavations on the scale of those at Olympia. Pergamon
and Troy seem impossible in the near future, and that German archaeology must at present
content itself with drawing up on paper a scheme for an ideal excavation on a large scale,

such as that sketched in this book for Knidos by I)r. Arnim von Gerkan; hope, inasmuch
as the spiiit which pioduced the great German pre-war excavations is still alive, and has
already lesiilted in some not unimpoitant additions to archaeological knowledge.

io turn to the chapters which concern the progress of Hellenic studies. Dr. Roden-
walclt gives an introductory sketch of archaeological discovery, chiefly German, since the
Renaissance; Dr. von Gerkan follows with a reasoned plan for the excavation of Knidos
on a large scale; Dr. Karo deals with Tiryns, where the latest excavations show that the
cyclopean walls and frescoed palace cannot be dated much before 1200 b.c. Thus the views of
those w ho held that the Mycenaean civilisation on the mainland of Greece w as the offspring
jnd heir of the great Minoan civilisation of Crete find confirmation. Dr. Buschor describes
tile progress of the excavations of the Heraeum of Samos ; a fairly clear view” of the ground-
plan of this giant Eonic dipteral temple, begun towards the end of the sixth century, has
been obtained, but the evidence tends to show that it was never completed. It had both
picdece&jsois and a successor. The altars in front of the temple and its precinct have
\ leJded some interesting archaic statues and bronzes; one statue is signed by a sculptor
Geneleos. Dr. Milter describes the excavations in Aegina resumed in 1924; the results
mainly reveal the de\elopment of settlements of pieliistorie times iium the first half of the
thild millennium me., in particular the history of the pottery, which illustrates the com-
mercial relations between Aegina and the mainland and islands (including Crete) during the
third and second millennia B.o. In the early histoiic period Aegina is shown to have been
an intermediary between the East and the mainland of Greece. Dr. Bruckner deals with
the further exploration of the Kerameiko.s di>ti ict of Athens since 1920 ; this has determined
the form of the Pompeion from which the great pioressions started. Dr. Wicgand traces
t he history of the exca vat ions at Pergamon, and their resumption since 1927. The principal
results have been the discovery of large granariis on the highest part of the acropolis,
belonging to the period of Attalos I, and presumably erected to provide a reserve of food in
case of a siege by Philip Y of Maeedon ; tin* determination of the Mto of a temple of Asklepios
a ml its adjacent building.-., lying in a valley west of the city and dating from the second
century after ( hrist. An inscription gives a lette*r of the Proconsul P. Servilius Isauricus
to tlie Pcrgamenes dealing with the restoration of the light of asylum. I)r. Schedc* describes
excavations at Angora and Aezani. The principal woik was at Aezani, where the temple
of Zeus of about \.o. 1.30 is comparatively well present d. A giant akroterion from the
west gable was found, sculptured with a woman’s head surrounded with leaf and tendril
decoration. A small shrine of Cybele in the neighbourhood of At zani was also explored,
and many tenaentta figurines of the goddess, belonging to the late Hellenistic period,
reentered. Tinally, Dr. .Joseph Keil traces the history of excavation at Ephesus and the
continuation since 192fi. The principal discoveries since that date have been the site of
the early Ionian city besieged l>y Crotsus; a sanetuaiy of the Mother Goddess, on a lull
near the Artemi-don. with inscriptions and votive reliefs; a Nympliaeum belonging to the
Imperial period, and a magnificent gymnasium, built by P. Vedius Antoninus in the reign
of Antoninus Pius. Further, a great mausoleum on a site associated with the legend of the
Seven Sleepers lias been uncovered, and the Church of St. John, built by Justinian, and its
catacombs have been explored. Dr. Keil points out how much still remains to be done.

I he remaining chapters do not call for notice here, though it may be mentioned that
the Bionze Age settlement at Buell. N.E. of Berlin, has yielded house-plans of the megaron
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type, and thus again raises the question of a north European origin of the early Greek
house and temple.

F. li. M.

Graecia Antiqua : Maps and Plans to Illustrate Pausanias's Description
of Greece. Compiled by Sir James Fraser, with explanatory text by A. \\\

van Burex. Pp. 101 A 12 ; 70 maps. London: Macmillan & Co., 1030. 20 *.

I have known at least two people who eut the maps out of Frazer's Pn n*ri n ln-> and earned

them on their travels round Greece. They found, however, that they profited less by this

destructive operation than they had anticipated, firstly because the maps w ere not up to

date, and secondly because a number of sites were represented by their chief buildings only.

Perhaps these two points are really one : when the commentary on Pau^anias was written

in 1808, only the temple at Sounion had been investigated, not the temenos. In any ease,

the question arises whether it is worth while republishing separately maps made over thirty

years ago. Much of Sir James Frazer's text is immortal, but maps of sites are by nature

short-lived, and the last three decades have been marked by discoveries of unri\ ailed

importance. In the tew casi*s where Ur. van Buren lias inserted an up-to-date map—

-

Corinth, Elis, Delphi, and, to a certain extent, Sparta—we realist* how invaluable a book

of this kind could be. At Sparta, the fact that no map of the Ortliia site could logu ally be

included will cause some unguided student an anxious half-hour.

Dr. van Buren's text is arranged (l) to give a summary of the information relevant to

each map ami (ii) to indicate* briefly with references what has been done since the f 'ont-

mentanj appeared. Here one may perhaps complain that the bibliography is too scanty;

for instance, in the case of the* Amphiaraon, only one ot the articles in *£
9 . ’Ap)(. is quoted,

and the reference incorrectly given. Moreover, the* literature on the temples of the

Acropolis should have included some mention of Prof. Buschor’s contributions to Aih. Miff .

But. oil the whole, Dr. Van Buren has succeeded in making his descriptions both useful and

readable, and in keeping something of the atmosphere of both the authors with whom he is

concerned.

AY. L.

KopivOos* A Guide to the excavations and museum of Ancient Corinth. By Buys
Oarpexter. Pp. 84 : 11 figs, and maps: oik* folding plan. Mai, on, France: Protat

Fivres, 1027.

The aims of a guide-book should be two : to make the subje< 1

1

lear and to make it attra< t ive.

Not all succeed m the first, few ill the second : l)r. Pdivs Carpenter's guide to Corinth is,

however, doublv Mieressful. It is literary, comprehensive. well equipped with maps and

illustrations, and slim enough to go into a man's pocket or a woman's handbag.

The site is not an easy one to describe and must have been a ditin ult one to c\< a\ate.

Fortunutelv, the results were repaying, for, although much of w hat is preserved is of Roman
date, manv of the Roman buildings have their superstrm tures intact, and there are a

number of Greek remains of peculiar interest : the Market, the Sat nil Spring and tin*

Oracular Shrine.

About a dozen pages are devoted to an account of the museum, hut the.se t aimot fail

to be disappointing, since they deal with sculpture onlv : the omission of tin* potterv was

imposed by the fact of its being as yet unpublished.

A picturesque sketch of Corinth and its history, with a \ lgnette of the mediaeval town

on the Aeroeon nth, lacks just one touch that would give it perspective. \Vr arc told that

the American School has explored numerous prehistoric sites m the distriit. but not that

Corinth itself was inhabited 111 Neolithic tunes and in the Bronze Age. Surely tin- piece of

information is as essential as it is interesting?
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Corinth. Vol. IV, Pt. II. Terracotta Lamps. By Oscar Broneer. Pp.

xx -{- 33A with 210 text-figures and 33 plates. Cambridge, Massachusetts : Harvard

University Press, 1930. $5.

Students of Greek and Roman antiquities will welcome this abundantly illustrated and
handsomely produced volume. It embodies the results of a careful study of the lamps
discovered at Corinth during excavations from 1896 to and including the year 1928, and is

especially valuable from the standpoint of developmental chronology. The author is to be

congratulated on the issue of an investigation to which he has brought a wide knowledge of

recent and contemporary published material.

In a well-documented introduction Mr. Broneer discusses the development and
chronology of lamps, the technique of their manufacture and the evidence which they bear

of the various phases of commercial relationship within the Empire. He rightly insists upon
their value for dating purposes. Incidentally, it may be noted that the importation of

Italic lamps to the Aegean in the late first century B.e. and early first century a.i>. throws
an interesting light upon Italian commercial activity during this period; an activity of

which we already have abundant evidence in historical reference and archaeological ‘ find.'

In this section the use of the small hole—the so-called ‘ air-hole ' or
k

breather '—so

frequently found on the neck or diwiu

t

of Homan lamps is fully discussed. Mr. Broneer
show s that this feature is also a characteristic of some Hellenistic lamps, and brings forward
evidence which indicates that in some examples it functioned as an oil-hole.

( )n the vexed question ot the k

Cothon,' Mr. Broneer is thoroughly sceptical of the theory

that this vase-form was used as a lamp. He reminds us that the lamp-type is perfectly

well known for the period at which Cothons were in use, and that lamps which have any
resemblance to Cothons do not occur until long after the Cothon has disappeared. Although
Cothons sometimes have suspension-holes, it is improbable that they ever served as

illuminators ; their function more likely was akin to that of the perfume-vessels found on
Attic vase-paintings [e.y. Buschor, Attische Lekythen , Figs. 1, 10).

The early types of lamps do not lend themselves to such close dating as do those of the

Imperial period, and Mr. Broneer wisely allows for overlap. It is curious that the excava-
tions have produced no lamps earlier than GOO B.c. ; noteworthy also that the fourth

century b.c. seems to have passed away without witnessing the appearance of a single

new type. Some remarks (pp. 37 ff .) on the superiority of the Attic clay to the Corinthian
are worth remembering in any general survey of early ceramics.

It is interesting to note that Roman lamps with broad, straight-ended nozzles,

Lue&ehcke's Haltern types 33 and 34, have not been found in this excavation notwith-
standing the practical certainty that they were developed from a Hellenistic prototype
( Broneer*s Type XVI). Xow, this type of lamp appears to be a

k

fixed
'
product of Augustan

sites in the west (cf. Loesclicke. Haltern , PL XI, 33, 34; Hagen, Vetera , Bonn . Jahrb. 122,

PL L\ IT, 4; Trier, Augustan grave-group, Xo. 504). The absence of this general type
from the Corinth excavations may be accidental. On the other hand, its absence may
indicate a somewhat late date, l.e. late Augustan, for the beginning of the importation of the
( Virinth volute lamps.

The lamp with a decorative attachment above the handle ( Broneer' s Type XXI) is,

so far as the western provinces of the Empire are concerned, chiefly pre-Claudian in date.

It occurs in the Augustan period at Haltern (Loesehcke's Type 36) and m the Augustan
Pottery at Xanten {Bonn. Jahrb. 122, PL LI, 2). Rarely it has been found in the Claudian
period, as at Richborough, where it is regarded as a " survival.’

Of particular interest from a chronological standpoint are the voluted lamps with
angular or rounded nozzles (Broneer's Types XXII, XXIII). Both types w ere probably
evolved from Hellenistic originals and both appear to be broadly contemporary in origin.

Mr. Broneer has shown that one variety of the volute lamp with rounded nozzle, viz. that
with the decorative attachment above the handle, is early (p. 74), and this conclusion is

supported by its occurrence in the Augustan period at Haltern and Xanten (see above).
But. although contemporary in origin, the relative frequency of these two types varies

greatly, in the west. Whilst the volute lamp with angular nozzle is particularly charac-
teristic of the period August us-Claudius. that with the rounded nozzle is more especially
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frequent during the period Olaudius-Xero. But both types continued down into the late

first century when volute lamps with triangular nozzles are fortheomum at Faimmueii

{ O.R.L . Xo. 06r). In some localities the type with angular nozzle occurs as late as tin*

Antonine period, as at Regensburg. The rarity of volute lamps with rounded nozzles in

the excavations at Corinth is in striking contrast to their comparative frequency on Claudian

and Xeronian sites in the western provinces, c.g. Hofheim I, Trier grave-croups of this

period, Xos. 42, 797, etc., Colchester and London. Does this difference indicate a variation

in the trend of Italian exportation or, as is much more probable, the establishment of

centres of manufacture in certain western localities, e.g ., Lyons and Xanten?
That exportation was not equally distributed throughout the Empire is clearly shown

by the comparative rarity of the
k Firmadampen ' at Corinth, whereas m the west they are

probably the most common type of lamp of the late first and early second centuries. The
Italian lamp of the FORTIS class was undoubtedly imitated and manufactured in the

western provinces (see Y Ct/mmrodor, vol. XLI, Ilolt
, p. 175, and Loeseheke. Lampen an 9

Vindon ism, p. 251 fol.). The rebirth of the lamp-industry in Greece ( Broneer, p. 88) would

appear to account sufficiently for the rarity of the Firniadampen in Corinth.

Mr. Broncer’s chronology of the lamps of the early Empire would have been firmer and
fuller had he made direct reference to such dated sites as Haltern, Xanten and Hofheim.

Of much value is the author's treatment of the large class of lamps included under his

Type XXVII. They are important not only for their Greek and HeUenized Latin inscrip-

tions, but also because they represent the return of the lamp industry to Greece in the

second century of our era.

A comparative study of the decoration of the Roman relief lamp and of contemporary

Sigillata demonstrates a common artistic inspiration and suggests a certain degree of inter-

influence. Many of the figure-subjects depicted by the lamp-maker find close counterparts

in the work of the sigillata potter. A few parallel examples may be given :—

-

Lamps.

Satyr with wine-skin .

Maenads .

Lion attacking a mule

Stork at toilet .....
Stork with uplifted bill

Panther and vine tree

Minerva (early type) ....
Sphinx ......
Rabbit eating grapes ....
Hercules and Hydra ....
Gladiator to 1., right arm extended

Combat of Gladiators—one kneeling and
appealing for mercy

Dog attacking boar .

Sigillata.

Arretine ware.

Arretine and South Gaulish ware.

Arretine ware; also South Gaulish ware, in the

work of the pre-Flavian potter Masclus.

S . -G. ware
;
pre-Flavian form 30 at Richborougli.

S.-G. ware ; in the work of the pre- Flavian potter

Licinus.

S.-G. ware ; in the work of the pre-Flavian potter

Masclus.

S.-G. ware; Xero-Flavian period.

S.-G. ware; Xero-Flavian period.

S.-G. ware; Flavian period.

S.-G. ware; Flavian period.

S.-G. ware; Xero-Flavian period.

S.-G. ware ; Flavian period.

S.-G. ware; Flavian period.

Close parallel dating is not possible; generally, but by no means invariably, specific

figure-types appear earlier on lamps than on Sigillata.

On p. 24 it is stated that
c

the exquisite Arretine ware was imported from Italy as late

as the middle of the first century.’ It may be doubted whether the sigillata industry in

Italy produced any ware of an exquisite character at so late a date, and much more whether

it was exported. At this time the Italian potteries which produced fabric of the Arretine

type were decadent and dying; their wares had already been displaced in the western

provinces by the products of the new potteries of South < Jaul (see Archaeologht, LXXVITI,

p. 73 fob), and were in the process of being replaced in Italv itself and even in Greece (set*

Oxe in Ath . Mitt., LII, p. 216, Abb. 2, fig. 25) by this provincial fabric.

The usefulness of the profiles of wheel-made lamps (Fig. 14) would have been increased
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by an explanatory text specifying each type. A similar remark may be applied to Fig. 34,

which illustrates the rim-profiles of Roman lamps.

This work will undoubtedly prove of much service to the excavator of Greek and

Roman sites, and should be the subject of frequent reference and consultation.

T. D. P.

Greek Physical Culture. By Clarence Forbes. Pp. 300. New York and London :

The Century Co., 1020. $2.25.

The greater part of this work, and by far its most valuable part, deals with the history of

the Ephebia at Athens and throughout the Greek world. The author has carefully

collected the epigraphie evidence and arranged it clearly.

As regards physical education in the fifth century and earlier, his account is very

incomplete owing to the neglect of the evidence of vases, and to the artificial separation

of athletics and gymnastics. Though it is true that professional athletics helped to ruin

physical culture in Greece, it is equally true that it Mas athletic competition alone that

gave vitality to the system of physical culture, competition not so much m the Great

Games as in countless local festivals and even in the Schools. And no account of physical

culture can afford to neglect the evidence of these competitions. The author does not

even mention the competitions between teams of ball-players at Sparta, described in

though he does mention the officials named in these inscriptions. His account

of the attitude of the Athenians towards athletics may be true of Plato's time, but is

hardly true of an earlier date. A or can we agree with him that Solon cut down the

rewards of victories in the public games. When Solon offered oOO drachmae to an Olympic
victor and 100 to a victor in other games, he certainly meant to encourage athletics. Five

hundred drachmae, equivalent to at least two years’ wages, was no mean reward.

In spite of these defects the book will be valuable to the student of the Ephebia. and
its utility is enhanced by a good index and a full bibliography.

La Danse Grecque. By Louis Sechax. Pp. 300; 19 plates, 71 figs. Paris : E. de.

Boccard, 1030. 50 //*.

51. Sec ban. Professor of Greek at Montpelier, is an enthusiast for the dance, and for the

reform of the modern dance, and his enthusiasm, though it sometimes leads tu exaggeration,

has produced a truly fascinating book.

The dance had a unique importance in the religion and life of the Greeks. It was
closely linked with poetry and music, and was generally performed by choirs of boys and
girls in the service of some deity. From an examination of the positions and movements
represented in the vase 5

*, the writer concludes that the Greek dance exercised every part

of the body, and in particular that there was far greater freedom in the use of the arms
and hands than m the orthodox modern ballet. But he is less concerned with the details

of movement than with the spirit of the dance. Adopting the classification of Plato in

the Lair*, he deals first with the military or gymnastic dance, imitating the movements
of war or of athletics. He then passes to the religious dance, the epgEAeia, the truest

expression of the Greek spirit, the Apolline dance, representing as Plato describes it the
state of a joyous and peaceful spirit, the proper dance for the service of the gods. Another
chapter deals with the Orgiastic dance familiar to us from the beautiful vase-drawings of

dancing maenads. But such dances the author regards as really exotic. Other chapters
arc devoted to the dance of the theatre and la dan** ]*rhte.

The book concludes with three chapters on the reform of the modern dance, one on
the eurhythmic system of Daloroze, another on a Soeratic dialogue by Paul Valery entitled

L Awe et l<t J)an.st.and the last on the great dancer Isadora Duncan. In these chapters
he shows the influence of Hellenism on these reformers in their revolt against the formalitv

and virtuosity of the modern dance. Particularly charming is the passage quoted from
Isadora Duncan's Jfa \

’if. in which she tells of the hours spent in loving study of the
masterpieces of Greek art. not in order to copy their attitudes, but to try to discover the
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secret of their beauty. ‘ l)e lour mystore,’ she says,
6
est sortie ma danse ; non pas

grecque, non pas antique, mais bien Fexpre-sion rle mon ame eurhvthmee par la beaut e.*

The book is copiously illustrated and the illustrations are well chosen; but unfor-

tunately many of them, especially the line draw ings, are very poor. One more crumble :

there is no index.

E. X. C.

Greek Ostraca in the Bodleian Library at Oxford and various other
Collections. Edited by John Gavin Tait. Yol. I. Pp. ix - - 181. London:

Egyptian Exploration Society, 1930.

This long-awaited and indispensable work brings together conveniently in one volume the

ostraca scattered among various libraries and museums, the most important of which,

after the Bodleian, are the Ashmolean Museum, the Cambridge Fmveisity Library and the

Flinders Petrie collection at University College, London. A second volume will contain

the Bodleian ostraca of the Roman and Byzantine periods and will be furnished with indexes

to the whole work.

Inscriptiones Graecae ad inlustrandas Dialectos selectae. Ed. F. Solmsex :

editionem quartam curavit E. Fraexkel. Pp. viii — 114. Leipzig : Teubner, 1930.

The demand for a fourth edition of Solmsen's Inscriptiones Graecae only twenty-seven years

after its first publication bears eloquent testimony to its value. The publishers have been

fortunate in the choice of an editor, who, himself a pupil and friend of Solmsen as well as

an expert in dialectology, has conserved all that w as of value in the work while enriching

it by references to recent discoveries and discussions. One inscription contained in the

third edition has been omitted, but eleven new' ones have been added, bringing the total

number up to sixty-seven. Among these accessions are some well-known texts, such as

the frontier-delimitation between Orchomenus and Methydrium (2), the Mantinean judg-

ment (5), the treaty between Cnossus and Tylissus mediated by Algos (27), the new* Locrian

te0uos regulating the distribution of land (46), the inscription of Cleobis and Biton (47:

Homolle's final reading in CM. Acad . Inter. 1924, 149 If., has apparently been oveilooked)

and the Cyrenean
k

Decretals ’ (39), the commentary on which is especially full and valuable.

The book merits unqualified commendation.
M. X. T.

Inscriptions de Delos : Comptes des Hieropes (Nos. 372-^498
,
Lois ou

R^glements, Contrats d’Entreprises et Devis (Nos. 499-509). By
Felix Durrbacii. Pp. viii -- 30 1 . Paris : H. Champion, 1929.

The year 1926 w itnessed the publication of Duirbach's Inscription* *h J)elo* : ( owpU* dt s

HUtopes (Xos. 290-371), which w'as duly noticed in this Journal (xlvii. 160). With com-

mendable promptitude a further volume has appeared, carrying the temple-accounts

down to the close of the period of Delian independence (314-166 B.c.) and adding a group

of eleven laws, contracts and specifications dating from the same period, including the well-

known third-century law' regulating the sale of wood and charcoal (Dittenb. SyllA 975).

The most important single document in the collection is No. 442, the splendidly preserved

record of the lepoirotot m the archonship of Demares (179 r».<\). the text of which alone

occupies 28 pages. It is unnecessary to repeat here what was said in the above-cited review

about the scope and value of the work or about its characteristic mei its : though this volume

is almost twice as large as its predecessor. Professor Durrbach has carried out his exacting

task with the competence and the accuracy w hich he has accustomed us to take for granted

in his work. The volume closes with a useful synoptical table of the Delian magistrates

from 314 to 166 is.c. and a list of addenda and corrigenda to the two volumes, due mainly

to the acumen and industry of M. Lacroix. We aie glad to learn from the Preface that a

further volume is in prospect, which will contain the administrative documents of the

second period of Athenian domination.
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Where so much is given, it may seem ungracious to ask for more ; hut ease and brevity

of reference would be gieatly increased if the volumes of the series were numbered, so that

we might use the title Inscriptions de Utlos , ii, instead of the somewhat cumbrous one which

stands at the head ot this notice. M. N. T.

Griechische Gotter im alten Rom. By Franz Altheim. Giessen, 1930. (E.G.V.V.,

Bd. xxii, Heft 1.) Pp. 210. Giessen : A. Tdpelmann, 1930. 12.50 nt.

This work cannot be fully treated here, since it deals primarily with Roman, not Greek

cult ; the present reviewer has handled it at greater length in a recent number of Gnomon.

It is, however, also of interest to those who study the expansion of Hellenic civilisation to

other parts of the ancient world, and in general the interrelations of the various cultures

of that time. Briefly, Altheim's thesis is that of the Roman gods, even those of the oldest

strata, the di iwhgetes and the supposedly Italian dt nouensides, a larger number than

is generally imagined are really Greek, derived through the intermediary of Etruria. The
influence of the latter people he, following Schulze, is perhaps disposed to rate too highly

;

but that it existed is, of course, certain. By way of illustrating, rather than proving his

case, he selects for examination in detail the cults of the Castores and Iuturna, Mercury,

Diana and Voloanus, t.e. two indigetes and three of the older nouensides .

That Castor and Pollux are ultimately Greek no one doubts; Altheim breaks new
ground in putting forv ard a strong case for regarding their association with Iuturna as

original, not accidental. Her name he takes to be a hybrid, from the root din- (there is

some evidence that the original form is Diuturna) plus the Etruscan suffixes Bur and na ;

hence ‘ she who is of the family or clan of Iuppiter.’ In other words, she is an Italian

Helen, appropriately associated with the Italianised Dio&kuroi. The trio reached Rome
through Etruria ; Castor and Pollux lost their title of sons of Iuppiter (or Tinia) in Rome,
which recognised no affiliations of gods; the meaning of Iuturna's name was not perceived,

and in time an idea grew up that she was * the helpful
J goddess (as if from in mere).

The name Merourius Altheim would not derive from metees, but connects with the

Falerian titoi mereni, which he interprets as meaning ‘ to the genius of * Merc-us,* the last

word being in his opinion Etruscan and signifying the god of a gens called Mercu or

Merconia. In this section his arguments seem rather weaker and more far-fetched than

in the first.

Diana of Aricia he would connect with Artemis, and especially with those local forms

of Artemis which are traditionally associated with the Taurie cult and the legend of

Creates. Despite much ingenuity, the reviewer considers this the weakest section of the

whole book.

Volcanus is to be connected closely with the ?W of the Piacenza bronze liver, to be

completed as telxuns (p. 173); conceivably also with the Cretan FeA)(ocv6s, though this is

so uncertain that Altheim prefers to leave it out of count (p. 206). In any case he is

nothing but an Etruseanised Hephaistos. The evidence here, though not negligible, is

rather too purely linguistic; here and elsewhere not quite enough care has been taken,

in discussing Roman cult, to differentiate the earlier from the later and admittedly

Hellenised ritual.

Altogether, this is a work to be taken into account by all who try to explore the com-

plicated questions relating to the connexion of Greek with Italian civilisation and of both

with the Etruscans.

H. J. R.

From Orpheus to Paul : a History of Orphism. By Vittorio I). Macchioro.

Pp. 262, 12 illustrations. London : Constable & Co., Ltd., 1930. 12s. 6'/.

It is hard to take this book seriously enough to write a review of it. It purports to give

a history of Orphism. Under this name are included every rite and belief that ever was
or called itself Orphic; everything Pythagorean; everything in any way Dionvsiac; and
much which is ouSev irpos Aiovuaov. The resulting picture is confronted with certain

phenomena observed among other peoples than those of classical antiquity, mostly
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uncivilised. To Macchioro, it would seem, all antiquity is on one plane, and all savages

and barbarians are alike ; lienee anything from Onomakritos to Proclus can be compared
with anything from outside Europe, be its origin Xorth America, Central Africa, or Tierra

del Fuego. This being so, it really is of no consequence that, following and outdoing the

extremest theories of earlier writers, he takes the Eleusinian Mysteries to have become
Orphic somewhere about the time of Peisistratos, makes St. Paul an Orphic initiate

(apparently no mystery-religions except Orphism flourished in his day), and holds that

Greek Christianity is mostly Orphism.

The book, as the preface explains, ‘ contains the Schermerhorn Lectures in Rehgiun *

delivered before the University of Columbia, an institution which deserves something

better. It is in very respectable English, perhaps due to certain American friends of the

author who helped him to revise it. When next they revise a book dealing with anything

classical, they will do well to have a Greek dictionary at hand. This work swarms with

distorted Greek words.

To give a list of errors in detail would be waste of space; it is shorter to notu e the

one merit which the reviewer can find, a discussion of ecstasy and kindred phenomena in

chap, iv which, while not new, is not without interest.

H. J. R.

Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte, herausgegeben von 1). Haxn Haas. 15.

Lieferung : Die Religion des Mithra I>v Prof. 1). Dr. J. Letpot.ot. Fp.

xviii -|- 23 plates (50 illustrations). Leipzig : Scholl, 1030. G.SO tu.

This is a worthy addition to this excellent series. Dr. Leipoldt is no mere excerptor of

Gumont, but has himself a profound knowledge of Mithraism and lias been at great pains

to acquaint himself with the surviving monuments of that interesting cult. Hence hi&

well-chosen illustrations, while of necessity including much that is familiar, give us several

important works of Mithraic art which were not available when Gumont wrote his mwjnum
opus. The introductory text also, brief though it is, contains several interesting sugges-

tions and may serve as a starting-point for further discussion of the subject. The work

has independent value, and is not merely a cheaper substitute for the existing books, but

a supplement to them which the serious student of Mithraism will not willingly he without.

H. J. R.

The Jurisprudence of the Jewish Courts in Egypt : legal administration by the

Jew's under the early Roman Empire as described by Philo Judaeus. By Ekwtx R.

Goodexoi'UH. Pp. ix 208. New Haven: Vale University Press, and London:

Humphrey Milford, B)2Jb 13s\ 6J.

Dr. Goodenough has made a careful analysis ot Philo's i)e spu’inhbn s legibu * with the

view of discovering the sources from which the legal system described in the book was

derived, and concludes that it represents the practice of the Jewish courts in Alexandria

at the tune when it was written : it departs from the Mosaic code, especially oil points of

common law, and borrows freely from both Greece and Rome. His argument, against

the view' that Philo was engaged merely in composing a theoretical treatise, is lertainlv

weighty; but it may be questioned whether he does not go rather too far in assuming

that the book is virtually a summary of actual eases and decisions. The Jewish com-

munity in Alexandria was fighting for its special status against the Greeks; and Philo,

when writing his exposition of Jewish law. in all probability had in mind the importance

of producing a favourable impression on the Emperor and his advisers at Rome, and so

v'ould be inclined to emphasise, if not to exaggerate, any points where the Jew ish courts

could conform with the Roman code. Philo's intention, in other words, was practical, to

show' how Jewish law could be administered in harmony with Roman principles; but

there is no evidence that the Jewish courts at Alexandria practised what Philo preached.

Even if w'e do not agree with Dr. Goodenough on this point, however, his study of the

documents is of substantial value and throws much light on the trend of Alexandrian

Judaism in the first century.

J. G. M.
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The Decline of the West. By O-wald Spf.ngler. Vol. II
:
pp. xi - 507 -f- xxxii.

London : George Allen and Unwin, Ltd. 21s.

The general criticism of the first volume of this book, made by another reviewer, in

vol. xlvii of the Journal {p. 287), applies equally to the second : it is of little value to the

Hellenic student to disinter particular statements relating to his subject from a ruin of

fragments of history belonging to all periods and all countries, when he finds that the

statements consist either in unproved assertions or in distortions of evidence. 1 will

take as examples the first and last of many passages noted during the reading of the book :

at the beginning of the chapter on * Pities and peoples/ Spengler says. * It is axiomatic

that the Minoan culture is part of the Egyptian/ without any reference to authority or

attempt at support, beyond a remark to the effect that all the Egyptian evidence of the

( onnexion has unfortunately vanished : w hich is not very helpful, except as giving a clear

field for the invention of an imaginary Egyptian culture from which the Minoan can be

derived. On p. 49o he says that Egypt provided the Roman Emperors with an inexhaust-

ible source of gold, which is frankly absurd : there was* very little gold in Egypt in the

tune of the Empire, and, if there was any movement ot gold between Egypt and Rome, it

was certainly into Egypt : it is true that Egypt was a source of revenue to the Emperors,

but the revenue mainly came in corn, whereas the whole point of Spengler"s argument

rests on its having been in bullion.

J. G. M.

Seleucid-Parthian Studies. By W. \V. Tarn. From the ProrefJtny> of' the British

Academy, vol. xvi. Pp. 33. London : Humphrey Milford, 1930. 2 s. 6/7.

The first two of the four articles included in this pamphlet are reviews of the evidence

provided by ( -hinese historians as to the movements of the nomad peoples of Central

Asia in the second century B.<\ and a correlation of it with that derived from Greek

accounts of the invasions of Baetria and Parthia by some of these nomads : several points

of contact are found, which are of value as helping to explain the course of events in those

kingdoms and incidentally the general situation in Western Asia about the beginning of

the first century. The third study is on a question of geographical nomenclature, which

is more narrowly specialist. The fourth, however, is of interest to all students of the

history of the Hellenistic kingdoms, as it shows reason for believing that the Seleueid

system of administration in Asia was based on a triple subdivision, like the Ptolemaic in

Egypt : if this is correct, it strengthens the case for the doctrine that the Seleucid and
Ptolemaic arrangement of government started from a common model, which was adapted
to suit the different needs of the peoples in the two kingdoms.

J. G. M.

Le dialecte laconien. By E. Bourgi'et. Pp. 170. Paris : Champion, 1927.

A useful account of the dialect of Laconia treated historically. The inscriptions and
literary texts are used to illustrate the development of the language from the earliest

known times to the Laconian revival of the second century a.d.—a revival which
Bourguet finds to be more genuine, more thoroughly Laconian than is commonly sup-

posed. One chapter carries the history still further, to the Tsaconian dialect of Modern
Greek, which bears marks of its sjjecitically Laconian ancestry. The Laconian colonies

are not included in this survey.

IMy Recollections, 1848-1914. By 1 t.ricii vox Wilamowitz-Moellexdorf.
Translated by ( h C. Richards. Pp. 412 ; 3 plates. London : ( liatto and Windus, 1930.

English Hellenists who have not already read Wilamuwitz’s Etinnerunyen will do well to
read this excellent translation. The author's native land is Kujawia, now part of Poland,
and the early pages of the book are full of interesting descriptions of this corner of Posen
and resentment at its separation from the German Empire, which had much improved it.
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Oihis own childhood and family he gives us a lively pit tine ; greater internet still attaches

to his school-days at Pforte in the 'sixties, when* Latin and mathematics were the back-

bone of the education given. Tlumiih full of admiration for his old school. \\ ilumowitz

admits that ( dvek was poorly taught and observation ut nature neglected. His -tudmit

days at Bonn and Berlin were followed by a \ ear's muwcc m the Franeo-Pru^ian War.
After travelling in ltalv and (u’ee«e lit* became Pnvatdozeiit m Berlin «md protestor

successively in ( Imfswald, t»ottingen and Berlin. In these chapters we ye the man .it

work, not so much iu his writings, though there are references, to a tew of these, as m his

teaching and his relations with students and colleague*".. Mommsen, Hainack and other

famous stholats appear. There is little about his pm ate life. sa\e a few leteienct s to

his wife. Mommsen'-. eldest daughter. of whom we wouhl gladly have heard more. The
nominal limit of the Recollections is 1914: one is inclined to wish that the book had been

written before that \ear. Not that it shows aimer against the English. of whom he speaks

cordially, but the book is full of the melancholy of an old man who has >een the downfall

of a system m which he believed and can find no ground for confidence in those who now
govern his country.

The Composition of the Odyssey. By W. J. WoonnorsE. Fp. 251. Oxford:

The Clarendon Press, 1930. 12*. Cxi.

So many books have been written on the composition of the Homeric poems that one is

at first disinclined to welcome another. Nothing could be more unjust to the author of

this excellent work, who has succeeded first in avoiding the violence of many of his pre-

decessors and second in producing a piece of Homeric criticism really worthy of the name.

The Ochjsiei/ is the work of a magnificent poet whom we may agree to call Homer. But
when that is said, real Homeric criticism, which lay neglected so long, has only begun.

Fur although it is now' generally recognised that to direct the 0<l*/>wy by books and verses

w ith a view to assigning the portions to this or that redactor is fruitless and even ridiculous,

still Homer did not create the poem entirely
k

out of his head," but had at his disposal a

mass of stories as well as some kind of literary tradition.
r

l he Smfi o/'M/z/we/s is only

one of these stories, and only part of it has been used. < others are folk tales and deep-sea

yarns as old perhaps as Minoan times. Then there is TelemaehuA quest. which Mr.

Woodhouse finds to be a story chiefly of Homer's own creation, since tradition only gave

him Odysseus the father and no information about the son. He thinks that the idea of

a son looking for his father was particularly Homer's and that the saga of Agamemnon
and Orestes may have prompted him to use this theme. Needless to say, there may be

differences of opinion about Mr. Woodhouse's theories, but that he has written a hook

which w ill appeal both to Homeric critics and to lovers of the 0/1ysxt // no one w ill deny.

Die Seele und das Ich im homerischen Epos. By Joachim Botoie. Pp. vi 132.

Leipzig : Teubner. 1929. S //>.

This book is an expansion of a doctoral dissertation, but is well above the average of such

both in method and in the complex nature of the subject. The title is a little misleading,

since the bulk of the work is a study of the meanings of the following words in Homer,

Hesiod and the Homeric Hymns:— (ppfcves. KpaSip. Kfjp, f)Top, psvos. ftuges, vcos and yuxtj*

Of these 9p£ves, gEvos, Ougos and vguytl an* the most difficult: KpaSip, Kfjp and fjTop are

predominantly corporeal, while voos is, as near as may be. intelligence. In the case of

9p£VES Bohme seems to the reviewer to And more v
seelische Bedeutung ' than the evidence

warrants. To say KEyoAcocrOai evi 9p£criv or SeSoikcc koctcc 9p£voc shows the plan where

anger and fear are actually felt, and even in eoAttcxs evi 9pEcn and TfapETTSio-ev &SEA9E10O

9pgvas the physical effect of hope and persuasion is not entirely absent, but we modern

intellectuals affect not to notice it. Be that as it may. 9p£V£s is admittedly often the

seat of intellectual activity, as is vcos. The account given of pevos is excellent and does

justice both to its etymological connexion with gsgaoc (I feel an urge) and to its frequent

appearance in the sense of
k

lighting strength :

'
** gsvos ware etua die Wuclit der Vonvarts-

J. H. S. VOL. L. BB
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bewegung. ahnlich wie das lateinisehe hnpftn* neben Very complicated is the old

puzzle < >f 6ugo$ and its relation both to the ego (ccAAa Tip poi Tauxa (ptAos SieAe^ccto 0ugos ;)

and to via/x^I- Bbhme is well acquainted with his predecessors in this field, Rohde and

Wundt, still more W. F. Otto and E, Bickel. When a man died he lost not only 6ugos

but pevos pTop and the rest, but retained (or became) his gA/x^l* He lost his Lebensseele

(Bobme Mould like to say LebensMH.de! 1 ) and became a Tutcngeist. On the question

whether g,'uxq bel< uiued also to the living (Bickel ) or only came into being with death (Otto),

Bulnne steer." a middle course, yuxfj originally, he says, meant breath, then life not as

opposed to death, but that which continues tlirouuh life and death. The question may
not be discussed here, but we must cite the truest wordsm the book : Sollte niclit vielmclir

die LTibotimmt licit der Ausdrucksweise in der Unbestimmtheit del* zugrundeliegenden

Vorstellum: selbst ihren Orund haben ?

The 2 Rhapsody of the Iliad. Annotated by A. Palos. Pp. 101. Oxford:

University Press, ami London : H. Milford. 10*50.

Those Mho read even the preface to Air. Pallis’s edition of IUwl XXII (1009) Mill knoM*

Mhat kind of text to expect here of the eighteenth book. It is all too easy to M'ork one

idea to death and so bring about incredible results. Worse than that, a writer’s obsession

Mith one idea may lead him to adapt his evidence to fit his theory. Everyone knows
that Homeric forms Mere sometimes altered mrt/i gratia; but that is no reason why we
should chance numerous dactyls ‘ back * to tribraehs, and condemn as spurious verses

which are not * rhythmically susceptible of alteration.’

History and Cartulary of the Greek Monastery of St. Elias and St.

Anastasius of Carbone. By Gertrude Robinsox. I. History

:

pp. 80; being

Orifotahn t hri'tiaaa, Vol. XI-5 (Xnm, 44, Main. 1928). II. Cartulary : pp. 160 and

pp. 200. being OneutuUa Christiana . Vol. XV-2 iXuin. 53, Iunio—Iulio, 1929), and Vol.

XIX-1 (Xum. 62, Iulio-Auguste, 1930). Erontispiece, facsimiles and a map.
Borne : Pont. Institutum orientalium studiorum.

It is a piece of great good fortune that, although the South Italian Basilian monastery of

Carbone has itself entirely disappeared, a long series of documents. Mills, deeds of gift,

leases and so on lias been preserved. Miss Robinson has found these in the archives of

the Doria Palace in Rome and has mvw published them : the Greek text, an English trans-

lation. and a glossary of the harder words and the necessary tables and indices. She has
given us in all Mxty-eight documents, all but three being in Greek, ranging in date from a.d.

1U07 to 1195, and covering the most important period of the history of the monastery.
The lirst part of the book is devoted to an outline of the history of the monastery,

the detailed matter being for the most part drawn from the documents themselves. It

was a foundation of the tenth, and flourished extremely in the eleventh and tM’elfth centuries.

I n the thirteenth century the long process of the decay of all these Italian Greek monasteries
had begun. The great schism had cut the monks off from the centre of Greek life at Con-
stantinople, and they M ere left more and more to the hostility of the local Latin ecclesiastical

authorities. By the end of the fifteenth century Carbone had no longer a true abbot

:

liis place Mas henceforth taken by abbots in commaulam, laymen supposed to live in the
monastery and protect the interests of the monks. Finally, at the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, the monks of Carbone had sunk to tM’O or three, and in 1809 the monastery
was suppressed by the French. All that is mnv left is a fragment of wall, and the only
indication that this is the sole surviving fragment of a once flourishing monastery is a large

black wooden cross which has been erected in recent years to mark the sacred spot. A
pathetic photograph of these scanty memorials forms Miss Robinson’s frontispiece.

But though Carbone lias disappeared, these documents are still left, and in publishing
them the author has done an important service to students of mediaeval Greek. It is a

commonplace that to trace the history of modem Greek in anything like detail is from the
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lack of documents extremely difficult. Here then w e have a notable fresh mass of material
to lie added now after some fifty years to the earlier collections of Trinchera, of Cusa, and
of other Italian scholars. 1 Linguistically indeed the extremely popular and 'modem*
character of the language employed gives these new documents a very special importance.
Xot that the Carbone charters can be said to be entirely in the popular spoken language.
The monks and their scribes and notaries were at least to some extent scholars, and for

these legal purposes they used a sort of chanceiy style with learned words and phrases, but
always mixed with more or less of the actually spoken language, a foim of Cheek of which
we still have a living remainder in the Greek now spoken near Lecce and at Bova in Calabria.

The establishment of these texts can have been no easy task : from the photographs
of the originals which she lms given it is plain that the palaeography of these charters is

often extremely difficult. These questions we must, however, in the absence of a full set

of facsimiles, leave aside, and confine what is to be said to the texts themselves, as the

author presents them to us. The original spelling has been, very pioperly in a book of

this sort, preserved, and as much of the original writmu of breathings, accent'', abbreviations

and so on. as typographical possibilities permitted, has been reproduced. In quoting from
the texts we have generally normalised the accents and breathings, when there seemed no
immediate purpose in preserving these minutiae.

A full review of such a hook as this would demand far more space than is here available,

and its importance will no doubt draw detailed criticism in some of the joumaK specially

devoted to Byzantine studies. Here only a few points can be noticed, and we confine

ourselves to the actual interpretation of the texts. Even so, innumerable suggestions

might be made. In not a few’ cases a reader may feel that the author has not found the

true solution of a difficulty, but that it is at the same time very dilhcult to think of some-

thing better. Many of the documents dealing with landed property give the boundanes
of the piece in question, and these definitions of boundaiies give rise to very many problems.

For example, can Tqv irr)yf]V tou aappou in LIX. 2S, mean the spring, not of >antljn<. as

the author suggests, but the spring of Kauvu* ' Other puzzles are XXXIII, 12, 14, where

the crux is the meaning of Scxvikcos—XXIV, 2, where sTUTrcocr’ is likely to mean assigned

{revenues to), for which see Ducange, Gloss, fjiacc ., *.?•. tuttcoveiv, quoting from Xieetas

ypdppa .... tuttouv ocutois apyupea £Tf|cna KEpgorrct. The w’ord oeeuis often in

Spat a, Diplomi greci Sicilian i {Miscellanea di stona italiana , XII), where it means to decree :

ETUTTco

6

tj outcos (p. 22), so it was decreed. And with an accusative of the person com-
manded : etuttooo'cx ccOtous Tvcc TroifjCTcoaiv (p. 18), I commanded that thnj should male,

etc.—XL^, 11, where aco^ouaav perhaps means enmphte from the modern meaning of

crcb3co, to reach—XLI, 10 with the mysterious crrrop0£a£cos—LIX, 82—and others might

be given.

2

In some six passages (XVII, 38: XX, 26; XXI, 20; XXII, 33; XXXVII, 75

and 84: LXYII, 4) we get such forms as Aayco, Aayciv(TOv), AayovT(a, Aayos, which

the author generally translates as a proper name, Lacon, or Lachontas. But in her note

on one passage, XVII, 38, where we have to xwPa9’iT 3lv tov (‘/tou) AaxovTavT(ou), and
as a translation the little farm (that of Lachontas). she suggests that Accxovtccvt is perhaps

the participle of Aayx&vco, and compares two other passages (XX, 26 and XXI, 20), in the

former of which she translates by the name Lacon ; the latter is left untranslated. In the

note she is, wre think, on the right track. In the passage LXVII, 4 we have kcovotcxs tou

Aax& Kai vikoAocos TaAAiaKOuAAtas, and TocAAiaKouAAtas apparently means and so
(
talc

quah). We think it probable that all these forms really come more or less barbarously

from Aayxocvco, and arc participles with some legal technical meaning; perhaps, he who

happened to be there.

In several cases modern Greek provides the solution, where the ancient language fails

and even misleads. I give examples. In II, 27 we should translate with the vines, the

O! chords , the fields and the pastures, not and the herds , for although in ancient Greek

pocrKrjgocTcc means fed animals, m the modern language it has the meaning pastures, here

clearly required by the sense. ‘HpepoSEvSpicc. cultivated trees , orchards , has in other

1 A bibliography of these sources is in Gustav Moyer's Xeugricchischc SturfUn. I, p. 64.
2 As the documents are all numbered and the lines numbered. w7e have lound it

convenient to use those numbers for reference, and not the page-numbers.

B B 2
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paw tic S U.(f„ Ilf. 15: Yll. 38) been translated oormtly.—In XII. 25 TTEpnroir.cnv is

veiy limfli more likely to have its modern meaning comfoit. t nti ttainnu nt. than its meaning

in Hellenistic Creek, possession .—In L1X. 40 popcc means a turn* and 5uo copds tou

eviocutou, itrn't a y<ar ; han't ds in the translation, a sense extorted from the ancient use

of the word. is quite oil the track. Tlu so charters were vntten by people 1 who spoke

somethin^ very like some of the more archaic dialects of the present day. and are. in fact,

a fresh pi :v ot excellent evidence for the early foimation of the nudorn language.

In a book of this pioneer sort errors are inevitable*. and w e feel that the wiiter may
have slipped occasionally from the sheer fatigue oi working at such a series of puzzles,

especially as we not seldom find a phi use or word translated in one place rightly and in

another wiongly. And to solve all the problem" presented by such a collection of texts

as these requires a fuller equipment than m<>"t scholars possess. The suggestions wo feel

it not useless to make must serve as our ow n eontnbution to the task. Since Miss Robinson

wrote, ail important contribution to the study of this Italian Greek has appeared in the

shape of Gerhard Rolilfs* Etifuiole/giscbs )Vo/U ibuch drr tnitcritaUnuschcn (hir.itat. Halle,

1930. This invaluable book not only collects all the words of the Greek dialects from

earlier books, but adds others, and joins to them all the Greek words scattered in the Italian

dialects of southern Italy. We refer to it below ."imply as Rolilfs' T1 driuhnch.

The translation is as a rule good, but is sometimes inclined not to keep close enough

to the Greek. Sometime s even a phrase is omitted altogether : t.g. in I. 27 ; II, 31 : LI, I 6.

But more otte*n the result is a certain lack of sharpness. For example, the interesting detail

that the property was handed over by the symbolism of a wand (Sta papSou) m XII, 31

is omitted, where too in the fare of those to conn should be in the presence of those about to

sign below . 8o too m XXXI, 15, avcarTU^avTes means having unfabled {a document). not

merely having exanitneel. and diligently t .rammed again in XLY1I, 46 is not adequate for

ocKpipcog dvayvcb(javT£$. Several words too ate often mistranslated:— FovsTs means

parents or ance.stors, and neither kinsfolk (X1T, 55: XVI, 65; XVII. 32) nor childnn• (LI.

71). EuAa(3f|S is pious, and not wise (XXYI, 7) nor renowned {XL 14). So too E^aSEAcpos

means cousin, nut brother (X. 4$; XII, 16). Korra ypovov (XL. 24. XLa, 22, XLYII. 55)

means not according to the time , or to the season, but yearly . and in the last of these passages

the first sigma must be for sttgma . stx. and the translation run tveiy year six measures. In

LX. 16, KcxTEviauTov ; correctly translated by yearly ; so too koct
s

etos in XL«, 17.

In several cases a fairly obvious error may be corrected. These are not so likely to

be in the MSS. as to be misreadings or simply misprints. We have noted, and give the word
as we think it should stand:—I. 45, Koivcovias, meaning probably ( 'ommuniou.—II. 60,

e£co.—XII, 47, SqAcoOsTo-i, and translate in addition to all the things de eland in my first

disposition. The reading 6r|goo6Eiau translated by tab n away, as if it w ere from SrjgEUCo,

makes no sense: also three line*s further clown we have 5q?co6Eio-q.—XY, 17, ^upcoiro-

Tapov.—XYI. 30, ouTai — outs, not ouaai.—XXY, 23, ottouStictopev.—XXYI I. 42,

TTpcs.—XXXI Y, 12, sOupcbGrjv.—XXXY, 11, siTOvopa^opEVTiS.—XXXY, 17, 'Trspiox'nv.

—

XXXYI 1 1. 8, s'Si^ev (eSei^ev).—XXXIX. 30. read the impf. 3rd ph fmqn(36Aouv, and
translate. These points our men were questioning, and we wire with them, thinking that they

were in the right.—XLYII, 47, ou5s—XLYIL 61, ek Tfjs.—In X, 11, we suggest Evvotav

for avoiav, and translate. Since after the {previous) legacy I made her she has shown still

gnater attention to {me ) the testator for fhr> reason l now leave to her {in addition) also

two vim yards, etc . The author's rendering hardly makes sense.

There are some passages in which the transcription of the letters seems to us to be

accurate, or at most needing some slight emendation, but where w*e would combine them
into different words. The test to be applied is, of course, any improvement in the sense

so obtained. The notable passages are :—

-

I, 7. dTTOKqpao-gT is for onTOKEipas pe, not for orrtEKEipdpqv. It is a participle parallel to

dwoScoCTas in the next line.—I. 37. The sense of the passage is. And since it is impossible for

7up to provide for the community their com plete bodily nurture and comfort, and l work according

to my poin r, £ tb nfot < grant tb m, etc. The construction of the clause Kaycb to Kcrra5uvaprj

v

ipyc^EcrOai is obscure, but it cannot mean and I am inca\/ubie of wo. k, and in KcrraSuvapqv

we must certainly see kcctcx Suvaptv.— III, 16. where atpOeTridv cannot be the unmeaning
aq>6rrov, but is aude(v)Tiav, and coupled with the e^ouaiav, which occurs just before it.
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—VII, 35. The words tov Sp TpKou Kpipvov do not contain TEiyos, hut should he read

tov Sutikov Kprjgvov, the weAirn cliff (of the said castle). XII, 41. qTrrrfjv is not hosptfmm,
but rather, eitteiv tt|v, and the translation of tqv g£v piccv f)7nTf|v Egf|v is the one f / meytird),

that is ta ."«//. ihf one that is mine (I leave to my daughter Anna , etc.).—XIII, 15. For Tretpom

Kal read perhaps the participle TTE<porrr)KGbs.—XVII, 79. In tt|v Eyco a<pr)Ep6or)V we should

not see the substantive cKpiepcocnv, but the verbal form Eyco aquEpoboEiv, which I hare

di dicat< d. v here the note suggesting that it is a perfect is correct.—XL. 30. Bead Kivf|aG0 gE v

as, m ith ae, etc. as the objects of KtvqcrcogEv, as correctly taken in the similar passage in

XLrt, 20, where, however, sis 6upov xal opyf}v, correctly taken here, are wrongly translated.

The rendering of both passages should be, hut if we in wrath and anger at thi* met due , Air

up and you your sncctnunrs* etc. In the translation of XL with -our on p. 49 is a dangerous

misprint for without.—In LIII. 38, in the phrase ou pqv f)OTai Kon TravTiots Siockoctoxois,

we should read not sis te, but eIcttoci (eutGou) and ou grjv may be corrected to upiv. Tlio

reading will then be uptv Eiarat Kal TravToiots Siockcctoxois, and the meaning, dtall In for

you and fat your * ucctssots of whatever kind, unless indeed TravToiois is merely an error

for the no longer used and therefore unfamiliar Tracn.—>So too in LI IT, 52 we should take

f)prjv, not, as the note suggests, for rj pfjv, but for upiv, which is to be construed as

coupled v ith the following accusative EyKAr,crfav, a barbarous blunder for the dative.

But in any case a final -v, being probably not sounded, counts for very little in such a

text.—In LVI, 19 iraA is for irdAcu, as the translation takes it. and should not in the text

be written TraA( iv).—In LX. 16 the author reads pccAAov Geou 65r|youTos pot KaAoy(£)p(co),

construing the first word as paAAov, which, however, in its proper sense* is meaningless, and
has to be translated nio/toctr. We propose jjleAAcov. Then instead of KCcAoyEpco, translated

had the life of a monk, as if it were KaAoyspEUEtv, an infinitive being required, we would pro-

pose KaAAiEpydv, to cultivate, which appears in lines 13 and 24 of this same document.
We would translate, intending , God being my guidc 9 to cultivate (the place ). and the sentence

goes on, and every year to pay to the monastery one patvo, which the author explains as one

pvoev, and translates one pound. The situation is that the petitioner asks the monastery
to let him have the church of St. Catherine and the lands attached : he will cultivate the

lands and keep up the whole place, and pay a yearly rent : he is also to be regarded as a

brother of the monastery and to he buried there: lie promises too to leave the monastery

at his death one half of his movable property. All through the deed KOcAAtepyeiv. used

three times, means, we think, no more than till the ground, and the quotation of the spiritual

use of the word from the Liturgy seems to us irrelevant. In line 18 eAeu should not* be

read as sAEuGspfoc. It is clearly for eAsei, as the author in a note sees it should be : the

difficulty she sees in the u vanishes when we remember that u is a mere misspelling for the

identically sounding letters ei. In line 21 q^crpEpoi is a had reading tor fi§ap£voi

(ei^apEvoi).

These documents are a treasure-house of notable words, not a few of them of great

interest for the mediaeval and modern language. The author, following up a remark m
her preface (p. 272 [4]), presents us with two -.ug^cstcd Homeiic survivals. p=yEp£iov,

taken as psyapov (IV. 19) and 6apap (XX. 8). We might accept these as genuinely

in the documents, without admitting that they were in colloquial use at this time : the

extreme improbability of this is* shown by the lists of words suiviving from different periods

in Hatzidakis' paper TTepi Tfjs EvoTrpros Trjs eAAr)ViKfjs yAcocroTis.

1

They might be. that is,

lawyers' archaisms. But we cannot see that peyccpov is in the text at all: there seems

no reason from the context why psyspsiov should not mean kitchen , and therefore be the

usual modern word payspEiofv. On the other hand. Sccpap is certainly in the text, the

context being auv Trj spfj 8apap. Further, the author supports it by telling us that

she heard this word used for tnoglu by an old man at the (Ireek-speakimr village of

Castrignano dei Oreci near Lecce. But w e suggest that the man may, in fact, have been

1 This is reprinted Irom the ’ErrETrjpis t. eGvikou TravETriaTriaiou, Athens. 1909. On p. 101
Hatzidakis points out that to the Attic prose waiters more than half ot the Homeric
vocabulary had gone out of use, and that of the half then used two-thirds have disappeared
from the modern language. And further, both Sccpccp and psyapov appear in his list of
4 words ex< lusively Homeric, ’ that is, of words which alter Homer appear only in the poets.
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using some form of the Romance dama. Nor is S&pccp in Rohlfs’ Wdrtcrbnck. We hope

that we are not too sceptical in thinking that Sapocp here is a scribe's archaism.1

Several other words deserve mention. For son we have twice in one deed (XX, 2

and 8) the word (3aS(iou, (3a8tco, which the author thinks is a form of rrociSfov with the tt

changed to (3, though her parallel, the Italian btfana for EirupavEicc, is not very convincing.

Xor does the passage which she quotes from Trinchera (p. 334, line 26) show the use of the

word to mean colt

:

this she seems to have read into the passage from her conviction that

pocSiov is rraiSiov. Trinehera's document merely has to 8 e ocAoyov pou to (3aSiov, which

he translates by equum badium, the word being the Latin badins , bay, the colour of a horse,

and the mediaeval Greek (3a8ios. The passage is here irrelevant. We believe the word
to be vadium, (3cx8iov, a pledge , used like plgnus to mean son ; for both which words see the

Glossaries of Ducange.—1To find 6 ypinros (XVII, 63) and the neuter form to ypiirov (XX,
48) so early and without doubt from the context meaning fishing-boat , throws an interesting

light upon a difficult word. This brings the word closer to ypntEus, which was Jal’s sug-

gestion, and casts doubt upon the Oxford English Dictionary's suggestion, tf.r. gripe, that

the word is connected with the French gripper .—For western we find, besides the usual

Sutikos, the foim Suoikos, following 80015, and the hybrid Sucttikcs. The form SuoiKosis

in the papyri, in mediaeval Greek, and survives in the present dialect of Chios. 2—These
texts contain several place-names in -cooa and -ouoa, deiived from the name of plants;

examples are dKavOcooa (XXXVII, 35; LXYJLII, 15); oyoivouoa (LXVII, 85); Kavvoaaa
(LXYII, 3D). 3 We would particularly note Tpv pavKcbaav (LXYTI, 65), also in the form
to payKcoov (LXVII. 23 and 87), which is likely to mean place of poppies, from the Doric
form oi the ancient pf|Kcov. The word is now out of use, but in 1916 in Karpathos we
gathered the word prjKcovis, surviving also in a Doric form as f\ pTTaKouvi(8)oc, with the
old meaning of poppy .—In LXIY, 1 vauTpyou is an odd form : it is either, as the author
thinks, formed on the analogy of CTTpcrrqycs, and means a sca-cciptain, or it is vccuTrrjyos,

altered under the influence of vocuTps, and means a shipwright.—InLXVIII, 39 we have
toO

<f
octootcu, meaning not as it usually does army, but with its earlier meaning of camp

surrounded by a ditch, the Latin casteam fossa turn, for which see G. Meyer’s Xeugriechische
titwhen , III. p. 72. The word occurs immediately after Trocpocpovf|, a station-house, and
therefore this meaning seems more appropriate than ditch , by which the author renders it

:

the word can bear both meanings.—Lastly, xaySaKiv (LXVII, 176), meaning a ditch

,

has nothing to do with the Greek yav8c$ yawning , roomy , which the author translates, we
do not know on what authority, by /avinr, but is from the Arabic word hendeJc, from which
the name Candid, is derived. Presumably the Arabs brought it to Italy as they brought
it to Crete.

There are also not a few interesting forms. In pripooiav (LIX, 61) for 8T)p6atav we
see initial 8 (.hanging to (3, a phenomenon "which Rohlfs (]\ ortcrbuck, p. xliv) reports from
Calabria. It recalls also the present Greek of the Southern Sporades. Such metatheses
as ypap[3ou (XXX\ . 9) and apyccvTov (XXXA , 49, and LVI, 49) might be found anv-
v licit*, yet they are marked by Rohlfs (p. xlvii) as a special feature of Italian Greek.

Several other passages should be briefly mentioned. I, 38. Translate #t.r asses, four
ocui, etc. And a^tveeptv means asi, not a a -hi ad.—II, 13. tov Ka6* r)pas OavcxTOV means
moital dtatk, dtath as men die. not death for us.—II, 24. Translate, not to please men, but in
the ftar of God.—11, 56. Translate, and when he dies, he shall not hare leave to hand over all

*lu thing*, etc.— II, 58. Translate, and if his death occur suddndy when wc are not present,
because in some didaut plaiy , etc.—II, 70. 8iaTT|pf)TCOO"av iraVTa means let them
guard 1 rt rything.—VII. 3. o-qpTiocpcbpou (aT|pcno<p6pov) means banner-bearer, not ivondcr-
wnrhr. 4 his is the caios, not ayios, Aoukcs, whom the Greek Synamristts for November

1 That it is an archaism is further suggested by its not being declined, like the undeclined
dvrip, wliK li is common in the sixteenths entury Judaeo-Greek Pentateuch {Lcs cinq Litres
dr la Loi, edited by ilesselmg).

\
Bor both these words, ypiTrcs and 8u<7ikc<>\ we refer to the glossary of an edition of the

Cypriot chronicler Makhairas now being printed at the Clarendon Press.
3 lor these word.-, in general see Arnantus, I)ic tSu/fi re d. neugrlech . Ortsnamen, Munich,

1903, pp. 12, sqq. See also a note 011 Gramboasa in the edition of Makhairas just referred
to.

J
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6th calls of Taormina.—A"II, 10. Theophanes, not Stephen. And lie was not exactly
k

sur-

named Theodoulos.’ By peTavoga<T0£vtcc is meant that he changed his lay name Thujphan < a

for his new name as a monk, and this was Theodoulos. And light down to the present day
Greek monks take a monastic name with the same initial as their old name in the world.—
VII, 16. The text has ot|v Tqaiv ouot)v pq aSeAcpris, not pou, so translate with certain, men, not

brethren.—Till, 1 . Sparthu candidatus is a slip for spatharocaudulat —ATII, 9 . Translate

those icho propitiate the divine {power).—ATII, 48. Translate, probably, and of nip humble

self.—X, 28. oTtiOappcov can hardly mean steps. It must be for OTnOapoov, span*, and the

phrase defines the width of the staircase to be reserved. Also in LXIA\ 30 we actually

have crrrr|0apds, meaning clearly spans.—XII, 29. Pankalos is a proper name, as is recog-

nised in the translation of line 68 below.—XII, 30. Translate, I promised .—XII, 37. 8iaSo-

0f)vai, to be distributed.—XAT. 19. Translate, to me and to our orei -lend, etc.—XATI, 10.

o6ev, wherefore , not when.—XVII, 20. TtapoiKOus oikicckous means domestic serfs , not

servingmeids houses.—XATI, 47. St. Euphemianos, not St. Eu phtmia.—XXIAL 14. 8ouAeicov

must mean services, and not servants. The construction of the passage is obscure, but pt

seems to be for poi, and the sense seems to be something like, but when any of the strvices

<lue to me becomes urgent , then you are to go and ask the abbot, etc.—XXATI, 44. Translate,

and that he was in every way refusing to accept justice, etc.—XXATI, 67. Xot the sun penalty,

but the said penalty .—XXATII, 13. Translate, the souls of all of us who come after her.—
XXATII, 42. vi/x^nuepov sv ( ev ) should not bo translated day and n ight

, but for one day and
one night. It is, in fact, the legal expression to which the author calls attention in a note

to XXIII.—XXX11, 17. Translate, probably, to them and to me. To translate Si
5

aiiTWV

by through them in this context is to pay a compliment to the Greek which we think it

hardly deserves.—XXXA , 26. The sentence is very hard, and the translation gives the

general sense, we think, correctly, but the text would be much plainer with a stop after

povat, and none after grjSsis.—XXXAT, 11. uttepe is not for Otto petoc, but is for utt* Eps,

and the translation is a farm belonging to the monnduy of Ciubonc wlmh is nmh c me. The
abbot is speaking. Exactly parallel is otto as in XL, 9 and XL'/, 10.-—XXXAT, 37 and
51. too TtepiCTU yypovea (tov Ttepucn )(povov) means for the past year, wine, that is, of the past

season. In line 33 below the word is translate! correctly.—XXXIX, 42. Translate,

incur a penalty to be paid to the king , etc.—XLIL1, 10 and 19. Hen' owr)0£ icc means tar,

fraction
; for which see Durango, (rloss. graec. , owqOeia, Consurtndo , Trtbutum , Yrctigal.

Translate therefore in line 10, to put an- end to the iniquitous tans which han bun exacted

by certain ill-conducted officers before my time . etc. ; and in line 19, all th< u um ighteons exac-

tions, ocOtcov referring back to the TrpocKTOpcov of lino 11.—LI, 30. The seme show's that

pETa ctou means not with thee, but uft>.r the c. By this time the use of the genitive after the

preposition was a literary archaism, carrying no special sense with it. and petoc had quite

ceased to mean with.—LI, 52. Translate, Ut ns be inheritors of the cu, s t mih J udas, etc.—

-

LII. 9. Translate, to all the men of the church under thee. It can hardly be doubud that

koctoc cte here is used just like utto cte in XL, 9, etc.—L1V. 19. The* ohre-frtt. not this

olive-yard .

—

LIX, 16. Oeoctte^tos means crowned by Ood .

—

L1X, 39. SovAeicx ocuirs in

several passages and means snnee in kind, but x^P^S tivos SouAias is lieio tiandated by
without constraint or guilt , as if there were some connexion with SoAiog. The m nst 1 roallv

is without any sacicr being demandeel in return. In this passage 5ouAiccs is exactly like bccoEOS

in XI. 46, where the translation should lie, without any denying and without any gift of any
kind [being made). This ethnic v'e reservt for ourselves, that you should hen f ns tn n no mb/ance,

etc. 8o too in XIII. 47, where avsu oiov 5t) ttote teAos does not mean for » >'t r, but without

any tax at all {bung }xiid).—LIX, 47. cxveu here must mean beside >•; the fnnn. of the trans-

lation seems to us quite impossible.—LXIA^, 24. AA'liy should KCipiyrnpiov here mean
dormitory , rather than bnrying-ground ?

And lastly, the present reviewer may be pardoned for saving in bis own defence that

he did not intentionally say, as he is reported in the note on XLL that at Bova * woids

like eotI ’ are pronounced as eftei or alternatively as eMd. The word, in fart, was ettto/.

We now know from Kokhs’ WorUrbuch, j). 77. that the difference i<. in fact, from one iliape

to another of the Bova irroup. At Bova they say edd. in other villages of the irroup t jtu.

and also £0rd. Xor did he wish to give puAovos as the genitive of puAos in Cretan, as is

said in the note on XIII : such forms are, in fact, Pontic.
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So much space has been spent on these linguistic details that it is not possible to do

more than allude to the human side ot these documents. Though they are all of them
legal, hardly any of them can be said to be dry. The historian may read of the protection

given to monasteries and churches by King Roger and by other Norman princes (XXIV,
XXAT-XXATII, XXXI, XLYIh but as most of the documents are concerned with gifts

of land, it is on the social conditions ot the country that most light is thrown. The gifts

to the church range from farms and lands down to an annual donation of a pound of

incense. Some documents deal with more or less petty quarrels; XIX, for example, is

about a mare. Of great personal interest are the wills. The widow Gemma (1Y) left her

property between her nephews and the church, not forgetting her slave Rhesa, to whom she

left the cottage in which she had been living, and her other slave Maria, to whom she left

her bed and four measures of corn from the coming harvest. Genesios (X and XII)

minded to become a monk, most carefully disposed of his estate, not omitting his slave

Lucia and the daughter he had had by her: ton years later on his dcath-becl he made a

further disposition. AAV hear of several abbots of Carbone : in XY of the abbot Blasios,

who knew when he was beaten in a lawsuit with the Prior of Massanova. For the mutual
convenience of herself and the monastery Pauleta (LXIV) arranged an exchange of her house

for another one. Few of these women could write ; Pauleta made her cross but
k

without

her name sometimes a man could sign where his wife could only make a cross before

witnesses. The deeds as a rule end with calling down curses on any party who should

repent of his bargain and wish to change his mind. The Trinity and the curse of the three

hundred and eighteen inspired fathers, the fathers, that is, of the council of Xicaea, are the

most generally invoked. After these thunders the pecuniary fines to be paid come rather

as an anti-climax.

All students of mediaeval Hellenism will be thankful to Miss Robinson for the skill

and courage with which she has carried through this very difficult task. A third part of

the cartulary is promised, which will contain the Latin deeds : these naturally go down
much later than the Greek documents, and the latest are of the sixteenth century.

R. M. D.

‘laTopiKai SsAiSss Trjvou. OpayKOKpaTi'a-BeveTOKpaTia-ToupOKpaTicc,
1207-1821. By Kostas Kairophylas. Pp. 224. Athens, 1930.

The author of this excellent monograph on Tenos has read practically all that has been
published by travellers and from the Venetian archives about * the last Venetian island in

the Aegean,' of which, as a former prefect of the Cyclades, he has personal knowledge, and
has printed a list of the Catholic bishops and an appendix of interesting documents from
the arc hives (now' unfortunately burned ) of the Catholic cathedral. He describes the history

of Tenos under the Ghisi down to 1390. under the Venetian Republic from 1390 to 1715. and
under the Turks from 1715 to 1N2] with the brief Russian interval from 1771 to 1774. The
complaint" of the Glanders against Venetian rule included the hardship of ‘night vigil’

in the castle in winter and the obligation to give the heart and tongue of every slaughtered

animal to the govirnor. The new calendar caused dissension between Orthodox and
( 'atho lie." : but. after the Russian occupation, the Turks left than ‘almost free.' The
Napoleonic wars di\ idtd them into two parties according to tlieir religious, which were also

their political, opinions. Chapters are devoted to two natives of Tenos—Zallony, author
of the well-known work on the Phanariotes and of the Voyagi a Tint, and the * national

martyr.' Geurgantopnulo", killed in 1821 for having organised a play called (intce and the

Tnunsi—and to an Jthakan. Brettos. who was Russian consul there in 1807. The Then -

ton (p. 1 ON j wire obviously the Teutonic Knights, whose headquarters in Greece were
at Mostciiitsu. There are 8 illustrations.

AY. M.
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'H Kaicrapiavr). By Joannes Gexnadios. Pp. 54. Athens : Glenakes, 1030.

The author has an ancestral interest in the famous Attic* monastery of KaKarium'*. for his

mother’s family, the Benizeloi,1 was connected with it and ho was therefore baptized there.

After mentioning the books already dealing with it, he cites the lint's of Ovid about the

site—lines till lately painted on a stone there but now erased— describes the architecture

and iconography, enumerates the chief historical events of which it was the scene, and
discusses the origin of the name, which in his opinion comes from some Byzantine *

( aosai

who was, at some unknown date, its founder. He quotes the inscription at the west end
of the church about the painting of the narthex during the plague of 1082, gives the names
of the abbots and dependencies of the monastery, and alludes to the fate of its library.

An appendix treats of the rivers Jlissos and Endanos. There are copious notes containing

extracts from travellers and others. Since Hr. Gennadios was last in Athens—m lb2tj

—

there have been two changes at Kaisariane : the water no longer flows from the * ram’s

head ’ which gave the monastery its Turkish name, and the nrchons tomb of the late Tuikish

period has been moved to the Byzantine museum.
W. 51.

rTaAaioAoyeia Kai TTeAoTrovvriaiaKa. (Tojjios A A). By Sr. P. Lampion. Pp.

xxx -f* 328. Athens, 1930. 175 dr.

The fourth volume of the late Professor LamproV posthumous collection of documents on
the history of the Peloponnese under the Palaiologoi comprises fi4 pieces, of winch 42 are

now published for the first time. The latter include six letters of Theodore I. Pakiinlogos

to Amedeo of Savoy, one of the claimants to the principality of Achaia ; a letter of the Doge
of Genoa, Fregoso, to Gonstantme; an anonymous letter in verse to him referring to the

naval battle at the Eeliinades in 1427 between John VUI and Carlo I. Toteo, and warning

him not to marry Theodora Toeco; silver bull's of Theodore lit*) the sons of Gemistos;

tw o letters of Bessarion to him ; a monody of Nikephoros Cheilas < >n the death < >f The< >d< >re\s

wife, Cleopa Malatesta, mentioning the existence of a senate m the Moiva; ail address of

Plethon to Demetrius Palaiologos which is a new* source for the second civil war of 1451;

an encomium to him with an account of Lemnos; letters of Thomas Palaiologos to

Ludovico Gonzaga of Mantua and the Duke < >f Milan, Francesco Sforza, mentioning Italian

aid against the Turks in the Morea; several letters about Thomas' children, and bulls of

Sixtus IV, the Duke of Modena and the Council of Xurnberg, and a vote of the Council of

Siena about the reception of his daughter Zoe on her w ay to marry the Grand Duke Ivan

III. M. Bogiatzides has provided a scholarly introduction.

W. M.

Die Briefe des Sokrates und der Sokratiker. By Li^elotte Koehler. \Phih-

lorjn s\ Siippleinentban.1 xx. Heft ii.] Pp. 142. Leipsic : Dietencii, ll*2s. 10.50///.

This edition of the Socratie letters —the first for over half a century —provides a text based

on new MS. material, and is equipped w ith translation, commentary, and an units n rhnt nm.

The author takes the view that the letters are all spurious, and at any rate 1 later than

Diogenes Laertius and Athenaeus.

The Book of Diogenes Laertius. By R. Hope. Pp. \iv--241. (’olumbia

University Press, and London : Humphrey Milford, 1030. 17*. ivf.

4

This essay is intended to provide an introduction to the hook of Diogenes Laertius and an

analysis of the thought-pattern underlying its composition.' It may roughly he divided into

two parts, the first dealing with the MSS. and editions and with the smms of the hook, the

second collecting the thoughts under such headings as
4 Diogenes Laertius a" Encomiast,'

k His Tributes to the Eminent Philosopher",' etc. The' work gives evidence* of much

1 p. Km.
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industry, but of little critical power. The opinions of Laertian students are collected

without discrimination, and the author's desire to be comprehensive is apt to produce

ludicrous results :

6

Editors and critics, translators and commentators, printers and
publishes have laboured for centuries to bring the text nearer to perfection ' (p. 30). The
contribution of publishers and printers to the textual emendation of the classics has at last

received due recognition ! However, used with caution, Mr. Hope's book may prove of no
inconsiderable value to students.

Greek Thought and the Origins of the Scientific Spirit. By L. Robin. English

translation by M. R. JJobie. Pp. xx — 409. London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner
& Co., 1928.

*

21s,

The full title suggests that this book is intended to discharge two functions. One of these

it discharges with extraordinary success. The essential originality of the Ionic School is

vindicated in a well-reasoned and illuminating chapter, the pre-Socraties generally are

characterised with much lucidity and penetration, and the importance of Socrates himself
could scarcely be found better explained than here. But as a history of Greek thought the
w ork is ill-proportioned. Plato and Aristotle are w ell enough expounded—though one may
doubt whether an historian should rest satisfied with a mere analysis of the Platonic dialogues
—hut the post-Aristotelian philosophies are treated sketchily and somewhat perfunctorilv.

However, the book abounds in observations which no student ot Greek philosophy can
afford to neglect, and the translation by Mr. M. R. Debit* is adequate.

Histoire de la litterateur© grecque chretienne. By A. Puech. 3 vols. Pp. oOO,

6(5S, 093. Paris : Association Guillaume Bude, 1928-30.

M. Puech conceived his work as a companion to Labriollc's Christian Latin Literature, but
lias spread himself far more. The three volumes are devoted respectively to the New'
Testament, the second and third centuries, and the fourth eenturv.

Platon. By A. Dies. Pp. 221. Paris: Plammarion, 1929. 12 fr.

This book belongs to a series called * Les grands c<eurs.' and gives a pleasant but rather
sentimental portrayal of the man Plato. A short concluding chapter treats of his influence
in a markedly tendencious spirit. One question may here be raised : can the Academy
be justifiably called

v une eeole de science politique '

(p. 210) i

Plato and the Authorship of the Epinomis. By A. E. Taylor, pp. So. London

:

Humphrey Milford, 1929. 7 s. 0'/.

i)r. E. Midler of Luneberg in a recent thesis endeavoured to show by a close examination of
its linguistic peculiarities that the Kpinomh was not a work of Plato, but was probably to
be attributed to Philippus of Opus. Professor Taylor seeks to vindicate its Platonic
authorship, examines nathn the peculiarities adduced, and explains them mainlv on the
supposition that the work, belonging to Plato’s old age. evinces his failing powers.

Xenophon: Hellenica. Ed. C. Hide, (i) Editio maior. Pp. x — 343, 8 hi.
in) Editio minor. Pp. 282. Leipsic : Teubncr, 1939. 3.20 m.

This edition of the Hfllnnra is based on a new collation ot Godex B. It is issued in a major
and a minor edition, the latter omitting the critical introdm turn and apparatus critical but
retaining the units now in am.
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Dionysius Halicarnaseus. Vol. VI, Opuscula. Edd. H. Usexer, L. Hadermactier.
II. 2. Pp. xxix -f 32. Leipsic : Teubner, 1029. 3.G0 m .

After an interval of a quarter of a century Professor Hadermacher has produced the preface,

together a\ ith an index nominum et locormn , to the second volume of the edition by Usener
and himself of the critical works of Dionysius. Long despaired of, its appearance will be
all the more welcome to students of Greek literary criticism.

Menandri Reliquiae. Ed. C. Jexsex. Pp. lxxvi -- 184. Berlin: Weidmann, 1929.

Menander is here edited with an introduction dealing w ith the constitution of the text and
the placing of the fragments, a bibliography, an elaborate apparatus critic

u

s* and a full index

verborutn. It is a conscientious piece of w ork, not only on the part of the editor but also on
that of his printers and publishers.

Classical Studies. By G. >1. Saroeauxt. Pp. viii -/ 285. London : Chatto and

Windus, 1929. 7*. O/.

These essays, graceful in style and pleasantly discursive, were worth collecting within the

covers of a single volume. All are \ ariations on classical themes, such as the Greek Athletic

Ideal, the Classical Pastoral and Giorgione, the Landscape of Virgil; the last essay is an
illuminating study of a great humanist, Winekelmann. But perhaps the best of all (in spite

of a rather hackneyed title) is the second, which treats with much acuteness of the subject

of romanticism, or rather the lack of it, in Greek literature ami art, and includes some
excellent remarks, somewhat in the vein of criticism associated with Worringer, on the

Parthenon.

The Works of Aristotle, translated into English under the editorship of W. D. Eo^s.
Physica. Translated by It. P. Hardie and It. K. Gave. No pagination. Oxford

:

Clarendon Press, 1930. I0,s. (>/.

The high standard of the Oxford translation of Aristotle is well maintained in this fasci< ule.

The text followed is in the main Bekker's, but many changes have been admitted (and duly

noted) as a result of a study of the reported MS. readings and of the Greek commentators.

La tradition manuscrite et les editions des discours de 1 Empereur Julien.
Bv J. Bidez. Pp. x — 152. University of Ghent, 1929.

Professor Bidez. having edited the letters of Julian, now passes to the speeches. The
present work, which discusses some sixty MSS. inspected by the author, is of the nature of

prolegomena to the proposed edition. t<> whose appearance in the Bade series all students

of Julian will look forward with mmh eagerness.

Euripides. By W. N. Bates. Pp. xiii — 315. Philadelphia; University of Pennsyl-

vania Press. London: Humphrey Milford, 1930. 21s.

‘The plan adopted has been to set forth in three preliminary chapters an account of his

life and the chief characteristics of his work, and then to follow this with spe< iul studies on

each of the extant plays/ There is also a chapter on the lost plays, and a useful biblio-

graphical appendix, ‘Euripides in the Papyri/ The volume is equipped with many
illustrations from vase-paintings.
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Platonis Epistulae. Ed. F. Novotxy. Pp. vii — 319. University of Brno, 1930.

A detailed and unprejudiced commentary oil the Platonic* epistle* was a real need.

Suspicion brnuulit neglect, and. a* Mr. Novotny aptly remark*. * ea facillime suspiciuntur

quae minimc intelleguntur.’ This edition should do much to break the VLcious circle and

establish criticism on a surer basis. Mr. Novotny’s own conclusion i* that all the epistles are

genuine except the first.

Festschrift Walter Judeich. Pp. -90. Weimar: Boehlaus, 1929. 15 ;»

.

This collection of essays, presented to the distinguished Professor of Ancient History at

Jena by his colleagues on his seventieth birthday, covers a vide field. Nine out of the

fifteen are of direct interest to classical students: they treat of the following subjects :

—

the oldest walls of Athens; Anaxagoras and Democritus : the coinage of Pergamun; the

text of Varro's tie r* rttttinii St. Paul and Seneca: Tacitus* fie nmtorihn s* ; the dating of

early Christan Latin inscriptions; knowledge of the geography of Egypt shown by
Greek and lloman writers; doctor and state in antiquity.

Andocide : Discours. Ed. and tr. G. Palmeyl>a. 25 fr.

Aristophane : Tome V
;
L'Assemblee des Femmes

;
Ploutos. Ed. V.

Coulox ; tr. H. van Daele. 39 //•.

Jos&phe: Contre Apion. Ed. Tu. Keixack ; tr. L. Blum. 28 //*.

Platon : Tome IV, 2e partie
;
Le Banquet. Ed. and tr. L. Robix\ 25//*.

Xenophon : Anabase I—III. Ed. and tr. P. Masqueray. 30,/'/*.

Marc le Diacre : Vie de Porphyre. Ed. and tr. H. Gregoire, 51. A. Kugexer.
X>jr.

Les Argonautiques d’Orphee. Ed. and tr. G. Dottixx 50,/E

Pans : Assoc-n. G. Bude, 1929-30.

The first five volumes belong to the well-known ‘ Collection des Univer.sites de France/
the

k Bude series proper. That they will in no way diminish the high reputation of the
scries may he inferred from the names of the distinguished scholars who have produced them.

The life of Porphyry, bishop of Gaza, belongs to the
k

Collection Byzantine/ but
conforms to the conventional Bude stvle. The differentiae of the edition of the Orphic
AtynuttufiCft are a long and detailing introduction dealing with everv aspect of the poem and
a very full apparatus cttUctt*.

EiKovoypa<pr)n£vr| f) AcoSskocvtictos Kai r} An Iuvtccktikti tmv 'EAAr)vcov

'EOvoauueAeuats. Topos FFpcoTos. By T)it. Skhvos Zervos. Pp. 79.3, with a
map. 88 plates and 038 figures. Athens : P. D. 8akellarios, 1930.

This is a very interesting and in many ways remarkable hook, and it will be found of great
value by those who wish to gain an insight into the problems confronting the statesmen of
post-war Greece. The author, who is a doctor of medicine and a native of Kalymnos, is

w ell known both for his professional w orks and for his numerous hooks upon the Dodecanese.
The substance of the text of the present work is formed by the official reports of speeches
delivered by Dr. Zervos as deputy for Athens-Piraeus in the Fourth National Constituent
Assembly of the Greeks between January and November 1924. in which this energetic
deputy expressed his views upon a great variety of subjects, the most important being
those connected with education, the settlement of the refugees, and above all tlic question
of the Dodecanese. But Dr. Zervos also showed a lively interest in many other minor
problems, such as the widening of the Corinth canal, the development of Greek spas, the
water-supply of Athens, etc. In the brief period of his deputyship he witnessed the fall
of several ministries, and he attributes these rapid changes, probably with justice, in some
measure to the nerve-strain produced by protracted sessions in the hottest months of the
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year. It Mould be too much to expect that the author's 'Speeches, often delivered under

these trying circumstance*, should he marked by the absence of M>idtum and it ft. but they

display a wide knowledge of the various political piobh ms. and are distinguishedthiouehout

by a lofty and fervid, if at times lather nairow, patiiutisin. It is, however, patnotism of

this kind which lias enabled Greece to solve tile ttnibh* jHoblem of the iciugt * - with a

success which, it may be said without exaggeration. ha-* comman<l< d the admiration of the

world. The question of tin* Dodccaiu "e is. almost inevitably. tirated v\ i 1 1 c a \ioFnt anti-

Italian bias. Tlio-e readeis who deprecate thi* should try to place themselves in the

position of this ardent and patiiotic son of the Dodecanese. They will, at any late, find

here the main historical facts, and can exercise their own eiitical power - as to the author's

presentation of his case.

For the scholar and lover of Greece the most attractive part of the woik will he* the

really extraordinary wealth of the illustrations and the full descriptive notes winch accom-

pany them. He will find a portrait-nailery of recent Greek politicians, a seiics of pic tun s

illustrating the difficulties attending the settle ment of the refugees, and above all numerous

photographs of the heroes, costumes, sites, buildings and tre asurcs of the islands of Kalv mnus

and Patmod. Patmos naturally possesses the greatest general interest on account of its

famous monastery of St. John founded in the eleventh century. The wealth of it 1- ecclesi-

astical treasures and manusciipts will come as a siu prise to many, and the author has

done science a good service in making a permanent record of these masterpieces of Byzantine

art. The photographing was, he says, attended by considerable difficulty and some

personal danger, so that our gratitude should be all the greater. The quality of tin* repro-

ductions varies a good deal, but many are excellent. To the reviewer s mind the least

successful are the so-called colour-plates, which are really monochromes printed in ratlur

distressing yellow-buff. A valuable feature for the palaeographer is the chronological

series of handwriting specimens, ranging from the fourth to the fourteenth century.

The volume is a worthy monument of Greek patriotism, and t lie lover of Greece will

look forward to the appearance of the second volume, which will deal with the remaining

islands of the Dodecanese.
F. H. M.

Miniatures des plus anciens MSS. gTecs de la Bibliotheque Nationale du
vie au xiv e siecle. By Henri O.mont. Paris : Honore (Tampion, 1020.

This book is ail amplification of M. OmoiiEs M itttftlnrm dts pin .s tomtit v MSS. </ites dr

la Btbliothtqne Xationafa published Mime thirty years ago. by the addition of sixtv-eight

more plates reproducing miniatures from twenty new MSS. from tin* great Pan* i ollet tion.

The introduction remain* practically the >.uni‘ as that of the previous work and there is still

the same erroneous statement that the second drawing made for Peirese. francais 033< >,

f. 31, showing the promise to Abraham, from the Cotton Genesis, represent-* Gene-a-. * lia p.

xv. 1. Comparison with the original shows that the original miniature. Gotten MS. Otho

B vi, f. 18, is placed beneath Genesis \n. 1- 3. First reproduced is the Sinope hagment,

followed bv the four MSS. reproduced in the earlier work, the miniatures for the Xicander

Suppl. grec 247 being all given. The first of the new MSS. to be reproduced i< the imp* rtant

Psalter fragment, grec 20. with its connexion w ith the Moscow ( Tiludof Psalter and the * it her

members of the so-called monast le-theoh >gieal gr*mp < if B\ zantmc llluminat ed Psa Iter*. Tw * >

possible errors should be noted in the description of this MS. Fust the Theodore Psalter in

the British Museum is Add. MS. 10332, not 10331 ; secondly. Ik^ioirrfiftii d< v tuatl*. PI.

LXXVII, Xo. 20, is a slightly confusing rendering of
C H ’AvacnraCTis. which is the subject

depicted. Plates LXXIX-XCI are devoted to portraits of the Evangelists from the

tenth to the fourteenth century, a most valuable collection for study of the change of style.

It is perhaps a pity that the interesting exedra behind the St. John of Goislm 103. PI.

LXXXI, is not better reproduced, especially as there is no mention of it in the description

of the plate. Following this series is the tine New Testament cycle of the Halo- Byzantine

fourteenth-century Gospel hook, grec 34, which, though already used by Millet in his Icano-

yraphie dc VEnunjik , lias never been fully reproduced; especially interesting are the

unfinished miniatures, so valuable for the study of technique. After two plates from the
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lives of the saints, four MSS. eleventh to fourteenth century of the liturgical version of the

works of St. (Iregury Xazianzen are reproduced : two of the type employing illustration

at the beginning of each chapter and two of the type which use miniatures placed m the

text. Finally, there are four plates from the four well-known MSS. Cantacuzene,

Hippocrates. Dosiades and Theocritus.

ft i" a magnificent corpus of plates and the descriptions are excellent, though one

lament n the tact that the dates of the MSS. are not placed upon the plates which reproduce

them. It is, moreover, rather confusing to put the folio references at the bottom of each

plate instead < >f underneath the miniatures to w hieh they refer. Three times folio references

are not given on the plates at all; cf. Pis. C XYI-CXVIII, though they are given in the

description of the plates.

Hesiodi Theogonia. Edited by Fixix Jacoby. Pp. 212. Berlin : Weidmann,
1030.

This is a critical edition of the Theoyentf : the editor hopes to write a commentary at some
future date. A critical edition challenges us at on<*c to look at the text. The devices and
designs by which this is ornamented do not inspire us with confidence. Jacoby tells us

that he lias endeavoured to print a text which >liall show ib the poem in the form in which
it left Hesiod's hands, and that this original poem may be obtained by omitting four classes

of additions; viz. (1) Xew matter relating to things or persons omitted by Hesiod; the

additions are due to rhapsodes of seventh to sixth centuries : examples are Hecate,

Typlioeus. This class is further subdivided into hist, second, third, etc., additions. (2)

Amplifications of subjects treated by Hesiod, t.y.. nitspring of Xiglit, "War of Titans. (3)

Double treatments of the same thing, c.y. the double prooemium and other minor doublets

added by rhapsodes. (4) Interpolations proper in so far as they can be distinguished from

(2) and (3). All these additions appear in smaller print than the original poem and are

further distinguished from each other by various marks on the left-hand margin. Thus for

(1) there are vertical parallel lines up to a maximum of three : these series of lines may also

be numbered 1, 2, 3, 3u, ocia, 36, 4, 5, and so on at top and bottom. If only we could sum
this series to the >jtli term, we could probably calculate the net sale of copies of the Theoyon j
for any year in the sixth century. As it is they are apparently designed to tell us the

chronological order in which the additions are supposed to have taken place. Jacoby is

not alw ay* certain to which class of spurious matter a particular passage belongs, but c

still,’

he says, * the straightforward method and design of the whole poem, and the restraint

( verent mlia
)
exercised, as we have show n, by rhapsodes m expanding the work of a famous

poet, give us confidence, first that we have for the most part discerned the truth, and second

that it is generally quite possible to decide which portions go back to Hesiod, and which
have been added afterwards in the course of recitation by others.

1

It would, however, be a pity if all this pretentiousness were to deter students of the

Theoyon}} from using this book. In the Introduction, written in Latin, there is much
useful matter, dealing with papyri, Hesiodic orthography, etc. An important part of such

a w ork is the history of our text. Jacoby thinks that Kzach's classification of M88. was in

some respects faulty, and in particular blames him for not seeing that between a ninth-

century archetype and the mediaeval MS8. there must have been a number of copies made, if

we are to account for Mich facts as that our copies do not always show the poems in the same
order, and that some MSS. do not contain all three poems. Jacoby finds three lines of

descent from the ninth century archetype. This ultimately depends on an edition of im-

perial times containing the three poems. That such editions existed is inferred from papyri.

Of its history before that time it is hazardous to speak. The poem ends with lines fore-

casting the ( 'ntaloyue of Women. But a similar transition has already taken place at 1. 063,

where the poet takes leave of the gods proper and goes on to tell of the progeny of unions

between goddesses and mortal men. So it is possible that at one time the Theoyony ended
at 062, lines 063- 1* > 10 being a fjpcooyovia ( Hevne). But the lieroogonv cannot belong to the

Catti?oyne of Wom*n / For the rest of the poem the internal evidence has been variously

interpreted and various
k

original ’ Theogonies sketched. The reviewer is doubtful whether
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Jacoby's ambitious and complicated scheme 'will command any wider acceptance than th< we
which he rejects.

T. A. S.

Three Cretan Plays—the Sacrifice of Abraham, Erophile and Gyparis.
Also the Cretan pastoral poem. The Fair Shepherdess. Translated in mi

the Greek by F. H. Marshall, with an introduction by Joiix Mavroourl>ato.
Pp. vi — 338. Oxford University Press, 1021).

Six plays, Mr. Mavrogordato tells us, are still extant to testify to the fai t that at the

beginning of the seventeenth century 4

there was in Crete a Greek community Millie lent Iv

cultured to demand the performance of plays of the same general type as thfw; which wen*
being tnjoyed all over Western Europe.* Their immediate connexions are, of course, w ith

the Italian theatre —Crete having been part of the Venetian dominions for some 400 years—
but they are much more than mere adaptations or translation®, am l being written in the

living idiom of the island they constitute * outstanding achievements in the body of modern
Greek literature.* Of the circumstances in which they were produced next to nothing

appears to be known; only one of them is other than anonymous. The three which are

here introduced to the English reader by Prof. Marshall are respect i \ el\ a miracle play, a

tragedy of blood, and a pastoral, with a short and rather charming idyll as an addendum.
The miracle play on the sacrifice of Abraham, a subject popular also in France and England,

is of considerable interest and. in places, power, and it has been sue ee^-ially acted <>t icecrit

years both in Greece and in Holland
;
quite possibly the pastoral might also pr e a Micros,

for it is better diversified than su<*h pieces usually are and by no means wanting m humour.
Except for a few lyric passages, the originals are composed throughout in

4

political * wr^e,

for rendering which Prof. Marshall has chosen its nearest English equivalent, the fourUeiier,

a rather refractory metre, which he has not always succeeded in duly ballasting and
keeping on an even keel; but it would be ungracious to press this point in view of the

general interest of what lie puts before us. Mr. Mavrogordato* s introduction, consisting

largelv of a synopsis of the three plavs, will be in great part familiar to readers ot tin*

JJI.S. for 1928.

AT S.

La morale et la loi dans la philosophie antique. By A. Bill. Pp. xv 301 .

Paris : F. Alcan, 1928.

This book, as the preface explains, is intended to be a preliminary study to a further work
with the title Le dieu de VEicniyile et le dien dr !n lot. But while considering the problem of

the Mosaic law as envisaged by the early Christians, the author was led to make a preliminary

survey of the ideas of law in ancient philosophers. He recognises, of course, that the

problem of reconciling the law of the gospels with the law of Moses was something entirely

different from the more general philosophic problem of the reconciliation between the

rights of the civic authority and those of the individual. But he thinks that something

has been lost by over-emphasising the difference, by not taking into account the tart that

the law of Moses was civic as well as religious. Moreover, in early Christianity * nous

constatons assez souvent une repercussion des doctrines philusopliiques s'apphquant aux
lois humaines sur Fenseignement du christianisme au sujet de la loi revelee

J

Q>. 10). But

the details of this repercussion are deferred till the future work. In this he is concerned

to trace the different conceptions of law m ancient philosopher^, especially their attitude

towards the civic code and the moral law—the relations between a positive law and a

moral way. For this was very like the problem faced by the early Christians when they

were confronted with the Mosaic law on the one hand and the gospels on the other. The
survey deals chiefly with {1 )

Hesiod, the pre-Soeraties anil the Sophists
; (2) Socrates, Plato,

Aristotle; (3) Cynics, Stoics, Aristippus and Epicurus, Sceptics, neo-Pythagoreans, etc.,

and Cicero. There are some thirty pages ot citations of the more important passages

referred to in the text. The whole is a not uninteresting but far too prolix study. Its

value to the classical scholar is not great, but no doubt the real object of the book will bo

more apparent when its sequel appears.
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Ancient Painting. By Mary Hamit tux Myixdj.er. Pp. xlv — 489, with 640 illustra-

tion^. Xowllaven : Yule University Pre"S ; London: Humphrey Milford, 1929. 25s.

Mi"- M\in<ller h;\" clio-en a good M_.de for tin* tir-d book in the English language on the

hi"toiy ot a in. lent painting: it i" suiliueiitly detailed to be useful as a work of reference

without being >o minute in treatment as to be usele-s as a geiieiui survey. Thus it falls

neatly m between Pnd. Pfuld’s two book", and "implement-^, and in some respects super-

sede ", b< »t h The be"t features ot the bo. »k are til * clarified bibliography, the index (w hich

for ome in a way is really labour-saving t, and the remarkably reasonable price. The

ilhi"t rations are numerou". but veiy small: m "ome ca^es thev are reproduced from unsatis-

factory matei ial, am l in one instance ‘Fig. 591) are derived from non-antique originals. On
the other hand, they contain a large propoitmn of rarely illustrated pieces, especially in the

later ],eiiod : ot many examples ue might quote the carpet-style mosaic from the House of

Statius at Tinmad, six drawings of painted tombs from the Gorsini Codex, a variety of

frescoc" in South llus"ian tombs, four \ lew" of Marissu I. and a good selection of catacomb-

painting". Generally speakimr, the later chapters are the more up-to-date and enterprising

;

whi< h is perhaps natural, considering how actively American students are now devoting

themselves to the late antique. The chapters dealing with the classical period are

necessarily more superficial, and are not always abreast of the latest procurable information.

On the whole, however, one may apply to Miss Swindler’s work, though in a spirit of

approbation and not disparagement, the phrase that Petromus used of Alexandrian

impressionism, and call it wuynetc artG onnpf mlitu'ut.

La Mosaique. By Adrien Blanc hex. Pp. -39, w ith 24 plates. Paris : Payot, 192S.

75/r.

M. Blanchet ‘s hook is based to some extent on Gauckler’s classic article in Sayliu-Pottier, but

its chronological scope is much wider (since it extends to the present day) and in many
details it improves on Gauekler, especially in the matter of illustrations.

After a chapter oil techmq ue, M. Blanchet proceeds to discuss origins. Here his account

needs nn xhtymg in several respects. In the first place, having published his hook two years

ago. he says nothing of the shell and lapis mosaics from Ur : nor does he mention the inlaid

columns from A1 Fbaid, which considerably antedate the geometrically-decorated facade

at Warka, his earliest example. In the classical period, moreover, he passes over the early

fouith-centmy mosaic at Motya ; and without arguing the point assigns a Homan date to

the p.uement m the pronaos of the temple of Zeus at Olympia, whereas there seems every

reason to think that it is at least as earl\ as the fourth century. He is equally, and more
justifiably, disinclined to attribute any existing monuments to the early Hellenistic period;

and like other students he begins with the first century B.<\

M. Blanchet follows the general modern tendency to ascribe the Barberini nilotio

mo"aic (whuh, incidentally, is at Palestrina, not Home : see p. 62) not to the period of

Sulla, but to the imperial age ; to give the original of the Alexander mosaic to Philoxenos of

Eietria. not to the vague Helena ; and to regard DioM-urides of Samos as a copyist and not

an original artist.

He gives a useful, though incomplete, list of artists’ signatures on p. 55; and other

interesting details about donors, based on inscriptions at Barenzo and elsewhere. He
states that no signatures are found in Italy between the fourth and the eleventh centuries,

though they occur at Gon>tantinople and in Syria; he might have added the names of

Georgios and Kusmas, Martyrios and Faustinos, who signed the fifth-sixth-century mosaics

in the church of S. Anastasia at Arkassa on Karpathos. As to the question of itinerant

cartoons and copybooks discussed at length by Dr. Schmidt in her monograph on the

Barberini mosaic, lie keeps an open mind, remarking that no exact replicas seem to occur.

In chronology M. Blanc hot generally accepts the customary dates. He places the Tyre
mosaic in the Louvre c . 690, however; doubts, though for no apparently adequate reason,

the traditional date r. 400 for the apse of S. Pudenziuna ; and favours tilt 1 fifth-century date

for the nave mosaics in S. Maria Maggiore, as against Urisar (whom he does not mention).
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In twice describing San Vitale as a copy of S. Sophia, he overlooks the fact that the

Kavennate church is the older by about six years.

M. Blanchet's notes on Lombard Romanesque mosaics at Cremona, Pavia, Piacenza,

etc., seem to ignore the researches of Kingsley Porter: but his chapter on medieval pave-

ments generally is a welcome collection of material not otherwise immediately accessible.

The bibliography is good, if fragmentary; there is unfortunately no index.

R. H.

Orient et Occident, II. By J. Ebersolt. Pp. 113, with 16 plates. Paris and

Brussels : G. Van Oest. 1929.

The second volume of M. Ebersolt 's study of the relations between Frame and the Near
East during the Middle Ages is devoted to the period of the Crusades. He first discusses

the cultural effects of such political events as the Christian kingdom of Jerusalem and the

Latin empire of Constantinople, the loss of the Holy Land and the Mongol invasion, the

Turkish invasion and the loss of Constantinople ; and he finally describe^ the influent, e of

Byzantine and Asiatic art on French Romanesque and Gothic.

Die Tondacher der Akropolis. By Ernst Buschor. I. Simen, Pp. 03
; 63 illustra-

tions in text and 12 plates in colour. Berlin : W. de Grinder & Co., 1929. 60 m.

This is the first publication to bring some kind of clarity into the obscure subject of the

architectural painted terra-cottas of the Acropolis. Large quantities of fragments survive,

but no classification of them has hitherto been attempted. Prof. Buschor examines the

character of the two great centres of architectural terra-cotta industry in the seventh

century— Corinth and Sparta. The Spartan type spread over Laconia. Arcadia, Olympia

and Aegina, the Corinthian over Argolis, Delphi, Corfu, and Aetolia. Curiously enough, it

was not the Laconian which reached Athens but the Corinthian, despite the proximity of

Aegina. The Corinthian style, both of construction and of painted design on the o7//o,

was paramount at Athens almost to the middle of the sixth century. From that time

Athenian influence begins to make itself felt, and gradually there develops a
v
black-figure

’

style of a-painting which slowly merges into a ‘ red-figure ’ style, closely following the

development of vase-painting in that aspect of it tlnat eoneerns the decorative adjuncts < if

vases. Between the Persian destruction of 480 and the Peru lean reorganisation of the

Acropolis many of the old buildings, damaged but not destroyed by the Persians, seem to

have been reconditioned and repaired. Inevitably their terra-cotta adornments were

largely remade at this time. Naturally the author makes no attempt to attach any of his

twenty-six types of *<7//// with certainty to any specific building, except in the case of the

Troilos pediment. For there were many buildings, as, for instance in the Brauroneion

area, of which we know nothing what soever.

The coloured plates in which the sun/r-deMgns are shown developed, are of the greatest

help for those who wish to make a study of the growth of highly conservative convention.

S. C.

Ancient Corinth, with a topographical sketch of the Corinthia. Part I :

from the earliest times to 404 B.C. By J. G. o'Xeii.l. Pp. 270; 6 plates.

Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press: London: Humphrey Milford, 1930.

This survey of Corinthian history comes from the pen of an Irish scholar who has been

clo&ely associated with the American excavator.-* on the spot. He has produced a lively and

readable book, full of clear-cut verdicts and forcibly expressed opinions. Comment on it

is made here section-wise.

In the introductory chapter on topography Prof. O'Xeill describes the structure of the

Corinthia clearly, and he effectually disposes of the belief that the whole of it was of a low-

order of fertility. In fixing the boundaries of the Corinthia he might have consulted the

J. H. S.—VOL. L. C C
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arbitral award on the Corinth-AIegara frontier in 7. G. 1\ 1* 1 1 • The name of the second

port on the Saronic Gulf is proved to have been Peiraeus, not Speiraeus, by the inscription

in 7. G. IV. 329.

A elo-e connexion between prehistoric Corinth and Crete is suggested b\ Prof. O Neill,

who derive* the chief Corinthian deities from that island. He is se\ere on Dr. Leafs

opinion that in AIvccnaoan times the site of Corinth 'was deserted. He could ha\e

strengthened his case here by describing more fully the results of the American explorations.

in the section on Baccliiads and Cypselids the author gives a good sketch of what

little is known about the Corinthian constitution, and he adduces some evidence for dating

Pheidon's conquest back to the eighth century. He deals rather summarily with the

disputed chronology of the tyrants, and he doc* not sufficiently discuss the overseas relations

of Corinth. The weakest point in his book i* his failure to trace the Corinthian trade in

ceramics. On this question the monograph by AVilisch, excellent for its time, is now ou

of date, and a new survey of the evidence would have been desirable. The presence of

Corinthian vases at Xaucratis, and their increasing rarity in Italy and Sicily after oOO B.e.,

are sufficient examples of the historical value of the pottery finds. The relations between

Corinth and her colonies might have been illustrated by the significant fact that the coins

of the colonies (except Corcyra) were struck on the Corinthian type.

In reviewing the record of the Corinthians in the Persian \\ ars, Prof. O Neill argues.

not without success, that they Avcre self-centred rather than selfish. He does not discuss

the supposed 4

flight
J

of the Corinthian squadron at Salamis.

On the rivalry between Corinth and Athens and the antecedents of the Peloponnesian

AVar the author makes a number of good points. He rightly emphasises that the occupation

of Xaupactus was a serious threat to Corinth, though he hardly justifies his description of

the alliance between Alegara and Athens as a
4 death-blow ' to Corinthian interests (p. 1S9).

With equal good reason he minimises the importance of the Alegarian decree or decrees of

Pericles. He effectively exposes the weakness of the Corinthian case against the Cor-

cvraeans. But he appears to overshoot the mark in asserting that the Corinthians intended

in any case to embroil the Peloponnesus with Athens; and it is difficult to reconcile the

statement that in 433 Athens was still exhausted by the disasters which led to the Peace of

44fi <p. 203) with the contention that Sparta feared the increase in Athenian power (p. 209).

Air. O'Neill hardly strengthens the case of those who hold that the Peloponnesian War was

inevitable against those who believe that it was due to unskilful handling of a by no means

desperate situation.

The illustrations of the American excavation area will be welcome to readers who
have not seen the excavation reports.

AI. C.

Wirtschaftliche Schwankungen der Zeit von Alexander bis Augustus.
By F. Heichelmeim. Pp. 142; 10 tables; 2 graphs. Jena : Fischer, 1930. 6 m.

In this volume fresh ground is broken over a new' field of inquiry in two directions. In

the light of the most recently published data the author has supplemented and at times

corrected the price-statistics of previous scholars. In particular, he has extensively

amended Glotz's remarkable set of curves for Delos. Again, w hereas earlier investigators

have usually confined their attention to single commodities or to particular places, he has

brought into connexion the figures relating to different articles and various sites. By this

method he has arrived at two important conclusions. He has show n that prices in general

moved in sympathy with those of wheat, which may therefore be used as an index of the

total costs of life; and that the eastern Mediterranean tended more and more to become a

single economic area in w Iik h prices attained a fairly uniform level. The author goes on
to draw some interesting conclusions from his statistics, e.y. on the economic effect of the

political disorders in Egypt under the later Ptolemies, and on the reasons why immigration

into that country w as brisk during the third century but fell aw ay during the second. But
he is far too good an economist to jump at the many hasty but delusive inferences which his

figures suggest; indeed he candidly warns his readers that we must wait for the Corpus of
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Prices in Egypt now in preparation before a general synthesis for that country can be

profitably attempted.

The book is an important contribution to the proper understanding of the Hellenistic

period, and it marks a definite stage forward in the studv of Greek economics.

M. 0.

Zum Aufbau der Geschichtserzahlung bei Polybios. By A. Felloiann. Pp.

93. Bern : E. Fliiek & Co., 1929.

This dissertation contains a minute anahsis of two typical passages in Polybius—the story

of the Mercenary Bevolt (I. 63-88) and the account of Hannibal's campaigns in 218-16

(III. 6-118)—with the object of setting forth his principles of composition. The author's

main conclusion is that Polybius was at pains to group his material symmetrically, and that

to this end he sacrificed that impression of movement which a perfectly balanced style cannot

convey. This result may appear somewhat startling, in view of the fact that the main
theme of Polybius' history is the perpetual motion in the growth of the Roman empire, and
that a running scene shoMs up better on a frieze than on a pediment. But it helps to

explain why a writer who took so much trouble about his style, and had an almost ideal

subject for his x>en, requires a constant effort of attention on the x>art of his readers.

In a short ajqjendix on Polybius' speeches Dr. Feldmann makes the interesting obser-

vation that the harangues of Hannibal and Scipio to their soldiers are written in pfr*<»ut
9
and

make allowance for the different kind of ax>peal to which the Punic and the Roman troops

would resxiond. The corresponding s])eeches in Livy might have been used to develop

this point.

Hellenistic Civilisation. By W. W. Tarn. Second edition. Pp. viii -f- 334. London:
Arnold, 1930. 16^.

In this new edition Mr. Tarn has rewritten a few x>assages which needed reconsideration in

the light of new evidence, and has supplied brief references to support statements for which

the authority does not lie close at hand.

The fact that the first imx>ression should have been sold out in three years commends
Mr. Tarn's book more than any review. It is also an encouraging sign of the awakening
interest in the later Greek world which the author has done so much to call forth.

Corpus Medicorum Graecorum. Auspiciis Academiarum Associatarum ediderunt

Academiae Berlinensis Hauniensis Lip^iensis

Vol. XI. 1 : Philumeni De Venenatis Animalibus, eorumque Remediis

;

ex codice Vaticano primum edidit Maximilian us Wellman x, 1908.

Vol. XI. 2. 1 : Pseudo-Galeni In Hippocratis De Septimanis Commentarium
ab Hunaino Q.F. Arabice Versum

;
ex codice MonacenM primum edidit et

Gertnanice vertit Gotthelf Bergstraesser, 1914.

Vol. V. 9. 1 : Galeni In Hippocratis De Natura Hominis, In HijDpocratis De
Victu Acutorum, De Diaeta Hippocratis in Morbis Acutis. Ediderunt
Joannes 31eWalt. Georgius Helmreioh, Joannes Wt>texberger, 1914.

Vol. V. 9. 2 : Galeni In Hippocratis Prorrhetieum I. Comm. III. De Comate
Secundum Hippocratem. In Hippocratis Prognosticum Comm. III.

Ediderunt Hermannus Diels, Joannes Mewalt, Josephus Heeg, 1913.

Vol. V. 4. 2 : Galeni De Sanitate Tuenda, De Alimentorum Facultatibus,
De Bonis Malisque Sucis, De Victu Attenuante, De Ptisana. Ediderunt
Ivonradus Koch, Georgius Helmreich, Carolus Kalbfleisi h, Otto Hartlich,
1923.

Vol. IX. 1 : Paulus Aegineta; Pars Prior, Libri I-IV. Edidit I. L. Helberg,
1921.

c c 2
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Vol. IX. 2 : Paulus Aegineta
;
Pars Altera, Libri V-VII. Edidit I. L. Heiberg,

1924.

Vol. I. 1 : Hippocratis Indices Librorum, Jusjurandum, Lex, De Arte, De
Medico, De Decenti Habitu, Praceptiones, De Prisca Medicina, De
Aere Locis Aquis, De Alimento, De Liquidorum Usu, De Flatibus.

Edidit I. L. Heiberg, 1927.

Vol. VI. 3: Oribasii Synopsis ad Eustathmm, Libri ad Eunapium. Edidit

Joannes Raeder, 1926.

Vol. VI. 1.1: Oribasii Collectionum Medicarum Reliquiae. Vol. I. Libri

I-VIII. Edidit Joannes Raeder, 1928.

Vol. VI. 1.2: Oribasii Collectionum Medicarum Reliquiae. Vol. II. Libri
IX-XVII. Edidit Joannes Raeder, 1929.

Vol. IV : Sorani Gynaeciorum Libri IV, De Signis Fracturarum, De Fasciis,

Vita Hippocratis secundum Soranum. Edidit Joannes Ilberg, 1927.

The editors and publishers of the Corpus Mediconun Graecorum may well be congratulated

on what they have so far accomplished. Here we have—for the first time in many instances

such as in the works of Galen and of ISoranus— critical editions of Greek medical works free

from the inaccuracies which have hitherto obscured them. A patient and thorough search

of all the codices, an investigation in which the aid of modern photographic processes was
largely invoked, has achieved this happy result . We gladly pay a tribute to the enthusiasm,

earnestness and thoroughness of foreign scholarship which has made such an arduous feat

possible. The volumes are of serviceable size, the typo is large and clear, and the paper is

thick and strong, important factors in an edition not likely to be superseded for many years.

On the ^hole the amount of emendation employed is small and of reasonable compass.

Codices not hitherto consulted have often given the key to the difficult passage. In some
of the volumes, footnotes are given dealing with the authors' indebtedness to other

writers, or referring to parallel passages in their own works. One might wish that these

footnotes were a little fuller, but the editors had to consider, no doubt, the danger of

cumbersomeness.

In the prefaces an admirably succinct account is given of the codices, but in the three

volumes of Galen there is here much overlapping, as the same codex is described repeatedly

by the different editors. Moreover, it is inevitable, with different editors to the various

treatises, that these prefatory remarks should differ in matter and in scope. This disparity

in method and style is particularly noticeable in the volumes of Galen’s works, where the

three or four prefaces are lumped together at the beginning of each volume. However,
on the whole the apparatus criticus is very complete and the critical account of former

editions makes very interesting reading. The labour involved in the collection and
preparation of all this material has often been enormous : thus for Paul of Aegina alone

there are some sixty codices extant. Each volume, with, the exception of those for Hippo-
crates and Oribasius, is furnished with an Index rerborum and an Index nominum , but it is

a pit v that these useful appendages are not drawn up on a more uniform plan.

Vol. XI. 1 : Philumeni—De venenatis animallbus, etc. This is the first appearance of

this work. The nature of the Vatican MS. (Gr. 284, Saec. XI) was recognised only in 1906.

It is interesting as the only considerable surviving fragment of Pliilumenos, but is really a
compilation, its sources being writers like Archigenes, 8trato and Soranus. Much of it is

found embodied in Aetius and in Paul of Aegina. It therefore contains little new, but the

description of the use of the cautery is important, and some of its sections will appeal to

the zoologist. It is very well edited.

Vol. XI. 2. 1 : Pseudo Galen l—In Hippocratis De Septhnan Is, This is a translation

from two Arabic codices, one of which is at Cambridge. The preface and translation of this

work is. exceptionally, in German. We agree that the internal evidence is against the

hitherto accepted view that this work is a translation by Hunain of a work composed by
Galen. Indeed Galen hesitated to acknowledge that the I)e Septimnn Is was a genuine Hippo-
cratic treatise (ev tco llspi ‘EpSogdScov ‘ImroKpocTous STnypacpogevcp jMpXicp), though he
occasionally refers to it. But it is obvious that the writer of this commentary was pro-

foundly influenced by Galen. It would be interesting to compare this treatise with the
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MS. (Xo. 7027) in the Bibliotheque Xationale, which Littre believes to be a Latin translation

of the lost Hippocratic treatise.

Vol. V. 9. 1 : Gahni in Hippocratis De Xatlira Hominis, etc. Vol. V. 9. 2 : Galeni in

Hippocratis Prorrheticum , etc. Vol. V. 4. 2 : Galeni De Sanitate Tucnda* etc. These three

volumes which deal with Galen’s works illustrate perhaps best of all the curiosa felicitus

displayed by those who are responsible for this edition. Here we have many diffi-

culties solved and at last a reliable text. The corrections are conservative and on
the whole convincing. In the Commentaries the arrangement of the Hippocratic

extracts at the head of the different sections is somewhat confusing, the same form of type

being used as for the main text, only somewhat spaced. This gives a diffuse appearance

and makes the reading difficult, particularly in some of the more unusual Hippocratic

words. The introduction by Mewaldt to the treatise on the De Natura Horn ini* is very

scholarly. He gives a most interesting history of the various editions, and he is particularly

ruthless with Kuhn’s presentation of this work. Kuhn relied for the most part on Chart ier,

a very inferior editor. The editors regard the Commentary on the De Salubri Virtu as the

third book of the Commentary on the De Xatura Horn in is. This seems reasonable in the

light of the Hippocratic treatise as well as from the internal evidence presented by the book

itself.

We note that the treatise De Diaeta Hippocratis in Morbis Acutis is regarded as an
authentic work, and the doubts raised by critics such as Gadaldinus Chartier and Acker-

mann are summarily disposed of.

De Comate sec. Hippocratem. This treatise exists only in a very imperfect codex, the

Laurentian, 74. 3 (Saec. XII). It contains one large lacuna which is represented in the

present edition (pp. 187-91) by part of a Latin translation made from a complete Greek

text by Nicholas of Reggio at the beginning of the fourteenth century. Chartier re-trans-

lated the Latin into Greek. He was imitated by Kuhn.
De Sanitate Tuenda. This very important work is edited from two codices in St.

Mark’s, which were found more satisfactory than the famous Codex Ileuinensis at the

Vatican. We learn that the codex from which Linacre made his excellent translation of

this work for the Aldine edition is now lost. Several graceful tributes are paid to him and
also to John Caius for the care they displayed in their editions of Galen.

De Alimentorum Facilitate. This rests on the Codex rescriptus Wissenburgenis 64 at

Wolfenbuttel of the sixth century. The Cheltenham Codex (Phillipps 4614) was found

disappointing.

De Victu Attenuante. This book was first published in Greek by Kalbfieisch in 1S9S,

after the discovery of the codex in the East in 1S40. Latin codices exist at Paris and at

Dresden, depending apparently on a translation made by Nicholas of Reggio. The preface

written by Kalbfieisch is a fine example of critical and discriminating scholarship.

De Ptisana. This book is regarded by Otto Hartlieh. its editor, as a compilation made
by a disciple of Galen. But the book is Galenic in character, and the fact that he does not

refer to it in his other writings is, we submit, no argument against his having written it.

It is at all events not an important w ork.

Diels in his preface in Vol. V. 9. 2 makes a challenging observation when lie says that

the Commentary on the De Aliminto is now” regarded as spurious and that the authenticity

of the Commentary on the De Humoribus is also questionable. We eagerly await the argu-

ments on which such a judgment is founded.

Of course, so far only the fringe of Galen’s works has been touched on. Those not

accustomed to read ancient medicine are not generally aware of the voluminous extent and

prolific range of his writings.

Vol. IX. 1 and 2 : Paula s* Atyinetn ; Pars Prior et Altera. The two volumes of Paul

of Aegina will illustrate the wide range of the editor's search for a satisfactory text. It is

interesting to observe how little he relies on previous editors. Eighteen codices, including

the Mt. Athos codex, have been consulted as the basis of Libri 1-1V which are included in

Vol. I (Pars Prior) of this edition. There are some sixty codices of these books extant.

Vol. II (Pars Altera) comprises Libri V—VII. The text of this rests on the authority of

several codices, of which six at Paris are the most important. Both these volumes have

good apparatus crtticus and footnotes. They are furnished with an Index nominum.
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Vol. I. 1 : Hippocrates. Indices Librorum , etc. This volume containing part of the

works of Hippocrates ^as originally undertaken by Diels. On his death the task was

completed by Heiberg. The apparatus criticus at the beginning, though complete, is very

condensed. But it is obvious that the collation of the various MSS, has been carried out

with painstaking thoroughness, and that all possible sources have been exhausted in the

search for a perfect text. A history of the various editions is not included.

The poetical form of the Oath is printed after the ordinary form. This curtailed form

is found in the Laurentian Codex (74. 3, Saee. XII, XIII) written in by a later hand,

probably of the fifteenth century. It is also found in the t\\ o Paris codices. This form was

printed by Kiihlewein in his Introduction to the Prognostics { Hipp . Opera, 1. 74) and it is

also given by Bussemaker in Poetae BucoL et Didart. (Didot, Paris, 1862).

Vol. VI. 3 : Oribasii Synopsis* etc. Vol. VI. 1. 1 et Vol. VI. 1. 2 : Oribasii Collec-

tion unt Medicanun Reliquiae Yols. I and II. These three volumes containing the works of

Onbasius edited by J. Raeder are well done. This is a very complete and scholarly piece

of work. The Synopsis ad Eustath ium and the Libri ad Eunapium are a great advance on the

edition made by Bussemaker and Daremberg (Paris, 1873). A number of skilful emen-

dations have been made. The two Laurentian codices (74, 17 and 74, 15) and the Paris

codex (Gr. 2188) are the sources chiefly employed. The two volumes which comprise the

Reliquiae also display great care. They rest principally on the authority of the Paris,

Cambridge (St. John’s A. 6. Saec. XVI) and the Naples codices. All these volumes have

copious footnotes dealing principally with references to other writers. Unfortunately they

are lacking in Indices.

Vol. IV : Gynaeciorum Libri, etc. The editor of the works of Soranus, J. Ilberg, gives

a very excellent history of the text in his Introduction. It will be noted that in this edition

the Libri Gynaeciorum are divided into four books and not into two as in the edition of Rose

(Lips., 1882). The text of the present edition is a decided improvement on previous editions.

A large number of corrections have been inserted; they seem reasonable and satisfy the

conditions very well. Some of them are quite ingenious. The edition made by Ermerins

has obviously been found very helpful. The Paris Codex 2153 (Saec. XV) is the one

chiefly employed. The Barberinos and Vossianus (which Ermerins used) are regarded as

of secondary importance. The papyrus found at Luxor in 1911) and published by De
Stephani in 1913 has solved some difficulties. At the end of the volume there are sixty-

seven plates, Fasciarinn Imagines, which are taken from a Laurentian Codex. They are,

however, of varving obscuritv and are hardly essential for the integrity of the work.

J. P.

ERRATUM
P. 281, for C.B. 32 read C.B. 33.
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I.—GENERAL

A
Abrasive tools in sculpture, 319
Acraiphia, inscr., 213
Aegean and Northern Balkans, 253
Aegina, excavations, 244; currency, 180
Alchemy, Greek, 109
Alexander, at feasts, 294
Alleged archaic group, 99, 328
Antioch in Pisidia, head of Augustus, 263

;

street-names, 272
Archaistic reliefs at Oxford, 140
Archidamian War. inscription of the, 288
Archon in Thucydides, 78
Arndt’s sarcophagus, 80
Artemis Orthia, Sanctuary, 146, 298, 329
Athena and Poseidon, contest, 9

Atliens, reform of currency by Solon, 179;
excavations, 236 ; Clazomenian sarco-

phagi (Nat. Mus.), 81 ;
sculpture (Acro-

polis Mus.). 313
Attica, excavations, 236
Augustus, mourning, head of, 263
Aurelius Papias, 267

B
Balkans and Aegean, 255
Banquets, Macedonian, 294
Boeotia, excavations. 237
Bologna, " Lemnian Athena ” head, 12

Boz-Eyuk, inscr., 266
Bridges of Xerxes, 216
Brindisi, grotto of Sta. Lucia, 197

Bronze mirror at Oxford, 32 ; Heracles from
Perachora, 240; archaic objects from
Samos, 250 ; tesserae from Ephesus, 265

Byzantine Congress, 327 ; Research in South
Italy, 327 ; Rite in South Italy, 188

C

Callias, Peace of, 105
Callisthenes and Alexander, 294
Camirus, vase-paintings, S3

Carpignano, chapel. 203
Cave chapels in S. Italy, 186; sculptures at

•Vari, 316; temples in Anatolia, 275
Cecrops, 4, 7

Chisel in sculpture, 315
Chronology, of Herodotus, 95

Citizenship, law of, 451, 106
Clazomenian sarcophagi, 80
Collins, leaden, from Palestine, 300
Compass, in sculpture, 316
Corinth, excavations, 237 ; silver supply,

182

Crete, excavations, 250
Croesus, currency of, 184
Currency of Aegina, 180 ; of Athens, 179 ; of

Lydia, 184; iron, in Sparta, 299
Cycladle Idols, 319
Cyprus, excavations, 252
Cvzicus, inscr., 23

D
Dam ysithymus, 108
Danubian invasions, 243, 255
Deesis, 203
Delos. Neutrality of, 20
Dinoma, 271
Dionvsopolls, 276
Dodona, excavations, 242
Dorla. 270
Dossena, sculptor, 329
Drill in sculpture, 102, 314, 328, 329

E
Eastern Rite, in Italy, 188
Egypt, records of sea-raids, 93
Emancipation. 286
Emery, in sculpture. 319
Emperor, Image of, 268
Ephesus, bronze tesserae, 265
Epigraphy, see Inscriptions.

Epirus, excavations, 242
Erechtheus, 8

Eros on lead coffin. 310
Etruscan migration to Italy, 89

F

Frescoes, Byzantine, in S. Italy, 191 if.

G
Giurdigxano. chapel. 204
Gold, alchemical making of. 127
( Gorgon, head of, on coffin, 301
Gouge, in sculpture. 317
Greek, persistence in S. Italy, 187
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H
Hanover, Clazomerdan sarcophagus, 86
Harmosts, Spartan, 38
Hellespont, Xerxes' crossing, 215; bridge,

216
Heracles, bronze from Perachora, 239 ;

relief

from Antioch in Pisidia, 272
Herodotus, and Etruscan migration, S9 ; and
army of Xerxes, 211

I

Image of Caesar. 266
Inscriptions from Antioch in Pisidia, 272,

274; from Boz-Evuk, 266; at Carpi-
crnano. 206; on mirror at Oxford. 33.

I.O. I2
. 294, 299. 308. p. 288 ; 301, p. 293

;

634, p. 289. I.O. II. I 2
, 450 and 1041,

p. 21. I.O. II“. 844, p. 21. I.O. V. 2,

367, pp. 24, 30. 1.0. VII, 4131, p. 23.

I.O. XI, 4, 1022 and 1025, p. 26; 1036,

p. 27. I.O. XII, 7. 388 and 389, p. 23

;

506, p. 27. B.C.H. . 1900, 74, p. 23;
ib.. 1928, 46, p. 253. *E<p ’Apx-, 1914, p.

174, no. 234, p. 22; ib ., no. 240, p. 23.

I. r. Priene , 47. 2S, p. 22 ; ib. 54, p. 24.

J.H.S. 1897, 411, p. 283 ; ib. 1928, 50,

p. 264; ib. 1887 (Hogarth), no. 28, p. 285,
nos. 2 and 8, p. 286. Michel, Pec. 537
and 538. p. 21, and 534, p. 23. Ramsav,
Cit. ami Bish. nos. 20. 29, 32, 33. 54. 60,

pp. 280-285. Pass. Aioh. Inst. Constant.
II, 112, p. 282. S.G.D.I. 3569, p. 21.

Inscriptions in South Italy (C.l.0

.

5763,
5768, 5771, 5780, 5891), p. 187

Iron spits, Spartan. 299
Isaura Nova. 269
Italy, Byzantine research. 327 ; cave

chapels. 186

J

Jerusalem, lead coffins, 300

K
Kleitor, decree, 25, 30
Knossos, excavation, 250

L
Laborde head, the, 6
Laconian pottery, 331
Lairbenos, the people of, 277
Lampsacus, sea-fight, 253
Larissa, vase from, 83
Lawrence the Monk, 2
Laws of citizenship of 451 and 445 B.e., 106
Lead coffins from Palestine, 300 ; votives at

sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, 334
Lemnos, excavations, 246; terracottas.

245-7
Lepanto, battle-picture, 1

Leuce Acte, 219
Leyden, alchemical papyri. 111
London, British Museum, vases from

Cameiros, 84; from Xaucratis, 85:
Clazomenian sarcophagus, 86

Loop ornament, on coffin, 310
Lydia, coinage. 219; and Etruria in Hero-

dotus, 89
Lvsander, 50
Lysimachus, fleet of, 253

M
Macedonia, excavations, 243

Macedonian drinking customs, 294
Maeander, course of the, 279
Matera, frescoes, 208
Medical prescription, 265
Melfi, chapels, 191, 192
Mirror, at Oxford, 32
Monasticism in S. Italy, 188
Monetary reform of Solon, 179
Munich, Spartan objects, 29S; vase, 86
Mytilene, excavations, 247

X
Xaugratis, pottery, 85
Xaxos, emery from, 319 ; excavations, 244
Kike, on coffin, 310

O
Olympia, excavations, 241

Outline, in Cameiran vase-painting, 83
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum : arcliaistie

reliefs, 140 ; bronze mirror, 32 ;
Clazo-

menian sarcophagus, 82 ; Naucratite
pottery, 85

P
Painting, see Camirus : Clazomenian sarco-

phagi : Frescoes : Lepanto.
Palestine, coffins from, 300
Pan, on coffin, 301, 302
Papyri, alchemical, in Leyden and Stock-

holm, 110
Paris, Louvre ; Clazomenian sarcophagus,

87 ; Levy oenochoe, 86
Parthenon, West Pediment, 4
Pcloponnese, excavations, 237
Perachora, excavations, 238
Persephone, dedication, 33
Persian army under Xerxes, 480 B.c. : size,

210; organisation, 227
Phoenician coffins, 308
Phrygian deities, 92
Poggiardo, chapel, 207
Poseidon, on W. ped. of Parthenon, 12
Priene, inscr., 22
Prinias, sculptured friese, 316

R
Rameses III, records of, 94

S

S. Angelo di Riparo, 190
S. Nicholas di Casola, 203
S. Vito dei Normanni, 197 •

Saite chronology, 97
Samos, excavations, 250
Sarcophagi, Clazomenian, 80
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Sardanapalus, 142
Scamander, water supply, 221
Sculpture, technical methods of archaic,

313; an alleged archaic group, 09, 328;
early Attic, 314. See Augustus, Bologna,
Heracles, Parthenon, Prinias.

Servia (Macedonia), excavations, 243
Silver, alchemical preparation of, 124 ; cost

of, at Athens, 181
Siphnos, silver mines, 181
Solon, monetary reforms of, 179
Sparta, see Artemis Orthia.

Spartan Second Empire, 37
Spiral on prehistoric pottery, 259 ; on

Hellenistic columns, 304
Spyridon, St., 1

Square, in archaic sculpture, 316
Stele, procedure for setting up, 20
Stockholm, Clazomenian sarcophagus 83;

papyrus, 111

Streets in Pisidian Antioch, 272

T
Temples in Anatolia, 275
Thasos, excavations, 244
Theophylactos, painter, 205
Thermi, excavations, 247
Thermopylae, battle, 212, 235
Thessaly, excavations, 242
Thucydides iv. 48. 5, 108
Tribute, in Second Spartan Empire, 42

V
Vari, cave-relief, 316
Vases

:
prehistoric and Danubian, 255

;

protocorinthian, from Perachora, 255;
Cameiran and Naucratite, 83 ; Laconian,
331

Vibia Sabina, 276
Vine-ornament, 301

X
Xerxes, the army of, 480 b.c., 210
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ocvoupopapios, 202
ccpyoov in Thucydides, 78
AOprjAios (nomen), 209

SucryEpatvoo, 295

luiSripioupyoi, 55

OaAapos, 275
0eTov 06«p, 131
dpE-rrroi, 2S6

KaAaropES, 187
KCCTOTTTpOV, K&TpOTTTOV, 35
KtjpiAAis, 265
KripoTaKis, 133
K0j3sAa, 275

pgkeSos, 267, 2S2

Na£ia AlQos, 325

SevoSokcc, 33, 35

6£0peAt, 264

TrcrAAOpis, uaAA0p:ov, 20

aippAcoBels, 264
CTpipis, 320
Zou|3Aaiov, 267

Tpoq>ipot, 286

Yi§, 268
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Agard (W. R.)« The Greek Tradition in

Sculpture

,

340
Alexander (C.). Jewelry, 345
Altheim (F.), Griech . Gutter im alien Bom,

352
Andreadts {A. 51.), ‘Icrropia ttis ‘EAATiviKfjs

ArjpoCTias OiKovopias, II., 1, 164
Avtike Plastik JJ\ Anulung zvm 60ten

Geburtstag , 157
Arvanitopoulos (A. S.), rpcx-m-ai 2tt}Aou Ariur)-

Tpia5os-TTayaCTcoi,

J 158
Ashmole (B.), Catalogue of the Ancient

Marbles at luce Blundell Hall

,

156

Bates (W. N.), Euripides, 365
Baynes (N. H.). Bibliography of the TTorA'S of

J. B. Bury, 145
Beyen (H. G.), La statue d'Artemision, 339
Bidez (J.), La tradition manuscrite et les

editions des discours de Vempereur J alien,

365
Bill (A.), La morale ft la loi dans la philoso-

phic antique, 369
Blanchet (A.), La mosaique, 370
Blumel (C.), Griech, Sbdpturen des V u , IV

Jhdts, (Berlin Catalogue, Vol. Ill), 339
Bohme (J.), Die Seele and das Ich im
homerischen Epos, 355

Bohringer (E.), Die Mwizen von Syrakus,
163

Bolkestein (H.), Theophrastus Charakter

der Deisidaimonia, 171

Bourget (E.), Le dialerte Income n, 354
Breuning (P. S.), hymnorinn homer i-

corum memoria

,

173
Broneer (O.). Corinth, IV, 2 : Terracotta

Lamps, 348
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RULES
OF THE

Society for the Promotion of fiellenic Studies.

i. The objects of this Society shall be as follows :

—

1. To advance the study of Greek language, literature, and art, and

to illustrate the history of the Greek race in the ancient, Byzantine,

and Neo-Hellenic periods, by the publication of memoirs and unedited

documents or monuments in a Journal to be issued periodically.

II. To collect drawings, facsimiles, transcripts, plans, and photo-

graphs of Greek inscriptions, MSS., works of art, ancient sites and remains,

and with this view to invite travellers to communicate to the Society

notes or sketches of archaeological and topographical interest.

III. To organise means by which members of the Society may have

increased facilities for visiting ancient sites and pursuing archaeological

researches in countries which, at any time, have been the sites of Hellenic

civilisation.

2. The Society shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, a Council,

a Treasurer, one or more Secretaries, 40 Hon. Members, and Ordinary

Members. All officers of the Society shall be chosen from among its

Members, and shall be ex-officio members of the Council.

3. The President shall preside at all General, Ordinary, or Special

Meetings of the Society, and of the Council or of any Committee at

which he is present. In case of the absence of the President, one of

the Vice-Presidents shall preside in his stead, and in the absence of the

Vice-Presidents the Treasurer. In the absence of the Treasurer the

Council or Committee shall appoint one of their Members to preside.

4. The funds and other property of the Society shall be administered

and applied by the Council in such manner as they shall consider most

conducive to the objects of the Society, provided that the Society shall

not make any dividend, gift, division or bonus in money unto or between

any of its members : in the Council shall also be vested the control of all

publications issued by the Society, and the general management of all its

affairs and concerns. The number of the Council shall not exceed fifty.
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5. The Treasurer shall receive, on account of the Society, all

subscriptions, donations, or other moneys accruing to the funds thereof,

and shall make all payments ordered by the Council. All cheques shall

be signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the Secretary.

6. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council may direct that

cheques may be signed by two members of Council and countersigned

by the Secretary.

7. The Council shall meet as often as they may deem necessary for

the despatch of business.

S. Due notice of every such Meeting shall be sent to each Member

of the Council, by a summons signed by the Secretary.

9. Three Members of the Council, provided not more than one of

the three present be a permanent officer of the Society, shall be a

quorum.

10. All questions before the Council shall be determined by a

majority of votes. The Chairman to have a casting vote.

11. The Council shall prepare an Annual Report, to be submitted

to the Annual Meeting of the Society.

12. The Secretary shall give notice in writing to each Member of

the Council of the ordinary days of meeting of the Council, and shall

have authority to summon a Special and Extraordinary Meeting of the

Council on a requisition signed by at least four Members of the Council.

13. Two Auditors, not being Members of the Council, shall be

elected by the Society in each year.

14. A General Meeting of the Society shall be held in London in

June of each year, when the Reports of the Council and of the Auditors

shall be read, the Council, Officers, and Auditors for the ensuing year

elected, and any other business recommended by the Council discussed

and determined. Meetings of the Society for the reading of papers

may be held at such times as the Council may fix, due notice being

given to Members.

15. The President, \ ice-Presidents, Treasurer, Secretaries, and
Council shall be elected by the Members of the Society at the Annual
Meeting.

16. The President shall be elected by the Members of the Society

at the Annual Meeting for a period of three years, and shall not be

immediately eligible for re-election.

*7 * The \ ice-Presidents shall be elected by the Members of the
Society at the Annual Meeting for a period of one year, after which they
shall be eligible for re-election.
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18. One-third of the Council shall retire every year, but the Members

so retiring shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual Meeting.

19. The Treasurer and Secretaries shall hold their offices during the

pleasure of the Council.

20. The elections of the Officers, Council, and Auditors, at the

Annual Meeting, shall be by a majority of the votes of those present.

The Chairman of the Meeting shall have a casting vote. The mode in

which the vote shall be taken shall be determined by the President

and Council.

21. Every Member of the Society shall be summoned to the Annual

Meeting by notice issued at least one month before it is held.

22. All motions made at the Annual Meeting shall be in writing

and shall be signed by the mover and seconder. No motion shall be

submitted, unless notice of it has been given to the Secretary at least

three weeks before the Annual Meeting.

23. Upon any vacancy in the Presidency occurring between the

Annual Elections, one of the Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the

Council to officiate as President until the next Annual Meeting.

24. All vacancies among the other Officers of the Society occurring

between the same dates shall in like manner be provisionally filled up

by the Council until the next Annual Meeting.

25. The names of all Candidates wishing to become Members of the

Society shall be submitted to the Council, in whose hands their election

shall rest.

26. The Annual Subscription of Members shall be one guinea, payable

and due on the 1st of January each year ; this annual subscription may be

compounded for by a single payment of £15 15s., entitling compounders

to be Members of the Society for life, without further payment. All

Members elected on or after January 1, 1921, shall pay on election an

entrance fee of one guinea.

27. The payment of the Annual Subscription, or of the Life

Composition, entitles each Member to receive a copy of the ordinary

publications of the Society.

28. When any Member of the Society shall be six months in arrear

of his Annual Subscription, the Secretary or Treasurer shall remind him

of the arrears due, and in case of non-payment thereof within six months

after date of such notice, such defaulting Member shall cease to be a

Member of the Society, unless the Council make an order to the contrary.

29. Members intending to leave the Society must send a formal

notice of resignation to the Secretary on or before January 1 ; otherwise

they will be held liable for the subscription for the current year.
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30. If at any time there may appear cause for the expulsion of a

Member of the Society, a Special Meeting of the Council shall be held

to consider the case, and if at such Meeting at least two-thirds of the

Members present shall concur in a resolution for the expulsion of such

Member of the Society, the President shall submit the same for con-

firmation at a General Meeting of the Society specially summoned for

this purpose, and if the decision of the Council be confirmed by a

majority at the General Meeting, notice shall be given to that effect to

the Member in question, who shall thereupon cease to be a Member of

the Society.

31. The Council shall have power to nominate 40 British or Foreign

Honorary Members. The number of British Honorary Members shall

not exceed ten.

32. The Council may at their discretion elect from British Uni-

versities as Student-Associates :

—

{a) Undergraduates.

(b) Graduates of not more than one year’s standing.

(c) Women Students of equivalent status at Cambridge

University.

33. Student-Associates shall be elected for a period not exceeding

five years, but in all cases Student-Associateship shall be terminated at

the expiration of one year from the date at which the Student takes his

degree.

34. The names of Candidates wishing to become Student-Associates

shall be submitted to the Council in the manner prescribed for the

election of Members.

35. Every Student-Associate must be proposed by his tutor or

teacher, who must be a person occupying a recognised position in the

University to which the Candidate belongs, and must undertake
responsibility for his Candidate, in respect of Books or Slides borrowed
from the Library.

36. Student-Associates shall pay an Annual Subscription of 10s. 6d.
payable on election and on January 1st of each succeeding year, with-

out Entrance Fee. They will be entitled to receive all the privileges of

the Society, with the exception of the right to vote at Meetings.

37. Student-Associates may become Full Members of the Society,

without payment of Entrance Fee, at or before the expiration of their

Student-Associateship.

38. Ladies shall be eligible as Ordinary Members or Student-
Associates of the Society, and when elected shall be entitled to the same
privileges as other Ordinary Members or Student-Associates.

39. No change shall be made in the Rules of the Society unless
at least a fortnight before the Annual Meeting specific notice be given
to every Member of the Society of the changes proposed.

December
, 1930.
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„ The Library of University College.

„ The Library of Worcester College.

Plymouth, The Free Library.

Preston, The Park School.

„ The Public Library and Museum.
Reading, The Library of the University.

Repton, Repton School, Derbv.

Rugby, Rugby School.

St. Andrews, The University Library, St. Andrews, X.B.
Salford, The Library, Broughton High School, Bury Xezu Road, Salford.
Sedbergh, Sedbergh School, Yorks.

Sheffield, The University Library.

,, The City of Sheffield Public Libraries.

Shrewsbury, The Library, Mill Mead School.

Southampton, The Library of the University College, Southampton.
Southbourne-on-Sea (Hants), St. Cuthbert’s School.
Southend-on-Sea, The Library of the High School for Girls, Boston Avenue.
Stonyhurst, The Library of Stonyhurst College, Blackburn.
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Swansea, The Library of the LTniversity College, Swansea.

Uppingham, The Library of L'ppmgham School, School House
,
Uppingham.

Watford, The Library of the London Orphan School, Watford.

Westcliff, Westcliff High School for Girls, Victoria Avenue, Southend-on-Sea.

Winchester, The Library of Winchester College.

York, St. Peter’s School.

IMPERIAL

Adelaide, The University Library, Adelaide
,
S. Australia.

Armidale, Armidale School, Armidale
,
Xew South TLa/t’s.

Auckland, The Library of University College, Auckland, Xew Zealand.

Bombay, The Library, the Royal Asiatic Society (Bombay Branch), Town Hall,

Bombay.
Brisbane, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Queensland.

Cape Town, The Library of the LTniversity of Cape Town, Cape Town, S. A frica.

Christchurch, The Library of Canterbury College, Christchurch, Xew Zealand.

Dunedin, The Library, University of Otago, Dunedin, Xciv Zealand.

Grahamstown, Rhodes University College, Grahamstown, S. Africa.

Halifax, The University Library, Dalhousie University, Halifax, X.S., Canada.

Johannesburg, Public Library, Kcrh Street, Johannesburg, South Africa.

„ University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa.

Melbourne, The Library of the LTiiversitv, Melbourne, Australia.

Montreal, Library of McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

Ontario, The LTniversity Library, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada.

„ The Western LTniversity Library, London, Ontario, Canada.

Point Grey, B.C., Library of the University of British Columbia.

Pretoria, The Registrar, Transvaal L
T
mversitv College, Pretoria, S . Africa.

Saskatchewan, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.

Sydney, The Public Library, Sydney, Xew South ILfl/es.

,, The University Library, Sydney, Xew South TLrt/t’s.

Toronto, The LTniversity Library, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Wellington, The Library of Victoria University College, Wellington, Xew Zealand

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Akron, The Library, the University of Akron, Ohio, U.S.A.

Albany, The Xew York State Library, Albany, Xew York, U.S.A.

Allegheny, The Carnegie Free Library of Allegheny, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

,

U.S.A.

Amherst, The Amherst College Library, Amherst
,
Massachusetts, U.S.A.

Andover, The Librarv of Phillip’s Academy, Brechin Hall, Andover, Massachusetts,

U.S.A

.

Annandale-on-Hudson, Hoffman Library, St. Stephen's College, Annandale-on-

Hudson, Xew York, U.S.A.

Ann Arbor, General Librarv, the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan,

U.S.A.

Athens, General Library, University of Georgia, Augusta, Galveston, U.S.A.

Aurora, The Library of Wells College, Aurora, Xew York, U.S.A.

Baltimore, The Enoch Pratt Library, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.

„ The Peabody Institute Library, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.

Beloit, Beloit College Library, Beloit, insroizsnz.

Bloomington, Indiana LTniversity Library, Bloomington, U.S.A.

Boston, Athenaeum, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

„ Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

„ The Public Library, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
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Boulder, The Universitv of Colorado Library, Boulder
,
Colorado , L .S.A.

^

Brooklyn, The Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, Brooklyn, Xew York,

USA.
„ The Public Library, Brooklyn, Xew \ ork, l S A.

Brunswick, The Bowdom College Library, Brunswick, Manic, l S A.

Bryn Mawr, The Library of Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania, l S.A.

Burlington, University of Vermont Library, Burlington, I ennont, L S.A.

California, Margaret Carnegie Library, Mill College, California, L S.A.

„ Stanford University Library, California, US.A.
Carlisle, The Library, Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pennsylvania, L S.A

.

Chambersburg, John Stewart Memorial Library, Wilson College, C hambersburg,

Pennsylvania, USA.
Chapel Hill, University of Xorth Carolina, Chapel Hill, A orth Carolina ,

L S.A.

Chicago, The Rverson Library. Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, l S.A.

,, Loyala University Library, Rogos Paik, Chicago, Illinois, L S.A.

„ The Xewberry Library, Chicago, Illinois, L S.A.

Cincinnati, The University of Cincinnati Library, Cincinnati, Ohio, i S.A.

Cleveland, Adalbert College Library, Cleveland, Ohio, USA.
„ Cleveland Public Library, Cleveland, Ohio, USA.
,, Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohm, l .S A.

Clinton, The Hamilton College Library, Clinton, Xezv York, l .S.A.

Colorado, Coburn Library, Colorado College, Colorado Springs
,
Colorado, L S.A.

Columbia, The University of Missouri Library, Columbia, Missouri, U S.A.

Columbus, Ohio State University Library, Columbus, Ohio, L S.A.

Delaware, Slocum Library, Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio, US.A.
Eugene, The Library of University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, US.A.
Grand Rapids, The Public Library, Grand Rapids, Michigan, US.A.
Greencastle, De Pauw University Library, Greencastle, Indiana, US.A.
Grinnell, The Library of Grinnel College, Gnnnell

,
U.S.A.

Hamilton, The Library of Colgate University, Hamilton, Xew York, US.A.
Hanover, The Dartmouth College Library, Hanover, Xew Hampshire, U.S.A.

Hartford, The Case Memorial Library, Hartford, Connecticut, US.A.

,, Trinity College Library, Hartford, Connecticut, US.A.
Haverford, Haverford College, llavtrford, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

Indianapolis, Butler College, Butler Universitv Library, Indianapolis, Indiana,

US.A.
Iowa City, The University of Iowa Library, Iowa City, Iowa, U.S.A.

Ithaca, The Cornell Universitv Library, Ithaca , Xew York, US.A.
Jersey City, The Free Public Library, Jersey City, Xew Jersey, US.A.
Johns Hopkins University, Welch Medical Library, 1900, East Monument Street

>

Baltimore, T" S.A.

Knoxville, The Library, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, US.A.
Lawrence, Watson Library, the University of Kansas, Lawrence

,
Kansas, U.S.A.

Los Angeles, University of California at Los Angeles, 405, Hillard Avenue, Los
Angelin, California, US.A.

Louisville, University of Louisville Library, Louisville, Kentucky, US A.
Lynchburg, The Randolph-Macon Women’s College, Lynchburgh

, Virginia
, U.S.A.

Madison, New Jersey, Drew University, Madison, Xew Jersey, U.S.A.
Madison, University of Wisconsin Library, Madison, U.S.A.

Michigan, The Michigan State Library, Lansing, Michigan 9 U.S A.
Middletown, The Library of Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut, US.A.
Minneapolis, The Library of Minnesota University, Minneapolis, US A.
Mount Holyoke, The Mount Holvoke College Library, South Hadley, Massachusetts

,

US.A.
Mount Vernon, Cornell College Library, Mount Vernon, Iowa, US.A.
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New Haven, The Library of Yale University, Xew Haven
,
Connecticut

, U.S.A.
New London, Connecticut College, Xew London

,
Connecticut, U.S.A.

New York, The Library of American Geographical Society, Broadway at i ^6th Street,

Xew York, U.S.A.

„ „ The Library of Columbia University, Xew York, U S.A.

„ ,, Hunter College, Xezv York, U S.A .

,, ,, The Library, Japanese M.E. Church, 320, Wtst 10 i>th Street, Xew York,

U.S.A.

„ ,, The Public Library, Xew York, U.S.A

.

„ ,, Washington Square Library, Xew York University, 32, Waverley Place

,

Xew York, U.S.A.

Norman, University of Oklahoma, Xovman, Oklahoma
, U.S A.

Northampton, Smith College, Library, Xoithampton, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

Norton, The Library, Wheaton College, Xotton, Massachusetts, U.S A.
Oberlin, College Library, Oberhn, Ohio, U.S A.

Oxford, The Library of Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, U.S.A.

Philadelphia, The Free Library, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

,, The Library Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

,, The Library of the LYuversify of Pennsylvania, Philadelph ui, Pennsyl-

vania, U S.A

.

„ The Museum of the University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

„ The Library of Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
Pittsburg, The Carnegie Library, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
Portland, The Library Association, Portland, Oregon, U.S.A.

Poughkeepsie, The Yassar College Library, Poughkeepsie, Xew Yoik, U.S.A.
Princeton, The Library of Princeton University, Princeton, Xew Jersey, U.S.A .

Providence, The Library of Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island
,
East Side

Station, Yer., U.S.A.

Redlands, The Library, University of Redlands, California, U.S.A.

Rochester, The Library, University of Rochester, Rochester, Xew York, T'.S.A.

Sacramento, The California State Library, Sacramento, California, U.S.A.
St. Louis, Washington University Library, St. Louis, Missouri, l'.S.A.

Schenectady, The Union College Library, Schenectady, Xew York, U.S.A.
Swarthmore, The Library of Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, U.S.A .

Syracuse, The Syracuse University Library, Syracuse, Xew Yoik, U.S.A

.

Texas, The Library of the University ol Texas, Austin, Texas.

Urbana, The LYuversity ol Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, U.S A.
Washington, Catholic University of America, Washington, U.S.A.

„ The Library of Congress, Washington, Distnct of Columbia, U.S.A.

„ Memorial Library, Washington and Jefferson College, Washington,
Pennsylvania, U S A.

„ University of Washington Library, Seattle, Washington, U.S.A.
Wellesley, Wellesley College Library, Wellesley, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
Williamstown, The Williams College Library, \Vilhamstown, Massachusetts, U.S.A .

Wisconsin, Lawrence College Library, Appleton, Wisconsin, U.S.A.
Worcester, Holy Cross College Library, Worcester, Massachusetts, l*.S.A.

AUSTRIA

Graz, The Library of the Archaeologisclies Tnstitut der Universitat, Graz, Austria.

Vienna, Archaeolog-Kpigraph. Seminar der LTiiversitat, Vienna, Austria.

„ K. K. Hofbibliothek, TU/t*;/, Austria.

BELGIUM
Brussels, Musees Royaux des Arts Decoratifs et Industriels, Palais du Cinquante-

naire, Brussels, Belgium.
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CHINA

China, National Library of Peking, Pei Hai, Peking
,
China, via Siberia

CYPRUS
Cyprus, Cyprus Museum.

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA

Prague, Archaeologichy listav ceske University, Brchovd 5, Praha, V.

„ The Library of the Archaeologisches Institut, Deutsche L:niversitat

1, Clementimun, Prague, Czechoslovakia.

„ The Public and University Library, Prague
,
Czechoslovakia.

DENMARK
Copenhagen, Det Ivongelike Bibliothek, Copenhagen, Denmark.

„ Library^ of Universitets Filologisk-Histonske Laboratonum, Copen-
hagen, Denmark.

EGYPT
Egypt, The Library of the Oriental Institute, Chicago House

,
Luxor

,
Upper Egypt.

FINLAND

Finland, Abo, The Library of Abo L'mversity, Abo, Finland .

FRANCE
Dijon, La Bibliotheque de l’Universite, Dijon.

Montpellier, Bibliothdque Universitaire, .Montpellier

.

Nancy, LTnstitut d'Archeologie, PLTniversite, Place Carnot, Xancv.
Paris, La Bibliotheque de PUniversite de Paris, Pans.

„ La Bibliotheque des Musees Nationaux, Musees du Louvre, Pans.
,, La Bibliotheque de l’Ecole Normale Superieure, 45, Rue d’Ulm, Pans.

Strasbourg, La Bibliotheque de PUniversite, Strasbourg.

GERMANY
Berlin, Archaologisehes Seminar der Universitat, Berlin.

„ Bibliothek der Staatlichen Muscen, Bohn, C. 1.

„ Preussische Staatsbibliothek, Berlin.

Breslau, Komgliclie und Universitats-Bibliothek, Breslau.
Erlangen, Universitats-Bibliothek, Erlangen.
Freiburg i. Br., The Library of the I niversity, F reiburg 1. Br., Germany

.

Giessen, Philologisehes Seminar, Giessen.

Gottingen, Universitats-Bibliothek, Gottingen.

Greifswald, Bibliothek der C niversitat, Greifswald, Piussia
, Germany.

Heidelberg, Universitats-Bibliothek, Heidelberg.

Jena, Universitats-Bibliothek, Jena.
Kiel, Universitats-Bibliothek, Kiel.

Koeln-Bayenthal, Archaeologisches Institut der Universitat, Altebureer Sir.
Kotln-Bayenthal.

Konigsberg, Universitats-Bibliothek, Konigsberg.
Leipzig, Universitats-Bibliothek, BecthovenS'. 6, Leipzig, Germany.
Marburg, The Library of the Archaologisehes Seminar der Universitat, Marbui gt

Germany.

,, C niversitats- Bibliothek, JHarbuig.

Munich, Archaologisehes Seminar der Komgl, L niversitat, Gallenesirasse 4, Miinchen

.

„ Staatsbibliothek, Munchen.
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Munster, Komghche Paulimsche Bibliothek, Munster i. IU
Rostock, Universitats-Bibliothek, Rostock.

Tubingen, K. Archaolog. Institut der Universitat, Wilhelmstvasse 9, Tubingen.

„ Universitats-Bibliothek, Tubingen.

Wurzburg, Kunstgeschichtliches Museum der Universitat, Donievschulgasse 16,

Wurzburg, Bavaria.

GREECE

Athens, The American School of Classical Studies, Athens, Greece.

„ Bibliotheque Rationale, Athens, Greece.

HOLLAND

Leiden, University Library, Leiden, Holland.

Utrecht, University Library, Utrecht, Holland.

HUNGARY

Budapest, Antikencabinet des Ungar. Xational-Museums, Budapest
,
Hungary.

ITALY

Florence, R. Biblioteca Xazionale Centrale, Firenze, Italy.

Padua, Instituto di Archeologia, Regia University, Padua.

Pavia, Bib. di Gabinetto di Archeologia, dell’Universita di Pavia, Italy.

Sicily, Scuola di archeologia della R. Universita, cjo Anonuna Librana Itahana,

Ouattro Canti di Cittd, Palermo, Sicily.

Turin, Spett. Biblioteca Xazionale, Torino ,
Italy.

NORWAY

Oslo, Universitats-Bibliothek, Oslo, Xorway.

PALESTINE

Jerusalem, Ecole Biblique de St. Etienne, Jerusalem.

POLAND

Krakow, Zaklad Archeologji Klasycznej, U.J.W. Krakoicie, Poland.

RUMANIA

Czernowitz, K. K, Universitats-Bibliothek, Czernowitz, Bitkowina
,
Rumania.

SWEDEN

Lund, K. L^mversitets-Biblioteket, Lund, Sweden.

Uppsala, Kungl. Universitatets Bibliothek, Uppsala, Sweden.

SWITZERLAND

Fribourg, Bibliotheque Cantonale et Universitaire, Fribourg, Suisse.

Geneva, La Bibliotheque Publique et Universitaire, Geneve, Switzerland.

Lausanne, L’Association de Lectures Philologique, Boulevard de Grancy 39,

Lausanne.

Neuchatel, La Bibliotheque publique, XcuchCitel, Switzerland

.

ZUrich, Zentral Bibliothek, Zurich, Switzerland.

YUGOSLAVIA

Yugoslavia, Universitat (Archaologisclie Seminar), Ljubljana, Yugoslavia.
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PROCEEDINGS

SESSION 1929-30

The following meetings were held during the past session :

—

(1) November 12th, 1920. Professor B. Aslimole : Some Alleged Archaic Sculptures

.

See below, p. hii

(2) February 4th, 1930. Miss Winifred Lamb : Greek Bronzes : their Trade-

Routes and Travels. See below, p. liv

13) May bth, 1930. Miss Gertrude Robinson : Some Pictured Grottoes of Byzantine

Italy. See below, p. hv.

(4) The Annual General Meeting was held at Burlington House on Tuesday,

June 24th, 1930, the President, Professor E. A. Gardner, occupying the

chair. The following elections and re-elections were made :

—

Elections :

—

Vice-Presidents.—Mr. H. I. Bell, Professor D. S. Robertson.

Members or Council.

—

Professors F. R. Earp, A. W. Pickard -

Cambridge, J. A. I\. Thomson.

Re-elections :

—

The Vice-Presidents of the Society.

The Members of Council retiring by rotation.

The following Annual Report of the Council was then submitted by the
Society’s Hon. Secretary, Miss C. A. Hutton.

d he Council beg leave to submit their report for the Session now concluded :

—

The Main Situation.

A paragraph on the main situation has come to mean a word on finance.

The word this year is that, thanks to the generosity of members and their appre-
ciation of what membership of the Society affords them, the debt of £3000 on
the lease has been paid in full. In response to letters issued £2,334 was subscribed
in 1920; the rest has been since repaid out of the Societv’s general funds. The
Council wish to place on record their appreciation of every gift, large or small,

which has contributed to this happy issue.

They are also glad to record that, as the result of recent correspondence with
the Inland Revenue authorities, it has been ruled that the Society’s funds are not
liable to income tax. This decision was reached without incurring any legal

expenses.

Features of the Session.

The great event of the year 1929 was the celebration of the Society’s Jubilee.

As a full account of the Festival, written by the Hon. Secretary, appeared in the
last part of the Journal ,

it is unnecessary to describe it here. Miss Hutton’s article,

which was illustrated with reproductions of the addresses contributed, has since

been presented to all the delegates abroad and at home who took part m the
Festival.
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The Session has further been marked by the publication of the excavations

conducted by the British School at Athens at the shrine of Artemis Orthia at Sparta.

This fine work forms the 5th volume of the supplementary publications of the

Society’s Journal. It has been edited by Prof. R. M. Dawkins, who was in charge

of the excavations. In addition to Prof. Dawkins’ own contributions there are

chapters by the late Guy Dickins, Prof. J. P. Droop, Prof. H. J. Rose, Mr. A. J. B.

Wace and Mr. A. M. Woodward. The work contains over 200 plates, which include

drawings by Mr. Walter George, Mr. de Jong, Prof. Droop and others. The book

is published at five guineas, with the special rate to members of £2 12s. 6d.

The Council heartily congratulate Prof. Dawkins and the British School at

Athens on the completion of this noteworthy undertaking.

The relations with the sister Society for Roman Studies continue on the friend-

liest footing. As the result of a recent financial conference, the Roman Society

has raised its contribution to the cost of the Joint Library, and is further providing

a number of much-needed books.

Obituary.

The Society has lost by death one of its most distinguished Honorary Members,
Prof. Dr. Franz Studmczka. In the list of members whose loss the Society has

sustained during the Session, the following names occur :—Prof. W. Rhys Roberts,

a former member of the Council, Sir Herbert Warren, all but an original member of

the Society and a valued friend. Prof. E. A. Sonnenschem, Mr. Hugh Macnaghten,
Sir Lionel Cust, Canon Swallow, Mr. Charles Whibley and Mr. Antony Collett.

Administrative Changes.

Professor Ernest Gardner, Yates Professor Emeritus of Archaeology in the

LTniversity of London, has been elected President of the Society for the now
statutory period of three years.

His Royal Highness the Crown Prince of Sweden has graciously accepted

Honorarv Membership of the Society.

The following changes in the Council are recommended for adoption:—Mr.
H. I. Bell and Prof. D. S. Robertson to be Vice Presidents of the Society, Prof.

A. W. Pickard-Cambndge, Prof. F. R. Earp and Prof. J. A. K. Thomson to be

members of the Council.

The Society’s second Librarian, Mr W. R. Le Fanu, having been appointed

xVssistant Librarian of the Royal College of Surgeons, Mr. B S. Page has been

appointed to succeed him Mr. Le Fanu had only been with us two years, but

as worker and as colleague lie is greatly missed. The Library has already felt

the benefit of Mr. Page’s scholarly attainment. Mr. Penoyre is again at work.

Meetings.

The first General Meeting was held on November 12th, 1029, when Professor

Bernard Aslimole read a paper on some alleged archaic sculptures, in which he
spoke of what must be considered one of the most amazing deceptions ever

practised upon dealers and museums. A11 obscure sculptor, forming Ins style upon
antique models without closely imitating any one of them, had been able to deceive

the experts on ancient and Renaissance art not once, but time after time.

Enormous sums had been paid for his works, though he himself received little, and
even to-day there were scholars who believed some of them genuine. The davs
when a forger limited lnmself to copying a particular ancient piece as accurately

as he could had passed. Now, he created new things in the ancient manner, and
he could a third to tram as an archaeologist himself, or at least to call in a con-
sulting archaeologist in order to avoid solecisms. His success was a sharp reminder
to the orthodox student that text-books, reproductions, and the opinions of other

archaeologists could never be a substitute for first-hand knowledge of the antiquities
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themselves. Professor Ashmole went on to show photographs of some of the pieces

m question, notablv of a group in which an ancient surface had been cleverly

imitated by the application of acid and of extreme heat and cold. Certain errors,

he claimed, had been committed by the forger in liis imitation of fractures.

Enlarged photographs demonstrated that most of the work had been done with

the running drill, an instrument not employed by the Greeks until some sixty

vears after the date at which the group was alleged to have been made. He
concluded by reading extracts from the letter of a trustworthy witness who had
penetrated the workshop of the forger and had seen ancient and Renaissance

marbles in various stages of manufacture.

The President and Sir Cecil Harcourt Smith took part in the subsequent
discussion.

The second General Meeting of the Session was held on February 4th, 1930.

At this meeting the President said a few words in honour of the late Professor

Hr. Franz Studniczka, one of the Society’s Honorary Members. After the
Treasurer had drawn the attention of the meeting to the recent publication of

Artemis Ottilia, Miss Winifred Lamb read a paper on the trade routes and travels

of Greek bronzes. They could not, she said, expect Greek bronzes to give as much
information concerning the routes of Greek commerce as pottery or coins, but in

some respects these contributed to and modified what they knew already. To
obtain reliable results, they must use as evidence only those bronzes which came
from towns and settlements, and exclude votive bronzes from shrines. The methods
used for identifying the home of certain groups of bronzes had to be examined

;

m particular, some fresh evidence was given for locating two important classes

at Corinth.

Among the bronze-making centres which had foreign markets, the first to be
considered was Cyprus in the eleventh and ninth centuries : the next Sparta,
which had a surprising number of foreign customers in the sixth century. Corinth
too started a flourishing export trade in the sixth century, enlarged its connexions
by including South Italy and South Russia, and held the market till the end of

the fourth. At this period South Italy came to the fore and succeeded in dis-

tributing its bronze wares over a large part of the area round the Mediterranean and
the Black Sea. Typical products of these four centres, and of some others, less

important, were described.

The lecture ended with some remarks on the travels of isolated bronzes : these,
though useless for trade connexions, were interesting for their own sake.

The President and Professor Bernard Ashmole having offered observations,
the meeting thanked Miss Lamb for her interesting paper.

At the third General Meeting, which was held on May 6th, 1930, a paper was
read by Miss Gertrude Robinson on the pictured grottoes of Byzantine Italy,
especially those of the Terra d Otranto, where Byzantine influence was strongest
and lasted longest.

The lecture, which was illustrated by slides, began with a short sketch of the
geographical characteristics of the Terra d'Otranto, and a survey of its prehistoric
remains and the legends which were closely connected with the historical develop-
ment and present characteristics of its people. The south of Italy, and especially
the Terra d’Otranto, was the home of the Byzantine Rite, which prevailed there
until the end of the eleventh, and persisted till the middle of the seventeenth century.
Traces of this are still to be found. To this Rite are due some of the most interest-
ing remains of South Italy, namely, the Byzantine churches and monasteries, and
more particularly the frescoed cave-cliapels belonging to the lauras of Greek and
Oriental monks which are to be found cut in the rock all over the country.

Some of the frescoes of these cave-chapels show the influence of Syrian art,
but the frescoes are for the most part those of artists of the Byzantine school, and
their art was derived from Constantinople.
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Unfortunately, owing to ignorance, neglect, and the general want of interest

taken m them, these unique monuments of a deeply interesting chapter m the

history of Italy are fast disappearing, and will soon be lost unless some steps are

taken for their preservation.

In the subsequent discussion, observations were offered bv Prof. Marshall,

Mr. Bell and Mrs. F. W. Hasluck.

The Joint Library and Slide Collection.

To illustrate the work of the past Session, figures are given showing the

activities of the Library during (tf) a pre-war Session, (b) the last Session, and
(c) the Session just concluded.

(«) (6) (0
1912-13 I92S-29 1929-30

Books added to the Library 489 535 50^

Books borrowed 93s 3^i<J 3,4-24

Slides added to the Collections 363 303 236
Slides borrowed 3>57S 9,774 11,33s

Slides sold 5°6 1,467 1,969

Photographs sold 345 367 399

All members of the Societv will be glad to learn that, by the generous action

of the Carnegie Trustees, a substantial addition will be forthcoming to the sum
available for the purchase of books.

This help could come at no more happy opportunity. When the Catalogue of

the library was compiled six years ago, the books were for the first time arranged

in a subject order, with the view, as stated in the preface, of ascertaining the more
outstanding defects on the shelves. Shortly afterwards, however, the Library was
transferred to Bedford Square, and in the cost and labour of designing its new home,
though much was done in perfecting the Library system, and above all in creating

a cadre capable of absorbing anv subsequent extension, no systematic attempt to

fill the gaps on the shelves was possible. But in the meantime the Society, by the

steady growth in the number of its members and student eissociates and bv the

generous way m which the sister society for Roman Studies has shouldered its

share of upkeep, has been year by year improving in its finances and in its general

stabilitv. The Council feel that the time has come when the general prosperity

of the Society should be shared m greater degree by the Library, and have therefore

recently appointed a Committee to advise on the choice of books for purchase. The
members of this Committee are Mr. X. H. Baynes (Chairman), Miss Winifred Lamb,
Prof. A. I>. Nock, and Mr. F. X. Pryce.* To facilitate their labours a complete

bibliography of hbri desiderati, based on the Library catalogue which was cut up
and distributed in sections for the purpose, has been prepared at the Librarian’s

suggestion, by some 70 specialists, whose co-operation the Council sincerely

appreciate.

With an expert Committee, a very competent Librarian, a good working
bibliography, and the hope, as stated above, of substantial addition of funds for

purchase, the prospects of the joint Library were assuredly never in better case.

The following are among the most interesting of the works added to the
Library :

—

Brunn-Bruckmann, Denknidlcr dev zricchischcr und romischer Skulptur (the

munificent gift of Mr. Macmillan)
;
The British School at Athens, Artemis Lhthia;

J. L. Myres, Who were the Greeks? F. Xoack, Kleitsis
;

G. M. A. Richter, The

* A similarly constituted Committee nominated by the Council of the Roman Society

has been in existence for some time, and has rendered invaluable service to the Joint
Library by the purchase of books dealing with Roman studies.
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Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks ,
the volume entitled Antike Plastik collected

to commemorate Dr. Amelung’s sixtieth birthday; W. Lamb, Greek and Roman

Btonees
;

the edition of the De Amina of Aristotle, by R. D. Hicks (from Miss

Alford); Mommsen and Marquardt, flannel dcs Antiqitites romaines (20 volumes,

a generous gift from Mr. Last); S. B. Platner and I. Ashby, Topographical Dic-

tionary of Ancient Home , T. Hodgkin, Italy and her Invaders (kindly presented by

Dr. P. E. Matheson) ; Sir James Frazer’s monumental edition of Ovid’s Fasti
;

the late F. \Y. Hasluck’s Christianity and Islam ,
and Mrs. Buckler’s study of Anna

Comntiia.

In addition to the above, the Library copy of Ivan Muller’s great handbook

lias been brought up to date by the purchase of some 15 volumes of the more recent

editions.

The two Councils wish to express their sincere thanks for gifts of books to the

following :

—

A uthors : Miss M. Alford, Prof. Andreades, Mr. St Clair Baddeley, Prof. J. Bidez,

Prof. C. P. Bill, Mr. Edmond Bulander, Prof. Pickard-Cambndge, Mr. A. Casperz,

Mr. E. Cesareo, Prof. Y. Gordon-Child e. Prof. A Dies, Prof. J. Wight-Duff, Dr.

J. K. Fothermgham, Mr. E. H. Freshfield, Habib A. Gazale Bey, Dr. J. Gennadius,

Dr. Heinrich Horn, Prof. WT

. Jaeger, Miss C. K. Jenkins, Prof. A. D. Keramopoullos,

Rev. T. S. Lea, Prof. Lethabv, Dr. E. Loewy, Mr. A. P. McMahon, Prof. B. D.

Merritt, Dr. A. X. Modona, Prof. F. Xoack, Prof. H. C. Xuttin, Dr. G. P. Oikono-

mos, Dr. Oswald, Rev. E. Power, Miss E. R. Price, Mr. O. W. Reinmuth, Mr. T. A.

Rickard, Mr. M. Segre, Dr. A. Severvns, Mr. G. H. Stevenson, Prof. Studniczka,

Dr. Van Essen, Mr. M. E. P. Youtierides, Dr. Adolf \Yilhelm, Mr. \V. J. Woodhouse,

Sir George Young, Mr. P. Zancan.

Donors of Mi scellaneous Works : Miss M. Alford, Prof. B. Ashmole, Mr. A. B.

Lloyd-Baker, Prof. Bosanquet, Mrs. Buckler, Mr. A. R. Burn, Prof. Xunzio Coppola,

Mrs. Culley, Prof. R. M. Dawkins, Dr. A. Feldmann, Mr. C. Geroyanmus, H.E. the

Greek Minister, Principal W. R. Halhday, Dr. G. F. Hill, Mr. A. S. Hopkinson,

Miss Hutton, Miss \V. Lamb, Mr. H. M. Last, Mr. A. W. Lawrence, Prof. J. E.

Lloyd, Mr. J. McIntyre, Mr. George A. Macmillan, Dr. P. E. Matheson, Mrs. J. E.

Matthews, Mr. \Y. Miller, Dr. and Mrs. Grafton Milne, Mr. A. Moranee, M. Leon
Reinach, Mr. F. Richards, Sir Ronald Storrs, Miss Taylor, Mr. M. X. Tod, Dr.

Paul W'olters, Prof. F. de Zulueta.
'1 he Presses of the foUoann" Universities : Cambridge, Catholic University of

America, Chicago, Columbia, Harvard, Illinois, Johns Hopkins, Xew York, Oxford,

Toronto, Wisconsin.

Institutions and Associations : The American School at Athens, the American
Academv in Rome, the British Academy, the Trustees of the British Museum, the

Association Guillaume Bude, the Mediaeval Academy of America, Services des

Antiquites de l’Egypte, the German Archaeological Institute, the Rumiscli-Ger-

maiiische-Konimission, the Hague Mmistere de l’lnstruction, the Director-General

of Archaeology of India, the Kanovium Excavation Association, the Societe des

lettres de Lund, the Metropolitan Museum of Xew York, Deutsche Gesellscliaft d.

Whssenschaften u. Kunste fur die Tschechoslowakische Republik, the Institute of

Roman Studies, and the Director of the Yaletta Museum.
I he folluiciny Publishing Houses :—Messrs. Allen and Unwin, Edward Arnold,

Aschendorft, George Banta, G. Bardi, B T. Batsford, C. H. Beck, Ernest Benn,
H. Bittner, Basil Blackwell, E. de Boccard, H. Bohlaus, Boivin et Cie, Bowes and
Bowes, E. Bruckmann, H. Champion, Chatto and Whndus, F. Cohen, Peter Davies,

J. M. Dent, Dieterieh, AY. Engelmann, B. Filser, CL Fischer, G. E. C. Gad, P.

Geutimer, C. \Y. K. Gleerup, W'alter de Grnyter, Gyldendalske Boghandel-
Xordisk, Hachette A Co., G. G. Harrap, O. Harrassowitz, D. C. Heath, J. C. Hin-
nclis, Hodder and Stoughton, U. Hoepli, H. Keller, \Y. Kohlhammer, R. Lerclie,

E. Leroux, Macmillan A Co., M. A H. Marcus, E. Memer, Methuen, H. Milford,
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J. C. B. Mohr, Eveleigh Nash and Grayson, R. Oldenbourg, G. B. Paraoia, H. J.
Paris, Kegan Paul, Payot, “ Radio ” Trapani, R. M. Rohrer, G. Routledge, H.
Schoetze, J. Springer, Taussig and Taussig, B. G. Teubner, A. Topelmann. Graefe
and Unzer, Vallechi, G. Vanoest, Weidmann, Wettergren and Kerber, C. Winter.

In the slide and picture department the following gifts have been received :

—

From Mr. Frank Gearing, the valuable negatives of the classical collections at

Lewes House. Professor Ashmole and Professor Beazley have kindlv consented
to write the catalogue of these.

From Mr. F. W. Felkin, an interesting set of original drawings of Mycenae by
the well-known war correspondent Melton Prior. Mr. Felkin also presents a medal
of George IV by Pistrucci, with a Greek inscription.

From Mrs. Noel, off-copies of some of the plates to the large work on Aegina by
C. R. Cockerell, the donor’s grandfather.

Two new sets of slides are being added to the now large collection of stereo-

typed lectures for the lantern. The first is a sketch of the prehistoric antiquities

of Malta by Mrs. H. O. Clogstoun, a member of the Society resident in the island.

The second deals with the Roman soldier, and is by the Rev. H. H. Symonds.
The sets of slides are increasingly used, and it may interest members to have the

complete list of subjects appended.

Greek : Roman :

The Prehellenic Age (no text). Ancient Life, Roman (annotated list of

fEarly Malta (N. S. Clogstoun). slides only, J. Penoyre).
The Geography of Greece (A. J. Toyn- Rome (H. M. Last).

bee). The Roman Forum (G. H. Hallam).
Ancient Athens : historical sketch (S. The Roman Forum, for advanced

Casson). students (T. Ashby).
Ancient Athens : topographical (anno- The Palatine and Capitol (T. Ashbv).

tated list of slides only, D. Brooke). The Via Appia (R. Gardner).
Ancient Architecture (D. S. Robertson). The Roman Campagna (T. Ashby).
Greek Sculpture (J. Penoyre). Roman Portraiture (Mrs. S. Arthur
The Parthenon (A. H. Smith). Strong).

Greek Vases (M. A. B. Braunholtz). Horace (G. H. Hallam).
A Survey of early Greek Coins : 7 slides Pompeii (A. van Buren).
showing 49 coins (P. Gardner). Ostia (T. Ashby).

Some Coins of Sicily (G. F. Hill). Ostia (R. Meiggs).

Greek Papyri (H. I. Bell). Sicily (H. E. Butler).

Olympia and Greek Athletics (E. N. The Roman Rhone (S. E. Winbolt).
Gardiner). Timgad (H. E. Butler).

Xenophon : the expedition of Cyrus and Roman Britain (Mortimer Wheeler)

.

Xenophon’s Anabasis (annotated list The Roman Wall (R. G. Collingwood)

.

of slides only, by A. W. and B. I. |The Roman Soldier (H. H. Symonds).
Lawrence)

.

Alexander the Great (D. G. Hogarth).

The Travels of St. Paul (no text).

The Ancient Theatre (J. T. Sheppard).

Ancient Life, Greek (annotated list of

slides only, J. Penoyre).

The sets consist of about 50 carefully selected slides and the cost of hire,
including the text and postage to members, is ys. 6d.

c
f In preparation.
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The Catalogue of the Virtue Tebbs collection of electrotypes was published in

XLIX., p. lxxxix. The charges for the loan of these are the same as for

the slides, zd. each. Copies of the Catalogue can be had on application.

Finance.

The members of the Society now number 1436 and the Student Associates

17S. The subscribing Libraries now total 31S.

The year under review must be regarded as highly satisfactory from a financial

point of view. The appeal for the Jubilee Fund lor the extinction of the balance

of the outlav on the Library premises has been so heartily supported that donations

have been received amounting to £2334.

In the Income and Expenditure account an increase will be noted in the upkeep

of the Society’s premises. This is practically all accounted for by builders’ charges

in connexion with alterations to defective heating apparatus. Another heavy

item this year has been the cost of what we may call the Jubilee number of the

Journal. As it happens, receipts from the sale of the Journal are less for the year,

but this was only to be expected, as the previous year established a £

record ’ in

the sale of back volumes, which could not be expected to be maintained.

Receipts from subscriptions from both members and Student Associates show

a welcome increase.

The net result of an abnormal year is a deficit of £388. There is no doubt,

however, that the charge in the accounts for the Journal will be reduced by at

least £'300-/400, and the special Festival expenses will not recur. It must also

be noted that the Roman Society have agreed to increase their contribution by
£120 a year for the next three years. There is every prospect that the ordinary

financial aspect of the Society’s work will appear in a favourable light for the near

future.

The Society has, however, to meet the cost of the publication of the excavations

of Artemis Orthia. As publication could not be effected till the early part of 1930,

both expenditure and receipts in 1929 have been carried forward. It is too early

yet to say what the final financial result of this publication will be, but the sale

has so far been encouraging, and it is hoped ultimately to get back the greater

part if not all of the outlay. The charge may fall somewhat heavily on the Treasury

for a year or two, but in the meantime it is agreed, both at home and abroad,

that the volume is worthy of the British School at Athens and effectively promotes
the studies for which the Hellenic Society exists.

The above report was seconded by Sir James Frazer and carried unanimously.

The President then delivered his Address, taking for his subject ‘ Recent
Additions to our Knowledge of Ancient Sculpture,’ whether by new discoveries or

by new studies of works that were already known. The most important of the

new discoveries was a bronze statue of a bearded god, found in the sea off Cape
Artemision (ty. Beyen, La Statue d’Arteinision, Hague, Xijhoff, 1930). It must,

like the bronze athlete from Cerigotto, have come from the wreck of a ship carrying

the spoils of Greece to Italy
; but in this case the ship must have been on its way

from northern Greece, probably Macedonia or Thessaly, and therefore the origin

of the statue should probably be sought in that region. The god was represented

as striding vigorously forward, his left arm and fingers stretched out in front, his

right hand holding some object now lost, evidently a weapon. It had been disputed
whether this weapon was a trident or a thunderbolt ; and that implied the question
whether the god represented was Poseidon or Zeus. Examples were fairly numerous
in which either of these gods was represented in a similar attitude. The somewhat
rugged and picturesque type seemed to suit Poseidon better, especially the hair with
its rich and heavy masses. It might not be easy to distinguish the types of Zeus
and Poseidon at this period, after the manner in which they were admirably



distinguished for a later age in Brunn’s Goiterideafen. The date of the statue,

from its style, must be about 470-460 b.c. ; and an original bronze of tins period

was an immense acquisition; for a large-size representation of a god of the same
period there was the well-known head of Apollo at Chatswortli.

The style of the statue had been much discussed
;

it had been compared on the

one side to Aristogeiton in the Tyrannicide group, on the other to the series of works
related to the Choiseul-Gouffier Apollo. It showed, however, considerable difference

from either, and if it was of Thessalian origin, it might belong to a local school. I11

any case it ranked among the finest bronze originals which we possess.

With the statue had been found other bronzes, a very fine and spirited horse,

of thoroughbred type, perhaps a Thessalian race-horse, apparently of fifth-century

work; and a jockey, of the Hellenistic age, which, if it must be connected with the

horse, was certainly a later addition.

Among recent contributions to the study of known works might be specially

mentioned Dr. Praschniker's work on the metopes of the Parthenon. Dr. Praschniker

showed that those on the north, east, and west sides of the temple were not, as is

commonly stated, damaged by weathering or target practice, but deliberately

chiselled away. He also, by a minute study of the extant traces, had recovered

much of the original compositions (Cf. C. Praschniker, PartJienojistiidicn
,
Vienna,

Filser, 192S).

A new and detailed study of the famous Nike * Parapet ' by Professor Carpenter

had led him to distinguish the hands of six different masters in the sculptures
; an

interesting point was that he identified one of these, apparently on good grounds,

with Paeonius, who made the Victory at Olympia.
Miss Richter had published a statue of Protesilaus recently acquired by New

York, and from this and a statue long known in the British Museum the whole
figure had been reconstituted; the figure in the British Museum was of better

execution, and preserved the pedestal with the prow of a ship. The youthful

warrior was represented as charging down from his ship on to the Trojan shore. He
became a popular hero in north Greece. The original work must have belonged
to about the middle of the fifth century; its resemblance to the early Niobids

was noted, especially in the drapery. The original had no doubt been in bronze

;

and the two copies supplemented each other in various details.

Mr. Macmillan, Sir Cecil Harcourt-Smith and Mr. Penoyre joined in the sub-

sequent discussion, and the Meeting closed with expressions of thanks to the

President for his Address.
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SUPPLEMENT NO. VII.

TO THE

SUBJECT CATALOGUE* OF THE JOINT LIBRARY

PERIODICALS

Die Antike, Zeitschrift fiir Kunst und Kultur des klassischen Alter-

tums. From vol. i (19*25).

11* X 84 in. Borlin and Leipsic. In. Progress.

Archaeologisch-Epigraphische Mittheilungen aus Oesterreich. vols.

1-20 (all published). Vienna, 1877-97.
Bollettino (T Arte del ministero della pubblica istruzione. From vol. ix.

lli X 8| in. Milan and Rome. In Progress.

Bude Bulletin t Supplement critique au bulletin de l'association

Guillaume Bude. From vol. i (1929).

10 X 64- in. Paris. In Progress.

Byzantinisch-neugriechisches Jahrbuch : Beihefte.

1. Die Inschriftenaufzoichnung des Ivodex Sinaiticus Graecus

508(976) und die Maria-spilliotissaddosterkirche bei Sille

(Lykaonien). By N. A. Bees. 1922.
4. Der franzdsisch-mittelgriechische Ritterroman “ Imberios und

Margarona ” und die Grundungssage des Daphni-klosters bei

Atlien. By N. A. Bees. 1924.

5. Tsakoniscke Grammatik. By G. P. Anagnostopulos. 1926.
6. Die Fliichtlingsfrage in Griechenland. Bv A. Hadzopulos.

1927.

7. Oi ’E^cokoctockoiAoi "'Apyovres Tujs ev KovoTocvTivouTroAei
iasydArjs toO XpurroO eKKAqaias. Bv Ch. M. Demetrios.
1927.

8. Marinos von Neapolis und die neuplatonisclie Tugendgrade.
By 0. S. von Fieselienberg. 1928.

9i x 6i in. Berlin and Athens, 1924-28.
Chicago, University of : The Oriental Institute Communications.

From No. 2. 9-J- X 7 in. In Progress.

‘EAAqvtKd, icrropiKov TrspioSiKov Sripoaieuna. From vol. i (1928).

9-J X 6i in. Athens. In Progress.

Gnomon. From vol. vi (1930). 10 X 6-£ in. Berlin. In Progress .

Historia, studi storici per 1‘antichita classica. From vol. i (1927).

11 X 8J in. Milan and Rome. In Progress.

* The Catalogue (published 1924) is sold to members at the reduced price of

7s. 6d. (by post Ss. Qd.).

This and other supplements are sold at 6d. each.

Address: The Assistant Librarian, Hellenic and Roman Societies, 50 Bedford
Square, W.C. 1.
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Illustrated London News. By the courtesy of the Publishers the

archaeological sheets will be found mounted in the photo-

graphic collections.

Journal of Hellenic Studies : Supplementary Paper No. 5. The

Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia at Sparta. Ed. R. M. Dawkins.

11 X 74 in. pp. xviii + 420. 1929.

Id. Another copy.

Malta : Bulletin of the Museum. From vol. i (1929).

9f X 6J in. Valletta. In Progress.

PhilologUS. Supplementband xx, Heft ii : Die Briefe des Sokrates

und der Sokratiker. By L. Koehler.

9J X 6 in. pp. 142. Leipsic. 1928.

rToAepcov, dpxaioAoyiKov TrepioSixov cruyypa[ipioc. From vol. i

(1929). 9^ X 6J in. Athens. In Progress.

TTpaKTiKa rf\s "AKaSrmias ’AOpvcbv. From vol. i (1926).

104 X 7-4 in. Athens. In Progress.

Rivista di archeologia cristiana. From vol. vi (1929).

104 X 74 in. Rome. I it Progress.

Rivista del R. Istituto d'archeologia e storia dell’ arte. From vol. i

(1929). 12 X 9 in. Rome. In Progress .

Studi e materiali di storia delle religioni. From vol. i (1925).

94 X 64 in. Rome. In Progress ,

OPUSCULA

Burnet (J.) Essays and addresses (with a memoir).

9 X 5f in. pp. 299. 1929.
Bury (J. B.) Selected essays. Ed. H. Temperley.

9 x 5} in. pp. xxxii + 249. Cambridge. 1930.
Sargeaunt (G. M.) Classical studies.

8 x 5 in. pp. viii 285. 1929.

Heisenberg (A.) Festgabc zurn 60. Geburtstag. [Byzantinische
Zeitschrift, vol. xxx.]

9J x 6-4 in. pp. xiii -f 681. Leipsic and Berlin. 1929-30
Judeich (W.) Festschrift zurn 70. Geburtstag.

r 9f X 6J in. pp. 290. Weimar. 1929.
Kekule (R.) Bonner Studien R.K. gewidmet von seinen Schiilern.

11J X 74 in. pp. iv + 260. Berlin. 1890.

METHODS AND HISTORY OF STUDY

Bill (C. P.) Tracking the Greeks. [Class. Jour., xxv, Oct. 1929,
^ °* ^ 9 X 61 in. pp. 20. New York.

Cambridge (A. W. Pickard-) The present position and aims of Greek
studies. (Inaugural Lecture.)

Toocrnr x t\* * .

9* X 6 in
* PP- 23 ' Edinburgh. 1929.

Jaeger (W.) Die Antike im wissenschaftlichen Austausch der Nationen.
[Die Antike, vi.] 10| x gi

in> gKenyon (F.G.) Libraries and Museums. 6J X 4Jin. pp. 79 . 1930
.*
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Institutions , etc .

Deutsches Archaologisches Institut. Rodewaldt (G.) Archae-

ologisches Institut des deutschen Reiches 1829-1929.

9| X 6J in. pp. 87 + 13 plates. Berlin. 1929.

Roemiseh-germanische Komraission. Fiinfundzwanzig Jahre.

Zur Erinnerung an die Feier des 9-11 Dezember 1927.

[Arch. Inst, des deutschen Reichs.]

124 X 9f in. pp. 113. Berlin and Leipsic. 1930.

Rome : Atti del 1° congresso nazionale di studi romani. (2 vols.)

94 X 64 in. pp. 746 av. per vol. Rome. 1929.

Toronto, University of. Honour classics in the University of Toronto.

By a group of classical graduates.

84 X 5f in. pp. 83. Toronto. 1929.

Id . Another copy.

Cambridge University Library : Rules for the catalogues of printed

books, maps and music.

8-4 X 51- in. pp. 78. Cambridge. 1927.

Goettingen : Goettinger Handkatalog : Lesesaalbibliothek, biblio-

graphischer Apparat und Ilandmagazin der Universitaets-

bibliothek.

9J X 7 in. pp. xvi -f- 636. Goettingen. 1929.

Die LTniversitaetsbibliothek Goettingen als niedersaechsische

Landesbibliothek.

9 X 6J- in. pp. 18. Goettingen. 1929.

Oxford University Press. Hart (H.) Rules for compositors and
readers at the University Press, Oxford.

54 x 3* in. pp. 135. 1928.

Biographical

Burnet (J.) Taylor (A. E.) John Burnet, 1863-1928. [Proc. Brit.

Ac., xiv.] 10J X 6J in. pp. 82.

Bury (J. B.) Bayxes (X. H.) A bibliography of the works of J. B.

Bury with a memoir.

84 X 54 in. pp. viii -f- 184. Cambridge. 1929.

Id . Another copy.

Frazer (J. G.) Publisher's bibliographical note.

7 X 4J in. pp. 24.

Hasluck (F.W.) Babinger (F. H.) F. W. Hasluck
:
[Typed English

version of an obituary notice (with bibliography) published

in the Mitt, zur osman. Geschichte ii, p. 321.]

7J X 44 in. pp. 12. Berlin. 1927.

Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (U. von) My recollections, 1848-1914.

9 X 5-J in. pp. xi + 412. 1930.

GREEK COLLECTED WORKS
Lyra Graeca. Vol. I, Edited and translated by J. M. Edmonds.

Revised and augmented edition. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

G4 X 4J in. pp. xix -f 493. 1928.

Orphica : Les Argonautiques d'Orphee. Edited and translated into

French by G. Dottin. [Assn. G. Bude.]

8 x 5J in. pp. clx + 160. Paris. 1930.
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Stoieorum veterum Fragmenta. Ed. H. von Arnim. Yol. iv.

Indices. Bv M. Adler.

9J x 6 in. pp. vii + 221. Leipsic. 1924.

Murray (G.) and others. The Oxford Book of Greek Verse.

6J x 4J in. pp. xlviii + 608. Oxford. 1930.

GREEK AUTHORS

Aelius Aristides. Turyn (A.) Do Aelii Aristidis codice Varsoviensi.

9J X 6J in. pp. 78. Warsaw. 1929.

Aeschylus. Supplice 5*. Translated into English rhyming verse by
G. Murray. 7J X 4J in. pp. 101. 1930.

Schmid (W.) Untersuchungen zum Gefesselten Prometheus.

94 x 6J in. pp. 116. Stuttgart. 1929.

Andocides. Speeches. Edited and translated into French by G.

Balmevda. [Assn. G. Bude.]

8 X 5J in. pp. xxxvi -f- 285. Paris. 1930.

Apollonius Rhodius. Wifstraxd (A.) Kritische und exegetische

Bemerkungen zu Apollonios Rhodios.

9^ x 6-4 in. pp. 35. Lund. 1929.

Aristarchus. Severyxs (A.) Le cycle epique dans l’ecole d'Aris-

tarque.

10 x 64 in. pp. xvi -f- 458. Liege and Paris. 1928.

Aristophanes. Ecclesiazousae. Ploutos. Edited and translated into

French by V. Coulon and H. Van Baele. [Assn. G. Bude.]

8 X in. pp. 14 — 266. Paris. 1930.
4\ alker (R. J".) An Essay on the date of Aristophanes’ Eccle-

siazusao. 9f x 6-4 in. pp. 52. Monaco. 1925.

Aristotle. 13e anima. Ed. R. B. Hicks.

94 X 6f in. pp. lxxxiii -j- 626. Cambridge. 1907.
The Physics. Yol. I. Edited and translated by P. H. Wicksteed

and F. M. Cornford. [Loeb. Class. Libr.]

6-4 X 4J in. pp. xc -f 427. 1929.
Physica. Translated by R. P. Hardie and R. K. Gave.

9 X 5f in. pp. viii -j- 259. Oxford. 1930.
Herrick (M. T.) The Poetics of Aristotle in England. [Cornell

Studies in English, xxii.]

8§ X 6 in. pp. 196. Xew Haven. 1930.
• McMahox (A. P.) Seven questions on Aristotelian definitions of

tragedy and comedy. [Harvard Studies in Class. Philology,
xl, 1929.] 9 X 5f in. pp. 102.

Arrian. Ed. A. G. Roos. vol. i.

6-| X 44 in. pp. liv -{- 426. Leipsic. 1907.
Anabasis Alexandri i—iv. Edited and translated by E. I. Robson.

[Loeb Class. Libr.] 64 X 44 in. pp. xvi + 450. 1929.
Athenaeus. I he Beipnosophists 11 and iii. Edited and translated

by C. B. Gulick. 2 vols. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

64 X 44 in. pp. viii + 520 (av. per vol.). 1929.
Aldick (C.) Be Athenaei Bipnosophistarum epitomae codicibus

Erbacensi, Laurent ia no, Parisino.

$4 X 5f in. pp. 74. Munster. 1928.
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Aurelius, Marcus. Translated with an introductory study by G. H.
Rendall. 7f X 5 in. pp. cxlvi + 193. 1898.

Basil, St. Murphy (M. G.) St. Basil and Monasticism. [Catholic

Univ. of America, Patristic Studies, xxv.]

9J X 6 in. pp. xix + 112. Washington. 1930.

Biton. Bitons Bau von Belagerungsmachinen und Geschiitzen.

Edited and translated into German by A. Rehm and E.
Schramm.

llj X 9 in. pp. 28 + 6 plates. Munich. 1929.

Diogenes Laertius. Hope (R.) The Book of Diogenes Laertius.

8J X in. pp. xiv + 241. New York. 1930.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Opuscula. II. 2. Edd. H. Usener,

L. Radermacher.

6f x 4-J- in. pp. xxix -b 32. Leipsic. 1929.

Empedocles. Wilamowitz-Moellexdoref (U. vox) Die Ka 6ocpool
des Empedokles. [Sitz.-Bericht. d. preussischen Akad.
Phil.-Hist. Kl. xxvii.]

10 X 7J in. pp. 38. Berlin. 1929.

Epictetus. Vol. ii. Discourses iii and iv, .Manual and fragments.

Edited and translated by W. A. Oldfather. [Loeb Class.

Libr.] 64 X 4^ in. pp. 559. 1928.

Eunapius. Vollebregt (J. C-.) Symbola in novam Eunapii Yitarum
editionem. 9-| X 6£ in. pp. 141. Amsterdam. 1929.

Euripides. Alkestis. Ed. L. Weber.

8f X 6 in. pp. 168. Leipsic. 1930.

The Bacchae. Text and prose translation by D. W. Lucas.

7J X 5 in. pp. 93. Cambridge. 1930.
— Bates (W. N.) Euripides.

9J X 6} in. pp. xiii -f- 315. Philadelphia. 1930.

Evangelists. Cuexdet (G.) L'ordre des mots dans le texte grec et

dans les versions gotique, armenienne et vieux slave des

Evangiles. i. Les groupes nominaux.

10 X 6l- in. pp. xvi — 175. Paris. 1929.

Galen. On the Natural Faculties. Edited and translated by A. J.

Brock. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

Of ; ; 4J in. pp. lv + 339. 1928.

Gregory. Hoey (G. W. P.) The use of the optative mood in the

works of St. Gregory of Xvssa.

9J X 6 in. pp. xviii -p 127. [Washington, D.C.] 1930.

Herodotus. Beguixot (F.) Sugli ’ATapavTes di Erodoto e sul nome
Berbero del grande Atlante. [Publications de Tlnstitut

des hautes-etudes marocaines, xvii.].

11 X 7J in. pp. 14. Paris. 1928.

Hesiod. Theogonia. Ed. F. Jacoby.

8J X 6 in. pp. 212. Berlin. 1930.

Homer. The 2 rhapsody of the Iliad. Ed. A. Pallis.

9 X 51 in. pp. 107. 1930.

Odyssey. Edited and translated by A. T. Murray, vol. ii.

[Loeb Class. Libr.] 6f X 4-J in. pp. 455. 1928.

Berard (V.) La resurrection d'Homere.

11 X 41 in. pp. 257. Paris. 1930.

Boehme (J.) Die Seele und das Ich im homerischen Epos.

9J X 6J in. pp. vi + 132. Leipsic. 1929.
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Homer. Breuxixg (P. S.) De Hymnorum Homericorum memoria.

94 X 6J in. pp. 130. Utrecht. 1929.

Quenxell (M. and C. H. B.) Everyday things in Homeric

Greece. 9 X 6 in. pp. viii + 140. 1929.

Woodhouse (W. J.) The Composition of Homers Odyssey.

9 X 5J in. pp. 251. Oxford. 1930.

Id. Another copy.

Young (G.) Homer and the Greek accents.

9 X 5f in. pp. viii + 38. Reading. 1930.

Isocrates. Vol. ii. Edited and translated by G. Norlin. [Loeb Class.

Libr.] 6J- X 4J in. pp. vii -f- 541. 1929.

Josephus. Flavius Josephe contre Apion. Ed. Th. Reinach. Trans-

lated into French by L. Blum. [Assn. G. Bude.]

8 X 5J- in. pp. xxxix + 242. Paris. 1930.

Works. Translated by W. Whiston. 4 vols.

8| X 5J in. pp. 525 (av. per vol.). 1811.

Julian. Edited and translated by W. C. Wright, vol. iii. [Loeb
Class. Libr.] 6J X 4J in. pp. lxvii -f- 448. 1923.

Bidez (J.) La tradition manuscrite et les editions des discours

de rempereur Julien.

10 x 64 in. pp. x -j- 152. Ghent. 1929.

Justinian. Institutes. Ed. J. B. Moyle. 2 vols.

9 X 54 in. pp. viii + 682 ; viii + 220. Oxford. 1912-13.

Mark the Deacon. Life of Porphyry, Bishop of Gaza. Edited and
translated into French by H. Gregoire and M. A. Kugener.
[Assn. G. Bude.]

8 X 5J in. pp. cxi + 232. Paris. 1930.
Menander. Reliquiae in papyris et membranis servatae. Ed. C.

Jensen. 8£ X 6 in. pp. lxxxvi + 184. Berlin. 1929.
Oppian, Colluthus, Tryphiodorus. Edited and translated by A. W.

Mair. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

64 X 4J in. pp. lxxx + 636. 1928.
Philo. Edited and translated by F. H. Colson and G. H. Whitaker,

vols. i and ii. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

64 X 4J in. pp. xxxiv + 484 ;
vi + 504. 1929.

Philonis Alexandrini opera quae supersunt. Edd. L. Cohn,
P . endland. Yol. vii, Indices. Part ii. By J. Leisegang.

9f x 6J in. pp. 540. Berlin. 1930.
Pindar. Scholia. Ed. A. B. Drachmann. Vols. 1-2.

6f X 44 in. pp. xxvi + 395 : vi + 270. Leipsic. 1903-10.
Plato, vii. Timaeus, Critias, Cleitophon, Menexenus, Epistles. Edited

and translated by R. G. Bury. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

6^ X 44 in. pp. 636. 1929.
Le Banquet. Edited and translated into French by L. Robin.

[Assn. G. Bude.]

74 X 5 in. pp. cxxi + 92 leaves. Paris. 1929.
Epistulae. Ed. F. Novotnv.

9£- x 64 in. pp. vii + 319. Brno. 1930.
Timaeus and Critias. Translated with introductions and notes

v

hJ A - E - Taylor. 7\ X 4| in. pp. viii + 136. 1929.
Dies (A.) Platon. 74 X 5 in. pp. 221. Paris. 1930.
Frazer (J. G.) The Growth of Plato's Ideal Theory.

9 x 5f in. pp. xi + 114. 1930.
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Plato. Frutiger (P.) Les mythes de Platon.

9 X in. pp. 295. Paris. 1930.

Id . Another copy.

Reinhardt (K.) Platons Mythen.

8J X in. pp. 159. Bonn. 1927.

Richards (H.) Platonica.

7f X in. pp. viii + 356. 1911.

Taylor (A. E.) Plato and the Authorship of the Epinomis.

[Proc. Brit. Acad., vol. xv.]

10J x 61 in. pp. 85. 1929.

Plotinus. Plotins Schriften. Uebersetzt von R. Harder. Band 1.

8 X 5j in. pp. xi + 196. Leipsic. 1930.

Plutarch. Moralia ii. Edited and translated by F. C. Babbitt.

[Loeb Class. Libr.] 6| X 4J in. pp. xiv + 508. 1928.

Polybius. Feldmanx (A.) Zum Aufbau der Geschichtserzahlung bei

Polybius. 9 X 6J in. pp. 92. Bern. 1929.

Posidonius. Reinhardt (K.) Kosinos und Sympathie (Neue Unter-

suchungen liber Poseidonios).

8J X 5f in. pp. viii + 419. Munich. 1926.

Procopius. Edited and translated by H. B. Dewing, vol. v. [Loeb

Class. Libr.] 61 x 4J in. pp. 441. 1928.

Ptolemy. Claudii Ptolemaei Harmonica. Ed. I. During.

9| X 7 in. pp. civ + 147. Gotenburg. 1930.

Strabo. The Geography, vol. vi. Edited and translated by H. L.

Jones. [Loeb Class. Libr.] 6|- x 4Jin. pp. 397. 1929.

Synesius of Cyrene. The Essays and Hymns. Translated by A.

FitzGerald. 2 vols.

8f X 7 in. pp. xviii + 498. Oxford. 1930.

Syntipas. Oldfather (W. A.) and Madden (M.) The Urbana MS.
of Syntipas. [Speculum, ii. No. 4. Oct. 1927.]

10i X 7 in. pp. 3. Cambridge, Mass.

Theophrastus. The Characters. Edited and translated by J. M.
Edmonds.

Herodes, Cercidas and the choliambic poets. Edited and trans-

lated by A. D. Knox. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

6J x 4J in. pp. vii + 132 + xxvi + 365. 1929.

Metaphysics. Edd. W. D. Ross, F. H. Fobes.

3i x in. PP* xxxh + 37. Oxford. 1929.

Bolkestein (H.) Theophrastos' Charakter der Deisidaimonia.

91- x 6J in. pp. 81. Giessen. 1929.

Xenophon. Anabasis i-iii. Edited and translated into French by
P. Masqueray. [Assn. G. Bude.]

8 X 5J in. pp. xx + 288. Paris. 1930.

Hellenica. Ed. C. Hude.

6f x 4f in. pp. x + 343. Leipsic. 1930.

Hellenica. Ed. C. Hude. Editio Minor.

6| x 4f in. pp. 282. Leipsic. 1930.

Richards (H.) Notes on Xenophon and others.

7f x 5J in. pp. xii 357. 1907.

Davidson (B.) Addison, Cato iv, 4, to v, 1, translated into Greek.

[Gaisford Prize for Greek Verse, 1930.]

9-| X 6| in. pp. 8. Oxford. 1930.



McGowan (P. J.) Tolstov, The First Step, Chapter vii. Translated

into Greek. [Gaisford Prize for Greek Prose, 1930.]

9| X 6| in. pp. 15. Oxford. 1930.

LATIN COLLECTED WORKS

Arvales Fratres. Acta Fratrum Arvalium quae supersunt. Ed.

Guil. Henzen.

9-|- x 6J in. pp. ccxlvi + 240. Berlin. 1874.

RoCCO (G. A.) Carmi latini edit! et inediti.

9| x 6-| in. pp. lvi -j- 372. Milan. 1929.

Epici Latini. Fragmeuta poetarum latinorum epicorum et lyricorum.

Ed. \V. Morel.

8J X 4J in. pp. v -p 190. Leipsic. 1927.

Ribbeck (0.) Scaenicae Romanorum poesis fragment-a. 2 vols.

9 X 6 in. pp. cvi 4* 438 (av. per vol.). Leipsic. 1873.

LATIN AUTHORS

Ambrose, St* Martin (M. A.) The use of indirect discourse in the

Works of St. Ambrose. [Catholic Univ. of America,

Patristic Studies, xx.]

9 X 6 in. pp. xviii + 165. Washington, D.C. 1930.

Augustine. S. Aureli Augustini de Doctrina Christiana liber quartus.

Edited and translated by T. Sullivan. [Catholic Univ. of

America, Patristic Studies, xxiii.]

9i X in, pp. xiv + 205. Washington, D.C. 1930.

Madden (M. D.) The pagan divinities and their worship as

depicted in the Works of St. Augustine exclusive of the

City of God. [Catholic Univ. of America, Patristic Studies,

xxiv.]

9J X 6 in. pp. vii + 135. Washington, D.C. 1930.

Augustus Imperator. Operum fragment-a. Ed. H. Malcovati.

7| x 4f in. pp. lxiii -f 170. Turin. 1928.

Beatus. In Apocalipsim libri xii. Ed. H. A. Sanders.

9| X 6J in. pp. xxiv + 657. Rome. 1930.

Cicero. Letters to Atticus. Book ii. Ed. M. Alford.

6i X 4 in. pp. xxix + 271. 1929.

The Letters to his Friends. Edited and translated by W. G.
Williams. Yols. ii and iii. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

(>2 X 4J in. pp. xxviii + 627 av. per vol. 1928-29.

The Verrine Orations. Edited and translated by L. H. G.

Greenwood. Yol. I : Against Caecilius, Against Yerres I,

II, i, ii. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

6-J-
x 4J in. pp. xxi + 504. 1928.

De Seneotute, de Amicitia, de Divinatione. Edited and trans-

lated by W. A. Falconer. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

6f X 44 in. pp. 568. 1927.

Fiske (G. C.) Cicero’s de Oratore and Horace’s Ars poetica.

9 X 6 in. pp. 152. Madison, Wis. 1929.
Laurand (L.) Notes bibliographiques sur Ciceron (3

e eerie).

[Rev. cles etudes lat. 1929.]

9J X 6 in. pp. 22. Paris. 1929.
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Curtius. Historiae Alexandri Magni. Ed. E. Hedicke.

6§ X 4f in. pp. xii + 312. Leipsic. 1927.

Florus (Lucius Annaeus). Epitome of Roman History. Edited and
translated by E. S. Forster. Cornelius Nepos. Edited

and translated by J. C. Rolfe. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

6J- x 4i in. pp. xv + 744. 1929.

Livy. Titi Livi Ab urbe condita. Yol. 3. Libri xxi-xxv. Edd. C. F.

Walters, R. S. Conway.

7J X 4f in. pp. xxxi + 416. Oxford. 1929.

Books xxi-xxii. Edited and translated by B. 0. Foster.

[Loeb Class. Libr.] 6J- x 4-| in. pp. xx + 413. 1929.

Lucan. Edited and translated by J. D. Duff. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

6|- x 4J in. pp. xv + 638. 1928.

Lucretius. De Rerum Natura. Ed. H. A. J. Munro. 4th edition.

Yol. ii : Explanatory Notes, with introductory essay by
E. N. da C. Andrade.

8| X 6 in. pp. xxii + 424. 1929.

On the Nature of Things. Translated by T. Jackson.

7-| X 5 in. pp. 244. Oxford. 1929.

Postgate (J. P.) New Light upon Lucretius. [Bull, of John
Rylands Library, x, 1, Jan. 1926.]

io X 6i- in. pp. 16. Manchester. 1926.

Martial. Duff (J. Wight) Martial : Realism and Sentiment in the

Epigram. 8J x 5^- in. pp. 26. Cambridge. 1929.

Ovid. The Art of Love and other poems. Edited and translated by
J. H. Mozley. [Loeb Class. Libr.]

6| X 41 in. pp. xiv + 382. 1929.
- The Fasti. Ed. J. G. Frazer. 5 vols.

9 X 5| in. pp. 400 (av. per vol.). 1929.

Petronius. Satirae, et Liber Priapeorum. Ed. F. Buecheler.

8 X 5 in. pp. 252. Berlin. 1895.

Plautus. Plauti comoediae viginti nuper recognitae et acri iudicio

Nicolai Angelii diligentissime excussae.

6f X 4f in. pp. xv+ 776. Florence. 1522.

Gray (L. H.) The Punic passages in the Poenulus of Plautus.

[Am. Journ. of Semitic Lang, and Lit., xxxix, 2, Jan. 1923.]

9J X 6|- in. pp. 16.

Pliny the Elder. Chapters on Chemical Subjects. Ed. K. C. Bailey.

9f x 6J in. pp. 249. London. 1929.

Sicco Polenton. Scriptorum illustrium Latinae linguae libri xviii.

Ed. B. L, Ullrnan.

9j x 6J in. pp. lii + 520. Rome. 1928.

Solinus. Bell (H. I.) A Solinus MS. from the library of Coluccio

Salutati. [Speculum, iv, 4.]

10£ X 7| in. pp. 11. Cambridge, Mass. 1929.

Suetonius. Yita Tiberi. Neu kommentiert von J. R. Rietrev.

10-|- x 8J in. pp. 68. Amsterdam. 1928,

Tacitus. Norden (E.) Die germanische Urgeschichte in Tacitus

Germania. 9 X 6 in. pp. xii + 523. Leipsic. 1923.

Terence. Comedies. Translated by F. Perry.

7J X 5 in. pp. vii + 366. Oxford. 1929.

Virgil. The Aeneid. Translated into blank verse (vrith Latin text)

by T. H. D. May. 8J X 5£ in. pp. 623. 1930.
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Virgil. The Aeneid. In English verse (with Latin text), iv. Books

x-xii. Bv A. S. Way. 7| X of in. pp. 165. 1930.

Cakcopixo (JO Virgile et le mystere de la ivc eclogue.

X in. pp. 220. Paris. 1930.

Fairclough (H. R.) Virgil’s Knowledge of Greek.

9-J- X 6f in. pp. 10. [Chicago.] 1930.

Pease (A. S.) Some aspects of the character of Dido. [Class.

Journ., xxii, 4, Jan. 1927.] 9-|- X fi| in. pp. 10.

Wili (W.) Vergil.

9 X 5f in. pp. 148. Munich. [1930.]

Vulgate. Raxd (E. K.) Dom Quentin’s memoir on the text of the

Vulgate. [Harvard Theological Review, xvii, 3, July, 1924.]

9J X 6 in. pp. 68.

LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE

Koerte (A.) Hellenistic poetry. Translated by J. Hammer and M.

Hadas.

Si X 5| in. pp. xviii + 446. New York. 1929.

Id. Another copy.

Puech (A.) Histoire de la litterature grecque chretienne. iii. Le ive

siecle. 9 X 54- in. pp. 693. Paris. 1930.

Schroeder (O.) Grundiss der griechischen Versgeschichte.

8 X in. pp. 171. Heidelberg. 1930.

Lea (T. S.) The hypothesis of a Greek gematria in the early Christian

church. [Author s type-script.] 10|- X 8 in. 1929.

Enk (P. J.) Handboek der latijnsche Letterkunde, i.

8f X 6 in. pp. 320. Zutphen. 1928.

Conway (R. S.) The great writers of Rome.

6-| x 4J in. pp. 80. 1930.

Meillet (A.) Esquisse d'une histoire de la langue latine.

8J x 6 in. pp. viii + 287. Paris. 1928.

Pease (A. S.) Notes on the pathetic fallacy in Latin poetry. [Class.

Journ., xxii.] 9£ X 6J in. pp. 13.

James (A. I.) The potential subjunctive in independent sentences in

Livy.

9 X 6 in. pp. viii -f- 68. Northampton, Mass. 1929.

O’Brien (M. B.) Titles of address in Christian Latin epistolography

to 543 a.d. [Cath. Univ. of America, Patristic Studies, xxi.]

9 X 6 in. pp. xiv + 172. Washington. 1930.

Pease (A. S.) Quadripedante putrem. [Class. Journ., xxi, 8, May,

1926.] 9£ X 6f in. pp. 4.

PHILOSOPHY

Robin (L.) Greek thought and the origins of the scientific spirit.

9-|- X 6 in. pp. xx + 409. 1928.

Karovsos (T.) Aoki'ijuov Trjs icrropias ttjs apxcxias Trap" °EXAr)o\

cpiAocrocpiag. Ed. D. Linaradatos.

9f X 6f in. pp. 269. Athens. 1888.

Patrick (M. M.) The Greek sceptics.

8£ X 5|- in. pp. xxi + 339. New York. 1929.
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Br&lier (E.) La philosophic de Plotin.

7f X 5| in. pp. xix + 189. Paris. 1928.

McMahon (A. P.) The new Protagoras : a pedantic dialogue. [The
Art Bulletin, xi, 2.]

12f X 9f in. pp. 19. New York. 1929.

PREHELLENIC AND FOREIGN

ROSS (E. D.) Eastern art and literature.

6-f X 4J in. pp. 80. 1928.

India, Archaeological Survey of. 46. The antiquities of Sind. By H.

Cousens.

13 X 9f in. pp. ix + 184 + 103 plates. Calcutta. 1929.

Cairo. Service des antiquites de TEgypte. Catalogue General.

Funerary statuettes and model sarcophagi. Fasc. i. By
P. E. Newberry.

13f X 10 in. pp. 304. Cairo. 1930.

Ostraca hieratiques. Fasc. i. By J. Cernv.

13f X 10 in. pp. 50. Cairo. 1930.

Fouilles a Saqqarah. Tombeaux de particuliers contemporains

de Pepi II. By G. Jequier.

13J- x lOf in. pp. 139. Cairo. 1929.

Les temples immerges de la Nubie. Der Tempel von Dakke.
Text and Plates. Bv G. Boeder.

13A X 10 in. pp. viii -j- 382. Cairo. 1930.

Pendlebury (J. D. S.) Aegvptiaca.

Ilf X 9 in. pp. xix + 121. Cambridge. 1930.

Pendlebury (J. D. S.) Egypt and the Aegean in the late Bronze

Age. [Journal of Eg. Arch., xvi, Parts 1 and 2, 1930.]

Ilf X 9 in. pp. 18. 1930.

Schachermeyr (F.) Etruskische Friihgeschichte.

10J X 7 in. pp. xvii -f 317. Berlin and Leipsic. 1929.

Childe (V. G.) The Danube in prehistory.

10 X 6f in. pp. xx -{- 479. Oxford. 1929.

Childe (V. G.) The early colonization of north-eastern Scotland.

[Proc. of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 1929-30.]

10 X 7 in. pp. 28. Edinburgh. 1930.

Charbonneaux (J.) L'art egeen.

10 X 7-J in. pp. 59. Paris and Brussels. 1929.

Gotsmich (A.) Studien zur iiltesten griechischen Kunst.

94 X 6f in. pp. 104. Prague.

HISTORY

Laistner (M. L. W.) A survey of ancient history to the death of

Constantine.

8f X of in. pp. xiv -)- 613. New York, 1929.

Bevan (E. R.) The world of Greece and Home.

6-f x 4f in. pp. 80. 1927.

Myres (J. L.) Who were the Greeks ?

9 X 6i in. pp. xxxvii -j- 634. Berkelev, California. 1930.

/
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Robinson (C. E.) A history of Greece.

7f X 5 in. pp. xii + 480. 1929.

Kaerst (J.) Geschichte des Hellenismus : Bd. ii (2. Aufl.).

9x6 in. pp. xii -j- 409. Leipsic. 1926.

Tarn (W. W.) Hellenistic civilisation. 2nd edition.

9 x 5f in. pp. viii 334. 1930.

Heichelheim (F.) Wirtschaftliche Schwankungen der Zeit von

Alexander bis Augustus.

94 X 6-4 in. pp. 142. Jena. 1930.

Tarn (W. W.) Seleucid-Partliian Studies. [Proc. Brit. Acad., vol.

xvi.] 101- x 61 in. pp. 33. 1930.

Schubart (W.) Die Grieclien in Aegvpten. [Beihefte zum £
* Alten

Orient,” 10.] 9 y 6J in. pp. 54. Leipsic. 1927.

Westermann (W. L.) upon slavery in Ptolemaic Egypt.

1 1 X 8-} in. pp. 69. New York. 1929.

Id. Another copy.

Rosenberg (A.) Einleitung und Quellenkunde zur roemischen

Geschichte. 9x6 in. pp. xi ~ 304. Berlin. 1921.

Drumann (W.) and Groebe (P.) Geschichte Roms. vol. vi.

9-J- :< 6-1- in. pp. xii + 692. Leipsic. 1929.

Mommsen (T«) The history of Rome. Yols. iv and v. Trans. W. P.

Dickson.

7J X 51 in. pp. vi -j- 556 (av. per vol.). 1912-13.

Arnold (T.) The second Punic War. Ed. W. T. Arnold.

7-| x 5 m. pp. xxvi + 435. 1886.

Neumann (C.) Das Zeitalter der punischen Kriege.

9J X 6J in. pp. vii -f- 599. Breslau. 1883.

Scharf (A.) Der Ausgang des tarentinischen Krieges als Wendepunkt
der Stellung Roms zu Karthago.

84 >: 54 in. pp. 164. Oldenburg. 1929.

Seullard (H. H.) Scipio Africanus in the second Punic War.

7-| X 4f in. pp. xv -f 331. Cambridge. 1930.

Nitzsch (K. W.) Die Gracchen und ihre naechsten Yorgaenger.

8l X 5]- in. pp. 456. Berlin. 1847.

Mess (A. von) Caesar : sein Leben, seine Zeit und seine Politik bis
zur Begrimdung seiner Monarchic.

9-1 X 64 in. pp. 188. Leipsic. 1913.
Peter (H.) Die geschichtliehe Litteratur fiber die Romische Kaiserzeit

bis Theodosius I und ihre Quellen. 2 vols.

9 x 6 in. pp. vi + 410 (av. per vol.). Leipsic. 1897.
Stevenson (G. H.) The Roman empire.

74 X 4f in. pp. 255. 1930.
Baker (G. P.) Tiberius Caesar. 9 x 6 in. pp. xi + 322. 1929.
Tarver (J. C.) Tiberius the tyrant. 9 X 6 in. pp. 450. 1902.

Id. Another copy.

Perret (L.) La titulature imperiale d’Hadrien.

10 X 64 in. pp. 102. Paris. 1929.
Parvan (V.) M. Aurelius \ erus Caesar and L. Aurelius Commodus.

a. d. 138-161. 84 /s 54 in. pp. 235. Bucarest. 1909.
Homo (L.) Essai sur le regne de lYmpereur Aurelien.

9 X 6 in. pp. 390. Paris. 1904.
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Bidez (J.) La vie de l'empereur Julien.

8

X 5J in. pp. x + 408. Paris. 1930

Parvan (V.) Die Nationalist der Kaufleute im romischen Kaiser*

reiche. 9j X 6 in. pp. 132. Breslau. 1909.

Hodgkin (T.) Italy and her invaders.

I. The Visigothic Invasion.

II. The Hunnish and Vandal Invasions.

III. The Ostrogothic Invasion.

IV. The Imperial Restoration.

V. The Lombard Invasion.

VI. The Lombard Kingdom.
VII. The Frankish Invasions.

VIII. The Frankish Empire.

9

X 54 in. pp. 625 (av. per vol.). Oxford. 1892-9.

Jung (J.) Die romanischen Landsehaften des roemischen Reiches.

84- X in. pp. xxxii 4- 574. Innsbruck. 1881.

Sundwall (J.) Westroemische Studien.

9 x of in. pp. 164. Berlin. 1915.

Duchesne (L.) Early history of the Christian church. 2 vols.

8f /X 6 in. pp. xx -f- 480 (av. per vol.). 1909-12.

Histoire ancienne de leglise. 3 vols.

9 x 5|- in. j>p. 628 (av. per vol.). Paris. 1906-10.

Campbell (J. M.) The Greek fathers.

74 X 5 in. pp. ix -p 167. 1929.

Jacob (E. F.) The Holy Roman empire.

6 o’ X 4f in. pp. 79. 1928.

Robinson (G.) History and cartulary of the Greek monastery of

St. Elias and St. Anastasius of Carbone.

9f X 6 J in. pp. cn. 432. Rome. 1928-30.

Heisenberg (A.) Zu clen armenisch-bvzantinischen Beziehungen am
Anfang des 13. Jahrhunderts.

9 X 5f in. pp. 20. Munich. 1929.

Spengler (O.) The decline of the West. Vol. ii. Translated by C. F.

Atkinson. 94 , 04 in. pp. xi 507 -j- xxxii. 1928.

MODERN GREECE

Kyriakides (E.) Struggles of four centuries. [Centenary of Greek
Independence.] 84 X 6-4 in. pp. 23. 1930.

Amantos (K.)
3

Av£k5otoc eyypoc9a rrspi Pf)ya BeAecmvAfj.
94 X 7f in. pp. xxxii + 200. Athens. 1930.

Anglo-Hellenic League. Correspondence of Commodore Hamilton
during the Greek War of Independence.

8 X 5 in. pp. 26. 1930.

Gennadios (J.) 'O oIkos tcov Mitbu^eAgov mi r\ oma OiAoOerj
1420-1920. ['EAAr|Via[i6g, Mar.-Sept. 1929.]

104 X 7-4 in. pp. 96. Athens. 1929.

Legrand (E.) Bibliotheque grecque vulgaire : tome ii.

10

X 64 in. pp. cviii + 400. Paris. 1881.
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Marshall (F. H.) Translator. Three Cretan plays.

9 X 5J in. pp. vi + 338. 1929.

Mavrogordato (T.) The Erotokritos.

84 X in. pp. vii + 61. Oxford. 1929.

Tzenoff (G.) Die Abstammung der Bnlgaren nnd die Urheimat der

Slaven. 10 X 7 in. pp. xi + 358. Berlin. 1930.

TOPOGRAPHY, LOCAL HISTORY, AND EXCAVATION

Map

Rome, etc. Spixetti (P.) Carta dell ’Agro Romano. 1 : 75,000.

Rodenwaldt (G.) Neue deutsehe Ausgrabungen. [Deutschtum und

Ausland, 23/24.]

84 X 6 in. pp. xi 277. Munster. 1930.

Hellenic Travellers’ Club. Modern Odysseys.

7| X 4f in. pp. 32. 1929.

Falke (J. von) Hellas nnd Rom.
15-4 X 12 in. pp. 345. Stuttgart.

Mitchison (N.) The Yacht ‘ Avrion.
5

104 X 74 in. pp. 15. 1929.

Eastern Area

Thompson (R. Campbell) and Hutchinson (R. W.) The Excavations

on the temple of Nabu at Nineveh. [Archaeologia, lxxix.]

11-4x94 in. pp. 46. Oxford. 1929.

Gadd (C. J.) History and monuments of Ur.

9 X 54 in. pp. xv + 269. 1929.

Dura-Europos, The Excavations at. Preliminary Report. First

Season 1928. Edd. P. V. C. Baur, M. I. Rostovt-zeff.

10-1- X 74 in. pp. x 4- 77. New Haven. 1929.

Jerphanion (G. de) Melanges d'archeologie anatolienne. [Mel. de

lTiniv. St. Joseph, Beyrouth, xiii.] Text and plates.

10} X 7J in. pp. 332^-120 (plates). Beyrouth. 1928.

Chapot (V.) La Province romaine proconsulate d’Asie.

10 X 64 in. pp. xv + 573. Paris. 1904.

Monumenta Asiae Minoris antiquae.

vol. i. Ed. V'. M. Calder.

,, ii. Meriamlik und Korykos. By E. Herzfeld and S. Guyer.

1 1} X Sj in. pp. xxiii + 223 (av. per vol.).

Manchester. 1928-30.

Buckler (W. H.), Calder (W. M.) and Cox (C. W. M.) Asia Minor,

1924. [J.R.S., 1921-28.] 11 X 7-1- in. pp. 169.

Buresch (K.) AUS Lvdien opigraphisch-geographische Reisefriichte.

9J : : 6 in. pp. xvi -j- 226. Leipsic. 1898.

Magnesia. Gerkax (A. vox) Der Altar des Artemis-tempels in

Magnesia am Muander.
11-1- X 9 in. pp. 35 + 10 plates. Berlin. 1929.
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Troy. Vellay (C.) Les nouveaux aspects de la question de Troie.

10 X 6-J- in. pp. 134. Paris. 1930.

Neilson (G.) The Hellespont in retrospect. [Proe. Roy. Philos. Soc.

Glasgow.]
8-J- X 54 in. pp. 26. Glasgow. 1916.

Rice (D. T.) and Casson (S.) Second report upon the excavations at

the Hippodrome of Constantinople in 1928.

10* X 7£ in. pp. viii + 60. 1929.

Id . Another copy.

Inlands

Cobham (C. D.) An attempt at a bibliography of Cyprus. A new
edition arranged alphabetically with additions. Ed. G.

Jeft’erv. 94- X 6 in. pp. 76. Nicosia. 1929.

Cyprus Monuments. Annual report of the Curator of ancient monu-

ments, 1929. Si- X in. pp. 20. Nicosia. 1930.

Rhodes. Gazale Bey (H. A.) L‘Ile de Rhodes, histoire et description

[in Turkish]. 91- X 6J in. pp. ca. 90. 1929.

Tenos. Kairophylas (K.) MoropiKai aeAiSss Trjvou (1207-1821).

9J X 6 in. pp. 224. Athens. 1930.

Greece

Frazer (J. G.) and Van Buren (A. W.) Graecia Antiqua : Maps and

plans to illustrate Pausaniass description of Greece.

X 5-A- in. pp. xii — 160. 1930.

Dixon (W. M.) Hellas revisited.

8j X 5-1- in. pp. xi -j- 204. 1929.

Keramopoullos (A. D.) MaKeSovia Kai MccKeSoves.

9x6 in. pp. 48. Athens. 1930.

Parvan (V.) Cetatea Tropaeum.

8J X 51 in. pp. 155. Bucarest. 1912.

Delphi. Segue (M.) II sacco di Delfi e la leggenda dell’
c Aurum

Tolosanum.* [Historia, 1929.]

10J X 8 in. pp. 57. Milan. 1929.

Olynthus. Myloxas (G. E.) Excavations at Olynthus : i. The

neolithic settlement. [The Johns Hopkins University

Studies in Archaeology, No. 6.]

11 X 8 in. pp. xviii + 108. Baltimore. 1929.

Kaisariani. Gexxadios (J.)
cH Kaiaapiocvf|. [‘EAArjViCTiJios, 1930.]

10-|- X 7i in. pp. 53. Athens. 1929.

Corinth. (American School Excavations.)

Yol. IY, Part i. Decorated Architectural Terracottas. By I.

Thallon-Hill and L. S. King.

11|' X 9 in. pp. xii -j- 120. Cambridge, Mass. 1929.

Id. Another copy.
——- Yol. IY, Part ii. Terracotta Lamps. By O. Broneer.

12J X 91 in. pp. xx + 340. Cambridge, Mass. 1930.

Id. Another copy.

O’Neill (J. G.) Ancient Corinth. Part I, from the earliest

times to 404 b.c. [Johns Hopkins University Studies in

Archaeology, No. 8.]

9^- X 6J in. pp. xiii -f- 270. Baltimore. 1930.
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Corinth. Maass (E.) Griechen unci Semiten auf clem Isthmus von

Korinth. 8 X of in. pp. ix + 135. Berlin. 1903.

A Guide to the excavations and museum.

8 X 4f in. pp. 84. Athens. 1928.

Messenia. Yalmix (M. X.) Etudes topographiques sur la Messenie

ancienne. 9x6 in. pp. 234. Lund. 1930.

Italy

Guida d’ltalia del Touring Club Italiano. Guida itineraria delie

strade di grande eoniunieazione. Italia centrale.

6x4 in. pp. 358. Milan. 1929.

Possedimenti e colonie.

X 4f in. pp. 852. Milan, 1929.

Attraverso 1*Italia, i. Piemonte.

Hi X 8f in. pp. 270. Milan. 1930.

Ashby (T.) Some Italian scenes and festivals.

7f X 5 in. pp. xv — 179. 1929.

Overbeke (Bonaventura d\) Les restesde Fancienne Borne. Three

vols. in one.

20 X 15 in. pp. 241 -f- 150 (plates including 4 dedicatory

and preparatory). Amsterdam. 1709.

Wey (F.) Rome. 14 X 101 in. pp. xxiii -j- 552. 1872.

Ashby (T.) Rome. 6-J- X 4f in. pp. 80. 1929.

Pantheon. Bagxaxi (G.) The Pantheon.

11 X 8-4 in. pp. 23. New York. 1929.

Aquileia. Caloerixc (A.) Aquileia Romana.
10 x 64 in. pp. cxxxvi -X 595. Milan. 1930.

Campagna. Bagxaxi (G.) The Roman Campagna and its treasures.

7f x 5 in. pp. xiii -J- 320. 1929.

Herculaneum and Pompeii. Rorx (H.) et Barre (L.) Herculaneum
et Pompeii : recueil general des peintures, bronzes, mosaiques,

etc., graves par H. Roux aine et accompagne cFun texte

explicatif par L. Barre. 8 vols.

10|- x 6f in. pp. ca. 200 (av. per vol.). 1861-2.

Pompeii. Exgelmaxx (W.) New guide to Pompeii. 2nd edition.

64 X 4§ in. pp. 196. Leipsic. 1929.

Maittri (A.) Pompeii. [Not. degli Scavi, 1929.]

12 X 9 m. pp. 84. Rome. 1930.

Y arsher (T.) Pompeii in three hours.

6|- X 41 in. pp. 156. Rome. 1930.

Turin. Bexdixelli (G.) Torino romana.

7J X 5 in. pp. 63. 38 plates. Turin. 1929.

Bayet (J.) La Sicile grecque.

8 x 5J in. pp. 56. Paris. 1930.

Agrigentum. Marcoxi (P.) Agrigento.

Ilf X 8f in. pp. 238. Florence. 1929.

Syracuse. Huettl (W.) Yerfassungsgeschichte von Syrakus.

94 X 6| in. pp. 161. Prag. 1929.
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Zammit (T.) The £ Roman Villa
? museum at Rabat-Malta.

7J X 4f in. pp. 32. Malta. 1930.

Caspersz (A.) To the Fortunate Islands : a study in contrasts.

X 6 in. pp. 7.

Beyond the Fortunate Islands. 10 X 6 in. pp. 9.

Gaul

Constans (L. A.) Guide illustre des eampagnes de Cesar en Gaule.

8 X in. pp. 132. Paris. 1929.

Cumont (F.) Comment la Belgique fut romanisee.

9J X 7 in. pp. 118. Brussels. 1919.

Reinach (S.)

(1) La colonne Trajane au rnusee de Saint-Germain.

(2) L'histoire du travail en Gaule a 1' Exposition Universelle de

1889.

6f- X 4£ in. pp. 59 4- 73. Paris. 1886-90.

Gergovia. Desforges (E.) and Balme (P.) Gergovia.

10 X 6J in. pp. 134. Le Puy-en-Yelay. 1929.

Nimes. Esperaxdieu (E.) La maison carree a Ximes.

7x5 in. pp. 64. Paris. 1929.

Pont du Gard. Esperaxdieu (E.) Le pont du Gard et 1’aqueduc de

Ximes. 8 X 5J in. pp. 96. Paris. 1926.

Spain

Huebner (E.) La arqueologia de Espana.

9| X 6J in. pp. x + 298. Barcelona. 1888.

Huebner (A.) Monumenta linguae Ibericae.

13 X 10J in. pp. cxliv + 264. Berlin. 1893.

Melida (J. R.) Arqueologia espanola.

7-J- X 5 in. pp. 418. Barcelona. 1929.

Roman Germany

Jung (J.) Roemer und Romanen in den Donaulaendern.

8-J- X 5-2- in. pp. viii + 372. Innsbruck. 1887.

Dragendorff (H.) Westdeutschland zur Roemerzeit.

7 X 4f in. pp. 125. Leipsic. 1919.

Trier. Krexcker (D.) and Krueger (E.) Die trierer Kaiserthermen.

1. Ausgrabungsbericht usw. [Trierer Grabungen und Forschungen.
Band I. i.]

14 X 11 in. pp. xxxvii + 344. Augsburg. 1929.

Vetera. Lehxer (H.) Vetera : die Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen des

Bonner Provinzialmuseums bis 1929. [Romisch-german-

ische Forschungen, iv.]

12| X 9f in. pp. 76. Berlin and Leipsic. 1930.

Britain

Archaeological Surveys.

Cumberland, Westmorland, Lancashire Xorth of the Sands (R. S.

Ferguson and H. S. Cowper). 1893.

Herefordshire (J. 0. Bevan, J. Davies and F. Haverfield). 1896.

Hertfordshire (J. Evans). 1892.
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Archaeological Surveys (continued).

Kent (G. Payne). 1889.

Lancashire (W. Harrison). 1896.

Northants (T. J. George). 1904.

Oxfordshire (P. Manning and E. T. Leeds). 1921.

12 X 9| in. pp. 27 (av. per vol.).

Evans (J.) The ancient bronze implements, weapons and ornaments

of Great Britain and Ireland.

9 X 6 in. pp. xix -j- 509. 1881.

Roy (W.) The military antiquities of the Homans in Britain.

214 X 144 in. pp. xvi + 206 + 51 plates. 1793.

Gordon (A.) Itinerarimn septentrionale.

144 X 9 in. pp. 188. 1726.

Bignor. Winbolt (S. E.) and Herbert (G.) The Homan villa at

Bignor, Sussex. New edition.

8-| x 54 in. pp. 18. Oxford. 1930.

Caerhun. Reynolds (P. K. Baillie) Excavations on the site of

the Homan Fort at Caerhun 1928. [Arch. Camb., 1929.]

94 X 7£ in. pp. 38. 1929.

Caerleon, Williams (Y. E. Nash-) The Homan legionary fortress

at Caerleon in Monmouthshire. Report on excavations in

Jenkins's Field, 1926.

94 X 7-| in. pp. 72. Cardiff. 1930.

Chedworth. Baddeley (St. C.) A Roman-British Temple in Ched-
worth Wood. 7J X 4f in. pp. 20. Gloucester. 1928.

Isuria. Smith (H. E.) Reliquiae Isurianae.

14 vx
10|- in. pp. 62. 1852.

Lincoln. Smith (A.) A catalogue of Homan inscribed stones found
in the city of Lincoln.

84 X 5J in. pp. vii + 24. Lincoln. 1929.

London. London Museum Catalogues : No. 3. London in Homan
times. 84 X in. pp. 211. 1930.

Pryce (T. D.) and Oswald (F.) Homan London : its initial

occupation as evidenced by early types of terra sigillata.

[Archaeologia, lxxviii.]

114x94 in. pp. 37. Oxford. 1928.

Mumrills. Macdonald (G.) and Curle (A. O.) The Homan Fort at

Mumrills near Falkirk. [Proc. of the Soc. of Antiquaries

of Scotland, lxiii.] 9J X in. pp. 180. 1928-29.

Vinovia. Hooppell (H. E.) Yinovia : a buried Homan city in the
County of Durham. 94 X 6J in. pp. x + 68. 1891.

Worthing. Frost (M.) Guide to the museum and art gallery.

8f X 5-| in. pp. 19. Worthing. 1929.

ANTIQUITIES

Mueller (I. von) Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft : neu heraus-
gegeben von W. Otto.

I. v. Larfeld (W.) Griechische Epigraphik.

9| X 6J in. p. xii + 536. Munich. 1914.
II. ii. Leumann (M.) u, Hofmann (J. B.) Lateinische Grain-

matik. 9f X 6J in. pp. xxii + 924. Munich. 1928.
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III. i. 1 (2nd half). Hommel (F.) Grundiss der Geographie und
Gescliichte des alten Orients.

9f x 6J in. pp. 401-1108. Munich. 1926.

III. v. Kiese (B.) Grundiss der roemischen Geschichte. Neu-
bearbeitet von E. Hohl.

9| X 6J in. pp. viii + 462. Munich. 1923.

Y. i. 1. AVindelband (W.) Geschichte der abendlaendischen

Philosophic im Altertum. Bearbeitet von A. Goedecke-

meyer.
9-J X 6J in. pp. ix — 305. Munich. 1923.

V. iii. Stengel (P.) Griechische Kulturaltertinner.

9j X 6J in. pp. x + 268. Munich. 1920.

YII. ii. 1, 2. Christ (W. von) Geschichte der griechischen

Literatur. Bearbeitet von AY. Schmid u. 0. Staehlin.

Teil ii : Xachklassische Periode.

9| x 6J in. pp. vii+662 : xii-j-920. Munich. 1920-4.

VIII. ii. 1, 2. Schanz (M.) Geschichte der roemischen Literatur.

Teil ii : Die Zeit der Monarchic bis auf Hadrian.

9§ x 6J in. pp. x 4- 604 ;
xiii -|- 600. Munich. 1911-13.

VIII. iii. Schanz (M.) Geschichte der roemischen Literatur.

Teil iii : Yon Hadrian bis auf Constantin. Bearbeitet von
0. Hosius u. G. Krueger.

Of X 6f in. pp. xvi + 473. Munich. 1922.

VIII. iv. 1, 2. Schanz (AI.), Hosius (C.) u. Krueger (G.) Ges-

chichte der roemischen Literatur. Teiliv : Yon Constantin

bis auf Justinian.

9f X 6J in. pp. xv -J- 572 : xvii -f~ 681. Munich.

1914-20.

IX. ii. 2. Manitius (M.), Geschichte der lateinischen Literatur

des Mittelalters : 2. Teil.

9f X 6£ in. pp. x -p 873. Munich. 1923.

Cagnat (R.) and Chapot (V.) Manuel cVarcheologie romaine, I.

9 X of in. pp. xxvi — 735. Paris. 1916.

Mommsen (T.) and Marquardt (J.) Manuel des antiquites romaines.

Traduit de Tallemand sous la direction de M. Gustave

Humbert, 19 vols. in 20.

9-|- X 64 in. Paris. 1887-1907.

i-vii (vi in 2 volumes). Le droit public romain, i-vii. Bv T.

Mommsen. Translated by P. F. Girard.

pp. 450 (av. per vol.). 1887-94.

viii-ix. Organisation de 1'Empire remain, i-ii. By J. Marquardt.

Translated by A. AVeiss and P. Louis-Lucas.

(i) pp. 327. 1889.

(ii) pp. 699. 1892.

x. De F organisation financiere chez les romains. By J. Mar-
quardt. Translated by A. AJgie.

pp. iv + 406. 1888.

xi. De 1'organisation militaire chez les romains. By J. Alar-

quardt. Translated by J. Brissaud. pp. 411. 1891.

[pp. 395-406 of vol. xi are Index to vol. x.]

xii-xiii. Le culte chez les romains, i-ii. By J. Alarquardt.

Translated by AI. Brissaud.

(i) pp. xl + 424.

(ii) pp. 457.

1889.

1890.
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xiv-xv. La vie privee ties remains, i-ii. By J. Marquardt.

Translated bv V. Henry from the 2nd edition published by
A. Mau.

(i) pp. xiv + 455. 1892.

(ii) pp. xi -f- 576. 1893.

xvi. llistoire ties sources <lu droit romain. By P. Krueger.

Translated by M. Brwsaud. pp. xii -j- 552. 1894.

xvii-xix. Le droit penal romain, i—in. By T. Mommsen.
Translated by J. Duquesne.

pp. 420 (av. per vol.). 1907.

Political and Legal Antiquities

Coulanges (F. de) La Cite antique.

7]- . in. pp. 478. Paris. 1888.

Id. Another copy (1898),

Horn (H.) Foederati.

8 A 5^ in. pp. 103. Frankfurt-am-Main. 1930.

Couch (H. N.) The Treasuries of the Greeks and Romans.
9 :

' 6 in. pp. 112. Menasha, Wisconsin. 1929.

Id. Another copy.

Toutain (J.) The economic life of the ancient world.

9j 6 m. pp. xxvii ~p 361. 1930.

Schwahn (W.) Demosthenes gegen Aphnbus : ein lieitrag zur

(Jesehichte der grieehLelion Wirtseliaft.

91 ; . r»i in. pp. 46. Leipsic. 1929.

Corpus iuris civilis.

vol. I. inMitufiones. Ed, Krueger.

Digesta. Edd. Mommsen- Krueger.

11. Codex ludinianus. Ed. Krueger.

IIL Novellae. Edd. Schoell-Kroll.

lf»? > in. pp. (av. per vol). 800. Berlin. 1928-9.

Lingenthal (K. E. Z. von) (h>chichte cles griechisch-roemischen

Rechts. 9 % 5] in. pp. xxiv - r 424. Berlin. 1892.

Sohm (R.) Institutinnen . Gesrhiehto und {System des roemischen
Privatrecht.N. 17. Autl. Bearb. von L. Ali tteis, herausg. von
L. Wenger.

8J , 5j in. pp. x -j- 756. Munich. 1928.

Zulueta (F. de) L histoire dll droit de l antiquite. [Melanges Paul
Fournier.] 10 fij in. pp. 787-805. Paris. 1929.

Goodenough (E. R.) The jurisprudence of the Jewish courts in Egypt.
9 1 6} in. pp. vii - 268. Xew Haven (U.S.A.). 1929.

Id. Another copy.

Corbett (P. E.) The Roman law of marriage.

9 > 5j in. pp. xii+25L Oxford. 1930.
Greenidge (A. H, J.) The legal procedure of Cicero's time.

9 X 6 in. pp. xiii + 599. Oxford. 1901.
Buckland (W. W.) Aenimatum. [Offprint from Melanges de droit

romain dedies a G. Cornil.]

9 .
' 6J- in. pp. 8. Ghent. 1926.

— The conception of servitudes in Roman law. [Law Quarterly
Rev., Oct. 1928.] 9f X 6 in. pp. 10. 1928.
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Stroux (J.) Eine Gericlitsreform des Kaisers Claudius (B.G.U., 611 ).

[Sitz.-ber. der hayerische Akad., phil.-hist. Klasse, 1929,

Heft 3.] 9 X 5J in. pp. 96. Munich. 1929.

Buckland (W. W.) Le constitut pos^essoire. [Rev. hist, de droit

fran^ais et etranger, iv.J

9 >' 6 in. pp. 27. Paris. 1925.

Diligens paterfamilias. [Studi in onore di P. Bonfante, ii.)

10J- x 7£ in. pp. 22. Pavia. 1929.

Les limites de 1'obligation du iideiussor. [Rev. hist, de droit

francais et etranger.] 9 X in. pp. 3. Paris. 1928.

Harmenopoulos (G.) A manual of Byzantine law. Yol. vi. On torts

and crimes. Trans. E. H. Freshiield.

x 5i in. pp. ix -f 57. Cambridge. 1930.

Id. Another copy.

Collinet (P.) Histoire de recole de droit de Beyrouth. [Ktudes

historiques sur le droit <le Justinien. II.]

9 x 52 in. pp. 333. Paris. 1925.

Ancient Life

British Museum. Guide to the exhibition illustrating Greek and

Roman life. 3rd edition.

Sj
; 51 in. pp. viii 238. 1929,

Forbes (C. A.) Greek physical education.

8 X 51 in. pp. vii -{- 300. New York. 1929.

New York. Metropolitan Museum of Art. Greek Athletics. By C\

Alexander. 9-1 X 01 in. pp. 31. New York. 1925.

Fairclough (H. R.) Iove of nature among the 1Greeks and Roman
7 A .5 in

. pp . ix
i

270. 1930.

Id. Another copy.

Reinach (T.)i (Edttoi). llvmne a Apollon
(

f

l'ext ;ind music).

131 X lOi in. pp.. 7. Paris. 1914.

Seehan (L.) La danse grecque antique.

9-1 71 in. pp. 365. Pari*. 1930.

Ghinopoulo (S.) Paediatric in Hellas und Rom. [Jenaer medizin-

histurisohe Beit rage, 13.)

9i - 0.\ in. pp. 132. Jena. 1930.

Moore (C. H.) Tjatin exereises from a (5 reek sehoolroom. [Classical

Philology, xix, 4, Oct. 192 L]

Oj- X 6J in. pp. 12. Chicago.

Stebbins (E. B.) The dolphin in the literature and art of Greece and

Rome.
9 X 6 in. pp. 135. Mena**ha, Wisconsin. 1929.

Id. Another copy.

Religious A idiqnil

Preller (L.) and Robert (C.) Grieohische Mythologie (4. Aufl.).

Bd. ii : die griechische Heldensage.

9 X 5J in. pp. xx -r 756. Berlin. 1920-1

.

Ferri (S.) Divinita ignote. Nuovi documenti di arte e di culto

funerario nolle colonie greche.

Ilf X 82 in. pp. viii -j- 147. Florence. 1929.
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Herbillon (J.) Les cultes de Patras.

9| X 6 in* pp. xvi + 183, Baltimore. 1929.

Gerogannis (C.) Topyob f| MsSouaa ; ['Apy.
J

Eq>. 1927-1928.]

12 X 9 in. pp. 49. Athens.

Nilsson (M. P.) Fine Anthesterien-Vase in Miinchen. [Sitz.-ber. der

baverischen Akad., phil.-hist. Abt., 1930, 4.]

9 X 5J in. pp. 15. Munich. 1930.

Altheirn (F.) Griechische Gutter im alten Rom.

9i X 6J in. pp. 216. Giessen. 1930.

Cumont (F.) Les religions orientales dans le paganisme romain.

9A X in. pp. xvi 4- 339. Paris. 1929.

Bilderatlas zur Religiongesehichte. 15. Die Religion des Mithra.

J. Leipoldt.

11 X 7-| in. pp. xx + 50 illustrations. Leipsic. 1930.

Toiltain (J.) Les cultes paiens dans 1‘empire romain. Yol. iii.

10 X 6J- in. pp. 471. Paris. 1920.

Willoughby (H. R.) Pagan regeneration.

X in. pp. xi + 307. Chicago. 1929.

Id. Another copy.

Lewy (H.) Sobria ebrietas : Lbitersuchungen zur Geschichte der

antiken Mystik.

9i X 6J in. pp. iv 4* 175. Giessen. 1929.

Herrlinger (G.) Totenklage um Tiere in der antiken Dichtung.

[Tubinger Beitrage zur Altertumswiss., viii.]

9i X 6J in. pp. x + 188. Stuttgart. 1930.

Rickard (T. A.) The story of the gold-digging ants. [Univ. of Cali-

fornia Chronicle, Jan. 1930.] 10J X 6| in. pp. 20.

Wolters (P.) Die goldenen Ahren. [Festschrift fiir James Loeb.]

1FJ X 9 in. pp. 19. Munich, [x.d.]

Hasluck (F. W.) Christianity and Islam under the Sultans. 2 vols.

8J X 5j in. pp. lxiv + 877. Oxford. 1929.

Dawkins (R. M.) Review of Christianity and Islam under the Sultans ,

by the late F. AY. Hasluck, M.A. [Journ. Cent. Asian Soc.,

16, 1929.] 9|- x 6 in. pp. 4.

Ancient Science

Fotheringham (J. K.) The calendar. [Nautical Almanac for 1931.]

9J- x 6-J in. pp. 14. 1929.

Cary (M.) and Warmington (E. H.) The ancient explorers.

8J X 5-J in. pp. x + 270. 1929.

Id. Another copy.

Besnier (M.) Lexique de geographic ancienne.

7 x 4J in. pp. xx + 893. Paris. 1914.

Brock (A. J.) Greek medicine.

7-i X 5 in. pp. xii + 256. 1929,

ART

Architecture

Weickert (C.) Typen der archaischen Architektur in Griechenland
und Kleinasien.

9 X 6J in. pp. 199. Augsburg. 1929.
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BllSChor (E.) Die Tondacher der Akropolis. Bd. i, Simen.
Textband. 14|- X 11 in. pp. 54.

Tafeln . 18 X 14 in. 12 plates.

Berlin and Leipsic. 1929.

Oelmann (F.) Haus und Hof im Altertum. Bd. i : Die Grundformen
des Hausbaus.

14 X 10 in. pp. vii + 132. Berlin. 1927.

Andrae (W.) Das Gotteshaus und die Urformen des Bauens im alten

Orient.
11-J X 9J in. pp. ix + 96. Berlin. 1930.

Lethaby (W. R.) More Greek studies. (Ten articles from The
Builder.) 12J X 8 in. ca. pp. 25. 1929.

Goodchild (J. E.) The Mausoleum at Halicarnassus.

10J X 7 in. pp. 16. Walthamstow. 1888.

Praschniker (C.) Zur Geschichte des Akroters. [Schriften der
philosoph. Fakultat der deutschen Univ. in Prag, 5.]

11 J X 8J in. pp. 56. Briinn. 1929.

Strzygowski (J.) Early church art in Northern Europe.

9f X 6| in. pp. vii + 172. 1928.

Sculpture

Brunn-Bruckmann. Denkmaler griechischer und rdmischer Skulptur.

Fascicules 1-100. 25 X 18-4 in. Munich. 1888-1900.

Amelung (W.) Zum sechzigsten Geburtstag. Antike Plastik.

11\ X 8| in. pp. x + 281. Berlin and Leipsic. 1928.

Agard (W. R.) The Greek tradition in sculpture.

9J X 6 in. pp. 59. Baltimore. 1930.

Budapest : Museum der Bildenden Kiinste. Die Sammlung antiker

Skulpturen. By A. Hekler.

10| x 8J in. pp. 179. Budapest. 1929.

Ince Blundell Hall. Ashmole (B.) A catalogue of ancient marbles
at Ince Blundell Hall.

13 X 10J in. pp. xvi ~ 139 + 51 plates. Oxford. 1929.

Lansdowne House. Catalogue of the celebrated collection of ancient

marbles. 9| X 6£ in. pp. 109. 1930.

Id. Another copv marked with prices realised at the sale (1930).

N. Italy. Duetschke (II.) Antike Bildwerke in Oberitalien I-A7
.

3 vols.

8J X 5i in. pp. xxvii + 506 (av. per vol.). Leipsic. 187 1-82.

Venice. Anti (C.) II regio museo archeologico nel Palazzo Beale di

AYnezia. 84 X 5-| in. pp. 185. Borne. 1930.

Deonna (W.) Dedale ou la statue de la Grece archaique. [Ecole
fran^aise d'Athenes, Travaux et memoires, 2.]

10 X 6i in. pp. 576. Paris. 1930.

Modona (A. N.) L'efebo del Museo Metropolitano di New York, \]

Hermes del Museo Capitolino Mussolini e la testa Bolognese
della supposta Athena Lemnia fidiaca. [Histona, vii.]

10-4 X 7f in. pp. 430-463. Milan. 1929.

Richter (G. M. A.) A statue of Protesilaos in the Metropolitan
Museum. [Metropolitan Museum studies i, 2, May, 1929.

J

12J X 9 in. pp. 14. New York.
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Beyen (H. G.) La statue d’Artemision.

13 X 10 in. pp. viii + 53. The Hague. 1930.

Studniczka (F.) Xeues uber (lie Parthenonmetopen. [Neue Jahr-

biicher 5, Heft 6.]

10 x 6-J- in. pp. 16. Berlin. 1929.

Carpenter (R.) The sculpture of the Nike Temple parapet.

X 7 in. pp. 83. Cambridge, Mass. 1929.

Id. Another copy.

Studniczka (F.) Praxiteles und sein Geschlecht. [Abhand. u. Vortrag.

Bremer wiss.-Gesellsch. 1928-29.]

9-J > 6| in. pp. 39. [Bremen. 1929.]

Watzinger (C.) Die griechische Grabstele und der Orient. [Ttibinger

Beitr. zur Alterturnswiss.
, 5.]

9 X in. pp. 29. Stuttgart. 1929.

Bulanda (E.) La tete de Delos. [Eos, xxxii, 1929.]

9 x 6 in. pp. 12. Ltvw. 1929.

Jenkins (C. K.) The New Pergamon Museum in Berlin. [Apollo, x.

Sept. 1929.] 12 ' 10 in. pp. 6. 1929.

Valmin (N.) Archaisierender Hermenkopf aus Kyparissia.

9£ X 6J- in. pp. 5. Lund. 1930.

Loewy (E.) 1 . Plutarch liber Phidias. 2. Ein Motiv bei Aristophanes.
[Wiener Studien, Bd. xlvii.]

9J : : 6} in. pp. 56-60. Vienna. 1929.
Essen (Van) Notes sur quelques sculptures de Delphes. [B.C.H.,

192S.] 9f X 6-|- in. pp. Id. Paris. 1928.

Essen (C. C. Van) Italische Bronzen. [Bull, van de Vereeniging tot
Bevordering der Kennis van de antieke Beschaving, v, 1,

June 1930.] 11 X U- in. pp. d. 1930.
Froehner (W.) Terres cuites d Asie mineure.

Id X 11 in. pp. 60 -f dO (plates). Paris. 1881.

Vases

Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum. Great- Britain, fasc. 6. Cambridge,
fasc. 1, The Fitzwilliam Museum. By W. Lamb.

12| x 10 in. Oxford. 1930.
Great Britain, fasc. 7. British Museum, fasc. 5. By H. B.

Walters and E. J. Forsdyke. 13 X 10 in. 1930.
h ranee, fasc. 9. Musee du Louvre, fasc. 6. Bv E. Pottier.

.

13 X 10 in. Paris. 1929.
Athens. Die antiken Yasen von der Akropolis zu Athen. vol. i.

Part 1, 2, 3, text and plates, vol, ii. Part 1, text and
plates. By B. Graef, P. Hartwig, P. Wolters and B. Zahn.
15* x 11 in. pp. 66 (av. per part). Berlin. 1909-1929.

Beazley (J. D.) and Jacobsthal (P.) Bilder griechiscker Yasen.
i. A asen uni Meidias. By \\ . Hahland.

T •

n
*.
X 9 in

- PP: 22 + 24 Plates - Berlin. 1930.
Panofka (T.) Die griechischen Trinkhorner und ihre Yerzierungen.

T .

10!' X in. pp. 38. Berlin. 1851.
Jastrow (E.) Bruchstiick einer Lekythos. [Ath. Mitt., lii, 1927.]

10 X 7 in. pp. 5.
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May (T.) Catalogue of the Roman pottery in the Colchester and Essex
Museum.
11 X 8J in. pp. 301 + 93 (plates). Cambridge. 1930.

OTHER ARTS

Swindler (M. H.) Ancient painting.

11 X 8 in. pp. xlv -j- 188, Xew Haven, Conn. 1929.

Blanche! (A.) La mosaique.

9b X lb in. pp. 239. Paris. 1928.

Alexander (C.) Jewelry : The art of the goldsmith in classical times.

9J X 6J in. pp. 50. Xew York. 1928.

Trowbridge (M. L.) Philological studies in ancient glass.

10b X 7 in. pp. 206. Illinois. 1930.

Ebersolt (J.) Orient et Occident.

vol. i. Recherches sur les influences byzantines et orientates en

Prance avant les Croisades.

11 X 9 in. pp. 119. Paris and Brussels. 1928.

vol. ii. Recherches sur les influences byzantines et orientates en

France pendant les Croisades.

11 X 9 in. pp. 112. Paris and Brussels. 1929.

Numismatics

Allatini. Collection R. Allatini and others : Monnaies Grecques et

Romaines. 11 X 8b in. pp. 68. Geneva. 1928.

Boehringer (E.) Die Miinzen von Syrakus. Text and Plates.

lOf X 8J in. pp. 297. Leipsic. 1929.

Churchill (E. G. Spencer) Monnaies grecques.

11x8-1 in. pp. 40-}-17 (plates). Geneva. 1929.

Gardner (P.) Samos and Samian coins.

8f X 5b in. pp. vii + 90. 1882.

Lambros (I. P.) ’Avccypacpfi tgov vojaia^aTcov tt\s Kupico$

'EAAaSos—TTEAoTrovvria'os.

Lenormant

Milne (J. G

Mirone (S.)

9J X 6J in. pp. 164. Athens. 1891.

(F.) La monnaie dans lantiquite. 3 vols.

8-J- X 5J in. pp. 370 (av. per vol.). Paris. 1878-79.

,) Telesphoros. [Xum. Chron. 1930, p. 313.]

Sb X in. pp. 1. 1930.

Xumismatica.

6 X 4J in. pp. xi -j- 283. Milan. 1930.

Mommsen (Th.) Histoire de la monnaie romaine. Translated into

French by le Due de Blacas. 4 vols.

9§ X 6J in. pp. lxv -j- 410 (av. per vol.). Paris. 1865-75.

Vogt (J.) Die alexandrinischen Munzen. Band i. Text.

9J X 6J in. pp. x + 185. Stuttgart. 1924.

INSCRIPTIONS

Inscriptiones Graecae. Vol. IV, ed. min. fasc. i.

14 X 101 in. pp. xxxix -f- 220 + 10 plates. Berlin. 1929.

Michel (C.) Recueil ^inscriptions grecques. Supplement. Fasc. 1

and 2.

9 X 6 in. pp. 175 (av. per fasc.). Brussels. 1912-27.
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Jalabert (L.) and Mouterde (R.) Inscriptions grecques et latines de

la Syrie. I. Commagene et Cyrrhestique.

11 X 9 in. pp. 135. Paris. 1929.

Id. Another copy.

Inscriptiones graecae ad inlustrandas dialectos selectae. Edd. F.

Solmsen. E. Fraenkel.

6} X 4J- in. pp. viii 113. Leipsic. 1930.

Brinck (A.) Inscriptiones graecae ad choregiam pertinentes.

8} X 5f in. pp. 202.

Durrbach (F.) Inscriptions de Delos. Comptes des hieropes (Nos.

372-198). Lois ou reglements, contrats cPentreprises et

devis (Nos. 499-509).

14} X 10} in. pp. viii + 350. Paris. 1929.

Valmin (N. S. N.) Inscriptions de la Messenie. [Bull, de la Soc.

Povale des let tres de Lund, 1928-29, iv.]

91- X 6} in. pp. 48. Lund. 1929.

Robinson (D. M.) A deed of sale at Olyntiius. [Trans. & Proc. of

Am. Philological Assn.. lix.] 9} X 6} in. pp. 8. 1928.

Wilhelm (A.) 1(4 vn 2412 und IG vii 2411.“

8} 5} in. pp. 6. Vienna.
Zu einer Inschrift aus Ephesos.

8} X 5} in. pp. 2. Vienna.
— — Zur To|)0gra])hie dor Sclilacht bei Salamis. [Akad. der Wiss. in

Wien, JSitz.-Bericlite, 211, 1.]

9} y 0 in. pp. 38. Vienna. 1929.
Inschrift aus Salamis. [Anz. der Akad. der AYiss. in AVien,

philns.-hUt. Klasse, 1927, xxvii.]

9 ; . 52 in. pp. 10. Vienna.
Zu einem Be«chlus>e von Thiasiten aus Kallatis. [Anz. der

Akad. dor \\ i^s. in A\ien, philos.-hist. Klasse, 1928, xiii.]

9} X 52 in. pp. 17. Adenna.
Zu der Inschrift Konig Antiochos I von Kommagene aus Samo-

sat a. [Wiener Studion, xlvii.J

9 X G in. pp. 4. Vienna. 1929.
Luteinisoho A\ orter in grieehisch.cn Inschriften. [AV idler Studion,

X ^ V1 *] 9 X 5} in. pp. 6. Vienna.
Tait (J. G.) Greek (Ltraca in the Bodleian Library at Oxford and

various other ^ ullections. vol. i.

ini x 6} in. pp. ix + 181. 1930.

Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum. XIV. Supplement. Inscrip-
tiones Latii veten^ latinae. Su]>plementum Ostiense. Ed.
L. AVickert. 15J X 11 in. pp. 212. Berlin. 1930.

Rushforth (G. McN.) Latin historical inscriptions illustrating the
history of the early empire.

9 :
'

'

r>

J in. PP- xxxii -114. Oxford. 1930.
Cagnat (R.) and Merlin (A.) Inscriptions latmes d’Afrique (Tri-

pohtaiue, Tunirie, Alaro ).

,
11 Jiin. ]>p. lii *- 222. Paris. 1923.

Esperandieu (Em.) Inscriptions latinos de Gaule (Narbonnaise).
2 fasc. Ill

^ H in. pp. ii -r 224. Paris. 1929.
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Augustus. Res gestae divi Augusti (Monumentum Ancyranum). EiL
C. Barini. [Biblioteca della Rivista ‘ Historia/ 1.]

101 X 8 in. pp. x -f- 281. Milan. 1930.

PAPYRI AND MSS.

Papiri Greci e Latini. [Pubblicazioni d. Soc. Ital. per la licerea d<*i

papiri greci e latini in egitto.] vols. vi, vii, viii fa^c. 1 and 2,

ix fasc. 1 and 2.

11\ X 81 in. pp. 225 (av. per vol.). Florence. 1920-28.

Manuscripts, alchemical. Latin and vernacular alchemical manu-
scripts in Great Britain and Ireland dating from before the

xvi century. By 1). AV. Singer. Vol. ii.

9J X C in. pp. viii -f- (329-755). Brussels. 1930.

Coptica. Homelies coptes de la Yaticane. Vol. ii. (Coptiea v). Ed.
H. de Vis.

9J X 0 in. pp. viii -J- 315. Copenhagen. 1929.

Preisigke (F.) AVOrterbuch der griecliiscben Papyrusurkunden, iii,

I, 2. 11J in. pp. 112. Berlin. 1929.

Ohly (K.) Stichometrisehe Untersuehungen. [Zentralblatt fur

Bibliothekswesen, Beiheft 61.]

9} 6| in. pp. x + 131. Leipsic. 1928.

Papyri. Societe Boyale Egyptienne de Papyrologie. Statuts.

9J x 6} in. pp. 11. Cairo. 1930.

Rand (E. K.) A nest of ancient notae. [Speculum ii, 2, Apr. 1927.]

10^ X 7 in. pp. 16. Cambridge, Alass.

On the symbols of abbreviations for -tur. [Speculum ii, 1,

January 1927. J

10} X 7 in. pp. 14. Cambridge, Alass.

Franco-Saxon ornamentation in a book of Tours. [Speculum iv,

2, Apr. 1929.]

10} X 7J- in. pp. 3. Cambridge, Alass.

The classics in the thirteenth century. [Speculum iv, 3, July

1929.] 10£ X 7 in. pp. 21. Cambridge, Alass.

g
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C4310

C4312

C4313

C42S5

Maps.

Map to illustrate the four rival peoples of the Mediterranean, i.e. Etruscans, Italic

tribes, Creeks and Carthaginians (Breasted, Ancient Times
, p. 489).

Map showing Greek colonial expansion (Breasted, Ancient Times
, p. 288).

Map of the Empires of Alexander's successors in 3rd cent. b.c.

>> >, 2nd cent. b.c. (Breasted, Ancient
Ttints

. p. 44S).

Expansion of Roman power in Italy illustrated by four successive maps (Breasted,
Ancient Times , p. 510).

Map of Roman Empire, 09 a.d.

Map of Central Rome as it appears in Ovid's Fasti (G. F. Hallam’s ed. 1929),
fionftspitrt ).

Topography, Excavation, etc.

Eastern Area .

Ur, the stairway at the X. corner of the Ziggurat (Gadd, Cr, pi. 20).
Ephesus, general view towards mosque and castle.

,, view from theatre seawards.

,, the theatre.

,, the library.

,, the agora.

Miletus, agora gateway as reconstructed in Berlin.
Priene, restored view (after Zippelius).

Islands.

Cnossus, restored view of * Queen s Megaron ' with doorway leading to East
section and light-well beyond. To right, window opening on Southern light-
area : to left, private stauvase to upper * Thalamos ’ (Evans, Palace , iii, frontis-
piece).

Cnossus, restored view of Grand Stand and spectators to left of shrine (id. p. 47,

Cnossus, Loggia opposite Grand Staircase as restored with replica of * Shield
Fresco ’ on walls [id. p. 303, fig. 190).

Cnossus, restored interior view of inner Section of * Hail of double axes ’ showing
suspended shields. Doors and windows to left opening on western section
(nl. pi. 24).

Fatmos, the monastery, the < ourt.

facade of chapel.
’* ** *• ** arched gallery.

Rhodes, Lindus : relief of a ship carved in the natural rock.

(! recce.

Delphi, the Castalum spring.

,, the Treasury oi the Athenians.
Athens and the Peiraeus, plan shewing connecting walls and harbours.
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C4612 The Propylaea, before and after recent reconstruction work.
C4913 The Parthenon, before ami after recent reconstruction work.
C4f5l4 The Erechtheum, before and after recent reconstruction work.
C2970 Church of the Holy Apostles.

C2972 British school, the hostel.

C2971 ,, ,, doorway.

Excavations of the British School at Athens at Pcrachora
(
near Porinth) 1939.

C470S Map of the Corinthian gulf showing peninsula of Peracliora.

C4712 Perachora, sketch map of Heraetim promontory.
C4702 view of harbour and temple site.

C4701 ,, nearer view.

C4703 ., the temple as excavated from above.

C4703 ,, id. another view.

C4711 .. plan.

C4709 restored section.

C4710 ,, architectural members and tiles (drawing).

Select ton of Objects Discovert d,

C4714 Bronze Herakles, facing right, front view.

C4723 ,, facing left, back view.

C4716 Archaic flying Nike, bronze support of bowl.

C4715 Miscellaneous bronzes.

C4713 Protocorinthian omochoe partly restored.

C4721 oinoelioe portions of.

C4729 ,, detail of above : a lion.

C4720 ., pyxis lid.

C4724 Scarabs of 23th and 20th dynasties, upper surfaces.

C4720 ,, ,, ,, ,, under surfaces.

Rome.

B8341 Forum of Trajan, general view.

BS342 ., left angle of ellipse.

BS343 Temple of Mars Ultor shewing podium slotted for metal reliefs.

B8344 The Tarpeian rock.

B8350 Piazza argentina, plan of circular temple.

B8244 Porta Tiburtina.

Italy.

BS269 Alatri, early wall and gate.

B8231 Cumae, the acropolis.

B8230 Falerii, porta di CJiove.

B8241 Fano, arch of Augustus.

BS242

B8001 Herculaneum, house with wooden partition between atrium and tablinium.

B3122 Mantua (near) : monument to Virgil at Pietole di Virgilio.

BS002 Naples, * tomb of Virgil
5 before restoration.

B8003 ,, ,, after restoration.

B8004 Nemi, galley of Caligula, from air.

B8003 .. ,, general view of interior of hull.

B8349 .. hauled in shore.

B834S ,, ,, ,, raised and docked.

BS351 .. ., ,, debris on lake shore.

BS007 ., ,. ., oar blade.

B8U0l» .. .. ,, bronze wolfhead, as found.

BSOOS ,, ., ,, bronze tap.

B8345 Ostia, recently discovered tomb.

B8340
B8347



B -*> 1 4 7

BSOllI

Bs214

BS2 1 <>

B^274
BS245
BS2*>5

c4ic.3

C4t>54

BSMlO

BS2G0
BS207

B^Ol
BS20^

BS2l)4

C42S0
C42SS

C4310
BS224

c4t;nt;

C4007

bs2s3
BS2S5

Bill! HI

B4340
B 14 *

»

B!»lil4

Bill 05

B!> 1 !M»

B!)li»7

boios

boioo

B0200

B'Mi ill

B5143

B4330
B1I4II

B.‘) 111)

bs353

bs;{54

bs355
bs35«>

BSOI3

BS012
BMll 1

Bs:r>7

BS35X

BS350

B-7 14.7

xcii

Pompeii, plan (Man. Fuhrtr, Oth ed.L

triangular marble seat inscribed with the name Casca.

Poseidonia, temple of Poseidon, interior, shewing upper story.

,, the basilica, exterior.

Segm, Porta saraemest a.

Tivoli, Villa of Hadrian, * Xatatoriuin.

Trevi near), river and temple of Clitumnu*.

Vesuvius and the bay of Xaples.

in eruption,

the crater.

Viterbo, J'trus< an tombs.

Volterra, Porta del arco.

Agrigentum t tempi** m Coin onl. gciu*r<il viow of V\ . front.

.. ,, Juno, K. en<i.

,, .. Castor (near) circular basis.

Selinus, restored (Rostovtzeff, Urecrr and Grant ,
pi. (52, fig. 3).

,, restoration of temple {ah pi. G2, fig. 2).

Syracuse, the avenue on the quay side.

Taormina theatre : general view of stage.

Malta, Hal Saflieni, chamber with painted ceiling.

,, ,, mam hall, entrance.

Nimes, La Tourinagne.

St. Remy, the arch.

Roman Britain.

Sketch map .shewi tut K. Anglian and S. K. Roman sites.

Burgh Castle : wall and tower.

Cardiff Castle, a 4th cent. Roman fort. The X. gate.

Folkestone, R. Villa, plan.

,, .. arch and buttresses,

tufa system.

,, drain.

ap*e.

., ,, arches.

., arch of furnace.

Glastonbury, the lake village reconstruction.

Lincoln, columns of portico adjoining forum.

London, map of Roman London.
Penmaenmawr, plan of typical hill-built fortified British town.

id. reconst rui turn sketch,

Roman Wall.

Birdoswald, S. gate.

Blackcarts, turret,

Borcovicus, distant view of camp crow ning the hill.

,. K. gate : near view of the ruts.

terraces below,

the station restored,

an attack on the station.

Cilurnum, entrance, to the * aerarium.'

Cuddy’s Crag, view* looking K. along the course of the Wall.

Rutupiae { Ru hborough ), Roman wall.

Silchester, plans of ( hnstian Church, (a) as discovered and (6) restored plan
(Windle, Romans m Britain , fig. 05).
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B83GO Verulamium mosaic pavement, * sun de-ugn.' in 1st tent, house.

Bo 131) Stout' beehive In it, Ireland.

Inscriptions.

B5144 Gaerwent, altar of, Mars Ocelus.'

B.3120 Robin Hood’s Bay (Yorks, i, inscription mordm^ the building of the fort by
Vindiciauus, o/. 40b a.i>. tthe latest li. ins. found m Britain i.

B513S Conway (near) milestone. B M.
B8009. Rome, new catacomb : loculi, inta* t, with insi nptmns.

Papyri and MSS.

C4G49 Table of alphabets (Maunde Thompson, UL. • ind Lai. Pal., p 7 i.

C4770 Byzantine protocol of FI. Strategius in tlie hitherto unread * peipendn ular writing *

(Ox* Pap. Hi, pi. 3 and p. 209).

C4771 Id. Transcription.

C4772 A recruit's letter home from Ostia, 2nd rent. Found at Kaiauis { K6iu Vshem )
by

Vniv. of Michigan Exped.. 192b.

C4773 Jd. Translation (H. I. Bell j.

C4G.30 Letter* from Apollonius to Zenon, 2.74 n.< . (B.M. Pap. Xo 29.73 i.

C4G51 Census register 1st half lirst cent. A.n. (B.M. Pup. Xo. 22 In K. i.

C4G.72 Latin waxed tablet. A birth < ertitie.ite. 12S \.n. (Pap. Michigan, Xo. 7G9).

Magical Papyri. Facsimiles of .7 columns of Pap\ ms Osloensis Xo 1. This

pap\ rus gives a collection of love and other charms and is decorated with figures

of magic-working genii, etc.

C4G44 Pap. Osl. Xo. I, Col. i (Kitrem. Pap. Osl. tasr. 1. pi. 1 ).

C4645 Pap. Osl. Xo. I, Col. li (id. pi. 2).

C4G4G Pap. Osl. Xo. I, Col. iii (id. ] >1 . 3/.

C4o47 Pap. Osl. Xo. I, Col. iv (id, pi. 4).

C4G48 Pap. Osl. Xo. I, Col. vii( id. pi. 7 ).

B9G9.7 Codex Yirgilianus : sheet shewing Georg in 40-72, the text has commentary by
Servius and marginal notes in Petrarch's handw iiting. Arnbiosi.m lab. Milan.

B9G9G Codex Yirgilianus : illuminated frontispie< e.

Minoan.

C4G40 Part of large amphora m * Palace St\]e ’ shewing shields and spirals witli rosettes,

from west front of Palace, Knossos (Evans. Palau, in. p. 311. tig. 199)

C4G32 Ceiling pattern in painted stucco relief (Kvans. ]*<dar, , id. pi. 1.7).

C4634 Miniature frescoes of seated ladies on grand stand (Kvans. Palan , in, pi. 17 t,

C4G3.3 Bull-catching sreno painted on hark of < rvstal plucjue (id. pi. 19).

C4G3G Painted stucco relief of head of charging bull, from West Portico of X". Entrance

Passage (Evans, Palact , ni, p. 173. fig. llG).

C4G39 Smaller shield fresco from early palate of Tirvns : as restored by Kodemvaldt
(Evans, Palar* , m, p. 304, fig. 197).

C4G42 Chryselephantine figurine of bov-god
:
(Evans, ]

ialar,

,

in. p. 4.71. fig. 314).

C4G43 Group of boy-god adoring Goddess: restored drawing (Kvans. Palace. ni. p. 4.7G,

fig. 31s ).

C4GO-7 Minoan ivory : goddess between two beasts. Minot el Ameida.
C4281 Steatite vase, profession of youths (Hall. Bionzr A (jf , fig. 37 ).

C4G37 Acrobat between horns of bull on steatite ' rhyton * from Hagia Triada (Evans,
Pain* t, ni, p. 224, fig. 157 ).
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Eastern Contacts.

Cl M'2~> Traehite. seated figure of a man, probably Kur-lil (Dadd, Ur. pi. 13).

C4<’>02 i>eaid»*d head. Ur.

C4*>ul KiLfurinrs ot women with birds’ heads.

C4h>3 Rebels ui shell from Ur : dairy farm ami herds.

C4322 Dairucr and sheath irom Ur in irold and lapis lazuli (Gadd, Cr. pi. 7).

C4M»:> Standing rain and tree. Gold silver and shell, Ur.

Cbio4 Per-ian bronze aire pottery : bird and liyaena.

C 14sl Assouan relief : army < rossitur river.

C44S2

Cf274 Susa, irie/e of lions in relief (Sarre, Ktnmt d. nitten Pt rsUn, pi. 39).

C44h«> SiK t i, moiildeil frieze : horned and w mired lion irritlin (Rostovtzeff, Greece find Orient
,

pi. 44).

C4404 Rehistun, detail of relief of Darius and rebels.

C4d24

C bills

Cbiou

C4297
CltlMI

c 1d2n

C U>2 1

CU.22
CUd 4

C4do4

C 1399

C 17 14

C lolMi

C4dn7

C 4.70S

Ch'iMU

C4*» 1 *,

C4*U ti

C402O

C4bl7

CbilS

Child

Clbo

Architectural Details.

Amde of KtriiMMii temple with terraeotta decoration [Die Antdce, iv, pi. 20).
J >,\ /ant ine < apital trom Stobi.

Sculpture.

. 1 r< fane.

1* rairments of snakes fiom poros pediments. „4crop. Allis. Cat., pp. 74, 7d.
iVdimental lehef, with female furore in the round. Acrop. 31ns. Cat. f p. I>9.

Limestone sphinx 2 views (Atbnus <htbm. pi. 73).
An hau head and foivipiaiters of a lior&e. Acrop. Mus. Xo. 097.
Laris attic female statue. IVrliri {I)tc Atdd.t. li, pi. 1).

" • . ,, back view* {ut. pi. 2).

An eail\ * Apollo,’ Munn h, Glvptothok.
Marble head inutile of thetvramih ide irnmp

(
Reven. L< statue tV Art* motion, pi. 6).

Delphi, metope from Sk-u.hmu treason : lairopa on bull (Poulsen, Delphi p. 70
fiiT. I 9).

1

i.t nisean funerary stele of Larth Animas. 0th cent. u.r. Florence (Rostovtzeff,
Jtonu

,
pi. 3. ii j.

t *Jth and Pofi/th Ctnfnrtts, Ji.U.

Parthenon metope ’Last 11/ Drawing of remains ( Praselmiker. Parthenon
.stud*

>

//, pi. 21).

id. restoration (fi*r. !2Sj.

Patrbenon metope ' Last 12/ Dr.iwuur of remains (>d. pi. 2d).
id. restoration (/</. fur. 129)

The \\ . me/e of the Paitbenon ,n *,tu. 0 slides shewnur (above) the condition
tfl *' muthfesar the tune of Lord Ulgnfs mission, (below) their deteriorated con-

dition to-day.

The ivtVivnf|.,drrtii tlio tiiimlM-rinirof tlu-W. fruw ill Mirhnelm, her Parthenon.
'In hnehs v. 9, 10.

vi u, id.

„ IX, 10. 17.

xii, 22-2 4

xnu 2d.

xiv, 2n. 27.

Mindless draped temale fnrure with tru» es of « younjj fururo standing bv her side,
r rnm the Acropolis \Ant. Deni:. 2, pi. 2°).

Feiimlo h.M.l, aUo from the A.ropoU-.. probably belong, to the above (Juhrrs-
h' ft 1

. I*», p. 1 21;.
'

C447M
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C4291

C4,325

C4487

C448S

C4G22

C4513

C4.314

C4515

C451G

C4517

C4G21

BM014

C4499

BSOlS

C4298

C4299

C47.33

B4341

C4G23

C4G24

C402-3

C4G2G

B9239
C47.37

C475S

BSOl.3

B9G80

B9GG.3

B 997.3

B9GG9

B9243
B9G74

B9244

B924.3

B9242

B9240

BOG 7 6

BOGGS
B9G72

B9G71

BOG70

B9GG7

B967S

Mausoleum restored, after Pont rvmoli { Rostovtzetf, and <)}>* nt. pi. sit, im. 1 i.

,, after KiimIhmi (/>/< Anttk*. lv. p. 27.3;.

Herines of Praxiteles.

Lady wearing < hitou and Initiation. Dresden, Alhertitium.

Draped female figure possiblv a imdde-,s touiul at lint mito (Butrinthus ).

Statue ot Rrotesilaos. front view
| M*t. Mas, Statin'*. 1, 2. li”. 2).

side view (/*/, tiLr 3 |.

head [til. 1 iur. 1.3),

head, side view (al. fiir. IS).

,, .. the H.M. torso {al. fur. S'.

Mythology nt HtU* tu*t'n and Lat< r A//.

Aphrodite, Hellemstu statuette from Crete.

BellonaY]. Head of.

Heracles, the Tor»o Belvedere. Vatieun.
Nike, Alabaster medallion. Rome, new eataeomb (I93ui.

LhU IS Infs.

Roek cut reliefs of Cybele with votaries, lions, et» .. at Santom di Acre. n« ar S\ rut the

(early water colour drawimri.

Two of the above reliefs on a larger scale (eurlv water colour draw iult ).

Altar from Ostia : Romulus and Remus. Mus. Terme ( Rostovtzetf. Ilona . pi. .3, i ).

Legionary soldier : sketi h of monument of C. Valerius Ciispus. Wiesbaden Mils.

(I 'otnpatuon to 11. Statins, p. 470. li<r. 41 |.

(Jreeo-Buddhistic head trom Jellahahud, t luve-qum ter luce to R.

,, .. .. lull fat e.

< Ireeo -"Buddhistic statue of Flora. Afghanistan.

(lreeo-Buddhisti<* head of a s«it\ r. Afghanistan.

Part nut'*.

Agrippina the Kldei [
'] :

pot trait he id. NY (’arlsherj Mils,

Alexander tlie (ireat
:

portrait statue from M.ii'iiO'Ua Constantinople Mils.

Attalus I of Per^amon. liead of. Berlin Mus. ( Rost o\ t /.eft, (lnut and On<nt,

pi, 82).

Augustus, lie id of. from Butrinto (Butrinthus).

Commodus, youthful portrait bust. Mus. Cap, < 1 lelbrueek. A tit tin Part tats ,

pk 48).

Rhoemetalkes of Bosporus. Ath. Nat Mm.
Trajan, bust. H.M.
Verus, Lucius ']. Bust at Copenhagen. No. 7uG.

Male portrait head of the late Repuhln mi period (2 \ lews). Dresden, Alhertmum.
Terracotta Republuan portrait head (3 views). Boston Mils. ( 1 Jelbruet k, Ant>ht

Part tats. pi. 31),

Male portrait head of a Roman of the late Republu an period. Mus. Vat.

Roman ladv of the late Repuhlit an period. * Servilia (Nv Curlshe rir Mus.,

BtlUdhtrUr. pi. 49, No. Go2i.

Bronze head of a FIamen. Naples Mus.
Roman lady of the Flavian period. Mils Cap. (Delbmetk, Anttkr Part tats

,

pi. 40).

Small male portrait held. Hadrjame period |2 vn>\vs ). B M. No. 197.3.

Marble head of a Cosmete (2 views j. Karly Hadnanie period. Ath. Nat. Mus.
Male bust : Kadriann* period Mus. Terme (Delbmetk. Anftkt Pnrhats. pi. 4.3).

Bearded bust. Aiitmune period. B.M. No. 1949.

,, Vienna (Schneider, Alhatn, pi. 1G).

Bearded head. Antonme period. Dresden. Hermann. No. 398.

Male portrait head. Antomne period. Boston Mus. Cat. No. 130.
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B ‘ M »

7

; * Hoarded head signed by Zenas son of Alexandros. Mils. Terme.

B'»b7‘j Two bearded portrait busts, Antomne period from Smyrna. Brussels.

BUtj77 Female portrait head, Autonmo period (XV Carlsberg Mus., Billultcivler

,

pi. 60,

Vo. 717).

B4241 Homan ladv :
portrait head. Xy Carlsberg Museum.

Bb'ihti Bearded head, probably period of Ualhenus. Atli. Xat. Mus. (Arndt-Bruckmann,

Oop i.

Ji/OflZCif.

C4422 Al\uv«‘-(

’

ormthian relief (Lamb, Bronzts, fig. 3).

C4429 ,, ,, .. irom Xoi< attaro.

Cl 126 Bron/e breastplate from Ksour-es-Sai, front view.

C4427 ,, ., ,, back view.

C4430 Tripod Irom (Aprils (Lamb, Bronz*** pi. lOj.

C443 1 Protoureometrn' tripod from Tiryns {Lamb, Bronzes

,

pi. 11).

C44.‘i2 ,, ,, ,, Athens {id. ,
pi. 11).

C4433 Column krater from r
LTebeni.s< life*.

C1434 Volute krater from Trebenisi hte.

C4424 Decorated handle of bronze crater from Trebenischte.

C 44 2-7 Id. profile view .

C142S Handle of volute krater irom Trebemsi hte (2 views).

C 1774 Bronze moscophoros from Crete. Beilm (Lamb, Bronzes, pi. 2o&).

C 1.723 Bron/e horse. Met. Mus. New York {L)>e Anhke, in. pi. lb).

C4436 Bronze hvdna. B.M. (cf. Lamb. Bronzes

,

pi. 38).

C443S H\dna. B.M. (cf. Lamb, Bronzts. pi. .78),

C143.7 Ilyina with figure in relief irom Cyzi< us.

C4437 H\dna at Athens {Lamb, Bronzts
,
pi. 71).

Cl 13b H\dna with fiirures m relief from Telos.

C477.J 3 tirehaie statuettes of Athena Bromaehos from Athens (Central piece — Lamb,
Bronzts

,
pi. '.Mu).

C 1446 Lakoman minor handle from Vonitza. Berlin.

C444S ,, ,, ,, Cyprus.

Cl 140 Mirror handle from Ann klae (2 views).

C 14 1 L An Imie haute of Hermes (Lamb, Jlnoizts, pi. 29).

C4411 Archaic Arcadian Hermes. Boston.

C44 1.7 Areliaie Arcadian bron/e statuette of Herai les. New York (2 views).

C1447 Statuette of a striduur atiilete signed by Hybrisstas (Lamb, Bronzes
,
pi. 32u).

Cl41b Areliaie girl athlete from Dodona (Lamb, Bionzes, pi. 33).

C4 t-‘iO Artemis from Dodona.

C14.7] (hrl athlete irom Albania (Lamb, Bronze pi. 33).

Chill) Brnn/e ephehus fn>m Sehnus.

C1611 head.

C4776 (hrl spinning (Lamb, B/nnzts, pi. .V>M.

C 1-702 Bron/e statue of a god from Artemisiou (Bevon, Le statue d'Arteminion, pi. 2).

CloOl ,. ., the head (id. frontispiece).

CleO“, .. .. ., 2 views of tho head {JJi.S. 49, pi. 8).

Cb»o.i .. the arms (Beveii, op. at., pi. 3).

C4.7 lU Forepart of bronze horse found with the bronze god at Artemision.
C1.7I 1 Bron/e boy, found with tiie bronze god Artemision.
CL»12 .. .. head.
C4761 A Hellenistic ruler; bronze heroic fnmre leaning on spear (Rostovtzoff, Greece and

Om nt, pi. ,ss. in)

C 1762 Bron/e statue of a negro boy (Kostovtzeff, Grewc and Orient, pi. 88, iv).

Id rust at) Bujnzts.

C43O0 The Capitohne wolf.

CD 12 barge bronze sttula with friezes m relief. Found near Bologna (Rostovtzoff, Rotne,
pi. 2, n).

C4Him Archaic Ktnw an bronze warrior. d’Hendecourt collection.
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C474G Bronze statin' of a warrior, or of Mars ( Rostovt/etf, Ilona

.

P i. iv).

C4741 Figures forming handle of a Praeue'.tme m-sta < Rostovtzetf, Home, pi. 1).

C4442 Etruscan bronzo nude female iiguro (2 views).

Terracottas.

C41G4 Terracotta statuette : a negro eluld a&lonp beside his wine jar. Ashmolean p t.

Lawrence, Late/ (ire*!; Sealptnrc. pi. 3 {a}).

C41G3 Terra* otta statuette of loiiiu* actor. Met. Mu>. Xew York.

C439G

C47G9

C47GS

C47G7

C44S9

C430G

C42S3

C4751

B8017

B801G
Boll 8

C4473

C4475

C4477

C4532

BS508
BS575
BS571

B8574
C45G0

B859S

C452S

C4580

B8573

B8596

B8597

B8599
045,18

C4557

C4545

C4579

B85G9

C4581

C45G7

C4550

C4540

C45G8

B857G
C452G

Vases.

Largo Dipylon amphora with friezes of chariots and warriors.
k

Plialeron ' crater (Jahrb. 22, pi. i i.

Id. detail : driver and chariot \jd. p. 79. iig. 2).

Archaic crater from Thobes (Jahrbnch, 2, pi. ivi.

Moulded pitlios with combat and chariot scene', m relief (Artemis Ortbm, pi, xv).

B.F. Cabeinc vase, a bridal procession {JJf.S. 23, p. 137).

B.F. vase : tho ghost of Patroi lus. B.M. No. B. 24<G

1 *a , nft taf.

Etruscan fresco scenes m a paradise (KoMovtzell. Ilona, pi. 4, i).

Greco-Egyptian portrait inscribed Hermione. Girtou.

Pompeii: fresco, flower piece.

Silchester, painted pattern on wail plaster : restored (of. Havertiuld, ilonatnisat/on t

1912, lig. 11).

Anagni, Byzantine, fro,* o m < him h.

Rome, Lateran : ch.ipel of S. Ycuaimo : mosaic* of four vimts.

Fresco in soilit of arch : a saint.

Goins.

Towns , districts, etc.

Achaean and zEtohau Leagues, .11.

Anazarbos and Tarsos : demiurgic crowns.

Antioch. 2U b.c. and 5 li.e. .11.

,, G n.c.-5 a . l >

.

Apamea (Phrygiae). Noah.
Aptera, Hierapytna, Priarisos. Cretan tree-worship.

Atella, >E. Oscan legeml (lour ounces, two oun<*es, one ounce). Honnui sextans.

Athens, early Dekadrachin.

,, i. .11, tetradrachin, 175 h.c., magistracy of Autiochus IV. ii. A , stater,

87,0 b.c., magistracy of Mithradates the Great.

Caesarea (Cappadociae). Mt. Argaeus.

Capua, zE. Oscan logeiul (Nummus |?|, two oumes).

,, .}]. Oscan legend (two ouiu os. one ounce, etc.).

Carthaginian, .11, .E, struck m S. Italy. Capua ('rj, X. Roman, uncia.

Catana and Leontini, Apollo t\ pes

Cnossus, Minotaur and Theseus. (B.M.G. ('nfr, j >1. iv. 8).

,, and Clortyna, Minos.
Cos, tetradra* hms. one with head of Mausollus, 357 -3 n.r. Inset, bust of

Mausollus (Anatolian Studies, p. 207).

Provincial silver : Cyprus and Tarsos.

Cyzicus alliance coin m anti Spartan league 389 7 n.<*. (.Yam. f'liron. 1928, p. 10

No. 30).

Cyzicus, head of * Tnnotheus.'
Eleuthernai, Hyrtakma, Tylisos. Cretan Apollo.
Ephesus. Arsmoeia.
Etna. Catana.

Flavia Neapolis : cults.

Gela, A l river bull (5th cent.).
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C453ti

B8594
B8595

C4505

C4541

C4519

C4joj

C4554

C4582

C4«j.j^’

C4i5J3

C4537

C451S

C4509

C4543

C4531

C4573

C4539

C4503

C4551

C4502

C4549

C4500

B859o

BS.3S3

C4583

C4542

C4.377

BS584

C4504

BS572

BS579

B85G4

C4527

B8700
B85SS

C4538

B83(52

BSGOO
BSGiMI

C4572

C457G

BS5S5

C4.33 .3

B8-377

B85SG

BS5G5

BS5G1

C454G

Himera, Tetradr. Pelops and Himera. Didr. naked horseman and Himera

iinsi nbed Soter ).

Hispano-Carthaginian HI.

Canusium *-E. Denarius of On. Blasio, with portrait

of Scipio Africanus {').

Ionian electrum (Ionian revolt) and Cyzicus.

Lampsacus, X. Xike and ram. Dionysus. Dometer, Ivabiros and reverse.

Messema, HI. (B.M. Gu>d>, 111, B. 35).

Olympia, victory and eagles.

Zeus and Hera : Anthem, Demeter : Delphi, Apollo.

Pisa, V. 30.3,4 u.e. under Arcadian protection. Ehs Hi stater head of Olimpia

(B.M.C. rdop. p. 7b, Xo. 1. p. Ob, Xos. 71-2).

Phaestus and Gortyna, Europa.

„ Ht. Heracles types.

,, Talos on coins of.

Poseidonia, *11 (B.M. Guide, 1. C. 13).

Rhodes and Mausollus.

Segesta, Hi. Dog (— R. Crimissus) and head of Segesta. \outhful hunter and

head of Segesta.

Side, .11 . {Countermark Apamea .

)

Amyntas, .R.

Smyrna (old) 4th cent. (if. Head H/d. Xuin .
2

, p. 592).

,, Eurydikeia.

Stymphalus and Chcrsonesus Cretae, Arteinis-Britomartis.

Sybrita, Dionysos and Hermes.

Syracuse, early to mid fifth cent, girl types.

Teos, Chios, Samos, 5th cent.

Thurium, HI. Head ot Athena Parthenos : butting bulk little bird in flight below

bull.

Dynasts, Officials, etc.

A. Albinus, L. Pomponius Molo, A. Albums—0. Metellus—C. Malleolus (jointly).

Social War 91-88 u.r. (B.M.C. pi. 90 12
. 97 J

.
lu

, 97-, 98s
).

A. Albinus, Denarii (B.M.C. pi. 40 1,1

,
40 lt>

).

Alexander the Great, 2 dekadrac hms struck at Babylon; figure of Alexander and

duel between Alexander and Porus (Xutu. Ohron. 1927, p. 204, Xo. 58).

Alexander the Great and Porus, clekadrachm.

,, Zabma of S\ria, u.r. 129,8—123 2. A . Stater.

Annius, Q. Metellus Pius and Cn. Lentulus (B.M.C. pi. 100 1
*
10

,
1-).

Antiochus I, elderly, portait.

Ant. Pius, Isis and Horus. Isis Pliana, Sol in Leone. Struck at Alexandria.

Augustus : aureus with heifer.

,, 5-14 a. d. Struck at Antioch.

Berenice II, A.
Caracalla. HI <lupondiu> : Traiectus type.

L. Cassius Caeicianus, C. Alims Bala, D. Silanus (B.M.C. pi. 32 12
»
J3

>
16

>
18

»
20

).

Cleopatra VI. Portrait on coin of Ascalon. (B.M. Guide, VII, A. 19.)

Commodus as Hercules. Roman medallion,

Constantius I, London medallion (from the Arras hoard).

Constantins I. two medallions, rev. Pietas Aug. (from the Arras hoard).

Diodotus of Bactria, V. 3 stages of coinage.

Dion, .R. Tetradrachm struck at Zacynthus (B.M.C. Vtlop. p. 97, Xo. 33).

C. Egnatius Maxsurnus, L. Farsuleius Meusor and L. Paetorius (B.M.C. pi. 42 17

18
,
21

}^

Eumenes of Pergamon, with portrait of Philetairo-* (B.M. Guide, V, A. 9).

Flamminus V,
P. Fonteius, L. Furius Brocrhus, Faustus Sulla (B.M.C. pi. 48 7

-
19

- 23
).

Gallienus, Zenobia. Alexandrian billon.

Hadrian, Roman medallion.

Heliokies of Bactria, ai. u.c. 150-125.
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B8578 Iotapianus, Laelianus, Marius.

B856U Justinian, gold medallion.

B8582 Licinius I, Maxentius, Constantius II facing head.

C4529 Lysimachus, X. Types of Alexander and Lysiinachus.

B8591 G. Malleolus, L. Piso Frugi (B.ll.C.pl. 9G3 and 332
'

n
).

C4571 Mausollus, profile view of head of 13.M. statue : inset, coin of Cos with Mausollus

as Heracles.

B8566 Maximinus II Daza, uniform coinage of various mints.

BS580 Nero : sestertius Ianum clusit.

C4578 Orophernes of Cappadocia, .R, tetradraclim struck at Priene (B.M.C. Galatia , p. 34,

Xo. 1).

C4530 Orophernes, .11. n.e, 158/7.

C4570 Philip II of Macedon, X and XL.

C4559 Philip V and Perseus, of Macedon.
C4544 Philip Philadelphus on coin of Antioch, and Roman imitation.

B8592 L. Piso Frugi, denarii (obverses) and quinarius (B.M.C. pi. 33 1
,

'So
1
).

C4543 Ptolemy I, stages of his comage.

C455G Seleucus I, Alexandrine types.

BS581 Sept. Severus, Domna and two sons.

B8589 D. Silanus, C. Malleolus (B.M.C. pi. 32 14
, 964

‘
7
).

C4553 Sophytes and Andragoras.

C4574 Tachos, A" and Athens .R.

C4575 ,, and Athens ~R (Xum. Citron. 1920, p. 130, Xo. 23).

B8570 Tiberius and Domitius Domitianus, Alexandrian billon.

B8563 Valens medallions (Vienna).

B8587. L. Valerius Acisculus (B.M.C. pi. 53 l
*
4

-
10

).

BS593 G. Vibius Pansa, C. Marcius Censorinus, M\ Fonteius, L. Julius Bursio, unnamed

of 84 b.c. (B.M.C. 3GU »
16

, 37
13

, 38
11

*
lb

. 3915
).

B8567 Artemis Ephesia at Stratonikeia, Ephesos, Kilbianoi, Hierapolis.

C4547 Cistophoros, development of.

Gems.

C4561 Gem :
portrait of a bearded man, by Dexamenos (Lewes House, Cat. Xo. 50).

C4534 Gem : portrait of man wearing fez (Lewes House, Cat. Xo. 97).

Minor Arts.

C4491 Bono heads probably of Orthia (Artemis Ortliin , pi. 117).

C4492 Ivory eouchant animals (A rtf mis Orthia. pi. 149).

C4493 Bone flutes and other objects (Artemi* Orthia ,
pi. 1G2).

C4743 Large gold iibula from the Regulim Galassi tomb near Caere. 7th cent. u.C.

(Rostovtzetf, Bonn, pi. 2, i).

C4G27 Scythian gold repousse stag from Zoldhalompuszta.

Romano- Ih tOsh Anti'jn ttir<i.

B5141 A Roman country house sketch from a Pompeian wall painting.

B5142 Roman hypocaust system : diagrammatic reconstruction.

B513G .Elaborately decorated bronze swords and scabbards, including the specimen from

Bugthorpe, Yorks.

B14G9 Iron sword and bronze-plated scabbard from Thames.

B1470 Bronze shield-centre with scenes and owner s name from River Tyne.

B5114 Bronze helmets from the Marne district and England. Bronze helmet found in

Thames at Waterloo Bridge.

B1471 Roman bronze helmets. Herts and Yorks.

B5051 Iron currency bars. South England. (15. M. ft unit to Km hj Iron *l^//.tig. 145.)

C4630 Cambridge performance of Prometheus. The chorus.
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SETS OF SLIDES.

Tkk mam collection of some 7000 lantern slides can be drawn on in any quantity,

large or small, for lecturing on practically any branch of classical archaeology. For those

who have opportunity, no method is so satisfactory as to come in person to the Library,

and choose the slides from the pictures there arranged in a subject order.

But the following sets of slides, complete with texts, will be found useful to those

lecturers who have not facilities for choosing their own slides. The thanks of the Society

are accorded those who have been at the pains of undertaking the not easy task of telling

a plain tale on the subjects with which they are most familiar to a general audience.

Suitable han Ibooks dealing with the ditferent subjects can also be lent from the

library to lectin er> m advance of their lecture-'.

LIST OF SETS.

The Prehellenic Age (no text).

The Geography of Greece (A. J. Toynbee).

Ancient Athens : hi-Toi n*al "k**tch (S. Casson).

Ancient Athens : topographical (annotated list of slides only, D. Brooke).

Ancient Architecture (D. S. Robertson).

Greek Sculpture (J. Penoyre).

The Parthenon (A. If. Smith).

Greek Vases (M. A. B. Bramiholtz).

A Survey of early Greek Coins : 7 slides showing 49 coins (P. Gardner),

Some Coins of Sicily (G. F. Hill).

Greek Papyri (If. T. Bell).

Olympia and Greek Athletics (E. N. Gardiner).

Xenophon : the expedition of Cyrus and Xenophon’s Anabasis (annotated

h.st of slides only, by A. W. and B. I. Lawrence).

Alexander the Great (D. G. Hogarth).

The Travels of St. Paul (no text;.

The Ancient Theatre (J. T. Sheppard!.

Ancient Life, Greek (annotated list of slides only, J Penoyre).

Ancient Life, Roman (annotated list of slides only, J. Penoyre).

Life in the Roman World ( H . H. Nyinonds).

Rome ( H. M. Last).

The Roman Forum (G. If. Hallam).
The Roman Forum, for advanced students (T. Ashby).
The Palatine and Capitol (T. Ashby),

The Via Appia (R. Gardner).

The Roman Campagna (T. A^hby).

Roman Portraiture (Mrs. S. Arthur Strong).

The Roman Soldier (H. H. Symnnd>).
Horace (G. IT. Hallam).

Pompeii (A. van Biiren).

Ostia (T. Ashby).

Ostia (R. Meiggsb
Sicily (H. E. Butler).

The Roman Rhone (S. E. Winbolt).

Timgad (If. E. Butler).

Roman Britain (Mortimer Wheeler).
The Roman Wall (R. G. Colhngwood).
The Antiquities of Malta (X. S. ('logstoim).

The sets consist of about .10 carefully selected slides, and the cost of hire, including
the text and postage to members, is 7s, tid.

Application should be made to

The Assistant Librarian,

Hellenic Society,

oO, Bedford Square, W.C. 1.
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NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS.

The Council of the Hellenic Society having decided that it is desirable

for a common system of transliteration of Greek words to be adopted in

the Journal of Hellenic Studies
,
the following scheme has been drawn up

by the Acting Editorial Committee in conjunction with the Consultative

Editorial Committee, and has received the approval of the Council.

In consideration of the literary traditions of English scholarship, the

scheme is of the nature of a compromise, and in most cases considerable

latitude of usage is to be allowed.

(1) All Greek proper names should be transliterated into the Latin

alphabet according to the practice of educated Romans of the Augustan age.

Thus k should be represented by c, the vowels and diphthongs, v, at, oi, ov

by y, ae
,

oe, and u respectively, final -09 and -ov by -us and -unt, and -po<?

by -er.

But in the case of the diphthong et, it is felt that ei is more suitable

than e or i, although in names like Laodieea
,

Alexandria
,

where they are consecrated by usage, c or 1 should be preserved;

also words ending in -etov must be represented by -cum.

A certain amount of discretion must be allowed in using the

0 terminations, especially where the Latin usage itself varies

or prefers the o form, as l)elos . Similarly Latin usage should

be followed as far as possible in -e and -a terminations,

e.g., Priene,
Smyrna, In some of the more obscure names

ending in -pos. as Aiaypos, -er should be avoided, as likely

to lead to confusion. The Greek form -on is to be preferred

to -o for names like Dion
,

Iheron, except in a name so common
as Apollo, where it would be pedantic.

Names which have acquired a definite English form, such as

Corinth, Athens, should of course not be otherwise represented.

It is hardly necessary to point out that forms like Hercules
,

Mercury, Minerva
9
should not be used for Heracles, Hermes , and

Athena.
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(2) Although names of the gods should be transliterated in the same

way as other proper names, names of personifications and epithets such as

Nike, Homonoia, Hyahinthios
,
should fall under § 4.

(3) In no case should accents, especially the circumflex, be written over

vowels to show quantity.

(4) In the case of Greek words other than proper names, used as names

of personifications or technical terms, the Greek form should be transliterated

letter for letter, k being used for k> ch for but y and u being substituted

for v and ov
,
which are misleading in English, e.g., Nike, apoxyomenos

,

diadumenos, rhyton.

This rule should not be rigidly enforced in the case of Greek

words in common English use, such as aegis
,
symposium . It

is also necessary to preserve the use of ou for on in a

certain number of words in which it has become almost

universal, such as boule, gerousia .

(5) The Acting Editorial Committee are authorised to correct all

MSS. and proofs in accordance with this scheme, except in the case of a

special protest from a contributor. AH contributors, therefore, who object

on principle to the system approved by the Council, are requested to inform

the Editors of the fact when forwarding contributions to the Journal.

In addition to the above system of transliteration, contributors to the

Journal of Hellenic Studies are requested, so far as possible, to adhere to the

following conventions :

—

Quotations from Ancient and Modern Authorities.

Names of authors should not be underlined; titles of books, articles,

periodicals or other collective publications should be underlined (for italics).

If the title of an article is quoted as well as the publication in which it is

contained, the latter should be bracketed. Thus :

Six, Jahrb. xviii. 1903, p. 34,

or

—

Six, Protogenes (Jain b. xviii. 1903), p. 34.

But as a rule the shorter form of citation is to be preferred.

The number of the edition, when necessary, should be indicated by a
small figure above the line; e.g. Dittenb. Syll.2 123.
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Titles of Periodical and Collective Publications

.

The following abbreviations are suggested, as already in more or less

general use. In other cases, no abbreviation which is not readily identified

should be employed.

A.-E.M. = Archaologisch-epigraphische Mittheiiungen.

Ann . d, I

.

= Annali dell’ Institute).

Arch. Anz. =Archaologischer Anzeiger (Beiblatt zum Jahrbuch).

Arch. Zeit. = Archaologische Zeitung.

Ath. Mitt. = Mittheiiungen des Deutschen Arch. Inst., Athenische Abtheilung.
Baumeister = Baumeister, Denkmaler des klassischen Altertums.

B.C.I1 . — Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique.

Bert. Vas. = Furtwangler, Beschreibung der Vasensammlung zu Berlin.

B.M. Bronzes = British Museum Catalogue of Bronzes.

B.M.C. = British Museum Catalogue of Greek Coins.

B.M. Inscr. = Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum.
B.M . Vases = British Museum Catalogue of Vases, 1893, etc.

B.S.A. = Annual of the British School at Athens.

Bull. d. I. = Bullettino dell’ Instituto.

C.I.G. = Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum.

C.I.L. = Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum.

Cl. Rev. = Classical Review.

C.R. Acad. Inscr. = Comptes Rendus de l’Academie des Inscriptions.

Dar.-Sagl. = Daremberg-Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquites.

Dittenb. Syll. = Dittenberger, Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum.
E <p.

5

Apx .
= ’Apxai0^°7tK^*

G.D.l . = Gollitz, Sammlung der Griechischen Dialekt-Inschriften.

Gerh. A.V . = Gerhard, Auserlesene Vasenbilder.

G.G.A. = Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen.

l.G. — Inscriptiones Graecae.

1

LG.A. = Rohl, Inscriptiones Graecae antiquissimae.

Jahrb. = Jahrbuch des Deutschen Archaologischen Instituts.

Jahresh. — Jahreshefte des Oesterreichischen Archaologischen Institutes.

J.H.S. = Journal of Hellenic Studies.

Le Bas-Wadd. = Le BasAVaddington, Voyage Archeologique.

Michel = Michel, Recueil d 1

Inscriptions grecques.

Mon. d. I. = Monumenti dell’ Instituto.

Muller-Wies. = Miiller-Wieseler, Denkmaler der alten Kunst.
Mus. Marbles = Collection of Ancient Marbles in the British Museum.
Neue Jahrb. Id. Alt. — Neue Jahrbucher fiir das klassische Altertum.

Neue Jahrb. Phil. = Xeue Jahrbucher fiir Philologie.

1 The attention of contributors is called to the fact that the titles of the volumes of the second
issue of the Corpus of Greek Inscriptions, published by the Prussian Academy, have now been
changed, as follows :

—

LG. I. = Inscr. Atticae anno Euclidis vetustiores.

II. = „ ,, aetatis quae est inter Eucl. ann. et Augusti tempora.

III. = „ „ aetatis Romanae.
IV. = „ Argolidis.

VII. = „ Megaridis et Boeotiae.

IX. — „ Graeciae Septentrionalis.

XII. = „ insul. Maris Aegaei praeter Delum
XIV.— Italiae et Siciliae.
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Xum. Chr. = Numismatic Chronicle.

Nam. Zeit. = Numismatische Zeitschrift.

Pauly-Wissowa = Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopadie der classischen Altertumswissen-

schaft.

Philol. = Philologus.

Rev. Arch . = Revue Archeologique.

Rev. Et. Gr. = Revue des Etudes Grecques.

Rev. Xum. — Revue Xumismatique.

Rev. Philol. = Revue de Philologie.

Rh. M us. = Rheinisches Museum.
Rom. Mitt. = Mittheilungen des Deutschen Archaologischen Instituts, Romische Abtheil-

ung.

Roscher = Roscher, Lexicon der Mythologie.

T.A.M. — Tituli Asiae Minoris.

Z. f. X. = Zeitschrift fiir Xumismatik.

Transliteration of Inscriptions .

[ ] Square brackets to indicate additions, i.e. a lacuna filled by conjecture.

( ) Curved brackets to indicate alterations, i.e . (1) the resolution of an

abbreviation or symbol; (2) letters misrepresented by the engraver;

(3) letters wrongly omitted by the engraver; (4) mistakes of the

copyist.

< > Angular brackets to indicate omissions, i.e. to enclose superfluous

letters appearing on the original.

. . . Dots to represent an unfilled lacuna when the exact number of missing

letters is known.
- - - Dashes for the same purpose, when the number of missing letters is

not known.

Uncertain letters should have dots under them.

Where the original has iota adscript, it should be reproduced in that form;

otherwise it should be supplied as subscript.

The aspirate, if it appears in the original, should be represented by a

special sign, b.

Quotations from MSS. and Literary Texts.

The same conventions should be employed for this purpose as for inscrip-

tions, with the following important exceptions :
—

( )
Curved brackets to indicate only the resolution of an abbreviation or

symbol.

[[ ]] Double square brackets to enclose superfluous letters appearing on the
original.

< > Angular brackets to enclose letters supplying an omission in the
original.

The Editors desire to impress upon contributors the necessity of clearly I

and accurately indicating accents and breathings, as the neglect of this I

precaution adds very considerably to the cost of production of the Journal. |
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